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Wireless World 

Shows - Large and Small 
THE first function of an exhibition is to show the 
goods. It may be a one -make show (rather like the 
one -man shows of paintings or sculpture) at which 
equipment is demonstrated by the manufacturer's 
own staff to invited guests; or it may be the perma- 
nent display in a dealer's showroom of the compara- 
tive merits of the makes for which he is agent. 
National radio shows fulfil both functions on a larger 
scale, and they also serve to stimulate interest in 
broadcasting itself -the end as well as the means. 

In this respect the British National Radio Show 
and German Rundfunk Ausselellung are comparable. 
Both stress the value of owning a sound receiver and 
a television set, as sources of instruction and enter- 
tainment, and both form a focal point in the year for 
the buying public. Frankfurt has the advantage of 
greater space, but Earls Court, by comparison, has a 
cosier intimacy. Here B.B.C. and I.T.A. are not 
walled off in separate studios, but mix freely with 
the throng, even if this at times causes traffic con- 
gestion in the gallery. 

British manufacturers tend to hold their new 
models and technical surprises until Earls Court, 
whereas in Germany most of the new season's sets 
have already been unveiled at the Hanover Fair in 
the late spring. Whether this practice will continue 
when the German Show becomes international in 
1961 remains to be seen. 

There is already at least one European radio show 
which is international in character -the Dutch 
Firato in Amsterdam. 

It is often a subject of comment that the capital 
goods side of the radio and electronics industry has 
no single major exhibition of its own comparable with 
the domestic Radio Show. True, it supports the 
annual Physical Society's Exhibition, the biennial 
Instruments, Electronics and Automation Exhibition 
and the recently inaugurated (and highly successful) 
Computer Exhibition. These serve as a forum for 
the exchange of ideas within the electronics industry 
and undoubtedly attract a large number of potential 
customers. But the managers and craftsmen of the 
older -established trades must find the high concen- 
tration of sophistication and science in some of our 
highbrow exhibitions more than somewhat baffling, 
not to say blinding. After one or perhaps two ten- 
tative visits they may give up and return with shaking 
heads and shaken nerves to the comparative security 
of their traditional methods. Clearly it is difficult to 
display effectively all the possible electronic applica- 
tions in other trades at an exhibition which is 
primarily one of existing methods. 
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Would it not be better for Mohammed to go to the 
mountain, for electronics and radio communications 
firms to go into their customers' own territory? To a 
limited extent this is already being done by those 
enterprising firms who have fitted out trailer vans 
-even boats -to visit their customers at home and 
abroad, and by sectional specialist exhibitions like 
the British components show held in Stockholm. 
But these cannot so well fulfil the functions of 
general exhibitions in bringing about a wide and 
diverse cross -fertilization of ideas and interests. 
Would it not be better for electronics firms to invade 
in force the specialist exhibitions of other industries 
-e.g., engineering, building, brewing and chemical 
engineering -to show what they can already do and 
to listen to criticisms and suggestions from customers 
who are much more likely to talk freely and con- 
fidently on their own ground? We think it would; 
but there are the serious obstacles of time, space and 
cost. For example, it has been estimated that it costs 
the German radio manufacturers and broadcasting 
authorities 15DM (about 25s) per visitor to put on 
a show at Frankfurt -and this is based on an attend- 
ance of over half -a- million. Only the more affluent 
firms could afford to indulge in a continuous circuit 
of the exhibitions, for that is what it would amount 
to, and since the electronics industry is now bigger 
than many of the trades it serves there would often 
be a risk of incongruity. 

In the Hanover Fair in Germany we see one 
example of the shape of things to come, the simul- 
taneous running of a number of specialist exhibitions 
in the same place. The compression of time and the 
reduction of cost is of advantage both to the visitor 
and the exhibitor, who must otherwise both spread 
their efforts over the best part of the year. We think 
that concentration in one necessarily vast exhibition 
ground is essential if exhibitors and visitors are to be 
tempted into wandering into terra incognita and so 

receiving the stimulus to new ideas and expansion. 
There remain two questions. First, whether 

manufacturers would support a comprehensive Fair, 
and, if so, where and how in this country accom- 
modation is to be found? An excellent survey of the 
present position (" Exhibition Facilities in the United 
Kingdom ") has recently been issued by a committee 
of enquiry set up by the Federation of British Indus- 
tries. Second, can such comprehensive Fairs be 
properly assimilated in the time available, assuming 
one has the physical stamina necessary even to walk 
round the stands? This is but part of the problem of 
keeping pace with a rapidly expanding technology. 
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designing a Transistor Receiver 
I. -For Use With Mains or Batteries 

T HE receiver which forms the subject of this 
article would at one time have been described as a 
1 -V -4 set because it consists of one r.f. amplifier, 
a detector and four audio stages. In this case, 
however, transistors are used. The first a.f. stage 
is orthodox but the following three are connected 
in a d.c. feedback circuit. Some characteristics 
of the set, along with reasons for building it, are 
given in the following pages. 

The overall quality of reproduction is comparable 
to the average mains valve receiver, being limited 
mainly by the loudspeaker and the cabinet in which 
it is housed. With an internal ferrite -rod aerial 
reception is limited to the local stations, but the 
stronger Continental stations can be received quite 
well with a small external aerial. 

The output transistor has a 3 -ohm loudspeaker 
connected directly in its collector circuit and gives 
up to i -a -watt of audio with a good frequency 
response from 25c /s to 25kc /s. 

A mains supply is virtually essential for continuous 
use of this receiver; this is because a class A output 
stage is used in order to give ease of design with 
freedom from distortion. The class A stage con- 
sumes -an- ampere of current which is passed 
directly through the speech coil of the 3 -ohm 
loudspeaker, resulting in a complete absence of 
audio transformers and making it simple to get good 
reproduction, with at the same time ease of construc- 
tion. 

The set is not particularly economical in its use 
of transistors but only two high- quality ones are 
essential, namely the r.f. amplifier and the output 
transistor. 

The output transistor can be seen 
below the loudspeaker in one of 
the illustrations; it uses the chassis 
as a heat sink and is insulated from 
the chassis by mica washers. These 
washers are supplied with the tran- 
sistor and the holes through the 
chassis should be smooth and free 
from burrs to assist in getting a 
good thermal contact with the 
chassis; a smear of silicone grease 
will help, if any is available. The 
chassis material should be as thick 
as possible consistent with ease of 
bending, -A -in tinplate or alumin- 
ium is suitable. Tinplate is ideal 
for the lazy man because the mains 
transformer, aerial supports and 
various earth wires can be soldered 
directly to the chassis, but alumin- 
ium is easier to fabricate. 

The ferrite rod used for the 
aerial coil measures 8in long and 
jáin. in diameter. If, in weak signal- 
strength areas, an external aerial is 
not practical, a larger diameter rod, 
or two or more rods, can be used. 
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mounted 

By T. SNOWBALL 

The ferrite aerial is mounted r.-I Perspex strips in 
preference to metal brackets as it is advisable to keep 
the aerial coils as far as possible from any mass of 
metal. 

In most cases the components are anchored to 
p.t.f.e. push- through tags, manufactured by the 
Oxley Development Co., Ulverston, Lancs, and 
are the Type 156. They need only a No. 19 drill 
hole in the chassis, the tag then being pushed firmly 
home. These tags are very convenient to use because 
they are strong mechanically, good insulators and 
cannot be damaged by excessive heat while soldering. 

The receiver consumes less power than the average 
mains radio, costs less to run than a transistor 
portable and could be used on picnics, with the car 
battery as a source of power. In an emergency 
it will run for a few hours from three U2 cells. 

There are no awkward transformers to wind, only 
the r.f. coils are special; the simple chassis requires 
no large holes or complicated bends. The mains 
transformer is any 8 -V bell type and could well 
be much smaller than the one which the author used, 
as only 0.6A rating is necessary. Similarly the 
smoothing capacitors used were 25 -V types but 6 -9V 
ones would be permissible. 

The on -off switch is included with the station 
selector switch, but it could be incorporated with 
the volume control, thus allowing another station 
position on the station selector switch, or simplify- 
ing the switch from a 6 -pole 3 -way to a 4 -pole 2 -way. 

The Power Supply. -The receiver requires a 
voltage supply of +3V and -5V with reference to 
the earth line. These are obtained from the small 
8 -V bell transformer previously mentioned and 
a bridge rectifier with the smoothing choke in the 

Front view of the chassis showing the location of the output transistor. 

STATION 
SELECTOR 

VOLUME 

POLYTAGS 
COMPONENT MOUNTINGS 

POWER TRANSISTOR 
USING CHASSIS AS HEAT SINK 

2 6.A. NUTS SOLDERED TO 
CHAS:);:', AS CABINET MOUNTINGS 
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positive output of the rectifier and two 1,000 -1LF 
electrolytic capacitors connected as shown in Fig. 1. 

The author used a discarded car -radio energized 
loudspeaker for the set which had a 5 -51 field coil 
and this served for smoothing, but a 5- Sl resistor 
and a P.M. speaker could be used instead. As the 
current taken by the receiver is about 0.6A the 5- i2 

choke, or resistor, drops about 3V. The positive 
line is "earthed" on the set side of the smoothing 
choke and the voltage drop across the choke provides 
the +3V previously mentioned. The -5V supply 
is the voltage between the earth line and the negative 
output of the rectifier. The actual voltages of the 
supply lines are not critical to within a volt or so, 
as long as the standing current in the output transistor 
is corrected by adjustment of the positive line feed 
resistor and this must be borne in mind if an 
alternative type of power supply is used. 

The rectifier elements are silicon or germanium 
junction types, each element having to pass 0.3A 
d.c. and the peak inverse voltage of all available 
types is well above the demands of this circuit. 
The author used S.T.C. Type RS20A, but Ferranti 
ZS10B or B.T. -H. GJ3 are quite suitable. Of course 
selenium cells could be used but the output voltage 
would be a little lower due to the higher forward 
resistance. Selenium discs are 12 -15V d.c. output 
and the current depends on area, a 45 -mm diameter 
disc is suitable for 0.3A and four could be used in 
this power supply. 

The Output Stage. -Here the idea is to get a 
stage which is simple to design and to construct 
and which gives reasonable results. One aim was 
to remove the speaker transformer because it always 
seems to be difficult to design and construct for a 
good frequency response. D.C. coupling between 
each transistor seemed a good way of economizing 
in components, just so long as it was possible to 
maintain temperature stability. 

As was pointed out by Dr. G. B. B. Chaplin* 
transistors operate successfully at collector potentials 
which are also correct for the base of the following 
stage, so leading to the circuit in Fig. 2. Consider- 
' Proc.I.E.E., Part 13, May 1958. 

L.W. 

470 pl 
M T 

00p 

M.W. 

Fig. 2. Basic circuit arrangement of the audio amplifier. 

ing TR3, using a transistor such as a Pye V15/20P 
this will dissipate 2 watts when used with a mica 
insulating washer on a metal plate of at least 9sq in. 
In this receiver the " heat sink " is the chassis. 
Because a transistor can be operated with a minimum 
of 0.5V on its collector an efficiency of 50% can be 
expected when it is used as a class A amplifier; 
this will provide an audio output of one watt. With 
a 3 -S2 speaker this represents an r.m.s. current of 
1 /'/3A. From this the peak -to -peak current swing 
will be (2 x 1.4 x 1) /A/3 = 1.6A. So in order 
to accommodate this swing in class A, we need to 
" sit " the transistor at 0.8A standing current. So 
allowing 0.5V for collector bottoming, the " sit " 
point becomes 0.5 + (0.8 x 3) = 3V. A swing of 
+2.5V calls for a supply of 5.5V to give 1 watt 
output. In order to get the maximum power output 
this is the condition in which the transistor should 
be used. A lower current, of say 0.5A, would, how- 
ever, be advisable in order to permit a greater 
latitude of " sit " voltage and freedom from bottom- 
ing should a rise in temperature cause a rise in 
current. 

While the V15 /20P has been used as an example 
of the design procedure for the output stage, a V30/ 

39k 

0C44 

IOOp 

o!° 

4io °T 

M oá71 

?:/00T 2, OOpT 

4 

5t. 

,n 
59k 

4-7F 

Fig. I. Complete circuit diagram of the transistor receiver. Tuning capacitors 
shown are for one medium -wave station on 1,088kc /s and one long -wave station 
on 200kc /s. All r.f coils wound in same direction, black dots indicate finishing 
ends of individual windings. 
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OmA 
25mA 

67mA 

oA 5V 

0SA 3 5V 

i A zV 

Fig. 3. Bose and collector operating conditions in the output stage. 

30P was available and is the transistor actually used 
in the receiver. The 0C16 is also quite suitable. The 
only difference the various types will make to the 
receiver is confined to the calculations of the operating 
currents. The voltage rating is immaterial with all the 
available types, so long as the supply does not exceed 
8 to 10V. If cost has to be considered a V15 /10P could 
be used, while if cost is not important a transistor of 
any voltage, but with a minimum current gain of 30, 
might well be the choice; such as, for example, a 
V 15/30P. 

A supply of 5V and a 3- û speaker gives a "sit" point 
of 3.5V and a dissipation of 1.75W. A Pye transistor 
marked V15 /30P signifies a maximum collector poten- 
tial of 15V, with a minimum current gain of 30 at 
200mA. This unfortunately drops to approximately 20 
at I, = 0.5A and to 15 at I° = 1.0A. Fig. 3 shows that 
the transistor needs base currents between 67mA and 
OmA for a collector swing of 0 -1A. The full drive of 
67mA to TR3 will be obtained when TR2 is cut off, 
and so the collector load of TR2 will have to supply 
67mA from 5V, making it approximately 67 û, allowing 
0.5V for the base -to- emitter voltage. In the standing 
condition TR2 will have a collector current of 67 - 25 
= 42mA rising to 67mA. If TR2 is an 0072, ß will 
be 60 at 40mA and drop to 50 at 70mA. Thus Ib of 
TR2 will be 1.3mA peak and. 680µA standing, as will 
be I of TRI. 

So as before, the collector load of TRI = 5/1.3 = 
3:9kû. Again, if TRI is an 0071, ß is 50 so Ib of 
TRI will be 25µA peak and 13.5µA standing, dis- 
counting I'C,. 

It must be borne in mind that the calculations 
which have just been made are with transistors hav- 
ing the current gains mentioned and individual 
transistors may depart by quite large amounts from 
these figures. This may mean readjustment of the 
collector loads in extreme cases; the author has found 
that normally the only one to change has been the 
680 resistor which in one case needed an increase to 
120 û. 

So now we have an audio amplifier with a current 
gain of 50 x 60 x 20 = 60,000, consisting of three 
d.c.- coupled transistors. This procedure cannot be 
extended to four transistors, because it will demand 
an I, of 13pA in the preceding stage, this is of course 
below the leakage current of a germanium transistor 
in an earthed -emitter amplifier. Indeed this ampli- 
fier will also be in trouble from leakage currents 
unless something is done to prevent it occurring. 

If the temperature of TRI increases by only 7 °C 
the leakage current is doubled. A typical ICO at 
25 °C is 4pA increasing to 8pA at 32 °C; this means 
the collector current of TRI will rise by 4 x 50µA. 
TR2 and TR3 will amplify this and cause a change of 
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4 x 50 x 60 x 20/103 = 240mA in the collec- 
tor currentofTR3. This will bring the collector 
"sit" point down and could cause bottoming; 
it certainly upsets all the careful settings of 
current which have just been worked out. So 
d.c. feedback will have to be employed to sta- 
bilize the circuit. In order to simplify the 
arithmetic consider the three transistors a; 
being one large transistor of current gait 
60,000, or 96dB. One of the best feedback cir 
cuits to use is the transistor equivalent of the 
anode follower shown in Fig. 4. 

Here, as with the valve, the transistor output 
voltage is determined, not by its gain, but only 
by the resistors and supply voltages. Tempera- 

ture variations can be reduced to a permissible figure 
by applying a large amount of feedback. But in the 
simplified circuit of Fig. 4 a.c. and d.c. feedback 
occur (too much a.c.) so in order to stop this the 
feedback resistor is decoupled and a resistor across 

inserted the signal voltages are developed, is nserted 
in the base lead. Fig. 5 is another simplified circuit 
showing the decoupling of the feedback circuit, 
and various currents used in the calculations to 
arrive at the operating conditions when using feed- 
back. 

From Fig. 5:- 
Ib =I2 -If 
I° = 1Ib .. 

V° ßIbRL 

The gain with feedback is Ì 

From (1) and (2) I° - ß4 
If Ib + If 

From (3) If = ßßI6RLl = +(ßR 
. 

(4) 
Ib 

Rf 
which is the usual feedback amplifier formula. 

As the gain without feedback is ß (from (4)) the 
reduction in gain with feedback is the factor 1 + 
(ßRL/R,). With the circuit values chosen; RL = 3û, 
ß = 60,000, and R f = 10,000; the reduction in drift 
is:- 1+ (60 x 103 x 3/104) = 19. So in the case 
mentioned the change in output for a temperature 
rise of 7 °C is 0.04V and 12mA with feedback and 
0.75V and 240mA without feedback. This can be 
expre-- d also as so many dB of feedback, and below 

Fig. 4. Valve anode follower and equivalent collector 
follower transistor stage. 
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Fig. 5. Transistor collector 
follower with addition of 
d.c. feedback. 
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Rt 
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IO c/s 

Ipp/ '' aiííilIliii 
Irgr 

, , ,'ll 

X 
IOOc/s I0C0cis 

23c /s 

IOkc/s i 
100kcis 

FREQUENCY 

Fig. 6. Response curve of the audio section of the receiver from lSc /s to 30kc /s. 

are the figures for: (a) the d.c. case, and (b) the a.c. 
case when we shunt the d.c. feedback with a CR 
network. 
(a) In the d.c. case: - 

RL =352 
ß = 60,000 Feedback = 25dB 
Rf= 10kû 

(b) In the a.c. case: - 
R1 =352 
ß = 60,000 Feedback = 9dB 
R f = 100k S2 in series with 0.1µF. 

More a.c. feedback could be easily applied, but the 
frequency response of 25c /s to 25kc /s, as shown in 
Fig. 6, indicates a response good enough for most 
purposes. 

D.C. Conditions. -From Figs. 3 and 5 the V, 
of TR3 is 3.5V, the base voltage is almost zero, 
and the resistance to the decoupled point is 5k 52. 

So If = 3.5/4.7 = 0.75mA and the value of the feed 
resistor from the positive line is (positive volts) /If; 
with a 5- S2 smoothing resistor the positive line 
should be 3V. Then the feed resistor is 4k O. Pre- 
ferably when the set is tested the feed resistor should 
be adjusted to give the correct steady current of 
0.5A in the final transistor, this is necessary because 
the positive and negative lines may not be quite the 
calculated values. It is hoped that this description 
is sufficiently detailed to enable the reader easily 
to modify the design, such as for the use of other 
transistors, a 15- 1-2 speaker, or different voltage 
supplies. 

Detector and First Audio Stages. -Practical 
low -level transistor detectors are quite satisfactory, 
but as the emitter -base diode has to do the detection 
it needs to do so without high frequency losses. 
This will mean using a transistor with a relatively 
high cut -off frequency if good detection efficiency 
is required. So in order to avoid the expense of an 
r.f. transistor for detection, the author uses a diode. 

In a diode detector circuit the input impedance of 
the next stage needs to be high compared to the d.c. 
load of the diode. This is because the r.f. carrier 
sees the diode feeding only the d.c. load, but when 
modulation comes along it sees the d.c. load in parallel 
with the input impedance of the following stage. 
This can cause distortion of the modulated envelope 
when the modulation is deep. In valve circuits, the 
input impedance can be made several times the d.c. 
load, because the grid -cathode impedance of the 
valve itself is normally very high and the input 
impedance is mainly the grid- cathode resistor; 
this being easily made 1 to 2Mû when the d.c. 
load can be made approximately 0.25M 52 and still 
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only lightly damp the associated tuned circuit 
But in transistor sets the audio amplifier will 

probably have base- emitter resistors of about 1Okt2 
and an input impedance of 1 to 10k O. Thus the 
d.c. diode load ought to be in the range 25052 to 
2.51W, but this gives very poor rectification efficiency 
as the diode forward impedance is also in this region. 
So compromising, the diode load can be 5k 52 and it is 
best to keep the audio stage input impedance as 
high as possible. 

One of the many ways of achieving this, and also 
one of the simplest, is used in this set and is shown 
in Fig. 7. Here the volume control is used to pad 
up the value of input impedance at all volume 
settings except maximum, which it is hoped will 
only be needed for distant stations of mediocre 
quality. The transistor is also operated at a low 
collector current in order to raise the input im- 
pedance. The Mullard data sheets show that the 
input impedance is mainly dependent on collector 
current, being ^ 80052 at 3mA rising to 3.2k S2 at 
0.3mA. Lower currents than 0.3mA will give a higher 
input impedance but ß will start to fall and I', becomes 
a large part of I,. So our first audio amplifier has an 
I,. = 300µA, which incidentally also gives the best noise 
figure. 

There are other variations of diode -to -audio ampli- 
fier couplings, one of the best, but unfortuntely 
wasteful in transistors, is shown in Fig. 8. Here the 
diode feeds into the high -input impedance of the 
emitter follower, which is equivalent to a cathode 
follower, thus getting a good ratio of a.c. to d.c. 
loads, and providing a low output impedance to 
feed the next stage. Unfortunately this circuit only 
gives current gain so losing over the normal earthed - 
emitter amplifier: but if good quality, especially on 

Fig. 7. Coupling erraneement between diode detector and 

audio amplifier. 
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Fig. 8. Diode detector wi h emitter -follower audio stage. 

deep modulation levels, is required, this circuit 
would be worth considering. 

The input impedance of the diode circuit was 
measured by feeding a tuned circuit from a signal 
generator, then seeing what value of resistor damped 
the tuned circuit to the same extent as the diode 
circuit. An oscilloscope was used to measure the 
voltages across the tuned circuit. From this 
measurement the diode was found to be approxi- 
mately 10k Sl input impedance, and this figure is 
used for calculating the optimum turns ratio of the 

transformer betweeen the r.f. and detector stages. 
The value of the diode filter capacitor, with a 

5 -kSl diode load and response up to 10kc /s, comes 
out as 2,700pF, when its reactance equals the diode 
load. 

The collector circuit of the audio amplifier is 
decoupled to prevent audio fluctuations causing 
instability, and also to augment the smoothing of 
the power supply. The values of the collector load 
and the decoupling resistor are reasonably non- 
critical but the author's choice is outlined below. 
The first thing is to ensure that the standing current 
of the stage is sufficient to fully drive the next stage. 
The output stage only needs about 25í2A drive so 
the 300í1A in the audio amplifier is more than 
sufficient. 

With a supply of 5V choosing an emitter voltage 
of 0.5V leaves 4.5V to share across the decoupling 
resistor, collector load and transistor. The transistor 
should have not less than 1V collector to emitter to 
avoid premature bottoming should the temperature 
rise too much. This gives a collector potential of 1.5V. 
The current through the decoupling resistor is 
0.35mA, as the biasing current is 50µA, so 4.7k cl 
will drop 1.65V, leaving 1.85V for the collector load 
at 0.3mA giving a load of 6.2k Sl or a preferred 
value of 5.6k Q. The base -bias resistors carry 50µA. 

Teaching and Development Aid 
FAST ASSEMBLY FOR " BREAD -BOARD " CIRCUITS 

THE technical- college lecturer knows only too well the 
difficulties associated with the making -up and use of 
circuits for demonstration to a class or for organized 
experimental work by students. The development 
engineer, too, has to waste time either making -up or 
having made -up for him equipment on which he wants 
to work. Damage to components usually occurs due 
to their repeated heating by the soldering iron, so caus- 
ing further waste, apart from the time taken for 
switching off the equipment and waiting for it to reach 
operating temperature again. 

There have been many devices offered in the past; 
which, to some extent, overcome these difficulties; but 
a new and very flexible system is made by J. H. Lester* 
under the nàme " Cirkit." The basis of this system is a 
Perspex panel which is sand -blasted to prevent specular 
reflections (and reduce the accumulation of static 
charges) and drilled in a regular pattern. Into these 
holes fit terminals carrying spring -loaded plungers 
which trap the wires in a slot; these terminals can also 
act as mounting pillars for small panels carrying valve - 
holders and large components such as transformers 
and electrolytic capacitors. Bus -bar strips, held down 
by the terminals, and a variety of clamps and adaptors, 
which are designed to avoid the use of a soldering iron, 
complete the kit. 

In use, the components are strung very quickly 
between the terminals (which are inserted only where 
they are required) together with such wiring as is neces- 
sary. For demonstration valves, components and 
wiring can be arranged in such a way that they approxi- 
mate to their positions on the circuit diagram, and the 
board can be stood upright without toppling even if 
heavy components such as transformers are mounted 

* 15, Maswell Park Road, Hounslow, Middlesex. 
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at the very top or bottom. For development work the 
quick and easy changing of components without the 
use of a soldering iron does much to ease the work 
of the technician, as does the quick and easy assembly 
and dismantling, and for both purposes the high 
accessibility (for all connections are on top of the 
board) can be nothing but an advantage. All in all, the 
"Cirkit " is a most satisfactory idea, and the only 
regret is that, by virtue of its form of construction, the 
system is not satisfactory for use at high radio 
frequencies. 

Part of a Mullard 5 -10 amplifier circuit assembled on the "Cirkit" system. Left to Right: input stage (high -gain 
pentode), long- tailed -pair waveform inverter (double triode) 
and push -pull output stage (pentodes). Power supply is 
not included, but note high- tension and "earth " bus -bai 
strips. 
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NATIONAL RADIO SHOW 

Stand -to -Stand Report 

LATEST 

SOUND AND TV 

RECEIVERS, AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT, AERIALS 

AND OTHER EXHIBITS 

SEEN AT 

EARLS COURT 

ACOS 
Low tracking -weight crystal pickup 
heads on show included a stereo unit 
tracking at about 2gm and, tracking 
at about 0.3gm, an improved version 
of the single -channel unit described 
by J. Walton in our April, 1959, 
issue. These heads were fitted to the 
low- friction vibration -stabilized arm 
described in our June issue. An in- 
expensive low side -thrust arm de- 
signed expressly for stereo use was 
also on show. Another new single - 
channel cartridge, the GP67 -1, has 
a nominally flat response up to 
15kc /s, tracks at about 6gm. 

Another new product was a stereo 
microphone incorporating two crystal 
pressure -differential figure -of -eight 
response inserts mounted at right 
angles to each other. 

Cosmocord, Ltd., Eleanor Cross Road, 
Waltham Cross, Herts. 

ADMIRALTY 
Examples of some of the latest types 
of equipment used by the Navy both 
afloat and ashore, and also in the 
air, were to be seen on the Admiralty 
stand. Those who went to the 
stand expecting to see something 
worth while of the new 3 -D radar 
installed in H.M.S. Victorious were 
probably disappointed to find that 
the only part displayed was the con- 
trol and monitoring panel. Com- 
munications equipment and naviga- 
tional aids were also featured. 

Admiralty, London, S.W.I. 

AERIALITE 

This company's new range of easy - 
to -erect small- size -package aerials 
was on show : on these aerials a 
printed- circuit version of the " Cross- 
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link " connection between Band -I 
and Band -III sections of combined 
arrays is claimed to give improved 
performance. A new loft- aerial has 
a telescopic Band -I section and four 
Band -III elements. The Model 8:45 
combined aerial is designed for 
locations with a good Band -III but 
a poor Band -I signal. Other equip- 
ment shown included v.h.f. /f.m. 
aerials, cables, installation accessories, 
and apparatus for wired distribution 
systems. 

Aerialite, Ltd., Castle Works, Sully- 
bridge, Cheshire. 

AIRMEC 
Although primarily concerned with 
the production of test and measur- 
ing equipment Airmec showed this 

100kc /s to 30Mc /s in seven ranges, 
a double superhet arrangement being 
used above 1Mc /s. The two i.ts. 
are 800kc /s and 85kc /s respectively 
and good image- signal rejection is 
therefore ensured, particularly at the 
higher frequencies; the makers claim 
100dB or better throughout. Crystal 
calibrator, b.f.o., precision tuning 
with scales effectively 4ft long are a 
few of its special features. 

Airmec Ltd., High Wycombe, Bucks. 

ALAN- MARKOVITS 
Decorative metal fittings for radio 
cabinets, escutcheons, cut -out and 
die -stamped name plates in a wide 
variety of designs were shown by this 
firm. 

Alan- Markovits Ltd., Emblem House, 
Sussex Road, Hove, Sussex. 

ALBA 
The first tape recorder to be p:o- 
duced by this firm, Model R59, is 
notable for its low price. It plays 
at 3. in /sec, provides for high- and 
low -level mixing and permits 

Alba T656 17 -inch television receiver. 

Communications receiver Model C864 
made by Airmec. 

year a new communications set which 
comfortably meets the G.P.O. 
recommendations for use in ships. 
The set covers 15 to 45kc /s and 
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monitoring while recording. There 
is also a twin neon recording level 
indicator. 

Last year a system of " packaged 
servicing " for .;television receivers 
was introduced, in which 90% of the 
components were mounted on two 
plug -in replaceable printed -circuit 
panels. This has been continued in 
three new receivers, the T656 17- 
inch table model, the T717 17 -inch 
portable and the T721 21 -inch 
model. 

A new stereo radio -gram, incor- 
porating a.m. /f.m, reception, has 
two built -in speakers but provides 
also for one or two external speakers 
to give an extra -wide stereo effect. 

Alba (Radio & Television) Ltd., 
Tabernacle Street, London, E.C.2. 

AMPLION 
New tape recorders were introduced 
using the new B.S.R. or Collaro 
" Studio " tape decks. Unusual fea- 
tures of these recorders were, in one, 
the provision of optional volume ex- 
pansion of about 6dB, obtained by 
using lamps in a balanced bridge 
circuit, and, in another, a 50 -c /s 
oscillator to allow operation from 
d.c. as well as a.c. mains supplies. 

Also shown were a number of 
single -channel stereo record repro- 
ducers featuring piano -key type tone 
controls. 

Amplion, Ltd., 175 -179 Cricklewood 
Lane, London, N.W.2. 

ANTIFERENCE 
Introduced for Band -III, Hi -lo and 
Antex -plus aerials, the " Rota -Click " 
assembly feature is designed to ease 
the work of the aerial erector. New 
aerials shown included an 11- element 
Yagi for Band III, with high for- 
ward gain and reduced subsidiary - 
lobe amplitude, a " V " dipole for 
channels with a suitable harmonic 

relation (such as 4 and 8) and a 
" Hi -lo " combined array for Bands I 
and III (three elements each, Band 
I and Band III). Other exhibits 
included indoor and outdoor diplexer 
and triplexer units, plugs and sockets, 
masts, brackets, car -radio aerials and 
the Exstat all -wave, anti- interference 
aerial system. 

Antiference, Limited, Bicester Road, 
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. 

ASTRONIC 
A notable model in the wide range 
of stereo and single -channel ampli- 
fiers and pre -amplifiers on show was 
the very comprehensive " Cecilian " 
single -channel control unit, which 
has as many as 7 tone controls -bass, 
treble, presence, "loudness," rumble 
filter and low -pass filter cut -off fre- 
quency and slope. Also shown was 
the A1434 stereo pre- amplifier, 
which has a sensitivity high enough 
(1mV) to allow it to be fed directly 
from most tape heads. 

Newly introduced was a range of 
cabinets for housing such units to- 
gether with a record turntable and, 
in one case, also a tape deck. 

Associated Electronic Engineers, Ltd., 
Dalston Gardens, Stanmore, Middlesex. 

AVANTIC 
Two recently introduced products 
are stereophonic pre -amplifiers for 
raising the output from tape heads 
or low- output magnetic pickups suf- 
ficiently to feed normal- sensitivity 
pre -amplifiers. A wide range of 
stereophonic and single -channel pre- 
amplifiers and amplifiers and an 
a.m. /f.m. tuner were also shown. 
Two styles of cabinet for housing 
these units together with a record 
player and (in one case) also a tape 
recorder are available. The range of 
speaker systems on show included 
two inexpensive two- speaker reflex 
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Belling and Lee "Metropolitan" 
set -top Band I¡Il and Ill aerial. 
Knob controls matching net- 
work. 

Left: Bush TV99 21 -inch push- 
button television set. 

units. A range of stereo tape heads 
was also introduced. 

Beam -Echo, Ltd., 13 South Molton 
Street, London, W.I. 

AVATO N E 

The new PL21 stereo amplifier and 
speaker system which was demon- 
strated consists of a 2 X 4-watt am- 
plifier and 8in x 5in speaker com- 
bined in a single cabinet and a 
matched extension speaker in a 
separate cabinet. A range of mains 
or battery, valve or transistor, 4- 
speed record reproducers was also 
shown. 

Ava Sound Enterprises, Ltd., Ava 
Works, Sutton Road, Southend -on -Sea, 
Essex. 

B.B.C. 
Although there was considerable 
accent on programmes and personali- 
ties on the B.B.C.'s three stands, 
there was also much of technical in- 
terest to be seen and, too, there was 
a technical information bureau. 

Closed- circuit television is now 
used between the B.B.C. news room 
and the news studio to facilitate the 
accuracy and speed of the broadcast 
bulletins. It enables additional items 
to he shown on a screen in front of 
the reader during the reading of the 
news. This was demonstrated at the 
show where a monitor screen was 
linked to the Broadcasting House 
news room. 

A television translator transmitter, 
such as is used at Folkestone, was 
shown in operation. This equip- 
ment, which is housed in a cabinet 
about 6ft tall, receives a signal from 
another station and after " cleaning 
up " the picture re- transmits it on 
another frequency. Monitor screens 
showed both the received and re- 
transmitted pictures. 

British Broadcasting Corporation, 
Broadcasting House, London, W.I. 

B.R.C. 
This stand was devoted to the ex- 
port sound and television receivers 
of the British Radio Corporation, in- 
cluding models by Ferguson, H.M.V. 
and Marconiphone. A variety of 
battery and a.c. mains sound re- 
ceivers was on view, all with two or 
three short -wave bands as well as 
medium waves, Economy switches 
are fitted on the battery sets. A 
stereo radiogram, Type 602, covers 
short, medium and v.h.f. /f.m. bands 
and has four loudspeakers (two 8- 
inch and two 4- inch). 

Television receivers suitable for 
Band -I 625 -line transmissions were 
also on show, in 17 -inch and 21 -inch 
versions with 110° tubes. 

British Radio Corporation, Ltd. (Export 
Division), 21, Cavendish Place, London, 
W.I. 

B.T.H. 
A stereo 2 x 11 -watt power amplifier 
and control unit were demonstrated 
for the first time. As many as five 
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stereo inpdts can be fed to the con- 
trol unit. Another innovation was 
a range of cabinets (including some 
in " lowboy " coffee -table styles) for 
housing such equipment. The 
B.T.H. range of loudspeakers in- 
cludes 12 -in and 18 -in coaxial units 
in which the centrally mounted 
tweeters are horn -loaded. High - 
fidelity equipment (such as " line 
source " loudspeaker systems) especi- 
ally suitable for factories was also on 
show. 

B.T.H. Sound Equipment, Ltd., Crown 
House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2. 

BELLING -LEE 
Television and v.h.f. /f.m. distribu- 
tion systems, components and inter- 
ference filters were shown on this 
stand in conjunction with the latest 
additions to the " Unit Plan " aerial 
range and the " Metropolitan," a new 
set -top tunable aerial. A new range 
of Band -III loft aerials use a tubu- 
lar boom and plastics -moulded 
element clamps. New components 
exhibited included a range designed 
for use with transistor circuits and 
even parts for transistors themselves. 
A full range of aerial installation 
accessories such as plugs and sockets, 
diplexers, triplexers and aerial -lead 
filters was also shown. 

Belling and Lee, Ltd., Great Cambridge 
Road, Enfield, Middlesex. 

BRENELL 
The Mark 5 record /replay amplifier 
and tape deck can be obtained separ- 
ately or as a complete recorder. 
Features of the tape deck include 
space for up to four heads and 8 -in 
diameter reels, four operating speeds 
and the use of three motors. A stereo 
record /replay head is available for 
this deck. The new stereo version 
of the "Three Star" tape recorder 
can both record and replay stereo- 
phonically. 

Brenell Engineering Co. Ltd., la 
Doughty Street, London, W.C.I. 

BRITISH RAILWAYS 
In addition to providing an informa- 
tion bureau on the services provided 
by the British Transport Commission 
the stand included displays showing 
the use of closed- circuit television at 
a terminal station and the radio room 
on a cross -Channel ship. 

British . Transport Commission, 222, 
Marylebone Road, London, N.W.I. 

BRCOMHALL JOINERY 
This exhibit consisted of a range of 
icoustic booths and hoods designed 
primarily for use in gramophone 
dealers' showrooms. Included also 
was a representative selection of 
record storage and showroom display 
equipment. 

Broomhall Joinery Co. Ltd., 222, 
High Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex. 

BULGIN 
The extensive range of components 
and accessories made by this firm in- 
cluded many new items, such as twin 
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neon indicator signal lamp fittings, 
crocodile clips with curved jaws, 
screened jack plugs, moulded tools 
for extracting lamps, sub -miniature 
group- boards for very small com- 
ponents and combined signal -lamp- 
switches for one -hole fixing. 

A range of sub -miniature fuses 
measuring only 9mm x 2mm, with a 
wide range of current ratings, has 
just been introduced for small -size 
and printed- circuit equipments. 

A. F. Bulgin & Co. Ltd., By -Pass Road, 
Barking, Essex. 

BUSH 
The push- button station -selection 
system for television receivers intro- 
duced last year has been extended to 
three new 17 -inch models, in stan- 
dard and fringe versions, and to two 
21 -inch sets with 110° tubes. There 
are four buttons, two for Band I and 
two for Band III, and no fine tuning 
is required. 

Two of the latest radio -grams are 
stereophonic types with built -in 
spaced speakers. The SGR81 has 
two 8 -inch speakers and gives an 
output of 5 watts, while the SRG86 
has two 10 -inch units with two cor- 
responding tweeters. Both models 
have a.m. /f.m. radio and internal 
aerials. 

A two -waveband transistor port- 
able, the TR82, has 7 transistors 
running from a 9 -volt battery, which 
is estimated to last for 200 hours. 

Bush Radio, Ltd., Power Road, London, 
W.4. 

" C " AERIALS 
Shown on this Company's stand 
was a range of Band -III and Band - 
II aerials using a novel shape of 
folded dipole, to which Band -I ele- 
ments can be attached. It is claimed 
to be necessary only to change the 
first director on the Band -III aerials 
to change the channel to which the 
aerial is tuned. 

" C " Aerials, Ltd., 14 -15, Quarry 
Street, Guildford, Surrey. 

CAREERS 
Although small by comparison with 
previous Radio Show displays de- 
voted to the theme of careers, the 
stand was used to full advantage to 
show the public a dealer's service 
department in operation. One sec- 
tion of. the display, arranged jointly 
by the British Radio Equipment 
Manufacturers' Association and the 
Radio and Television Retailers' 
Association, was used as an enquiry 
bureau for those interested in taking 
up servicing as a career. 

B.R.E.M.A., 49, Russell Square, London, 
W.I. 

COLLARO 
The recently introduced single -dir- 
ection " Studio " tape deck incorpor- 
ates a single set of magnetic heads. 
This deck uses three motors and can 
operate at three speeds -1, 3,'- or 
71in /sec. The well -known Mark IV 
two -directional tape "Transcriptor" 
was also on show. 

New Collaro uni -directional "Studio" 
tape deck. 

A feature of the latest stereo ver- 
sion of the " Conquest " record 
changer is that the use of a weight - 
rather that spring -counterbalanced 
pickup arm ensures that the differ- 
ence in stylus pressure between the 
top and bottom records of a stack is 
not more than 1gm. A four -speed 
turntable on a unit plate only lin X 
5in, the Junior, was shown in ver- 
sions suitable for a.c. mains or bat- 
tery operation. 

Collaro, Ltd., Ripple Works, By -Pas: 
Road, Barking, Essex. 

COSSOR 
A representative selection of receiv- 
ing valves and models of television 
tubes emphasizing the outstanding 
differences between the older 70° 
tubes and the modern 110° types 
were shown, together with the latest 
range of servicing and test gear. 

Recently introduced test instru- 
ments included an LCR bridge, 
Model 1446, a transistor tester, 
Model 1325, and a signal generator, 
Model 1450. The bridge covers in- 
ductance measurements of from 
10µH to 10H, capacitance from 
10pF to 10µF and resistance from 
1L1 to 10Mí1. A miniature c.r. tube 
is used as balance indicator. Kits 
of parts for home assembly of test 
gear were also included. 

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Cossor House, 
Highbury Grove, London, N.5. 

COSSOR RADIO AND 
TELEVISION 

Two new television receivers, the 
Models 950 and 951, with 110° de- 
flection tubes made their appearance 
at the show. The former has a 17- 
in tube and the latter a 21 -in, the 
sets otherwise being similar electri- 
cally. Both receivers embody turret 
tuners and continuously -variable in- 
terference limiters. 

The new radio models include an 
a.m. /f.m. stereo radiogram, the 
Model CR1500A, with push -pull out- 
put and two Bin x 5in loudspeakers in 
separate acoustic chambers. Separate 
a.m. and f.m. internal aerials are 
provided. 

Another new radio set is a portable 
with 6 transistors and one german- 
ium diode, push- button on /off and 
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wavechange switches, and a weight 
of only 31lb complete with 9 -volt 
battery. It is the Model CR1300T. 

Cossor Radio and Television, Ltd., 
71, Endell Street, London, W.C.2. 

DANSETTE 
Stereophonic and single -channel 
record players were shown, together 
with a medium- and long -wave port- 
able radio -gram and a transistor 
portable radio. Also shown was a 
6- transistor receiver, in a polished 
wood cabinet, covering medium and 
long waves. This set has a ferrite 
rod aerial and the a.f. power output 
is 650mW. 

J. & A. Margolin Ltd., 112-116, Old 
Street, London, E.C.I. 

DECCA 
Greater accessibility for servicing is 
a feature of the three new television 
sets introduced by this firm, the 17- 
inch DM35 /C, the 17 -inch DM45/ 
C and the 21 -inch DM55 /C, the 
last two of which have v.h.f. sound 
reception and sliding doors. The 
three sets have a hinged chassis 
which swings out at the back and 
upwards if necessary. Another dis- 
tinctive feature is the bow -fronted 
wedge- shaped cabinet (with dimen- 
sions reducing towards the back). 

Two new stereo radio -grams are 
the SRG500 and SRG600, both hav- 
ing built -in spaced speakers and 
a.m. /f.m. radio reception. For 
medium and long waves only there 
are two new transistor receivers, the 
TP22 portable, finished in washable 
leather- cloth, and the TT33 table 
model, finished in dark walnut and 
white ash. 

Decca Radio and Television, Ingate 
Place, Queenstown Road, London, S. W.8. 

DEFIANT 
F.M. receivers marketed by this com- 
pany have improved a.m. suppression 
for better performance in areas of 
multipath propagation, while the 
television receivers feature correct 
phase response in the i.f. amplifier. 
Also on show were portable receiv- 
ers, record players, stereo and single - 
channel radio -grams and a television 
receiver- cum -bookcase in which a 
tinted -glass door can be used as a 
" black- screen " filter. 

Co- operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., 
I, Balloon Street, Manchester, 4. 

DESIGN FURNITURE 
Television tables and caster -fitted 
trolleys are made by this firm and 
their exhibit consisted of a repre- 
sentative selection of their products. 
Tables for the latest " slim " style 
TV sets and others designed to har- 
monize with unusual cabinet styles 
were included, together with a range 
of double -door cabinets for housing 
large audio reproducing equipments 
and records. 

Design Furniture Ltd., Carnwath Road, 
Fulham, London, S. W.6. 
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DOMAIN PRODUCTS 
Showroom display shelves and floor 
stands of various kinds comprised 
the main exhibits of this firm. Made 
also are various kinds of wheeled 
and caster -fitted trolleys for test and 
industrial electronic equipments. 

Domain Products Ltd., Domain Works, 
Barnby Street, London, N.W.I. 

DUBILIER 
Interference- suppression capacitors 
and chokes were featured in the dis- 
play on this stand. Also noted were 
the PW -5, 7 and 10 series of wire - 
wound power resistors and the Type 
560 series of encapsulated -paper 
capacitors. The standard ranges of 
components have been extended by 
the addition of sub -miniature electro- 
lytics and dual -track potentiometers. 

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., 
Victoria Road, London, W.3. 

DY NATRO N 
An unusual feature of the new Van- 
guard TV50 21 -in combined TV and 
v.h.f. receiver is that push- buttons are 
used to select the stations, using a 
synchronous motor to operate the 
turret tuner. Remote control of the 
station selection and volume is an 
optional extra. This and other tele- 
vision and TV /v.h.f. receivers in- 
corporate the new 110° tubes. 

Stereophonic sound was demon- 
strated, using the " Berkeley " 21- 
valve a.m. /f.m. radio -gram in con- 
junction with the "Panorama" two - 
speaker bass reflex system. 

Transistorized models include the 
" Romany " 4 -speed record repro- 
ducer and the " Nomad " receiver. 
Features of the " Nomad " are a loud- 
speaker as large as 7 by 44 -in and 
provision of a tone control. 

The range of "hi -fi" chassis in- 
cludes a number of f.m. tuners, an 
a.m. /f.m. tuner, stereo and single - 
channel amplifiers and control units 
and the TC2OCS mixer control unit. 

Dynatron Radio, Ltd., Castle Hill, 
Furze Platt, Maidenhead, Berks. 

E.A.R. 
In the new 
one - piece 
stereo record 
r e p r o- 
ducer, Model 
500, which 
was demon- 
strated, t h e 
speaker com- 
partments can 
be hinged out- 
wards up to 
5 feet apart, 
or, if greater 
separation is desired, 
detached alto- 
gether fro m 

the main cabinet. Space is available 
for an f.m. tuner. A separate 2 x 3- 
watt stereo amplifier was also shown. 
Also useful for stereo, or where floor - 
space is limited, is a column- shaped 
two- speaker system. 

The three tape recorders on show 
used three different tape decks: the 
Collaro " Studio," the B.S.R. 
" Monardeck " and the Garrard 
magazine -loaded " Bichette." 

Electric Audio Reproducers, Ltd., The 
Square, Isleworth, Middlesex. 

E.M.I. RECORDS 
This stand was primarily a record en- 
quiry bureau where information could 
be obtained on H.M.V., Capitol, 
Columbia, Parlophone, Emarcy, Mer- 
cury and M.G.M. records. Stereo 
discs were included in the display. 

E.M.I. Records Ltd., 8 -11, Great Castle 
Street, London, W.I. 

E.M.I. SALES AND SERVICE 
Marketed by E.M.I. under the name 
" Emisonic- Orthotone ", sound re- 
production equipment produced by 
Scientific and Technical Develop- 
ments in conjunction with E.M.I. was 
displayed and demonstrated in the 
Audio Hall. Among the Emisonic- 
Orthotone equipment, a new 2 x 10W 
stereo amplifier with a c.r.t. balance 
indicator and contemporary- styled 
loudspeakers were noted. Capitol a.f. 
equipment wrs also displayed and 
demonstrated with E.M.I. records in 
the Audio Hall. Components and 
equipment for the professional and 
the amateur were displayed, in- 
cluding a four -speed record playing 
deck for mains or battery use and a 
variety of loudspeakers. Professional 
recorders were demonstrated on 
another stand in the Audio Hall with 
recordings registered on Emitape, 
and a display of Emitape featured the 
low- priced acetate -base Type 44 and 
2 -in tape for data -recording. 

E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd., Hayes, 
Middlesex. 

E.A.R. Model 500 stereo record 
reproducer with extendable or 
detachable speaker compart- 
ments. 
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Emerson transistor 
personal receiver. 

Elizabethan Bandbox " tape recorder on tele- 
phone directory to show small size. 

EKCO 
The use of a special short -necked 
110° television tube in the new 17 -in 
TP347 receiver has permitted a re- 
duction in the cabinet depth of about 
2 inches compared with cabinets using 
normal 110° tubes. The " Tele- gram " 
combines a 17 -in TV receiver and 
f.m. radio -gram in a single cabinet. 

An unusual feature of the new ex- 
port sound receiver, A733, is the 
variable selectivity. This receiver 
also incorporates five wave -bands, 
bass and treble controls and two 
speakers. With the new transistor 
portable BPT351 the station names 
can be easily read with the receiver 
at any angle because a pair of 
oppositely- printed tuning scales are 
provided. 

E. K. Cole, Ltd., Southend -on -Sea, 
Essex. 

ELECTRONIC REPRODUCERS 
The " Stereo 60 " turnover ceramic 
pickup cartridge which was demons- 
trated tracks at 6gm and provides a 
separation of about 15dB. This 
cartridge forms part of the " Stereo 
AD " conversion kit, which also in- 
cludes an amplifier and speaker 
housed in a single cabinet. Newly 
introduced was a low- friction pickup 
arm incorporating a raising and 
lowering device. Equipment for 
demonstrating stereo through head- 
phones was also shown. 

The German " Elac " range of 
single- channel and stereo cartridges 
is now being manufactured under 
licence in England by this company. 

Electronic Reproducers, Ltd., Windsor 
Works, Denbigh Road, Bletchley, Bucks. 

ELECTROVAC 
The main activity of this firm is the 
rebuilding of cathode -ray tubes. Ex- 
amples of rebuilt tubes were demon- 
strated in working television receivers 
on the stand. 

Electrovac Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 
Chapel Works, Sunnyside Road, Chesham, 
Bucks. 
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ELIZABETHAN 
The new Inexpensive " Avon " tape 
recorder features a response up to 
10kc /s at the single speed of 3 .4in/ 
sec. The response extends to 14kc /s 
at this speed in the new three -speed 
" Major " recorder, which also in- 
corporates a meter to indicate record- 
ing level. The " Bandbox " tape 
recorder is characterized by its small 
size (10zin x 9in x 6in) and weight 
(121b). Two speeds (18 and 3-,'in/ 
sec) are provided and up to 3 1-in- 
diameter reels can be used. 

E.A.P. (Tape Recorders), Ltd., Bridge 
Close, Oldchurch Road, Romford, Essex. 

ELPICO 
A notable item in the range of single - 
channel equipment is the new AC55 
portable 15 -watt amplifier and loin x 
6in speaker in a single cabinet. For 
stereo, a 2 x 5 -watt amplifier and also 
a column- shaped loudspeaker are 
available. Two single- channel tape 
recorders utilizing the new B.S.R. 
" Monardeck " were introduced. A 
wide range of tape recording and 
radio accessories (including car 
aerials) is also available. 

Also shown was the Dulci range of 
amplifiers and tuners which includes 
an a.m. /f.m. stereo radio -gram 
chassis. 

Lee Products (Great Britain), Ltd., 
Elpico House, Longford Street, London, 
N.W.I. 

EMERSON 
Remote control of television receivers 
by ultrasonic signals was demon- 
strated, using a battery -powered tran- 
sistor oscillator and crystal transducer 
in a small control box and a receiving 
crystal transducer on the television 
set. Working at about 40kc /s, con- 
trol of station selection (with a motor - 
driven turret tuner in the set) and 
sound muting were provided by the 
system. 

A switch on the latest 17 -inch and 
21 -inch television sets allows the re- 
ceiver to be switched on and off when 

required without the need for re- 
adjusting the controls. 

Car aerial sockets are a feature of 
the three personal transistor receiv- 
ers made by this firm -the 888, the 
Vanguard and the 555. They have 
printed circuits, push -pull outputs 
and operate from pen -light batteries. 

Emerson Electronics, Ltd., Brent Cres- 
cent, North Circular Road, London, 
N.W. 10. 

EVER READY 
Weighing just under l;lb and 
measuring 51in x 34in x 18in, the new 
Ever Ready " Sky Personal " portable 
provides full medium -wave coverage 
and one station on the long waves. It 
has 6 transistors and a printed circuit. 
A printed circuit is used also in the 
new " Sky Queen," a 4 -valve portable 
which has a 5 -in speaker, a weight of 
121b complete and a socket for con- 
nection of an external aerial. A full 
range of current models was shown, 
as well as a new Berec " Bambino " 
portable very similar, except in 
appearance, to the " Sky Personal." 

Dry batteries, including the 
" Power Pack " transistor series, were 
also on view. 

The Ever Ready Co. (Great Britain) 
Ltd., Hercules Place, London, N.7. 

EXPERT 
A third model, the " Stereofon III," 
was added to the Stereofon series of 
gramophones. This has the same 
general specification as the Stereo - 
fon II -2 x 8 -watt ultralinear stereo 
amplifier, switched bass boost arid 
treble cut control and an f.m. tuner - 
but it uses an Expert pickup arm and 
a transcription rather than auto - 
changer turntable. 

The Expert column- shaped loud- 
speaker system is now available using 
three alternative bass and treble 
speaker systems. 

Expert Gramophones, Ltd., 39 -41, 
New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I. 

FERGUSON 
The full " 500 " series of television 
receivers was introduced at the Show. 
Using 110° tubes these receivers 
range from the " Flight " -a 17 -in 
portable -to a 21 -in " consolette " 
with two loudspeakers and v.h.f. 
radio. A swivel top to the stand of 
some models allows the direction in 
which the screen faces to be adjusted 
easily. Four radio -grams (three for 
stereo), a record player, a tape re- 

Ferguson G-116-U v.h.f.-only re- 
ceiver. 
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corder and nine radio receivers -one 
was an inexpensive 6 -valve f.m. -only 
set -completed the display. The new 
tape recorder (Type 447) is Fer- 
guson's first entry to this field. 

Ferguson Radio Corporation, Ltd., 
105 -109, Judd Street, London, W.C.I. 

FERRANTI 
Demonstrated in the Audio Hall 
were the " Fidelio " stereo /single 
channel gramophone and the RP1022 
record player. On the stand in the 
Main Hall the full range of Ferranti 
radio, television and gramophone 
equipment was shown. Especially 
notable for their clean -lined styling 
were a new single -channel record 
player using edge -operated controls, a 
17 -in television receiver using a 110° 
c.r.t. (available with or without v.h.f. 
radio) and the new SRG1036 stereo - 
radio -gram. This latter has two in- 
tegral bass -reflex enclosures driven 
by 8 -in diameter loudspeakers with 
aluminium voice -coil assemblies : in- 
dependent treble and bass controls 
are fitted and an output of 7 watts 
per channel is available. 

Ferranti Radio and Television Ltd., 
41 -47, Old Street, London, E.C.I. 

FIDELITY RADIO 
Two new tape recorders, the 
" Argyll " and the " Berwick," were 
included in this year's exhibit. The 
former is supplied with a crystal 
microphone and there is provision to 
take an input from radio or other 
sources. A Tin x 4in loudspeaker is 
included and the overall size is 17in x 
13-tin x 7 *in. The weight is 21Ib and 
the price 29 guineas. The " Berwick " 
has a B.S.R. tape deck and, with 
microphone, costs only 231 guineas. 

Among the other exhibits were 
some new 4 -speed record reproducers 
and two radio -grams, one an a.m./ 
f.m. model and the other a.m. only. 
Stereo equipment was also included. 

Fidelity Radio Ltd., 1I -13, Blechynden 
Street, London, W.11. 
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G.E.C. "Periphonic" 10 -in 
width loudspeaker system. 

Ferranti SRGI036 
stereo radio -gram. 
Radio section 
covers v.h.f/fm., 
long and medium 
waves. 

Below: New Good - 
mans "Triaxiette" 
loudspeaker. 

FUND FOR THE BLIND 
On this stand, donated by the or- 
ganizers, a blind operator demon- 
strated how the sightless can become 
skilled workers in engineering pro- 
duction lines. 

Greater London Fund for the Blind, 2, 
Wyndham Place, London, W.I. 

G.E.C. 
In their high -fidelity section this firm 
demonstrated a new bookcase loud- 
speaker, giving bass reproduction 
from a metal -cone unit down to 
40c /s in a cabinet measuring only 
24in x 12in x loin. This and a new 
slender " Periphonic " speaker system 
only 10- inches deep were used to 
demonstrate stereo in conjunction 
with a console containing two 12- 
watt amplifiers and a new stereo 
combining unit. 

The " long -low " cabinet design is 
a feature of one new table a.m. /f.m. 
receiver, the BC402. Edge -operated 
controls and a thermometer -type dial 
are used in the a.m. transportable 
BC401, and there is an f.m. version. 

This year's television sets include 
17 -inch table and consolette models, 
with or without v.h.f. sound radio, a 
21 -inch set and a 17 -inch portable. 
The 110° tube is used, and bow - 
fronted cabinets take advantage of its 
shape to avoid the conventional 
" boxy " appearance. 

General Electric Company Ltd., Magnet 
House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

G.P.O. 
This year being the 50th aniversary of 
the introduction of the Coast Radio 
Service it was featured on the G.P.O. 
stand where a station console with 
simulated traffic was shown. Methods 
of fault location in submarine cables 
and repeaters, índ equipment which 

automatically corrects distorted sig- 
nals over long- distance telegraph cir- 
cuits were also to be seen. 

General Post Office, St. Martin's-le- 
Grand, London, E.C.I. 

GALA RECORDS 
Demonstrated and displayed on this 
stand were low- priced 12 -in long - 
playing and 7 -in, 45 r.p.m. extended - 
play records of jazz, popular and 
serious music. Although the pro- 
gramme material is American, Gala 
records are made in this country. 

Selcol Products Ltd., 114, Charing 
Cross Road, London, W.C.2. 

GARRARD 
The new tape deck incorporates a 
magazine to make the tape easier to 
handle. Each magazine contains two 
4 -in diameter reels of double -play 
tape so arranged that, when the 
magazine is slotted into its correct 
position on the tape deck, the tape 
is already in its correct position for 
recording or playing. The single 
record -replay head on the deck gives 
a response (with suitable equaliza- 
tion) up to 10kc /s at the tape speed 
provided (3, - -in /sec). 

The Garrard range of record 
changers and single -channel and 
stereo crystal pickups (which in- 
cludes a new stereo ceramic turn- 
over cartridge) was also on show, 
together with the adjustable TPA12 
pickup arm, GMC5 moving -coil 
pickup head, and well -known 301 
transcription turntable. 

Garrard Engineering and Manufactur- 
ing Co., Ltd., Newcastle Street, Swindon, 
Wilts. 

GOODMANS 
Notable among the new loudspeakers 
was an 8 -in triaxial unit consisting 
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of an 8 -in coaxial unit with, in 
addition, a centrally mounted horn - 
loaded tweeter. The horn cross - 
section is made elliptical so that the 
horizontal polar response angle can 
be varied by rotating the ellipse. A 
similar but separate horn- loaded 
tweeter and two full -range 10 -in 
units were also introduced. The 
compact "Bowl" loudspeaker for 
reproducing frequencies above 300c /s 
was on show. This is for stereo 
systems in which frequencies below 
300c /s in both channels are repro- 
duced by a single loudspeaker. 

A new compact three- speaker 
system, using an extension of the 
Goodmans method of resistive load- 
ing to reproduce frequencies down 
to 35c /s in an enclosure only 24inX 
112in X 14+in, was also introduced. 

Goodmans Industries Ltd., Axiom 
Works, Wembley, Middlesex. 

GRUNTHER 
A range of specialized measuring in- 
struments on this stand included the 
Beamec cathode -ray tube tester and 
reconditioner, Series II. As well as 
testing for heater current, emission, 
beam current, gas content and shorts 
and leakages between electrodes, the 
instrument has a pulse generator for 
removing cathode -poisoning by 
application of pulse currents between 
electrodes. Inter -electrode shorts 
and leakages can also be removed. 

Grunther Instruments, Ltd., 14, Orien- 
tal Street, London, E.14. 

H.M.V. 
An inexpensive sound receiver for 
f.m. only is the 6 -valve Model 1375, 
which has a permanently connected 
flexible indoor aerial for normal sig- 
nal- strength areas and sockets for an 
external aerial. A 7in X 4M speaker 
is used. 

Easy servicing is a feature of the 
17 -inch transportable television set 
Model 1893. The chassis can be 
easily withdrawn and the printed 
wiring is on two hinged panels. This 
set, like the 17 -inch table receiver 

Model 1890, uses a 110° tube and 
has the modern slim cabinet design. 

The range of new models is corn- 
pleted by a transistor portable sound 
receiver, using six transistors and 
giving 400mW output into a 7 -inch 
elliptical speaker; and a stereo radio- 
gram, the " Meistersinger ", which 
has two separate speaker cabinets, 
each containing a loin X 6in unit and 
a tweeter. 

" His Master's Voice " Radio and 
Television Sales, Ltd., 21, Cavendish 
Place, Cavendish Square, London, W.I. 

HEATHKIT 
With the most recent additions the 
Heathkit range of home constructor's 
equipments now covers a very wide 
field indeed One of the latest is a 
complete "hi -fi " stereo outfit com- 
prising record player and matched 
amplifiers, and, with twin loud- 
speakers, costs under £50. Another 
is an f.m. tuner kit requiring no 
alignment after assembly, as it em- 
bodies pre -tuned sub -units and a 
printed circuit. The power pack is 
included. 

Among the portable transistor 
radio kits were a six -transistor model 
and also a single- transistor kit for 
beginners. " Heathkits " for con- 
structing amateur radio transmitters 
and a comprehensive range of test 
equipment were included also. 

Daystrom, Ltd., Glevum Hall, 
Gloucester. 

HOBDAY 
As wholesale distributors of many 
leading makes of radio, sound re- 
cording and reproducing apparatus 
and accessories, this firm had an ex- 
hibit which consisted primarily of 
a representative range of these pro- 
ducts. 

Hobday Bros., Ltd., 21 -27, Great 
Eastern Street, London, E.C.2. 

HUNTS CAPACITORS 
Showing a wide range of miniature 
and standard -size capacitors for all 
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H.M.V. " Meistersinger " stereo 
radio -gram. 

purposes, this company's display 
featured new ceramic capacitors 
(mainly for printed -circuit use) and 

a new range of metallized paper types 
(W197) in values up to 2µF. Alsc 
shown was the new W97 Series of 
metallized paper capacitors whose 
voltage ratings have been increased 
to 250, 500, 750 (instead of 150, 400, 
600) with a temperature range of 
-40 °C to +100 °C. 

A. H. Hunt (Capacitors) Ltd., Bendon 
Volley, Garratt Lane, London, S. W.18. 

I.T.A. 
As on the B.B.C. stand, the empha- 
sis was on personalities, but for those 
interested in the means rather than 
the matter there was some interest- 
ing equipment to be seen. Tyne 
Tees Television, the programme con- 
tractors for the I.T.A. north -eastern 
station, had on show an outside 
broadcasting unit and a mobile 
video -tape recording van. The Am- 
pex video -tape recorder, which was 
used during the show for recording 
interviews for later playback, is a 
mobile version of the standard equip- 
ment. 

Independent Television Authority, 14, 
Princes Gate, London, S. W.7. 

INVICTA 
Television receivers shown were 21- 
and 17 -in types -four " standard " 
models and one for fringe areas. Two 
new radios were the Models 31 and 
320: both are transistor receivers, 
but the Model 320 breaks away from 
the usual " portable -set" appearance. 
Only 3.4-in deep by lin x 9in, this 
medium- and long -wave receiver is 
slim enough to stand on the mantel - 
shelf. 

Invicta Radio Ltd. 100, Great Portland 
Street, London, W.I. 

J -BEAM 
This company, who have always 
been slot -aerial protagonists, were 
showing a new wide -band slot aerial, 
called the Omnislot, for all Band - 
III channels. The New Omnibeam 
is a single -channel Band -I aerial 
combined with a broad -band slot 
covering the whole of Band III. This 
is available in two versions -with 
and without a second Band -I ele- 
ment. Other equipment shown in- 
cluded aerials for Bands I, II and 
III, for indoor and outdoor use; 
accessories such as triplexes, and 
aerial arrays for the amateur. 

J -Beam Aerials, Ltd., " Westonia," 
Weston Favel!, Northampton. 

JOHNSON 
Decorative trims in metal and metal- 
covered plastic for cabinets and radio 
furniture being the speciality of this 
firm, their stand was devoted to a 
comprehensive display of fittings of 
this kind. 

G. Johnson Bros. Ltd., 103 -149, Corn. 
wall Road, Tottenham, London, N.IS. 
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TV trolley fitted with Shepherd casters 
(Le Grest). 

K.B. 
Introduced last year, the 17 -inch 
portable television set "Royal Star " 
is being retained in a mechanically 
redesigned version, QVP20, with a 
110° tube and slim cabinet. There 
is a hinged printed circuit, controls 
are at the rear and the speaker is on 
the side. The 110° tube is used in 
many of the other 17 -inch and 21- 
inch sets in the range. A new ver- 
sion of one of the biggest sets at the 
Show, the 24 -inch Regina, was also 
on view. 

A suitcase type of sound receiver, 
the Gaiety QP21, has a detachable 
lid which allows the set to be used 
as a conventional indoor receiver or 
as an outdoor portable. Also on 
show were stereophonic and single - 
channel radio -grams and record 
players, and two extension loud- 
speakers, one of which, the " Stereo - 
vox," is housed in an unusual oval 
cabinet. 

Kolster- Brandes, Ltd., Footscray, Sid - 
cup, Kent. 

KERRY'S 
This firm had a representative dis- 
play of receivers, recorders, sound 
reproducing apparatus, test, gear and 
accessories handled by them in their 
role of wholesale distributors to the 
radio trade. 

K!rry's (Great Britain) Ltd., Warton 
Racd, Stratford, London, E.IS. 

LABGEAR 
New aerials shown this year included 
a combined type for two Band -III 
and one Band -I channels, a set -top 
aerial with sputnik -like styling (the 
" Satellite "), a range of " X " units 
and a co- linear, in -the -room Band - 
I /III design. Among the accessories 
was noted a Channels 9 and 11 
diplexer. Several instruments were 
on show, including stabilised power 
supplies, a transistor tester, a signal- 
strength meter for Bands I, II and 
III and a sine /square wave generator. 

Labgear (Cambridge), Ltd., Willow 
Place, Cambridge. 

3'/8 

McMichael MP18 I7- 
inch portable receiver. 

LE GREST 
" Finger- Touch " television trolleys 
on Shepherd casters and with non- 
slip rubber tops were a special 
feature of this firm's exhibit. One 
new model has a lower shelf and is 
so sturdily made it could be used for 
moving heavy apparatus in dealers' 
showrooms. Various other models 
were shown, including some for the 
new " slim " cabinet sets with short 
110° tubes. 

Le Grest and Co., 58, Fairfield Street, 
London, S. W.18. 

LINGUAAHONE 
Recorded language courses in 34 lan- 
guages are issued by Linguaphone. 
The Institute's 4 -speed record repro- 
ducer has provision for a " solo - 
phone " attachment enabling students 
to listen to recordings without being 
disturbed, or disturbing others. 

Linguaphone Institute, 207 -209, Regent 
Street, London, W.I. 

LUGTON 
Wholesale distributors to the radio 
trade, this firm were showing a repre- 
sentative range of proprietary makes 
of radio, sound reproducing and re- 
cording and test equipments, with 
some emphasis on stereo and " hi -fi." 
Also included were accessories and 
an exclusive range of diamond and 
sapphire gramophone styli. 

Lugton and Co. Ltd., 209 -212, Totten- 
ham Court Road, London, W.I. 

LUSTRAPHONE 
The stereo microphone VR65 is a 
double- ribbon unit in which the rela- 
tive angle of the two ribbons is 
adjustable. A switch allows them to 
be connected in or out of phase and 
in series. The wide range of ribbon 
velocity and moving -coil pressure 
microphones on show also included 
miniature lapel and noise -cancelling 
microphones. 

Transistorized instruments on 
show included a 4- channel micro- 
phone mixer and 10- and 15 -watt 
power amplifiers. A complete tran- 
sistorized noise- cancelling intercom- 
munication system suitable for fac- 
tories is also available. 

Lustraphone, Ltd., St. George's Works, 
Regents Park Rood, London, N.W.I. 

MMcMICHAEL 
Four new television sets, all with 
110° tubes and v.h.f. sound recep- 
tion, were shown on this stand -the 
17 -inch portable MP18, the 17 -inch 
table model M74T, the 17 -inch con- 
sole M74HFC with " picture- frame " 
presentation of the tube, and the 21- 
inch console M247HFC, also a " pic- 
ture- frame " set. All these sets have 
the same technical specification and 
feature a clip -on chassis which can 
be withdrawn completely for ser- 
vicing. 

On the sound reception side there 
is a stereo radio -gram, MS202, in- 
corporating both tape and record 
playing facilities. It has two loin x 
6in speakers, v.h.f. reception and 
push -button selection of wavebands. 
The range is completed by two port- 
able receivers, the mains M105R and 
the mains /battery MBP405. 

McMichael Radio, Ltd., Langley Park, 
Slough, Bucks. 

MARCONIPHONE 
Three new television sets, one new 
radio -gram and one new sound 
broadcast receiver were included in 
the Marconiphone exhibit this year. 
Two of the TV sets have the new 
110° tubes; the Model VT163 has a 
17 -in c.r.t. and v.h.f. radio reception 
facilities while the VT164 has a 21 -in 
tube but no v.h.f. channels. 

Radio -gram Model RG81 provides 
stereo reproduction in conjunction 
with a 4 -speed auto- changer and two 
8in X 6in speakers housed in integral 
acoustic chambers. It covers long, 
medium and v.h.f. wavebands and 
has provision for use with a tape 
recorder. 

The new sound broadcast set 
(Model T82B) is a small portable 

(Contnued on page 379) 

Labgear hree -channel, two -direction 
aerial for channels I, 8 and 9. 
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New Perdio " Continental " tran- 
sistor receiver. 

embodying 6 transistors and 2 diodes 
and it covers medium and long 
waves. A 5 -in speaker is used and 
the set is powered by two 6 -volt 
batteries. 

Marconiphone Radio and Television 
Sales Ltd., 21, Cavendish Place, London, 
WI. 

METRO -SOUND 
The new range of tape -recording 
accessories includes a head -cleaning 
fluid which is applied via a special 
tape, and coloured strips, " Metro - 
tabs," which are folded over the edge 
of the tape to allow the user to see 
at a glance the position of a particular 
passage. 

A range of sapphire and diamond 
replacement styli and other record - 
playing accessories was also on show. 

Metro -Sound Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
I9A, Buckingham Road, London, N.I. 

MULLARD 
Latest developments in valves for 
television, v.h.f. radio, stereophony 
and other applications were displayed, 
with special reference to frame -grid 
types. The exhibit on cathode -ray 
tubes concentrated on technical im- 
provements incorporated in the new 
110° tubes. Transistors and their 
uses in car receivers, portable sets 
and hearing aids were also an im- 
portant feature of the stand. 

Once again, a Home Constructor 
Centre was provided to enable 
amateur constructors to consult the 
firm's engineers and obtain informa- 
tion on the performance and uses of 
the company's products. 

Mullord, Ltd., Mullard House, Torring- 
ton Place, London, W.C.I. 

MULTICORE 
Accompanying the Model 500 Re- 
flectograph tape recorder this year 
was the new Model 570 Stereacorder, 
a self- contained stereo equipment in- 
corporating four amplifiers two loud- 
speakers and great flexibility in re- 
cording and playback facilities. For 
example, recording can be made 
stereophonically on twin -track tape, 
or the two tracks used independently 
as single channels. Each channel has 
a peak -level meter with separate re- 
cording and playback controls. It 
has many other interesting features, 
not the least being the Reflectograph 
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tape deck with its variable -speed 
facilities, clock -type tape -position in- 
dicator and three heads. 

Savbit and Ersin flux -cored solders, 
the Bib wire stripper and the Bib 
tape splicer completed an interesting 
exhibit. 

Multicore Solders Ltd., Maylands 
Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. 

MURPHY 
The basic display on this stand was 
the V410 and 420 series of 17 -in and 
21 -in television receivers in both con- 
sole and table -model forms. A not- 
able feature of the models of this 
type incorporating v.h.f. radio (V430 
and 440) is the elimination of the fine 
tuner : a.f.c. is applied to the local 
oscillator, so making possible the 
switch selection, without further tun- 
ing, of the three or four f.m. services. 

Sound is well- catered for also, with 
a range of table -model receivers for 
a.m. and f.m. and radio -grams. The 
A492R 7 -valve radiogram has an 
ultra- linear push -pull output stage 
and independent bass and treble con- 
trols. New radio receivers include 
two low- priced v.h.f. -only sets of 
high sensitivity and an a.m. /f.m. 
model in a plastics cabinet. A last - 
minute addition to the display -a 
new transistor receiver -has two 
quick- change cases, one of polished 
wood for use in the home and a zip- 
top carrier for use as a portable. 

Murphy Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden 
City, Herts. 

N.I.D. 
On this stand, the space for which 
was given by the organizers, the 
National Institute for the Deaf 
showed a variety of pieces of equip- 
ment designed to aid the deaf 
and hard of hearing. They 
included a G.P.O. telephone 
receiver incorporating a 
transistor amplifier. 

National Institute for the 
Deaf, 105, Gower Street, 
London, W.C.I. 

PAM 
The entire range of tele- 
vision sets, including a 17- 
inch portable, a 17 -inch table 
model, a 17 -inch consolette 

and a 21 -inch consolette, have the 
new 110° c.r. tubes this year. Another 
feature is the use of Polaroid filters 
to eliminate reflected light and make 
possible viewing in a room with all 
the lights on. A demonstration 
showed the efficacy of this scheme. 

Also on show were transistor port- 
able sound receivers, table model 
v.h.f. sets, car radios with transistor 
output stages, a stereo radio -gram 
with v.h.f. radio, and two stereo re- 
cord players. 

Pam (Radio and Television) Ltd., 295, 
Regent Street, London, W.I. 

PERDIO 
Special features of the new "Con- 
tinental " transistor receiver are a 
loudspeaker as large as 8 -in by 5 -in, 
one -watt` peak output, fixed bass 
boost to partially compensate for 
acoustic losses due to the small 
cabinet, automatically varying selec- 
tivity to give optimum signal -to -noise 
ratio at various signal input levels, 
and an 87 to 197 metre band. A 
car aerial socket, and also a socket 
for connection either to the input of 
a tape recorder or to earphones, are 
either already provided on or can 
easily be fitted to any model in the 
wide range of Perdio transistor re- 
ceivers. 

Perdio, Ltd., Dunstan House, St. Cross 
Street, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I 

PERTH 
Two styles of radio -gram cabinet (one 
for stereo) house alternative chassis 
of " de luxe" and " standard " speci- 
fication. Record players, both stereo 
and single -channel, were also shown, 
together with the new " Clarissa " 
tape- recorder. This uses the new 

Murphy console 
television receiver. 
Model V430C. 

Left: Marconiphone transistor 
portable, Model T82B. 
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Collaro deck and has mixing and 
superimposing facilities. 

Perth Radios, Ltd., 39 -47, East Road, 
hand on, N.I. 

PETO SCOTT 
Two new 17 -inch table television sets 
are the Sapphire 1729, using 15 
valves, 3 diodes and an 8 -in front - 
facing elliptical speaker, and the 
Vogue 1730, which has the same 
specification and includes f.m. sound 
reception with three pre -set stations. 
Also provided with v.h.f. reception 
is the 21 -inch consolette, Rondo 
2128, which has a 110° c.r. tube. 

A 9 -valve a.m. /f.m. sound receiver 
is used in the Contessa ARG68 stereo 
radio -gram, which has a four -speed 
record changer, a record storage 
compartment, and provision for an 
extension loudspeaker. 

Peto Scott Electrical Instruments, Ltd. 
Weybridge, Surrey. 

PHILCO 
" Pictures on the wall " have long 
been the aim of c.r.t. designers in 
their efforts to reduce tube length. 
The new Philco Model 1021 -called 
the " Telerama " -is .probably the 
nearest approach yet to this ideal. It 
is a 21 -in receiver using a 110° c.r.t. 
and the cabinet (162 -in deep) is 
shaped so that it fits into the corner 
of the room, hanging on specially 
designed brackets. Also shown on 
this stand were 17 -in television re- 
ceivers, radio receivers for mains and 
battery operation and record players, 
both stereophonic and single -channel. 

Philco (Great Britain) Ltd., 30 -32, 
Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I. 

PHILIPS 
Two new stereo radio -grams have 
been introduced, the G94A and 
G96A, each with push- button con- 
trols, 4 -speed record changers, a.m./ 
f.m. reception and built -in aerials. 
The G94A is a 10 -valve equipment 
using two 62 -in speakers while the 

G96A has 9 valves and two 6in x 4in 
elliptical speakers. In addition there 
is the " Disc Jockey Stereo," a port- 
able record player in which the lid 
consists of two removable cabinets, 
each containing a 62 -in speaker, and 
the " Automatic Disc Jockey," a 
single -channel portable record 
changer. 

A printed -coil turret tuner is used 
in the latest 17 -inch table television 
receiver, 17TG100U, which has a 
110° tube and a hinged chassis to 
give easier access for servicing. 

Philips Electrical, Ltd., Century House, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2. 

PILOT 
Weighing only 5flb, the latest 
" Little Maestro " radio receiver 
covers medium and long wavebands. 
Television receivers shown were a 
21 -in model in a " wrap- round " 
cabinet and two 17 -in models. A 
stereophonic and two single -channel 
gramophones completed the display. 

Pilot Radio and Television, Ltd., 
Stonefield Way, South Ruislip, Middlesex. 

PITRIE 
This firm specializes in the rebuild- 
ing of television cathode -ray tubes. 
Examples of typical rebuilt tubes 
were displayed but the stand was 
used mainly as a meeting place for 
trade visitors. 

Pitrie, Ltd., 2l Noel Street, London, W.I. 

PLESSEY 
This stand was used principally as an 
office where home and overseas 
representatives of the radio and 
electronics industries could obtain 
information on the wide range of 
components, accessories and equip- 
ment made by this firm. 

Plessey Co. Ltd., Vicarage Lane, 
Ilford, Essex. 

PORTOG RA M 
New transistorized models include a 
4 -speed radio -gram and a receiver 

with a response which is claimed to 
be from 80c /s to 9kc /s. An addition 
to the range of portable record repro- 
ducers is the " Varsity " Model ` B " 
which features a 6 -watt push,pull 
amplifier and " Lenco " transcrip- 
tion motor. 

An f.m.-only radio -gram and port- 
able and console tape recorders were 
also shown. 

Portogram Radio Electrical Industries 
Ltd., Preil Works, St. Rule Street, 
London, S. W.8. 

PYE 
A table sound receiver with faciliti r 
for stereo reproduction from a record 
player was the outstanding exhibit 
on this stand. In addition to two 
pairs of spaced loudspeakers and a 
twin -channel amplifier, it has a 9- 
valve v.h.f. receiver with magic -eye 
tuning, stereo balance control, separ- 
ate bass and treble controls and 
sockets for tape recording. Called 
the VHF3D, the set measures 30in 
wide and is finished in contrasting 
walnut veneers. A stereo version of 
the well -known " Black Box " was 
also on view. 

New transistor receivers included 
a six -transistor set suitable for use in 
yachts and other small craft. It 
covers the trawler waveband and has 
a practical anodised aluminium finish. 
The output is 450mW into a 5 -inch 
speaker. 

Pye, Ltd., Cambridge. 

R.A.F. 
One of the features of the R.A.F. 
stand was a d.c. analogue computer 
designed and built at the R.A.F. 
Technical College, Henlow. It is 
intended for training purposes for the 
simulation of problems associated 
with guided missiles and incorporates 
100 d.c. amplifiers. A range of equip- 
ment including airfield surveillance 
radar; Tacan (the tactical air naviga- 
tion system); communications gear,' 

R.G.D. Model A35 medium - 
and long -wave mains radio. 

Philco " picture -on- 
the -wall " television 
receiver. 

etc., much of which could be operated 
by visitors, was also shown. 

Air Ministry, London, S.W.I. 

R.G.D. 
This firm's 30th anniversary was 
celebrated at the Radio Show by a 
display of television and radio 
receivers, radio -grams, record players, 
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Regentone transistor receiver. 

tape recorders and a tuner /amp- 
lifier unit. The Model T.1. tuner 
amplifier is mounted in a table - 
radio -type cabinet and its push -pull 
output stage provides a power output 
of 8 watts. A series of television 
receivers (the 600 series) using 17 -in 
or 21 -in 110° tubes features silicon 
h.t. rectifiers and a circuit which 
reduces interdependence of contrast 
and brightness controls. Other 
additions to the range of products 
include a mains portable radio. 

Radio Gramophone Development Co. 
Ltd., Eastern Avenue West, Romford, 
Essex. 

R.S.G.B. 
The emphasis on the R.S.G.B. stand, 
which was devoted to the interests 
of amateur transmitters and short- 
wave listeners, was on mobile opera- 
tion. A typical car installation of 
home -constructed equipment was 
shown mounted beneath a mock -up 
facia -board. 

Radio Society of Great Britain, New 
Ruskin House, Little Russell Street, 
London, W.C.I. 

R.T.R.A. 
An information bureau, both for 
dealers and . prospective buyers of 
sound or television receivers, was 
provided by the Association. 

Radio and Television Retailers' Asso- 
ciation, IS -17 Goodge Street, London, 
W.I. 

RECORD HOUSING 
This stand held examples of both 
contemporary- and traditional -style 
cabinets for records, equipment and 
loudspeakers, together with two 
three -speed tape recorders -the 
Courier Mk. II and the Envoy, 
which uses the new Collaro deck. 
Also on show were record -carrying 
cases and " browser racks." 

Record Housing, Brook Road, London, 
N.22. 

REGENTONE 
Silicon junction rectifiers for the h.t. 
supply are a technical feature of the 
new 17 -inch 110° tube television set, 
the Ten -17. It has a constant- bright- 
ness circuit for use when switching 
channels and an improved low -noise 
turret tuner. There is an alternative 
model with v.h.f. sound reception 
and a 21 -inch version also with f.m. 
sound. In addition the range in- 
cludes a 17 -inch 110° portable, the 
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Peto -Scott TU2I28 2I -inch receiver. 

Ten -6, with a two -tone leatherette 
finish. 

An inexpensive tape recorder, the 
RT20, features a tone control and a 
twin -neon recording level indicator. 
The tape runs at 31in /sec and there 
is a Tin X 4in elliptical loudspeaker. 

The new SRG87 stereo radiogram 
has two banks of loudspeakers in- 
side the cabinet and a.m. /f.m. sound 
reception. The separate volume 
controls are ganged for two -channel 
balancing. 

Regentone Radio and Television, Ltd., 
Eastern Avenue West, Romford, Essex. 

REPS 
Features of the Reps range of tape 
recorders are the use of push -pull 
bias and erase oscillators to reduce 
the d.c. component in the bias wave- 
form and thus noise on the tape, 
rubber -suspension of the tape deck 
to reduce mechanical noise, and the 
use of " humbucking " coils. Re- 
cording level is indicated by a meter 
or wide -angle magic eye. 

Recently introduced for converting 
decks to stereo is a record /replay 
amplifier with a push -pull output. 

Reps (Tape Recorders), Ltd., 118 Park 
Road North, London, W.3. 

ROBERTS' RADIO 
Compact portables of pleasing design 
and embodying well -tried circuitry 
were the principal exhibits on this 
stand. Prominent among them was 
the Model RT1, a six- transistor set 
covering medium and long waves. 
It utilizes a ferrite rod aerial, has 
printed circuitry and provision for 
attaching an external (car) aerial. 
The case is Rexine covered with a 
choice of six different colours or pat- 
terns. Valve portables shown in- 
cluded the very compact Model 77 
and the slightly larger Model 88. 

Roberts' Radio Co. Ltd., Creek Road, 
East Molesey, Surrey. 

ROLA CELESTION 
The display on the stand in the Main 
Hall was devoted to loudspeakers 
for set manufacturers (2k -in to 15 -in 
in diameter and elliptical units from 
6in X 4in to loin x 8in including an 
8in X 2,' in type for use in modern - 
style cabinets) and professional pur- 
poses (re- entrant horn, horn and 
column designs). On the stand in 
the Audio Hall was shown and 
demonstrated the "Colaudio " 15 -in 
diameter loudspeaker with its 3 -in 
voice coil and centrally mounted 
high -frequency pressure unit. Also 
included in the demonstration was a 
new 12 -in Colaudio 1.s.-the model 
1220 -and the display featured other 
loudspeakers both for radio receivers 
and high -quality reproduction. 

Rola Celestion, Ltd., Ferry Works, 
Thames Ditton, Surrey. 

ROSE PROJECTS 
Television tables and trolleys made 
from selected cabinet woods and with 
attractively grained French veneer 
finish are a speciality of this firm. 
Table top sizes range from 14in X 
22in to 20in X 22in and tables of 
various heights are available with or 
without a lower shelf for periodicals 
and books. 

Rose Projects Inc., Bourne End, Bucks. 

SAGA RECORDS 
Long -playing records and pre- 
recorded tapes (for both 3 -in /sec 
and 72 -in /sec speeds) were shown, 
together with New Saga stereophonic 
discs. These stereophonic recordings 
are claimed to be compatible in the 
sense that they may be played with 
extant single -channel pickups with- 
out damage to the groove. Demonstra- 
tions of both stereophonic and single - 
channel programme material were 
given in an adjoining room. 

Saga Films Ltd., Empire Yord, 5381540 
Holloway Road, London, N.7. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
DEVELOPMENTS 

A new range of period reproduction 
furniture fitted with "Emisonic/ 
Orthotone " high -fidelity units was 
shown. Most of these cabinets have 

Ernisonic-Orthotone o. f. pre -amplifier 
by S.T.D. 

space for both a record player and 
tape recorder. Two alternative 
" Queen Anne " style loudspeaker 
cabinets are also available. 

Scientific & Technical Developments 
Ltd., Melbourne Works, Wallington, 
Surrey. 
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Right: Two Tripletone 
"Convertible" ampli- 
fiers coupled together 
for stereo. 

Sobel) SC270 I7 -inch 
receiver with sliding 
doors. 

Below: New Truvox 
R7 two -directional 
tape recorder. 

SIEMENS EDISWAN 
Drift transistors with cut-off fre- 
quencies up to 100Mc /s and a new 
silicon rectifier for television receiver 
power supplies were shown amongst 
the display of semiconductor devices 
on this stand. A transistorized tran- 
sistor tester, using an audible note 
for indication, provided rapid 
measurements of current gain and 
collector leakage current of p -n -p 
transistors under common- emitter 
conditions. 

A new 110° cathode -ray tube, the 
17 -inch CME1705, has a special de- 
sign of electron gun which makes 
the tube about 1 *in shorter than the 
equivalent 17 -inch 110° tube of con- 
ventional design. It uses a new 
system of electrostatic focusing, 
operating over a shorter distance 
than normal. Valves for scanning 
110° tubes were also on show. 

Miniature multipoint connectors 
and a new printed -circuit valve - 
holder were highlights of the Clix 
display of chassis fittings. 

Siemens Edison Swan, Ltd., 155 Charing 
Cross Road, London, W.C.2. 

SIMON 
A stereo replay adaptor for the stan- 
dard SP /4 tape recorder was demon- 
strated. This clips on to the side 
of the SP /4 and consists of a twin 
pre- amplifier and stereo head: the 
tape is driven past the stereo head 
using the mechanism of the SP /4. 
Also available for adapting the SP /4 
to stereo are a similar amplifier and 
two- speaker system to those in the 
SP /4, housed together in a cabinet 
to match the SP /4. A useful acces- 
sory for the SP /4 recorder is a re- 
mote control start /stop and track 
change switch. 

Simon Sound Services Ltd., Recorder 
House, 46 -50 George Street, Portman 
Square, London, W.I. 

SLI NGSBY 
Trucks designed primarily for trans- 
porting television sets and radio- 
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gramophones in warehouses and 
dealers' showrooms, and also some 
van- loading and unloading equip- 
ment, formed the principal items of 
interest on this stand. 

H. C. Slingsby Ltd., 89 -97 Kingsway, 
London, W.C.2. 

SO BELL 
Nine television receiver models, five 
of which use 110° tubes, made up 
the main part of the display on this 
Stand. Two new models -the SC270 
and SC24- featured the new trend 
in cabinet design with front -mounted 
loudspeakers (one on each side of 
the c.r.t.) and glide -away doors. 
Both these sets incorporate v.h.f. 
radio with a separate tuning dial and 
on /off switch. The stereo record 
player (Model SP406) is a portable 
machine carrying the second loud- 
speaker in the detachable lid. 

Radio and Allied Industries, Ltd., 
Langley Park, Slough, Bucks. 

SOUND 
One notable model in the range of 
tape recorders on show was the 
" Belle ". This is characterized by 
its small size (loin x 8in x 5in) and 
light weight (111b). No capstan is 
used on this recorder, the tape being 
driven by the take -up spool. Up 
to 35 minutes playing time per track 
is possible using long -playing tape. 

The firm also distributes the 
Sonocolor range of tape accessories. 
This includes splicing equipment, 
marking ink, and tape which has 
vertical black lines printed on its 

Sound Sonocolor Tape splicer. 

back to form a stroboscope for cine. 
synchronization. 

A range of extension loudspeaker: 
is also available. 

Tape Recorders (Electronics) Ltd.. 

784 -788, High Rood, Tottenham, London. 
N.17. 

SOUTHGATE TUBULAR 
PRODUCTS 

Manufacturers of showroom and 
window -display stands in tubular 
metal, this firm demonstrated a 
representative selection of stands 
applicable to the radio trade. A 
special feature was made of their 
" Unipole " models. 

Southgate Tubular Products, 148 Chase 
Side, Southgate, London, N.14. 

SPENCER -WEST 
All components of the four new 17- 
inch table television receivers intro- 
duced this year are mounted on a 
single printed deck in one plane. 
Free access to all the components on 
this chassis can be obtained without 
removing it from the cabinet. Cabi- 
nets have been restyled since last 
year. 

Spencer -West, Ltd., Quay Works, 
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. 

S.T.C. 
A new, inexpensive silicon junction 
rectifier, making possible simplifica- 
tion of the h.t. supplies of television 
receivers, is rated at 400V p.i.v. and 
500mA at up to 50'C. Zener refer- 
ence diodes, selenium rectifiers, junc- 
tion photocells and a wide range of 
transistors were also on view. 

Amongst the quartz crystal units on 
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show was a new three -crystal assem- 
bly on a single B7G valve base which 
has particular application to oscillator 
control in f.m. receivers. 

In Brimar valves, the types PL84 
and PL36, for television frame and 
line output stages respectively, have 
been designed for adequate margins 
of performance under the more 
stringent conditions imposed by 110° 
scanning circuits. 

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., 
Connaught House, Aldwych, London, 
W. C.2. 

STELLA 
A new transistor portable radio, a 
stereophonic radio -gram and a 21- 
inch television receiver made their 
debut on this stand. The radio- 
gram is a one -cabinet design using 
the Philips autochanger. The 21- 
in television receiver has twin 
loudspeakers, and push - button 
vision -definition and sound -tone con- 
trols. The definition control gives 
" crisp," " soft " or normal pictures. 

Other equipment shown included 
a single -channel radio -gram (con- 
vertible for stereo), table model long - 
and medium -wave and a.m. /f.m. 
receivers, a 21 -in fringe model TV 
and a 17 -in tube version of the tele- 
vision receiver mentioned above. 

Stella Radio and Television Co., Ltd., 
9 -I5 Oxford Street, London, W.I. 

T.C.C. 
A full range of capacitors covering 
practically every need was shown, 
including a new printed -circuit 
mounting arrangement for tubular 
types. From the newly formed 
Ceramics Division came a display of 
formers, resistor tubes, plates and 
rods, stand -off and lead- through ter- 
minals, capacitor bodies, bushes and 
hermetic seals, together with an ex- 
tensive range of fuses. The Printed - 
circuits Division were showing items 
demonstrating the use of flush - 
bonded and plated -through circuits 
in applications such as missile - 
telemetry and industrial control. 
Also on show were piezo -electric 
transducer elements. 

The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., 
North Acton, London, W.3. 

Trix sound -system 
control console. 

TELERECTION 
New aerials shown included the 
Dual Hi -max 5R combined type and 
an eleven -element Yagi for Band III. 
The Hi -max 5R completes the Dual 
Hi -Max range, all of which can 
have elements added for the recep- 
tion of v.h.f. /f.m. Other equipment 
shown comprised a full range of 
aerials for Bands I, II and III recep- 
tion, the larger items from which 
(three elements and over for Band I, 
and Band II, broadside arrays for 
Band III) feature delta- matching of 
the feeder. 

Telerection Ltd., Antenna Works, 
Lynch Lane, Weymouth, Dorset. 

TELESURANCE 
In addition to providing information 
on their television maintenance- 
insurance scheme, Telesurance gave 
details of the advisory service on 
television relay schemes they now 
provide for dealers. Under this 
scheme local dealers in areas of bad 
or indifferent reception form them- 
selves into a company to provide a 
relay service with which subscribers 
use their own receivers for both tele- 
vision and v.h.f. sound. 

Telesurance Ltd., 14 Windmill Street, 
London, W.I. 

TRIPLETONE 
The range of single -channel and 
stereo amplifiers demonstrated 
featured middle frequency as well as 
bass and treble controls. This 
enables dissimilar response loud- 
speakers in stereo systems to be 
more easily balanced against each 
other. Conversion to stereo has 
been made easy with the " Convert- 
ible " single -channel amplifier by 
extending the control spindle on 
both sides of the potentiometers so 
that when two " Convertibles " are 
bolted together front -to -back, corres- 
ponding spindles can easily be 
coupled together in pairs. Also 
shown was a stereo balance indicator 
unit. 

Tripletone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
241a The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, 
S. W.19. 
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TRIX 
A wide selection of both domestic 
and professional equipment was 
shown, ranging from a portable 
record player through various stereo- 
phonic gramophones (the " Leofric " 
uses column -type loudspeakers) to 
control desks such as that shown in 
the photograph. Many new items 
were noted, including a 12 -V, 15 -W 
transistor mobile p.a. amplifier, a 
stereo -gramophone for dance halls 
and theatres, and two tape recorders. 
One of these, the " Comet," uses the 
Garrard tape- cartridge deck, whilst 
the "Everest " employs the new 
three -speed Collaro transport. Out 
of the larger equipment perhaps the 
" brick " construction, enabling a 
variety of equipment such as f.m. 
tuners, preamplifiers and alarm 
signal units to be fitted into a " stan- 
dard " 19 -in rack, was the most 
interesting; but also seen were two 
new mixer /preamplifier units for 
microphone and tape /radio /gramo- 
phone. Individual amplifiers and an 
f.m. tuner cater for most high -fidelity 
requirements and a display of micro- 
phones included ribbon and moving - 
coil types. 

Trix Electrical Co. Ltd., I/S Maple 
Place, Tottenham Court Road, London, 
W.I. 

TRUVOX 
The new R7 tape recorder is a two - 
speed two -directional model. It has 
two sets of heads so that both tracks 
on the tape can be played without 
turning the reels over. Other unusual 
features of this recorder are a slide 
type volume control, and provision 
of two different fast forward and re- 
wind speeds to allow easier winding 
to a particular point on the tape. 

Truvox, Ltd., Ncasden Lune, London, 
N. W.10. 

ULTRA 
Prominent amongst the new range of 
110° television sets was a 17 -inch 
portable, the VP1772. Weighing 331b, 
it has an adjustable twin indoor aerial 
as an optional extra and is finished 
in Vynair fabric in two alternative 
two -tone colour schemes. Recent 
console models are the 21 -inch , 
VC2173 and the 17 -inch VC1773, 
both of which have two loudspeakers 
and f.m. sound reception. 

Amongst sound receivers was a 
new stereo radio -gram, the RG81. 
It has push -pull output on both chan- 
nels, a 4- speed record player and 
v.h.f. radio. A large -scale dial and 
slow- motion drive for the permeabi- 
lity tuning are features of the 
" Troubadour " set for f.m. -only re- 
ception. 

Ultra Electric, Ltd., Stonefield Way, 
South Ruislip, Middlesex. 

VALRADIO 
The Mirrascope projection television 
receiver was shcwn. This produces 
pictures up to four feet across and 
the loudspeaker points at the screen, 
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the sound being reflected so that it 
appears to originate at the screen. For 
those afflicted with d.c. mains sup- 
plies the 100 -watt electronic d.c. /a.c. 
converter shown should be of inter- 
est as it incorporates a tuned -reed fre- 
quency meter to facilitate accurate 
adjustment to 50c /s. Other exhibits 
included transistor converters and 
vibrators in a variety of ratings. 

Valradio, Ltd., Browells Lane, Feltham, 
Middlesex. 

VERITO NE 
The new " Venus " stereo portable 
tape recorder is one of the few stereo 
models which can record as well as 
replay stereophonically. This model 
also continues the feature of other 
Veritone recorders of having separate 
record and replay heads and ampli- 
fiers, so that the recorded output from 
the tape can be monitored as distinct 
from only the recorded input, which 
is more usual. This head arrange- 
ment also makes superimposition of 
recordings easier. 

Veritone, Ltd., 16 Station Close, 
Potters Bar, Middlesex. 

WALTER 
The Walter range of tape recorders 
includes single- and two -speed 
models featuring the well -known 
" joystick " method of controlling the 
tane motion. A stroboscope is sup- 
plied for attachment to the capstan 
on the 505 or 303 recorders to facili- 
tate ciné- synchronization. Stetho- 
scope -type earphones for dictation 
purposes are also available for these 
two recorders. 

Walter Instruments, Ltd., Garth Road, 
Morden, Surrey. 

WAVEFORMS 
To the range of specialized test gear 
made by this firm has been added a 
new portable oscilloscope, the Model 
303, having a particularly comprehen- 
sive specification. For example, high - 
impedance input; a wideband d.c. 
" Y " amplifier usable up to 10Mc /s 
with a rise time better than 0.06µsec; 
a paraphase- output Miller- multi- 
vibrator timebase with a range of 
0.5c /s to 100kc /s and suppressed fly- 
back, are a few of its special features. 
Repetitive or triggered synchronizing 
can be employed. It is mains oper- 
ated, weighs 201b and measures 
12in x 9in x 61in. 

Waveforms Ltd., Radar Works, Wallis - 
down, Bournemouth, Hants. 

WESTINGHOUSE 
Amongst a new range of silicon junc- 
tion low -power rectifiers, the type 
SH5A2 has a maximum p.i.v. of 
500V and a current rating of 500mA 
and is therefore suitable for h.t. sup- 
plies of television receivers. Dimen- 
sions of the case are in (diameter) by 
;bin. 

Selenium rectifiers were shown in 
various types of assembly to illustrate 
methods of cooling and chassis 
mounting. The latest is the edge- 
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Waveforms Type 303 oscilloscope. 

cooled type in which the heat is re- 
moved by conduction from three 
edges of the square element, the 
fourth edge being used for connec- 
tions. 

Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co. Ltd., 
82 York Way, Kings Cross. London, N.I. 

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL 
The wide range of " Stentorian " 
loudspeakers on show included units 
with diameter:, ranging from 1,'- to 
18in. These are available with a 
variety of cone constructions, mag- 
netic field strengths and speech coil 
impedances to suit different require- 
ments. Folded horns are included in 
the well -known range of " Break- 
down " cabinets. "Line source " 
loudspeaker systems can be obtained 
for sound reinforcement and public 
address purposes. 

A stereophonic pre -amplifier and 

2 x 8 -watt amplifier were also on 
show. Various types of transformers 
are included in the wide range of 
components available. 

Tables for the new " slim -line " 
television rece vers are an innovation. 
Record storage cabinets are also avail- 
able. 

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., 
Victoria Street, Mansfield, Notts. 

"WIRELESS FOR THE 
BEDRIDDEN " SOCIETY 

As its name implies the society pro- 
vides radio facilities for the bedrid- 
den or housebound. It instals either 
a receiver, which is maintained free, 
or arranges for a relay service. Nearly 
7,000 installations have so far been 
arranged. The Society, which relies 
entirely on voluntary contributions, 
was granted free space at the show 
by the organizers. 

"Wireless for the Bedridden" Society, 
55a Welbeck Street, London, W.I. 

WOLSEY 
Most notable on this stand was a 
display of equipment for wired tele- 
vision and v.h.f. /f.m. relay, together 
with the offer of a free planning and 
advisory service for use by dealers 
contemplating the installation of a 
relay system. The important features 
of the Wolsey system are that standard 
television and v.h.f. radio receivers 
may be used and Band -III pro- 
grammes may be " translated " to a 
vacant Band -I channel for distribu- 
tion. Also shown was a range of 
aerials for Bands I, II and III and in- 
stallation accessories. 

Wolsey Electronics, Ltd., Cray Avenue, 
St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent. 

Professional appearance is presented by the " RAFTRAC " analogue computer 
shown at Earls Court by the R.A.F. Technical College, Henlow, who designed and 
constructed the machine. Intended for training weapons systems engineers, it will be 
used for reproducing missile and target interception courses and for investigating 
development problems in missile design. The unit on the right incorporates 100 d.c. 
amplifiers, while the control cabinet (centre) provides facilities for making connections, 
setting zero, setting gains and inserting initial conditions. 
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Advances in Medical Electronics 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN PARIS 

0 NE afternoon recently, on a lecture platform in 
Paris, Dr. H. G. Miller of Heidelberg did the un- 
usual thing of opening his mouth and swallowing, not 
a refreshing draught of water, but a small, working 
radio transmitter. He then proceeded to track its 
course through his body with the aid of a radio recei- 
ver. This was, in fact a demonstration of the " radio 
pill ", or endoradiosonde, technique for measuring 
pressure and other parameters from inside the gastro- 
intestinal tract for the purposes of medical examina- 
tion. The occasion was a session of lectures on electro- 
manometry at the recent Second International Con- 
ference on Medical Electronics, held in the new 
UNESCO building in Paris. 

Like many of the other contributions to this con- 
ference, Dr. Miller's demonstration drew attention to 
the advanced nature of the modern techniques which 
now form the subject of medical electronics. A few 
years ago medical electronics hardly existed as an in- 
tegrated field of study. There were a few isolated 
centres of activity, such as electro- cardiography, 
electro-encephalography, and radiography, with very 
little common ground between them. Nowadays elec- 
tronic techniques have proliferated to such an extent 
in the medical field that doctors, physicists and tech- 
nicians from many different branches of medicine and 
many different countries have found a great deal in 
common, and for two years running have met at 
international conferences in Paris. As reported in 
our July /August issue (p.315) this feeling of unity 
has led to the formation of an International Federa- 
tion for Medical Electronics, and a third international 
conference is to be held in London next year. 

To a non -medical technician one of the most 
interesting aspects of the techniques described at 
UNESCO was the possibility of carrying out measure- 
ments, or performing therapeutic operations, by 
small electronic units actually implanted inside the 
body. The endoradiosonde, though not exactly im- 
planted, was, of course, a notable example. Another 
was the self -contained "pace- maker" for the heart 
described by the Swedish workers R. Elmqvist and 
A. Senning. Electronic pacemakers are essentially 
pulse generators used as muscle stimulators to ensure 
the correct beating of the heart. They often have to 
be used for long periods after cardiac surgery has 
caused some damage to the heart muscles. The con- 

cm 

ventional technique of applying stimulation through 
a cable brought out through the skin brings with it 
a risk of infection; hence the need for a self -con- 
tained device which can be sterilized and sealed in- 
side the body. 

The Elmqvist and Senning pacemaker is a transis- 
tor blocking oscillator followed by a transistor ampli- 
fier which feeds the stimulating electrode through an 
RC network. It delivers 2 -volt pulses of 1.5msec 
duration at about 80 pulses per second. The source of 
power is a small nickel -cadmium accumulator con- 
sisting of two 60mAh- capacity cells. This is kept 
charged from outside the patient's body by a 
magnetic induction system, using a 150kc /s a.c. 
generator feeding a large -diameter coil and a small 
pick -up coil and rectification circuit in the pace- 
maker. The pacemaker is actually implanted sub- 
cutaneously in the part of the stomach just below the 
breast -bone. 

Auditory Stimulation 
Another example of inductive connection to an 
implanted device was in the technique of direct elec- 
trical stimulation of the auditory nerves of deaf 
people, described by A. Djourno of Paris. The essen- 
tials of this method, in which a small pick -up coil is 
implanted inside the head, were outlined by Dr. 
Djourno at last year's conference.* The main limita- 
tion of the early experiments was that the same 
group of nerves in the brain was stimulated what- 
ever the form of the induced signal, so that auditory 
sensations in the human subject were restricted to the 
strength and rhythmic pattern of the stimulus : 

different frequencies, or components of frequency, in 
the stimuli could not be distinguished. The discrimi- 
nation of frequencies depends on the fact that each 
frequency causes a different group of auditory nerve 
fibres in the brain to be activated, so at least two 
spaced sources of stimulation are required to obtain 
such discrimination. 

At this year's conference Dr. Djourno expressed 
the opinion that with two implanted pick -up coils it 
would certainly be possible for a subject to identify 
a large number of frequencies -not just two. Each 

* " Medical Electronics Conference," Wireless World, August, 
1958. 

4 9 ;1 

A pressure endoradiosonde; on the left, complete, against a centimetre scale; on the right, exploded into its component parts: 
I, cap; 2, spring washer; 3, storage cell; 4, spring washer; 5, combined printed circuit and seal, 6, transistor; 7, capacitors 
and coil; 8, iron core and its suspension spring; 9, combined aerial -shield; 10, emitter resistor; 11, rubber case. 
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coil could be energized with a strength which was 
some function of the frequency, so that any given fre- 
quency would produce a particular combination of 
amplitudes in the two coils. Subjectively this com- 
bination of stimuli would come to mean the said fre- 
quency to the patient. Experiments on stimulating 
the left and right legs of a frog with pick -up coils 
and tuned energizing coils had shown that a wide 
variety of different effects (in this case physical pos- 
tures) could be obtained with different signal fre- 
quencies. 

A paper by T. Posteli, G. C. Garbini and G. 
Azzolini (Italy) described a small photoelectric pick- 
up device which had been implanted experimentally 
in animals for measuring the volume of blood in 
blood pulsations (by their varying density to light) 
in the visceral arterial system. Measurement of the 
rate of flow of blood from the heart by an implanted 
flow -meter was described by F. Olmsted (U.S.A.) 
This technique made use of the type of electromag- 
netic flowmeter in which the blood flows through a 
magnetic field and, acting like a moving conductor, 
generates a voltage across a section of the blood 
vessel proportional to the rate of flow. Both of these 
implanted devices, however, required connections 
passed through the skin of the subject. 

Miniature Transmitter 
Returning to the endoradiosonde, the particular 
example described by Dr. Nöller measured only 
10mm by 4.5mm (diameter) and was claimed to be 
the smallest ever made. It is manufactured on an 
industrial scale and so can be treated as an expend- 
able item. Another, slightly larger, endoradiosonde 
was the subject of a paper by B. Jacobson of 
Stockholm. Measuring 18mm x 8mm (diameter), it 
contains a transistor oscillator working at 350kc /s, 
powered by a 1.2 -V nickel- cadmium storage cell. 
Pressure changes in the alimentary canal cause move- 
ments of an iron core in the oscillator tank coil, there- 
by modulating the frequency of the oscillator. The 
sensitivity of the device is expressed as 15kc /s fre- 
quency change per centimetre of water pressure. The 
dipole aerial is in the form of a surrounding electro- 

static screen, which prevents varying stray capaci- 
tances to the body organs from affecting the oscillator 
frequency (See picture on previous page). Detec- 
tion of the frequency of the radiated signal from the 
sonde is done by a pulse -counting type of dis- 
criminator, and the receiver is kept automatically 
tuned by a frequency control system. 

The principle of applying artificial aids to inopera- 
tive organs (known as prostheses), as exemplified by 
Dr. Djourno's work on hearing, came up again in a 
paper on artificial muscles by L. H. Montgomery and 
S. E. Stephenson (U.S.A.). Here the idea is that the 
non- functioning muscles are replaced by mechanical 
devices which are controlled naturally from the ner- 
vous system by amplified muscle potentials. 

Originally the technique was developed for 
assisting the respiration of polio patients. It is now 
being tried out experimentally as a possible aid for 
extremities of the body such as the hands and arms. 
In the example shown in the photograph, muscle 
potentials picked up by electrodes on the arm are 
amplified and used to operate an electro- mechanical 
valve controlling the flow of compressed gas from 
a cylinder. Muscle potential pulses are thereby 
converted into gas pressure pulses. These pressure 
pulses pass into the mechanical muscle itself, which 
consists of a rubber tube covered with a woven 
sleeve of fine steel wires. When the gas pressure 
causes the tube to expand radially the angle of 
the weave is altered and the sleeve is contracted 
longitudinally, thereby operating the mechanical 
brace system. 

Several interesting developments in the field of 
radiography were described. One paper, by S. 
Aronow (U.S.A.), dealt with scanning devices based 
on the emission of positrons (positive electrons) 
from radioactive isotopes. 'The isotopes are com- 
bined with certain chemicals which are selectively 
absorbed by foreign growths such as tumours. By 
geometrically scanning the radioactive area of the 
body with radiation detectors and automatically 
plotting the intensity distribution, the size and posi- 
tion of the tumour can be determined. Here, the par- 
ticular advantage of positron emission is that it 
enables greater precision of plotting to be obtained 

than is possible with 
other penetrating rays. 
When a positron is 
emitted it combines 
almost immediately with 
a (negative) electron and 
produces two quanta of 
gamma radiation, which 
travel in opposite direc- 
tions (180° apart). If 
two detectors are placed 
on opposite sides of the 
radioactive area, and 
only those signals which 
arrive at both in precise 
time coincidence are 
recorded, a high degree 
of spatial collimation 
can be obtained. The 
equipment shown in the 
photograph, for brain 
tumour scanning, is 
based on this principle, 
and has two scintillation 

Apparatus for muscle control, showing electrodes and artificial muscle on the arm, with 
(above) electronic unit, gas cylinder and control valve. 
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Equipment for positron scanning, showing the two radia- 
tion detectors on either side of the patient's head. 

detectors which mechanically scan the radioactivity 
distribution in the patent's head. 

Solid -state light amplifiers for X -ray fluoroscopy, 
based on photoconductive and electroluminescent 
layers, were the subject of a paper by B. Kazan 
(U.S.A.). Experimental panels measuring 12in x 
12in have given images 100 times brighter than 
those obtained from conventional fluoroscope 
screens. In another paper, F. Shimazu, S. Miura 
and K. Fujimoto (Tokyo) described an electronic 
control system by which X -ray photographic expo- 
sures of the heart could be made at predetermined 
instants of the cardiac cycle. The device is 
triggered by a characteristic spike -wave potential 
picked up from the heart, and a variable -delay timer 
and c.r.t. monitoring system allow the instant of 
exposure to be set precisely with respect to this 
spike, which occurs at a known point in the cardiac 
cycle. 

Ultrasonic Devices 
A whole session on the applications of ultrasonics 
revealed that ultrasonic energy is being used not 
only for echo -sounding exploration of the heart and 
brain but for producing scanned images of the den- 
sity distribution of internal organs and for therapeu- 
tic destruction of spurious bodies like gall- stones. 
The principle of the ultrasonic telescope, as an 
alternative to radiography for obtaining images of 
internal structures, was outlined by C. N. Smyth 
at last year's conference. This year the develop- 
ment of a similar ultrasonic image converter was 
described by W. Freitag, J. Martin and G. Schell - 
bach (Germany). The device (see photograph) is 
basically an iconoscope television- camera pick -up 
tube, with a quartz plate sensitive to ultrasonic 
energy instead of a photo -electric plate sensitive 
to light energy. Ultrasonic waves falling on the 
quartz plate in a particular intensity distribution 
produce a corresponding pattern of piezo -electric 
potentials on the plate. These potentials modulate 
a flow of secondary electrons from the plate to a 
collector electrode, the flow being produced by 
bombardment by primary electrons from an electron 
gun scanning the plate in conventional television 
fashion. The collector (which is screened from the 
direct influence of the piezo -electric potentials) then 
gives a signal which is used to modulate the bright- 
ness of a synchronized c.r.t. monitor, thus giving a 
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television -type picture of the ultrasonic energy 
distribution. 

Ultrasonic " lithotresis " is the name given by one 
group of workers to the use of ultrasonic energy 
for disrupting stones in the biliary and urinary tract. 
Early attempts at beaming the energy from a source 
outside the body were unsuccessful because of the 
power required and the susceptibility of the inter- 
vening body tissues to damage. H. Lamport and 
co- authors described a method by which the ultra- 
sonic energy is conducted directly to the stone by 
a solid transmission line and drill tip through a 
catheter (a thin flexible tubular device used for 
passing along narrow tracts in the body). This 
transmission line consists of flat ribbons of Mond 
metal which are flexible in one direction so that 
they can follow the bends of the catheter. The 
length of the line has to be precisely related to the 
wavelength in order to obtain maximum transfer 
of energy from the magneto -striction generator, 
which operates at 20kc /s. 

Amongst several papers on particle counting and 
sizing techniques, probably the most significant one 
medically was that given by R. C. Bostrom, H. S. 
Sawyer and W. E. Tolles (U.S.A.) on an automatic 
instrument, called a cytoanalyzer, for rapid " screen- 
ing" of samples of human tissue to detect the pre- 
sence of cancer. The device works on the principle 

Ultrasonic image converter tube. The structure at the face 
end (left) contains the electrostatic screen surrounding the 
collector electrode. 

of measuring the areas of cell nuclei, using a 
mechanical- optical scanning system and electronic 
circuits similar to those of a digital computer. 
Samples of cells are automatically classified as nor- 
mal or abnormal, to indicate whether the human 
subject requires further examination. The rapidity 
of " screening " by the electronic method may 
eventually make possible the examination of whole 
sections of the normal " healthy " population, rather 
like mass radiography, so that symptoms of cancer 
can be discovered before the disease reaches the 
incurable stage. 

Many other papers of interest to medical people, 
electronics engineers and workers in related fields 
of biology and physics were delivered at this con- 
ference. As there were about 150 contributions al- 
together it has only been possible to make a brief 
selection here. The Proceedings of the Second Con- 
ference, however, are 'to be published by Iliffe & 
Sons and will become available, at a date to be 
announced later, in the first half of next year. 
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OM, OF WIRELESS 
Autumn Audio Fair 
HARROGATE is again the venue for the Autumn 
Audio Fair. It is being held in the Grand Hotel for 
three consecutive days from October 17th. On the 
first two days it will be open from 11.0 to 9.0 but 
on the third day from 10.0 to 6.0, when the first four 
hours will be restricted to holders of trade tickets. 
Nearly all the 40 exhibitors will have individual 
demonstration rooms as well as space in the main 
exhibition. Admission is by ticket obtainable free 
from any of the exhibitors listed below, audio dealers 
or from this office by sending a stamped addressed 
envelope. 
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. 
Ampex Corp. 
Armstrong 
Associated Electronic Engrs. 
Audio Fidelity (England) 
B.A.S.F. 
B.S.R.A. 
Beam Echo 
Cosmocord 
Decca Radio & Television 
Decca Record Co. 
Dynatron Radio 
E.M.I. Sales & Service 
E.M.I. Records 
Fane Acoustics 
Fi -Cord (Distributors) 
Garrard Engineering 
Golding Manufacturing Co. 
Goodsell 
Grundig (Gt. Britain) 

Hi -Fi News 
Leak & Co. 
Lustraphone 
Minnesota Mining & M "g. Co. 
M.S.S. Recording Co. 
Mullard 
Orthotone 
Pamphonic Reproducers 
Ph:Lps Electrical 
Pye Records 
Recording Devices 
R.G.D. 
Simon Sound Service 
Steelman Phonograph & Radio 
Suaden & Co. 
Tux Electrical 
Walters (Sales) 
Welmec Corp. 
Wharfdale Wireless 
Whiteley Electrical 

International TV News 
BROADCASTING organizations that are members 
of the European Broadcasting Union send each 
other regularly news and actuality films, but the 
news -value of such films is often lost as :.result 
of the delays in transit by air or rail. The possi- 
bility of the distribution of these films over the 
Eurovision network, simultaneously to all the mem- 
bers, has been investigated by a working party. The 
merit of such a scheme is that it would provide 
almost instantaneous delivery to all destinations. 

To determine the feasibility of the scheme the 
broadcasting organizations in nine countries recently 
took part in a month's experimental transmissions. 
This experiment was directed from the E.B.U.'s 
International Television Control Centre in Brussels, 
and the results are being examined. 

Technical Writing 
THE Radio Industry Council's scheme for award- 
ing premiums to writers of published technical 
articles is being continued jointly with the Electronic 
Engineering Association. A joint committee, calling 
itself the Radio & Electronics Industry Awards 
Committee, has been formed and the following panel 
of judges appointed: Prof. H. E. M. Barlow (Univer- 
sity College, London), B. C. Brookes (University 
College), P. D. Canning (Plessey), A. H. Cooper 
(E.M.I. Electronics), Hon. John Geddes (Elliott 
Bros.), F. Jeffery (Murphy), E. H. Ullrich (S.T.C.) 
and Dr. R. C. G. Williams (Philips). The secretary 
of the committee is A. S. Marshall (E.E.A.). 

The scheme, which provides for up to six 25- 
guinea awards a year, is aimed at encouraging mem- 
bers of the industry and others to write more freely 
about their work. 

Receiver Despatches. -Figures issued by the British 
Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association for 
deliveries of receivers by manufacturers to the home 
trade, including those to specialist rental and relay com- 
panies, were a record for the first seven months of the 
year. The January -July figure for television receivers 
was 1.214M. This was 79% above the same period 
last year. Sound receivers were up by 19' to 782,000, 
but radio -gramophones were down by 4% to 78,000. 

A Decca Navigator climb -out airway for jet turbo- 
prop aircraft flying from London to the North and 
Atlantic routes was introduced by the Ministry of Trans- 
port and Civil Aviation on September 1st for a trial 
period of six months. The statement adds that it is 
the intention of the Ministry to introduce procedure 
which will take advantage of the high accuracy of the 
Decca navigational system to expedite westbound jet 
and turbo -prop aircraft employing reduced separation 
standards. 

Radio Show Attendance. -Of the 310,161 visitors to 
the ten -day Radio Show at Earls Court, over 4,000 
were from overseas. Of more than 100 countries repre- 
sented, most visitors were from the Union of South 
Africa- nearly 400. From India there were over 350; 
Australia, about 275; Pakistan, over 200; New Zealand, 
about 175; and Ceylon, over 150. 

Portsmouth.- Readers in Hampshire may be interested 
to know that a stereo record concert is being arranged 

for October 13th in the recently rebuilt 
Portsmouth Guildhall. It is being 
organized by Ernest Wyatt, of 10 -16 
Queens Road, Portsmouth, from whom 
free ti_. :et; are o'raioable. 
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REMOTELY CONTROLLED television camera 
developed by the B.B.C. Engineering Division 
is being used experimentally at one of the 
interviewing studios near Broadcasting House. 
All its functions -pan, tilt, focus, zoom and 
iris -are operated by servo -motors controlled 
from the news studio at Alexandra Palace, 
about six miles away. The camera is also 
controllable by the interviewer, who, as seen 
in this photograph, holds a small push- button 
control box. 
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S.E.E. -1'he Society of Environmental Engineers Itaa 
been formed to provide a forum, for the exchange of 
information and views among engineers concerned with 
the development of equipment to withstand shock, 
vibration and other forms of environmental conditions. 
The chairman is V. G. P. Weake, of Pamphonic. A 
meeting has been arranged for September 23rd at 6 
at the Royal Society of Arts, John Adam Street, Lon- 
don, W.C.2, when two papers will be given; "Elec- 
trical characteristics of moving -coil vibrations " and 
" Some electronic measurements of environmental para- 
meters." 

I.E.E. membership increased during the past year 
by 1,328, bringing the total to 44,556. The annual 
report also records that the Electronics and Communica- 
tions Section, the largest of the specialized sections, now 
has a membership of 5,974. 

Receiving Licences. -During July the number of 
combined television and sound licences in the U.K. in- 
creased by 54,601, bringing the total to 9,549,789. 
Sound only licences totalled 5,324,683, including 
398,838 for sets fitted in cars. 

Vocational Training Scheme. -Radio and television 
servicing and marine radio operating are among the 43 
different courses at the 14 Government Training Cen- 
tres providing vocational training for disabled people, 
ex- service personnel and others. During 1958 over 
5,000 people were trained under the scheme operated 
3y the Ministry of Labour and National Service. 

Ninth College of Advanced Technology. -The Bristol 
Tollege of Technology will be designated as a College of 
!Advanced Technology from September next year. This 
will be the ninth College of Advanced Technology set up 
ender the plan announced in the Government's 1956 
White Paper for expanding technical education. 

C.R.E.I. (London), the European branch of the 
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Inc., of Washing- 
ton, D.C., has moved from its temporary offices near 
Victoria to Granville House, 132/135, Sloane Street, 
S.W.1 (Tel.: Sloane 8277). The European director of 
the Institute, which provides postal tuition courses, is 
A. F. R. Cotton. 

Special Short Courses (6 -12 weeks) covering colour 
television, electronics in industry, transistors, etc., are 
being provided at the Norwood Technical College, Lon- 
don, S.E.27. These are in addition to established full - 
time courses covering the C. & G. certificates in tele- 
communications. There are also many evening courses. 

South -East Essex Technical College, Dagenham, is 
conducting three evening courses in the Department of 
Physics and Mathematics which are of particular 
interest. They are, " Theory and Applications of 
Transistors " (20 lectures on Tuesdays from October 
13th); " Microwave Principles and Practice " (20 lec- 
tures on Thursdays from October 1st); and " Methods 
of Non -destructive Testing" (11 lectures on Mondays 
from October 5th). 

Southall Technical College. -A full -time course in 
electrical engineering and applied electronics is being 
held in the Department of Electrical Engineering of the 
Technical College, Beaconsfield Road, Southall, 
Middlesex. The college is also providing evening 
courses on digital and analogue computers, transistors, 
pulse techniques, radio telemetry and servo -mechanisms. 

Birmingham.- Part -time day courses (one day a 
week) in radio and television servicing have been intro- 
duced at the Matthew Boulton Technical College, 
Suffolk Street, Birmingham, 1. 

A course covering sound radio and television theory 
and practice is again being conducted by the Middlesex 
County Council at the Wesley Evening Institute, Wesley 
Road, London, N.W.10. Courses will be held on two 
nights a week from September 21st. 
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PETERBOROUGH and 
the surrounding country, 
which, as shown shaded 
in this map, is not 
served by other B.B.C. 
television stations, will 
have-its own transmitter 
from October 5th. The 
new station, six miles 
south of the city, will 
operate in channel S with 
a I -kW e.r.p. using 
horizontal polarization. 
The station will also 
radiate the three sound 
services on v.h.f. -90.1, 
92.3 and 94.5 Mc /s- 
with an e.r.p. varying 
from I to 22 kW. de- 
pending on direction. It 
uses horizontal polariza- 
tion. 
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Solid State Phys cs. -A series of 10 lectures on solid - 
state physics is being given by members of the Mullard 
Research Laboratories at the Enfield Technical College, 
Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex, on Monday evenings, 
beginning October 5th (fee £1). 

Pulse Techniques. -A course of twenty-two lectures 
on the fundamental principles of pulse techniques will 
be given each Monday evening from October 5th at the 
Borough Polytechnic, London, S.E.1. (Fee £2 10s.) For 
those students who wish to do practical work labora- 
tory courses have been arranged for Monday afternoons 
and Thursday evenings (fee £1). 

Two -year sandwich course in telecommunications 
(alternate 6 months in college and industry) is being 
provided by the South East London Technical College, 
Lewisham Way, S.E.4. The London fee for the course, 
which starts on October 5th, is £17 a year. 

Transistors. -A course of twenty -one lectures on 
transistors and allied devices will be given at the 
Borough Polytechnic, London, S.E.1, on Tuesday after- 
noons and repeated in the evenings beginning October 
13th. The lectures will be devoted to basic principles 
of design and operation of transistors. There is also 
a series of 8 -week laboratory courses. 

Electronic Servicing. -Among the courses listed in 
the prospectus of the Croydon Technical College is one 
covering the maintenance of industrial electronic equip.. 
ment. Each year of the two -year course may be 
covered by attending on one half -day and one evening 
a week. There are also day and evening courses in 
electronics and telecommunications, leading to the City 
and Guilds Full Technological Certificate. 

Advanced Studies. -One -year courses requiring 
attendance one evening per week for students wishing 
to sit the graduateship examination of the Brit.I.R.E. 
and supplement their studies in telecommunications and 
electronics for the C. & G. Full Technological Certifi- 
cate are among the many courses provided at the 
Northern Polytechnic, London, N.7. 

R. A. E. Evening Courses. -We have been notified 
of a number of courses being conducted during the 
present session in preparation for the Radio Amateurs' 
Examination, including the following: 

Ilford Literary Institute, High School for Girls, Cran- 
brook Road, Ilford, Essex (Mondays and Wednesdays). 

Bradford Technical College, Central Hall, Bradford, 
5 (Thursdays). 

Northwood Evening Institute, Potter Street School, 
Northwood Hills, Middx (Mondays and Tuesdays). 

Brentford Evening"Institute, Clifden Road, Brentford, 
Middx (Tuesdays and Wednesdays). 

Wembley Evening Institute, Copland School, High 
Road, Wembley, Middx (Mondays). 

Montem School, Hornsey Road, Holloway, London, 
N.7 (Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays). 

Bognor Regis Technical Institute, Southway, Bognor 
Regis, Sussex (Mondays and Fridays). 
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Personalities 
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, until recently vice -president of 

the General Electric Company of America, is to receive 
the David Sarnoff gold medal of the Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers for " meritorious 
achievement in television engineering." Dr. Baker, who 
since his retirement has been president of the Syracuse 
University Research Corporation, was chairman of the 
National Television System Committee which drew up 
the technical standards of what has become known as 
the N.T.S.C. colour television system. He is now chair- 
man of the National Television Stereophonic Com- 
mittee's administrative committee. 

Professor H. F. Trewman, M.A.(Cantab.), M.I.E.E., 
M.Brit.I.R.E., who has been managing director of 
E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., and principal of the E.M.I. 
College of Electronics since their formation in 1945, 
has retired. As already announced the college has 
closed and the home study section (E.M.I. Institutes) 
has been taken over by the Cleaver -Hume Press, Ltd. 
Professor Trewman was professor of electrical engineer- 
ing at the Military College of Science for 15 years until 
1939 when he joined the Ministry of Supply where 
from 1943 to 1945 he was assistant director of develop- 
ment and production of electronic equipment. 

J. S. Hey, D.Sc., who in 1940 joined the Ministry of 
Supply as a member of an operational research group 
dealing with Army radar, and is now at the Royal Radar 
Establishment, has been promoted to deputy chief scien- 
tific officer in the Scientific Civil Service. Since the war 
he has been carrying out research in radio astronomy 
for which he received his D.Sc. from Manchester 
University in 1950. 

Appointments in the recently formed Electronic 
Apparatus Division of Associated Electrical Industries at 
New Parks, Leicester (one of five new divisions), are an- 
nounced. E. Alexander, A.M.I.E.E., is general manager; 
V. M. Roberts, O.B.E., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., commercial 
manager; E. T. W. Barnes, A.M.I.E.E., manufacturing 
manager; A. L. Whiteley, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., chief engineer, 
and A. G. Barton, A.M.I.E.E., divisional executive. Mr. 
Alexander joined B.T.H. in 1924 and has been manager 
of the Willesden factory since 1955. Mr. Roberts joined 
the company in 1924 after graduating in electrical 
engineering at the University College of North Wales. 
From 1929 to the outbreak of war he was mainly con- 
cerned with the sale of cinema and sound reproducer 
equipment and during the war with electronic and radar 
gear. In 1946 he was appointed manager, B.T.H. Elec- 
tronics Sales Department. He is a director of B.T.H. 
Sound Equipment, Ltd. Mr. Barnes joined Metrovick 
as a college apprentice in 1930. In 1953 he became 
superintendent of the Radio Department, which was 
subsequently known as the Electronics Department. 
Dr. Whiteley gained his degree in electrical engineering 
with first -class honours at the University of Leeds in 
1927. In 1932 he was awarded a B.T.H. Fellowship 
which enabled him to spend a year in the U.S.A. with 
the G.E. Company, Schenectady. Since 1945 he has 
been manager of the Electronics Engineering Depart- 
ment. Mr. Barton joined Metrovick as a school appren- 
tice in 1939. From 1943 -57 he was in R.E.M.E. with 
the rank of Captain. On his return to the company he 
was appointed sales engineer on industrial equipments 
and since 1958 has been sales manager of the Electronics 
Department. 

R. H. Hacker, M.B.E., and his brother A. G. Hacker 
have resigned the joint managing directorship of Dyna- 
tron Radio, Ltd., which they founded as H. Hacker & 
Sons in 1927. The name was changed in 1936 and in 
1955 it became a wholly owned subsidiary of E. K. 
Cole, Ltd. 
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Darcy Dane has succeeded Donald Craig as London 
manager of Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd. 
Mr. Dane joined A.W.A. in 1937 and was engaged in 
the Research Laboratories on the development of piezo- 
electric quartz crystals. During the war he was engaged 
on defence development work and in 1948 transferred 
to the company's aviation department. Since 1950 he 
has been Melbourne representative of that department. 
Mr. Craig, who was appointed to London in 1954, has 
returned to Australia. 

Darcy Dane J. F. Noyes 

J. F. Noyes, A.M.I.E.E., has joined the Plessey 
G Company as Group Leader (Radio) in the Domestic 

Equipment Division. He was previously Chief Radio 
Engineer of Cossor Radio and Television and, before 
that, was in charge of radio development at Ultra 
Electric. 

James T. Kendall, M.A.(Cantab.), Ph.D., F.Inst.P., 
A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed general manager (mar- 
keting) of Texas Instruments Ltd., in succession to 
K. R. Simmonds who has resigned. Dr. Kendall joined 
Texas Instruments on its inception in February, 1957, 
as general manager (technical) having previously been 
for three and a half years head of the semiconductor 
research group of the Plessey Company. Prior to join- 
ing Plessey's he was with the A.E.I. group. He is 
succeeded as general manager (technical) by John 
Powell, M.A., D.Phil., who will be responsible for all 
research, development, and circuit application work, at 
Bedford. On leaving the R.A.F. in 1945, Dr. Powell 
spent three years at Queen's College, Oxford, followed 
by three years post- graduate research in the Clarendon 
Laboratory. He was then awarded a research fellow- 
ship at the National Research Council in Ottawa, 
Canada, where he investigated the properties of semi- 
conductors, returning to England in 1954 he joined 
Marconi's Research Laboratories where he stayed until 
going to Texas Instruments in 1957. 

Captain Robert A. Villiers, C.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., 
R.N.(Ret'd), is the new director of the Scientific Instru- 
ment Manufacturers' Association. At one time he com- 
manded the Admiralty's Underwater Countermeasures 
and Weapons Establishment, the research and develop- 
ment centre at Havant. 

M. Carpenter, B.Sc.(Tech.), has been appointed over- 
seas technical representative of Siemens Edison Swan's 
radio division. He will be concerned mainly with the 
sales of the company's cathode -ray tubes, valves, semi- 
conductors and other components for industrial and 
domestic equipment in Western Europe. 

T. Snowball, author of the article on the design of 
a transistor amplifier, has been at the Royal Radar 
Establishment, Malvern, since coming out of the R.A.F. 
in 1956. Before joining the Air Force in 1954 he took 
the Higher National Certificate course in electronics at 
the Ministry of Supply College of Electronics, Malvern. 
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H. W. Davis, who joined Waymouth Gauges and In- 
struments, of Godalming, Surrey, as chief inspector ten 
years ago and was appointed chief project officer at 
the beginning of last year, has now become chief tech- 
nical executive. He was for some time at the Naval 
Signal School, Portsmouth, before being transferred to 
the Aeronautical Inspection Department, Ministry of 
Supply, where he remained until 1945. Waymouth 
Gauges also announce the appointment of I. B. Johnson, 
B.Sc.(Eng.), as chief designer. After graduating at 
Universityy College, Southampton, in 1949, he was em- 
ployed first in the magnetic recording department of 
E.M.I. Engineering Development and later with the 
Plessey Group as an electronic development engineer. 
He joined Waymouth Gauges in 1951. 

C. A. Rennie, M.A., head of the high -temperature 
reactor division of the Atomic Energy Research Estab- 
lishment, Harwell, has been appointed chief executive 
of the International High Temperature Reactor Project 
(" Dragon "). The reactor is to be built at the Atomic 
Energy Establishment, Winfrith, Dorset. Mr. Rennie, 
who is 43, graduated at Cambridge and joined the 
Ministry of Supply in 1940 as a radar officer. A year 
later he went to the Telecommunications Research 
Establishment at Swanage, as a scientific officer. He 
has been at A.E.R.E. since 1946. 

Dr. Harry F. Olson, director of the acoustical and 
electro- mechanical laboratory of the RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N.J., has been elected a member of the 
American National Academy of Sciences. Dr. Olson, 
who has received many tributes for his contributions to 
the field of audio engineering, has been with RCA since 
1928 and was also a lecturer at Columbia University 
from 1939 to 1943. 

F. Livingston Hogg, founder and director of Living- 
ston Laboratories, has been awarded the fellowship of 
the Television Society. He was a personal assistant to 
J. L. Baird in 1928. In 1935 he joined the radio division 
of Standard Telephones & Cables and formed the 
instrument group. Soon after the war he founded his 
own company. 

J. H. Leck, M.Eng., Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E., A.Inst.P., 
who qualified at the University of. Liverpool as a 
Bachelor of Engineering with first -class honours in 
electrical engineering (heavy current) in 1945 and 
returned to the college in 1950 as an assistant lecturer 
in the Department of Electrical Engineering, becomes 
senior lecturer in the University's Department of Elec- 
tronic Engineering on October 1st. From 1946 to 1949 
he was in the research department of Metropolitan - 
Vickers, Manchester. Dr. Leck is 33. 

L. A. Woodhead, managing director of Cossor Instru- 
ments Ltd., has been elected president of the Scientific 
Instrument Manufacturers' Association. 

OBITUARY 
Noël Meyer Rust, who retired from Marconi's in 

1955 after 42 years' service with the company, died on 
August 21st in his 68th year. On joining Marconi's 
he was appointed to the Clifden transatlantic station and 
during World War I was seconded to the R.N.V.R. for 
interception work. In the late 1920s he became largely 
responsible for the development of the Stille steel -tape 
magnetic recording system used by the B.B.C. for many 
years. During World War II he did much valuable 
work on the design of microwave aerials and made what 
was probably the first of the so- called " egg -box " type 
of radio lens. Later he was leader of a section which 
carried out much vital research into the problems 
associated with f.m. continuous -wave and Doppler 
radar. It will be recalled that he contributed two 
articles to Wireless World last year on the Doppler 
effect in radio and radar. Amongst many other im- 
portant items of research carried out during his long 
and distinguished career was his early work on electro- 
mechanical filters and a study of the problems inherent 
in long -range radio navigational aids. 

L. Bentley Jones, sales director of Radio & Allied 
Industries, Ltd., the manufacturers of Sobell receivers, 
died on August 22nd at the age of 53. Before joining 
the Sobell organization in 1955 he had been with Ekco 
and Ferguson. 

News from the Industry 
Marconi's have installed thirty transmitters, ranging 

in output power from 3.5 to 40kW, together with forty - 
nine drive units, a coaxial line exchange, an open wire 
automatic aerial exchange and a considerable amount 
of ancillary equipment, at the new Admiralty W/T 
station at Inskip, near Preston, Lancs. 

International Aeradio Ltd. have designed and pro- 
duced equipment for the control and monitoring of a 
number of Commonwealth Air Force telecommunica- 
tions circuits at the signals centre at Gan Island, in the 
Maldives. The equipment has been produced under 
the technical direction of Headquarters Signals Com- 
mand, Royal Air Force. 

Armstrong Whitworth Equipment is the title of the 
new division of Sir W. G. Armstrong Whitworth Air- 
craft Ltd., formed when they took over the Technical 
Developments Division of Gloster Aircraft Company 
(see p. 319 July /August issue). A.W.E. will manufac- 
ture and market advanced electronic equipment, and a 
variety of hydraulic and fuel system equipment. 

Emidec Type 1100, all- transistor computers have re- 
cently been ordered by a number of organizations in this 
country, including the Air Ministry, the Ministry of 
Labour and National Service, British European Airways, 
Barclays Bank, Sainsburys and Kodak. E.M.I.'s larger 
data processing system Emidec 2400 has been ordered for 
the Royal Army Ordnance Corps. 
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Associated Television, Ltd., programme contractors 
for the I.T.A. London station at week -ends and the 
Midland station on weekdays, reports a group profit 
of £2,601,417 for the year ended last April. During 
the year under review ATV acquired the commercial 
sound radio and television interests of the Daily Mirror 
group in Australia; 50% of the issued share capital of 
Pye Records Ltd.; and the whole of the issued share 
capital of Incorporated Television Programme Company, 
which has since dropped the word " programme" from 
its title. 

Metal Industries Ltd., who recently acquired Avo and 
its subsidiary Taylor Electrical Instruments, and also 
owns Brookhirst -Igranic Ltd., announces a profit of 
£1.5M before taxation for the year ended last March. 
This was £250,000 below the previous year's record 
figure for the group. 

Simms Motor and Electronics Corporation, of which 
group N.S.F. is a member, had a net profit before 
taxation of £632,072 last year compared with £927,861 
the year before. 

E.M.I. Electronics have developed a new machine 
tool control system designed to meet the needs of the 
small batch producer, giving improved production 
efficiency for a small capital outlay. It employs the basic 
principles of the other EMICON electronic positioning 
control systems. 
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Xeronic Printer.- Ferranti have ordered the first Rank 
Xeronic printer, the 3,000 -line -a- minute output printer 
for use with electronic computers, which was described 
in our January 1959 issue. 

Pye, Ltd., report a total consolidated profit for the 
year ended last March of £945,128, after deducting 
£984,466 for taxation. 

Thorn Electrical Industries, Ltd., announce a group 
profit of £1,906,000 -an increase of £448,000 on the 
previous year. Taxation absorbed £927,000 of this 
total. 

Solartron France, S.A., with offices in Versailles, is 
the fifth continental company to be formed by the 
Solartron Electronic Group. Others are in Munich, 
Milan, The Hague and Stockholm. 

Ekco Electronics, Ltd., announce the formation of a 
new company in Italy (to be known as Ekco Nucleare 
Italiana, s.r.l.) in association with Ing. Silvio Garrone, 
s.r.l. The head office is at Via Dei Malvezzi, Rome. 

Zenith radio receivers made by the Zenith Corpora- 
tion, of Chicago, are now being distributed in this 
country by United Mercantile Co. Ltd., of Park Lodge, 
Park Close, London, S.W.1. The sales manager is D. C. 
Spink, who was for many years with G.E.C., and sub- 
sequently Philco and Pilot. 

Telectronic Limited, of 46/47 Frith Street, London, 
W.1, are to market in this country the products of Herold 
Radio and Electronic Corporation, of New York. The 
products include " Steelman" and "Roland " domestic 
radio, gramophone and tape -recording equipment. 

Marconi vision (4-kW) and sound (1 -kW) transmitters 
in duplicate are to be installed in the proposed two new 
I.T.A. stations in the Aberdeen and Inverness areas of 
Scotland. Marconi's are also supplying for each station 
the control room input and monitoring equipment, flying 
spot caption scanners and internal feeder and aerial 
switching gear. 

E.M.I. Recording Materials Division is now produc- 
ing Emitape for video recording. 

Thorn House, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London, 
W.C.2, the new headquarters of Thorn Electrical Indus- 
tries, was officially opened on September 7th. In 
addition to office accommodation, the 180 -ft building 
includes extensive showrooms, one section of which is 
devoted to the products of the subsidiary, Ferguson 
Radio Corp. 

Wirepots, Ltd., of Rainham, Essex, has been acquired 
by General Controls Co., of Glendale, California. The 
title has been changed to General Controls, Ltd., and 
a new factory taken over at 13/15, Bowlers Croft, Hony- 
wood Road, Basildon, Essex (Tel.: Basildon 20415), to 
which all communications should now be addressed. 

Amplivox, Ltd., have moved from 2 Bentinck Street, 
London, W.1, to their new offices and factory at Beres - 
ford Avenue, Wembley, Middx. (Tel.: Wembley 8991.) 

Light Soldering Developments, Ltd., manufacturers 
of the Litesold soldering iron, have moved to 28 Syden- 
ham Road, Croydon, Surrey. The telephone number is 
unchanged- Croydon 8589. 

Haddon Transformers, Ltd., of Masons Avenue, 
Wealdstone, have transferred their head office, design 
departments and main production line to a new factory 
at Victoria Park Industrial Estate, Field End Road, 
Ruislip, Middx. (Tel.: Byron 9444). The Wealdstone 
works are being retained. 

A.N.T.E.X. (Anglo- Netherland Technical Exchange, 
Ltd.), who market the Precision miniature soldering 
iron, have moved from Tower Hill to 7/8 Idol Lane, 
London, E.C.3 (Tel.: Mansion House 2716). 

Decca Radar, Ltd., have purchased the lease of Cowes 
Airport, Isle of Wight, and will be establishing a manu- 
facturing unit there in the near future. 
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EXPORTS 
Television transmitting and studio equipment for two 

stations has been ordered from Marconi's by the 
Western Nigerian Government. The stations will be 
at Ibadan, the regional headquarters, and at Abafon to 
cover the towns of Lagos, Abeokuta and Ijebu Ode. 
They will have an e.r.p. of 1.5 and 15 kW, respectively. 
The programme link between the two stations will be 
provided by the existing v.h.f. radio -communications 
system, also installed by Marconi's. The operation and 
maintenance of the stations will be carried out by 
Marconi's for a year while Nigerians are being trained. 

" Lambda," the latest version of the Decca " Two - 
Range " radio surveying system developed from the 
Navigator, is to be used by the Royal Australian Navy. 
The master station of the system, which is designed 
for fixing the position of a vessel during oceanographic 
surveys, is on the ship itself and two portable slave 
transmitters are set up on shore. 

Airfield Radar. -The Indian Civil Aviation Authori- 
ties are installing the Decca 424 airfield control radar 
at Madras airport. This 3 -cm approach and landing 
aid, which has been in use at Dum Dum Airport, 
Calcutta, for the past two years, incorporates variable 
polarization to suppress rain echos. 

Television Station. -A £250,000 order for the com- 
plete transmitting and studio equipment for a new tele- 
vision station being built at Recife, Pernambuco, has 
been placed with Marconi's through their Brazilian 
agents, Murray Simonsen S.A. The transmitter, which 
will operate in Band I, will feed into a six -stack quad- 
rant aerial giving a vision e.r.p. of 110kW. 

Microwave telephone link between Galway and 
Athlone, Eire, with a repeater station at Cappataggle, is 
to be supplied by Standard Telephones and Cables. 
The equipment, operating around 7,400 Mc /s, can 
handle 240 telephone circuits on each of two both -way 
radio-frequency channels. 

Television cameras and ancillary equipment made by 
Marconi's and camera tubes made by English Electric, 
are now being handled in the United States by the 
Ampex Corporation, of Redwood City, California, who 
have been appointed sole distributors. 

A mobile demonstration unit, including a 25 -ft trailer 
fitted out as a workshop equipped with an E.M.I. elec- 
tronic machine tool control system, is touring the Con- 
tinent. The unit also carries industrial closed- circuit 
television equipment. Its first stop was in Paris for the 
Machine Tool Exhibition. 

I.L.S. equipment, air -to- ground communication gear 
and mobile radiotelephones for airfield vehicles has been 
ordered from Pye Telecommunications for three air- 
ports in Yugoslavia. 

Radar Simulator.- Equipment providing a six- target 
radar simulator for the training of radar operators and 
controllers, has been ordered by the Royal Norwegian 
Navy from Solartron Radar Simulators, Ltd., a member 
of the Solartron Group. 

Doppler Navigator. -Marconi's have received a sub- 
stantial order for Doppler equipment and navigation 
computers for the new French supersonic bomber - 
the Mirage IV. 

Marine Radio.- Transmitters, receivers, direction 
finders and echometers, worth over £100,000, are to 
be supplied by Marconi Marine for 24 ships for 
Indonesia which are being built in Polish shipyards. 

Nucleonic equipment worth some £17,000 has been 
ordered from Ekco Electronics, Ltd., for installation in 
China. 
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A Triode -Pentode Timebase 
" Utility " Single -Valve Design Providing Fast Flyback 

By j. F. YOUNG,* A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. 

A number of timebase circuits are described, 
each of which uses only a single triode - 
pentode valve. The best of these gives a 
linear output of large amplitude suitable for 
direct application to the deflection plates of 
a cathode -ray tube. In addition, a pulse 
suitable for fly -back blanking is obtained. 

[N some applications a timebase is required to 
give a good performance while occupying a minimum 
of space and dissipating a minimum amount of 
power. A typical example of this kind is a time- 
base for electrostatic deflection of a cathode -ray 
tube in the display section of a miniature analogue 
computer designed to give repetitive solutions. In 
such a case it is required that the timebase should 
give a linear change of output voltage with time, 
with a peak -to -peak amplitude large enough to pro- 
duce full screen deflection on the cathode -ray tube 
(when sufficient e.h.t. is applied to give a bright 
trace), and the shortest possible flyback time. The 
switching which changes the frequency range should 
not be complicated, and it is an advantage if the 
timebase provides a negative pulse suitable for appli- 
cation to the grid of the tube for flyback suppression. 
So that the space and power requirements may be 
met only one valve should be used in such an 
application and this valve should be preferably a 
type which is readily available. 

Many single -valve timebase circuits have been 
developed in the past. The most basic, and the 
earliest, was the neon -tube timebase. Some time 
later, the neon tube was supplanted by the thyra- 
tron. While these are simple circuits, they have 
an exponential rather than a linear output. Blocking - 
oscillator timebases have been extensively used, but 
they have the disadvantage that a coil or trans- 
former is required, and it is not always easy to 
cover a wide range of frequencies. While it is prac- 
ticable to construct timebases having linear outputs 
using double valves with one half acting as a block- 
ing oscillator, it is desirable to eliminate the trans- 
former. The Miller -transitron timebase gives an 
almost linear output at low impedance and it is 
basically quite simple: however, in practice it is 
usual to add one or more catching diodes to the 
circuit to improve the scan -to- flyback ratio. Attree' 
has described a method of shortening the flyback 
time by adding a cathode follower to a Miller time- 
base. Unfortunately this cannot be used with the 
most suitable types of triode -pentode valve, because 
the suppressor grid is not available as it is connected 
internally to the cathode. The construction of boot- 

* Switchgear Division, G.E.C., Ltd. 
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strap repetitive timebases using double valves is 
feasible; but they have the disadvantages that either 
a large feedback capacitor or a neon tube is neces- 
sary in the feedback path and the output is rather 
limited. Various types of cross -coupled and cathode - 
coupled multivibrator timebases have been used 
widely since double triodes became available: these 
all give c__ponential rather than linear outputs. 

The well -known timebase developed by Puckle 
used a multivibrator together with a pentode linear- 
sweep generator. This made it possible to obtain 
both a linear output and a fast flyback. Keen` 
devised the form of Puckle's timebase shown in 
Fig. 1, in which only two pentodes are used. One 
valve functions as a constant -current charging 
device and the other as a rapid -discharge circuit. 
In addition, the screen grid of each valve is con- 
nected to the grid of the other, so that the two 
valves operate together as a multivibrator. The 
anode of the discharge valve is free, and it is there- 
fore possible to take the positive feedback from 
here instead of from the screen grid. As the screen 
grid is not then necessary to the operation of the 
circuit, a triode can be used as the discharge device, 
as was done in Puckle's original circuit. In this 
case only a single triode- pentode valve is required 
in the timebase. The circuit of such a simplified, 
single -valve version of Keen's timebase is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The operation of this triode- pentode circuit is as 
follows: -Assuming the capacitor C, is initially dis- 
charged, it charges in a linear manner from the h.t. 
supply, through the pentode. As C, charges, the 
cathode of the triode is carried negative. The grid 
of the triode is initially held negative to its cathode 
by the screen grid of the pentode: therefore the 

Fig. I. Keen's timebase. 
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triode is cut off. When the potential at the cathode 
approaches that of the grid, the triode starts to 
conduct. The resulting current flowing through the 
triode anode resistor produces a negative pulse 
which is passed on to the pentode control grid by 
the capacitor C2. This causes the pentode to cut 
off, and its screen -grid potential to rise. This 
positive -going voltage is coupled to the triode grid, 
which therefore becomes positive to its cathode. 
This makes the triode conduct heavily so that it 
discharges the capacitor C1. As the capacitor dis- 
charges, the anode -to- cathode voltage of the triode 
falls. The consequent reduction of anode current 
eventually becomes sufficient to cause the voltage 
across the anode resistor to be too small to hold 
the pentode cut off. Once conduction restarts in 
the pentode, the screen -grid current causes a reduc- 
tion of screen -grid voltage. The grid of the triode 
is therefore taken negative to its cathode and the 
cycle is repeated. 

The presence of a cathode resistor in the pentode 

Fig. 2. Simplified version of Keen's timebase. 
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Fig. 3. Alternative method of coupling to triode. 
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circuit not only provides bias, but it also produces 
negative (current) feedback to further linearize the 
waveform at the anode. This method of lineariza- 
tion is inferior to that using Miller effect because 
the output impedance is higher. This is not of 
great importance where the output is to be applied 
directly to a deflection plate of a cathode -ray tube. 
The initial step obtained with Miller -type timebases 
is avoided. 

Positive synchronizing pulses can be fed on to 
the screen grid of the pentode, or negative pulses 
on to the control grid. If flyback suppression of 
the beam of the cathode -ray tube is desired, a suit- 
able negative pulse is available at the anode of 
the triode. Where a range of repetition frequencies 
must be covered, different values of the capacitor 
C, can be switched into circuit and the pentode - 
screen -grid variable resistor used for fine frequency 
control. However, the output amplitude varies as 
the screen resistor is changed, over a range of 150 
to 230V with a 400 -V supply. Operation is possible 
at frequencies up to about 100kc /s, the scan -to- 
flyback ratio being about four at such frequencies. 

The negative voltage required to cut off the triode 
during the run down of the pentode need not be 
derived from the screen grid. It can be derived 
from the anode current of the pentode' as shown 
in Fig. 3. The added anode resistor has no effect 
on the charging of the capacitor, as it is in series 
with the relatively high anode impedance of the 
pentode. When the pentode bottoms and the 
current falls, the voltage across the pentode anode 
resistor disappears and the triode conducts and 
discharges the capacitor. The pulse at the anode 
of the triode is coupled back to the grid of the 
pentode as before. This circuit is a version of 
Fruhauf's multivibrator', but it uses a constant 
current pentode to replace one of the triodes. While 
the capacitor C is charging, the grid -to- cathode 
voltage of the triode is determined by the value 
of the pentode anode resistor. This grid voltage 
determines the triode anode voltage, and hence the 
capacitor voltage reached before flyback is initiated. 
The value of this resistor therefore controls the 
amplitude and, as the charging rate of the condenser 

2.2M 3'3k 
0I/1 

I t 

H.T+ 
350V 

FREQUENCY 

22 k OUTPUT 

HEATER 

PCF80 

Fig. 4. Preferred triode -pentode timebase. 
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r 

OUTPUT 

1 H.T. 

Fig. 5. Cathode coupling to pentode screen grid. 

is constant, the frequency of the waveform. Alterna- 
tively, the screen or the cathode resistor can be 
varied to adjust the charging rate. Synchronizing 
pulses can be fed on to the pentode screen grid and 
pulses for flyback suppression can be obtained from 
the triode anode, as in the previous circuit. 

The pulses at the triode anode in Fig. 3 are large 
and the screen grid of the pentode is free, so the 
possibility occurs of feeding back to the screen grid, 
instead of to the control grid of the pentode. If this 
is done, the control grid is no longer used in the 
multivibrator action, so it is possible to operate the 
pentode as a Miller integrator rather than as a simple 
constant -current device. The resulting arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 4. Assuming the capacitor C to be 
charged initially, it discharges through the pentode 
and its grid and anode resistors. The voltage pro- 
duced across the pentode -anode resistor holds the 
triode cut -off and the pentode -anode current is sup- 
plied from the capacitor : the pentode then per- 
forms a normal Miller rundown. When the pentode 
bottoms, the anode current falls and the triode con- 
ducts, so recharging the capacitor with pentode con- 
trol -grid current. The negative pulse from the triode 
anode is coupled back to the pentode screen grid, 
which holds the pentode cut off during the flyback. 
When the capacitor is fully charged and the triode 
anode current falls, the screen voltage rises and cur- 
rent flows again to the pentode anode. The triode 
is then cut off and the Miller rundown starts again. 
The cycle is then repeated. 

Because the capacitor is charged by the control 
grid current and through the cathode circuit of the 
pentode, a positive pulse would be produced during 
the flyback across any resistor added in series with 
the cathode. It is therefore possible to cathode - 
couple to the screen as shown in Fig. 5. The screen 
can be decoupled either to the negative or to the posi- 
tive supply line, as shown dotted. However, with 
this arrangement the cathode resistor causes a large 
initial step in the output waveform. If the utmost 
simplicity is required, the circuit of Fig. 6 can be 
used. Here the screen is earthed and coupling is 

via the pentode cathode. This circuit works with 
the PCF80 valve, though the output amplitude is 

rather low The exact mode of operation of this 
circuit seems to be rather obscure; therefore it is 
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Fig. 6. Simplified cathode -coupled circuit using PCF80. 

+SSOV 
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)o 

Fig. 7. Circuit using cathode follower and cathode- coupled 

screen -grid switching. 

offered as a basis for experiment, rather than as a 

complete timebase. A further circuit using cathode 
coupling is given in Fig. 7. This uses a cathode - 
follower triode as described by Attlee' together with 
the cathode -to- screen grid coupling which is men- 
tioned above. 

The most satisfactory of these timebases is that 
of Fig. 4. As a large -amplitude sweep is obtained 
with this circuit and no cathode resistor need be used 
with the pentode, the initial step at the start of the 
rundown is negligible. The screen -grid stopper 
resistor is necessary in order to avoid the onset of 
low- amplitude high- frequency oscillation when large 
values of pentode control -grid resistor are inserted. 
In the absence of the screen -grid stopper, the high - 
frequency oscillation can cause a small flat portion to 
appear at the bottom of the output waveform. 

Unlike most Miller timebases, the one shown in 
Fig. 4 has no other anode load than the capacitor 
and the resistors in series with it, so that the effec- 
tive gain during the rundown is very high. Conse- 
quently the linearity of the waveform is excellent. A 
peak -to -peak amplitude of 250V is obtainable with a 

h.t. supply voltage of 350. This is quite sufficient 
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tor full- screen deflection of a normal double -beam 
cathode -ray tube working with a final anode potential 
of 2000V, which ensures adequate brightness of the 
trace. Satisfactory operation has been obtained with 
a timebase h.t. supply at 500V. This gives a larger 
output amplitude; but its use is not recommended as 
the anode voltage rating of the valve is exceeded. In 
order to avoid exceeding the heater -to- cathode volt- 
age rating of the valve, the heater preferably should 
be " tied " some 50 to 100V positive with reference to 
the negative supply line, as shown. 

Operation of the timebase is possible at frequen- 
cies up to about 100kc /s with reasonable scan -to- 
flyback ratios. As with most timebases, operation 
at higher frequencies can be obtained by reducing 
the circuit impedances and stray capacitances; but 
only at the expense of output amplitude. The ampli- 
tude of the pulse available at the triode anode for 
flyback suppression is greater than 50V and it has 
an initial peak value of 150V. The screen grid of 
the pentode is the most suitable place for 
the application of negative synchronizing pulses, and 
these should preferably be injected through a diode 
in order to avoid interference with the circuit 
operation. 

The frequency control shown in Fig. 4 covers a 
frequency range of greater than five -to -one, so that 
if several ranges are required the successive values 
of the switched scan -determining capacitors should 
be in this ratio : there will then be an overlap 
between the ranges. If the frequency -control resis- 
tor is made too large, the starting of the timebase 
becomes unreliable. If it is made too small, the out- 
put amplitude increases and the rundown becomes 
non -linear. As an alternative to the method of fre- 

quency control shown, the fixed 330-1(12 resistor can 
be taken to a potentiometer across the supply. 

None of the resistors in the circuit is suitable for 
use as an amplitude control. The simplest method 
of amplitude control is by variation of the supply 
voltage; because the timebase will operate with h.t. 
voltages down to less than 100. A convenient method 
is the addition of a 100 -kf2 variable resistor in series 
with the supply. If this is done, it is necessary to 
add a decoupling capacitor at the junction of the 
resistor and the timebase circuit if the flyback time 
is to be maintained short; because the timebase 
capacitor is charged by the triode from the power 
supply. The series resistor provides an amplitude 
variation of about two -to -one. The supply current 
is 2.6mA with a 350 -V h.t. supply, and this changes 
to 0.6mA with 100V and to 3.8mA with 500V. 
With a 100 -kfl series amplitude control at the mini- 
mum amplitude position, the currrent drawn from a 
350 -V h.t. supply is 1.4mA. 

Although the PCF80 valve was used in the course 
of these experiments, it may be more convenient to 
use the ECF80, which is identical except for the heater rating. The PCF80 has a 0.3 -A heater designed 
for series -heater operation, developing a nominal 9V. The ECF80 has a 6.3 -V heater, for parallel connec- 
tion, rated at 0.43A. 
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Closed -Circuit Television System 
TO enable their clients to see commercial television 
advertisement material under conditions equivalent to those in the home, the J. Walter Thompson Company 
have installed at their London premises a comprehen- 
sive closed- circuit television and teleciné system. Dis- 

tribution is at r.f. in coaxial cable so that normal receivers 
can be used at the many outlets, selection of programme 
being made by the channel switch. There is, in addition 
to film and slide facilities, a complete " live " studio for auditions and experimental work. 

Photographs show part of closed- circuit television system, for 
which contractors were Pye Ltd.: (above) Staticon photo- 
conductive camera and 16- and 3Smm -film and still -slide 
projectors; (right) distribution amplifiers. 
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THE GREAT STEREOPHONY FARE 

IN the days when only the outbreak of a World 
War could stretch newspaper headlines across more 
than one column -and then only in mild terms - 
Horatio Bottomley kept his weekly paper going by an 
unbroken succession of (by the standards of his day) 
sensational headlines such as the sample above. If 
it wasn't a fake it was a hoax or a fraud or a swindle. 
Whether what one learnt on buying the paper justi- 
fied the titles I never found out, because (having 
inherited a canny Aberdonian outlook) I suspected 
it didn't. Come to think of it, my headline is really 
unnecessary, it being well known that of all Wireless 
World readers the audio section are the most fanati- 
cal, and to them the word "stereo" is the most 
emotive, so that if merely printed by itself in very 
small type it would compel all of them at least to 
begin to read, before disagreeing. Come to think 
of it again, my headline is probably unwise, too. 
Horatio Bottomley ended up in jail. 

But I was driven to it by attending the I.E.E. 
Convention on Stereophony, my outstanding con- 
clusion from which was that any connection between 
the admitted benefits of stereophony and the tech- 
niques currently employed therein was largely coin- 
cidental. In so far as these techniques -the two 
channels, spaced loudspeakers, etc. -seem to the 
superficial observer to imply a fairly exact science, 
the word "fake" is perhaps not too far -fetched. 
However (though I wouldn't accept a brief for the 
salesman -demonstrator) I don't want to suggest that 
the designers of such equipment are men of guile. 
It is from them, chiefly, that one learns how empiri- 
cal the whole thing is. 

To begin with, in spite of the vast 'amount of re- 
search that has been carried out on hearing, that 
sense is still very far from being completely under- 
stood. Accustomed though we now are to the fabu- 
lous exploits of electronic computers, the continu- 
ous almost instantaneous analysis of data in the form 
of minute fluctuations in aër pressure at each side of 
the head, and their presentation in terms that can 
control the actions of the most clueless clot as well 
as ravish the soul of the most cultured musician, 
makes the said computers look pretty clumsy. 

Brain Judges Directions 
One aspect Of this complicated business of hearing 
is the ability to locate sources of sound. After a lot 
of argument, it seems now to be generally agreed 
that the time difference of arrival of sound at the 
two ears is the main basis for aural direction-finding. 
But it is also agreed that three or four other things 
come into it, and that the brain (without any course 
of scientific training) makes the best use of all the 
available data, and in favourable circumstances can 
judge directions correctly to within about one degree. 
If the source is exactly straight in front or behind, 
the sound reaches both ears simultaneously. Now 
if you calculate the time difference when the source is 
shifted one degree, assuming your ears are 8 in apart 
and that sound travels at 1,100 ft /sec, you will find it 
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is about 0.00001 sec, or 10 microseconds. In some 
way or other, it seems, we can detect such minute 
time differences and interpret them as angular differ- 
ences. 

But, of course, only the very naive think of stereo- 
phonic reproduction chiefly as a means of locating 
and following sources of sound- trains going 
through stations, or even Wagnerian villains moving 
in on helpless heroines. Much more important is 
the restoring of what is lost in " hole -in- the -wall " 
monodic* reproduction -the quality rather vaguely 
described as spatial effect. 

Before considering it, one might think that in direct 
listening this effect was due mainly to being able to 
locate the source or sources of sound. So much so that 
many months ago a correspondentt asserted that such 
items as piano music and songs had nothing to gain 
from stereophonic reproduction, nor even orches- 
tral music, the ideal for which was a perfect blending 
of the separate sounds into a jingle unified sound. 
If a singer was standing or a speaker sitting in a 
perfectly anechoic (acoustically " dead ") studio, and 
was being reproduced monodically in a listening 
room of suitable acoustical characteristics, then cer- 
tainly it would be difficult to see how stereophony 
could help. But anyone with normal hearing and 
appreciation who has had the opportunity to compare 
the two kinds of reproduction of an orchestra could 
hardly fail to be struck by the improvement with 
stereophony. 

Sensational Evidence 
The nature of this improvement is difficult to 
describe, and the attempts of salesmen to describe it 
in terms favourable to their commission accounts 
may only have tended to prejudice it adversely in the 
minds of you discriminating and ungullible readers. 
But that such a (if he will forgive me) hard -headed 
north- countryman as James Moir waxed as enthu- 
siastic as he did in the issue of November 1956 may 
well have shaken even the most sceptical. In par- 
ticular, he gave one factual piece of information 
beside which all the eulogies of all the world's adver- 
tising copywriters pale into insignificance -that three 
ladies sat for more than an hour listening to opera 
in Italian and music by Prokofiev and Sibelius with- 
out saying a single word to each other except in the 
intervals. I -and I can hardly imagine any dissen- 
tient -can reinforce his testimony that in a very long 
experience this has never been known to happen 
before. The information that these ladies did speak 
to one another in the intervals, is of course, of vital 
significance; without it one would naturally assume 
that Mr. Moir was charitably entertaining a group 
of dumb patients. 

The nature of this improvement, as I said, is 
difficult to describe, and without some investigation 

* Being numbered among those who dislike " monaural " and 
" monophonic," I'm provisionally following the Editor's recom- 
mendation (June issue). 

f B. Wallace, December 1938. p. 599. 
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might perhaps not be expressible more definitely 
tnan by saying that stereophonic reproduction is 
easier to listen to. One can have the music at some- 
where near full natural sound intensity without 
feeling -as I invariably do during monodic demon- 
strations -that it is uncomfortably loud. There is 
a sense of " space " which one does not get merely 
by having several paralleled speakers about the 
room, and the instruments " stand out " more 
clearly. This last, by the way, is not bound up so 
directly as one might think with aurual direction - 
find.ng. Listening to such reproduction, I for one 
am not particularly conscious of this instrument 
being situated on the left, and that one in the 
middle; in fact even when I try I often find it diffi- 
cult to locate them and tend to fall back on know- 
ledge of the customary placing of such instruments 
in an orchestra. 

Nobody, I imagine, would expect two -channel 
stereophonic reproduction by loudspeaker to be 
theoretically perfect, even though theory does lead 
one to expect (and listening confirms) that the 
apparent direction of a sound can be reproduced 
with fair accuracy anywhere within the angle sub- 
tended by the two speakers -and perhaps even a 
little beyond. But anyone who hasn't studied the 
thing and has only a vague idea that the two chan- 
nels are supposed to correspond with our two ears, 
and may even have heard that the microphones are 
sometimes placed at each side of a dummy head, 
may feel no great surprise that stereophonic repro- 
duction seems -and probably is -a much closer 
approximation to the real thing than monodic. If 
any readers are in that state, my purpose is to try 
to awaken or increase their surprise. 

Before discussing the usual loudspeaker method, 
for the sake of comparison let us look at the head- 
phone method. Fig. 1 shows the minimum require- 
ments; the microphones and earphones could, of 
course, be linked by broadcasting channels. Given 

fLISTENERS 
HEAD 

MICROPHONES 

DUMMY 
HEAD 

AMPLIFIERS 

EARPHONES 

Fig. 1. A true binaural 
sound transmission system 
(provided the dummy 
moves his head in syn- 
chronism with the listener) 

perfect apparatus, this system should give perfect 
binaural hearing -with one important exception, 
often forgotten. A listener to sounds coming from 
different directions, especially if their sources are 
moving, is not content to keep his head rigidly 
fixed in one position. He moves it; perhaps only 
slightly, but we have already calculated that one 
degree (corresponding to one -seventh of an inch 
path difference) is significant. Head movement is 
necessary for direction- finding, and especially for 
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resolving the ambiguity when the source is exactly 
ahead or astern. If this listener moves his head, 
his purpose is frustrated unless the dummy moves 
its head in exactly the same way. Such a refine- 
ment, presumably by means of selsyns attached to 
the two heads and interconnected, would add con- 
siderably to the cost and inconvenience. Without 
it, whenever the listener moves his head the whole 
of the room in which the dummy is located appears 
to move with it -a rather disconcerting effect. How- 
ever, one feature that should particularly be noted 
is that this kind of stereophony is effective over the 
full azimuth of 360 °. 

Suppose next that this system remains the same 

LOUDSPEAKERS - 

Fig. 2. The some as 
Fig. I at the pick -up 
end, but earphones re- 
placed by loudspeakers 
at the receiving end. 
This entirely alters the 
listening conditions. 

at the microphone end, the dummy being placed 
in the most desirable seat for the particular kind of 
performance, and for convenience the earphones are 
replaced by loudspeakers. Where should they be 
placed? 

This moment might, with more justification than 
in some television programmes, be deemed to be a 
natural break; not for being switched abruptly from 
deep tragedy to frivolous sales promotion for alter- 
natively a " cuppa," but for deep thought. Remem- 
ber that the main object of using loudspeakers is 
to enable more than one person to listen. So it's 
not much use suggesting putting them equidistantly 
on each side of the listener's head. Even if they 
were so placed, the fundamental difficulty about 
loudspeakers would remain -each would be heard 
by both ears. So the scientific each- ear -its -own- 
channel basis of Fig. 1 goes by the board. Such a 
fundamental failing would, of course, lead the 
theorist to abandon the project forthwith, leaving 
the field clear for those who do what all well - 
informed persons know is impossible. 

Let us then see how loudspeakers one on each 
side could be expected to work, still with the micro- 
phones on the dummy head, and assuming at first 
that all listeners are compelled to sit (or stand, if 
they prefer) at equal distances from the speakers 
(Fig. 2). A sound coming from straight ahead of 
the dummy would affect both microphones simul- 
taneously and equally, and (assuming exactly similar 
channels throughout and loudspeakers connected in 
phase) the speakers would reproduce in unison, as 
if they were connected in parallel. The sound from 
LSL reaches the listener's left ear just as the same 
sound from LSR reaches his right ear. If both 
speakers are inclined at 45° with reference to the 
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listener, the same sounds reach his opposite ears 
430 microseconds or 0.43 millisecond later. 

These conditions can be represented as in Fig. 3, 
where sound from LSL is represented by a dotted 
line and sound from LSR by a full line; not that 
the " programme " consists necessarily of a single 
sharp pulse, but the line marks any one phase of a 
sound. The higher its frequency, the more the 
sound reaching the farther ear is screened by the 
listener's head, but at fairly low frequencies this 
effect can be neglected, as I have done here so as 
not to confuse the issue by introducing one of the 
subsidiary influences in aural sound location. 

If the source of sound had been straight ahead 
of the listener, reproducing the circumstances of 
the dummy, Fig. 3 would have had only one simul- 
taneous pair of verticals. 

What impression would we expect this arrival of 
the same sound from widely differing directions to 
make? Since the sounds represented in Fig. 3 by 
dotted and full lines are identical, the first impact 
should be the same as if it were being received 
from one speaker at the same distance as the two, 
but straight ahead. The second impact could be 
due to a second speaker also straight ahead but 
8/ 4/2 =54in beyond it. So one would expect the 
apparent source to be straight ahead. And if you 
try it you will find it to be so. Thus far, then, the 
system is doing its job. 

But you may be a trifle worried by the thought 
that as little as one seventh of an inch inequality 
in the listener's distances from the two speakers 
results in a time difference sufficient to be interpre- 
ted as an angular deviation from the centre of about 
1°. I don't know what the experts say, but I cer- 
tainly can't judge the apparent source to within 10; 
however, a shift of the order of 10° is perceptible 
on moving the head a very short distance sideways, 
possibly as little as is sufficient to cause 1.4 (ten 
sevenths) in difference. In these circumstances Fig. 
3 gives place to Fig. 4. Here, the first impacts on 
the ears correspond to what one would get from a 

single source 10° to the left. But the second im- 
pacts mimic a source 10° to the right! Apparently, 
however, only the first impacts are significant. 

Further sideways movement shifts the apparent 
source, as one would expect, to the nearer speaker. 
But, contrary to what one might expect, it remains 
there no matter how much nearer one is to it than 
to the other. In the October, 1957, issue (p. 479) 
Mr. Moir explained this as an example of he Haas 
effect, which is the name given to the fact that 
when the same sounds reach a listener from more 
than one direction with a time difference of more 

LSL LSR 

LEFT 

LSR LSL 

RÉÁRT 

TIME -> 
O430.43 m sec 

Fig. 3. In this and the 
following diagrams the 
amplitude of sound 
reaching the two ears 
from the left - hand 
loudspeaker is repre- 
sented by the height of 
the dotted lines; that 
from the right -hand 
speaker by full lines. 
The relative times of 
arrival are indicated by 
horizontal spacing. 
This diagram refers to 
Fig. 2, with a sound 
coming from straight 
in front of the dummy. 
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Fig. 4. Here, the sound 
is coming from a source 
10° to the left of straight 
ahead of the dummy. 

LEFT 
EAR 

043msec 

RIGHT 0.1 
EAR msec,- 

0.43msec_ 

than about 1 millisecond they appear to come from 
the source that delivers the sound first. 

Next, suppose the listener is put back an dead 
centre, and the source of original sound is moved 
say 10° over to the left of the dummy. This causes 
the left -hand microphone to "hear" 0.1 millisecond 
before the other, and consequently LSL io speak 
that much ahead of LSR, and (owing to the exact 
equality of distances` the listener is affected as 
shown in Fig. 4. The result should be the same; 
namely, as if the source was inclined 10' to the 
left. 

Up to a point, then, this system seems to be 
stereophonic; but it suffers from the serious snag 
that there must not be more than a fraction of an 
inch difference between the distances from the 
listener to the two loudspeakers, or the sound will 
appear to come from one or other of them. (In 
this respect, I regret to say, it resembles too many 
of the allegedly stereophonic demonstrations I have 

LEFT 043msec 

0.6msec 

RÉÁRT 
/043 msec 

1 
1 

1 

Fig. 5. The angle of sound direction to the left is here 

increased to 90 °; straight into the dummy's left " ear." 

attended.) Note, incidentally, that if the sound 
came from a point full left of the dummy (90° left- 
ward displacement from straight ahead) the diagram 
would be as in Fig. 5, since the sound from LSR 
would be delayed 8 in, equivalent to 0.6 millisecond. 
This indicates a maximum displacement (with this 
loudspeaker placing) of 45 °. 

So the dummy head scheme is, in either one 
sense or the other, phoney. The scheme usually 
adopted at the present time replaces time differ- 
ences by amplitude differences. Both microphones 
are as nearly as possible in the same spot, but they 
are directional, so that the more the sound source 
is to the left the greater the amplitude ratio be- 
tween left and right channels. The loudspeakers 
are (or should be) directional too, in order to com- 
pensate for time differences when the listener is 
nearer one than the other. To anyone who knows 
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Fig. 6. Here again the 
sound is coming from left 
of straight ahead, but the 
microphones are placed 
together and are direc- 
tional so that one receives 
more strongly from sounds 
to the left and the other 
from sounds to the right. 

RESULTANT 

i 

fi RESULTANT 

LEFT 
EAR 

RÉÁRT 

Fig. 7. This vector diagram shows 
more clearly than Fig. 6 that differ- 
ences in amplitude of sounds coming 
from different directions with phase 
displacements affect their resultant 
phase. In this example the sound 
would apparently reach the left ear 
in advance of the right. 

more than very little about microphones and loud- 
speakers the thought will immediately occur that 
it is one thing to prescribe that their directional 
characteristics must be such and such, and a very 
different matter to make them so-at all audio fre- 
quencies. This technical difficulty no doubt 
accounts for much of the shortcoming of actual 
stereo results. 

But before going on to that you may find it 
necessary to convince yourself (as I did) that ampli- 
tude differences are going to do what is wanted. 
This can only be done properly by quite a bit of 
trigonometry, which is given in proper treatments 
of the subject; but let us see what our simple 
diagrams show. 

When the sound comes from the direction which 
can be described as straight ahead of the micro- 
phone site, both microphones pick it up equally, so 
Fig. 3 again serves to represent the result. The 
listener (assumed for the moment to be on the 
centre line) hears it from his straight -ahead position, 
midway between the speakers. 

A sound coming from the left gives a stronger 
output from LSL than LSR, so the diagram is as 
Fig. 6. One might guess that this would make the 
sound appear to come from the left, but it is by 
no means obvious that the angle of leftwardness 
could be made equal to that of the original source 
by suitable microphone directional characteristics, 
as usually expressed in polar diagrams. It can be 
shown better by a vector diagram, Fig. 7, on the 
assumption of course that the sound has a sine 
waveform. Here the amplitudes from LSL and 
LSR are represented as before by the lengths of 
dotted and full lines respectively, but the time delay 
shown in the previous diagrams by a horizontal dis- 
placement to the right are here shown as an angular 
displacement clockwise. The amount of angle for 
a given time depends of course on the frequency of 
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the sound, and in this case is assumed to be 45 °. 
If the sounds from both speakers were equal in 
amplitude, the two vectors for each ear would add 
up to give resultants in phase with one another, 
but this example of unequal amplitudes shows a 
resultant phase difference. This means a certain 
time difference between the sound at the two ears, 
interpreted by the listener as a leftward source of 
sound. The greater the difference in amplitude, 
the greater the phase difference and the greater the 
apparent leftward angle of the source. Of course 
if the amplitude from LSR is the greater, the angle 
will be rightward. 

If the original source is straight ahead, this 
system obviously is the same as the other one in so 
far as movement of the listener to one side shifts 
the apparent source of sound in the same direction. 
It can be shown (I'm not pretending to be giving 
an exhaustive treatise) that when the source is off - 
centre its apparent direction also depends on the 
position of the listener. One has only to draw the 
vector equivalent of Fig. 4 with unequal amplitudes 
to see that. Now that we know that time (or 
phase) and amplitude differences are (for stereo- 
phonic purposes) equivalent, we can deduce that 
the time advance as regards LSL when the listener 
moves to the left can be compensated by a reduc- 
tion in loudness from LSL as compared with LSR. 
As I said, it is one thing to call for loudspeakers 
having the directional characteristics needed to 
achieve this compensation at all frequencies, and in 
the present state of the art quite an impossible 
thing to get them. Which is why what one hears 
from different positions even within a defined 
stereophonic listening area is usually strikingly 
different. And remember we have considered only 
one of several kinds of data used in aural direction - 
fmding, and have ignored indirect sound and 
reverberation. But, again as I said, one can get 
a very marked improvement on monodic reproduc- 
tion even when the two -channel system yields far 
from theoretically perfect stereophony. Why 
worry how it is faked so long as it sounds good? 

TECHNICAL CENTRE. -The new offices of the Technical 
Centre of the European Broadcasting Union at 32 avenue 
Albert Lancaster, Brussels 18. The E.B.U. Receiving and 
Measuring Station at Jurbise- Masnuy and the International 
Television Control Centre in the Palais de Justice In Brussels 
are not affected by the move. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDIT (1) 

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents 

" Solo Stereocasting" 
MAY a " Yank " enter, somewhat belatedly, the solo 
stereocasting fray initiated by " Free Grid " in your June 
issue? 

We have stereophonic or solid sound, implying sound 
from a number of sources arrayed in three dimensions. 
Analogously we may have planophonic sound from 
sources lying in a plane, linophonic sound from sources 
lying on a line, and finally pointephonic (pointe is old 
French for a sharp point) for sound from a single source. 

Now this sound may be picked up in the studio with 
one or several mircrophones, but if their outputs are all 
mixed monodically into a single functional channel then 
the stereophonic sound has been reduced to an equivalent 
pointephonic sound. This equivalent pointephonic 
sound may be transmitted by any number of wire or 
radio channels. However, it is somewhere along the way 
recombined into a single functional channel where it may 
be fed to a number of loudspeakers or to a single one and 
may be listened to binaurally, monaurally, or even with 
only half an ear (semi -aurally ?), so to speak. 

Likewise two clusters of microphones or two single 
microphones may be used in the studio. The outputs 
of the microphones are grouped diodically into two func- 
tional channels and sent to two or more loudspeakers, 
again by any number of actual physical channels. This 
diodic reproduction generally provides a satisfactory 
sensation of stereophonic sound, however, for two omni- 
directional microphones the stereophonic sound is actu- 
ally being reduced to its equivalent linophonic sound. 

More than " left -rightedness " is often desired as in a 
Cinerama or Cinemascope production. Then we must 
turn to triodic or multiodic reproduction involving three 
or more functional channels each fed with one or more 
microphones and feeding one or more loudspeakers 
From this arrangement of speakers and channels a plano- 
phonic or even true, surrounding stereophonic reproduc- 
tion can be achieved. 

Thus it would seem that the functional channelness of 
the reproduction, as proposed by " Free Grid," is a fair 
basis for classification and no apologies need be made for 
the technical vicissitudes of life which may dictate the 
type or number of radio channels which are involved. 

To summarize : We start off with stereophonic sound 
which may be perceived monodically, diodically, tri- 
odically, tetrodically, or multiodically. The percep- 
tion by these classes of systems then reproduces the 
pointephonic, linophonic, planophonic, and finally stereo- 
phonic equivalent of the original sound. And last but not 
least, the reproduction may be listened to binaurally, 
monaurally, or semi -aurally. 

With this I hope that the original problem, which un- 
doubtedly has been lost sight of, has been sufficiently 
generalized out of existence. 

Wellesley, Mass., U.S.A. JOE M. KNIGHT, JR. 

Long- distance V.H.F. Reception 
WITH reference to Mr. H. V. Griffith's comments, in 
your delayed June issue, regarding my recent letter on 
long- distance v.h.f. reception, I would like to say that 
since I was not in a position to observe the Band -I 
signals continuously, too much importance should not 
be attached to actual figures of occasions on which these 
signals were heard, and which appear to show 1957 as 
the peak year. I would also like to clarify a few points 
which may be of interest, in regard to the mode of 
propagation of the Band II signals. 
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1. No point received in Tangier, in Band I or II, 
is less than 1,500 km distant, and most of them exceed 
1,750 km. 

2. When Band II signals are received, it is invariably 
following indications of a rising sporadic -E maximum 
usable frequency, and these signals fade out on a falling 
Es /MUF. When heard they are accompanied by fairly 
fast fading, which is not normally associated with tro- 
pospheric propagation. 

3. When conditions are such as to bring in Band II 
signals, these frequently come from a number of British 
and European stations simultaneously, and from such 
widely separated points as the U.K. and Italy. 

I am not a propagation expert, but in view of the 
above, I find it difficult to believe that the Band II 
signals heard here in Tangier are propagated via the 
troposphere, and I would be very interested to heat 
other opinions on this subject. 

I am continuing my observations, and since June 15th 
I have again been in a position to observe some of the 
Band II channels. I have already heard these signals 
on seven occasions, and on June 25th signals were 
heard on a number of channels between 89 and 94 Mc /s 
from Britain, Holland, France and Italy, over the periods 
of approximately 1045 to 1300, and 1545 to 1745 G.m.t. 

Tangier, Morocco. J. E. LE B. TERRY, 
RCA Communications Inc. 

Mc /s and Mc /ms 
IT seems to me that Mr. Aldo Suglia's kMc /s or 
kMHz is a doubtful improvement on " Free Grid's " 
Mc /ms for thousands of megacycles. Surely Gc /s 
is far simpler, " giga " is the recognized abbreviation for 
10' and frequently encountered in papers and treatises 
on microwave subjects. Wireless World diary also lists 
it. 

Ovingdean, Sussex. H. B. HAYBALL. 

Amateur Electronic Organ Society 
MANY amateurs in the British Isles are now construct- 
ing electronic organs, and many organs have been com- 
pleted and are working well. In order to make a success- 
ful job of constructing an organ, it is necessary to have 
some knowledge of a wide range of subjects, including 
electronics, mechanics, cabinet making, theory of music, 
etc., and very few amateurs are proficient in all of these 
subjects. Consequently many organs are on the way, 
but are stopped for lack of information. I know of 

three such cases in the North London area. 
Unfortunately, I, like so many others, have been 

floundering along for years on a hit -and -miss basis, 
whereas a little technical assistance from a fellow con- 
structor might provide the answers to some of the prob- 
lems which are worrying me. On the other hand, I 
have made quite a lot of interesting discoveries during 
this period and might know the answer to some of his 
problems. 

With this thought in mind I should like to see an 
Amateur Electronic Organ Society formed, where mem- 
bers could meet occasi-mally and discuss their problems, 
and where experts might be persuaded to lecture and 
perhaps demonstrate. I would be glad if any person 
interested in joining such a society would get in touch 
with me. A. LE BOUTILLIER, 

26, St. Catherines Road, Chingford, London, E.4 
(SlLverthorne 4884.) 
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High Definition Photomultiplier 
tube, introduced by Mullard, is de- 
signed for use when exceptionally 
high definition is required in scin- 
tillation counting and nuclear radia- 
tion spectrography. The most 
important requirement of a photo - 
multiplier intended for very high 
definition work is that differences in 
the transit times of the electrons 
through the tube must be negligible; 
otherwise the tube will not accurately 
resolve extremely short signals re- 
ceived in quick succession. In the 

Mullard tube, named 56AVP, tran- 
sit time differences under typical 
operating conditions have been kept 
down to 0.3 millimicrosecond-an 
improvement of about 100 times over 
normal types of tube. As a result, 
the width of the output pulse de- 
livered by the tube can be as little 
as 2 millimicroseconds at half height, 
and the rise time of the same dura- 
tion. This substantial reduction of 
transit -time differences is due largely 
to a specially designed input elec- 
tron- optical system consisting of the 
photocathode, a focusing electrode, 
an accelerator, and a deflector plate. 
The photocathode is curved so that 
the path lengths to the first multi- 
plier stage are approximately equal 
for electrons leaving any part of its 
useful area. The focusing electrode 
and the accelerator act to concentrate 
the electrons into a single, narrow 
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path, and to compensate for in- 
equalities in their initial velocities. 
The deflector plate directs the elec- 
trons on to the first of the secondary 
cathodes. The uniformity of transit 
times to the first multiplier stage is 
maintained throughout the tube by 
careful shaping of the secondary 
cathodes, and by additional focusing 
electrodes, situated between each 
multiplier stage, which progressively 
narrow the electron beam from stage 
to stage, despite the rapid growth in 
the number of electrons. With the 
very narrow pulses obtainable from 
the tube it is desirable, in the in- 
terests of economy and practicability, 
to dispense with an external ampli- 
fier. The tube has therefore been 
designed to provide a peak anode 
current of 1 amp -sufficient for 
direct use without further amplifica- 
tion. At values up to 300mA the 
anode current has a linear relation- 
ship with incident light flux, so that 
the tube can be used for measuring 
the energies of incident radiation. 

TV Bandwidth Reduction by a 
method of frequency interleaving 
was demonstrated by E. A. Howson 
and D. A. Bell at the recent 
Brit.I.R.E. Television Convention. 
The method is analogous to that 
used in the N.T.S.C. colour tele- 
vision system and obtains a band- 
width reduction of a black- and -white 
video signal by a factor of approxi- 
mately 2:1. The normal signal is 
split into two frequency bands, 
0- 1.5Mc /s and 1.5- 3.0Mc /s. The 
higher band is used to amplitude - 
modulate a sub -carrier, whose fre- 
quency is an odd multiple of half the 
line scanning rate. The lower side - 
band of the modulator output is 
selected and combined with the 
original 0- 1.5Mc /s band, so that the 
frequency spectra of the two signals 
interleave. The combined signal 
can then be sent over a channel of 
1.5Mc /s nominal bandwidth. At 
the receiving end of the channel the 
composite signal is applied to a 
synchronous demodulator, fed also 
with sub -carrier of the same fre- 
quency as at the transmitter. The 
lower sideband of this demodulator 
is taken and combined with the re- 
ceived signal, to yield a " normal " 
video signal extending from zero to 
approximately 3Mc /s, together with 
an " interleaved " signal. The inter- 
leaved signal is such as to give an 

interference pattern on the display 
which, in a stationary picture, should 
optically cancel after four successive 
frame scans. However, the pattern 
is built up in such a way as to give 
rise to a " crawling " motion which 
is very noticeable at close viewing 
distances. Incidentally one couldn't 
help noticing that when the 
0- 1.5Mc /s band only was trans- 
mitted the picture still looked 
reasonably acceptable. According to 
L. C. Jesty this is all that is neces- 
sary for bandwidth reduction. 

Stepping Transistor is the name 
given to a new Bell Telephone 
Laboratories' experimental device 
intended as a semiconductor version 
of the glow- discharge type of digital 
counter tube (such as the Dekatron). 
The example shown here has four 
stages fabricated on a single piece of 
silicon. Each stage is bi- stable 
element formed by a p -n -p -n tran- 
sistor which acts as a pulse -con- 
trolled on -off switch (see our July/ 
August, 1959, issue, p. 348). The 
design of the complete structure is 
such that the bi- stable characteristic 
exists between a single common 
electrode and a set of multiple elec- 
trodes. A unidirectional transfer of 
voltage around the device is obtained 
by an unsymmetrical arrangement of 
the electrodes, as in the glow -dis- 
charge tube. But, unlike the glow - 
discharge tube, the stages do not 
have to be in close proximity for the 
device to work properly. Conse- 

quently, the individual bi- stable ele- 
ments can be made as separate 
components and then wired in cir- 
cuit -and, in fact, such individual 
elements, consisting of four -terminal 
p -n -p -n components, have been con- 
structed at the Laboratories. The 
stepping transistor can be designed 
to operate with currents in the range 
1 to 100mA and voltages in the range 
10 to 100 volts. Speeds of operation 
up to 10' pulses per second have 
been achieved, and it is expected that 
even greater speeds will be possible 
with improved designs. Computing 
circuits are one application. 
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THE GERMAN 

RADIO SHOW 

Highlights and Trends 

Seen at Frankfurt 

TO the visitor entering the Frank- 
furt exhibition grounds the 1959 
Grosse Deutsche Rundfunk-Fernseh- 
und Phono- Ausstellung (14th -23rd 
August) must have seemed super- 
ficially to have changed very little 
since 1957. (There are several 
smaller radio exhibitions in Germany, 
but the main event is held in alter- 
nate years). The layout of the 14 
halls, covering more than 12 acres 
(one hall alone has a floor area of 4 
acres), followed the 1957 plan. The 
principal exhibitors were to be found 
in or near their accustomed positions, 
often with the same stand layout and 
décor; the itinerant vendors of cigar- 
ettes, iced drinks and fruit (many of 
them young students making pin 
money in their vacation) were out in 
force; in the lobbies and in the open 
air (necessarily!) the Frankfurters 
were being cooked and eaten with 
relish. 

But outward appearances can be 
deceptive and on closer acquaint- 
ance we found no lack of interest in 
the changing pattern of public de- 
mand, and in the many technical 
developments since we last reported 
this event (September 1957 issue). 

Although televisión is gaining 
ground it is still far from reaching 
the dominant position which it holds 
in Great Britain. Fewer than 3 mil- 
lion television licences have been 

Aerial view of the Frankfurt exhibition grounds. I, 2 Television studios. 3 -9 Manu- 
facturers' exhibits. IO Special show " Everyone should have television." II 
Gramophone record pavilion. 12 Record Bar. 13 Tape recording (" Hobby for 

Everyone "). 14 Administration and information. 

taken out so far in Germany, com- 
pared with more than 15 million 
sound broadcast licences. (The U.K. 
figures are roughly 9+ million tele- 
vision and a little less than 15 million 
sound.) To stimulate interest a 
special show, Fernsehen müsste man 
haben (" Everyone should have tele- 
vision "), was arranged with a se- 
quence of non -stop films in a sort 
of television avenue, giving examples 
of the many aspects of programme 
building -news, sport, plays, docu- 
mentaries, etc. The quality of the 
German television programmes both 
in content and studio lighting and 
camera work seemed to us to reach 
a very high standard, and there could 
be no doubt of the growing interest 
of the public which daily watched 
the live programmes in the exhibition 
No. 1 television studio (a building 
outwardly resembling the Albert 

Youth is served -the Siemens " Stereo Bar." 
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Hall and with a seating capacity of 
12,000 or more depending on the 
area used as a stage). Once again 
the thorough preparations of the 
German Post Office, who had erected 
special microwave links with the local 
broadcast authority (Hessischer 
Rundfunk) and through them with 
the rest of Germany, are worthy of 
special commendation. 

At the moment only a few stations 
are working in Band IV but it is ex- 
pected that by the end of 1960 there 
will be full coverage of the centres 
of population in West Germany with 
a second television programme. 

Television Receivers. Walking 
round the exhibition one gained the 
impression that the stability of the 
German television receiver has 
greatly improved since 1957. In 
some hundreds of sets only one tem- 
porary maladjustment (an unsup- 
pressed line flyback) was seen. To 
show the reliability of his product, 
one manufacturer placed 12 receivers 
close together in a row; the closest 
inspection did not reveal any lack of 
uniformity of brightness, definition or 
screen colour. Picture quality in 
general seemed about the same as 
That Of the sets_ Sint . sees at Earls 
Court, but it was not at first appre- 
ciated that the sets were nearly all 
21 -in, not 17 -in. In fact, 75.4% of 
the models on the German markets 
are 53 cm (21 -in) and 15 23.3 cm 
(17 -in). Only 1.3% have 61 -cm 
(24 -in) tubes. The 625 -line standard 
clearly has an advantage over 405 
lines in satisfying the public demand 
for larger pictures. Most of the lead- 
ing makers offer sets with 110° 
tubes. 

In Germany one looks for a leit- 
motiv and in television receivers this 
year it is Vollautomatik -fully auto- 
matic operation. This cult is pur- 
sued with Teutonic thoroughness, 
and sales literature enumerates as 

G 
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many as 15 or 20 circuit features 
which are self -regulating. Most of 
these, such as thermistor control of 
picture size, e.h.t.. regulation, etc., 
are common to British sets. Not so 
common is automatische scharfab- 
stimmung (automatic sharp tuning) 
which is universal in German TV 
sets working in Band III. A con- 
trol voltage is derived from a separate 
discriminator working from the i.f. 
and with zero transit on the picture 
carrier. After a single stage of am- 
plification the control voltage is 
usually applied to a diode (acting as 
a variable capacitance in the reverse 
bias region) which is connected in 
parallel with the r.f. oscillator. 
Graetz seem to be the only people 
so far to have applied a.f.c. to Band 
IV as well as Band III. A silicon 
diode is used for Band IV and ger- 
manium, with ' a wider capacitance 
range, for Band III. A different 
working point is required on each 

.. 

Above: Grundig ultrasonic 
remote control unit for tele- 
vision receivers. 

Right: Remote control of pre- 
set channel selection in the 
Telefunken FE20 television sets. 

.H.F. 
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The high -impedance silicon diode 
-is left in circuit when the set is 
switched to v.h.f. in the automatic 
tuning circuit developed by Graetz. 

Simplified circuit (for negative 
modulotion) of automatic contrast 
control (Loewe- Opta). 
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Telefunken FEIG' 

43T chassis with 
built -in u.h.f. tuner. 

band, and to simplify switching the 
diodes are connected in 'a bridge cir- 
cuit (see accompanying diagram). 
Since the impedance of the silicon 
diode is much higher than that of 
the germanium it can be safely left 
in circuit when the set is switched 
to Band III. While most manufac- 
turers use diode capacitance as the 
variable reactive element Grundig 
have chosen variable inductance for 
which an even wider range of con- 
trol is claimed. The d.c. from the 
control amplifier is passed through 
the winding of an electromagnet, the 
field of which is used to change the 
permeability of the ferrite core in 
the oscillator. 

Automatic contrast control accord- 
ing to the level of the ambient light 
in the room is now accepted as a 
normal feature in all but the cheapest 
German television receivers. It is 
simple and effective in automatically 
maintaining picture quality when the 
curtains are drawn or a light is 
switched on. The normal manual 
contrast -control potentiometer, which 
controls the standing bias on the 
video output stage, is supplemented 
by a potential divider, one element 
of which is a photo- resistor of the 

cadmium sulphide or similar type. 
These resistors, which have a working 
range of 5 to 200164 are quite small 
and are mounted unobtrusively some- 
where on the front of the chassis. 

Such external controls as are neces- 
sary -for example channel selection 
-are mechanized and remotely con- 
trolled from the viewers' position. 
Grundig were showing a system 
which does not require a connecting 
cable and operates by supersonic 
sound pulses from a small transistor- 
ized hand unit. Frequencies used 
are 12kc /s for sound volume, 
23.5kc /s for brightness and 28kc /s 
for channel selection and, when we 
saw it, it was working reliably 
through an exhibition audio back- 
ground level well up into the nine- 
ties (phons). Another effective 
remote control demonstration on the 
Grundig stand was by microwave link 
to a television camera mounted a 
couple of miles away in the centre 
of Frankfurt. Visitors were able to 
operate a joystick and view the 
Hauptwache from all angles on a 
monitor tube. Grundig have also in 
production a photo -conductive tele- 
vision camera costing only 2,000 DM 
(about £170). It is designed for use 
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Yagi aerial for Band 
IV with three -element 
reflector (Hirschmann). 

Right: The Loewe -Opta 
television chassis can 
be locked vertically, 
at 45° or horizontally 
for servicing. 

Grundig FA40 general purpose television camera, costing 
the equivalent of £170. 

with domestic television receivers and 
is directed at the amateur as well as 
the professional market. 

There are few equivalents in Ger- 
many of the light portable TV set 
with large 110° tube now in England. 
Most Germans prefer their sets in 
expensive cabinets to match their 
polished wood furniture. The Kaiser 
" Prinz " portable with 18 x 14.5 cm 
screen is therefore something of a 
novelty, though one still sees the 
Ekco 9 -in set (for mains or 12 -V 
battery operation), now made for ex- 
port only, prominently displayed in 
many radio shops in Germany. The 
price was just short of 1,000 DM- 

Antennenwerke Hans Kolbe ( "fuba ") 
u.h.f. converter for television distribu- 
tion systems. 
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about the same as that of a German 
21 -in domestic set. 

The position as regards Band IV is 
much the same as it was in the U.K. 
just prior to the establishment of the 
I.T.A. A few manufacturers already 
supply built -in u.h.f. units, but most 
leave space for the addition later of 
an internal adapter, or can supply 
external converters for the older exist- 
ing sets. 

Aerials. As in 1957, the aerial 
manufacturers' section of the in- 
dustry arranged a collective outdoor 
exhibit of their latest designs -this 
in addition to individual displays on 
their stands. The main interest was 
in Band IV aerials for the forthcom- 
ing second -programme network from 
stations now in course of erection 
throughout Germany. Long Yagi 
arrays with anything up to 30 
elements covering 5 or 6 channels 
are most favoured, but one broad- 
band (470 -581 Mc /s) butterfly aerial 
in a corner reflector was noted 
(" fuba," Hans Kolbe). An interesting 
item on this stand was an amen - 
nensprechgerät -two miniature tran- 
sistorized loudspeaker /microphone 
units for interpolation, with suitable 
r.f. filters, in the coaxial feeder so 
that the erector on the roof can 
communicate with his assistant view- 
ing the screen while the best aerial 
position is being found. Also shown 
by " fuba " was a well- engineered 
multi -channel converter unit for 

Siemens -Electrogeräte aerial per- 
formance meter (SAM317 /bW) 
with u.h.f. attachment. 

Band IV designed to operate with 
existing community television dis- 
tribution systems. 

An interesting aerial measuring 
equipment (SAM317 /bW) was 
shown working by Siemens and 
Halske. It combines a valve voltmeter 
with a range of 10µV to 2.5V and a 
picture tube (95 x 125 mm), so that 
in adjusting the aerial the best com- 
promise between signal strength and 
the elimination of ghosts and noise 
can be quickly found Two models 
are available, one for normal 625 
lines and the other with a built -in 4- 
standard time base system. 

Sound Receivers. The enthusiasm 
of German youth, which dictates to 
a large extent the sales policy of the 
manufacturers, seems to have shifted 
from the station- hunting on multi - 
keyed all -wave table -model receivers 
which was a feature of the 1957 
Show, to. the miniature transistor 
portable which can be concealed 
about the person and which has a 
phenomenal acoustic output for its 
size. By an aural illusion your re- 
porter was genuinely deceived by a 
passer -by into looking down the road 
for the P.A. van! 

There are some clever variations of 
the main theme. In their TP1, Max 
Braun provide a separate miniature 
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45 r.p.m. record player to go with 
(or without) the radio receiver, which, 
incidentally, covers short as well as 
medium.and long waves. The pick- 
up is concealed below a trap -door in- 
side the case, which slides open when 
the motor is switched on and allows 
the spring -loaded pickup head to en- 
gage the underside of the record. 

For use in the home Grundig have 
a larger loudspeaker housing into 
which the pocket portable is inserted; 
this automatically cuts out the small 
internal speaker in the set. Deutsche 
Philips in their " Jeanette " model 
have even included a battery -driven 
clock and time switch. 

Of somewhat larger size are the 
three -waveband transistor portables, 
with telescopic aerials, for v.h.f. as 
well as medium- and long -wave re- 
ception. In 1957 Graetz demon- 
strated their first experimental v.h.f. 
set, using American transistors for 
the signal- frequency stages. Now at 
least five manufacturers are in full 
production. The Philips " Colette," 
Nordmende " Transita," Grundig 
" Teddy Boy " series, Graetz 
" Joker " and Schaub -Lorenz T400 
employ the European OC 171 or OC 
615 v.h.f. transistors in the early 
stages and have performances that 
belie their somewhat frivolous names. 
The two latter can be supplied with 
special under -dash mounting brackets 
for temporary use as car radios. 

Blaupunkt proudly displayed their 
millionth car radio which had been 
gold -plated to celebrate the event. 
They were also running a car -radio 
" bar " at which visitors would 
operate all the many types made by 
this firm. Max Egon Becker were 

Braun TPI pocket radio -gramophone. 
The two sections can be used indepen- 
dently. 

showing car radios with large tran- 
sistor output stages -up to 12 watts 
for coaches. 

Small and simple mains transport - 
ables for use as a second set in any 
room in the house are on the increase 
and have to some extent displaced 
the full- specification table model, but 
the interest in the larger radio- gramo- 
phones and combined television and 
high -quality sound receivers is as 
strong as ever. The large number 
of cabinet makers exhibiting were all 
doing firm business with show 
visitors who choose their basic 
receivers and then have them in- 
stalled in cabinet work of their own 
choice. 

Most sets over the 350DM (£30) 
mark are fitted with stereo amplifiers 
and loudspeakers, and the larger 
stereo radio -gramophones undoubt- 
edly give something better than the 
raumklang or 3D to which the 
German buying public has been 
accustomed now for many years. In 
their " New York " radio -gramophone 
" with Concert Hall " Blaupunkt 
offered the best of both worlds by 
providing a 50- millisecond electro- 
acoustic delay line to add artificial 
reverberation at controlled level, 
either to mono or to one channel of 
stereo recordings. 

There was, judging from some of 
the remarks overheard, some sales 
resistance to the smaller stereo sets 
with closely spaced loudspeaker units. 
Better results were heard from some 
of the portable stereo record players 
(e.g., Perpetuum- Ebner) in which 
divided lids with a loudspeaker in 
each half can be spaced at any 
required distance. 

The same principle of a variable 
base line is applied in some of the 
more expensive equipments, notably 
the Siemens STR 30 stereo radio- 
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Representative 
pocket transis- 
tor receivers. 
Deutsche Phil- 
ips "Jeanette", 
Graetz "Susi" 
and Siemens 
T2. 

gramophone in which the loud- 
speakers, installed in thick front 
doors are not only adjustable for 
angle but can also be pulled out to 
increase the base line if the size of 
the listening room permits. Incident- 
ally, many of the Siemens sets have 
automatic noise suppression by which 
the high- frequency response is auto- 
matically reduced for weak signals. 
The principle is, of course, not new, 
but what is interesting is the econ- 
omy of application. The Miller 
effect in the variable -mu amplifier 
section of the cathode -ray tuning 
indicator, controlled by the carrier 
amplitude, is used as a variable 
capacitance in the a.f. filter. 
Gramophone Record Reproduction. 
Inevitably this was dominated by 
" stereo " which has permeated the 
industry at all levels. On the one 
hand there were the 45 r.p.m. " pop " 
record " stereo bars " with teenagers 
listening binaurally on headphones 
to the latest hit tunes, and on the 
other the " Schallplatten Pavillon " 
in which leading firms had combined 
to give lectures and continuous 
demonstrations of their vintage 
classical records. This was an oasis 
in the pandemonium of noise in the 
rest of the exhibition and your re- 
porter has no hesitation in including 
this performance in his own private 
collection (now numbering three) of 
completely satisfying demonstrations 
of stereophonic sound. Reproducing 
equipment chosen for this demon- 
stration included Isophon loud- 
speakers, Elac stereo pickup and 
Thorns turntable. 

Another impressive performance 
was given by the Braun Studio 2 
high -quality equipment costing 
2,000DM (£170) which comprises 
stereo amplifier, record player and 
radio receiver units, in the now 

Grundig " Micro- Transistor -Boy " with larger loudspeaker 
cabinet for home use. 
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Two representative all- transistor all - 
wave (including v.h.f.) battery por- 
tables. (Above) Graetz " Joker " 
and (below) Deutsche Philips 
" Colette." 

world- famous Braun styling, together 
with type LEI electrostatic wide - 
range loudspeakers, the latter made 
under exclusive licence from the 
Acoustical Manufacturing Company 
(" Quad "). 
Tape Recorders. The principal 
development in German magnetic 
tape recorders this year is the intro- 
duction of 4 -track recording, which 
has been adopted by all the Ieading 
makers in their latest machines. By 
doubling the playing time this 
system goes far to reduce the cost 
of running a tape recorder and the 
manufacturers hope thereby to in- 
duce more people to take up home 
recording as a hobby. A collective 
demonstration "Ton band -Hobby 
für 7edermann" (Tape -Hobby for 
Everyone) ran continuously through- 
out the exhibition to show the 
possibilities not only of straight re- 
cording and the use of tape sound in 
conjunction' with home cinema pro -. 
jectors, but also the numerous 
" tricks " of sound synthesis that can 
be accomplished by superposition - 
particularly with 4 -track recording. 
In this system two heaelg, stacked 
vertically and spaced a track width 
apart, can by suitable switching give 
two runs of stereo or four runs of 
single -channel recording on a given 
length, of tape. The reduced width 
of track does not affect the signal/ 
tape -noise ratio but gives n reduced 
level of signal output. Hum and 
amplifier noise is then the limiting 
factor in determining the signal/ 
noise ratio, and some firms, e.g. 
Telefunken in their 76 and 77 
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Siemens STR 30 stereo radio -gramophone with loudspeakers adjustable for spacing 
and angle. 
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Four -track magnetic tape recording 
convention for single channel, com- 
pare with the two -track system. The 
two heads can be switched for 
simultaneous operation for stereo 
if required. 

models, and Körting in their MK108, 
are using transistors in the early 
amplifier stages. Telefunken also 
use d.c. for the subsequent valve 
heaters. 

Special demonstrations included 
live- versus -recorded jazz sessions by 
Telefunken, and a reliability test by 
Uher in which one of their recorders 
was mechanically cycled through all 
its switching functions continuous 
throughout the duration of the 
exhibition. 

Polyester tapes of greatly im- 
proved mechanical and thermal 
stability were shown by B.A.S.F. and 
Agfa, the latter firm playing a long 
continuous length of recorded tape 
which was passed successively 
through a freezing bath at -62 °, a 
water bath at 90° and an air- drying 
chamber at 90 °C before going over 
the playback head. 

Model of a stereo 
pickup (Telefun- 
ken) demonstrat- 
ing, by means of 
enlarged and in- 
terchangeable 
sections of record 
groove, the prin- 
ciples of "45/45" 
recording and re- 
production. 

Iscphon wide -range loudspeaker (G3037). 

The exhibition was organized by 
the radio and television section of 
the Zentralverband der Electrotech- 
nisdten Industrie (Z.V.E.I.) and was 
opened in a nation -wide television 
broadcast by its patron, Prof. Dr. 
Ludwig Erhardt. The total number 
of visitors was 532,000 compared 
with 493,000 in 1957. The next ex- 
hibition, which is to be held in 1961, 
will be open io foreign as well as 
German radio manufacturers. 
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Vibration in Gramophone Turntables 
Correct Distribution of Mass to Minimize Pickup Disturbance 

By R. L. WEST, B.Sc., A.M.Brit. I.R.E. 

THE stereo disc has brought with it many prob- 
lems, some new, some old, showing up once more. In 
the latter category is groove jumping due to external 
vibrations reaching the pickup, particularly from the 
floor. 

High -quality equipment incorporating the various 
well -known motors that were perfectly satisfactory 
with single -channel pickups tracking at 5 -10 grams 
are now giving trouble when fitted with stereo pick- 
ups tracking at somewhat smaller pressures. The 
writer is amongst those afflicted with a well- sprung 
floor to the listening room. Normal walking has 
been impossible anywhere near the playing desk. 

Most motor boards are suspended at 4 points, a 
few at 3 points. The springs are generally spaced at 
roughly equal intervals, and more often than not are 

S MOTOR s 

' 
CABINET.: 

g I. Typical playing desk arrangement shown in f -ont 
-elevation. 

identical. Fig. 1 shows the front elevation of a typi- 
cal playing desk arrangement. The heavy transcrip- 
tion turntable is well to the left side of the motor 
board and the driving motor is usually further still 
to the left. The centre of gravity is then much nearer 
to the left -hand springs than the right -hand springs. 
The left -hand springs will in consequence be com- 
pressed more than the right -hand, but the usual screw 
adjustment will have been set to put the turntable 
level. Though differently loaded, the springs are still 
of equal compliance. The system can be simplified 
to two dissimilar masses connected by a rigid bar 
and suspended on two identical springs (Fig. 2). 

Now consider the effect of a vertical disturbance 
on this system, say a single vertical displacement of 
short duration. It is quite obvious that the lighter 
side will oscillate with a larger amplitude than the 

(a) 

heavier side (Fig. 2a). The system is subjected to two 
disturbing motions in the vertical plane, a linear one 
(Fig. 2b) and a rotational one (Fig. 2c). Both will 
affect the pickup. 

As J. Walton has already shown (Wireless World, 
June 1959), the gravity -balanced type of arm is but 
little affected by vertical linear accelerations (Fig. 
2b). In fact, the only change of stylus force for a 
vertical linear acceleration is equal to the force pro- 
duced by similarly accelerating a mass equivalent to 
the stylus force. 

Fig. 3(a) shows a perfectly balanced pickup arm. 
The stylus will not be pressing on the disc though it 
may be touching it. A vertical acceleration applied to 
the whole system -in this case solely via the pivot - 
will not alter the attitude of the pickup arm since 
head and counterweight moments balance. There is 
thus no change in stylus pressure, it remains at zero 
all the time, even if it is touching. Fig. 3(b) shows 
the same arm loaded for simplicity with in gràms on 
its head. Again the pivot "looks after " the arm and 
the stylus only has to accelerate the m grams. 

As a further check on the validity of this argument, 
consider the stylus detached from the head and carry- 
ing the m grams. Apply the vertical acceleration to 
the system and note the result. ' The stylus has 
accelerated the m grams : the distance between arm 
and the head is unaltered as the perfectly balanced 
arm is unaffected : therefore the loaded stylus may 
as well have been left attached to the head ! Moving 
the counterbalance weight slightly to produce the m 
grams tracking weight would give the same result. 

To get some idea of the forces involved, assume a 
disturbance producing ± 2mm of sinusoidal vertical 
(linear) motion at 5c /s. For tracking weights of 1, 3, 
and 5 gm the forces will be 0.2gm, 0.6gm, and 
1.0gm respectively. They are, of course, propor- 
tional to the tracking weight for gravity- balanced 
arms. 

These forces are not negligible, but they are not 
likely to promote groove jumping unless they 
happen to coincide with some very heavy modula- 
tion and then only if relative phases are just so. 

Of interest rather than usefulness is the following 
point. If a pickup arm is gravity balanced to give 

I 

w 
I 

$ 

Fig. 2. Simplification of Fig. I. The actual motions in Fig. 2(o) are equivalent to the combination of the linear motion in 
Fig. 2(b) with the rotational motion in Fig. 2(c). 
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(b) 

%ï 

(a) 

A 
Fig. 3(a). Perfectly balanced pickup arm. (b) To obtain the 
required stylus force, the arm of Fig. 3(a) is loaded with 
m gm on its head. 

Q, 
(a) 

Fig. 4. Perfectly balanced arm acted on by anti- clockwise 
(Fig. 4(a)) or clockwise (Fig. 4(b)) rotations of the playing 
desk. 

zero stylus pressure, and the stylus pressure is then 
applied by a massless spring, the arm is completely 
immune to all straight -line vertical motion! 

Now consider the rotational component in the ver- 
tical plane (Fig 2c). Here the direction in space of 
the whole arm is being altered. Therefore it resists 
with its whole inertia. The stylus tip takes almost 
the whole brunt of this type of disturbance. To 
clarify this argument, consider a perfectly balanced 
arm (Fig. 4) with the stylus touching the disc, but, of 
course, with zero pressure. Now rotate the pivot 
pedestal -cum -disc system about the pivot point. This 
is the centre of gravity and is chosen as we are con- 
sidering the rotational component only. An accelera- 
tion as shown in Fig. 4(a) will clearly leave the pick- 
up behind, i.e., it will jump clear of the disc -rel- 
atively. 

In the opposite direction, Fig. 4(b), the disc- stylus 
contact will obviously cause the arm to rotate with 
the system (unless it lifts it off the pedestal!) To 
produce this rotation, the stylus has been opposed 
by the inertia of the whole arm- measured about 
an axis through its pivot and perpendicular to its 
length. This same force would be required to keep 
the stylus in contact with the disc in Fig. 4(a). Adding 
in the stylus pressure does not alter the situation 
very much. If weight is added to the head, the 
total inertia rises a little. If the counterbalance 
weight is slid toward the pivot the inertia is reduced 
by an almost imperceptible amount. If by spring, 
then the inertia is unchanged. 

Incidentally a spring counterbalanced arm scores 
in this case as there is no counterbalance weight 
and arm overhang to add to the inertia. It is, how- 
ever, a very doubtful gain, as the extra complexity 
and its accompanying friction may well be even more 
serious. 

For comparison purposes consider the motor 
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board stationary on one side and still moving ± 2mm 
vertically on the other side, still at the same fre- 
quency. For a 15 -in wide motor board this is an 
angular rotation of ± 0.0052 radians (about } degree), 
and an angular acceleration of 5.2 radian /sec'. 

Fig. 5 shows dimensions and weights of typical 
pickups based on J. Walton's figures on page 269 of 
the June issue of Wireless World. Below are 
given moments of inertia about the pivot, calculated 
on the basis of concentrated head and counter- 
balance weights and distributed arm mass. In all 
cases the disturbing force is well in excess of the 
tracking weight and must cause jumping. 

69m 

Sin 

Igm 

12gm G 
3gm 

25gm O 

40gm 

(a) 

95gm 

10gm 

U 
(b) 

3gm (c) 

4pgm O 

Sgm 

Moment 
of inerti; 
gm-cm2 

(a) 10500 
(b) 13400 
(c) 20100 
(d) . 27600 

(d) 

n- 

Illgm 

163gm 

A 
021Sgm 

Disturbance 
to stylus force 

gm 
2.7 
3.5 
5.2 
7.1 

Fig. 5. Dimensions and weights of typical pickups with 
corresponding moments of inertia about the pivot and 
disturbances to stylus force for an angular acceleration 
of 5.2 radians /sect. 

Lest anyone feels these figures are unduly large, 
consider the motor board motion to be ± Timm on 
the left, and ± 22mm on the right, in phase. This 
will produce a just visible rocking motion and in- 
volves accelerations and disturbing forces exactly 
half of those quoted above. Even bringing in the 
fact that the pickup is most of its time at say 45° 
to the plane of maximum rotation, the figures are 
only reduced by a further factor of 0.707. 

Observation of motor board movements when the 
floor or the cabinet is disturbed often reveal quite 
alarming gyrations, some of them much faster than 
5 c /s. Anyway, the initial acceleration is usually 
larger than any of the following observable move- 
ments. It can thus be seen how important it is to 
minimize all rotational components. 

The simplest way of dealing with existing equip- 
ment is to add a mass W to the other side of the 
motor board (Fig. 6), so that the centre of gravity 
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of the whole suspended system coincides with the 
geometric centre of the suspension. The extra mass 
added to the system must also help somewhat. The 
mass and position can be found by experiment, but to 
give some idea of the quantities involved, the writer 
quotes 611b of lead (in a cocoa tin!) under the centre 
of the pickup arm in its rest position, for a fairly 
heavy transcription motor. 

The benefits are quite striking; whereas previously 
theatrical tiptoe movements were necessary, now the 
youngsters can romp in and out of the room with 
impunity. 

Looking still farther into this problem, it can also 
be seen that, strictly speaking, not only should the 
centre of gravity coincide with the suspension centre 
in plan, but also in elevation. If this is not so, side- 
ways blows to the cabinet, in thç direction of the 
length of the pickup arm, can also promote rota- 
tional (rocking) movements. Fortunately the centre 

Fig 6. Adding the weight W to Fig. I makes the centre of 
gravity of the suspended system coincide with the geo- 
metric centre of its suspension, and thus minimizes the 
disturbance to the pickup. 

of gravity is never likely to be displaced as tar, above 
or below the centre point as it can be laterally. This 
is then a small order effect in most designs. 

An alternative scheme is the use of graded springs, 
i.e., stiffer ones under the heavier side. This is not 
often seen in use and might be worth further in- 
vestigation. 

Sooks Received 
The Radio Amateur's Handbook, 1959 edition, by 

the headquarters staff of the American Radio Relay 
League. A standard manual of amateur radio com- 
munications, explaining basic theory and the latest 
techniques and practices. Considerably revised and 
including descriptions of new equipment, particularly 
applications of transistors in amateur radio. Pp. 612 
including 32 pp. of valve and semiconductor data and 
1,300 illustrations. Obtainable from the Modern Book 
Co., 19 -23, Praed Street, London, W.2, or from the 
Radio Society of Great Britain, New Ruskin House, 
Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1, price 32s 6d 
(34s 3d by post). 

Brans Radio Valve Vade Mecum. 14th Edition (1948) 
of comprehensive guide to British, Continental and 
American receiving valves. Pp. 464. Price 32s. P. H. 
Brans, Ltd., Antwerp. Agents : Bailey Bros. & Swinfen; 
Ltd., Hyde House, West Central Street, London, 
W.C.1. 

British Instruments Directory and buyers' guide to 
electronic, nuclear, navigational and survey, optical, 
engineering and general measuring instruments pre- 
pared by the Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' Asso- 

ciation. Includes a glossary in English, French, Ger- 
man and Spanish. Pp. 322. Price £2 2s. United 
Science Press, Ltd., 9 Gough Square, London, E.C.4. 

Transistors Theory and Practice by Rufus P. Turner. 
Second edition revised and enlarged to include thyris- 
tors, four -layer diodes, spacistors, double -based diodes 
and phototransistors. Pp. 160; Figs. 105. Price $2.95. 
Gernsback Publications, Inc., 154 West 14th Street, 
New York, 11. 

G.R.R. Year Book, 1958. Classified guide to more 
than 3,000 records of the year, with an introduction to 
the " A.B.C. or Hi Fi," a " Stereo Symposium " and a 
directory of audio equipment. Pp. 45, illustrated. Price 
Ss. Gramophone Record Review (Francis Antony, Ltd.) 
East Hill, St. Austell, Cornwall. 

World Radio Handbook for. Listeners, edited by O. 
Lund- Johansen. 1959 edition of this well -known guide 
to broadcasting stations. Gives signature tunes, times 
of transmission, addresses of broadcasting organizations, 
etc. Pp. 186, illustrated. Price 14s 6d. Wm. Dawson 
& Sons, Ltd., Cannon House, Macklin Street, London, 
W.C.2. 
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Elements of Electronic Circuits 
5. -- AMPLITUDE SELECTION AND AMPLITUDE COMPARISON 

By f. M. PETERS, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. 

THE term "amplitude selection" means the "pro- 
cess of selecting a portion of a waveform lying 

above or below a boundary, or within two bounds. 
In the section on Amplitude Limiting (June, 1959, 
issue) a diode in series with the applied wave has 
been shown as a device capable of amplitude selec- 
tion. Fig. 1 shows the circuit arrangement, and 
Fig. 2 the portion of the triangular wave lying above 
the potential Vg which has been selected. The 
potential at which selection operates is often termed 
the " reference potential". 

Another example of selection is in the process 
of waveform shaping. Fig. 3 shows the series diode 

Fig. I. 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Vk 

Fig. 2. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3. 
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again, to which iS applied a differentiated square 
wave. The "reference potential" is chosen so that 
the negative excursions as well as the slower parts 
of the positive excursions are eliminated. The top 
portions of the positive excursions are therefore 
selected, Fig. 4, and can be utilized as marker pips. 

INPUT 

Fig. 4 

OUTPUT 1` 

The diode selector is widely used for the accurate 
selection and reproduction of a portion of a wave- 
form, but if the wave is to be amplified, and if 
accurate reproduction and boundary limitations are 
of secondary importance, triodes and pentodes are 
used instead. 

Fig. 5 illustrates a cathode -follower type of selec- 
tor which uses the triode cut -off as the boundary 
condition, at the same time making use of the low 
output impedance property of the cathode -follower. 

The stability of the point of cut -off under varying 
operating conditions is important, as is also the 
linearity of the characteristic in the vicinity of cut- 
off. In the case of the diode selector, inaccuracies 
arising from this factor are minimised by the use 
of large inputs. The cut-off point of the triode 
characteristic is not as stable as that of the diode. 
However, Fig. 5 may provide a boundary definition 
only slightly inferior to that of the diode. 

In an attempt to maintain a more stable cut -off 
point an improved circuit as shown in Fig. 6 can 
be used. The second valve, V2, is identical with 
V,_ V., acts as a low- impedance load upon V, during 
the first part of the selected wave. A distorted out- 

Fig. 5, 
Vk 
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AMPLIFIED SüccII. 
WAVE 

CATHODE FOLLOWER 
OUTPUT 

INPUT 

Vk 

Fig. 6. 

put waveform is produced until V, is cut off. It 
will be noted that an amplified selected wave output 
at the anode of V2 can be obtained as an alterna- 
tive to the " cathode- follower " output. 

Amplitude selection between limits is a condition 
commonly encountered, and the boundary limits 
imposed by the cut -off and saturation points of the 
dynamic characteristic of either a triode or a pen- 
tode are often made use of. An alternative method 
of improving the two boundary conditions (and, 
incidentally, of deriving a square waveform) is by 
the use of two diodes connected as shown in Fig. 
7. Amplitude selection occurs between the limits 
controlled by the potentials E, and E, (Fig. 8). 

The foregoing examples show that ideally the 
selector delivers a portion of the input wave. The 
output wave comprises sections of the input wave 
all the time " selection" is occurring, but periods 
of constant voltage during the " rejection " phase. 
In the ideal case the transition from " selection" to 
"rejection" is abrupt, but in practice this is limited 
by the non -linearity of the valve characteristic near 
the cut -off point. 

When we come to consider amplitude compara- 
tors, the instant of transition is more important 

than the shape of the selected wave; the main pur- 
pose of the comparator being to determine the 
moment of equality between two waves being com- 
pared. The abrupt rise of the selected portion 
marks an instant of time which can be used as a 
marker, the subsequent shape of the selected wave 
being of little importance. A high " voltage rise 
rate " at the instant when the wave reaches the refer- 
ence voltage is an important requirement, and this 

Fig. 7. 
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can be achieved by 
" selection " followed by 
amplification. High - 
gain amplifiers with 
positive feedback are 
sometimes employed to 
obtain the high voltage 
rise rate. 

A simple diode com- 
parator is shown in Fig. 
9. Let us assume that a 
slowly rising triangular 
input wave is applied to 
the selector diode V,. 
The upper portion of 
the wave is selected (see 
Fig. 1), differentiation 
occurs at the grid of V, 
and also by T, in the 
anode circuit of V,. V, 
is arranged to be cut off 
(by the screen potentio- 
meter chain R;, R, R3) 
and will only amplify the positive -going trigger 
pulse at the grid of V;, which appears as a sharp 
negative drop at the anode of V. Amplification 
only occurs, therefore, while the diode V, is con- 
ducting. The pulse transformer T, is connected 
so as to invert the V, anode trigger pulse so that 
it appears as a positive -going voltage at the grid of 
V,. The resultant trigger pulse corresponds to the 
instant of selection (neglecting amplifier delay). 

A blocking oscillator used as a regenerative out- 
put stage is an alternative method of producing the 
output pulse. This is illustrated in Fig. 10. The 
input in this case is assumed to be a negative -going 
step wave which cuts off V,. On returning to zero 
V, conducts and a negative signal appears at the 
anode of V,. Differentiation and inversion by the 
pulse transformer then takes place. The trigger 
pulse is further amplified by V;, and applied to the 

PULSE 
TRANSFORMER od 

INPUT 

VI 

y NEGATIVE 
gUTPUT 

PULSE 

s POSITIVE PULSE 
OUTPUT 

RISE RATE BLOCKING 
AMPLIFIER OSCILLATOR 

Fig. 10. 

anode of V;, which acts as the blocking oscillator. 
The detailed action of the blocking oscillator will 
be described in a later instalment, so that here its 
action as a pulse generator will have to be accepted. 
A voltage rise rate of 100 volts /microsecond is 
possible by using this arrangement, either positive - 
going or negative -going according to whether the 
output is taken from X or from Y. 

Finally, before leaving this section, mention must 
be made of the process of " time modulation ". 
Suppose that. in Fig. 1 the "reference potential" 
is replaced by a potential which varies relative to 
VK in accordance with an input signal. The time 
T elapsing between the start of the linear rise in 
(a) and the instant of " selection" (and hence of the 
derived pulse) will be modulated in accordance with 
the input signal. This type of modulation often 
finds an application in the field of radar. 
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MOBILE VIDEO -TAPE 

RECORDER 
Many visitors to the Earls Court 
Radio Show had their first glimpse of a 
video -tape recorder in use. On the 
I.T.A. stand Tyne Tees Television, 
programme contractors for the North 
East, were using a mobile version of 
the standard Ampex machine for 
recording interviews for subsequent 
"play back" through the television 
distribution system in Earls Court. 
Altogether there are now 25 video- 
tape recorders, each costing £35,000, 
being used by the different programme 
contractors for the I.T.A. Four of 
them are installed in vehicles. In this 
photograph R. Jones, supervisory engi- 
neer (video tape) of Tyne Tees Tele- 
vision, is adjusting the equipment. 
It employs 2 + -in. tape, which is 
scanned transversely by four rotating 
heads spaced at 90° intervals round a 
drum revolving at 1,500 r.p.m. The 
tape moves past the head assembly 
at 15 in /sec. 
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F NNAGLE'S LAW 
SOME APPLICATIONS TO ELECTRONICS DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE 

By JACK DARR* 

THIS paper is dedicated to those selfless souls 
who have devoted their lives to explaining the 
inexplicable, fathoming the unfathomable and un- 
screwing the inscrutable: the electronics researchers 
and maintenance men. Their years of experience 
in correlating the observed results of their experi- 
ments with the theoretical predictions have been 
of incalculable value in preparing this dissertation. 
For many years, early researchers laboured in 
ignorance of the fact that there was a valid scientific 
principle which would account for the wide varia- 
tions between these two sets of values. Once the 
basic principle was uncovered, however, and brought 
into daily use in our electronics laboratories, things 
progressed much more smoothly. 

The basic premise is known simply as " Finnagle's 
Law." Its basic statement is quite simple: it is 
this. " If anything can possibly go wrong in a 
given experiment, it will certainly do so." From 
this discovery, an extremely large set of axioms, 
postulates and corollaries have been founded, and 
verified by exhaustive experimentation. They will 
be discussed in detail farther along, with especial 
reference to their application to electronics work, 
both in the abstruse field of design and in the more 
mundane application to everyday electronics main- 
tenance (especially in TV repair). 

A brief discussion of the origin of this historic 
discovery might help to clarify matters at this point. 
The initial "effect" was discovered by Brian Boru 
a Finnagle, an Irishman residing in Sligo in the 
18th century. His efforts to work out a unified 
field theorem were somewhat vague, since they were 
mainly applied to such subjects as the behaviour 

* Ouachita Radio -TV Service, Mena, Arkansas. 

of dice, the relative speed of horses, and the random 
distribution of tarot cards, etc. Later in his career, 
a slightly more scientific and better -controlled ex- 
periment enabled the refinement of the First Law, 
as the result of observation of the behaviour of an 
experimental formula to a batch of potheen. It was 
first committed to writing by his eldest son Cleathas, 
after aiding his immortal father in cleaning up bits 
of broken glass, potsherds, and ragged sections of 
copper tubing at the conclusion of the experiment. 
From these slightly cleaned -up and vague scrib- 
blings has come the concept which has been refined 
and brought forth into the cold light of day as 
Finnagle's Law. 

An historical note here: many other nations have 
endeavoured to claim a share in the glory of this 
discovery: France', Algeria', Germany', China' and, 
of course, the inevitable Russians'. These claims 
are all so patently ridiculous that we have granted 
them only the dignity of footnotes to the main dis- 
cussion. It should be quite obvious to all readers ' 

of perception that only an Irishman could have 
worked out such an obscure mathematical principle 
from such scanty beginnings, and in such circum- 
stances. 

The Law, the axioms, and the corollaries thereto 
have been observed in numerous other fields: 
physics, biology, mathematics and, most especially, 
in chemistry. Its specific application to the field of 
electronics was somewhat surprisingly delayed until 
early in the 20th century. The fact that there was 
no science of electronics per se before that time 
should not really have interfered: Finnagle's Law 

(Continued on page 415) 

The French have claimed the discovery for their Pierre Phedelle, a mathematician of Valois. However, while M. Phedelle did work out some 
applications of what has since been anglicized into the " fiddle factor," he had nothing to do with the Law. A fiddle factor is a mathemat'.al 
innovation much beloved of sophomores in 2nd year calculus, village carpepters, and not a few TV design engineers. Briefly, it is the factor which 
must be added to the theoretical predictions to make an experiment agree with the observed res 1lts. M. Phedelle's original equation for this was: 

E +T +M +Ft +P =R0. 
where E = environment, T = time, M = materials, P = process used, Ft = fiddle factor, Rn = observed results. 
There has been a certain amount of natural confusion between this factor and the " diddle coefficient," which is utilized in much the same way. 

However, the basic difference between the two is that while the fiddle factor is more or less static in application, the diddle coefficient could be 
called dynamic. Its principal application lies in adjustment of ,a process by main strength and awkwardness to make results agree with predictions. 
To the best of our knowledge, it was discovered by a Welshman, Owen Dÿddyll, of Llanfuddy -duddy Glamorgan. The French also entered a 
claim here, for a Breton, the Sieur d'Ydelle, of a small coastal village in Brittany, but it has never been seriously considered among the more 
erudite students of the Law and its applications. 
' The Algerians have claimed the discovery of the fiddle factor for their candidate, Mohammed Sidi Fhe Dhal, also known as the Mad Moorish 
Mathematician of al Qahal, but its validity is open to doubt by all serious historians. However, the Mad Moor's name is not without its glory, 
for his invention of the " portable decimal point," or the " roving point " as it is jocularly called, is greatly favoured among undergraduate mathe- 
matics majors, printed -circuit designers, and, most especially, those technical writers who prepare service data and instruction books for c.t 
equipment. The basic principle has at times been combined with the use of a fiddle factor, to clarify experimental results, especially in all-band 
TV antenna design work. 

A patently false claim to the discovery of Finnagle's Law has been advanced by the Teutons, with their candidate being a Freiherr von Nagel. 
This has been summarily rejected by the authorities, together with a still further French claim for a Jean- Pierre v'A- Naigle, as being patently 
absurd. 

' The Chinese have claimed the discovery for a pre -Confucian named ll X roughly translated to Fi Nao Go. However, the 

basic characteristics of the Law are so foreign to the Chinese and their oriental temperament that no further thought was given to this. 
a This, of course, was inevitable. Both Finnagle's Law and the fiddle factor was claimed by the Slays, in an article in, I think it must have been, 
Pravda last year, basing their claims on a pair of South Kalmucks named Phonaglovich, and Fidelovski. However, the etymological strain necessary 
for this was so great that even the Russ gave up. This may have been the basis for the development of that characteristic expression, " Nichevo! " 

A claim has also been entered by the Americans, with an entirely different candidate. They contend that what the rest of the world knows as 
the fiddle factor should rightly be known as the " Fudge -Factor," crediting Hieronymus Q. Pfudge, an associate professor of mathematics at 
Boston University with it. This, it is asserted, was the reason for the popularity of " fudging," both at marbles and among the students taking 
Chemistry III, who were often accused of " fudging " the results of experiments. However, the similarity between this " constant " and the 
original Law of Finnagle is so marked that it has been decided to accept it as merely another manifestation of the original principle. 
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and electronics are so obviously made for each 
other. 

The Law and the basic Constants have been care- 
fully studied over many years by some of our most 
painstaking researchers, both in physical and psy- 
chical phenomena. It was even thought for quite a 
while that the Law had a metaphysical basis, akin 
to telekinesis:. a sort of modified "death- wish" on 
the part of the scientist. The phenomena them- 
selves have been under observation for many years. 
Actually, they were thought at first to be merely 
manifestations of an earlier theory, dealing with 
the I.P. of I.O. (The Innate Perversity of Inanimate 
Objects). There is a sound basis for this conjecture, 
based on thousands of carefully recorded experi- 
ments. Early research men, however, completely 
failed to recognize that there was a definite corre- 
lation between the perverse behaviour of their 
experiments and a simple natural Law. (Thus 
neglecting William of Occam's Razor entirely.) It 
was only with the discovery and clarification of 
Finnagle's Law, the derivation of the Axioms, with 
their Corollaries, and the associated Constants and 
Factors (see footnotes) that an explanation of the 
mysterious behaviour was obtained. 

While the I.P. of I.O. can account for a large 
number of cases, a more modern development finds 
its greatest application in the field of electronics. 
This is the I.C. of E.A. (the Inherent Contrariness 
of Electronic Apparatus). In the field of electronic 
maintenance, this is often made more complex by 
a similar factor, the N.S. of E.T. (The Native 
Stupidity of Electronics Technicians). Actually, a 
personal study of case histories over a period of 
some thirty years has brought forth the following 
findings: they seem to be about equally divided 
between the two. (This is especially valid if the 
sampling process is carried out over a period of 
time long enough to allow for natural fluctuations in 
the curves: the effects of Monday mornings, work 
done after hours on Saturday nights, indigestion, . 

printed circuits, and the like.) 
Herewith follows the basic Laws, Constants, 

Axioms and their Corollaries, reduced to tabular 
form, in order to conserve space and paper. This 
is, of course, not a complete list by any means: 
this covers only the personal experiences of the 
writer and his associates. Any others sent in will 
be happily added to the list, for the benefit of 
future generations of electronics technicians. 

FINNAGLE'S LAW: 
(Specific Applications thereof to Electronics) 

I. Service Data 
In a schematic diagram, the voltage readings that 

are blurred and illegible will be those for the stage 
on which you are working. 

Corollary 1. -If a decimal point is missing in a 

voltage reading, it will be in the most critical stage 
in the set. 

Corollary 2. -In the one TV set out of 1,000 which 
really is in need of re- alignment, the alignment 
adjustments given in the service data will be mis- 
labelled; traps shown as alignment adjustments, and 
vice versa. 

Corollary 3. -If a twin- triode tube is used in the 
stage you are working on, the pin- numbering of the 
two halves will be reversed on the schematic; leading 
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you up some wonderfully scenic garden paths as to 
voltages, resistance, etc., before you discover the 
truth. 

II. Design features. 
1. The inaccessible, very hot tube which requires 

15 minutes to remove and replace will always be 
perfectly good. 
2. The paper capacitor which is copiously sweating 
wax, discoloured, and with obviously loose leads, is 
perfectly good: the brand -new unit, nearby, is the 
defective one. 

3. The resistor which is burned until its colour 
bands are entirely illegible retains its exact value 
as given in the schematic: the one next to it, shining 
and new, measures about three times normal. 

III. Diagnosis. 
1. If the TV screen is white and black, a defect 

will be immediately diagnosed in the signal channel; 
r.f., video i.f., video amplifier, etc. If the tubes are 
replaced, in order, beginning at one end of the 
chain, the defective tube will be the last one at the 
other end. 

Corollary 1. -This holds true no matter which 
end of the chain you begin with. 

Corollary 2. -If you attempt to begin in the 
centre, to circumvent the Law, or to test the end 
tubes first, the dead tube will always be the last one 
tested. 

(Sub -Section I, which follows, is for special appli- 
cation to series heater strings) 

Axiom. 
1. If there is a dead tube in a series heater 

string, rendering the set completely inoperative, it 
will always be the last one tested. 

Corollary 1. -If the technician removes a tube 
near the centre of the string, in order to facilitate 
location of the open one, by taking resistance 
measurements to either end of the string, the tube 
removed to make the test will be the open one. 

Corollary 2. -This is true, unless, in a vain attempt 
to circumvent the Law, he tests this tube first; in 
this case, it will be perfectly good; the trouble will 
be found in an open mains cord. 

Corollary 3. -If the TV set uses two sets of series 
heater strings, the last tube tested in the second 
string will be the defective one. 

Further Axioms applicable to series- heater sets. 

I. Defects, the location of which could be im- 
mensely speeded up by removing one tube at a 
time, leaving the ,rest in operation, will always pre- 
dominate in series -heater sets. 

II. If a tube has an intermittently open heater, 
and a voltmeter is applied across each heater in 
turn in order to find it, it will always be the last 
tested. 

Axioms applicable especially to intermittent sets. 
I. If a TV set has an intermittent defect, it will 

not show up at all on your test bench. 
Corollary 1. -It will recur, however, as soon as 

you have returned the set to its owner. Statistics 
indicate that this occurs within 5 to 20 minutes after 
you have returned to the shop. 

Corollary 2.- Variation: Saturday nights. Defect 
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shows up approximately 5 minutes after you have 
reached home; after a very exhausting day. 

Corollary 3. -If, upon a careful examination of 
the chassis, several defective parts are discovered, 
carefully tested, and replaced, none of them will be 
in any way connected with the intermittent trouble. 

Corollary 4. -In diagnosing intermittent troubles, 
the actual part causing the trouble will always be as 
far removed as is physically possible from the stage 
or stages definitely indicated by the visible 
symptoms. 

Corollary 5.-(Sub-class.) It is entirely impossible 
to make any kind of a valid diag_iosis of the trouble 
from the symptoms. 

Axiom. 
Whenever a new TV antenna has been installed 

to replace an older outmoded model, a solar pro- 
minence, dust storm, or other meteorological freak 
will immediately cause the viewer's average signal 
level to drop an average of 60 %, for at least two 
weeks. 

Axiom. 
The new customer who comes to your shop 

because you have repaired her neighbour's TV sets 
for a very nominal charge will always have a bill 
of at least £15. 

Axioms, general; Shop work. 
I. The sets which are the most difficult to replace 

in their cabinets will always be the ones upon which 
the knobs have been left. 
Corollary 1.-These are also the sets which, after all 
screws and knobs have been replaced, have a large 
black thumbprint near the centre of the c.r.t. screen : 

they also will have a solidly fixed front glass. 
Corollary 2. -These sets also, during the removal 

from their cabinets, always have speaker leads, 
antenna leads, still connected. This is never dis- 
covered until the chassis is in its most precarious 
state of balance, with the picture tube teetering on 
the edge of the bench. 

Corollary 3. -The sets which utilize the most 
unusual, complicated and outré circuitry will always 
be the ones without even a blurry rubber- stamped 
model number on the chassis for identification 
purposes. 

Further Axioms and Corollaries (Spares, if needed) 
Axiom. 

If seven TV sets have been repaired, one of which 
has been completely overhauled, all weak valves 
replaced, suspicious parts changed, etc., while the 
remaining six have needed only one valve each, 
which TV set will fail, within a period of two hours 
after delivery to the owner? (Set No. 1: the com- 
pletely overhauled one.) 

Corollary I. -If five service calls have been made, 
four within a few streets of the shop, the last 8 
miles out in the country, which set will break down 
during that evening's viewing? (The last : the one 
8 miles out in the country.) 

Axiom. 
The likelihood of failure of a newly overhauled 
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TV set will increase logarithmically with the distance 
to the shop, and the amount of the service charges. 

Axiom. 
The set which has been " cooked " on the bench 

all day, to find a suspected intermittent condition, 
will upon return to its owner, show up the inter- 
mittent condition as a broken lead -in cable. 

CLUB NEWS 
A.R.M.S. -A national organization has been formed 

for mobile radio operators which is to be known as the 
Amateur Radio Mobile Society. At the inaugural meeting 
some 70 operators of mobile stations were present. The 
chairman is R. G. Shears (G8KW) and G. E. Storey 
(G3HTC), of 10, Avon Road, Sunbury-on- Thames, Middx, 
is secretary. 

Bexleyheath.- October meetings of the North Kent Radio 
Society, which meets on alternate Thursdays at 8.0 at the 
Congregational Hall, Chapel Road, Bexleyheath, will be 
devoted to operating practice (8th) and the I.G.Y. and the 
radio amateur by G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL (22nd). 

Birmingham. -" Non- destructive Testing Techniques " is 
the title of the lecture to be given by L. T. Perriam, of 
I.C.I., at the September 25th meeting of the Slade Radio 
Society which will be held at 7.45 at the Church House, 
High Street, Erdington. 

Bradford. -At the September 22nd meeting of the Brad- 
ford Amateur Radio- Society H. D. Kitchin will deal with the 
interpretation of valve data. Meetings are held at 7.30 
at Cambridge House, Little Horton Lane, Bradford 5. On 
October 6th there will be a Mullard film meeting in St. 
George's Hall, Bradford. 

Cambridge. -R. Kerley (G3MIK) of St. Johns College is 
chairman and D. B. Smart (G3MGB) of Clare College, secre- 
tary of the Cambridge University Wireless Society for the 
academic year 1959/60. The society will have an exhibit at 
the Societies' Fair held at the beginning of the Michaelmas 
Term. A programme of lectures is being arranged for the 
term's meetings to be held in the Cavendish Laboratories at 
8.15 on Tuesdays. 

Derby. -Demonstrations of stereophonic equipment have 
been arranged for the October 21st meeting of the Derby 
and District Amateur Radio Society, at 7.30 in Room 4, 
119 Green Lane, Derby. 

Dorking.- Meetings of the Dorking and District Radio 
Society are held on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each 
month at 8.0 at the Star and Garter Hotel. On October 
27th C. Crook (G5BT) will speak on amateur radio in 
America. 

Locking. -The R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society (G8FC) 
which now has its headquarters at No. 1 Radio School, 
Locking, Somerset, comes of age this year. Corporate mem- 
bership is open to all serving members of the R.A.F. and 
associate membership to retired Air Force personnel. Civilian 
employees in the Air Ministry are also eligible for member- 
ship. The patron of the Society is Air Marshal Sir Raymund 
Hart (retd.), the new director of the Radio Industry Council. 
The Society's bi- annual magazine is entitled " QRV." 

Nottingham. -The inaugural meeting of a tape -recording 
club for the Nottingham area was held on September 3rd. 
Details may be obtained from Norman D. Littlewood, 129, 
Standhill Road, Nottingham. 

Radio Amateurs' Examination. -The report on the 1958 
Radio Amateurs' Examination recorded an improvement in 
the general standard of the candidates' work compared with 
the previous year. Of the 716 who sat the examination 
518 (72 %) passed compared with 67% of the previous year's 
562 entrants. 

World Tape Pals, of Dallas, Texas, U.S.A., recently ap- 
pointed L. W. Watkins, of 40, Ravenslea Road, London, 
S.W.12, as U.K. representative following the resignation of 
Dr. R. Smallwood. . 
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 
Tickets are required for some meetings; readers are advised therefore to 

communicate with the secretary of the society concerned. 

LONDON 
Sept. 24th. Armed Forces Communi- 

cations & Electronics Assoc." Com- 
munications and electronics in an allied 
command" by Major General V. A. 
Conrad, chief signal officer, SHAPE, at 
7.0 at the Columbia Club, Lancaster 
Gate, W.1. 

Sept. 30th. Brit.I.R.E.-" Microwave 
valves : a survey of evolution, principles 
of operation and basic characteristics " 
by W. E. Willshaw and C. H. Dix at 
6.30 at London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, 
W.C.1. 

Oct. 1st. Television Society.- 
" Single -gun v. three -gun tubes: their 
influence on colour receiver design" by 
R. N. Jackson (Mullard Research 
Laboratories) at 7 at 164, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W.C.2. 

Oct. 7th. Brit.I.R.E. -" Soulte reflec- 
tions on computer design" by W. 
Renwick at 6.30 at the London School 
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 
Keppel Street, W.C.1. 

Oct. 9th. I.E.E.- Presidential ad- 
dress by Sir Willis Jackson at 5.30 at 
Savoy Place, W.C.2. 

Oct. 14th. I.E.E.- Education Circle 
discussion on " Graduate training in 
industry " opened by W. H. Taylor at 
6 at Savoy Place, W.C.2. 

Oct. 14th. Brit.I.R.E. Students' meet- 
ing.-" The use of transistors in com- 
munication and control " by E. Wolfen- 
dale at 6.30 at the London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel 
Street, W.C.1. 

Oct. 14th. Society of Instrument 
Technology. -" An automatic analogue 
computer for missile homing investiga- 
tions " by J. G. Thomason at 7.0 at 
Manson House, 26 Portland Place, 
W.I. 

Oct. 16th. R.S.G.B. -" Practical appli- 
cations of transistors for the radio 
amateur" by a representative of New- 
market Transistors at 6.30 at the I.E.E., 
Savoy Place, W.C.2. 

Oct. 16th. Junior Institution of 
Engineers. -" Programming a computer " 
by A. C. Quarterman at 7.0 at Pepys 
House, Rochester Row, S.W.1. 

Oct. 16th. B.S.R.A. -" Looking at 
stereo -on a C.R.O." by Bernard Shel- 
ley at 7.15 at the Royal Society of Arts, 
John Adam Street, W.C.2. 

Oct. 22nd. I E.E." The transmis- 
sion of news film over the transatlantic 
cable " by C. B. B. Wood and I. J. 
Shelley at 5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2. 

Oct. 22nd. Television Society. -Dis- 
cussion on " New television standards: 
their effect on British TV " at 7 at 164, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 

Oct. 22nd. Institution of Production 
Engineers.-" Computers as applied to 
production control " by B. L. J. Hart 
at 7.0 at the Royal Commonwealth 
Society, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2. 

Oct. 27th. I.E.E. -Measurement and 
Control Section discussion on " Future 
trends in memory stores for high -speed 
digital computers " opened by W. Ren- 
wick at 5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2. 

BRISTOL 
Oct. 7th. Brit.I.R.E. -" The drift of 

electronics " by Capt. L. Hix, R.N., 
chairman of South Western Section, at 
6.30 at School of Management Studies, 
Unity Street. 
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CAMBRIDGE 
Sept. 29th. I.E.E. -" The uses of 

network theory " by Dr. K. F. Sanders 
at 8 at the Engineering Laboratory, 
Trumpington Street. 

Oct. 13th. I.E.E. -" New amplifying 
techniques " by C. W. Oatley at 8 at 
Cavendish Laboratory, Free School 
Lane. 

CHELTENHAM 
Oct. 2nd. Brit.I.R.E.-" Loud- 

speakers " by F. H. Brittain at 7.0 at 
North Gloucestershire Technical College. 

Oct. 5th. Society of Instrument 
Technology. - " Record reproduction 
equipment " by E. W. Mortimer at 7.30 
at the Belle Vue Hotel. 

CHESTER 
Sept. 24th. Society of Instrument 

Technology. -" Feedback -the principle 
of control " by R. S. Medlock (presi- 
dent) at 7.0 at the premises of the 
English- Speaking Union of the Common- 
wealth, Stanley Place, Watergate Street. 

FAWLEY 
Oct. 2nd. Society of Instrument 

Technology. -" Feedback " by R. S. 
Medlock (president) at 5.30 at the 
Administration Building, Esso Refinery. 

MIDDLESBROUGH 
Oct. 15th. Society of Instrument 

Technology. -" An ultrasonic flow - 
meter " by R. E. Fischbacher at 7.30 
at the Cleveland Scientific and Technical 
Institute, Corporation Road. 

NEWCASTLE 
Oct. 14th. Brit.I.R.E. -" True motion 

radar " by A. Harrison at 6.0 at the 
Institution of Mining and Mechanical 
Engineers, Neville Hall, Westgate Road. 

Oct. 19th. I.E.E. -North -eastern 
Measurement and Electronic Grout) 
chairman's address by C. C. Baxendale 
at 6.15 at Rutherford College of Tech- 
nology. 

NOTTINGHAM 
Oct. 15th. Society of Instrument 

Technology. -" The atomic clock " by 
Dr. L. Essen (N.P.L.) at 7.15 at the 
University, University Park. 

OXFORD 
Oct. 7th. I.E.E. -" New methods of 

exploiting electronic computers in the 
industry " by H. McG. Ross at 7 at 
the Southern Electricity Board Service 
Centre, 37, George Street. 

STONE 
Oct. 9th. I.E.E. -" The use of in- 

formation in control systems " by A. 
Asbury (chairman, North -Staffordshire 
sub -centre), at 7 at Duncan Hall, Stone. 

TREFOREST 
Sept. 30th. Brit.I.R.E. -" The use of 

demonstration equipment in basic radio 
theory " by H. Henderson at 6.30 at 
Glamorgan College of Technology. 

WESTON- SUPER -MARE 
Oct. 7th. Brit.I.R.E.- Symposium 

on " The training of radio apprentices " 
at 10.30 and 2.15 arranged in conjunc- 
tion with the R.A.F. Radio Apprentices 
School, at Locking, near Weston- super- 
Mare. 

Two Trix 

models 
PROVED 

and 
IMPROVED 

COLUMN TYPE 
LOUDSPEAKER 
An all -round improvement in 
acoustic efficiency, permitting 
'mailer powered amplifiers 
.. a distinct directional Bat 

beam effect extending cover- 
age while sharply reducing 
reverberation and feedback 
effects. One Triz column 
replaces with greater 
efficiency a large number of 
normal speaker units with a 

corresponding redaction in 
installation costs. For all 
indoor sound installations 
superb clarity of reproduo- 
iion is asanred for both 
speech and music. 

iVette for detailed technical 

information. 

RIBBON 
MICROPHONE 
Now smaller, this new design 
Ores Improved performance, 
minimizing feedback effects 
a kite Improving frequency 
.espouse and sensitivity. 

Model í17823 is complete with 

screened connector plug and 

locking ring, and beautifully 

Bnished In satin chrome. A 

'Sent switch adaptor 07811 is 

siso available. 

Frequency response 50- 
12,000 cps 

Dimensions 
(without connector) :- 

Height: 
Diasteter: 
Weight: 

31' 
1I' 
71 ens. 

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD., 
I -5 MAPLE PLACE, LONDON, W.I. 

Tel: MIIeeum s817 (8 saes) 
t a ma: Tel radio Weeds. London 
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IRÄNBOJML RADIATIONS 
By " DIALLIST " 

Radar Returns from Venus 
THE establishment of radar contact 
with the planet Venus last year by 
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology was a remarkable feat but 
even more remarkable was the evalua- 
tion of the results by electronic com- 
puter. Venus is about 100 times far- 
ther away from us than the moon and 
it is estimated that the power in the 
pulses reaching it was of the order of 
0.25 watt; that in the returning echoes 
it was no more than 10 -"' watt. As 
the out and home time was expected 
to be about five minutes, trains of 
pulses at the rate of 30 per second 
were transmitted for 44 minutes. 
Even with maser amplification the 
returning echoes were so drowned by 
noise that no single pulse of the 8,000 
transmitted in 44 minutes could pos- 
sibly produce a strong enough signal 
to be measured; but a whole pulse 
train should cause the mixture of 
noise and pulses to show a minute in- 
crease in strength. The signals were 
therefore recorded and fed into a 
computer. Months of work were 
needed for comparing the recorded 
patterns, but eventually no fewer than 
600 pulse trains were identified with 
a less than one in ten million chance 
of error. The experiments are to 
be repeated this month and if these 
confirm the results already obtained, 
the astronomical unit -the mean dis- 
tance of the earth from the sun in its 
orbit -will need a slight correction, 
for it will have to be reduced by some 
1,200 miles. Since distances of bodies 
in the solar system are now usually 
given in parsecs and are related to the 
radius of the earth's orbit, they will 
be more accurately expressed than 
ever before, thanks to radar contact 
with Venus. 

Refrigeration by Thermo- 
electricity 
A GREAT deal of work on the 
development of thermo- electric 
appliances is going forward both in 
this country and in America. The 
two applications now mainly being 
studied are refrigeration and the 
generation of current. In 1954 the 
Armour Research Foundation began 
to study the possibility of producing 
thermo -electric refrigerators for in- 
dustrial and domestic use. The basis 
of the process is the use of the Peltier 

effect : if a junction of two dissimilar 
metals is placed in a circuit and an 
electric current is made to flow, one 
metal becomes warmer than the 
general temperature of the conductors 
and the other cooler. The snag is 
that heat flows from the warmer 
metal round the circuit and tends to 
increase the temperature of the cooler 
member of the junction. So long as 
metals were used little progress could 
be made, for those which are good 
conductors of electricity are also good 
conductors of heat. Then semicon- 
ductors came along and the outlook 
at once became brighter. By careful 
doping of the semiconductors (lead 
telluride and bismuth telluride have 
so far given the most promising 
results) a satisfactory compromise be- 
tween good electrical conductivity and 
low heat conductivity can be achieved. 
Ten years ago the best that could be 
done was to cool a container to about 
10 °F below room temperature; today 
temperatures down to -40`F have 
been reached. 

Power Too 
At the same time the thermo- 

electric generator of power seems to 
be coming along quite nicely. The 
U.S. Navy Bureau of Ships has 
placed a contract for the supply of a 
5kW generator with the Westing- 
house Electric Corporation. This is 
the largest generator of this type so 

far. The hot part of the thermo- 
junction will have its temperature 
maintained by oil burners; the other 
part will be water cooled. It is hoped 
to be able to use sea water for the 
purpose, but if this isn't satisfactory, 
fresh water will be used and cooled 
by sea water in a heat exchanger. The 
design is to aim at the quietest pos- 
sible running and to combine maxi- 
mum resistance to shock and vibra- 
tion. 

'Ware Live Chassis 
NOT long ago a serviceman was elec- 
trocuted while repairing a television 
set. Sometimés I wonder that there 
aren't more of such tragedies, for 
servicemen, and amateurs too, for that 
matter, are apt to take quite un- 
necessary risks with live chassis sets 
-the TV set that isn't of that type is 
a rarity nowadays. Many a time I've 
seen men get to work on a set with- 
out taking the trouble to see whether 
the chassis is connected to the neutral 
or not; and in the home with an a.c. 
supply and 2 -pin sockets it's a fifty - 
fifty chance whether this is so or 
whether it's connected to the " live " 
side of the mains. Everyone, amateur 
or professional, who makes adjust- 
ment inside a set when it's switched 
on should make a particular point of 
verifying with a neon tester that the 
mains connections are as they should 
be before he does anything else. Even 

"WIRELESS WORLD" PUBLICATIONS 
Net 

Price 
B 

Post 
RADIO DATA CHARTS, R. T. Beatty, M.A., B.E., D.Sc. Revis- 

ed by J. Mc. G. Sowerby, B.A., A.M.I.E.E. 5th Edition ... 10/6 11/6 
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT. W. T. Cocking, 
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if a set is switched off, it isn't safe to 
take it for granted that the switch is 
in the right "leg ". When I moved 
into another house some years ago I 
went round the wall sockets and 
lampholders and found that several 
of the switches were wrongly wired. 

Interesting Reading 
AS usual, the annual report of the 
E.R.A. (the British Electrical and 
Allied Industries Research Associa- 
tion, to give it its full style and tide) 
makes interesting reading. It re- 
cords, for instance, some important 
work carried out on magnetic 
materials. It has been established 
that nitrogen is a far more deleterious 
impurity than carbon in silicon iron 
transformer sheet and two ways of 
minimizing this are under examina- 
tion. The first is to coat transformer 
laminations, before annealing, with a 
thin layer of aluminium. In experi- 
mental transformers this process has 
shown a substantial reduction in 
hysteresis loss. The second way is 
to make use of the modifying influ- 
ence of titanium. If it is found pos- 
sible to introduce commercially a 
minute amount of titanium without 
increasing the nitrogen content and 
without increasing the danger of 
oxidation, then this will provide a 
method of reducing the effect of 
nitrogen. It has not hitherto been 
possible to produce high purity 
alloys containing manganese and 
sulphur with any but a weak and 
rather unstable texture; but it has 
now been found that alloys of satis- 
factory texture and with good mag- 
netic properties can be made. Much 
good work has been done, too, on 
investigating interference with wire- 
less reception caused by car ignition 
systems and by radiation from indus- 
trial r.f. equipment. 

More Test -card C, Please 
MY sympathies are entirely with 
those who call for more test -card 
transmissions and fewer still pictures 
during non -programme hours. It is 
then that the majority of new sets 
are installed and that adjustments 
are made by most of us to our exist- 
ing receivers. Without the test -card 
on the screen you can't successfully 
carry out many of those delicate 
adjustments which make so much 
difference to reception. You need 
pictures as well, but not too many of 
them. If the e,h.t. regulation of a set 
is poor, the test -cards with their 
white and light grey areas may give 
rise to an abnormally large image. 
Then when a picture comes on it 
may not quite fill the screen. 
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Britain's leading 
Aircraft use - 

The finest and most reliable electronic com- 
ponents. As sky travel increases in speed, the 
performance of all operating components becomes 
even more critical. 

MICRO 
SWITCHES 

LIST No. S.500 

o 

LIST No. 5.730 

LIST No. S.705 

Our designers and technicians have for over 
35 years been solving the many component 
problems placed in their hands by the leading 
aircraft manufacturers; the art of solving them to 
our customers satisfaction is more than satisfying 
to us. 

OVER 1,000 COMPONENTS 

AVAILABLE 

LIST No. 5.715 

Send for Catalogue No. 200 (add 
o` a suffix 'C' for priority) which gives 

G complete technical andillustratiive 
details of our entire range. 0/6 
Port free, or free to trade letterhead 
or order.) 

LGIN 
rFOR MINIATURE MICRO SWITCHES I 

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., 
BARKING, ESSEX 

Telephone RlPpleway 5588 

(12 lines) 

LIST No S.520 

LIST No. 5.736 

LIST No. 5.695 
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L NBIÄSE]D) 
Why Not Archode? 
IN THE olden days before the 
B.B.C. and before many of my 
readers were born we relics of a past 
age used to speak unashamedly of 
the capacity of a condenser, and we 
spoke also of a 40 plate and a 20 
plate variable condenser when we 
meant a capacitor of 0.001 mfd and 
0.0005 mfd respectively. In those 
days, of course, 0.001 mfd was quite 
a normal value for a tuning capacitor. 

Similarly, a tuning coil of 200 
microhenries which was ideal for 
receiving 2L0 was known to us as 
a 50 turn coil, and was wound on a 
cardboard former of 3 inches dia- 
meter. In those days we were 
equally unscientific when speaking 
of the innards of a valve which we 
called grid, plate and filament. 
Those of us who were in London 
bought many of our bits and pieces 
in Lisle Street near Leicester 
Square. One of the best known of 
the radio dealers there was, I recol- 
lect, an outsized lady for whom we 
all had a great affection even though 
in moments of irritation she would 
make " sinister " remarks about our 
ancestry. 

Eventually the more learned of us -or those of us who thought we 
were more learned -began to speak 
of microfarads and microhenries. 
After a time, the " turn " and the 
" plate " disappeared as units of 
inductance and capacitance, and 
nowadays a complete swing -over has 
been made to scientific nomen- 
clature. 

But there still remains an ancient 
relic of forty years ago which has 
refused to bow the knee to the Baal 
of technical terminology; it stands 

By FREE GRID 

out like a lone monument of those 
great days of long ago when every 
reader of Wireless World built his 
own set, and would have been 
ashamed to send out for the local 
dealer to repair a fault_ 

I refer, of course, to the grid of 
the valve which still holds its head 
up proudly among such genteel 
etymological upstarts as the cathode 
and anode. Why was it I wonder 
that the grid of the triode was 
allowed to keep its ancient name 
instead of being renamed the archode 
(hard " ch," please) or control -ode. 

Can anybody tell me why this 
anachronism is not only allowed to 
persist but has been allowed to 
multiply in step with the increasing 
number of grids in our valves? The 
other grids could not, of course, have 
been called by the name archode but 
without exception they could all have 
been given appropriate names end- 
ing in " ode." 

Monodic Murmurings 
MY suggestion that the radiation 
of sound by ordinary single, audio 
channel methods be termed monodic 
transmission to distinguish it from its 
stereophonic counterpart and the 
support given to it by the Editor, 
have met with strenuous but totally 
unjustified opposition. 

There are in the first place the 
advocates of the dreadful word mono- 
phonic who were so ably represented 
by Mr. E. L. E. Fawley in the corre- 
spondence pages of the July /August 
issue. I replied to his mistaken 
advocacy there and so will say no 
more here. 

The other school of thought, of 
which Mr. W. Thurlow Smith was 
the chief protagonist in the corre- 
spondence columns of the last issue, 

"Sinister " remarks. 
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tries to rule out monodic on the 
ground that this adjective is already 
in use with another meaning. 

So indeed it is, but it is a very 
little -used word, being the adjectival 
form of " monody " which is itself not 
exactly a household word. The final 
part of this word comes, of course, 
from the Greek " ode " ( ) mean- 
ing a song or ode, whereas the word 
I suggested comes from the Greek 
" hodos " (6&os) meaning a path. 

Now if we look in a dictionary 
we shall find several instances of . 

words of the same spelling but of 
different meaning and derivation. A 
typical example is the adjective 

lowering." If we speak of " the 
news having a lowering effect on 
prices " are we likely to confuse this 
use of lowering with the other one 
where we speak of a lowering sky on 
the approach of a storm? 

These two similar words have a 
totally different meaning and also a 
different derivation, the " lowering 
[frowning] tempest " is to be found in 
Shakespeare (Richard II) with the 
spelling "lowring," although certain 
editions of Shakespeare give the less 
correct modern spelling. 

There are many other words such 
as riddle (conundrum) and riddle 
(sieve) which can only be differen- 
tiated by the context in which they 
are used. Must we give up asking 
each other riddles at a Christmas 
party in case some befuddled member 
of it might think we were talking 
about sieves? 

i feel that the word monodic is 
fully justified from all points of view. 

Audion 
I WONDER if any of you can tell 
me the true derivation of the word 
Audion which de Forest gave to his 
triode valve. It does not fall into 
the category of a mere trade name 
given by a manufacturer to his ver- 
sion of a certain product. 

On first thoughts we might be 
tempted to say it has something to 
do with the Latin verb Audio. But 
it was not the first device for making 
radio waves audible, if I may so put 
it; nor did de Forest intend to mean 
that the device was mainly intended 
for use in audio-frequency circuits. 

For the same reason I cannot see 
that it is a combination of " Aude " 
(aoan) one of the many Greek words 
meaning vocal, with the word " ion " 
meaning basically something to do 
with going and which Faraday used 
in his words " cation " and " anion " 
to mean the particles which went to 
the cathode and anode respectively 
in electrolysis. 

We can permissibly stretch the 
meaning of "ion" a bit so that the 
word Audion means " voice-produc- 
ing " but that had already been done 
by the magnetic detector and the 
crystal. But I think that de Forest 
did not choose the word idly, but 
what had he in mind? 
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INSTRUMENT CENT RE
20 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON W.I

Telephone : erial 6000

(Press

Her

enquiries : LANgharn 4251)

e the whole world can find the finest

prompt
instruments,

advice

scientific key information and

* Electronic and nuclear
ins

tents
* Navigational and surve

rum
equipment

* Laborator
* Optical and ophthalmic instruments

y, medical and X-ray apparatus
* Instruments for process control and automation
* Kinematograph and allied instruments
* Al! industrial instrumentation

:;*'`..

THE SCIENTIFIC IRUANUFACTUR S ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN

Pcce Conoted byNST:MENT M

AVO LIMITED. LONDON, &VV.,
Electrical, Electronic Nucleonic Equip-

ment. Coil VVinding Machin
Victoria 3404
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WATTSPER lb
loth the101

CV SERIES
Take the best in Constant Voltage Transformer
design and practice ... maintain all those features
proven by years "in the field" .... add still greater
efficiency .... reduce size and weight .... and then
drastically cut the cost - and you have the NEW
CV Series.

Models now available with output capacities of 25,
50, 75 and 100 watts and range of outputs from
6 to 240 volts - all providing assured output
voltage regulation within ± I% for input variations
of up to ± 15%

 WEIGHT REDUCED by over 25%

 SIZE REDUCED by over 40%

 STRAY FIELD REDUCED by over 75%

 OPERATE AT ANY LOAD
from 'NO LOAD' to 'FULL LOAD'

 WILL OPERATE CONTINUOUSLY
AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
from -10 to +50°C.

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
VW/ ate SMALLER - LIGHTER

ficeek a typical example -
MODEL CV.25/E MODEL MT.28I /E
Input Voltage 190-260V 190-260V
Output Voltage 6V 6V
Output Capacity 25W 25W
Dimensions 5fx3/b"x4i" rx Sfx 4r
Weight Slb 71b

PRICE E6. 5. 0 PRICE £8. 0. 0

Full details in Folder W-63 available on request

4dvana COMPONENTS LIMITED

MAINS STABILIZATION DIVISION
RO1SUCK ROAD  HAINAULT  ILFORD  ESSEX  TELEPHONE : HAINAULT 4444

ailice COSTLess/

GD80
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Large Thyratrons

for Power Control
Designers of a wide variety of electronic control
equipment are turning more and more to thyra-
trons for power control.

The main reasons for this are :

* Smooth and continuous control

* Immediate response

* Control power less than 0.1 watt

* Ideal for automatic control

Advantages of Mullard Large Thyratrons
Mullard offer a comprehensive range of large thyratrons
that embody many advantages:

* Advanced designs
The range includes disc -seal thyratrons of extra
rugged construction and with an improved hold -off
voltage margin.

* Types for all applications
Mercury and rare gas valves with maximum con-
tinuous current ratings from 1.6 amps up to 25 amps
and covering a variety of applications in single and
three phase working are available from Mullard.

* Long life
Mullard large thyratrons are guaranteed for one year.
Normal life expectancy is, of course, much longer.

Mullard Limited
Mullard House
Torrington Place
London, W.C.1
Tel: LANgham 6633

Thyratrons for controlling A.C.
or D.C. power for Motors,
Lighting, Resistance Welders,
Regulated Power Supplies
and a variety of other power
control applications.

Write for details of
"LARGE THYRATRON RANGE"

Mullard
GOVERNMENT AND

INDUSTRIAL VALVE DIVISION

MVT 3635
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The Long and the Short 1 and the 12 -feet tall

FLEXIBLE AND TWISTABLE WAVEGUIDES

GABRIEL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Newton Road, Torquay, Devon. Telephone: Kingskerswell 3333
MEMBER OF THE TECALEMIT GROUP OF COMPANIES

For Microwaves
Yes-the newest recruit to the WAVEFLEX
range of flexible waveguides is a WG 16 guide
12 feet in length, specially produced to
meet a customer's requirements.

These guides are produced under exacting
scrutiny and tested to rigorous Government
specifications. Losses due to attenuation
and Standing Wave Ratio are well within
the limits set. They are entirely suitable for
use in pressurised systems, remain stable
when bent or twisted, and are unaffected by
extremes of temperature. Power handling
characteristics are excellent, and
performance covers a broad band. "Type
approval" has been given by the Royal Radar
Establishment and by the Admiralty.

Waveflex flexible waveguides

are of three types:
Non -twistable
Flexible in the E and H planes.
Twistable
Twistable about the longitudinal axis, as well
as being flexible in the E and is planes,
and the new
Premoulded Twisted
Flexible in E and II planes with a built-in
longitudinal 'twist' which relieves strain
on end flanges.

Standard lengths range from 1196' to 36'.
All guides can be supplied with any
standard type of flange, or special flanges
made to your design. The many short
(under 6") guides are particularly useful as
malalignment units and mechanical
decouplers.

Wherever wave transmission involves
directional change or vibration, and
movement will be encountered, WAVEFLEX
Flexible Waveguides offer the complete
solution. Present production embraces
WG 10, WG 10a, WG 15 and WG 16 but planned
extensions to other bands are already under
way. Enquiries are particularly invited for
the twistable, the premoulded twisted
and the new twistable WG 22 waveguides.
Write now for full technical details.
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DELAYED PULSE

AND

SWEEP GENERATOR

A versatile pulse generator
designed to meet

the need for a comprehensive
instrument covering a

wide range of pulse work. Four
main facilities are

provided: a pre -pulse, a main pulse
delayed on the pre -pulse,

a negative going sawtooth and a
fast rising pulse

formed from a pure line.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION

Period
Continuously variable from 0.9v.sec to
1.05sec i.e. 0.95cfs to 1.1Mc,fs. Accuracy A-5%.

Pre-pu/se
40mp.sec. 8V peak in 750, positive going.

Main pulse
Width: Variable from 0.09i/sec to 105msec

±5%.
Amplitude: Control gives 4:1 attenuation of each

of four maximum outputs as follows:
5V max in 750 rise time 10mvsec

10V max in 1500 rise time <20m1ksec
25V max in 6000 rise time <40mv.sec
50V max in 10000 rise time 50mpsec

Polarity: Positive or negative going.
Accuracy: ±2%.

Delay
Conclusion of pre -pulse to advent of
main pulse, delay variable from 0.091/sec to
105msec. Accuracy ±5%.

Sweep
D.C. coupled negative going sawtooth same
width and delay as main pulse.
15V peak max.

Cable pulse
Obtained from short circuited pure line.
One positive and one negative going pulse
coincident with main pulse.
25mp.sec wide 3V max in 750, rise time
<8mv.sec.

Sync, trigger or single shot facilities provided.
Full data available on request.

RANK CINTEL LIMITED
WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD  LONDON  S E 26

HITHER GREEN 4600

Sales and Servicing Agents: Atkins, Robertson & Whiteford Ltd., Industrial Estate, Thornliebank, Glasgow.

McKellen Automation Ltd., 122 Seymour Grove, Old Trafford Manchester, 16. Hawnt & Co., Ltd., 59 Moor St., Birmingham, 4.
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POTTED PAKONECTORS

/A*

18 WAY

* No cover and cable clamp worries. We
connect your cable to plug or socket and put
the assembly in polythene. * 18 connections
in less than I inch diameter. * Standard B9A
valveholder mounting. * Nylon loaded PF.

mouldings. * Cadmium plated or gold pins
and contacts.

ELECTRONIC

B9A E.H.T.
VALVEHOLDERS

BM9/UV

Polythene Shrouded B9A. Valveholder

for Television E.H.T. Rectifiers. cover no. I I

Send for full details to :- The McMurdo Instrument Co. Ltd..
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14 WAY B279001
BLACK P.F. MOULDING

VOLTAGE
SELECTORS

COMPONENTS

6 WAY XVS/6
NYLON LOADED P.F. MOULDING

VOLTAGE
SELECTORS

6 WAY MINIATURE BMVS/6
BLACK P.F. MOULDING

4 WAY BVS/4
BLACK P.F. MOULDING

Ashtead, Surrey. Tel: Ashtead 3401
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TROPICALISED
EARPHONE AND
MICROPHONE INSETS
For Military and Commercial
Communications
These three new Amplivox magnetic insets
developed in conjunction with R.A.E.
Farnborough have

Low mass and high speech intelligibility
and are fully Tropicalised, pressure
equalised and service approved

13125 Mask Microphone and Switch
with response specially designed for
oxygen mask use.

(2) 13150 Miniature earphone designed
for maximum speech intelligibility.

(3) 13750 Noise Cancelling Microphone
giving up to 35 dB reduction of

send today ambient noise.

for these ARB Approved and NATO Designated

leaflets Other Products
Headphones. Headsets and Helmets, Microphones
and Earphones, Communication Systems,

Ear Defenders, Extruded Cordage and Cables

AMPLIVOX
LIMITED

(I)

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
Beresford Avenue Wembley, Middlesex
Telephone : WEMbley 8991
Telegrams & Cables: Amplivox, Wembley
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So easy to build

in

with every

gowv
eaboat° modee/

This is no exaggeration.
Just follow faithfully the famous

Heathkit " step-by-step " instructions
the illustrated Manual which is supplied
kit and you virtually can't go wrong.

Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

Model O -12U

Laboratory quality at utility oscilloscope price and ease of
assembly make this kit of outstanding value. Vertical frequency
response 3 c/s to 6 Mc/s., + 1.5 dB. - 5 dB., sensitivity 10 mV.
per cm. at I kc. Horizontal frequency I c/s. to over 400 k/c.
(± I dB. up to 200 kc.). The Heath patented sweep circuit
functions from 10 c/s. to over 500 kc. in five steps giving five
times the usual sweep of other scopes. In addition it has

exceedingly short re -trace and rise times and electronically
stabilised power supply. Included is a 40 -page £34.15.0Instruction Manual

VALVE VOLTMETER KIT

Model V -7A

The world's most popular valve voltmeter, with printed circuit
and 1 per cent. precision resistors to ensure consistent lab-
oratory performance. It has 7 voltage ranges measuring d.c.
volts to 1,500 and a.c. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 4,000 peak to peak.
Resistance measurements from 0.1 ohm to 1,000 M ohms with
internal battery. Input impedance is I 1 Megohms and dB
measurement has a centre -zero scale. Com- £13.0.0piece with test prods, leads and battery

RESISTANCE -CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

KIT Model C -3U

Polarised 5-450 V. D.C. Measures power
10 pF. to 1,000 mfd., and resistance 1,0000
to 5 Megohms. Safety switch provided

factor capacity

£7.19.6

so easy to use

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE KIT
Model UXR-I

Presented in elegant real hide case with taste-
ful gold relief Can be assembled in 4 to 6
hours and you have a set in the top flight of
the 25-30 guinea class. Prealigned I.F, trans-
formers, printed circuit and a
7in. high -flux speaker

HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT
Model S-88

Gives 16w. output (8 per channel with 0.1
per cent. distortion at 6w. per channel).
It has ganged controls, STEREO/MONAURAL
gram, radio and tape recorder inputs and
push-button selection as well as many other
first class features well above its price range.
In two-tone grey metal cabinet with a golden
surround and fittings. Also

£25.5.6ultra -linear push-pull output

VARIABLE FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR KIT

Model VF-IU

,s...onWW91818nomir'

For all Amateur Bands, 160-10 metres. Ideal
for Heathkit DX -40U and similar trans-
mitters.
Price less valves £8/19/6 £10.12.0

DUAL -WAVE TRANSISTOR
RADIO KIT Model U.111-1

This sensitive headphone set is a fine intro-
duction to electronics for any

£ 2_ 16 6youngster. (Not illustrated)

DAYSTROM LTD.
DEPT. W.W.9, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

A member of the Daystrom Group. MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST -SELLING ELECTRONIC KIT -SETS
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Technically excellent
DAYSTROM

1111111111111: '11111111111111 111111111111111111111111

6 WATTS STEREO AMPLIFIER
KIT Model S-33

A versatile high -quality self-contained
STEREO/MONAURAL Amplifier with ade-
quate output for a living room-or with
which to convert a favourite (monaural)
radiogram into a stereo -radiogram. 3 watts
per channel; 0.3% distortion at 2.5 w/chnl.;
20 dB N.F.B., Inputs for Radio (or Tape)
and Gram, Stereo or Monaural; Ganged
controls. Sensitivity
100 mV.

111111111g

£11.8.0

11:H11111111

ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT
(OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE
DOUBLER) MODEL S -3U

This extremely useful, low-priced device will
extend the use of your single -beam oscillo-
scope for duties otherwise only in the province
of the double -beam tube.
In short, at a nominal cost, the Heathkit
model S -3U will give you the advantages of a
double (or other multiple) beam 'scope,
while retaining all the advantages of your
present single -beam instrument.
Hitherto an electronic switch of this nature,
permitting the simultaneous observation of
two signals on the screen of a single -beam
C.R.T. oscilloscope, has cost
nearly as much as the scope
itself. £9.18.6

R.F. PROBE KIT Model 309 -CU
This complete probe kit will extend the
frequency range of the V -7A Valve Voltmeter
to 100 Mc/s. and will enable useful voltage
indication to be obtained up to El .5.6
300 Mc/s.

a superbly designed stereo cabinet kit
Specially developed to meet the varying needs of different
homes. It will house Tape Deck and/or Record changer,
F.M. Tuner and Stereo Amplifier. In addition for the
convenience of those to whom space is an overiding
consideration, it is possible to house speaker systems
at each end For this purpose a loudspeaker kit, com-
prising two 4in. plus Bin. speaker systems, balance unit,
speaker grille, cutting template, padsaw and mounting
details is also available. Neutral hardwoods have care.
fully been selected so that the finished product can be
stained and polished to individual choice. There is
storage space for records, tapes etc., also for power
amplifiers.

Price to be announced.

DAYSTROM LTD.

111111111111111111111111 1111111111

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER KIT Model
DX -100U

The world's most popular " Ham "
TX Kit

Completely self-contained, compact "Ham" Trans-
mitter.

 Built-in, highly stable VFO and all Power Supplies.
TVI : Careful design has reduced TV I to a minimum

by use of effectively screened frequency -generating
stages and pi tuned circuits at the input and output
of the PA stage, and by II chokes and pi network
filters to all outlets from the cabinet. No fewer than
35 disc ceramic by-pass capacitors help to achieve
the exceptional stability and high-performance for
which this Transmitter is noted.

The KT88 high-level anode and screen modulator
stage gives over 100 watts of audio from less than 1.5
mV. input.

Adjustable drive and clamp control ensure that valves
are only driven sufficiently to maintain the required
output.

 Keying on CW is via the VFO and buffer amplifier
cathodes; the other RF valves are biased beyond
cut-off. When zero -beating the TX with incoming
signals, the exciter stages only may be run without the
final amplifier being switched on.

 Provision has been made for remote control operation.
VFO slow-motion drive is very smooth and back -lash

free.

Covers all Amateur bands up to 30 Mc/s. phone or
CW.

VFO or Crystal control. £78.10.0

MATCHED HI-FI STEREO KIT
4 -speed Transcription Record Player

Model RP-IU £12 10 0

6 w. Hi-Fi Amplifier, Model S-33 El I 8 0

Twin Stereo Speakers System Model SSU-I E20 II 0

Total cost if purchased separately E44 9 0

YOURS for E42/10/- if all ordered together or E8/13/ -
deposit and 9 monthly payments of E4/3/ Pedestal
speaker legs £2/14/- optional extra.

1111111111

TRANSCRIPTION RECORD
PLAYER Model RP-IU

With 4 -speed A.C. motor unit and Stere-
phonic Pick-up completely assembled on

plinth.

High performance at !ow cost.

This attractive Transcription Record Player
incorporates many new features which
make it suitable for all types of recordings on
discs. It has the new Collaro RP.594 unit
with the Ronetce Stereo Pick-up and gives
excellent results on stereo or mono (33, 45
L.P. or 78 r.p.m.)
gramophone records.

111111111111111

£12.10.0

" HAM " TRANSMITTER KIT
Model DX -40U

Covers all amateur bands from 80 to 10 metres
Power input 75 watts C.W. 60 watts peak
controlled carrier phone. Output 40 watts
to aerial. Provision for V.F.O. Filters mini-
mise T.V. interference £29.10.0

Our Technical Consultation and Service
Departments are always ready to help in
the unlikely event of your experiencing any
difficulty.

G 0 cESTER

DEPT. W.W.9, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

A MEMBER OF THE DAYSTROM GROUP MANUFACTURERS OF
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thoroughly
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COTSWOLD SPEAKER
SYSTEM KIT

This acoustically designed enclosure measures
26 x 25 x I 3in. and houses a special I 2in. bass
speaker, In. speech coil and foam surround
together with a pressure unit to cover the
full frequency range of 30-20,000 c/s. Its
polar distribution makes it ideal for really
Hi-Fi Stereo. Delivered complete with
speakers, cross -over unit, level control,
Tygan grille cloth, etc. Left " in the white "
for finish to personal taste, all parts are pre-
cut and drilled for ease of assembly.

Price to be announced.

41,

DAYSTROM

dependable

1111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111

HI-FI F.M. TUNER
Tuning range 88-108 Mc/s. Flywheel tuning. Attractive
Plastic Front Panel in two-tone grey with golden trim,
surround and motif. Thermometer type visual tuning
indicator. Pre -aligned I.F. transformers (simplifies
construction). Three I.F. Stages. Wide -band low dis-
tortion, Ratio Detector. Complete R.F. Unit, wired,
tested and pre -aligned (ready for mounting to chassis).
Printed Circuit for I.F. Amplifiers and Ratio Detector,
for ease of assembly. No alignment necessary after
assembling. Built-in power supply. Output sockets
for stereophonic adaptor (ready for stereo trans-
mission when available).

TUNER UNIT Model FMT-4U (incl. 16/2 P.T.) E3 2 0

I.F. AMPLIFIER Model FMA-4U complete
with case and valves CIO 10 6

*Sold separately Total E13 12 6

111111111111111 111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111

STEREO -HEAD BOOSTER KIT
Model USP-I

Hi-Fi Stereo Pre -amplifier for low -output
Hi-Fi P.U.s. Input 2 mV. to 20 mV. Output
adjustable from 20 mV. to 2 V.

£5.19.640-20,000 c/s.

1111111111111111111111111

CAPACITANCE METER KIT

Model CM-IU
This Direct -Reading Capacitance Meter is a

very low priced, time -saving instrument
which is so useful that it should be part of
the general equipment of every electronic
laboratory and production line. Easily built
in a few hours. 0-100 p.j.(F, 0-1,000µµF,
0-0.01 µF, 0-0.1 tif The meter has 44in.
scale and can be used by an unskilled operator
after a few minutes instruction 4.1 0.0

1111111111111111111111111 111111111111111

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR
Model AG -9U

KIT

10 c/s to 100 Kc/s., switch selected. Distortion less than
0.1%. 10 V. sine wave output Measures
volts and dB's.

111111111111111

HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
Model SSU-I

Ducted -port bass reflex cabinet, " in the
white." Frequency response 40-16,000 c/s.
Power rating 25 watts. Matched speaker
units 8in. high flux (12,000 lines) with hyper-
bolic cone and 4in. wide angle dispersion
type for higher frequencies. £1 0.5.6With legs L11/12/6.

* FREE ON REQUEST! A copy of our (British) Heathkit Catalogue. Prices include free delivery in U.K. Deferred terms available

M=Mm.,.
Please tick the items in which you are interested and we will send you full details.

S-88 Hi-Fi Stereo Amplifier Kit UJR-I Dual -Wave Transistor Radio

S-33 6 -Watts Stereo Amplifier Kit S -3U Electronic Switch Kit

UXR-I Transistor Portable Kit 309 -CU R.F. Probe Kit

DX -40U " Ham " Transmitter Kit DX -100U Amateur Transmitter Kit
0-12U Sin. Oscilloscope Kit - Matched Hi-Fi Stereo Kit

V -7A Valve Voltmeter Kit RP-UI Transcription Record Player

SSU-1 Hi-Fi Speaker System Kit - Gloucester Stereo Cabinet Kit

AG -9U Audio Signal Generator Kit - Cotswold Speaker System Kit

C -3U Resistance -Capacitance Bridge Kit - Hi-Fi F.M. Tuner

VF-IU Variable Frequency Oscillator Kit CM-IU Capacitance Meter Kit.

USP-I Stereo -Head Booster Kit

NAME

(In CAPITAL letters please)

ADDRESS

DAYSTROM LTD.
DEPT. W.W.9. GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

THE WORLD'S LARGEST -SELLING ELECTRONIC KIT -SETS
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Transistorized Power Units
HIGHLY STABILIZED OUTPUT
VERY LOW OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
VERY SMALL RIPPLE CONTENT

A

MODEL 1328 LABORATORY POWER UNIT
Model 1328 provides a continuously variable output monitored by two
front -panel, mirror -scale, voltage and current meters. It is eminently suit-
able for use in the design stage of transistor circuits where a power supply
of high purity is essential.

Output: 0-30V at IA.

MODELS 1326 & 1329 LOW VOLTAGE POWER UNITS
The 6V Transistorized Power Unit Model 1326 is an ideal supply for transistor d.c.
amplifiers, transistor pulse -technique circuits and filaments of thermionic valve
amplifiers, particularly in low-level microphone stages.

MODEL 1326 MODEL 1329
Output: 6V at 0-2A. Output Voltage: Continuously variable 5V-IOV.

Output Current: 0 -IA in range 5V -9V
0-0.5A at 10y.

(chassis mounting)

MODEL 1327 BATTERY ELIMINATOR
The Battery Eliminator Model 1327 has been designed primarily to power the
Cossor Pre -amplifiers, Models 1430, 1434 and 1440, but it can be used in many
other applications requiring a power unit to provide high and low tension supplies.

L.T. Supply: Output 6V -6.5V at I.7A.
H.T. Supply: Output 120V at 15mA.

Please send for the latest Cossor Catalogue or ask for a representative
to call and discuss your special requirements.

COSSORINSTRUMENTS LTD

The Instrument Company of the Cossor Group

COSSOR HOUSE, P.O. BOX 64, H1GHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.5.
Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (33 lines). Telegrams: Cossor, Norphone, London.

A

Cables: Cossor, London. Codes: Bentley's Second.
TAS/C1.111
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These four Cossor Oscillographs, each designed
for an important range of applications, offer first-class performance backed

by rigid adherence to published specifications.

MODEL 1065
PULSE
OSCILLOGRAPH

Tube. single -beam, P.D.A.
Bandwidth: d.c. to 15 Mc,'s
(-50%).
Sensitivity: 250 mV/cm.
Overshoot: less than 3%.
Time -base: triggered or
repetitive over range
40 cm/sec to 5 cm/µsec.
X Amplifier: gain 5,
continuously variable.
Time -base delay:
2 ranges, continuously
variable.
Calibration: voltage and
time, by calibrated shifts
Probe: 1.5 MQ, 12 pF

MODEL 1049
INDUSTRIAL
DOUBLE -BEAM
OSCILLOGRAPH

Y Amplifier: Al: d.c. to
200 kcs (-30%) at
gain 900: A2: d.c. to
400 kc/s (-30%) at
gain 30.
Time -Base: repetitive
or triggered in 18 ranges,
down to 7.5 sec/sweep.
Intensity modulation:
three modes including
beam bright -up.
Calibration: time and
voltage, by calibrated
shift (X and Y1) and
multiplier (Y2).

MODEL 1058
FOR THE TV &
RADIO ENGINEER
Tube: single -beam
Bandwidth: d.c. to
6 Mc/s (-50%).
Sensitivity: 250 mV/cm.
Time -Base: triggered or
repetitive, over range
30 cm/sec to 1.5 cm/µsee.
Special facilities for
triggering from TV line or
Frame pulses on IV.D.A.P.
composite video waveform.
X Amplifier: gain 5,
continuously variable.
Calibration: time and voltage
calibration facilities.

Let us send full details of Cossor
Instruments or arrange for a representative to discuss your special needs.

MODEL 1035
GENERAL PURPOSE
DOUBLE -BEAM
OSCILLOGRAPH

Y Amplifiers: Al : 5 c/s to
5 IvIc/s (-30%), Maximum
gain 3,000. A2: 5 c,'s to
250 kc/s (-30%) at gain 30,
with trace inversion facility.
Time -base: repetitive or
triggered in 9 sweep ranges
from 100 msec to 10 µsec.
Time -base delay and pulse
bright -up facilities.
X Amplifier: gain 5,
continuously variable.
Calibration: voltage and
time, by calibrated shifts.

COSSORINSTRUMENTS LTD

The Instrument Company of the Cossor Group

COSSOR HOUSE, P.O. BOX 64, HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.5.
Telephone. CANonbury 1234 (33 lines) Telegrams. Cossor, Norphone, London. Cables: Cossor, London. Codes: Bentley's Second.

TAS/C 1.19
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6 A new standard of quality, by which
other machines will be judged 7

Angus McKenzie in TAPE RECORDING AND HIFl MAGAZINE

" Automatic, in the Simon sense, is meant to be taken literally: it means
continuous replay-the machine stops, reverses and changes to the other
track with only a two -second pause, and with no necessity to touch any
control. Similarly, up to three hours' continuous recording can be made
without attention, the machine automatically stopping at the end of the
second track.

simon
and you
with the

This is the enthusiastic opinion of an expert, an independent
reviewer, after thoroughly testing the Simon S.P.4. Throughout
the Hi-Fi world, this superb new tape recorder, with its combina-
tion of high performance and range of exclusive features, is sparking
off similar praise from those who have seen and heard it. Look at
this list of star features-then come and see it for yourself at your
nearest dealer-try it, test it and you too will join the crowds of
Simon enthusiasts.

SIMON AUTOMATIC DECK fully ' push-button con-
trolled '

AUTOMATIC TAPE REVERSAL without touching
controls

3 -WAY MIXING FACILITIES on both record and playback
BASS AND TREBLE LIFT AND CUT with independent

controls
REMOTE CONTROL FACILITIES on both record and

playback

HIGH QUALITY MONITORING Paired bass and treble
loudspeaker units

10 WATTS OUTPUT from ultra -linear push-pull amplifier
PUSH-PULL OSCILLATOR for noise and hum suppression
ACCIDENTAL ERASURE PREVENTION by special record

' safety button '
ACCURATE TAPE POSITION INDICATOR based on

linear tape scale
' PIN -POINT' MODULATION with cathode ray magic

eye

incorporating the new Simon fully automatic

can replay stereo, too

SIMON STEREO ADAPTOR I

You can convert the SP4 for stereo at any time-and enjoy the I

brilliant realism in reproduction which only SP4 performance I

plus stereo can give. The Simon Stereo Adapter replays pre- I

recorded tapes to CCIR specification and has full tone control
as in SP4. Complete with amplifier and bass and treble speakers
matching those in the SP4, PRICE 49 gns.

deck

Your Simon Dealer would be pleased
to arrange H.P. terms. 95 gns.

e c.5'a4/(D-r/eci4t cgoumce

Write for leaflet (F9) to:

SIMON SOUND SERVICE LTD.
46-50 George Street, Portman Square, London W.I.
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Permanent
Magnets

Design
Advisory
Service

It is well known that the efficiency and
performance of many modern U.H.F. tubes
depend on the reliability and stability of
the permanent magnets associated with
them.

To meet the magnetic requirements of
some of these tubes, powerful electro-
magnets consuming several kilowatts
would be required. It is therefore not
surprising that permanent magnets are in
everyday use supplying these fields without
the consumption of power, or the genera-
tion of heat.

As a typical example, the above illustra-
tion shows a ' packaged' magnetron fitted
with' Ticonal' permanent magnets weighing
approximately 31 lb. each. They are pro-
tected to some degree, from disturbance
due to the close proximity of ferro-magnetic
objects, by an aluminium covering. These
magnets supply the required magnetic field
with extreme accuracy and stability, and
take the place of an electromagnet which
would weigh approximately 30 lb. and
consume about kW. The provision and
stabilisation of a suitable power supply for
such an electro-magnet would present
additional problems of size, weight and cost.

-
No. 16

Microwave

Applications -1
Advertisements in this series deal with general
design considerations. If you require more
specific information on the use of permanent
magnets, please send your enquiry to the address
below, mentioning the Design Advisory Service.

Another example, i llustrated above, shows
a fully protected 'horn' shaped magnet
which gives a magnetic field in the gap of
5500 oersteds and weighs only 14 lb. A par-
ticular feature of this magnet is that it is
specially designed to give an accurate and
stable performance under the worst possible
condition of usage. It can be brought into
contact with iron and steel and other mag-
nets and still remain within the manu-
facturer's specification and retain its
magnetic calibration.

Many types similar to the one illustrated
are in current use, each magnet being
specially designed to meet the individual
requirements of a particular tube.

Among the many problems in connection
with the generation of power at microwave
frequencies, the requirements of stable
magnetic fields can best be solved by the
use of Ticonal' permanent magnets.
Mullard engineers will be pleased to give
details of available types and advice on
the design of the magnetic circuits for new
tube developments.

If you wish to receive reprints of this advertisement
and others in this series write to the address below.

Mullard
d11(

Mullard
NI1/4...1.11111%

`TICONAL' PERMANENT MAGNETS
'MAGNADUR' CERAMIC MAGNETS
FERROXCUBE MAGNETIC CORES

MULLARD LIMITED, COMPONENT DIVISION, MULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, W.C.I. LANgham 6633
mc278
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RCA

SSB-L1 Fixed Station. 60 watt (500 watt double sideband
equivalent) eight channels 3-15 me/s.

SINGLE SIDEBAND
Communications system

Over 4000 RCA single sideband
equipments are in use the world
over as fixed and mobile stations.

 Eight Channels.
 Instant Selection of Upper or Lower

sideband.
 Compatibility with double sideband

systems.
 Remote aerial tuning facility for SSB-Ll.
 Mechanical Filter giving outstandingly

High Selectivity.
 Exceptionally Stable and Reliable Op-

eration.
 Rugged construction for naval and

military use.

SSB-L3OM Mobile Station. 30 watt ( 2.50 watt double sideband
equivalent) eight channels 3-15 mcls.

Automatic remote antenna
tuner AAT-L100

Noise limiter-clipper-filter for
heavy interference conditions.

RCA GREAT BRITAIN LTD. LINCOLN WAY, SUNBURY-ON-THAMES, MIDDX. Tel: Sunbury -on -Thames 3101
An Associate Company of Radio Corporation of America.
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AGEING

SUFLEX
LONDON

The parameters of young capacitors tend to be changeable.
Polystyrene capacitors are therefore exposed,to extremes
of climate (Russian winters and New York summers)
in rapid succession. This would put years on anybody's life.
By the time a Suflex Capacitor reaches you, it has left the frolics
of youth and reached mature dependability: exceptionally
good stability, high dielectric strength, low loss. And no
middle -age spread whatsoever, for the Suflex Polystyrene
Capacitor is as small as any for a given rating. Altogether, a
capacitor in the prime of life, steady and fighting fit.

Suflex Polystyrene Capacitors
SUFLEX LTD
35 Baker Street. London W.I Telephone: WELbeck 0791
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E LAC

speakers
RETAIL PRICE LIST

TYPE FLUX POWER
RATING

PEAK

PRICE P'TAX

8 x 3G 6500g 2.5 WATTS 19/6 6/3
8 x 3C 8500g 2.5 WATTS 22/6 7/3
7 x 4G 6500g 3 WATTS 18/6 5/11
7 x 4C 8500g 3 WATTS 21/6 6/11

5G 6500g 3 WATTS 18/6 5/11
5C 8500g 3 WATTS 2I/- 6/9

TRADE DISCOUNT 331%

7"x4" 5"

ELECTRO ACOUSTIC INDUSTRIES LTD., Stamford Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15.
Tel: Tottenham 0505/9 (5 lines)
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"J,11,114
III

'II

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF

e ,frIA

Above: 2" square moving coil voltmeter

SPECIFICATIONS B.S. 89-1954 and other
International Specifications.

TYPES

Moving coil for D.C. applications.
Rectifier moving coil for
A.F. applications.
Thermo -couple operated moving
coil for R.F. applications.

SIZES

Square: 2", 21" and 31" nominal
scale length.
Round: 21" and 31" nominal
scale length.
Rectangular: 5" x 6" or 3" x 4"
nominal case size.

Design registrations pending.

11,11,1'4111111'"

* DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH
ALL MODERN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

* FIXINGS CONFORM TO ACCEPTED PRACTICE

* PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE

For utmost reliability all 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' miniature
instruments have been designed with a higher -than -normal
torque/weight ratio in combination with lower power
consumption. All types have been successfully subjected
to the following tests:
RESISTANCE TO IMPACT SHOCK OF 200g in
any plane.
VIBRATION FATIGUE TEST-two million cycles at
peak resonant frequency.
OSCILLATORY TEST-up to one million operations.

Above: 3"x 4" rectangular absorption
wattmeter

Left: 2r round moving coil microammeter

Over 50 standard ranges in any of the
seven case types.

Delivery ex stock for standard ranges.

Non-standard ranges to customer's
specification within 21 days.

Literature available on request to The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., Instrument Department, Stafford,

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'
ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED, MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Meter, Relay and Instrument Division, Stafford
WORKS STAFFORD PRESTON  RUGBY BRADFORD LIVERPOOL ACCRINGTON

SS.43A.
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THAT ELUSIVE WORKS MANAGER . . .

in 10 seconds
NO LOUDSPEAKERS, BELLS or 4%
FLASHING LIGHTS
only the man who's wanted knows and replies.

Selective Induction is saving time, money and worry in Offices,
Factories, Hospitals, Hotels, Departmental Stores etc., all over
the Country. All key personnel carry small transistorised receivers
bearing a number. When they are wanted their numbered key is
pressed on a small transmitter. Immediately they must respond to
the URGENT 'PEEP PEEP' in their pockets which summons
them and them alone to ACTION! A verbal message can be
transmitted if desired.

Covers areas indoors or out, up to to,000,000 sq. ft.
Designed for the man who cannot afford to be tied to his office.
Equally suitable for large or small concerns.
Low purchase price-virtually no indoor wiring-low rental terms.

Write or 'phone for further particulars - WE CAN BE FOUND IN TEN SECONDS

personal on,
(the 'Peep Peep' in the Pocket)

"MP

THE ONLY STAFF LOCATION SYSTEM WORTH INSTALLING

MULTITONE ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
12/20 UNDERWOOD STREET LONDON N.1. TELEPHONE: CLERKENWELL 8022
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(o)
79/756 SOCKET

0 00000 00 0 0
79/841 SOCKET

.1

00 000 0 0
79/842 SOCKET 79/843 SOCKET

o
0 0 0o0 0

79/844 SOCKET

The design and dimensions are to the international
standard. With the sockets, backing plates can be
supplied for complete insulation from the chassis.
Please write for Leaflet No. 4992

L
CARR FASTENER CO LTD

STAPLEFORD  NOTTINGHAM
London: 197 Gt. Portland St., W.I. Phone: Longhorn 3253/4/5 Manchester: 50 Newton Street, Manchester 1. Central 4057
Birmingham : Filhill House, 2235 Coventry Road, Birmingham, 26. Sheldon 5208/9. Glasgow : 13 Queens St., Glasgow C.1. City 3202

!
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Stabilized
POWER PACKS

PP1
FOR
THERMIONIC
VALVES

£150 NETT IN U.K.

Leaflet W60

High -power 0-600 volts stabilized 300 mA max.

L.T. supplies stabilized - two independent
outputs at 6.3 volts 4 amps.

H.T. source resistance less than 01 ohm at d.c.
and less than 0.S ohm up to 30 kc/s.

H.T. source resistance may be varied up to
a maximum of 40 ohms.

Om. Mains ripple of up to 6 volts can be
superimposed on H.T. line.

to. Overload protection of H.T. line by
resettable cut-out.

dvanzeCOMPONENTS LIMITED

INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
ROEBUCK ROAD  HAINAULT  ILFORD  ESSEX  TELEPHONE : HAINAULT 4444
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Leaflet W62

Two new stabilized power packs with outstanding
features for the development engineer.

The Type PP.1 has the unique features of stabilized L T.
voltages, variable H.T. source resistance, and mains ripple
injection on the H.T. line.

The Type PP.3 is fully transistorized and provides simul-
taneous d.c. voltages of either polarity, and is fully protected
against accidental short-circuit.

Two independent variable d.c. supplies 0-30 volts I amp.

1116. Positive and negative supplies provided simultaneously.

Plo- Up to 60 volts d.c. by series connection.

1111b. Fully protected against short-circuits.

Ripple less than I mV peak -to -peak.

IOW Both voltage and current monitored simultaneously.

We shall be pleased to arrange for our Area Sales Engineer to demonstrate these models to you.

 OOOOOO 
GD81,
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A rnt, oft oil port, o. the world

VHF8gUHF
(A M & F M)

Communications
Receivers

Model 770R.
19-165 Mc/s.

770U.
-SOO Mc/s.

Please write for full Technical Specifications to the Manufacturers

STRATTON & CO. LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 31
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There is nothing to distract your
customers' attention when the aerial is

:::11/1411.

049
-the stream -lined room model that " can't be seen." T.V. enjoyment
is uninterrupted. The compact " Super Comit " can be fixed, easily, at
NO installation cost. It resonates on both bands, without adjustment.
It is attractively finished in untarnishable lustre gold and cream, and well
presented. Packed in cartons of one dozen. Retail price 22/6, or with
fitted co -axial plug 25/-.

* Over 100,000 are already in use in

LEA!!
the Greater London area alone-Positive

proof of efficiency.

. . .. TELECRAFT LIMITED
Quadrant Works, Wortley Road, Croydon, Surrey.

Depots: BIRMINGHAM SHEFFIELD SOUTHAMPTON WAKEFIELD

THOrnton Heath
119112/3
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From

200 cycles/sec.

to
90 Mc/sec.

No pieces missing
For long term stability and unfailing activity,
G.E.C. Quartz Crystal Units provide the basis
for reliable communications systems.

A complete range of units to meet
D.E.F. 5271 and

R.C.L. 271 Inter -Service styles can be supplied.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. Times Mill, Heywood, Lancashire. Tel.: Heywood 6868

London Sales Office : Tel. : TEMple Bar 4668. A Subsidiary of the General Electric Co. Ltd. of England
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EMPRESS RADIOGRAM AND TUNER CHASSIS

STEREOPHONIC AND a.m./r.m. I

S.S.8 STEREO R.G. CHASSIS 26 Gns.

8 Valves. Ganged Bass and Treble Controls.
Dual Volume Controls with Concentric Knobs.
3 Wavebands: L. M. and F.M.
Built-in Ferrite Aerials.
Extremely High Sensitivity on F.M.
3 Position Amplifier Switch.
1. R.H. Channel only (Monaural)

31 watts Gram or Radio.
2. R. & L.H. Channels (Monaural)

7 watts Gram or Radio.
3. R. & L.H. Channels (Stereo)

7 watts.
Dipole and all leads supplied.
Dial size 15in. x 6in. 15 ohm. outputs.

R.G.9 A.M./F.M. CHASSIS 25 Gns.

9 Valves. Push Pull Output. 6 Watts.
Built-in Ferrite Aerials.
Magic Eye Tuning.
Extremely High Sensitivity on F.M.
4 Wavebands. L. M. S & F.M.
Dipole and all leads supplied.
Dial size 15in. x 6in.
15 ohm. output.

T4 F.M. TUNER CHASSIS 13 Gns.

4 Valves. Self Powered. Low Radiation.
High Sensitivity. Permeability Tuned.
Frequency Range 85-100 me/s.
Dimensions L. 114in. H. 4in. D. 51 -in.
Dipole supplied.

OTHER MODELS
RG6. 6v. A.M./F.M. Radiogram Chassis -21 Gns.

FMT5.5v. A.M./F.M. Tuner Chassis -19 Gns.

SA4. 4 Valve Stereo Amplifier-£B.O.Od

Manufactured by:-

BRITAMER LIMITED
48-56, BAYHAM PLACE, LONDON, N.W.1. Telephone No.

EUSton 7841-3
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Build -it-

yourself

Stereophonic Amplifier Kit
There's everything you need in this new Altobass
Stereo 44 kit-all the parts, easy -to -follow instruc-
tions, even a spanner! When completed this
amplifier gives extremely high fidelity and
realism.

Apart from its use as a stereo amplifier, it can
be used as a two channel monaural amplifier giving
4 watts per channel through each speaker.
Facilities are also provided for connecting to
crystal or ceramic pick-ups, radio tuner or
equalised tape.

* Complete kit, even includes wire and
spanner

* Simple stage -by -stage instructions
* Treble and bass controls

STEREO44E18.18.0

Send for illustrated leaflet giving full specification.

ALTOBASS LIMITED, PERCY ROAD, LEICESTER
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A complete test -bench in one hand
USING PRECISION / NASHTON / ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS

must IMPROVE laboratory and workshop EFFICIENCY

The Nashton labstand shown above holds any three Nashton instruments at eye -level
for easy reading and operation. It frees bench -top space for operator use and is com-
pletely portable. Only one mains connector is required. Five instruments from the
Nashton range are illustrated here; others available now or in the near future include
the Resistance Capacitance Comparison Bridge, the D.C. µA -Valve Voltmeter, the Univer-
sal D.C. Meter, the Shorted Turns Detector, the L.F. Quadrature Oscillator, the Trans-
istor Tester, and the 0.5 Amp. Stabilised D.C. Power Pack. The last three instruments
use transistor circuits. For full information fill in coupon below and send it (2d stamp) to:

sh and horn son LIMITED
OAKCROFT ROAD CHESSINGTON  SURREY Elmbridge 5252

r -
Please provide information on the Nashton

NAME POSITION

DEPARTMENT NAME AND ADDRESS OF COMPANY

(Just pin this coupon to a letter -headed blank and post if you are too busy lo complete - we will do the rest.)

MN 1= MI:11111111W
WHG/NT7.1

---

I

Sensitive Valve Voltmeter-
An audio frequency A.C.
Voltmeter providing 10 ranges

from 30 m. V. to 300 Volts.
149.10.0

A.C./D.C. Valve Voltmeter-
Six A.C. ranges from 1-300
Volts Is.d. up to 200 Mcls and

seven D.C. ranges from 1-
1,000 Volts f.s.d. at high
impedance. £59.10.0

Ohmmeter-A D.C. measur-
ing instrument reading from
10 ohms -10,000 megohms
with a high degree of accu-
racy. £52.10.0

Flash Tester-Designed to
meet the requirements of
B.S. 816:1952 and giving
meter indication of both
applied voltage and leakage
current. £26.0.0

1 Amp. Stabilised D.C. Power
Supply-A transistorised unit
supplying from 1-13 Volts
D.C. stabilised to within 0.2%
for ± 10% mains voltage
variation. 140.0.0
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You can build any design of case, rack, console or cabinet you like,
in any quantity you like, or have them built quickly for you-
Imhof's new IMLOK Manual tells you how! 42 pages with full colour
illustrations give the whole story: show every connector and
extrusion in detail: explain exactly what each is used for: give
simple step-by-step instructions on how to make IMLOK
frameworks, how to fit panels. The IMLOK Manual guides you in
designing and using IMLOK and gives a wide range of examples-
which have all been made with IMLOK. It tells you about finishes and
accessories, and even simplifies ordering for you! Always have the
new IMLOK Manual by you for designing, constructing and ordering

always have the \EW IVLOK MA\1UAL by your side
send for your copy NOW

the imlok manual tells all!

Alfred Imhof Ltd.. Dept. M9, Ashley Works, Cowley Mill Road, Uxbridge, Middx. Uxbridge 6231
Export & London Showrooms : 112-116 New Oxford St WC1 Museum 7878

IMHOFS AGENTS OVERSEAS
kUSTRALIA Aladdin Industries (Pty) Ltd, DENMARK Tage Schouboe, Copenhagen N SWEDEN Elektronlund AB, Malmo C

Stanmore, N.S.W. FINLAND Oy Scienta Ab He,sinki SWITZERLAND Walter Blum, Zurich 2/39
3ELGIVM Rogelec, Ghent HOLLAND .7. Th. van Reiisen, Delft U.S.A. Bud Radio Inc, Cleveland 3, Ohio
CANADA Measurement Engineering Ltd, NEW ZEALAND Imarex Ltd. Auckland C3 BRIT. GUIANA Daysons Carl bean Agencies Ltd.,

Arnprior NORWAY Birger Christensen, Oslo Georgetown
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1319h. 3E'errazwi_lal
31:1IGI910 "NrCIOXATMITMUMMEL

'1"37 -roe 31:11..COM
The need for instruments capable of measuring

voltages with a high degree of accuracy and with a fast

reading time has long been apparent. The Ferranti 3 digit

voltmeter has been developed to meet this requirement.

The advantages of this precision instrument will undoubt-

edly prove attractive to those engaged in the fields of
automatic testing and monitoring, analogue to digital

conversion, calibration of moving pointer instruments and

many similar applications.

Special Features

 Automatic Ranging and Polarity
High Accuracy and Resolution
Fast Reading Time

 Complete Reliability

SPECIFICATION

Display Three digit plus automatic polarity indication
and automatic decimal placement.

D.C. Volts in 3 ranges
Automatic 0.01 - 9.99 V
Ranges 10.0 - 99.9 V

100V - 999 V

Accuracy 0.1% of full scale reading on any range.

Average Reading Time 0.7 seconds.

Input impedance at Balance 10 Megohms.

Input 110 - 250V A.C.50-60 cis 50W.

Weight 50 lbs. approximately.

Style Bench cabinet 17' x 13" x 104" high with
optional brackets for standard rack mounting.

In view of continuing development, the right is reserved to alter
the specification or design of this instrument.

FERRANTI LTD FERRY ROAD EDINBURGH 5
Telephone: DEAn 1211

ES/T64
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THE S31
The type S31 Oscilloscope is an improved
version of the now famous ServiScope.

It is extremely compact (Win. x 6fin. x 13in.)
and has a performance and specification
unequalled by many much larger instruments.

The D.C. coupled amplifier (-3db at 6 Mc/S).
voltage calibration, wide -range calibrated
time base (-5 sec. to I p sec. per cm.) and
a precision hat -faced C.R. Tube are only a
few of the features that put the 531 tar
ahead of any other portable scope.
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STEREO for the

Tallboy-above
Model 351T (Teak)
Model 351M (Mahogany)
Model 351W (Walnut)

Lowboy-below
Model 352T (Teak)
Model 352M (Mahogany)
Model 352W (Walnut)

£45
£42
£42

,44e/Iiettik

FEW MEN ever completely tire of the sound of a passing express
£45 train, and it is lust possible that there are some in whose hearts the sound
£42 of ping-pong occupies the spot properly intended for that of willow on
£42 leather. Even the most realistic reproduction of these sounds tends

eventually to pall as a means of domestic entertainment, however; and
the serious listener, seized by the ears at recent demonstrations and
subjected to ordeal by stereocacophony may well wonder whether this
new medium holds any pleasures for him, or if he should dismiss the
whole box of tricks as a somewhat expensive toy.

DU120 Duplex Coaxial

LOUDSPEAKER
FULL RANGE

''.

) £19 10s.

To our ears the sense of movement contributed by stereophonic
reproduction is comparatively unimportant, and a motivated Ride of the
Valkyries only slightly to be preferred to a statuesque Dance of the Seven
Veils. To us, the overwhelming superiority of stereo lies in the clear
separation of the instruments . . . the transparency given to heavy
orchestral passages ... the sense of breadth and spaciousness recapturing
the atmosphere of the concert hall or opera house . . . the ability to
reproduce music at a realistic volume level without distress.

To achieve these results the choice of loudspeakers is certainly no less
critical than for good single -channel reproduction and no compromise
with standards is permissible. For serious listening, matched wide -range
loudspeakers are essential; and the VITAVOX Type DU120 Duplex
Coaxial Loudspeaker has been developed with this application particularly
in mind. Whether buying a loudspeaker now with a view to converting
to stereo at a later date or embarking forthwith on the installation of
a dual -channel system there can no more prudent choice.

VITAVOX 1-141644.444 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Of the first two years' production of
the Type DU120 Loudspeaker, 90%
were exported, 75% of them to hard
currency areas where the choice of
the world's loudspeakers is freely
available. Your dealer should now
hold this loudspeaker in stock but
please approach us if you experience
any difficulty in obtaining supplies . . .

there is no reason why you too,
should not enjoy listening to a good
loudspeaker.

and DU1 20 Duplex Coaxial
FULL RANGE LOUDSPEAKERS

VITAVOX LIMITED WESTMORELAND ROAD
LONDON NW9 ENGLAND TELEPHONE: COLINDALE
8.671 CABLES: VITAVOX LONDON ENGLAND
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a firm GRIP on

complex connection

From their wide selection of plugs and
sockets, MODAC offer a standard
range of rectangular and circular
miniature connectors, to which is soon
to be added a sub -miniature range
with combinations of 10,
16, 28 and 34 contacts.

The main feature of this advanced design
is the independently sprung, multi -point
contact which provides self-cleaning,
low contact resistance and is ideal
under conditions of vibration.
MODAC is equipped for the design
of connectors to customers'
specifications and to supply any of
their range as cable assemblies.
They are more than willing-
at any time-to come
to grips with your
general wiring problems.

Modac miniature and sub -miniature connectors
Modac' is a Registered Trade Mark

for further information and a copy of the `Modac'
catalogue, please contact:

Modern Acoustics Limited

Contact Connectors Division
MANOR WAY  BOREHAM WOOD  HEATS  ELSTREE 3636

Agents for British Commonwealth Countries : Plessey International Limited  Ilford  Essex  Ilford 3040
MAL 2a
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9

DOUBLE ENDED STAINLESS
STEEL VACUUM OVENS

* Made throughout in polished stain-
less steel.

* Single action door openings.
* Rectangular with shelf spacings to

suit.
* Double ended controls.
* Electrical interlocking of air inlet

and isolation valves.
* Outer cover hermetically sealed.
* Temperature range 0°-300°C or

equivalent F.
* Temperature Control:

Normal :L7'+°C.
Special -' IC

* Internal Spacing 7in. x 8in. x I8in.
(can be altered to special require-
ments).

* Vacuum Range: To 10-4.
* Respective Vacuum Gauges incor-

porated.
* Automatic air inlet valve on Backing

Pump.
* Visual Indicators and fuses on all

switches.
* Flanged for fitting into Dry Box.

These photographs show how a
complete sequence of production
can be organised, without ex-
posure to atmosphere, by means
of our Ovens.

OcsWee (Back View)

We design and manufacture Ovens to Customers special
..00.. requirements. Should you have any problems in this field

our Technical Department is always willing to help you
solve them.

Vacuum Ovens with temperatures of up to 600°C are also
manufactured by us on similar lines but with Sectional
Heating and Water -Cooled Ends.

VACWELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD.
WILLOW LANE  MITCHAM  SURREY PHONE . MITcham 8211

(3 lines)
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Centre
of

CAMBRIDGE Scientific

Research
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Lord Rutherford
Born in New Zealand in 1898, Ernest Rutherford
became one of the outstanding physicists of his time.
His first experience of Cambridge was a period
of research at the Cavendish Laboratory, to which
he returned in 1919 as Cavendish Professor of
Experimental physics. For many centuries
this great centre of learning has been the home of
men like Rutherford, whose ever -searching minds
have welcomed new ideas. Pye is fortunate to
have been closely associated with the city
throughout its own history. The instrument -maker
W. G. Pye, who founded the company, came from
the Cavendish Laboratory; and for over sixty
years Pye has drawn inspiration from this background.
At the same time, they take pride in their own
contribution to the science of electronics.

e Limited Cambridge England
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TRANSMITTING
TETRODES

(

American British
E.E.V. type C.V. number equivalent equivalent

C.I108 2130 4-125A 61Y3-125
C.1112 2131 4-250A QY4-250

Full data relating to these valves will be sent on request

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'

The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Type C.1112

has a maximum anode dissipation
of 250W and is suitable for use as a
power amplifier in transmitters up
to 400W, or in R.F. heating
equipment (up to I kW per valve).
Type C.I108 is a smaller version
designed for similar uses at lower
power levels (anode dissipation
I25W).

Chelmsford, England.
Telephone: Chelmsford 3491

ill'300 48
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For details of
a NEW range of
d.c. -,,,i'' -,

...,s,

LTD

(OF STEVENAGE

EIECTRO METHODS LTD. General Products Division, CAXTON WAY, STEVENAGE, HERTS. Phone: Stevenage 2110- 7
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Whatever your power requirements

0 in S.S.B. communications equipment,

TRA.55 Radiotelephone.
3-12 Mc/s. Simple
transportable, versatile.

500 watts

TA.83 Transmitter
3-15 Mc/s. Full remote
control.

The growing range of Racal S.S.B.
equipment also includes:

RA.87 4 -channel Receiver
RA.I0I 0.5-30 MO Receiver
TA. 104 60 watt Transmitter
Control Units
Aerials

1
and complete installations
to customers' requirements.

rely on RACAL experience

I

0

(MI
TA.84
Linear Amplifier
2.5-25 Mc/ s.
Automatic tuning.

RACAL ENGINEERING LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD  BRACKNELL  BERKS Tel: Bracknell 941 Grams/Cables: RACAL BRACKNELL BERKS

OVERSEAS: Agents operate in most territories throughout the world

/0711ff AVOW ,070

0,
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* Easily transported-
quickly installed.

* Choice of built-in
power supply units for
1 2v or 24v battery,
or a.c. mains.

* Eight Crystal trans-
mitter frequencies
with pre-set tuning.

* Speech, key and loud-
hailer facilities.

using the
GNE 510 HF
Transmitter-

Receiver

Easily transported, quickly installed, this economical
40 watt HF Transmitter/Receiver is designed especially
for medium distance communication, either from
land or marine mobile stations or between fixed
stations. Particular care has been taken to minimise
power consumption when operating from either 12v
or 24v battery supply. Using a 12ft. to 16ft. whip
aerial, ranges of 500 miles, between vehicle and base,
or 700 miles with elevated aerials are being achieved
under practical operating conditions.
The frequency range is 1.5 Mc/s to 12.5 Mc/s and
facilities are provided for speech, telegraphy (m.c.w.
and c.w.) and public address.
Eight crystal transmitter frequencies with pre-set
tuning, interchangeable power supply units for mains,
12v and 24v batteries make this compact equipment
a most reliable and effective means of communication
in a wide variety of applications, particularly suitable
for tropical use.

Write for
descriptive literature MULLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED

/A PRODUCT OF

A COMPANY OF THE MULLARD GROUP

Mullard House Torrington Place London  W.C.1
Tel: LANgham 6633

MER4013
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THE NEW PAINTON

HEAVY DUTY MULTICON
PLUGS AND SOCKETS

This new Painton range is fitted with covers of cast alloy for
strength and rigidity in heavy duty applications.
It is available in 4, 6, 8, 12, 18, 24 and 33* pole sizes. Illustrated is
the 24 pole size.

*33 pole model available shortly.

Working Voltage:
1,000 volts D.C. or A.C. (peak) or
500 volts D.C. or A.C. (peak) in
tropical use.
Current rating:
5 Amps D.C. or A.C. (R.M.S.) per
contact.
Average contact resistance:
Below 0.002 Ohms.

<

I

British Patent 700999

Write for full catalogue

Terminal numbers are moulded into
plug and socket bodies, both next to
soldering tags and on mating face. This
facilitates wiring and cableform testing
without removing covers.

2Socket clips have split limbs so that
4 areas are in contact with each plug
blade. Contact resistance is low and
constant, providing a high standard of
contact reliability and a minimum life
of 10,000 operations.

3 In both plug and socket assemblies the
same two-part covers are used. One part
carrying the cable clamp is attached to
the body moulding and need not be re-
moved. The outer enclosing part is only
fastened down after joints and wiring
have been checked.

4 A wire retaining loop clips over the
radiused corner of the cover and engages
positively with a cast groove.

Painton &Co. Ltd.
KINGSTHORPE NORTHAMPTON
Tel: 32354/7  Telegrams: 'Cell' Northampton
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joint responsibility...
To rely on Enthoven for all your soldering requirements is a policy
that will take a load off your shoulders .. .

Superspeed and Superspeed `XX' cored solders are un-
equalled for general assembly work on radio, television,
electronic and telecommunication equipment:

Enthoven preforms, such as cored solder washers,
rings and pellets, are available or can be designed to
meet the precision requirements of the most advanced
manufacturing techniques:

Enthoven aluminium cored solder is the perfect medium for
soldering aluminium to aluminium - or aluminium to copper,
tinned copper, tinned and silver-plated brass and most other
non-ferrous metals:

ENTHOVEN ifie
SOLDER PRODUCTS
The comprehensive Enthoven range of solder
products comprises cored solder wire, solid solders,
materials for soldering aluminium and for the
processing of printed circuits, fluxes of all kinds,
standard and special preforms and many other
special-purpose products. For technical information
on all these items please send today for your copy
of "Enthoven Solder Products" - or for more de-
tailed technical literature on any soldering material
in which you are specifically interested.

ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LIMITED
Sales Office & Works: Upper Ordnance Wharf, Rotherhithe Street,
London, S.E.16. Telephone: BERmondsey 2014

Head Office: Dominion Buildings, South Place, London, E.C.2.
Telephone: MONarch 0391
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geoPtiCel
SILICON

POWER

RECTIFIERS

AMP and I AMP 50 volts to 800 volts P.I.V. 5 AMP 50 volts to 400 volts P.I.V.

available from Production

High Efficiency *

Small Size *

High Temperature Operation *

Hermetically Sealed *

COMPONENTS

GROUP

Hyperpure silicon

used in the manufacture

of 'SenTerCel' silicon rectifiers

has been developed and

prbduced by S.T.C. in this

country to avoid

dependence on

imported supplies

5tandard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Atdwych, London, W.C.2

RECTIFIER DIVISION: EDINBURGH WAY  HARLOW ESSEX
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SimmwieNtaiiim
HIGH FIDELITY AT
REALISTIC COST
Outstanding success at the Radio Show
The items illustrated are representative of the wide
range of W.B. Hi-Fi equipment. Our experience in
sound reproduction covers 33 years: such a back-
ground is a guarantee of quality. Full details of all
W.B. products will gladly be sent on request.

Stentorian Cambric
Cone Hi-Fi Units.

The famous H.F.I016
at £7.12.3.

Other types from
£1.2.6.

Ready -to -assemble
cabinets in polished

walnut from £5.10.0
to £16.16.0.

Tweeter Units from
33/3 to £12.12.0.

Prelude Horn -Loaded
Cabinet £19.0.0.

H.F.817 Speaker
£10.16.6.

T.359 Cone
Tweeter Unit 33/3.

Stentorian Extension Speakers from 60/-.

W.B.121

W.B.8 Amplifier £19.19.0.

W.B. 8S Stereo Amplifier £23.15.0.

W.B. 8S Stereo Control Unit
£22.15.0.

" PRELUDE" ready -to -assemble
cabinets in striped sapele from
£9.19.6 to £13.13.0.

COLUMN LOUDSPEAKERS
Cabinet for H.F.8 1 6 Unit f18.18.0.
Cabinet for H.F.610 Unit £9.19.6.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD  MANSFIELD NOTTS
Telephone MANSFIELD 1762-5 Demonstrations at our London Office (109 Kingsway, W.C.2.)

every Saturday from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
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BETTER PERFORMANCE,

EASIER FITTING..

NEATER APPEARANCE...

. . . three of the
reasons why lead-
ing Riggers and
Service Engineers
prefer and specify
Antiference
aerial accessories.
Incorporating
many exclusive
features these
outstanding com-
ponents are

..

.

.

backed by the 22
years specialisa-
tion and World-
wide experience
in the design and
manufacture of
aerials and aerial
equipment by
Antiference-the
World's largest
aerial manufac-
turers.

I

I

I

I

I

I

Regd.
Design.

10W1
OUTDOOR

WeaMerproof
DIPLEXER/TRIPLEXER

For combining or
dividing Bands I, II

and III aerial down -
leads.

High " Q " circuit with all
" open " components giving
maximum selection of unwanted
bands with minimum in-
sertion loss. Easy cable
connections with detach-
able waterproof univer-
sal grommets. One-piece
seamless canister.

Y4 1716

ANTIFERENCE
DIPLEXERITRIPLEXER UNITS'

and AERIAL ACCESSORIES

Single COAXIAL OUTLET BOX

Regd.
Design
No. 887221.

Fully insulated by stream-
lined, cream, high impact
polystyrene case. Easy
in -line cable connections.

COAXIAL Plug and
Socket to R.E.C.M.F.
specification.

COB/1

Complete
4/6

with plug.

STANDARD COAXIAL PLUGS & SOCKETS

Robust one piece construction,
efficient in use, easy to fit.

PLUG TVP/1 BOTH oD
SOCKET TVS/1 13 EACH

To
R.E.C.M.F.
specification

SUPPLIED ONLY
THROUGH
APPOINTED

ANTIFERENCE
DISTRIBUTORS

I

I

I

I

I

I

INDOOR DIPLEXER/TRIPLEXER
For combining or dividing Bands

I, II and III aerial downleads.

Regd.
Design
No. 886499.

Easy cable
connections for
any size or type
of downlead.

Incorporating the same High
"Q" circuit as the Y4 (out-

door) unit, the Y3 is fully
insulated by an attrac-

tive cream snap -on cover
of high impact polystyrene.

Y3

Complete with standard
Co -axial Plug.

13/6

ANTIFERENCELIMITED
AYLESBURY, BUCKS. Tel. Aylesbury 2511 (6 lines)
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FEATURING PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

BY APPOINTMENT
TO H.R.H. DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF
RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

ITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

Ranger '450'
Radiotelephone
Fixed Station
Brief specification:
Frequency Range: 450-47o Mc/s.
R.F. Output: 5 watts
Channel Spacing: 5o or 6o Kc/s.
Modulation:
Service :
Operation:

Power Supply:

F.M.
F 3 telephony
Single or double
frequency simplex
or duplex.
ioo--15o and
200-250 volts
A.C. 4o -6o c/s.

The Pye PTC 8710 Fixed
Station has been designed to provide reliable
communications in the 450-470 Mc/s band.
Both the transmitter and receiver are fitted
with temperature -controlled crystal units
to ensure an exceedingly high frequency
stability over a wide temperature range.
All the materials used have been chosen
to ensure reliable operation under a wide
range of climatic conditions.
Additional control equipment is available
for operating the station at distances of up
to zoo feet or, via telephone lines, over
greater distances.
A switchboard Termination Unit is also
available for working the Station into a
manual or automatic telephone switch-
board.

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NEWMARKET ROAD  CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: Teversham 3131 Telegrams: Pyetelecom Cambridge.
TP 40
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FEATURING PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Sr APPOINTMENT
TO H.R.H. DUKE OF EDINSURGH

SUPPLIERS OF
ANDIO TELEPHONE FOUIPmENT

PIE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

V.H.F./F.M.
Marine Radiotelephone

Brief Specification
Frequency Range 156-162 Mc/s.

R. F. Power Output 20 watts. F.M.

Power Supply 6,12, or 24 volts d.c.,
or 100-150 or 200-240
volts a.c., 40-60 c/s.

The Pye PTC 8302 is one of the "Ranger"
series designed for Marine use. It com-
plies with the British G.P.O. and inter-
national specifications for ship -to -shore
communication.
Up to a maximum of twelve channels can
be selected by the Remote Control Unit;
thus saving valuable space on the bridge.
Mounting may be either bulkhead or
horizontal, with a standard or weather
proof control unit. An A.M. version of this
equipment for operation in the private
marine bands is also available.

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NEWMARKET ROAD  CAMBRIDGE

Telephone : Teversham 3131. Telegrams : Pyetelecom Cambridge.
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FEATURING PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Brief Specification
Frequency Range

R.F. Power Output

6875-7425 Mc/s.

I watt. Under favou rable siting con-
ditions a transmission distance of
50 miles or more can be obtained.

Vision Signal -to -Noise Ratio 59dB (weighted) assuming standard
70dB path loss.

BY APPOINTMENT
TO H.R.M. DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF
RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

Microwave Television
Link Equipment

The Pye PTC too° is a trans-
portable long-range Microwave
Television Link. It is suitable for
use with N.T.S.C., C.C.I.R. or
British 405 -line systems. A sub -
carrier f.m. music link circuit is
incorporated. The equipment can
be operated back-to-back as a de-
modulator repeater for long multi-
stage transmission links.
Transmitter and Receiver, r.f.
wavemeter and intercommunica-
tion circuits are all contained in
four lightweight luggage -type cases.
The parabolic reflectors are of spun
aluminium up to to ft. in diameter.
All ancillary equipment including
that for matching rack -mounting
can also be supplied.

PVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NEWMARKET ROAD  CAMBRIDGE

Telephone : Teversham 3131 Telegrams : Pyetelecom Cambridge
AL9
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A TWO-FACED CIRCUIT!

111111111114111111111111111111.

.14

is a service man's dream
And we've made it come true. Mills & Rockleys' technical skill and eye to progress will
continually supply their clients with all the best and newest ideas on printed circuits :
and our two-faced circuit (patent applied for) is just one very good example.

Not only the component numbers but the actual circuit is printed, in colour code if
necessary, on to the upper surface of the panel, reducing circuit tracing to child's play.

The completion of new plant in Coventry, incorporating the most
advanced techniques and up-to-date facilities-including automatic
temperature and humidity control - enables any requirement however

complex to be met efficiently and economically.

DESIGN CONSULTATION PROTOTYPES MASS PRODUCTION
WRITE TO:

MILLS & ROCKLEYS (PRODUCTION) LIMITED
PRINTED CIRCUITS DIVISION SWAN LANE COVENTRY TELEPHONE: 41327
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NEW TROPO SCATTER SYSTEMS
can be set up anywhere in 8 hours or less!
A new, transportable communication system has
been developed by Canadian Westinghouse for
sending two-way voice or teletype messages up to
200 miles without relay stations.

Its name is MICROSCATTER-the most compact
system ever developed for low-cost, long range
tropospheric scatter communications.

Now in production for customer orders,
MICROSCATTER radio is a super high frequency
system that can go anywhere. MICROSCATTER
transmitters and receivers for quadruple diversity,
 including antennas, can be mounted in a standard
30 ft. trucktrailer. Units designed for self-contained
field shelters can be set down by helicopter in
remote locations-and a MICROSCATTER instal-
lation can be set up ready for operation within
8 hours !

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S

MICROSCATTER APPLICATIONS

COMMERCIAL
Fixed Station -120 telephone channels

-television and sound

Transportable -48 telephone channels
-teletype

MILITARY
Wide Band -radar

-data
-120 telephone

channels
Tactical and -48 voice channels
Transportable-teletype

-data
FEATURES

 Frequency -4400-5000 me  Power -2 KW
 Antennas -10 to 28 ft. diameter  Range -100 to 200 miles

A Westinghouse communications specialist will
gladly furnish complete information on MICRO -
SCATTER radio. Phone your nearest Westinghouse
office, or write to Canadian Westinghouse Company
Limited, Electronics Division, Hamilton, Canada.

Westinghouse
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SFB/3
REPRODUCES OBOE AND PIANO

with near perfection

During Mr. G. A. Briggs' fourth

Regd. Design
881,557

Size 34" x 31" x 12"

Weight 64 lb.

Price £39.10.0 complete

J. R., Shenfield.
The recording actually sounded
like the real thing !
L.G.B. London, S.E.I2.
I could not tell except by looking
whether or not the soloists were
playing.

demonstration at the ROYAL

FESTIVAL HALL on the 9th May

1959, the world famous artists

Leon Goossens, oboe, and Denis

Matthews, piano, played

together, in direct comparison

with their E.M.I. recording

reproduced

Here are some comments from

members of the capacity audience-

R. A. W., Tottenham.
A great credit to your SFB/3
units.

G. E., Cambridge.
Excellent. Could not detect changes
of either piano or oboe to the re-
corded sound, even when watching
the oboe carefully. Complete
absence of box feeling.

The success of this comparison was mainly due to the
non -resonant qualities of the unique sand -filled baffle

which is fitted with three foam surround loudspeakers
of advanced design. Full details available on request from:

Uharfedale
WIRELESS WORKS LTD
IDLE BRADFORD YORKS

Telephone : Idle 1235/6 Grams : ' Wharfdel' Idle Bradford
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TOROIDAL

SUPPRESSION CHOKES

used in all the major airliners including
the COMET, VISCOUNT and BRITANNIA

With the greater use of radio and navigational aids on ships and aircraft, it
is increasingly important to suppress interference likely to arise from other

electrical equipment which is also an inseparable part of modern transport.

S.T.C. with over 40 years experience in the development of high grade mag-

netic materials, now introduce a selection of the many types of chokes which

are manufactured for industrial, marine and aeronautical applications.

RANGE OF SIZES AND WEIGHTS

The following table lists the size, weight and
normal range of inductance and current rating

L_
of several S.T.C. Toroidal Chokes:

SIZE SIZE INDUCTANCE Sr CURRENT RATING

CODE Outer Diam .
cm

Inner Diam :
cm

Length
cm

Weight
gm (AH and Amp. AC or DC)

Cl

C2

C3

C4

C5

1.3

2.3

2.95

4.1

4.8

0.7

1.2

1.4

2.4

2.7

0.52

0.80

1.3

1.3

1.4

3.5

14.5

50.0

85

130

from 10µH( I amp) to 1000 pH( 0.1 amp)

.. 100 .. (11 ) to 1000 .. ( i )

.. 100 .. (21 .. ) to 1000 ., ( 1 .. )

100., (4 ,, ) to 2000  (11 .. )

100  (5 .. ) to 2000 ., (2 )

COMPONENTS

GROUP

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

MAGNETIC MATERIALS DEPT: NORTH WOOLWICH LONDON E.I6
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Now PTFE
Insulated
Instrument

WireConforming to -Sections B & C
of Specification EL1930, M.O.S. (Air)

Siemens Ediswan PTFE insulated instrument wire, developed for certain highly

specialised services, has a wide potential field of application in modern

electronic engineering. The physical and electrical properties of PTFE make it the

best material available wherever the emphasis is on performance

and complete stability. In brief, PTFE has these advantages :

 Stable at all temperatures from -75°C to +250°C
 High dielectric strength
 Low dielectric constant
 High resistance to corrosives and solvents
 Non -chafing and self-lubricating
 Available in 11 colours
 Non -adhesive

PTFE is extremely difficult to form, but we have considerable pioneering

experience in its processing and fabrication. As a result we are able to produce

PTFE insulation by extrusion with concentricity guaranteed to close limits.

We are anxious to extend the uses of this wire and will gladly supply

interested manufacturers with samples for them to test. If we can help you with

information on the use of PTFE in any shape or form, please let us know.

SIEMENS
EDISWAI`1)

Send your enquiry to :
SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED An A.E.I. Company
PTFE SECTION (PD17)
155 Charing Cross Road, London WC2
Telephone : GERrard 8660. Telegrams: Sieswan, Westcent, London

CRC 17/17
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THE

101

CONTROL UNIT
... a new unit
anticipating trends
in future listening
requirements.

Used with a single
QUAD 11 power amplifier
the unit provides
every facility and
refinement necessary
for highest quality
monaural reproduction.

Used with two QUAD 11
power amplifiers, the
unit will in addition
accommodate all forms of
Stereo programmes with
all the necessary
facilities for that
medium. Whilst providing
extreme flexibility-
the push buttons, for
example, provide
nineteen different
services-straightforward
and logical control
has been maintained.

for the closest approach to the original sound

ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING

COMPANY LIMITED
Huntingdon, Hunts.
Telephone: Huntingdon 361
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EXTRA HIGH
SENSITIVITY

instrument tube 5CLP1
tHE FIVE -INCH instrument tube
5CLP1 has a deflection
sensitivity of 1.7V/cm with
a useful Y scan of 6 cm.
A special system of shielding
the post -deflection field from
the deflection plates in this
tube allows p.d.a. ratios as
high as 15 to 1 to be used
without pattern distortion.
The extraordinary deflection
sensitivity achieved with such
high p.d.a. ratios profoundly
affects oscillograph design.
Bandwidths can be increased,
amplifiers simplified and power
supply requirements reduced.
Write to the address below
for full details of 'Eter
Instrument Tube type 5CLP1.

* P.d.a. ratios of 15 : 1 possible without
pattern distortion.
* Sensitivity 1.7V/cm with useful
Y scan of 6 cm.
* Sensitivity substantially independent of
final p.d.a. voltages from 10 to 15 kV.
* High resolution-only 200 mV for a
deflection of one spot -width.
* Versatility-by simply altering one potential
the 5CLP1 may be converted from a very
sensitive tube to a higher writing speed tube-
pulses may be first examined and then
a single shot photograph taken.

Vas

Va4
Vas
Vat for focus
Vat
Vg for cut-off

ABRIDGED DATA
This is tentative. Final data is being prepared.
5 -inch flat faced
precision oscillograph tube 5CLP1.

CAPACITANCES
XI to X2 ... 2.5 pF

Y1 to Y2 ... 2.0 pF
One X plate to all other electrodes

less other X plate 4.0 pF
One Y plate to all other electrodes

less other Y plate 2.0 pF

COMPARE CONDITIONS
SHOWN IN DATA
1 and 2
to see how deflection sensitivity is maintained
over range of Va4 and Vas.
1 and 2 with 3
for an illustration of a slightly lower sensitivity
condition giving higher brightness.
2 and 4
for the reduction required in Va4 potential to
achieve higher writing speeds.

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
1. 2. 3. 4.

10kV 15kV 15kV 15kV
10kV 15kV 15kV 3kV

1kV 1kV 1.5kV 1kV
250V 250V 375V 250V

1kV 1kV 1.5kV 1kV
-60V -60V -90V -60V

Deflection f
1.y

1.7V/cm
sensitivity l x 7V/cm

1.7V/cm
7V/cm

2.5V/cm
11V/cm

2.5V/cm
11V/cm

Line width 1mm 1mm <1mm <Imm
Useful y 6cm

f
6cm 6cm 4cm

screen area x 10cm 10cm 10cm 6.6cm

IETELI
ELECTRONIC TUBES LIMITED

KINGSMEAD WORKS  HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS TEL: HIGH WYCOMBE 2020

CATHODE
RAY TUBES

ETL to,
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is

-FOR PEOPLE WHO MUST HAVE THE BEST

DYNATRON have nearly 30 years
experience in building the best possible

equipment for reproducing sound.
Their leadership is based on three things.
Advanced design. Scrupulous attention
to detail. And the narrowest tolerances in
the industry. This last point is especially

important to Stereo enthusiasts.
For it ensures that matching units really
do match. Without this, stereo fidelity is
impossible. Dynati on is never cheapest:

it is always best!

LF15.CS. POWER AMPLIFIER £20.5.0. 4 -valve push-pull
LF Amplifier, with auxiliary power supply for tuners, etc. 10
watts undistorted output. F.R. 15-30.000 c/s flat within 0.5db.
Neg. Feedback 20db. Hum and noise 80db. below 10 watts. 1 volt
R.M.S. input for full output.

LF16.CS. POWER AMPLIFIER £17.10.0. Specially designed
as second channel amplifier in stereophonic systems. Specifi-
cation identical to LF15 but auxiliary power outputs omitted.
Mains output socket for gramophone or tape deck motors.

TC16.CS. PRE -AMPLIFIER £27. This very high performance
unit comprises identical twin pre -amplifiers with a compre-
hensive control system. Duplicated inputs for magnetic or
ceramic pick-ups, Radio and tape deck. Two output sockets for
recording purposes. Pick-up equalisation by selective negative
feedback. Frequency response 60-15000 c/s within ± 1.0db.

STEREOPHONIC
OR MONOPHONIC

DYNATRON
BUILD
TO

LABORATORY
STANDARDS

COUPON

TCHCS.

Mil you please semi me a copy of the DYNATRON

'High Fidelity Audio Equipment' brochure

NAME

ADDRESS

DYNATRON RADIO LIMITED.
Dept. 4, S. Peter's Roai., Furze Piats, Maidenhead, Berks.

reiephene: Maidenhead 5151/2

_J
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f

SIMPLIFY
INSPECTION

LOWER
PRODUCTION

COSTS

SPEED

ASSEMBLY

e:.

/

CUT DOWN
CHASSIS AREA

REDUCE
PUNCHED HOLES

British Patent No. 798,869
Foreign Patents Pending

THE ERIE pre -assembled component system,
known as "Pac", is a thin vertical module

containing standard resistors and capacitors, of
proven quality, mounted to a printed wiring board
in a stable mechanical assembly, tailored to the
specification of the designer.

Thanks to the pioneering spirit of individual
customers, and the help and co-operation which
they have given us, the Erie "Pac" unit has

I, HEDDON STREET, LONDON, W.I
Telephone: REGent 6432

FACTORIES

Great Yarmouth and Tunbridge Wells, England: Trenton,

Ont., Canada: Erie, Pa., Holly Springs, Miss., and

Hawthorne, Cal., U.S.A.

REDUCE
INVENTORY

,
'3,

ELIMINATE
ASSEMBLY

EQUIPMENT

REDUCE
INSERTIONS

established itself as one of the outstanding
developments of the day.

The Mark III version, depicted above, which is
due to be released later in the year, will embody
the type 8AP pluggable resistor, and the type BP
pluggable capacitor, an innovation which not only
facilitates testing, but also enables any com-
ponent to be replaced in servicing.

RESISTORLI M ITED
*Registered Trade Mark
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5-1000 Q...1kc/s-300Mes

4,

NEW

MARCONI \

Q METER
TYPE TF 1245

With Oscillator

\, TF 1247

HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME is a single Q Meter
covering the range a.f. to v.h.f. Q is directly indicated
from 5 to 500 by a 3 -range transductor-stabilized
valve voltmeter, and a second meter shows Q multi-
pliers from x 0.9 to x 2. Minimum test -circuit capaci-
tance is 7.51.1tIF at all frequencies.
Exceptional stability of Q reading, plus the high -
discrimination 25-0-25 p Q control, brings new sim-
plicity, speed and certainty to low -loss measurements
on modern insulants and dielectrics.
For flexibility and economy, the test -circuit section
is energized by external plug-in oscillators which can
be ordered as required. They can also be used as
general-purpose signal sources.
Comprehensive optional accessories include standard
inductors and test jigs for special measurements.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

Specification for TF 1245
FREQUENCY RANGE: 1 kc/s to 300 Mc/s.
MEASURES Q: 5 to 1,000: accuracy 5% at 100 Mc/s.
Q MULTIPLIER: X 0'9 to x 2.
DELTA Q: 25-0-25.
TEST cntcurrs: Separate 1.f. and h.f. test circuits
have ranges of 1 kc/s to 50 Mc/s and 20 to 300 Mc/s.
CAPACITANCE RANGE: 7'5 to 110 viLF with 1-0-1
incremental, for either test circuit. 20 to 500 upF
with 5-0-5 itilF incremental for 1.f. test circuit.
SHUNT Loss: 12 M St at 1 Mc/s, 0' MO at 100 Mc/s.
EXTERNAL OSCILLATORS: TF 1247, 20 to 300 Mc/s.
TF 1246, 40 kc/s to 50 Mc/s. TF 1101, 20 c/s to
200 kc/s.

Send for Leaflet GI5O

AM & FM SIGNAL GENERATORS  AUDIO & VIDEO OSCILLATORS

FREQUENCY METERS VOLTMETERS POWER METERS

DISTORTION METERS FIELD STRENGTH METERS
TRANSMISSION MONITORS DEVIATION METERS

OSCILLOSCOPES, SPECTRUM & RESPONSE ANALYSERS

Q METERS & BRIDGES

rIMIMIIIIMIMINIMMIIMI
Please address enquiries to MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD. at your nearest office:

London and the South: Midlands: North:
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2 Marconi House, 24 The Parade, Leamington Spa 23/25 Station Square, Harrogate

Telephone: COVent Garden 1234 Telephone: 1408 Telephone: 67455
Export Department: Marconi Instruments Ltd., St. Albans, Herts. Telephone: St. Albans 56161

0///
TC 150
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Unique to Mastertape is the new

development of 4 grades, covering every

requirement from Standard high per-

formance tape, to flawless Supergrade

for the discriminating connoisseur of

sound reproduction at its best. More

people are insisting on Mastertape.

SIZES SUPERGRADE STANDARD SIZES LONG PLAY DOUBLE PLAY

feet £ s. d. feet £ s. d. feet £ s. d. feet £ s. d.

3" - - 150 5 6 3" 225 8 6 300 14 0
4" - - 300 10 6 4" 450 14 6 - -
5" - - 600 I 0 0 5" 850 1 8 0 1,200 2 5 0
51" - - 850 I 7 6 51' 1,200 1 15 0 - -
7" 1,200 2 10 0 1,200 I 15 0 7" I,E00 2 10 0 2,400 4 0 0
81" - - 1,750 2 10 0 fir 2,400 3 10 0 - -

Full lists of tape, prices,
accessories, etc., on

application.

Mastertape
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE BY

MSS RECORDING CO. LTD. Colnbrook, Bucks.
Telephone: Colnbrook 2431.

Showroom and Studio
2!, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I.
Telephone: MUSeum 1600.
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Introducing

the

e ifon
Type RA1 0
Now being supplied to the

British Post Office and

Cable & Wireless Limited

Facilities:
Reception of:
(a) DSB full carrier signals

using either sideband-
reconditioned or local
carrier with AFC or
local carrier
without AFC.

(b) SSB partially suppressed
carrier signals (up to
26 dB) using upper or
lower sideband-
reconditioned or local
carrier with AFC or
local carrier
without AFC.

(c) SSB totally suppressed
carrier signals using
upper or lower
sidebands-local
carrier without AFC.

Id) ISB partially suppressed
carrier signals (up to
26 dB)-reconditioned
or local carrier with
AFC or local carrier
without AFC.

(e) ISB totally suppressed
carrier signals-local
carrier without AFC.

A NEW

TRANSISTORISED

SSB/ISB

RECEIVER ADAPTOR

 DSB/SSB/ISB Reception.

 Full, partially suppressed or
totally suppressed carrier.

 Upper/Lower Sideband
Selection.

 AFC correction ± 3 Kc/s.

 Self-contained - A.C. Power
Unit and Dual A.F.
Amplifiers.

 Built-in monitor speaker
and tuning indicator.

For the reception of DSB/SSB and ISB signals
with Communication Receivers such as the
Redifon type R.151, R.145 or R.I50, or any
Receiver which will provide 0.1 Volt R.F.
Input between 95-950 Kc/s.

The RA.10 is completely self-contained with A.G. Power Unit and built-in dual A.F. Amplifiers,
thus eliminating the need for interfering with existing Receiver power and audio wiring. Separate
audio outputs associated with the upper and Lower sideband are provided and a monitor speaker
may be switched to either channel as required. The use of transistors reduces the size, weight,
power consumption and heat dissipation to a minimum.

Input Impedance:
75 ohms.

Input Level:
0.1 Volt, r.m.s.

Unwanted Sideband
Rejection:
Better than 50 dB.

Intermodulation
products:
Better than 30 dB down.

Automatic Frequency
Control:
Up to ± 3 Kc/s.

A.F. Response:
300-3000 c/s. within 6 dB.

A.F. Output:
(a) 1.5 W. at 3 ohms for

external loudspeaker.

(b) 0.5 W. at 3 ohms for
internal speaker.

(c) 6 mW at 600 ohm
balanced (upper
sideband).

(d) 6 mW at 600 ohm
balanced (lower
sideband).

(e) Low impedance head-
phones output, internal
speaker muted when
in use.

Tuning Indicator:
A meter is provided to
assist in tuning the adaptor.

Power Supply:
100/125 and 200/250 V.
50/60 c/s. Single Phase, A.C.

Power Consumption:
30 W approx.

Dimensions:
I9in. wide x 31in. high x
131in. deep.

Weight:
27 lbs.

REDIFON LIMITED
Communications Sales Division, Broomhill Road, London S.W.I8 Tel : VANdyke 7281

A Manufacturing Company in the Rediffusion Group
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HIGH POWER

OSCILLATOR/AMPLIFIER

TYPE 254

The High Power Oscillator/Amplifier is an instru-
ment which combines an L.P. oscillator operating
over the frequency range 30 c/s to 30 kc/s with a
power amplifier capable of delivering up to 150 watts
into a wide range of output impedances. The
amplifier output is monitored by means of a built-in
Voltmeter and an input socket is provided for use
with external signal sources (microphones, pick-ups,
signal generators, etc.).

A SOURCE

OF POWER

AND DRIVE

SPECIFICATION
OSCILLATOR
Frequency range: 30 c/s to 30 kc/s in 3 ranges.
Calibration accuracy: +2% on all ranges.
AMPLIFIER
Sensitivity: 0.1 volt r.m.s. input for full output.
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
POWER OUTPUT (SINE WAVE):
150 watts from 50 c s to 5 kc/s.
100 watts from 30 c/s to 10 kc/s.
50 watts from 30 c/s to 30 kc/s.

THERE'S NO END TO ITS APPLICATIONS
The instrument has a wide variety of uses of which the following are representative:-

* Power source for 40, 400, 1,600 and 2,400 c/s
equipments.

* Power Source for double voltage, double
frequency testing on transformers in
accordance with RCS.214.

* Drive amplifier for A.G. servomotors.

* Energising source for moving coil vib-
rators.

* Modulation amplifier for Radio Trans-
mitters.

* High Power Amplifier for Public Address
systems.

* A power source for laboratory work on
variable frequency filter response tests,
variation of magnetic amplifier perfor-
mance with frequency, etc.

* Drive for synchronous clocks

HIGH POWER OSCILLATOR/AMPLIFIERS

AIRMEC LIMITED HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS
Telephone: High Wycombe 2060
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The Silicon Diode shown
lbove is actual size.

K

FER -rtANT
£ Diodes ZS3O series

for MINIATURIZED Circuitry

vFERRANTI

SPECIAL FEATURES
 AUTOMATIC WIRING TECHNIQUES  HIGH POWER TO SIZE RATIO
 HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERATION  HIGH FORWARD CONDUCTANCE
 HIGH RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY  RUGGEDISED CONSTRUCTION

Ferranti Miniaturized Circuit Diodes are designed for automatic wiring

techniques. These diodes, in addition to being run at maximum ratings for
forty-eight hours, are rigorously tested to satisfy the following conditions:

Vibration Grade I (Aero Engines)
Shock > SOO g.
Humidity Class HI
Temperature Range -70°C to + I35°C.

FERRANTI LTD 'GEM MILL 'CHADDERTON ' OLDHAM LANCS' Tel: MAIn 6661
LONDON OFFICE KERN HOUSE, 36, KINGSWAY, W.C.2. Telephone TEMple Bar 6666

FE 194
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PIN POINT SOLDERING
Transistors Printed Ciruits Miniaturized Equipment

vr.

"AS LIGHT AS A PEN"

MODEL VOLTAGE

C.240 2301240

C.220 220/230

C. I 25 1201130

C. I 15 1101120

C.50 48/52

A or B.6 6

A or B. I 2 12/13

A or B.24 22/26

A or B.28 26/28

,NTERCHANGEABLE SPARE BITS

E

3/32- 5/32-
24mm 40mm

14L/ 01 v4 m
_/

3/16' 3/16' Heavy
4.8 mm 48mm Duty

A1111X.E.X LIMITED
718 IDOL LANE LONDON E.C.3
Tel.: MANsion House 2716

SILVER
DISPERSIONS

AS
part of their service to the electronics

industry, Acheson Colloids Limited now
offer a range of 'dag's dispersions of silver for ap-
plications where high conductivity is essential.

Air-dried silver coatings can be used as
screening media, starters for the electro-
plating of plastics, as contact material, or as
conducting inks. Among other applications
for these Acheson products, the silvering of
ceramics and mica at relatively low
temperatures deserves special mention.

Here are two outstanding examples of their
use. First, a `dag' dispersion of silver was
adopted by the G.P.O. after a long series of
tests as a screening coating for the repeater
valves of the first transatlantic telephone cable.
Second, following two years of research and
testing by Acheson technicians working in
collaboration with a well known component
manufacturer, a special silver coating for
potentiometer low -end contacts was developed.
The Acheson dispersion has now been
adopted as a standard
material for this
purpose.

The Acheson Organ-
isation is backed by
fifty years' experience
in the development
and application of
colloidal dispersions.
If your interest is
in conducting coat-
ings, whether of
silver or graphite,
get in touch with
Acheson's first.

dog
dispersions

of

silver

'Registered trade mark of Acheson Industries (Europe) Ltd;
licensed user-Acheson Colloids Ltd.

Acheson Colloids

Subsidiary of Acheson Industries (Europe) Limited

P.O. BOX No 12  PRINCE ROCK
PLYMOUTH . DEVON

Also Acheson Collolden NN., Bcheemda (Gr) Netherlands
& Acheson Colloids Company, Port Huron, Michigan, U.S.A.
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V z//
.././

GENERAL

PURPOSE

Type
No. Title Size

Length
approx.

Price In
EMICASE

Price
without

EMICASE

88/3 3" dia. 175' - 7 6

99/3 3" dia. 250' - 9 6

88/3N
"Message"

31' dia. 175' - 7 6

9913N 31" dia. 250' - 9 6

88/6 }"Junior" 5" dia. 600' £1 3 6 £1 1 0

99/9 5" dia. 850' £1 10 6 £1 8 0

88/9
"Continental"

51" dia. 850' £1 10 6 £1 8 0

99/12 51" dia. 1200' £1 17 6 £1 15 0

-1 -"Standard"
7' dia. 1200' £1 17 6 £1 15 0

9889//11,2

7" dia. 1800' £2 12 6 £2 10 0

88/18 81" dia. 1750' - £2 17 6

99/24 }"Professional" 81" dia. 2400' - £3 12 6

Mximic a,se
now available separately !
the polystyrene container that solves tape
storage problems, protects spools from dust
and allows easy identification
of leader tapes.

7" - 4s. Od; 54" - 3s. 6d; 5" - 3s. 6d.

the magnetic recording

tape with the highest

technical standards

* High sensitivity

* Low noise level

* Low 'print through' factor

* Anti -static

* Freedom from curl

and stretch

EMI SALES & SERVICE
(Recording Materials Division)

HAYES  MIDDLESEX
Tel: SOUthall 2468

LTD

ESI R1411
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thoststotty
STEREO 44
VHF/MW RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

price 27 gns ....-1
Post this coupon or write for descriptive literature and details of Home I

Trial facilities, Hire Purchase Terms and Guarantee or call at our I

Holloway Showroom for full unhurried demonstration and professional
advice on your installation. Open 9-6 weekdays and 9-5 Saturdays. I

NAME WS4

ADDRESS

* STEREO and CONVENTIONAL
Whether you want stereo right away or prefer to continue with
ordinary single channel listening and turn to stereo later.

* COMPACT
Two independent amplifiers giving 8 watts high fidelity output,
VHF and medium wave tuners on a chassis only 12in x 8in x Tin
high.

* EASY TO FIT
Easy to fit into a cabinet or mount simply on a shelf. A ready -
cut panel and satin -brass dial surround are available.

* FULL INSTRUCTIONS
The fullest instructions are provided with every chassis and these
assume that the user has no electrical knowledge whatsoever.

BEST VALUE EVER
By which we mean, quite literally, higher quality, better design
and more facilities at less cost.

TAPE FACILITIES
Connections provided for tape recording and playback, both
stereo and single channel. You may listen at any level whilst
recording or record quite silently.

Other models in our range of radiogram chassis

STEREO -TWELVE 36 GNS
12 watts high fidelity output. VHF, medium and long bands; ferrite
aerial and AFC; separate ganged tone controls; balance control; tape
recording and playback facilities.

JUBILEE 28 aNS
A high grade Monaural chassis; 6 watts high fidelity output; VHF,
medium and long bands; ferrite aerial and AFC; separate tone controls;
tape recording and playback facilities.

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO.LTD.1 WARLTERS ROAD, LONDON N.7. Tel: NORth 3213
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MINIATURE

POTENTIOMETERS

AND ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

../16

Sole Manufacturers and Exporters:

ARDENTE ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES LTD.
842 MINERVA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, NWIO Telephone: ELGar 3923

Suppliers of components and hearing aids to the Government and manufacturers all over the world.
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Three NEW ...

3.5 - millimicrosecond risetime.
Type 581.
A new laboratory oscilloscope with many of the
capabilities needed in the current rapid advancement
of the electronic art. Its 3.5 -ma sec risetime,
0.1-v/cm sensitivity and 0.01-4sec/cm sweeptime
are features for modern high-speed pulse applications.
A new series of Tektronix plug-in preamplifiers
promises outstanding signal -handling versatility for
an oscilloscope with a vertical passband of dc to
approximately 100 mc.

Type 585.
Having the identical general specifications as Type
581, the 585 has second time base generator. This
acts as a sweep delay generator, providing a wide
range of calibrated sweep delay, continuously variable

over the range of 1 µ sec to 10 sec. Colour -correlated
controls eliminate confusion, making this new high
performance oscilloscope easy to operate.

Full details from :

OSCILLOSCOPES

When top performance oscilloscopes are required,

the range of Tektronix instruments can satisfy
the most rigorous demands. Livingston Labora-
tories are the sole representatives in Great Britain
of Tektronix Inc.

NEW DC to 30 MC

Dual - Beam Oscilloscope

Type 555.

Two electron beams, each
with its own X and Y
deflection systems, help
make
versatile dual -beam oscillo-

scope. Either of the two
time -base generators in

the Type 555 can deflect
either beam for dual and
single displays, and either
can deflect both beams

for a dual display on the
same time base. Time -

base units are the plug-in
type to facilitate instrument maintenance and the sweep
speed is variable between 0.02 4sec/cm and 12 sec/cm.
This new oscilloscope will accept the standard range of
plug-in pre -amplifiers.

111111MIIMUM111
ifill115174111111111=
rillERIPAILIIIPPIPM
EFAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
11.11111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111.1111111111111

Same signal displayed
simultaneously on slow
sweep (upper beam) and
fast sweep (lower beam)
shows both coarse and fine
structure of waveform. De-
lay range -0.5 u sec. to
50 secs.

LIVINGSTON LABORATORIES LTD.
RETCAR STREET, LONDON, N. I 9.
Telephone : ARChway 6251.
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THE CAPRIOL SPEAKER ENCLOSURE
was designed in conjunction with Goodman's Industries
Ltd., for use with their 12in. speaker systems and
Acoustical Resistance Unit. Additional cut-outs
(blanked over until required) are provided for the Midax
and Trebax speakers. In conjunction with the above, a
flat frequency response from 30 cs to 16 kcs can be
obtained.
The Enclosure is constructed of solid fin. blockboard, is
lined throughout, plus two hanging curtains of damping
material, and is therefore wholly free of boom or
resonance. For those who wish to save space it can be
used in the upright position, having been veneered and
polished on the underside.
PRICE £13.19.0 (Cabinet only)
6in. legs for use in upright position as illustrated, right
25/-. 12in. legs (horizontal position) 35/-.

THE CAPRIOL RECORD CABINET (above, centre)
will hold 300 records with space for
an additional 100 x 7in. E.P.s.
PRICE £10.19.0

With the
CAPRIOL range
OF HI-FI FURNITURE
. . . YOUR HI-FI EQUIPMENT
CAN LOOK AS GOOD AS IT

 SOUNDS.

THE CAPRIOL EQUIPMENT
CABINET

will accommodate every kind of turntable
(auto -change or transcription) plus a

radio tuner, plus amplifier and pre -amp.

All the above can be housed under the lid.
PRICE £12.19.0

DIMENSIONS: Each cabinet measures
30in. wide, 17in. deep, 16in. high (plus
12in. legs).

Write today for details of full range of Hi-Fi Furniture
to Dept WW99. We shall be pleased to advise you of your
local stockist if you indicate your nearest main shopping centre.

HOUSING Brook Road, London N.22
Bowes Park 7487/8

#EW TYPE

Small illustration features
insulator actual size.

* it's reliable if it's made by
Jackson

STAND-OFF INSULATORS

CKSONRaZo
(LONDON) ley LTD

There are already some 25 different types now
available and these two new additions have

many interesting features-namely Type " J,"
length 19/32 inch, and " J -S," length 15/32 inch.

These give the same performance as
type " C." but have a smaller height
and lower price.

The vee-shaped top terminal permits

very rapid heating and rapid connec-

tion for two or more wires which
may be simply laid in the groove,
or clenched before soldering.

REGISTERED DESIGN PATENT PENDING

PRECISION BUILT COMPONENTS
KINGSWAY-WADDON, SURREY.
Phone: Croydon 2754-5. 'Grams: Walfico, Souphone, London.

RECORD
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with this TRANSISTORIZED

TIME & FREQUENCY

MEASURING EQUIPMENT

Type TSA 53

 Frequency measurement up to 100 kcis.

 Period measurement from 0.0001 cis to 10 kc/s.

 Time measurement of any event from 1/10,000th
of a second to 11 days.

 Random pulse counting up to 100 K.p.p.s.

 Self -checking on the six output frequencies.

 Facility for printer operation.

 Variable display time, to 5 seconds or infinite.

ENNER

 0.1 second, 1 second and 10 seconds sampling
times.

 No relays employed.

 Automatic decimal point.

 Automatic unit selection.

 Power Supply : 200/250V A.C. 50 c/s, or
12V D.C. as selected by switch at the back of
the instrument.

Electronics
VENNER ELECTRONICS LIMITED Kingston By -Pass, New Malden, Surrey.

Telephone: MALden 2442 A member of the Venner Group of Companies.
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Makers of High Voltage Test I

Sets and other Electronic Equip- 1

ment for H.M. Government.

HETERODYNE FREQUENCY
METERS

BRITISH MANUFACTURED
Designed and built to rigid services specifications.

TYPE T75
Frequency Range: 85 to 1,000 megacycles.
TYPE T74.
Frequency range: 20 to 250 megacycles.
Frequency calibration accuracy: .002% at 25°C. (or .01% be-
tween -.10°C. to -1-70°C.1.
Crystal -controlled, portable heterodyne -type Frequency Meters used
for Field testing and measurement of pulsed, modulated, or C.W.R.F.
transmitters, receivers and signal -generators.
Mains Operated Power Unit available as optional extra and designed
to fit into the battery compartment.
Reconditioned and calibration -checked B.C.221 Frequency Meters,
range 125 Kc/s to 20 Mc's, still available.
Provisional specifications on a new wide -range, very high
accuracy Frequency Meter and also an instrument covering the
range 100 Kc/s ,o 1,000 Mc/s (higher under favourable condi-
tions) available on request.

Sole Manufacturers

A

TELEMAX.
INSTRUMENT

Complete Specifications on application to:-

TELEMECHANICS LTD
(Instrument Division Dept. W.W.8)

SHORE ROAD, HYTHE, SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND.
Telephone: Hythe, Hants 3376 Cables: `Telesee, Hythe, Southampton.

Agents: Some overseas territories still available.

IK.Pr VA POCK
Our wide range of capacitors, incorporating all the latest

developments, are described fully in these new leaflets ...

SEND NOW for COPIES
DALY has succeeded in maintaining full capacity

values and working voltages in more compact
designs, specially suited to ultra modern

equipment

PHOTO -FLASH EQUIPMENT DEAF AIDS

PRIVATE TELEPHONE INSTALLATIONS
AMPLIFIERS  D.C. POWER UNITS

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
MAGNETISATION

EQUIPMENT
TEST GEAR

DALY
ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS
Condenser Specialists for over 20 years.

DALY (Condensers) LTD., WEST LODGE WORKS,
THE GREEN, EALING, LONDON, W.5. Phone: Ealing 3127-8-9. Cables: Dalcyon, London
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FOR THE NAVY . . .

Flight Deck Communications Equipment as

used by the Royal Navy provides for the clear
transmission of commands during jet flying
operations from Aircraft Carriers.

FOR THE AIR FORCE . . .

Multichannel Automatic Recording System as
used by the Royal Air Force provides a com-
prehensive automatic communications log for
Air Traffic Control.

FOR THE ARMY . . .

Military Wireless Set C.I3 the newest HF set
for the British Army, guaranteed long-range
mobile field communications.

FOR CIVIL DEFENCE . . .

V.H.F. multichannel mobile and fixed radio
telephone equipment, as used by the British
Home Office, gives flexible communications
for operational use.

FOR INDUSTRY . . .

A complete range of V.H.F. equipment, from
lightweight packsets to 50 watt Fixed Stations,
for industrial communications at home and
overseas.

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD.
Second Way, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley, England

Telephone: Wembley, 1212 Telegrams: BEECEECEE
Wembley
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They know...
that British products are

the finest in the world and

when it comes to record

playing equipment Garrard,

without a doubt, is the

soundest name in Sound

Reproduction.

For forty years the finest record

playing equipment in the world.

THE GARRARD ENGINEERING
AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

SWINDON WILTSHIRE
elp

Stereophonic

BOWL
UNIT

Model S23

When a second High Fidelity Loudspeaker
System is being planned for Stereophonic
Reproduction, this unit overcomes the
major obstacles encountered ; space avail-
able - cost - performance to match a good
existing system. Model S23 is so compact
that no problem exists in siting it in the
optimum position in any room. Full use
is made of the existing loudspeaker system,
which carries both channels below 300
cycles per second, and one channel above
300 cycles per second. The other channel
above 300 cycles per second is handled by
the S.23 Unit. If two S.23 Units are used,
then the existing system need only perform
well in the bass register, as it will simply
be called on to reproduce the combined
signals below 300 cycles per second. A
separate filter unit is produced to perform
the necessary frequency mixing isolation,
and division, and will accept either one or
two S.23 Units.

FreeThe NEW EDITION of
Goodmans High Fidelity
Loudspeaker Manual con-
tains details and speci-

fications of all Goodmans High Fidelity
products, together with detailed information
on choosing a loudspeaker, the design and
construction of enclosures, stereophonic
systems, stage built multiple unit loud-
speaker systems, etc., etc., fully illustrated.

Clo CO 13 1ST.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex
Tel.: WEMbley 1200 (8 lines) Grams: Gaadaziom, Wembley, England

Europe's largest manufacturers and the

World's largest exporters of High Fidelity Equipment
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zener diodes
voltage
stabilisation
down to
exceptionally
low currents

5% Tolerance Range
OAZ200
OAZ201
OAZ202
OAZ203
OAZ204
OAZ205
OAZ206
OAZ207

15% Tolerance Range
OAZ208
OAZ209
OAZ210
OAZ211
OAZ212
OAZ213

IC 0

90

80

70

60

50

40

300

VOLTAGE

Nominal Min. Max.

4.7 4.4 5.0
5.1 4.8 5.4
5.6 5.3 6.0
6.2 5.8 6.6
6.8 6.4 7.2
7.5 7.1 7.9
8.2 7.7 8.7
9.1 8.6 9.6

4.2 3.3 5.0

5.1 4.4 6.0

6.2 5.3 7.2

7.5 6.4 8.7

9.1 7.7 10.6

12.2 9.4 15

Voltage stabilisation down to ex-
ceptionally low currents is provided
by Mullard Zener Diodes. This feature
is particularly marked in the higher
voltage types where stabilisation is
provided at currents as low as one
milliamp. In all types the dynamic
impedance is low and the zener
characteristic is very sharp.
Two ranges of these diodes are avail-
able. One with approximately ± 5%
tolerance voltages, and the other
with approximately ± 15% tolerance
voltages. In both ranges the change of
zener voltage with temperature is
only very small, and the operating
temperature is from -55 to +150°C.
Write on your company notepaper
for complete data.

0A2207

OAZ206

30 40

MULLARD LIMITED SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

MULLARD HOUSE TORRINGTON PLACE LONDON WCI

TELEPHONE: LANGHAM 6633

OAZ205

OAZ204
---1

OAZ203
OAZ202
OAZ2OI

S

L

C

0

N

rd
semiconductor

division

1,1r MIS zoit
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TAYLOR PANEL METERS ?

BECAUSE OF THESE
OUTSTANDING FEATURES :-
* Centre Pole Movements with high torque

to weight ratio.
* Very high sensitivity (commencing from 5

microamps).
* Inherent Magnetic Shielding.
* Extreme robustness and rigidity.
* Stick free operation.
* Permanent method of dry balancing.
* Exceptional coil clearance-trouble free gap.
* Proven reliability.

Taylor Centre Pole Meters can be supplied with scale
lengths from 2in.-5in. in round or rectangular
cases.

Competitive prices : Prompt delivery for prototypes.
Write for full details and free catalogue to :

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks. Telephone Slough 21381

utters CERAMICS

FOR INDUSTRY

High quality material and dimen-
sional precision are attributes of
Bullers die -pressed products.
Prompt delivery at competitive
prices.

We specialise in the manufacture of-PORCELAIN FREQUELEX
for general insulation for high -frequency insulation

REFRACTORIES PERMALEX & TEMPLEX
for high -temperature insulation for capacitors

BULLERS LIMITED
MILTON  STOKE-ON-TRENT  STAFFS

Phone: Stoke-on-Trent 54321 (5 lines)  Telegrams & Cables: Bullers, Stoke-on-Trent
Ironworks: TIPTON, STAFFS London Office: 6 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL, E.C.4

Phone: Tipton 1691 Phone MANsion House 9971
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The

sound engineer

has the world

to choose from-

but he selects

SCOTCH magnetic tape

For highest quality reproduction, the B.B.C. and
recording companies use 'SCOTCH' brand.
WHY? Because 'SCOTCH' brand magnetic tape

the expertgives the quality of reproduction
sound engineer needs and
demands. The exclusive sili-
cone 'dry lubrication' mini-
mises wear on magnetic heads,
and the tape keeps its high
quality for years and years.

200 DOUBLE -PLAY
`SCOTCH' brand 200 Double -Play tape is the
latest addition to the wide range of magnetic
tapes produced by 3M for the perfectionist.

It has a tensilized polyester
base the thinness of which
allows double the length on
a standard spool. Pre -stretched
tensilized polyester is extra
strong.

WHENEVER YOU BUY TAPE BE SURE THAT YOU GET 'SCOTCH' BRAND

Ask for SCOTCH magnetic tape
5,0opuer 0.

1111::116.°estAx.-
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD al HOUSE WIGMORE ST LONDON W1 AND AT BIRMINGHAM MANCHESTER  GLASGOW

75
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VIBRATION TEST LABORATORY
- -

W /RYAN

W. BRYAN SAVAMINI ITE D

--Afithrators
.__ and ancillary equipment
a

Al! E=_. I. 3,000 lb. thrust vibrator (Type VI001)----=

-7----- en quiries E- with 10 kW drive amplifier. (Type 10K)
----- should be sent to a including automatic frequency sweep
= Vibration Test Dept------=- control (Type SF0.1).

--- 2. 800 lb. thrust vibrator (Type VI000B)
---=-. with 2kW drive amplifier.
--_ --=---S -..----

3. 550 lb. thrust vibrator (Type VI000)
with 1kW drive amplifier.

4. 250 lb. thrust vibrator (Type V999)
with 500 -watt drive amplifier.

1

W. Bryan Savage announce the opening

in one of their London actories of a

Vibration Test Laboratory manned by

experienced Vibration Engineers. The

laboratory can accept Vibration work

for customers who are unable to carry

out their own tests, due either to heavy

commitments or equipment not being

available.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD
17, Stratton Street, London, W.1 Telephone: GROsvenor 1926

oaS959WW

new! P.O. TYPE 3000 RELAY WITH

MAGNETIC LATCHING

This latest addition to our big range is electro-

Prototypes within 24 hours. Bulk deliveries commencing in 3-4
weeks

Send for full details to

SMMONDS
Contractors to the Admiralty, Post Office, U.K.A.E. A. and British Railways Executive

L. E. SIMMONDS LTD., BYRON RD., HARROW. MDDX. TEL: HARROW 779719. TELEGRAMS: SIMRELAY HARROW
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reostitoJ (A) Adow-tragAhrfax

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES OF SURFACE
BARRIER TRANSISTORS

The Semiconductors Limited Swindon factory-the
most advanced transistor factory in the world-has
been operating planned automatic production for
nearly a year. Many times faster than conventional
production methods, this achievement eliminates

delivery problems
for Surface Barrier
transistors !

For immediate assistance on your
transistor queries telephone Semi-
conductors' Applications Laboratory
-SWINDON 6421/4

attli gol/II* i000
Equipment designers on high-frequency/high-speed
switching applications can go ahead confidently
with development and can plan production knowing
that from now on they may expect-as a matter of
course-immediate delivery of all types, in any
quantity up to 5,000 off. Planned automatic production
by Semiconductors Limited means more and cheaper
transistors-now.

4emicenductoro limited
CHENEY MANOR SWINDON WILTS TEL: SWINDON 6421
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Facts on the
*kV -
Service

SPECIALISTS IN
TIME BASE COMPONENTS
Direct TV Replacements do not just supply Time
Base Components, but manufacture and design Time
Base Transformers. Improvements introduced by
Direct TV Replacements have in some cases resulted
in set makers advising customers to purchase from
our company or in the set maker using our Trans-
formers.

CONTINUITY OF SUPPLIES
Direct TV Replacements, with their intimate know-
ledge of the trade and working in very close co-operation
with the majority of set manufacturers, are very often
able to foresee if there is likely to be a shortage of any
particular Time Base Component, and they quickly
make arrangements, in order to maintain continuity
of supplies.

The largest stock of T.V. Components
Just ring in Great Britain
TIDeway 6666 TIDeway 6668

10 a.m.-5.30 0.m.) (5 30 p.m. -9 a.m.)

ROUND THE CLOCK AND
ROUND THE YEAR SERVICE
Direct TV Replacements were the first television com-
ponent company to provide dealers with an Ipsophone
automatic telephone answering service. If an engineer
is working on a job late in the evening, he can telephone
TIDeway 6668 and place orders for any television com-
ponents, valves or cathode ray tubes that he may require.
While most set manufacturers are dosed for holidays,
Direct TV Replacements, by means of staggered holidays,
maintain an excellent round -the -year service. Orders
placed before 3 p.m. are despatched on the same day.
UP TO DATE METHODS
It is only by employing the most modern techniques
in office procedure that Direct TV Replacements can
maintain an efficient service on well over 6,000 different
components. By means of a micro filmer, any order
can be very rapidly traced and queries immediately
settled.

SAVING TIME AND MONEY
Direct TV Replacements save the expense of sending
a number of orders to various manufacturers and then
very often finding that they are no longer producing the
component. You will save money by ordering ALL
YOUR TV COMPONENTS FROM D.T.V.

138 LEWISHAM WAY, NEW CROSS, S.E.I4
Telephone: TiDeway 6666 Ipsophone: TlDeway 6668

Another CHANNEL
MINIATURE INSTRUMENT

11

TYPE 41

Dimensions only 41- x 3i'

TYpE 41
6o

"'""EioL'EWA9'1,.."ZZIOR'Es

LTD

TRANSISTORIZED RESISTANCE -CAPACITY BRIDGE

NET PRICE £5.10.0 POST PAID
BATTERY 3/3 EXTRA CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D.
* Magic Eye Null Indicator
* Resistance Ranges 512 to 20 Mil
* Capacity Ranges 5 pp.F to 20 tiF
* Sharp Positive Null Indications
* Calibrated Power Factor Check
* Fits your Pocket. Completely portable.
* TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED

Write for descriptive leaflet, or order today from-
CHANNEL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.

INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
DUNSTAN ROAD BURNHAM-ON-SEA SOMERSET Phone 3167

25 -watt High -

Fidelity Ampli-
fiers by world-
famous manu-
facturers listed
at 28 gns.
Special Offer:-

Apt) In sealed cartons
z" at 15 gns. each

-with guarantee
and instruction
book, carriage
5/- extra.

Suitable for use with all types of stereo and monaural
pre -amps. Brief specification-flat frequency response
from 2 to 160,000 kc/s per sec. Distortion less than .1 at
IS watts, less than .3 at 25 watts. Gramophone test
report on application. Pamphonic 1004 Hi-Fi 10 -watt
shelf -mounting amplifiers. Listed at 25 gns. Offered at
15 gns.

SEND FOR
400 EDGWARE RDFREE LISTS .'

ENQUIRIES

TRADE

H.P. TERMS PADDINGTON 5521 INVITED
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'DRIFT'
2N640

RF
AMP.

'DRIFT'
2N642
CONY

TRANSISTORS

2N301
POWER

AMP.

RCA " Drift " transistors are designed and controlled specifically
for operation in car radio receivers for the frequency range 535 Kc
to 1640 Kc.

RCA "Drift" transistors feature low feedback capacitance, controlled

power gain characteristics to ensure unit -to -unit interchangeability

and excellent stability. In addition, close manufacturing controls
of the small -signal parameters make them especially desirable for use

in quantity -produced car radios.

Not only do RCA " Drift " transistors make all -transistor car radios
immediately possible but economically practicable. Manufacturing

costs compare favourably with those of conventional hybrid receiver

designs.

-

Typical CURRENT GAIN
Measured at 1 Kc
(Beta)

Useful POWER GAIN
DC Collector -to -Emitter Volts = -12

Maximum
Collector
Current

DC
Cutoff

(leg.)
Signal
Frequency
Kc

DC
Collector
Mg

Power
Gain
db

DC Col -
lector -to-
Base Volts

1coo

Ma
RCA
TYPE

DC Collector
Mo

Current
Gain

2N640
2N641
2N642
2N591
2N301

-1
-1
-I
-2
-1000

60
60
60
70
70A

1500
262.5
1000
1

0.4

-I
-1
-0.6
-2
-1800

28
41
400
Al
33

-12
-12
-12
-1
-0.5

-5
-7
-7
-7
-100

Conversion Power Gain. Peak value. Zero -Signal DC Collector Mo.-900. DC Current Gain.

Illustrated is an experimental
all -transistor car radio using
5 transistors. The three RCA
"Drift " units described here
together with an RCA 2N591
driver amplifier and an RCA/
2N301 class A power amplifier
produce 1 watt audio output
for a 2-microvo't RF-signal
input. Maximum power out-
put 4 watts with under 10%
distortion.

For technical data write to :
RCA GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED, Engineering Products Sales Department, W.W.I.

Lincoln Way, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex. Tel : Sunbury on Thames 3101.
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STEREO SOUND
SUPREME BY

Commissellr
THE RESULT OF FOUR
YEARS' PROGRESSIVE
DEVELOPMENT

THE STEREO
PICKUP

for playing 45/45 records.
Miniature ceramic type with
replaceable diamond stylus.
Constant velocity output ap-
proximately 20mV from each
channel. Frequency range 20 to
16,000 cycles. Channel separa-
tion 20/25 dbs.
(Complete as illus.) £9 plus £314/1

P.T.
Head only £51101- plus £1/19/2 P.T.
Arm only £3/10/- plus £1/4/11 P.T.

STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER
AND PRE -AMPLIFIER

Twin channel amplifier and pre -amplifier
for reproducing monaural and stereophonic
sound from disc, radio and compensated
tape.
Ultra linear push/pull output giving 7.5
watts peak from each channel.

Amplifier £24 . 10 . 0
Pre -amp. £16 . 10 . 0

VARIABLE 3 SPEED MOTOR
TYPE B
Operates at 33k, 45 and 78 r.p.m. Non-
ferrous turntable. Built-in large stroboscope
with internal light source. Precision
ground and lapped spindles. Adjustable
nylon graphite bearings. Synchronous
motor.

£20 . 10 . 0
Plus £7/6/1 P.T.

Send for descriptive
leaflets

A. R. SUDDEN & Co.
(Engineers) Ltd.

Market Street, Brighouse, Yorks. Telephone 2142

high
performance
dual
impedance
the

ribbon microphone

designed and manufactured in England

A worthy link in the chain between live sound and
perfect recording, the Cadenza ribbon microphone
has been designed to give performance of the level
of studio equipment, while remaining in the
medium price range.
It can be used as either a low or high impedance
microphone to suit any type of equipment and to
give almost unlimited cable length without
line transformers.
The entirely new arrangement of ribbon and
magnet gives an output which is flat to within
close limits over the wide range from 50 c.p.s. to
12,000 c.p.s. This enables the user to record the full
gamut of symphony orchestra, cathedral organ,
or the strong rhythmic bass and percussive
highlights which add so much to the drive of jazz-
even the solo piano, normally the most difficult
instrument, is faithfully reproduced.

Microphone with dual
impedance head in
presentation case, 83 gns,

Microphone (dual
impedance head) and
tripod desk stand,
with 11 ft. of cable. 10 gns.

Send now for illustrated folder (FC9, or ask your radio dealer

Simon Sound Service Ltd
46-50 George Street, London W1 WELbeck 2371

TA 1994
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"WHERE DO

CAPACITORS COME FROM?"

There's an easy answer to that one-without going into the

gooseberry bush routine! For when it comes to the Facts

of Capacitor Life, they are simple. All that's newest in capacitors

comes from S.T.C. And just in case this little egghead

wants proof of the point, we've listed our current range of

capacitors below.

COMPONENTS

GROUP

STANTELAC CAPACITORS

STANTELUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

MINIATURE STANTELUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

STANTELISED METALLISED PAPER CAPACITORS

AIRCRAFT AND MARINE SUPPRESSORS

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

CAPACITOR DIVISION: SALES DEPARTMENT FOOTSCRAY SIDCUP KENT
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Perfection

ErvE)

A member

XR9 Indirectly heated subminiature
H.E. Double Triode
The XR9 is ideal for use in the most modern hard valve
computers and similar circuits where the small size and
inherent reliability of subminiature valves are essential.
It is suitable for similar circuit applications to those of
the well-known 12AT7 and 12AU7 and operates under
similar conditions.

in miniature
Heater
Ratings ..
Anode voltage
Anode current ..
Mutual conductance
Amplification factor

Ilium
of A.T. & E Group

6.3V at 0.3A
(each half)

INV
8.5mA

5 mA/V
.. 20

STONEFIELD WAY
SOUTH RUISLIP MIDDLESEX
Phone : Ruislip 3366

20

810

i I/I I irECMNW 'I PPP'.
0 50 100 150 200

ANODE VOLTS
250 )00

VIS

SWITCHES & SIGNAL LAMPS

T.225: Miniature Slide Switch
Ideal T.V. mains switch

S.L.I66: Very small low cost
mains neon indicator

T.280: Sensitive Snap Action Switch
Popular switch for tape recorders

T.626: Double pole 3 -AMP switch
with tags to fit printed circuit boards

Samples to manufacturers
For design purposes
AT ONCE-WITHOUT CHARGE

CENTRAL AVENUE, WEST MOLESEY, SURREY. Tel.: MOLESEY 4336

T.225

ARCOLECTRICSWITCHES  LTD
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SILICON
VOLTAGE -REFERENCE

DIODES

 Low slope resistance
typical value less than 2 ohms

 Tight control of slope resistance spread
to within ± 3 ohms of typical

 Close tolerance Temperature Coefficient Curves
 Comprehensive Voltage Range
 Excellent High Temperature Performance

upper limit in excess of 200°C

 High Stability
 Fully Tropical Construction

TYPE VR35-B VR425-B VR475-B VR525A-B VR525B-B VR575A-B

Voltage Range 2.9-4.1 3.9-4.6 4.4-5.1 4.9-5.6 4.9-5-6 5.4-6.1

Slope Resistance
at 25°C Max. Limit 20 ohms 19 ohms 18 ohms 17 ohms 12 ohms 10 ohms

Slope Resistance
at 25°C Min. Limit 15 ohms 14 ohms 12 ohms 12 ohms 6 ohms 5 ohms

TYPE VR575B-B VR625-B VR7-B VR8-B VR9-B VR1O-B

Voltage Range 5.4-6.1 5.9-6.6 6-4-7.6 7.4-8.6 8.4-9.6 9-4-10.6

Slope Resistance
at 25°C Max. Limit 5 ohms 4 ohms 4 ohms 4 ohms 4 ohms 5 ohms

Slope Resistance
at 25°C Min. Limit 0 o o o 0 o

ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
ELECTRONIC APPARATUS DIVISION LINCOLN. ENGLAND

A5449
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By
popular
request

BRADMATIC
PRODUCTIONS

LIMITED

Due to the continually increasing popularity of the
" Simplex " range of Record/Playback and Erase Heads throughout
the world we have done a little re -organising in order to meet
the ever rising demands for our products.
The results of our re -organisation will be evident in the speed
and efficiency with which your demands will now be met.

The popularity of these Heads is undoubtedly due to their
excellent frequency response, their extreme adaptability, due to their
unique construction, which enables them to be produced in
a wide range of impedances to meet all possible requirements,
and their competitive price.

124/126 ALBERT ROAD, HANDSWORTH, BIRMINGHAM, 21.

Telephone : NORthern 8091

eve aie atfOglit Calif:CC W04
A FULL RANGE OF EQUIPMENT FOR

CONNOXIII AERIAL MIENS

EEO

EEE

FROM A SINGLE BLOCK OF FLATS . . . . TO A COMPLETE TOWN

Teleng experience is at your Service in planning TV/FM Relay Systems to meet ALL situations.
Teleng equipment-from a single unit to a complete installation-is available for systems
giving extensibility in any number of channels and area coverage.

Write, sending us your problems and ask for lists:
"W.T." series for urban area coverage. " U " series for concise estates of houses or flats

TELEFUSION ENGINEERING LTD.
" TELE N G WORKS," CHURCH ROAD, HAROLD WOOD, RO M FO RD, ESSEX

Tel.: Ingrebourne 42901
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The L.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR . .

Type SG.81.
Five features of this

outstanding instrument
1 . Wide frequency range

15 c/s. to 200 /eels.
2 . Output impedance

600 ohms balanced
600 ohms unbalanced
300 ohms unbalanced

Attenuator-balanced or unbal-
anced-range 70 dB in one dB
steps

Maximum output
1 watt into 600 ohms

5 . . . Output calibrated in
volts and dB

in brief
Audio Signal Generation,

at its best!

NET PRICE IN U.K.

£85
The " Advance " type SG.81 is a wide range, low frequency,
Signal Generator incorporating an excellent attenuator that can
be used in the balanced or unbalanced condition and provides
outstanding facilities to the audio engineer.

We should be pleased to send a copy of our Leaflet W52 to you,
or arrange a personal demonstration, at your request.

eivante COMPONENTS LIMITED

INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 11111111111=

ROEBUCK ROAD  HAINAULT  ILFORD  ESSEX TELEPHONE : HAINAULT 4444 GD.76
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(LEVELL PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS
TRANSISTOR TESTER

A.C. MILLIVOLTMETER
TYPE TM2A

Measures 50tiV to 500V on 12 ranges. Response
± 0.1dB from 30 cis to 30 kc/s. High input
impedance. Output for C.R.O. Gain up to
80 dB available with 2 V. output. Low noise
level. Low microphony. No hum.

Price with batteries: E36 .0. 0

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD.
HIGH ST., EDGWARE, MIDDX. EDGware 5708

TYPE TM5

Measures the current gains of PNP and
NPN transistors, the values of resist-
ances, and the leakage currents of diodes,
transistors and low voltage electrolytic
condensers.

Collector Current Ranges: 0.5, 5, 50,
SOO m A.

Current Gain Ranges: 100, 250, 500.
Resistance Ranges: 0-501(12, 0-500KO.

Price with batteries £17.0.0

, Ittpias,zp* 4,1.01,41"

V tv use ,s .4. s OkIt ,1,4
-.V. V r

) 1

Wide range and variety of CERAMIC TRIMMERS

High stability in most
exacting conditions.

Are being increasingly incorporated
in electronic equipment owing to
their VERY COMPETITIVE prices,
HIGH QUALITY and RELIABILITY.

Samples and Catalogues available on
request.

STEATITE INSULATIONS

LTD.

31, George Street, Lozells,
Birmingham 19.

Telephone: NORthern 8357/8.
Telegraphic address: "Steatite-B'ham, 19".
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For information on other microwave
components including circulators,

co -axial mixers, switches, folded tees, etc.,
write to the address below.

Isolation

at

Microwaves
L324 X -band isolator

This isolator is a ferrite loaded waveguide
component with unidirectional characteristics
designed to isolate an X -band microwave
source from reflections caused by mismatch.
It is a versatile component suitable for
incorporation in equipment or for use as a
laboratory aid. It is tunable
for peak performance over X -band.

p

TYPICAL GRAPH OF VARIABLE ISOLATOR.

FREQUENCY IN Mc/s. p
AO

A PRODUCT OF

MULLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED MULLARD HOUSE  TORRINGTON PLACE
A COMPANY OF THE MULLARD GROUP

ME63B.

LONDON  W.C.1  TELEPHONE: LANgham 6633
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44#441 work, bat

there are relays and relays !
Why try improvising when we can supply relays
adapted for A.C. operations-Mercury Switch
Control-Multiple Contacts-Special Control De-
vices-Electrical or Mechanical Latching-Micro-
Switch operation-Photo-Electric or Transistor
Controlled Switching, or combinations of above.
Typical uses-Batch counting, Computors, Tele-
communications, Safety Equipment, Slave Relays,
Liquid control, Sequence operations, Electronic
and Machinery operation, Smoke abatement,
Nucleonic instruments.

We make all types of relay

Enquiries to Production Manager

And our Research Depart-
ment deals with your
prototype requirements
immediately.

THE KEYSWITCH CO.
2, Irongate Wharf Road, Praed Street, London, W.2

Tel: PADdington 2231.

Contractors to Home and Overseas Governments and H.M. Crown Agents

MAXI -Q HOME CONSTRUCTORvJ
CHASSIS SERVICE

Our chassis are made with new 16 s.w.g. heavy-duty
bright aluminium. Front panels in 19 s.w.g. steel
with attractive hammered gold finish and clearly
marked with neat control positions; all finishes and
construction are made to enable constructors to
match one unit with another.

MULLARD CHASSIS
" 5-10 " Amplifier Chassis, base, screen

and screws 19 6

" 5-10 " Slim Line Chassis, without control
positions, complete with base and screws 19 6

Complete Metalwork for the 5-10 T.C.C
printed circuit 15 0

Type " A " Pre -Amplifier Chassis and
front panel (unprinted) 8 6

Type " B " Pre -Amplifier Chassis and
front panel (unprinted) 12 6

2 Valve Pre -Amplifier Chassis complete
with printed, hammered gold finished
front panel and screws 16 6

3 Valve Pre -Amplifier Chassis, complete
with printed. hammered gold finished front
panel and screws 19 6

3 Valve, 3 Watt Hi-Fi Amplifier Chassis 10 6

20 Watt Amplifier Chassis, base, trans-
former covers, transformer adaptation plate
and screws 68 6

20 Watt Pre -Amplifier Chassis 25 0
Mullard Tape Recorder, type " A " amplifier

chassis 31 6

Mullard Tape Recorder, type " B " amplifier
chassis 31 6

Mullard Tape Recorder, type " C " and
new type " C " amplifier chassis 32 6

Mullard Tape Recorder, power pack chassis 11 6

7 Watt Stereophonic Amplifier Chassis,
printed front panel and screws 24 6

3 Valve Stereophonic Amplifier Chassis
and printed front panel 22 0

Stereophonic Pre -Amplifier Chassis, printed
front panel and screws 24 6

Mullard 7 Watt D.C./A.C. Amplifier Chas-
sis with Paxolin and bracket 20 0

Note: Transformer holes are not drilled in the above
chassis excepting for the 20 -watt amplifier.

MULLARD FRONT PANELS
Type " C " Tape Pre -Amp. with EM81

escutcheon cut-out, II+ x 41in 8 0
" 5-10 " Amplifier, 15 x Sin. 7 6
Type " A " Pre -Amplifier, 44 x 2fin 2 6
Type " B " Pre -Amplifier, 101 x 24in 3 6

WF1388 push pull bias and erase Tape Deck
Oscillator Coil for the Mullard type " C "
Tape Pre -Amplifier 29 6

Treble lift Inductor for the Mullard type " C "
Tape Pre -Amplifier 22 6

GENERAL CATALOGUE covering full range of
components, send 1/4 in stamps or P.O. PLEASE
SEND S.A.E. WITH ALL OTHER ENQUIRIES.

DENCO (CLACTON) LTD.

(Dept. W.W.), 357/9 Old Road,

Clacton -on -Sea, Essex
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TRANSMITTER

0 -
AERIAL

TRANSMITTER

0° HYBRID

WIRELESS WORLD

SWITCH

AERIAL

180° HYBRID

SWITCH

(a)

Hybrid
Junctions

SWITCH

90° HYBRID

89

RECEIVERp

Xg
4 SWITCH

(b)

The August issue of Electronic & Radio Engineer contains an
article dealing with the frequency characteristics of hybrid
junctions when used as phase dividers and duplexers. It is
shown that most well -matched hybrid junctions have wide -
band characteristics, but that a hybrid ring becomes narrow -
band unless a quarter -wave matching section is inserted in a
particular arm.

Original articles by leading authorities are a
prominent feature of ELECTRONIC & RADIO
ENGINEER. Regular readership will keep you
in constant touch with progress in the entire
field of electronics, radio and television.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

180° HYBRID

LOAD

RECEIVER--O

ARTICLES

IN THE SEPTEMBER

ISSUE INCLUDE

LOAD

Magnetic Tape Recording
This article discusses in detail the mechanism o
magnetic tape recording and provides a novel
explanation of the manner in which signals that
are fed into a recording head modulate tape.
Linear Amplifier for Decimicrosecond
Pulses
This article describes a method of achieving a
short rise -time by using a subsidiary amplifier to
supply the charging current for stray capacitance.
Economy of h.t. current is claimed.

ALSO
The unique monthly Abstracts and References
feature compiled by the Radio Research Organ-
ization of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research

ELECTRONIC &

RADIO ENGINEER

TO; ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.I.

Please enter my name as a subscriber to:-
ELECTRONIC & RADIO ENGINEER for 12 months
commencing with the September issue. I enclose remittance
£2 9s. (U.S.A. and Canada S7.50).

NAME

ADDRESS

DATE

ORDERS CAN ALSO BE PLACED THROUGH ANY NEWSAGENT
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and MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ETCH -YOUR -OWN
PRINTED CIRCUITS

First All British Kit for Home or Laboratory use

Make printed circuits to suit any wiring arrangement simply and
speedily at home or in the laboratory. Etch -Your -Own kits
provide the complete answer to chassis and wiring problems in
transistor and other miniature layouts. Losses and stray capacities
are cut to a minimum. Exact duplication of prototypes can be
ensured.
Each kit contains more than sixty square inches of laminated
board and sufficient chemicals to make dozens of printed circuits:
additional laminated board can be supplied to order. All materials
are of high quality, completely safe to handle, and arc carefully
prepared to ensure fine definition and consistently satisfactory
results without laboratory technique or precision control.
Etch -Your -Own kits do not require special skills or additional
equipment. Errors can be corrected at any stage prior to etching
and the entire process can be completed in less than one hour.
Supplied complete with comprehensive instruction book con-
taining advice and illustrated examples on translating schematics
into printed circuit layouts, soldering 01 / post
techniques, etc. Fully guaranteed. L I 4. free

PROOPS BROTHERS LTD. 52 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
LANgham 0141. Shop hours 9-6. Thursday 9-I. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

gitis 110/5
0" Avi'n

New techniques demand new tools. Transistors, printed
circuits, sub -miniature components can now be soldered

more accurately, with much less effort, without risk of
damage to adjacent components with the feather -weight

pencil -thin Oryx. Available in seven models for continuous

working up to 470°C. Widely used by instrument

makers, electronic equipment makers throughout the
world. It will pay you to give the Oryx an extended
trial on your own production lines.

For QUICKER..
BETTER Joints
at less cost !

0 RYX
Write now for
illustrated Folder
and Price List

from

25' -
subject

EXCLUSIVE ORYX FEATURES
* Low voltage (6-24 v.), absolutely safe, therefore ideal for female

operatives.
* Heats up in 35 seconds-cannot overheat during extended use
* Uses renewable, interchangeable, corrosion -resistant bits
* Patented heating element has no ceramic spacers or mica insulators
* Ideal for battery -operated mobile service on cars, trucks, aircraft
* Efficiency equal to mains -operated 80 -watt iron at fraction of

weight and size
* Fully guaranteed against breakdown for twelve months

ORYX ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD.,
DOMINION ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX. Tel: WORTHING 9895
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a7ite Nett/

3" IMAGE

ORTHICON

TV CAMERA

On also available

Exacting standards of design have resulted
in a high-grade camera capable of repro-
ducing the fine picture quality demanded in
studio use, yet, at the same time, light and
strong enough for field use.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
* Pick-up Tube can be replaced in one minute without

disturbing cover or lenses.

* 'Image orbiting' device reduces risk of target 'burn -in'.

* Built-in hour meter records pick-up tube running hours.

* Electronic viewfinder with 7" diagonal rectangular
tube. It presents a picture which is perpendicular
to the line of vision.

* All chassis of plug-in type for easy maintenance and
replacement.

* Servo control of light by filter or iris.

* Thermostatic temperature control of pick-up tube.

For full technical details, please write to:

PYE LTD., SALES DEPT., TV TRANSMISSION DIVISION, CAMBRIDGE
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r2cpLpi,
SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

& ALLIED EQUIPMENT

ILLUSTRATED

DETACHABLE
i's" BIT MODEL

LIST NO. 64

Protective
Shield

List No. 86

CATALOGUES HEAD OFFICE SALES & SERVICE

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.

GAUDEN ROAD, TELEPHONES:
CLAPHAM HIGH ST., MACaulay 3101

LONDON, S.W.4.
& 4272

M. R. SUPPLIES, LTD.
Universally recognised as suppliers of UP-TO-DATE MATERIAL which does the
Job properly. Instant delivery. Careful packing. Satisfaction assured. Prices nett.
SUPPLY METERS (kilowatt hour). 200/250 v. 60 c. Usual 5 -index dial reading
from 1/100th unit. Loading 5 amps. L.R. (suitable for 10 amp. load). These are
brand new, at zero reading, simple to install. We offer a few only at only 39/6 each
(despatch 3/6).
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 200/250 v 50 c. Fitted with
spindle., for hours, minutes and seconds hands. Self-starting, central hole fixing.
Dia. 2fin., depth behind dial only lin. Very latest model. With dust cover. 29/6
(despatch 1/61. Sets of three hands to fit, in good style,'for 5/71n. dial 216 set, for
8/10in. dial, SM set.
SYNCHRONOUS TIME SWITCHES (Sangamo) for accurate pre-set switching opera-
tions on 200/250 v. 50 e. Providing up to 3 on -off operations per 24 hours at any
chosen times, with day -omitting device (use optional). Capacity 20 amps. Com-
pactly homed 4In. dia., 314n. deep. With full instructions. £51816 (despatch 2/6).
SHORT INTERVAL TIME SWITCHES (Smith's). Spring driven. Closed circuit
period continuously adjustable from 1 to 15 minutes. 15 amp. (230 v. A.C.) switch
ing. Sin. dia. by 211n. long. Not calibrated. 1716 (despatch 1/6).
OPERATION COUNTERS (mechanical). Brand new units with continuous rotary
action, counting up to 6,000. One rev. per digit, with 1/10th indicator, will also
count motor speeds. Counting forwards and backwards, suitable for tape recorder
and film work. Size 31in. by liin. sq. 29,6 (despatch 1/6).
MAINS RELAYS (magnetic devices). 230 v. A.C. coil, with 2 -pole C.O. 4 amp. witch
lug. Brand new, 2) x lln. 22/6 (despatch 1/-).
HIGH SPEED MOTORS (Delco). 1110th H,P., 200/250 v. A.C./D.C., 10,000 r.p.m.
Body 4)in. by 3in. with fin. shaft proj. ltIn. Made for spin driers and ideal for

sanders, mixers, etc., new, 47/6 (despatch 2/.).
A.C. AMMETERS. 3fin. flush panel, first grade mfiron, 0/15 amps A.C. Brand
new, 27/6 (despatch 115).
AIR THERMOSTATS (Kieft -Pullin). Adjustable range 30/90 deg. F. Switching
capacity up to 15 amps A.C. In smart Ivorine housing 45 x 2 Olin. Easily installed,
instructions with each. Right for greenhouses, rooms, labs., etc. 45/6 (despatch 2/-).
EXTRACTOR FANS. A very popular fine. Well -made units at much lower than
normal price. 200/250 v. A.C. induction motor, silent running, no interference.

frame and back grille, ready for easy installation. With Bin. impeller
(10in. overall dia.). 200 C.F.M. 25/5/, 10in. Impeller (121n. overall), 240 C.F.M.
£5/12/6. Also minor model, bin. overall dia. 75 C.F.M. £4/12/6 (despatch any

COMPLETE SEWING MACHINE MOTOR OUTFITS. No better lob obtainable at
any price. 200/250 v. A.C./D.C. Fitted latest radio/T.V. suppressors. Comprising
motor with fixing bracket, foot control and switch, needle light with switch, belt,
etc. and instructions for easy axing to ANY machine. The complete outfit, still
£61151- (despatch 30.
8 -VOLT MOTORS (ex Ford car heater blowers). 31n. long by 2)In. dia. Shaft proj.
Sin. Very quiet running. 13/6 (despatch 2/-).
BLINKER SWITCHES for car R. Si L. indicators. Compact units for onedaole dash
mount. Blinking period up to 15 sec., each setting with automatic " off." Precision
made, brand new. 10/6 (despatch 10.
SMALL GEARED MOTORS. Our well-known speciality. Over 1,000 different final
speeds and torques, between 0.2 r.p.m. and 840 r.p.m. Full details In our List GM/
357-copy on request.
Stockists of Stuart Centrifugal Pumps, B.P.L. Measuring Instruments, Philips
Variable Traneforiners-immediate delivery.

M. R. SUPPLIES, Ltd. 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1
(Telephone MUSeum 2958)

Are you aware of the variety
of contact build-ups we can
assemble? Your problem may
not be as bad as it seems if you
take advantage of our wide ex-
perience in the unlimited use of
this adaptable product.

 Quotation by return.
 Prototypes within 48 hours
 Good delivery guaranteed.

P.O. Type 3000
The most versatile relay

available today.
Coils up to 120,000E1

Spring Set Insulation up
to 5KV

Also
Type 600

Polarised
A.C. Relays
High Speed
Uniselector

Key Switches
Latching Relays

Magnetic Counters
Miniature Sealed Relays

e076,441* ate
9peeeizasts

j/ack
o,,

DEPT* TUDOR PLACE , LONDON, W.I
ELEPHONES:MUSEUM 7960 LANGHAM 4821
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RADIO TUBES
EXPORT ONLY

HALL ELECTRIC LTD.
have pleasure in announcing the removal to their new
factory and offices, which will enable them to stock even
more than the 2,600 types of radio, receiving, transmitting

and special-purpose tubes now held.

Your interest in HALTRON Radio Tubes is solicited.

HALL ELECTRIC LTD.
Haltron House, Anglers Lane, London, N.W.5

Telephones :
GULliver 8531 (10 lines)

Cables :
Hallectric, LONDON.
Telex 2-2573.
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You will find most normal Avo, E.A.C., Pullin, Taylor
Turner, Weir, Weston and other meters in stock at

Anders-ready to be served up at once. But Anders
take a special pride in their ci la carte service: non-
standard meters of all kinds, shapes, sizes, voltage or
current ranges, are supplied within 7-14 days, accurately
calibrated, with dials specially drawn. Service is quick
and efficient.

Anders
-evectivivcsLTD

103 Hampstead Road, London, N.W.1 Tel : EUSton 1639
Contractors to G.P.O. and Government Departments

Meters, Electronic & Test equipment to individual specifications

Loo, at Me /VLW

*MOTE***
TAPE DECK

incorporating many
new features and a
greater frequency
response.

Now restyled in two tones of
grey-you must see the new,
attractive Motek K.10.

* Enlarged drive wheel on the
rev. counter ensures accurate
tape positioning.

More and more tnanafacturers are instalti

MODERN TECH
Wedmore Street London N 19

Patents pending

* Non -slip push buttons.

Frequency response better
than 40 c/s-12,000 c/s at
7.5" per sec. with extremely
low hum pick-up.

Please send for brochure of K.I0

Motek Tape Decks in their recorders.

NIQUES
Tel AFtChway 3114

FOR
PRECISION

WASHERS -DISCS -FORMS
in Fibre, Felt, Plastics, Nylon, P.T.F.E.

and other non-metallic materials

THE WESTON MFG. CO. LTD.
PHONE 191 CHURCH HILL RD.,
NORTHERN 0974. BIRMINGHAM 20

STABILIZE YOUR AC MAINS with the finest
equipment, at a fraction of the normal cost:-

FERRANTI 7+-KVA MOVING COIL
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Any stabilized output voltage in the range 200-250 v.
can be selected by plug -board tappings. The selected
output voltage is automatically maintained constant
within ±+°/0, at all loads 0 to 30/37+ amps., when the
supply voltage is varying over the range +8% to
_12%.
 Frequency compensated 45-55 and 54-66 c/s.
 Excellent output wave -form.
 Can also be used as a variable transformer.

Unused. Complete with spares and instruction
book.

P. B. CRAWS HAY
94 Pixmore Way, Letchworth, Herts. 'Phone 1851
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WitT3EL-STX-417-.1k.X.. BC4000/CV4000

TESTS PROVE M -0.V.
SPECIAL QUALITY

VALVES ARE
SEVEN TIMES MORE

RELIABLE THAN
COMMERCIAL

EQUIVALENTS
Percentage within limits curves

for M-O.V. special quality valves and
for commercial valves.

100

98

196

92

--------- -----
SPECIAL QUALITY VALVES

COMMERCIAL EQUIVALS TO
SPECIAL QUALITY VALVES

200 400 600
HOURS LIFE

800 1000

In his article (given at the 4th National Symposium of Relia-
bility and Quality Control in Electronics in New York). Mr. R.
Brewer* describes the tests carried out on M-O.V. Special
Quality valves. In comparing the reliability of these Special
Quality valves with that of their commercial equivalents, he
states:-"the Special Quality valves are about seven times
better than their commercial equivalents."
*Research Laboratories of the General Electric Co. Ltd., Wembley. Reprints
of Mr. Brewer's article, which first appeared in the April 1958 issue of
"British Communications and Electronics", are available on request from
the M -O. Valve Co. Ltd.

The table shows in detail the results obtained by the comparative life -
testing of special quality valves and their commercial equivalents.
Of this and the vibration -fatigue test, Mr. Brewer writes:-"... tests
carried out on four types of Special Quality valves have shown a high
order of reliability in both types of test. The development of these
valves has benefited from the study of the causes of failures occurring
in the life tests of commercial valves. This study has shown how valve
assembly, processing and design faults can affect life, and it has thus
provided an important feedback path by which improvements in
valve reliability have been made."

"Comparison between Special Quality valves and commercial
equivalents on 500 -hour electrical life test."

Type r eferences Reliable Commercial

No. outside % outside No. outside % outside
Reliable Commercial No. run limits limits No. run limits limits

CV4005 U78 1,185 2 0.17 474 9 1.9
CV4014 Z77 1,245 4 0.32 991 22 2.2
CV4062 N78 185 2 1.1 960 22 2.3

Totals ... 2,6IS 8 0.31 2,425 53 2.2

THE M-O.VALVE CO. LTD.
BROOK GREEN HAMMERSMITH  LONDON W.6

A subsidiary of theen Please write for further information on

the range of Special Quality valves

manufactured by the M-O.ValveCo.Ltd.
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AUDIO

AMPLIFIER
STANDARD
Suitable for use as:

* Laboratory Standard

* Test amplifier for microphones, pick-ups,
loudspeakers, pre -amplifiers, tape decks etc.

* Recording amplifier.

* Broadcast Transmitter Modulator.

The Avantic DL7-35, originally designed as a
high fidelity amplifier, has proved to be of such
advanced design that it has remained un-
surpassed. During the three years it has been
manufactured the high performance laid down
in the design has been consistently maintained.
It can now be regarded as a Laboratory
Standard of the utmost reliability.

AVANTIC DL7-35 POWER AMPLIFIER
Harmonic Distortion:

<0.05% at 20 watts sine wave output.
Intermodulation Distortion:

0.7% at 20 watts
1.0% at 29 watts
fm=40 c/s. fc=10 kc/s. fm/fc=4

Hum and Noise:
-85dB relative to 20 watts output with
101d2 source resistance.

Load Impedance:
41, 8E2, 16ü switch selected with automatic
feedback compensation.

Damping Factor:
50

Rise Time:
5p. secs.

Power Inputs:
105, 117, 125, 210, 233, 251 V. a.c.
40-60 c/s.

+10

-1-3- 0

ro -10(
20

111 I I I 111111 I

P out = 1 watt

171
Pout 20 watts

3
1c/s 10 cis 100 c/s 1Kcis 10 Kc/s 100 Kc/s

Frequency

0

Voltage output (Volts)
5 10 15

300

E

a 200

100

0

Distortion

5 10 15 20 25

Power output (Watts)

30

4

0
3 5,-

a

2

1

0

100

0

10010
cis 100 c/s 1 Kc/s 10 Kc/s 100 Kc/s

Frequency

Phase shi

Volume Control.
Fused input.
H.T. fuse.
Distributed Load Push -Pull Output Stage.
High stability resistors in input stage.
Power outlets of 6.3V. at 2.5A. a.c.

440V. at 30mA. d.c.
Price: £33
* Suitable pre -amplifiers available to increase

sensitivity to 3m V.

BEAM -ECHO LIMITED 13 SOUTH MOLTON STREET  LONDON W.1.
Telephone: MAYfair 1039 Telegrams: Hibeam Wesdo London
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Transistorised
rural carrier

telephone
system-TRC7
in service in many parts of the world

A PRODUCT OF

 Fully transistorised
 Simple installation
 Low power consumption
 Up to seven extra speech channels
 Ideal for temporary extra lines
 Fully tropicalised
 Pole mounted drop-off filters

for greater flexibility

Write for descriptive literature

MULLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED Mullard House Torrington Place
London  W.C.i  Tel: LANgham 6633A COMPANY OF THE MULLARD GROUP

M E626C
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WMPAMelarag

Fatigue Testing

COMPONENTS

GROUP

The proved reliability of
the Brimar 'T' range of
valves has been "built-in"
as the result of experience
gained from a continuous
programme of examina-
tion and testing. One of
these tests is illustrated.
Valves are placed on a
specially constructed
vibration table which is
operated at 170 cps con-
tinuous vibration for 100
hours. The plane of the
vibration is across the
axis of the valves which
simulates motion or
other vibration which
occurs in military use. The
information derived from
this and other tests on
valves for special appli-
cations is used to improve
manufacturing techniques
on commercial types: yet
another reason formaking
Brimar the obvious choice
when the demand is for a
reliable valve.

better make it

BRiMAR

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

VALVE DIVISION: FOOTSCRAY  SIDCUP  KENT  FOOTSCRAY 3333
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A Gondolier in Golders Green
Gondoliers and Yeomen (G & S), Cavaliers and Showmen (Cav & Pag),
Bartered Brides and Valkyries' Rides can come alive everywhere with
ACOStereo.
ACOStereo type 71 converts many popular arms to stereo and costs
only 52s. 10d. including diamond stylus. ACOStereo type 73 universal
cartridge is fitted in many leading makes of player. ACOStereo equip-
1,:en t gives vivid stereo sound at a reasonable cost.

0

Acos
products
for
better
listening:

ACOStereo Type 73
Turn -over cartridge
for stereo,
LP and standard
records.

Acos
Changer Dust Bug
Fits most arms.
Increases stylus life
up to six times.
Protects
your records.

Acos Styli
x5oo tested,
diamond and
sapphire,
for all Acos and
many other makes
of cartridge.

'A gondola 'ACOStereo
in the in the

sitting room ?' sitting room!'

 ARE DOING THINGS IN STYLI

COSMOCORD LTD WALTHAM CROSS HERTS  TEL: WALTHAM CROSS 25206 (London subscribers please dial WS 25206)
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" BELLING -LEE " NOTES
Certain senior members of the
Company without high technical
knowledge, but with plenty of tech-
nical appreciation asked for a toddlers
guide to transistors. We searched
the library in vain, the most elemen-
tary explanation used words apparent-
ly out of context, so that unless the
reader understood the jargon he was
lost. The " Wireless World " and
other journals have written up " Tran-
sistors for the Beginner ", but to be
truthful how many could explain the
article to their wives? We have phys-
icists who are quite at home with tran-
sistors in their work, but ask them to
ix -lain them in simple words and they
re stumped.

We have ventured to prepare a very
elementary explanation using not
more than 350 words all of which
are in every day use. We have
refrained from using words like
" holes which move from here to
there. We even went so far as to ask
the Editor of a wireless journal to
define a hole, back came the honest
and understandable answer " a bung
hole without the barrel."

WHAT IS A TRANSISTOR?
A very elementary explanation.

A transistor and a household water
tap are both valves in so far that they
are concerned with the " flow " of
something. An electronic valve is
used to control the electron flow
from the cathode to the anode,
and with the discrete application of
applied potential, it can be used to
control considerable power. This is
also true of a transistor, except that
in place of cathode and anode we
have emitter and collector. You
have diode and triode valves and diode
and triode transistors. Some types
of valves have metal housings, most
have glass; most transistors have
metal housings, some have glass;
metal is less fragile, and helps to
get rid of heat. It is essential that the
whole is air -tight, i.e. sealed.
Conductors, such as silver and copper
have plenty of free electrons. In-
sulators, such as glass or porcelain
have hardly any. Germanium in a
state of absolute purity is almost an

P

FIG. I.

Bose N

insulator. The least impurity of
certain kinds renders it slightly
conductive; it has become a semi-
conductor. A volume of one pin-
head in a ton is sufficient to change its
nature or characteristic, so a very
careful control is required.
The transistor shown in Fig. 1 is
in the form of a sandwich. The Centre
is germanium with selected impurities
added to give it free negative charges
and is known as " N " type. The
outer components of the sandwich
have been so treated as to have a
y witive charge and are known as

" P " type. A complete transistor
arranged in this way would be known
as a " PNP " type. Free electrons
can flow from one of the outers to the
other through the semi -conductor
base in the centre. This flow is caused
by applied potential from a source of
power, such as tiny dry cells.
It may be a dangerous analogy,
but at the risk of being criticised
by the pure physicist, we dare to
suggest that the type of transistor we
have described may he compared
with a triode valve, although there is a

VALVE
Anode

FIG. 2.

Grid
Control

TRANSISTOR
Col lector N

Base N

Cathode Emitter N

difference, in that in the transistor
the control is applied between the
emitter and the base which makes the
base highly conductive enabling cur-
rent to flow to the collector.
Taking the analogy one stage further,
the emitter base and collector are
equivalent to the cathode, grid and
anode. There is one major difference
in that with the PNP type transistor,
the polarities are reversed, the col-
lector being negative and the emitter
positive with respect to the base.
The transistor can be made to work
with reversed polarity by having an
NPN arrangement, in which case the
supply voltage becomes positive.
Many semi -conductors other than
germanium may be used in a similar
manner, particularly silicone, or they
may be arranged differently.
The reader will have noted the stress
laid on purity and controlled im-
purities, which are often conveyed
by moisture, therefore it is necessary
to contain the transistor assembly
in a sealed housing, and this is where
" Belling -Lee " comes in.

Cap-

FIG. 3.

We provide the assemblies, metal
flanges with the conductor wires
passing through glass seals. The
transistor manufacturer assembles his
transistor in a dry atmosphere, on
this ready-made platform, over which
a metal cover, filled with a com-
ponent such as silicone grease is
placed, the whole being soldered
or welded together. The seal is so
perfect that the leakage is of the
order of 1 c.c. in 30 years, or 10-6
Lusecs. The Lusec is the unit of
rate of gas flow.

Advertisement of
BELLING & LEE LTD.

Great Cambridge Rd., Enfield, Middx.
Written 15th June, 1959

"BELLING -LEE"
MINIATURE UNITORS

L.I387, L.I388, L.1389
Our range of miniature Unitors,
designed for the inter -connection of
units in miniaturised equipment, is
proving extremely versatile in appli-
cation. This versatility is assisted by
the flush- or surface -mounting
shrouds available.

Current rating (small pins):
5A. each for a 20-C. rise in tem-

perature.
Breakdown voltage:

With shrouds L.1404/5,16.
Sea -level At 68,000

Between pins: 3kV. 500V.
Pins to earth: 2.5kV. 500V.

Voltage proof: 2kV.

Max. working voltage:
500V. (in dry conditions).

Contact resistance:
Less than 2 milliohms.

Withdrawal force: 8 oz./pin.
Weights of mated pairs:

L.I387 10 gms. L.I388 8 gms.
L.1389 9.5 gms.

Other Unitors in this range include L.1390
(Two -pin mains) and L.I 391 (Double
coaxial).

MINIATURE UNITOR SHROUDS
L. 1404/F.
L. I 404/S.
L. I 405/F.
L.1405/S.
L. 1 406/F.
L. 1406/S.

Flush, Single -way.
Surface, Si ng I e -way.
Flush, Double -way.
Surface, Double -way.
Flush, Three-way.
Surface, Three-way.

The material is brass, cadmium -
plated and passivated, and the posi-
tions in the two -and three-way units
are identified by letters. Here (shown
half-size) are three of the more
common arrangements from the
several thousand possibiliies.

L.I390 and L.1387 unit
side by side in a double -
way shroud, such as

could be used with
mains voltage, heater
voltage & H.T. supplies.

0

0 eg:184: 0

L.1389, L1390 & L.I39
side by side: sign
voltages, high voltage
and R.F. or pulse signals
can be grouped to-
gether in one unit.

©C)   scj)

Three L.I389 units side
by side in a three-way
shroud: a36 -way unitor
can be built up in only
1.32 square inches.

0

O

CD(DC,

o©o
O

Most "Belling -Lee" products
are covered by patents or registered designs,

or applications

0

BELLING & LEE LTD
GREAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND

Telephone: Enlield 3322 Telegrams: Radiebel, Enfield
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Sticking our necks out?
G.E.C. announce maximum junction temperature uprating to 65°C for
their audio transistors. We know this claim isn't too tall because we have
sound reasons for making it. Recently our manufacturing techniques have been
improved to the extent that life tests show that we can now quote an 85°C
continuous working maximum junction temperature for G.E.C. germanium
audio transistors. As a result of this the already high maximum collector
dissipation ratings have been increased even further. These new ratings,
coupled with the typical alpha cut-off frequencies of about 1Mcis,
make the G.E.C. range of audio transistors unique.

en AUDIO TRANSISTORS
/1\

LOW NOISE LOW POVVERt MEDIUM POWERt

Maximum noise
factor =5dB

(f= I kc/s. Rs=500 SI
Vcc- -2V, le=0.5mA)

Maximum collector
dissipation

at 45'C=200mW
at 55 C= 150mW

Maximum collector
dissipation

at 45 C-800mVV
at 55 C- 600mW

(on 3".. 3" cooling fin)

iclpk)(A) - I I

GETIO6 GET114 IGET113l. GET 103 'GET 102t.I GET104 GET I 15 GET116 I GET105

Vce(pk)(V) 15 15 15 30* I 30* I 30 15 30* I 40*

t New high gain types * Re/Rb> 0.03 t Can be supplied in matched pairs

G.E.C. Semiconductor Division, School St. Hazel Grove, Stockport, Cheshire. Tel ; Stepping Hill 3811. London enquiries Tem. Bar 8000. Ext. 10
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Aspects of design
This is the Fourteenth of a series of special features dealing with advanced problems in
television and radio circuit design to be published by Siemens Edison Swan. The Ediswan
Mazda Applications Laboratory will be pleased to deal with any questions arising from

this or other articles, the fifteenth of which will appear in the October 1959 issue.

In " Aspects of Design " No 2 the stability of a single
stage in an I.F. amplifier was discussed, and the variation
with frequency of the anode to g, admittance of the Ediswan
Mazda 30F5 was shown in a curve. The smaller this admit-
tance, the less feedback occurs from anode to control grid and
the more stable the stake becomes. Thus if the admittance
were zero, complete stability over the stage would be achieved.

STABILITY AND VALVE DESIGN
Although there can only be zero admittance at one particular

frequency (apart from zero frequency), it is possible to mini-
mise the admittance by keeping the coupling within the valve
to a low level. Ediswan Mazda valves for this application have
therefore been designed to have a low admittance over the whole
range of frequencies with which they are likely to be used.
This enables vision I.E. strips to be designed with complete
stability.
LIMITATION OF SOUND GAIN

In the case of sound I.F. strips, requirements are rather
more stringent. Here input and output impedances of the
valves are not limited by damping resistors. (In the vision
I.F. these are necessary to attain the 3 Mcis bandwidth
occupied by the video signal.) Instead, the tuned circuit im-
pedances in the sound strip can be made as high as possible
consistent with stability, without the bandwidth becoming
too narrow. The impedances are limited by the following
expression for stability:

Ra(I.) X Rd(out) x gm X Ygi.< 0.8
where Rd = dynamic resistance of the tuned circuits

gr. = mutual conductance of the valve
Yg = effective anode to g, admittance

If this condition is fulfilled, oscillation is avoided in a single
stage circuit using band-pass tuned circuits with kQ = 1.
With two stages the limiting figure on the right-hand side of
the expression is reduced to 0.4. In practice, these figures
must be reduced by a factor of 4 or 5 to avoid asymmetrical
responses.

Thus for a given valve, Rd(s,) x Rd(0.0 would seem to be
restricted to a definite upper limit for a given factor of safety
from oscillation, and this in turn limits the gain attainable in
the strip. It will be remembered, however, that YID.a in the above
expression is the effective admittance from anode to g, and is
therefore determined in practice not only by the internal struc-
ture of the valve, but also by the external layout of the circuit.
In the past the layout has been adjusted by experiment to give
the most stable arrangement.
NEUTRALISATION

Nowadays a more scientific approach is being adopted, and
the effective anode to g, admittance is being balanced out, or
in other words neutralised, by some form of bridge circuit.
It enables higher impedance circuits to be used with stability,
giving more gain in the sound I.F. strip.
PRACTICAL METHODS

Two of the neutralisation bridge circuits in use are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. In the first, the balancing feedback is via the
common impedance of the anode and g, decoupling capacitor
(C.). This component must have a fairly close tolerance. (Typical
values are 1000 pF to 1500 pF ± 10%.) Basically this circuit
is independent of frequency, but in practice the unavoidable
inductances of the capacitor leads and the stray inductances
in the other arms of the bridge limit its full effectiveness to
one particular frequency with a given value of neutralising
capacitor C,,.

In the second method (Fig. 2), the connection from g, to
chassis takes the form of a small coil (L.). This completes a
bridged -T network between anode and g, which can be tuned
to present a high impedance at the intermediate frequency.
Instead of g,, other elements in the valve can be used for neutral-
isation (e.g. by taking the internal screen to chassis through a
small inductance). A neutralising coil can be wound to close
tolerance quite economically, which gives this method an advan-
tage over the method shown in Fig. 1 where for the same consistency
an expensive close tolerance capacitor (C.) would be required.

14
NEUTRALISATION
OF TELEVISION
I.F. AMPLIFIERS

effective cgia

92

FIG. I. Cn c91 92x c a- e

eff. c91 a

FIG. 2

cgi

La
C91 93 x C93 a

Simple formulae for the values of the neutralising components
are given in Figs. 1 and 2. These are only approximate because
of the presence of unknown inductances and the fact that the
exact value of effective cg,a in any particular layout is unknown.
It is therefore necessary to determine the optimum value of
neutralising component by a direct method. One of the best
methods is to feed a signal from a wobbulator into the grid
tuned circuit of the valve to be neutralised, and to take the
output to the display unit (via a suitable detector circuit) from
the same point, i.e. the grid. The feedback via the effective
anode to g, admittance produces a disturbance on the display
as the sweep frequency passes through the resonant frequency
of the anode and this can then be minimised by correct adjust-
ment of the neutralising component.

It will be seen that these bridge circuits involve various
inter -electrode capacitances, other than the anode to g, capaci-
tance. Before neutralisation came into use, certain of these
inter -electrode capacitances had very little effect on perform-
ance, but with the advent of neutralisation this is no longer
so, and all Ediswan Mazda I.F. valves are manufactured with
suitably close tolerances on all relevant inter -electrode capaci-
tances, making them eminently suitable for high gain I.F. strips
using neutralisation.

effective

e'ff. cigia

910

/a

c93°

SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED An A.E.I. Company.
Technical Service Department, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2-
Telephone : GERrard 8660. Telegrams: Sieswan, Westcent. London
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110° TELEVISION CATHODE RAY TUBES
EDISWAN MAZDA CME.1703 AND CME.2101.
These new Ediswan Mazda Cathode Tubes with 110° diagonal
deflection angle offer the TV receiver manufacturer considerable
reduction in overall length without deterioration of picture
quality. An electrostatically focused electron gun requiring a
focus electrode voltage of approximately one hundred volts
provides good resolution and uniformity of focus over the whole
of the tube face. Picture brightness has been increased by
combining a new silver activated phosphor with the well estab-
lished aluminising technique.

A brief specification of these tubes is tabulated below.
GENERAL DETAILS

Rectangular face Aluminised screen
Electrostatic focus Grey glass
Magnetic deflection External conductive coating
Straight gun-non ion trap Heater for use in series chain

COMPARISON OF OVERALL LENGTH FOR VARIOUS
DEFLECTION ANGLES
TUBE TYPE
NUMBER

CME1703 110° 17"
CRM173 90° 17' 161°
CRM172 70° 17"

CME 2101 110° 21"

CRM212 90° 21"

CRM2Il 70° 21"

14i*

20'

19

23"

Heater Current (amps) Ih 0.3
Heater Voltage (volts) Vb 12.6

TENTATIVE RATINGS AND DATA
Maximum Design Centre Ratings
Second and Fourth

Anode Voltage
(volts) Va2,a4(

Third Anode Voltage
(volts) Vas(max)

First Anode Voltage
(volts) Vat(max)

Heater to Cathode
Voltage -Heater Neg-
ative (dc) (volts) Vh-k(max)

CME.1703

x) 16,000

±500

400

180

CME.2101

16,000

±700

400

180
Inter -electrode capacitances (pF)
Cathode to All* Ck-all 5 5
Grid to All* - Cg -all 6.5 6.5
Final Anode to Ex-

ternal Conductive
Coating (approx.) cha,h4-M 1700 2000

Typical Operation
Second and Fourth

Anode Voltage
(volts) Va2.a ) 14000 14000-16000

First Anode Voltage
(volts) Vat 300 300

Third Anode Voltage
for Focus -Mean
(volts) Vas +100 +100

Grid Bias for cut-off of
Raster (volts) Vg 30-72 30-72

Average Peak to Peak
Modulating Voltage
for Modulation up to
150AA (volts) .... 24 24

*Inter -electrode capacitances including Siemens Ediswan Clix
B8H holder (6 pin).

SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LIMITED An A.E.I. Company
Technical Service Department, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.
Telephone: GERrard 8660. Telegrams: Sieswan, Westcent, London.

..............

Maximum Dimensions (mm)

Overall Length
Face Diagonal
Face Height
Face Width
Neck Diameter
*The maximum dimension at the face seal may be 7 mm.

larger than this dimension but at any point round the seal the
bulge will not protrude more than 3.5 mm.

tThe maximum dimension at the face seal may be 3.5 mm.
larger than this dimension but at any point round the seal the
bulge will not protrude more than 2 mm.

Tube Weight (lb.)

Nett (approx.)
Anode Cap: CT8 (cavity)
Base: B8H

a 2P4

9

Connections
Anode terminal in
line with a, pin.
Tolerance ±30°

h h

03

0

CME.1703 CME.2101
324 378
424*
327* 419
400* 5189
29.4 29.4

CME.1703 CME.2101
91 21

EXTERNAL
/14,1 CONDUCTIVE

COATING

a3

NP
0

o o
h h

9

VIEW OF FREE END

EDISVVAN
MAZDA

CRC 15/47
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E.M.I. has now introduced the
latest addition to its range of
camera channels : the 3-vidicon
Colour Camera Channel Type 204.
Smaller, easier to use and less
expensive than existing colour
equipment, the type 204 gives
true-to-life colour reproduction.
It is suitable for broadcast use
as well as medical and
industrial applications.

colour brings a new magic to T.V.

For full details please apply to :

ELECTRONICS LIMITED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION  HAYES  MIDDLESEX . TEL : SOUTHALL 2468

The new camera uses three
vidicon tubes and a novel optical
system to give an improved colour
quality, even under difficult
lighting conditions.
Outstanding features include :

* Excellent signal/noise ratio
* Stability of colour registration
* High level clamping
* Stabilised gain of amplifiers

E.M.I. brings in
the colour camera

1/1

EMI
EE54
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DO-IT-YOURSELF

TRAuc

INING
1 0/ 0 ELECTIZONICS

Vou 110N while you RUIL0...
SIMPLE...PRACTICAL...FASCINATING...

ANNOUNCING - after many years of highly
successful operation in the U.S.A. and in Europe-
the latest system in home training in electronics
is now introduced by an entirely new British
training organisation.
AT LAST-a comprehensive and simple way of
learning-by practical means-the basic principles
of radio and electronics, with a minimum of theory.
YOU LEARN BY BUILDING actual equipment with
the components and parts which we send you.
You advance by simple steps using high quality
equipment and performing a whole series of
interesting and instructive experiments. No
mathematics!
INSTRUCTION MANUALS and our teaching staff
employ the latest techniques for showing clearly
how radio works in a practical and interesting
manner. You really have fun whilst learning!
And you end by possessing a first rate piece of
home equipment with the full knowledge of how
it operates and-very important-how to service
and maintain it afterwards. A full library of
magnificent illustrated textbooks is included with
the courses.
IN FACT, for the "Do -it -Yourself" enthusiast, the
hobbyist, or those wanting help with their radio
career training or to set up their own full or part-
time servicing business-then this new and
exciting instructional system is exactly what is
needed, and it can all be provided at very moderate
cost. Easy payments available. Post the coupon
now, for full details. There is no obligation of
any kind.

BUILD YOUR OWN:-
 RADIO EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

 TEST EQUIPMENT-
\ -AND LEARN AS YOU DO IT

FPEE-'osrrooar

LOT' OF INSTRUCTIVE

ErPERMIENTS'ATI/OMe

Power supply
circuits

Test
equipment flik,
supplied

BADIOSTRUCT
BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO TRAINING'

Basic Ist stage
receiver

Amplifier,
oscillator and detector circuits

Servicing of
commercial receivers

To RADIOSTRUCTOR (Dept. G.34)
46 Market Place, Reading, Berks.

Please send full details of your Radio Equipment
Courses without any obligation to:

Name............

Address .....

PRGANISATION 06) We do not employ renresentatives

ZLOC

CA?S.

PLEASE

9.59
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Marconi in Radar

29 Countries use

Marconi Radar

MARCONICOMPLETE CIVILT AL NI. AD IMO INLSI TA RY

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, ENGLAND
M6R
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Two -segment
cut -away flared core

Two -segment
solid flared core

Four -segment
solid flared core

Plessey

FERRAMICS'
for the

new angle

110' scanning is with us and cabinet designers have as many
smiles as circuit designers have headaches.

To those concerned with driving electron beams around almost
impossible angles, these new Ferramic* Scan Coil Cores bring a
large measure of relief. Desirable electrical characteristics have
been combined with sound mechanical design, facilitating the
rapid production of coils.

If you have a wide-angle distortion problem, Plessey most
probably have the answer. A letter or telephone call will bring you
information about this, or any of a whole range of Plessey
Ferramic* products.

* FERRAMIC is a Registered Trade Mark.

CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL DIVISION COMPONENTS GROUP
THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED WOOD BURCOTE WAY  TOWCESTER
NORTHANTS  TELEPHONE: 1 OWCESTER 312
Overseas Sales Organisation: Plessey International Limited Ilford Essex Tel : Ilford 3040

(t) TcO3
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VORTEXION LIMITED,
257-263, The Broadway,

Wimbledon, London, S.W.19

Telephones: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3
Telegrams: "Vortexion, Wimble, London."

The W.V.A. tape recorder
now has provision for
Stereo plug in heads to
enable this recorder to
replay Stereo. The regular
models are retained with
additions and improve-
ments. Our high standard
which has made these
recorders famous has been
maintained, resulting in

their being chosen for the
foremost musical centre
in this country.

TWELVE -CHANNEL ELECTRONIC MIXER
This is similar to the 4 -channel, but is fitted with 12 hermetically sealed
controls, 12 balanced line microphone transformers potted in mu -
metal boxes, and a mains transformer also potted in mu -metal. All
corn ponents which can affect noise are tested and selected before
insertion. It is supplied in standard steel case or 7in. rack panel.

30/50 WATT AMPLIFIER
Gives 30 watts continuous signal and 50 watts peak Audio. With
voice coil feedback distortion is under 0.1%, and when arranged
for tertiary feedback and 100 volt line it is under 0.15%. The hum
and noise is better than - 85 db referred to 30 watt.
It is available in our standard steel case with Baxendale tone controls
and up to 4 mixed inputs, which may be balanced line 30 ohm micro-
phones or equalised P.U.s to choice.

12 2000/ WATT AMPLIFIER
Will deliver 120 watts continuous signal and over 200 watts peak
Audio.
It is completely stable with any type of load and may be used to drive
motors or other devices to over 120 watts at frequencies from 20,000
down to 30 cps in standard form or other frequencies to order. The
distortion is less than 0.2% and the noise level - 95 db. A floating
series parallel output is provided for 100-120 V. or 200-250 V. and this
cool running amplifier occupies 12+ inches of standard rack space by
11 inches deep. Weight 601b.

Full details and prices of the above on request
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THE EDISWAN SI1E12 (CV4060)
Special Quality Beam Tetrode

E DI SWAN
MAZDA

INDUSTRIAL VALVES
AND CATHODE RAY TUBES

SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LTD
An A.E.I. Company

155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Tel : G ERrard 8660

a
newcomer
with
a
first
class
reference

The S '1E12 is the latest addition to the range of Ediswan
valves designed specifically for use in series or shunt
control circuits.
The SIIEI2 has an international octal base and the im-
portant parameters are as follows:

Heater Voltage (volts)
Heater Current (amps)
Anode Voltage, maximum (volts)
Screen Voltage, maximum (volts)
Mutual Conductance (mA/V)
Anode Dissipation (watts)
Cathode Current (mA)

Vh
Th

Va (max)
Vg2 (max)
gin
P. (max)
Ik (max)

6.3
1.6
800
300
13.5
28

300

The new valve is specially designed to resist shock and is
quality tested at all stages of manufacture to ensure maxi-
mum reliability and life expectancy. It is available from stock.
Further information on this and other valves in the CV 4000
range will be gladly sent on request.

CRC z619
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Amplifiers that are
acclaimed throughout the world

1. C. GILBERT,
F.R.S. A., Assoc. L E.E..
M.Brit. I. R.E., F.T.S.

The "Point One Stereo" pre -amplifier :s designed so that it can be used with
any Leak monaural power amplifier or a combination of any two Leak
monaural power amplifiers additionally to .ts more normal use with the
"Stereo 20" or " Stereo 50."

" The ' Point One Stereo ' pre -amplifier is probably the most comprehensive unit in
existence covering every requirement for stereo tape, disc and radio plus monaural amplifi-
cation for any form of input signal . . . it is difficult to think of any additional requirement
that one would ever wish. The equipment performs with the high performance always
associated with the tradition of Leak equipment. It is a fine example of design and con-
struction, and the pre -amplifier can be used with any other Leak main amplifiers. How
the pre -amplifier can be sold for as little as £21 can be answered only by Harold Leak . .

Summing up, therefore, one can highly recommend the Leak stereo system for use with
any current monaural or stereo input whether it be from pickup, tape, radio or microphone."

Extract from Test Report by J. C. G. Gilbert reprinted from the Music
Trades Review, February, 1959. The full two -page Test Report and an
illustrated brochure on the amplifiers will be sent to you on request.

£21:0:0 a price made possible only by world-wide sales

STEREO 20 amplifier 29 GNS TL, 12 PLUS amplifier 13 GNS
Trough -Line F.M. Tuner (self -
powered) £25.0.0 plus £8.15.0 tax

FETA IK.
. the first name

in High Fidelity since 1934

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD., BRUNEL ROAD, WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, LONDON, W.3
Telephone . SHEpherds Bush 1173, 4 5 Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, London

Fill in coupon for further
information on Leak
amplifiers.

Please send me Test Report and Brochures

NAME

ADDRESS

w.w 9.59
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-6- Making a Solder Gun -
E100 WORTH OF EQUIPMENT 19/6 COnnecting Wire

A 7 -second sob
The famous R1154-un-

N 1, 41 41,,.. r.t,..._. der gun of used but slightly soiled

= the type cost- and not tested. Covers4.7I. ing 8344 was described 200-500 kc/s. 3-5.5
=-- M " Practical Mechanics."-

me required-(a) the trans-
Mc/s. and 5.5-10 Meta.Only two essential parts
Has unique " click stop "

former and (b) the push
11 switch. These we can supply at 13/8. mechanism (7 stops) and

plus 2/- post. The rest of the parts you
Id will have in your own " junk " box. Copy of

the article concerned given free with the kit.
Suppressor Condenser

Stop your
   ...a,. drill or other
2s8,60.3,,s appliances

interfering
a with your or your neighbours' radio or

television. Simple instructions given.
if 1/6 each. 12/- dozen.

Medresco Hearing Aid
As supplied by

-7=1 National Health.
 completely Over-

hauled and in
good working
order with six
month's guaran-i. tee. Only
22/15/- plus 2/6

'Ws post and no.
Complete with.
earphone and
new ear plug
but not Ma -

k teries, these can
be supplied as an
extra for 5/-

-
per set.

truetions showing how to convert to
pocket radio available free if requested.

77-4

N

01

=7E-

Avo
The advantage

1.1 of these test
prods is that

II by pressing the
= trigger at the

side they become crocodile clips and can
!!! be left in circuit. This is a great time saver

when servicing. Price 15/- pair.

Tube Tester and
U

" Dim and Full " Switch
Particularly useful for controlling
photoflood lamps which have only a
short life at full brilliance. This toggle
switch has three positions: the first
position puts two lamps In series at
half brilliance for setting up, the
second position is off and the third
position full brilliance for the opera-
tion shots. Also useful for controlling
night lights, heaters, etc., etc. Price
2/6 each. Post ild. Circuit diagram
Included.

Prodclips

Re -Activator
We can supply all the

main components for

111
making this unit which
will not only test
Cathode Ray Tubes

N but also will re -activate them, supplied
complete with full instructions. Price
£3, plus 216 post and ins.

RI155 for Spares
RN

111

P

These are less valves but otherwise reason-
ably complete-ideal for spares-prices22 to
fit depending on condition. Carriage 7/6.

Don't Stumble in the Dark

22

N

N

P
Install 2 -way switches.
Our outfit comprises: 30 yards multi -core

M cable, two 2 -way switches, two wood
blOcks. Full instructions, 9/6 each, post
and insurance 2/6.

TELEPHONE REPEATER

permits selected frequency
to be held, returned to,
etc. Hartley oscillator,
power amplifier, keying
and speech. Wonder-
ful breakdown value-
meters, relays, switches.
Complete with valves-
real bargain at 1,9/6,
plus 101- carriage.

No. I, MARK I
This equip-
ment Is for am-
plifying tele-
phone signals
in both direc-
tions of traffic
and also to
remedy line
distortion of
speech. It
is intended for
use with two
wire or four
wire circuits,
has four On-
plifiers and is
in fact two
quite indepen-
dent repeaters
mounted on
the same panel
and having acommon
power sup-
ply. The

power supply may be operated from a 12 -volt ear battery or from standard
AC. mains. The units are absolutely new in original packing complete
with spares and instructional manual. Price £20 each.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
Car Starter Battery Charger-due to a fortunate
purchase we are able to offer you a fine ready-
made high output battery charger in stove enamel-
led sheet steel louvred case. New, complete
and ready to work, this charger is rated at 12 V.
4 amps. and has a variable rate selector for trickle
charging, also a meter to show charging rate.
Suitable for 230/2150 A.C. mains. Made to sell at
85/- but offered this month at special snip price
of 55/-, plus 3/6 post and insurance.

Dulci AM/FM Radiogram Chassis
Dulci AM/FM Radiogram Chassis.
Chassis Model H.S. This has three
wavebands, P.M. 87-101 Mc/s., Medium
Wave 187-540 metres and Long Wave
1,000-2,000 metres, uses 7 of the
latest miniature valves and built-in
ferrite aerial. " Why not modernise
your Radiogram, get the best from
modern records with this hi-fi 4 watt
output chassis." Price £19117/6.
or £2 down and 20 fortnightly pay-
ments of 21/0/6. Hi-fi Model H4
PP, 227/16/6 or 22/16/6 down and
26 fortnightly payments of 21/2/-.
(Note: Hire-purchase figures include insurance for 12 month

FOUR ITEMS FOR PRICE OF ONE

et of modern TV. parts suitable for modernising old televisor or for a new
ne. For wide angle I4in. or 171n. tubes comprises: (1) Line output E.H.T.
ransformer. (2) 700 scanning coils on ferrite yokes. (3) Width control with

ferrite core. (4) Frame output transformer. (5) Circuit diagram of a modern
elevisor. Offered at the price of the Line output transformer only, namely

57/6. plus 2/6 post and insurance.

SUPER SENSITIVE (2,000 0.P.V.) MULTIMETER KIT
17 ranges including D.C. volts to 1,000 V. A.C. volts to 1,000 V. D.C.,
milliamps to 500 ohms, to 2 meg. All the essential parts, including metal
case, selected resistors, wire for shunts, selected switches, calibrated scale
and instructions, 32/6. plus 2/6 post and insurance.

FOR ADDRESSES SEE NEXT PAGE

P.V.C. covered in 100ft. coils -2'9 a coil
or four coils, different colours, 10/, post
free.

W.D. Circuit Details
Diagrams and other information extracted
from official manuals. All 116 per con -
12 for 15/-.
A.1134
BC.348 11R,C). Receiver
BC.312 R28/ARCS
R.103A R1116/A
BC.342 RA.1B
RA -1B AR88D
R-208 AN/APA-1
R-1155 78
R -1124A 76
R-1132,4/11-1481 R.T.18
R-1147 CAF-46-AAM
R -1224A RADAR
R -1082 A.S.B.-3
11.1355 Indicator 62A
B.C.1206-A/B Indicator A.S.B.3
B -455-A (or -B) Indicator 62
II -454-A (or ,13) Indicator fiK
B -453 -N -A (or -13) R.F. unit 24
Transmitter T1154 R.F. unit 25
Fifty-eight walkie R.F. unit 26

talkie H.P. uoit 27
Frequency meter Wireless set No. 19

B.C. 221 Demobbed valves

Cabinet Snip

This fine cabinet as illustrated but less
control knobs is available this month Mt
special snip price of 12/6. plus 3j6 post and
insurance. Size is 131in. x x 4in.'and
it is nicely covered in two-tone I.C.I. fabric.

Racking
Equipment

STANDARD PONT

OFFICE OPEN RACK
Eft- high and 19In.

wide, heavy steel con-
struction. Holes drilled
and tapped at 7In.

spacings. Price 23/15/,
plus carr. Similar rack
but pithout the drilled
and tapped boles.

22115'-.

Rectifier Bargains

13

Selenium rectifier type 12, 500 V. A.
half -vmve, easily rebuilt into full wave
or multiple type, contains 30 35 mm.
discs. Price 6/6, plus 116 post. Type 13,
38 volt 9 amp. easily rebuilt into six full
wave charger rectifiers suitable for 6 or
12 volt batteries at 3 amps., contains 24
84 mm. discs. Real bargain at 19/6, plus
1/6 post.
Type 14 240 V. 0 amp., 7/6.
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1960 All Mains Amplifier
CABINET

SNIP

Extremely well made portable amplifier
ease finished in two-tone and very modern
in appearance. Large enough for stereo
outfit with tape deck or autochanger.
Snip price 59/6, plus 3/6 carriage and in-
surance.

Speaker Bargain

ltin. Hi -fidelity loudspeaker. High flux.
Permanent magnet type with standard 3
ohm speech coil. Will handle up to 12 watts.
Brand new by famous maker. Price 32/6,
Plus 316 post and insurance.

Morganite Potentiometers
Single and 2 -gang
types available,
standard size with
good length
spindle, all
new andboxed.
Single types 1/,
each, valves avail-
able: 5K, 10K.-
25K, 50K1, 100K, 250K., 1 meg., 2 meg.,
Clang type 3/- each-valves available:
5K + 5K, 100K. + 100K., i meg. +
meg.. 2 meg. + 2 meg.,

T.V. Service Sheets
200 sheets covering Most popular poet -war
televisors by leading makers-Cossor, Eke,
Ferguson, Pye, eta.. £2 post free. PRE-
VIOUS PURCHASERS OF THESE
SHEETS PLEASE NOTE: WE  CAN
SUPPLY SHEETS Nos. 100.200, 51, or
150-200,

Hi-Fi Snip
Infinite Wall Baffle

Nicely
veneered
and polished.
Corner fitting
(attaches to
picture tall).
Takes up no
floor space. Gives
really fantastic
results with only
low-priced gin.
peaker. Fitting for
weeter. Only 45/ -

each. Carriage and
insurance 316.

Stereo Outfit
Stereo Amplifier outfit comprising

watt twin channel amplifier for A.C.
mains working and two 8in. P.M.
Speakers on veneered and polished
corner baffles. Whole outfit giving
really terrific reproduction and amusing
3-D effects. 214 complete plus carriage
and insurance. Or £1 down and 20
weekly payments of 10/-.

Assure your future
The ownership of a good instrument has been the turn-
ing point in many a famous career. You can own the
latest Pullin Series 100 Test Set which is undoubtedly
a most useful instrument by a firm long famous
for time instruments, entirely redesigned, it. has a
square movement with diacon plastic cover, this
makes for a brighter, more readable wale, extra
scale length and eider angle of vision. With the
test set is included a pair of combined test prtsis
and crocodile clips also a stand 'for inclining the
meter at the best reading positions. Ranges A.C.
Volts: 0-10, 0-25, 0-100, 0-250, 0-500. 0-1,000, ditto
D.C. A.C. Current 0-100 mA. D.C. Current 0-2.5,
0-10, 0-100, 0-500 mA. Resistance: 0-1M and
0-10K. All at 10.000 ohms per volts-Price
£12/7/6 or £124:- deposit and 26 fortnightly
payments of 1.11-, non callers add 5/- carr. and
insurance.
FREE GIFT.-All purchasers of the above items
this month will receive Range Extender scale and
data which add. capacity 2pF-1mFd., in two
ranges. liltict.ce 0-100 henrys, etc., etc.

Virtually a Transcription Unit
Philips AG2009 Record Player

The Philips AG2009 Record
Player, a modestly priced
4 speed unit with many
outstanding features, is ideal
for the enthusiast who is
assembling his own equip-
ment or modernising an older
installation. The pick-up
arm is wired for stereo and the
Philips stereo head is avail-
able as an optional extra.
Eddy Current Brake gives
+2% fine adjustment on all
four speeds.
Continuously variable pick-up
playing weight (242gms.).
Supplied with Philips Hi-Fi
crystal head type AC13019,
for microgroove and 78 r.p.m.
Frequency response 30-15,000 els.
Auto -stop and automatic release of idler wheel.
Pick-up lifting and lowering device.
Individually balanced heavy turntable.
Wow and rumble of a low order.
Muting switch fitted.
Can be used with any amplifier or radio wt.
Mains voltage range: 110.127 v. and 200.240 v., A.C.-50 cycles.
Complete with monaural pick up £1.0412- or £1 deposit and 22 fortnightly
payments of 10;- carriage etc. 51-.

Cabinet for Hi-Fi
Speaker System

Acoustically designed bass reflex cabinet made
 by W.B.-"STENTORIAN." Price MI/ -

or 20/- deposit and 19 weekly payments of
By-. Choice of several others available.
Call or write for list. Add 5/- carr.

Dulci DPA 10 Amplifier
Made by the j/illei Company. It is
laboratory designed and is of the
highest fidelity, has superb repro-
duction and complete freedom
from hum, high output sensitivity.
10 -watt output and ample feed-
back all combined to give a truly
linear output. Uses
miniature valves. including two
EL84s in posh -poll. sites 212/12'
or 25- .nod 26 weekly
payment, oi 10 -.
Car t In.. Ii 6

Unique Opportunity to build Fine Transistor Set
Constructor's parcel: to build Pocket 6
Transistor Set as currently being sold at
£17/171-. Parcel comprises motif ed two
tone cabinet as illustrated, tuning dial, two
sang tuning condenser, combined bakelite
chassis/printed circuit and easy -to -follow
circuit. Costing value 57/6-offered while
supplies last at only 29/6, plus 2/6 post.
Suitable for Your own circuit or to build
original circuit. All parts available at highly
competitive prices. Do not miss this tremen-
dous bargain.

Electronics (Manor Park) Ltd. Electronics (Ruislip) Ltd.
42-46, Windmill Hill,

520, High Street North, Ruislip, Middx.
Phone: RUISLIP 5780. Phone: CRO 6558. Phone: ARChway 1049.Manor Park, E.12, Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Thursday. 7

PIM

r

U

U

U
Undoubtedly finest value obtainable in El
amplifiers-powerful three valve circuit
ideal for dances, parties, etc. Complete T
with valves, mains transformers, volume .'M
and tone controls, but less chassis, speaker
and cabinet. Price only 29/6 plus 2/6 post Al
and 1119. Data free with parts or available
separately 1/6. U

Beginner's Su perhet
As supplied to
many schools
and colleges.A simple
basic superhet
-easy to u
derstand and
which can be
progressively
extended
deal for stud tax-components Melia le
-valves-metal rectifier tuning condenser MI
-I.F. transformers, etc. In fact complete
superhet except speaker. Price g3 plus SI
31- post and insurance. Data included -
free or sep. 1/6.

A.C./D.C. Multimeter Kit
Ranges: D.C. volts 1111

0-3, 0-50, 0-100, 0-500.
0-1,000. A.C. volts
0-5, 0-50, 0-100, 0-500,
0-1,000. D.C. milli -
amps 0.3, 0-100,
0-500. Ohms 0-50,000.
with internal bat-
teries. 0-500,000 with
external batteries.
Measures
volts. D.C. current
and ohms. All the
essential parts includ-
ing metal case, tin. moving coil meter.
selected resistors, wire for shunts, range
selector, switches. calibrated wale and hill
instructions, price 19/6, plus 2/11 post and
insurance.

to

01

11

The Skysearcher
1960 Virsion uses Mains Transformers -
This is a three valve receiver kit using modern
circuitry. Ideal as a second set for the _
bedroom, workshop, etc. All parts including E
mains transformer, valves, resistors, coils, PI
etc., but not cabinet, chassis or speaker, 1-=-"

29/6, plus post and Ins. 3(6. Data free ft
with parts or available separately 1/6.

Band III 'Converters
Suitable -:
Wales, Lon- -_

don, Slid -
lands, North,
Scotland,
etc. All the
parts includ-
ing 2 EF80 111
valves, code,
fine tuner, con rast control, condensers
and resistors. (Metal case available as an
extra). Price on y 19/6, Plus 2/6 post and 11111

insurance Data f ee with parts or available
separately, 116. IAPlease send two more kits, the one you sent
last week is performing magnificently. Ws
We receive this sort of letter every day of the E.._

week, so if you have hesitated because you -=
thought our kits too cheap you need hesitate III
no longer.

Pa

If ordering by post, address your order to the Company nearest to you. in
-=..
--,...

Electronics (Croydon) Ltd. Electronics (Finsbury
266, London Road, Park) Ltd.,

29, Stroud Green Rd ,
11Croydon.Finsbury Park, N 4 =
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Worldwide Export Service
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT FROM U.S.A.

Frazar & Hansen Ltd., internationally known
since 1834, presents the latest advancements in
electronics designed and engineered by leading
U.S.A. manufacturers: many microwave and
transistorized devices, components and com-
plete equipment. A number of these are designed
to meet military specifications.

Radioactivity Monitor

Model AM -5C Continuous Air Monitor.
Utilizes the natural radioactive content
of air to determine the presence of
foreign alpha or beta -gamma emitters
encountered in the laboratory, reactor
stack or in the field. Sounds alarm when
significant amounts of foreign activity
are detected.

EBERLINE INSTRUMENT CORP.

Line Fault Analyzer
Model 124A Line Fault
Analyzer designed for rapid
location of faults on trans-
mission lines. Instantly
pinpoints shorts, opens,
grounds, and indicates
nature of fault from
to zoo miles. Also avail-
able-carrier frequency voltmeters, wave analyzers,
specialized LF, HF, VHF, UHF test equipment,
RF transmitters and power measuring equipment.

SIERRA ELECTRONIC CORP.

Also aluminum microwave and relay towers, AM trans-
mitters, audio equipment. Digital voltmeters and data
printers. High speed pulse generators. Signal genera-
tors. Spectrum analyzers, transistorized power supplies.

Distributors Wanted
Overseas inquiries invited from electronic engineering

representatives and manufacturers

FRAZAR 8c HANSEN Ltd.
301 Clay Street  San Francisco 11, Calif.

Since 1834

Issued by Northworks Ltd
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The ET5I may be used as a direct re-
placement for the American 6700. It is
fully available and you are invited to write
on your company notepaper for data.

- ..,4-4.Ty4,- ... . .
1. e '

45
,.,
!dullard

GOVERNMENT AND

VALVE D VISIONINDUSTRIAL

4,*7°

Mcis

ecade
Tube
TROCHOTRON ET51

Counting speeds of I MO and above, and a current
output of 5.5 mA . . . this is the performance of the
new Mullard ET5I.

The ET51 is a trochotron decade stepping tube which
may be used as a counter or selector. It has a compara-
tively large output which is sufficient to drive a direct
read-out number tube or a decade point indicator tube.

The high speed capabilities of this tube are of particular
use in nucleonic scalers, decimal computing equipment
and electronic switching circuits. In these and similar
applications, the ET5I with its relatively simple circuitry
can effect considerable economies compared with more
conventional methods.

MULLARD LIMITED . MULLARD HOUSE

TORRINGTON PLACE .

TELEPHONE : LANGHAM

LONDON
6633

. W.C.I Mullard I

MVT 365.1
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RADIO  TELEVISION  TRANSMITTING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES

rA7077.7"446

WALRAD
TUBE

ALL TUBES OF BEST BRITISH
AND CONTINENTAL CURRENT
PRODUCTION, BRANDED AND

BOXED " WALRAD "

LEADING BRITISH MANU-
FACTURERS' PRODUCTION
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH
THEIR OWN BRAND & BOXES

LOWEST

PRICES

HIGHEST

QUALITY

ALSO IN STOCK
LARGE RANGE OF
AMERICAN TYPES

WALMORE ELECTRONICS LTD.
PHOENIX HOUSE 19-23 OXFORD STREET ' LONDON ' WI

Telephone : Cables .
GERrard 0522-3 VALVE XPOR - LONDON

Telex.
LONDON 28757

RADIO MASTS & TOWERS
with TECHNICAL SERVICES

STANDARD TUBULAR MASTS

Rhombic Terminating Resistor Unit, 250 ohm type, suitable for out door
mounting or for use as an indoor dummy load. Made in four ranges with

max. dissipation of 250w, 500w, I Kw and 2.5 Kw.

SOUTH MIDLANDS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
PLEASE WRITE ROMSEY ROAD CADNAM

FOR BROCHURE SOUTHAMPTON V.H.F. INSTALLATIONS
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the simultaneous
dual -channel recorder

Advances in magnetic tape recording-particularly in
the use of twin staggered heads-have aroused
considerable interest among many of those engaged in 6,
medical, physical, aeronautical and other branches
of scientific research. The Ferrograph Series 3c/FN, -
illustrated here, has been specially developed as
the result of close co-operation with research
workers in many industrial fields, not only
in this country but in laboratories throughout the
world. Besides its normal ability to record and
playback time pulses on one track and intelligence on the
other, there are many additional applications when
comparative measurements, stereophonic sound, or indeed,
any two activities capable of being translated into electrical
phenomena (within its frequency and phase shift
limitations) can be recorded simultaneously for future study
and application. Experience has shown that the
scope of such an instrument when used for Research purposes
is almost unlimited.

Model

3C1 FN

Full specification of Model 3C,FN -

which is not for domestic use-available

on application. Illustrated leaflet

GA767, describing all other Ferrograph

Tape Recorders, will be sent on request.

72-6 4t.e.i.fez,t-ea4 eriFIgap
BRITISH FERROGRAPH RECORDER CO. LTD 131 Sloane Street London, S.W.1 Telephone: SLOane 2214/5 & 1510

(A subsidiary of The Ferrograph Company Ltd.)
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RELAYS?

Everything points to

DEPENDABLE
Our wide range of relays have
one thing in common-they are
manufactured to the highest
standards. Whether your need
is for Automation, Transistor,
Type 3000 or Type 600 Relays,
you can leave your specifica-
tions in our hands with
confidence.
Prototypes can be delivered
in 1/7 days, and quotations
for quantities and special
orders given on request to our
engineering department,
which is always available for
advice on special problems.

Please send your enquiries to:

DEPENDABLE BELAY CO LTD
8a Ainger Road Camden Town London NW3 Telephone: PR1mrose 8161

P. A. MARRIOTT & CO. ,
 SUNLEIGH WORKS, SUNLEIGH ROAD, 

ALPERTON, MIDDLESEX
Phone : Wembley 7493

!ALL
THE

BEST 
. Tape recorders are fitted with :
. MARRIOTT RECORD

 PLAY - BACK AND ERASE HEADS

 Private and Trade enquiries to:-

al:WA AftErE11

Elegance coupled with outstanding performance have already
earned an enviable reputation for the Chapman 305 Control Unit
(illustrated above) and 305 Power Amplifier.

* S watts per channel at 0.1%.
* Direct from Tape Head CCIR.
* Any low output magnetic P/U RIAA.
* Distortion negligible all levels.
* Spare power for Tuner.
* Main Amplifier only 12 x 7 x Sin.
* Separate balance control.
* Elegant in black and gold.
* For shelf or cabinet mounting.

305 Control Unit 18 gns. Main Amp. 20 gns. Matching FM or
AM/FM Tuners available.

Full sp-cification from your hi -fl de 21e, or

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) LTD.
HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS.
Telephone : High Wycombe 2474
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CAPACITORS

I
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for all applications
TYPES

DRY ELECTROLYTIC  METALLISED PAPER (HUNTS PATENTS)
METALLISED PLASTIC FILM (HUNTS PATENTS)

PLASTIC FILM  FOIL & PAPER  SILVERED MICA
STACKED MICA  CERAMIC  POWER CERAMIC

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL R.F. TYPES

APPLICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT  ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

POWER FACTOR IMPROVEMENT  CAPACITOR MOTORS
FLUORESCENT LIGHTING  PHASE SPLITTING

H.F. AND R.F. HEATING  IGNITION AND INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
TELEPHONE INSTALLATIONS

A. H. HUNT (Capacitors) LTD., WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.18. Tel : VANdyke 6454

Factories also in Essex, Surrey and North Wales
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youillike the 4oundof

" HI -Fl " PRECISION -BUILT EQUIPMENT

GA4 High Fidelity Amplifier. 4 watt 4 -valve circut
with a frequency response of 40-18,000 c.o.s.

J., 2db. Neat Control Panel, size 6M. x 4M., on
fly leads for individual mounting. Input

selector switch
matching to
Radio, L.P., and
78 r.p.m. re-
cords. Separate
bass and treble
controls giving
wide range
f cut and lift.

Volume Con-
trol. Rotatable
transformers for
hum cancella-
tion.

MODEL DPA 10 AND PRE -AMPLIFIER

10-15 watts ultra linear
push - pull power amplifier
and pre -amplifier. A
superb instrument, modern
styled and of precision
quality. Incorporates every
facility for the reproduc-
tion of high quality sound,
from radio, records, tapes
or microphones.
DPA 10 only £121121-.
With pre -amplifier,

19/19;-.

MODEL H4T2 SELF -POWERED AM/FM TUNER
For clear, clean reception of the B.B.C. high fidelity
transmissions on the VHF/FM Band and customary

Long, Medium and
Short wave broad-
casts. Magic eye
tuning - Audio
Stage incorporating
negative feedback-
dual output for high
and low sensitivity
amplifiers. Simple
"through" cabinet
mounting - full
automatic volume

control and limiting on 2 IF
stages. Price £24/19!- inc.
P.T.

AND HERE'S THE SUPERIOR TAPE
SERIOUS ENTHUSIAST

for superb performance and presenta-
tion. It's all ready for addition to a

Hi-Fi system. Recording ampli-
fier incorporated with erase and
bias oscillator. Playback equal-
iser and pre -amplifier inte-
grated with deck. 2 speeds -
7 in./sec. and 3/in./sec. Price
£57/15/-.
This deck when fitted with a
"Stereo" Replay Head costs
£63/15/- and as such is de-
signed for use with the DULCI
"Stereo Eight" pre -amplifier.
Our complete range includes Pre -Amplifiers, Power -Amplifiers,

Tape Recorders and all Hi-Fi and Stereo equipment.
Write for comprehensive illustrated literature to --

UNIT FOR THE
MODEL TUI

LEE PRODUCTS (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD.
Eipico House, Longford St., London N.W.1 Tel.: EUSton 5754

SEPTEMBER, 1954I

LIGHT
in weight

EASY
to style

HIGH
impact resistance

COSTS LESS
to produce

EASILY FINISHED
with paint or p.v.c. foil

Fibreform mouldings are made from an exclusive material o

strong cellulose fibres bonded with synthetic resins. They art
strong - need no smoothing, readily take an air-dried or stovi
enamel finish or a bonded P.V.C. foil. Because they mould easily an(
accurately, we can produce quite large and complex forms at low cost

We make television receiver cabinets and backs-clock case:
-and if you examine its possibilities-your new products.

specify fibreforni
the
fibrous
plastic

Fibre Form Ltd
Garratt Mills Trewint St Earlsfield London SW18 Wimbledon 394i

Midland Factory: Lower Gornal Nr. Dudley Worcs Sedgley 2766

AN EXCELLENT RANGE OF

MOULDINGS FROM STOCK.

Embellished types for Instrument types for
domestic equipment modern apparatus

WE ARE ACTUAL IMPORTERS of the popular
" Pekalit " range and maintain adequate stocks

of the more widely used patterns

UNCLES BLISS & CO., LTD.
CHERRY ORCHARD RD, EAST CROYDON, SURREY

TELEPHONE: CROYDON 3379/6390
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COBRT. 455A

Two Spot Frequency
150 watt H.F. TRANSMITTER

Ensure a high performance
from your system, by using
G.E.C. BRT.400 receivers.

This extremely reliable high -
frequency transmitter is ideal for
Oil Companies, Posts and
Telegraphs Departments,
Police Forces etc., and is suitable for
service under widely varying
climatic conditions.

Arranged for both speech and telegraph signals.
Separate R.F. Units with pre-set controls.
Crystal control between 2 and 16 Mc,s.
Up to 150 watts R.F.output.
V.F.O. for emergency operation.
Built-in 1000 c/s tone oscillator.
Excellent speech quality.
Remote or local control.
Fully tropical.

Price ( incl. control unit, telephone, and telegraph key) £600 F.O.B.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED OF ENGLAND

TELEPHONE, RADIO AND TELEVISION WORKS, COVENTRY, ENGLAND

GEC 33
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WEYRAD P.50 TRANSISTOR COILS
AND I.F. TRANSFORMERS

FOR 2 -WAVE PORTABLE WITH PRINTED CIRCUIT AND ROD AERIAL
P50ilAC M.W. OSCILLATOR COILS. For
I76pF TUNING CONDENSER PRICE 5'4d.

P50i2cc 1st and 2nd I.F. TRANSFORMER
470 Kc/s OPERATION. " Q " .= 150 PRICE 5'7d.

P50/3CC 3rd I.F. TRANSFORMER. 470 Kc/s
OPERATION. " Q " = 170 PRICE 6'0d.

RA2W L.W. and M.W. ROD AERIAL 6in. long,
flying -lead connections. For 208pF TUNING
CONDENSER PRICEllf 6d.

LFTD2 DRIVER TRANSFORMER. Split Secon-
dary Type, semi -shrouded. With 6 connecting tags PRICE 9'6d.

PCAI PRINTED CIRCUIT PANEL, 21 x Skin. ready drilled with component positions and references
printed on rear PRICE 9'6d.

BOOKLET OF DETAILED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS FOR 6 -TRANSISTOR
LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE SUPERHET PRICE 2'Od.

ALL IN BULK PRODUCTION-TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

WEYMOUTH RADIO MFG. CO. LTD., CRESCENT STREET,

WEYMOUTH, DORSET

9 f?
Quartz Crystals

400c/s to 100M%
Quick Deliveries

Competitive Prices
E.I.D. and A.R.B. APPROVED

THE PARCOPAK
(built like a battleship)

D.C. to A.G.
Mains Voltage
From your
Battery or House
Lighting Plant

ENJOY MOBILITY FOR
Dictating Machines, Tape Recorders, Radio,
Television, Radiograms, Record Changers.
* Input 6, 12, 24, 32, 48, 110 and 220 volts.
* Output 250 volts, 50 c/s., 200 watts (max.).
* Fitted with remote -control facilities or

0/0 switch and watts output panel.
Prices from £14 : 9 : 0

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER:
TRADE ENQUIRIES

Sole Manufacturers:
P. A. R. LIMITED, TALBOT WORKS,

TALBOT STREET, NOTTINGHAM
Telephone 46505/6. Telegrams PARCO, NOTTM.
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TEL
r

AT REDUCED PRICES GIVE

THE RETAILER NEARLY

5U
1,10/ MORE

/0 PROFIT

ON TOTAL OUTLAY

So in buying top quality and match-
less reputation, you lay out less
money and make more profit.
It's just plain common sense
to prefer TELEFUNKEN!

From your wholesaler, or from the
sole British Distributors for all
Telefunken Radios, Radiograms,
Record Players, etc.:-

TELLUX LTD

THE NEW
PRICE LIST OF
TELEFUNKEN
VALVES CAN

BE OBTAINED
FROM YOUR
WHOLESALER
OR TELLUX LTD

All valves have usual
full guarantee

Member of the K.G. (Holdings) Group of Companies 146 NEW CAVENDISH STREET LONDON, W.1
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Stereophonic Sound from

Monaural sources!

In order to bring this
wonderful new inven-
tion within the react
of as large a public ar
',ossible, as quickly at
.mssible, the price has

been fixed at only

£4' 19'6
Postage and packing

Overseas Price £511010
or 516 post Paid.

Order now or send for full
details of this miracle of sound

engineering

It's the greatest advance of all time in
the realm of reproduced music!
The " Symphony " STEREOPHONER
gives you all the realism and presence
of stereophonic sound reproduction
-without multi -channel equipment,
without stereo pickups, without even
stereo records!
If you have an ordinary radio radiogram,
portable record reproducer, monaural hi-fi
system, al/ you need is one extra speaker to
match and the "Symphony" STEREO-
PHONER and you have stereophonic
sound, irrespective of the original recording!
No fitting required. You ^an connect up in a
few minutes. It even improves the reproduc-
tion from two channel systems, and you can
get the same wonderful results from sound
film and many television sets. We can supply
any suitable second loudspeaker or enclosure
reouired.

The "SYMPHONY" STEREOPHONER
s the invention of Professor Dr. Hermann Scherchen an orchestra conductor of internat-

ional repute who is also an acoustics expert. It is the result of years of  mensivr
research. It has been brought to this country by the Sole Licensees, Symphony Amn'ifiers
Ltd. and marketed by their Distributors, Northern Radio Services. The Stereophoner
embodies a completely new approach, remarkable for its simplicity and ingenuity, recreat-
mg in their origina. vitality the characteristic sound spectra of the let and right sides of
'he orchestra.

Two models available: Model A, 2- 4 ohms
Model B, 10 15 ohms

Never before has anyone in the world been able to offer you Stereo-
phonic Sound Reproduction so easily, with so little troub'e. and at so
little cost.

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES
I I King's College Road, Swiss Cottage, N.W.J

Telephone PRImrose 331 '

Trade Enquiries to: SYMPHONY AMPLIFIERS LTD. 16 KIrrrs CoIle-e Road N.W.3.

TRANSFORMERS
COILS LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES

CHOKES TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

SPECIALISTS IN

FINE WIRE WINDINGS
MINIATURE TRANSFORMERS, PICK-UP,

CLOCK AND INSTRUMENT COILS, ETC.
VACUUM IMPREGNATION TO APPROVED STANDARDS

ELECTRO-WINDS LTD.
CONTRACTORS TO G.P.O. M 0.5., LEE., ETC.

123-5-7 PARCHMORE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
LIVINGSTONE 2261 EST. 1933

FOR
DETAILS OF

MINIATURE FILAMENT LAMPS
For Signal and Pilot lights,
for Scale, Dial ard Internal

Illumination
WRITE

VITALITY BULBS LTD.
Neville Place. London, N.22

Tel BO Wes Park 0016

Not subject to Puchase Tao
(Carriage paid in U.K )

Illustrated leaflet available

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
Model 12. 12" HD UNIT
Dia. over lug 12Iin.: Overall heath flf in.
Power liandlin7 20 watt, R.M.S.: Voice coil
dia. 2in.: Flux density 15,300 gauss: Total
dux 180,,00 liner Main resonance 30.35
c.o.s.: Frequency espouse '5-5,000
Input impedance 15 ohms.
Fitted with curvilinear cone, foam Naafi,
-urround and extra long voice coil winding which
permits large amplitude movement without
I armonic distortion. Recommended In use as
single speaker 'or any heavy duty eluiremen
such as pudic address or borne cinema a' a -

bass unit is multi -speaker system. Suitable
:or use in all types o' reflex enclosive horn
'oading o open'.addle mount's;. £9.

Mo.;e1 121 A
As above not wits aluminium wire 'Moe eoi
giving improved transient reirmose sal u-etu
range extended nv to 0.000 ens

Model 301 H.F. UNIT
Overal dia. 3in.: Overa0 -'eoth If in. Powe
handling 15 watts: Instantaneori, Peak Vole -
soil dia. tin.; F'ux density 17,000 gauss: Ebu-
lliency espouse 1,000-18,000 s.p.s., 'nput im
valance :'-15 ,hms.
A nresstre type high frequency loudspeaker
Handles high note portion o, 15 watts of music.
Response is levol one range 2,000 tr 14,000
 .p.s. beyond which there is gradual roll -of
giving useful range o 1,500 to 18,000 c.o.s.
The special hardened aluminium diaphragm with
unique loading system rises clean distortionless
^intput at all frequencies M lie range which is
completely free of resonance, or colorations.
Will extend rangr o any existing speaker system
an' greatly increase transient 'moose ant
. realism." f3

Not subject to Purchase Tax
(Carriage paid in U.K.)

Illustrated leaflet available.

FANE ACOUSTICS LIMITED
BATLEY YORKSHIRE

IFS
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TRANSFORMERS
Each Transformer in this group E8 10 0

OUTPUTS:

5V 80 Amps
12V 40 Amps
24V 30 Amps
30 V 25 Amps
18 V 30 Amps

110-120 V 4 Amps

4 V 100 Amps

60 V Centre Tapped 20 "i Amps

17.5 V 40 Amps

55 V 15 Amps

5 V 140 Amps E10

110-120 V 10 Amps E15

40 V 25 Amps E14

5 V 300 Amps EIS

6-12 V 50 Amps £10

12 V 60 Amps EIO

12V 100 Amps E16

50 V 60 Amps E25

110 V Centre Tapped 55 V 25 Amps £26

10-15-25 V 100 Amps E26

6-8-10-18-24 V 100 Amps £32

6-12-18-24-30 V 12 Amps £11

1.6 V to 49 V in 23 Combinations 12 Amps E13

All for 240 V Input, oche- Supply Voltages as Required
CONTINUOU3 RATING Short Ratin3 Transformers also available

4 V 5,000 Amps E100
2 V 10,000 Amps E98

3.5 V 20,000 Amps E127
2 V 30,000 Amps £130

10 V 2,000 Amps E103

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
230-115 V 5 Amps £8
250-240-230-220-120-1 I 5-
110-105 V 12 Amps £13
250-240-230-220-120-1 I 5-
110-105 V 60 Amps ESC

10 V 1,000 Amps E59

10 V 500 Amos

10 V 750 Amps E48

10 V 300 Amps £28

10 V 900 Amps L50

12 V 1,000 Amps C64

15 V 1,000 Amps £75

20 V 800 Amps E80

5 V 1,000 Amps C39

THREE PHASE
TRANSFORMERS

Input 400/440 V

40 V 60 Amps 3

Phase £30

230 V 50 Amps 3
Phase £78

110 V 100 Amps 3
Phase E90

1 V 5,000 Amps 3
Phase E130

These and other Transformers can be supplied for 3 phase,
6 phase and 12 phase Rectifiers.

CONSOLES
AC and DC Supply Units with infinitely variable or tapped output.
Manual or Remote Control with full instrumentation. The Console
illustrated has a stabilized 230 V AC supply as well as several low
voltage heavy current sources. Each source is independent of the others,
but where called for, interlocking and protection devices can be in-
cluded

RECTIFIER SETS
Rectifier Sets. DC Volts ON LOAD are stated.

6.3 V DC 13 Amps with
220 V DC 110 mAmps E24

12 V DC 200 Amps E87
24 V DC 20 Amps £26
34 V DC 10 Amps £30
36 V DC 50 Amps E51

110/120 V DC 10 Amps E34
110/120 V DC 25 Amps E55
200/250 V DC 10 Amps E44
200'250 V DC 18 Amps £60

1,200 V DC 200 mAmps E40
Fitted Ammeters and Voltmeters, per meter E4
Built in Rheostats E4

All for 203/250 VAC
(Other supply Voltages

available)

Rectifier Sets with control of
DC Output by Variable
Choke. Fitted with Ammeter.

DC Volts ON LOAD are
stated

12/25 V DC 12 Amps ... E18
15 V DC 5 Amps ... El2

VOLTMOBILE
VOLTAGE REGULATING TRANSFORMERS

Covering the range from zero volts to supply volts in 64 steps. This is achieved
by switching ON LOAD.

INPUT 240 V INPUT 420 V
OUTPUT 0/240 V OUTPUT 0/420 V

Change per step 3.8 V (1.6%) Change per step 6.5 V (1.6%)
40 Amps 155 40 Amps E62

60 Amps E62 60 Amps £73
80 Amps £82 80 Amps E90

RECTIFIER SETS
400/440 V 3 Phase Input

12 V 210 Amps E98

24 V 105 Amps E98

36 V DC 50 Amps E51

200/250 V DC 18 Amps E60

SPECIFIC ENQUIRIES' are invited for T .ansformers and Rectifiers. We specialise in
HEAVY CURRENT EQU PMENT.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.
2 JORDAN STREET, MANCHESTER 15. CENTRAL 5069
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A service for Designers

f j

The possibility of a component change-due to shortage of supplies,
increased costs or failure to meet specific conditions-is a problem facing
every designer of electronic equipment. However, one basic component can

be 'tailor-made' from the start, for LAB will supply the precise type of
Resistor required, ex stock and at the right price. Write for full technical
data, prototype samples and price schedules to:-

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO. LTD.,
50 ABBEY GARDENS, LONDON, N.W.8

Telephone: Maida Vale 0888

CARBON WATTS OHMIC
RANGE

TOLER-
ANCES +

I. Solid i I & 2 10-IOM 5% & 10%
2. Cracked 1/30-20 I -500M 5% & 10%
3. . High Stability 1/10-3 I -50M 0.5% 1%2%5%
4. Variable 1 5K -2M -
5. V. High Resistance 1-3 50M-1013 5% & 10%
6. V.H.F. (Rods & Discs) 1/10-I 10-IK I% & 2%

WIREWOUND
4. Rheostats 4-500 10-80K -
9. Sliders 3-15 10- I6K -
8. Vitreous 3-500 I - 150K 1%2% 5%
7. Cemented I-I 5 I -25K 5% & 10%

 The ubiquitous blue (I%) grey (2%) " HISTA8S"

Do you KNOW
THAT Rheostats (4) can be made up in twos

and threes on a common spindle.
THAT the whole of the vast range
shown under (3) can be delivered ex
stock in all Preferred values.

d iahMi goo__
S use

itadioopares
quality components

design

development
and

prototype
work

kefivAg/H)6" Radiospares components are
delivered absolutely "by return"

A. C. SOLENOID type SAM/T
Continuous 14 oz. at yin.
Instantaneous to 511b.

Larger and smaller sizes

available.
Also Transformers to 7

kVA 3 phase.
Current Transformers 100/5
to 2000/5. All classes.

R. A. WEBBER LTD.
18, FOREST ROAD, KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL. Phone: 67-4065

DiNt4§11
CAPACITY 15" BENCH DRILL

A PRECISION BUILT MACHINE TOOL
WEIGHT 154 lbs. 5 SPINDLE SPEEDS

£37-5-0 complete -3 phase
(Ch'iick guard noc moluded Pillar model also available.
Available from all machine tool merchants -
write now for full details, to the manufacturers:

W. J. MEDDINGS LTD.,
Ipswich Road, Trading Estate, Slough, Bucks

One of the largest manufacturers of Drilling Machines in the U.K
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TECHNICAL

TRAINING
in radio
television

and
electronics

engineering
with

ICS

The decision is YOURS. To be a success
in your chosen career; to quality tor
the highest paid iob; to control a

profitable business of your own.
tcs home -study courses pui your
plans on a practical basis; teach you
theory and practice: give you the
knowledge and experience to take you,
at your own pace, to the top.

Choose the RIGHT course:

RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING

RADIO SERVICE AND SALES

VHF/FM ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING

A.M.Btit.,I.R.E.: City and
Telecom. Technicians,
Servicing (R.T.E.B.), and
Amateurs Certificates.

Guilds
Radio
Radio

THERE ARE ICS COURSES TO MEET
YOUR NEEDS AT EVERY STAGE OF
YOUR CAREER.

FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON
TODAY

You will receive the FREE 60 -page ICs
Prospectus listing examinations and
tcs technical courses in radio, television
and electronics Puts details of over 150
specialised subjects.

LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD

Practical Radio Course

Gain a sound knowledge of Radio and
T.V. as you build YOUR OWN 4 -VALVE
T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet radio re-
ceiver, Signal Generator and High -
quality Multi -tester. At the end of the
course you have three pieces of per-
manent and practical equipment and a
fund of persona' knowledge and
skill . . . ICs Practical Radio courses
open a new world to the keen Radio
amateur.

Other ICS courses include:
MECHANICAL, MOTOR, FIRE,
CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL AND
CIVIL ENGINEERING. . . SEL-
LING AND MANAGEMENT,
ARCHITECTURE, WOODWORK-
ING, FARMING, GARDENING,
ART, PHOTOGRAPHY.

A WHOLE WORLD OF SKILL AND KNOW-
LEDGE FOR THE KEEN STUDENT.

INTERNATIONAL

EN SIM

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
DEPT., 2235, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS KINGSWAY W.C.2

PLEASE SEND ME FREE BOOK ON

NAME AGE

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

IMO 11 NMI

I
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O

by W. E. Miller M.A. (CANTAB) M. BRIT. I.R.E.
revised by E. A. W. Spreadbury M. BRIT. I.R.E.

15s. net. by post 15s. 10d. 4th. Edition.

obtainable from
leading booksellers

new and
enlarged edition

of an established introduction to
superheterodyne recievers.

This established introduction to superheterodyne receiver circuits

has been greatly enlarged and brought completely up to date with

the inclusion of transistor and f.m. receivers; there are new

chapters covering battery receivers and car radio sets, while the

modern a.m./f.m. receiver is fully described. Mathematics and

obscure theoretical considerations are entirely omitted, and over

eighty easy -to -follow circuit diagrams are explained in a simple

but practical manner, splitting up the circuit into sections and

working from the aerial terminal through to the loudspeaker.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON S.E.I

VITREOUS ENAMELLED RESISTORS
R.C.S.C. Sty e RWV44..

'LILLY R.C.S.C. TYPE APPROVED 100 to 22K0, our
..WV4-L style resistors conform to Inter -Services Spec.
RCS 111
Other styles available. R.C.S.0 type approval applied for.

RCSC
Style

CGS
Style

Rating n watts

RangeService Commer-
Clad

RWV4-1
RWV4-K
RWV4-L

VPF4
VPFIO
VPF14

3
4.5
6

4
10

14

50 to 8K0
50 to 68K55
100 to 100K0

THE C.G.S. RESISTANCE CO.
EVERTOR, LYrnINGTON, RANTS. (el. aliaor.,-on-Sea 269
London Office. 30 Clarendon Rd., Harrow, Mddx Tel Harrow 4147

VALVE BASES (STEMS) IN LEAD
AND HARD GLASS VALVE SLEEVES

QUARTZ CRYSTAL CONTAINERS
WE SPECIALISE IN SHORT RUNS TO CUSTOMERS'
SPECIFICATIONS. WE INVITE YOUR ENQUIRIES, ALSO
FOR OTHER GLASS PARTS FOR THE ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRY.

DAY-IMPEX LIMITED
PROGRESS WORKS, BRUNEL ROAD
EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX
Telephone: EASTWOOD 525296/7

TELEVISION AERIAL COMPONENTS
DESIGNED FOR CONSTRUCTING BAND I & BAND III T.V. AERIALS
ELEMENT DIMENSIONS SUPPLIED FOR ALL CHANNELS

Selecting at random from our new multi -page catalogue :

* Band III Folded Dipoles (As illustrated) * Mast Coupling units for 2" Masts.

* Reflector and director rod holders * Insulators, Both Rubber and Plastic
(As illustrated)

* Masthead Fittings for 1", II" * Alloy Tubing for Elements, Cross
and 2" Masts. boom and masting.

Send 11- P.O. for the revised, fully illustrated catalogue to:

FRI NGEVISION LTD., Marlborough, Wilts. Phone : 657/8
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Brand new, indi-
VALVES vidually checked

and guaranteed
AC/DD 2/6
AC/HL 2/6
AC/P 2/6
AC/PI 2/6
ACE/PEN 5/-
ACISP3 4/6
AL60 6/-
AR6 216

AR8 5/-
ARDD5 2/-
ARP3
ARP4 3/6
ARPI2 2/9
ARP2I 5/6
ARP24 3/6
ARP34 4/6
ATP4 2/9
ATP7 5/6
AU I 5/-
AW3 41-
B30 3/6
BL63 6/-
D41 3/3
D42 41-
D77 4/3
DA30 20/-
DD4I 4/6
DD620 4/6
DETS 20/-
DETI8 30,-
DETI9 2/6
DET20 2/6
DH76 4/9
DLSIO 4/6

E I 148 21-
EA50 1/6
EAC9I 4/6
E834 1/6
EBC33 6/-
EC52 3/9
EC54 3/6
ECC32 4/-
ECC8I 5/10
ECC82 6/9
ECC83 6/9
ECC84 7/9
ECC9I 4/-
ECL80 10/3
EF9 6'-
EF22 713
EF32 5'-
EF36 3/6
EF39 4/9
EF50 3/-
EF52 5/-
EF54 5/6
EF55 6/-
EF80 6/9
EF85 6/10
EF89 8/9
EF9I 4/10
EF92 5/-
EL32 3/9
EL84 8/6
EL9I 7/6
EY9 I 4/6
EZ40 7/-
EZ80 7/6

FAI5 4/-
FW4/500 8/-
H30 5/-
H63
HP4I01
KBC32
KF35
KT30
KT3I
KT33C
KT66
KT241
KTW63
L30
MH4
MH41
MH41
MI-IL4
MHLD6
M L4

3/6
6/-
5/-
5/-
7/-
8/-
7/-
8/-
9/-
6/6
4/-
4'-
6/6
6/6
2/6
4/6
4/6

ML6 6'-
MS'PEN 6,-
MS/PENB 6/-
NS/PEN'T 6/-
N34 8/-
NRISA 3/-
NR6I 71-
NT37

14033A) .14'-
003
OZ4
OZ4A
P61

PCC84

All U.K. orders below 10/- P. & P. If-

PCC85 81-
PEN25 4/6
PEN46 5/9
PENI41 4/-
PEN220A 3/-
PEN1340 6/-
PENDD/

1360 9/6
PL82 8/3
PL83 9/-
PM4DX 3/-
PT25H 7/6
PY82 8l-
QP2I 6/-
QP25 5/3
RG I -240A 17/6
RG3-250 ... 17/6
RG4-1250 9/-
RK34 2/6
RL37 3/6
SP4B 7/6
SP I 3C 4/6
SP4I 2/9
SP6I 2/9
SU2150A 4/9
T4I 19/
TT I I 3/-
U18 6/-
U19 7/-
U27 81-
UU4 4,6
V203313 8/-
VP23 S/-
VR99 8/-
VRIOS'30 7/6
VSIIO 4/-
VT25 8/6
VUIII 31-
VU120 3/3
VUI33A 3/-

W31 7/-
W42 7/-
Y66 8/-
Z31 6/-
IA3 3/6
I ASGT Si -
'B23 11/-
1824 1 1 /-
1 826 11/-
1 B32 10/-
1D8GT 6/-
IL4 4/ -
'LDS 3/6
1 R5 6/9
155 6/-
T4 4/-

2A3 8/-
2A6 7/-
2C34 2/6
2D4A 41-
2X2 4/-
'A4 6/6
3624 3/-
3E29

(829B1 60/-
3Q5GT 9/-
4A 1 4/6
401 2/6
5U4G 5/-
5V4 7,

5Y3GT 6/9
5Z3 8/6
5Z4G 8/-
6A6 SI-
fAB7 5'-
6AC7 5/-
6AG5 416

LAG7 101-
6AK6 7/6
6AK7 10/-

6AM5 5/-
6AM6 6/3
6B4G 4/6
6B8 5/6
6B8G 2/6
6C4 4/-
6C5 6/-
6C6 4/6
6C8G 5/-
6F6 7/-
6F8G 6/6
6FI2 5/-
6G6G 3/-
6H6M 2/3
6H6GT 1/9

615 3/6
616 4/3
6K6GT 6/6
6K7G 2/3
4K7GT
6K8GT 8/-
6L5G 61-
6L6 101-
6L6G 6/6
6L34 4/6
6N7GT 7/-
SQ7G 6/3
6SA7 6/9
6SC7GT 6'-
6SG7 SF.
6SH7 5/-
6517 6/9
6SK7 5/6
6SL7GT 6/9
6SN7GT 4/6
6SQ7 6/6
6SR7 6/6
6SS7 8/-
6V6G 5/6
6X5GT 5/6

8D2 2,'6

9D2 3/-
I 1E5 Si -
2A6 5/-
2AH7 7/-
2C8 7/6
2E1 22/6
2H6 2/6
2JSGT 3/6
2SC7 4'6
2SG7 6/6
2SH7 4/9
2S.I7 6/-
25K7 5/-
2SL7 7/-
2SR7 6/-
502 6/-
55 8/ -
SR 7/6
9E2 5/-

2807 81-
357 30/-
35Z4GT 7!--
39'44 6/-
4IFP 1/9
524G 8/-
53A 3/-
58 6/-
59 6/-
7IA 4/6
77 6/-
80 6/3
82 8/-
83 12/-
83V 12/-
84 12/6
89 6/-
2IOLF 3/-
210VPT 3/-
2I7C 17/6
22'/VSG 3/-
3508 81-
393A 25/-
446A 14/-
4468 14 -
705A 17/6

7158 97/6
717A 8/6
801 61-
803 22/6

P07 AMER
30/-
5/3

807BR 3/9
813 70/-
815 80/-
816 30/-
829A 30/-
833A £14
843 7/6
F66A 10/-
872A 35/-
930 8/-
954 2/-
956 2/9
1619 6/-
1625 6/-
1626 4/6
1629 4/6
4242A 6/-
7193 .. 1/9
7475 5/-
ROIOAR 22/6
9020 6'-
9001 5/-
9003 5/6
9004 41-
9006 4/ -

Cathode Ray
Tubes:
3BPI 25/-
SCP1 42/6
5FP7 45/-
VCR5I7 I0/ -

Special Valves:
2131 45'-
31/M0E £35
31192/E E37/10
723AB 52/C
726A 27/6
VX7I 10 15/-
WL417A -151-

over 10/- 1/6, orders over £2 P. & P. free. Overseas postage extra at cost.

BRAND NEW ORIGINAL SPARE PARTS
FOR AR88 RECEIVERS.

TUNING MECHANISM. (Gear), UMW -
post free.

Please write your other requirements.

Complete set of strong aerial rod, (Ameri-
can). Screw -in type MP49. 50 51, 52, 53,
total length 15ft. 10in., top diameter 0.615in.,
bottom diameter 0.185in together with
matched aerial base. MP37 with ceramic
insulator, ideal for car or roof insulation,
f2/110/-, post free.

Headphone Matching Transformers. to
match L.R. headphone to H.R.output (6,000
ohms) price 5/6, seated in small moulded case,
lin. x lin x 2in., easily mounted on cord.

TRANSCEIVERS 68T 3-5 me/s. together
with aerial rods, microphones, H.R. headphones.
Key in full working order E6/IS/-. P. & P 5/ -

FAMOUS U.S.A. FIELD TELEPHONES
in canvas or leather case, type EE8 E9 per pair
post free.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 4-5 Mc/s. American
made in black crackle finish housing, 6/-.
P. & P. If-.

Avominors in leather case, with leads, fully
tested, E5/101-. Packing and carriage 216.

COMPLETE V.F.O. UNIT from 7X53. Freq.
in 4 switched bands 'rom 1.2-17.5 mt/s.

Two V.T. 501s. as oscillator and buffer, 807 as
driver, two 5130, as voltage stabilizers. Output
sufficient to drive two 813s in parallel. 51,w
motion drive directly calibrated in mes.
Provision for crystal control metering of butler
and driver stage. Power requirements 400 v
and 6.3 v D.0 Can also be used as low power
transmitter. In excellent condition with valves
and circuit diagram ES. P & p 15/ -

TELESCOPIC AERIAL MASTS. 7 sections,
coca' I 1 yards Immediate erection. &4/10/ -
each or £8 per owe Post 'ree.

LIGHT HEADGEAR ASSEMBLY. Idea'
for mobile use. Headphone 600 ohms carbon
microphone. 18/-. P & P. 3/-.
AR88D and I.F. Receivers, completely
overhauled and tuned. 650 and E57/10/- respec-
tively. Completely rebuilt with P V.C. wiring,
E85.

Modulation Transformers (U.S.A. Collins),
primary imp. 6,000 ohms. C.T., secondary
6.000 ohms. 20 W.. 9/6 each, post free.
Microphone Transformers. Balance ;npur.
30 or 250 ohms. U.S.A. manufacture. 7/6.
P. & P. 1/6.

Signal Generator Type TS.14/AP. 3,200-
3,370 Mc/s Fully guaranteed at.
Low .Resistance Headohones, brand new,
type CLR. 5/-; Balanced Armature 7/6.
P. & P l/-.
High Resistance Headphones. 4,000 ohms.
Brand new, ex W.D., boxed. 10/6 per pair.
P. & P. 1/-.

P. C. RADIO LTD.
170, GOLDHAWK RD.,
W.12 SHEpherJs Bush 4945

813 Ceramic Valveholders 3/- each. P. &
P. 1/6.

Telephone Handset. Standard G.P.O. type
New. 10/-. P & P 1/-.

Rotary Convertor Unit. Input 11.5-12.5 v.
D C. Output 300 v. 200 mA. D.C. 30/-, postage
and packing 15, -

Mains Power Supply Unit for No. 19 wire-
less set Made by RCA of Canada. 115 v.

A.C. Brand new, LIS. P. & P £1.

Vacuum Condenser. 32 000 v. 50 pF., 25/-.
Post ree.

R109 Receiver. Covering 7-8 Mc/s. 6 v D.C.
New and tested E4/S/-. Carriage paid.

RI09A Receiver Covering 2-12 Mc/s.-6 v.
D.C.New and tested £5!5/-. Carriage paid.

SCR.522 TRANSMITTERS. (BC625), in-
cluding all valves, 22/6. P. & P. 5/-.

SCR.522 RECEIVERS (BC624), including all
valves, 25/-. P & P 5/-.
VIBRATOR UNIT. 12 v./I80 v. 60 mAmps.
Exceedingly well filtered and smoothed,
excellent for car radios. New including one
OZ4 valve and vibrator 19/-. P & P. 5/ -

No. 62 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER. 1.6-
12 Mc/s. in two ranges, ideal for mobile use.
Total 11 valves. Rx-A super with separate
mixer and local oscillator Tx uses QV04-7
as power amplifier VFO or switched selected
crystals. CW. phone (grid modulation)
metered for operation and valve testing. Pi

output to match rod aerials or long wire
" Press to send " operation from mike. Size
8+in. x 171in. x 13+in., weighs only 29 lbs.
Completely self contained with internal power
unit for 12 v. operation Power consumption
4.4 amps. on send, 3.4 amps on receive. As new
condition. tested, complete with operation
instructions. Pi -Ice L17/10'-. Delivery included.

CARBON INSET MICROPHONE. G.P.O.
-ype 2/6. P. & P. II-.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
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WE SEND THE BEST OF BRITAINS EVERYWHERE
 PROMPT DESPATCH SERVICE

 HOME AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED AT ALL TIMES

 110 VOLT ITEMS AVAILABLE
* RECORDERS
Vortexion W.V.A. E93 13 0 $267
Vortexion W.V.B. E110 3 0 $315
Brenell Mk. V 64 gns. $192
Ferrograph 4AN 81 gns. $243
Ferrograph 4AH 86 gns. S258

84 $252Ferrograph 66N
Grundig TK20 with Mic.

gns.
52 gns. S156

Grundig TK30 72 gns. $216

ES
ice

Telefunken KL85K
Philips 8108G
Philips EL3527

79 gns.
62 gns.
39 gns.

$327
$196
$87

Iii Stutzi Transistor 69 gns. $207

* STEREO DECKS
Ferrograph Stereo Ad 30 gns. $90

C:3
rad

Ferrograph 88
Ferrograph 4 S/N

105 gns.
89 gns.

$315
$267

Brenell Stereo Deck E33 16 0 $101

C.= * STANDARD DECKS
Wearite 3A E35 0 0 $100
Wearite 3B E40 0 0 $114

E-1
Brenell
Truvox

28 gns.
26 gns.

$84
$78

Collaro Mk. IV E25 0 0 $72

ra4

Microphones by Lustraphone, Reslo. Acos,
Simon Sound, Geloso, etc.
* TAPES BY ALL LEADING MAKERS

* SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Quad Electrostatic
Wharfedale SFB/3
Wharfedale PST8
Wharfedale Golden 10
Wharfedale Super 3
Tannoy I2in. Dual
Tannoy 15in. Dual
Vitavox DU/I20
WB. 1016
WB. 1012
Goodmans Tri Axiette
Goodmans 300
Goodmans 400
Goodmans 15/4
Goodmans IB3
Philips Dual Cone
Kelly Ribbon Mk. II
B. J. Tweeter complete
WB. 1016

E52 0 0
E39 10 0
E10 10 0

El3 14 II
46 19 II

[30 15
E37 10
£19 10

E8 0
E4 19

E25 0
Ell 5

E16 17
£53 II
E59 17
CO 10
£10 10

ES 5
E8 0

$156
$113
825
$18
$16
$91
$107
$56
$16
$22
$71
$32
$46
$156
$171
$30
$30
$11
$18

* MOTORS AND PICK-UPS
Lenco GL60 Trans. Unit E28 19 2 $62
Lenco GL58/R and Stereo

P.U. f29 3 10 $62
Garrard 301 f26 8 3 $54
Garrard 4HF/Stereo P.U. 1E19 17 7 $41
Garrard TA/Mk. II f9 15 8 $22
Connoisseur Motor f28 6 3 $57
Philips P.U. 19 gns. $41
Goldring 600 fll 13 6 $24
Goldring 580 E5 16 9 $12
Garrard Arm and P.U. El4 3 3 $29
ORTOFON, LEAK, CONNOISSEUR, COLLARD, etc.
Also available Garrard Collaro and BSR Auto -
changers with stereo or mono pick-ups.

MODERN EIKTRICIV"

* AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS
(STEREO)
Quad 22 -Control Unit
Quad II Amplifier
Leak Stereo 20 Amp.
Leak Point One Pre -Amp
Avantic SPA II
Pamphonic 3000
Rogers Control Unit
C.Q. Twin Four
Jason J.2/10 Mk. II
Pilot SHF.15
Dulci DPA/I 0/2
(SINGLE CHANNEL)
Leak TLI2 Plus
Quad 11 Amplifier
Quad Control Unit
Rogers Cadet
Rogers Junior
Rogers Pre -Amp.
Rogers Switched FM Tuner
Quad FM Tuner
Chapman AM/FM
Jason JTV Tuner
Dulci AM/FM
* STEREO PICK-UPS
Ortofon Head
Ortofon Arm
Decca
Elac Stereo twin Cartridge
Ronette

425 0
E22 10
L30 9
E21 0
L29 8
E31 10
E18 10
21 Ens.

E37 10
32 gns.
24 gns.

f18 18 0
E22 10 0
E19 10 0

10 gns.
L17 0 0
fli 0 0

E15 17 2
29 gns.

E29 8 0
E25 17 3

E24 19 0

S76
S64
$87
$60
$84
$90
$53
$63
$110
$96
En

$54
$64
$56
$30
$49
823
$3.3
$60
$60
$55
$60

E33 14 0 $69
L14 0 II $37
E22 0 0 $45
E19 17 7 $40

E3 9 6 $10
Ronette DC284 E4 3 5 $9
Prices quoted are based on latest informa-
tion available at time of going to press.
Enquiries for new items by firms mention-
ed in this advertisement invited.

We carry extensive and up-to-date stocks of equipment, compo-
nents and accessories by Britain's leading makers. Enquiries
dealt with by return.

164 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
(3 shops from Tottenham Court Road Station Underground
Tel.: TEM 7587 & 009 1703. Cables: MODCHAREK , LONDON

FACE

VALUE

The face of Elliott switchboard instrument is more than just the end
of an instrumentation system-it is the vital link between it and human
consciousness.
Easy on the eye, certainly-but these rectangular faces with their
serene black -and -grey styling are more than merely attractive. The
scale is the longest practicable, consistent with case size; the calibration
divisions are the fewest compatible with the values to be read.
As with every other item and component of Elliott instrumentation
systems these instruments are designed and built with one aim: absolute
functional efficiency.
Model,
No.

Movement Barrel
Dia.

Case
Size

Scale
Length

Amps. Volts

2705 Moving
Coil

21" 41" x 31,, 3.40" 50µA
-1000A

50mV-
1000V

2706 Moving
Iron

2r 4i- x sr 3.10" 15mA
-50A

10V -
300V

3705 Moving
Coil

3I" 51" x4}" 4.20" 50µA
-1000A

50mV-
1000V

3706 Moving
Iron

31" sr x 4r 3.80" 15mA
-50 A

10y -
300V

ELLIOTT If you use instruments you
must know about Elliotts.

Instruments (or Prototype equipment - 7 days delivery
Elliott Brothers (London) Limited, Century Works,
Lewisham, London, S.E.13. Telephone: TIDEWAY 1271.

A Member of the Elliott -Automation Group.

AMMNUMMIONNUNIL

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKSHOP

FOR ALL YOUR TECHNICAL BOOKS
'A bookshop such as booklovers dream
of. There is no other bookshop, any-
where, to compare with Foyles.'

119.125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
Gerrani J66o (zo lines) * Open 9-6 (Thurs. 9-7)

Nearest Station : Tottenham Court Road
01111 I III II I II IIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111i111111111!IIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111 II IIIII I II i1111111.1111111111111111111111111III 11111'11;11111111'11 11'11 lit--;

TRANSISTORISED
POWER
AMPLIFIERS
PORTABLE, MOBILE, MAINS

FOR ALL RADIO, AMPLIFIER &
SOUND INSTALLATIONS

ENQUIRIES:-

STANSTED, ESSEX. STANSTED 3132
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SEND NOW FOR OUR NEW

HI -Fl STEREO
and TAPE RECORDER
CATALOGUE
 It's bang up to date. All the latest equipment and prices !
Includes : amplifiers, tuners, speakers, tape recorders and accessories.

Also available now our PHOTOGRAPHIC CATALOGUE Fill in the Coupon

-the most comprehensive catalogue of its today and send to us for

type issued in this country. Post Free 1/, your copy POST FREE 6d.

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE LTD

- HI-FI
STEREO

TAPE
RECORDERS

maw& EXCHANGE Int
9)-14 FLEET STREET, LONDON. E C.4

now. Pl. kr.. nvi.,

/ 5`..otbo

ccb- cp N.>

Frogoe,

ce*e\o 04-

/4 (e. \)5z
C.6

SC

93-94, FLEET STREET. LONDON, E.C.4 FLEet Street 9391 A/C° Qq,c7.. .e,rbbTelephone:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EYELETTING and light
PUNCHING MACHINES

AUTOPHOENIX No. 6A. A new and im-
proved air -operated machine for the auto-
matic insertion and closing of eyelets. The
deep throat, high vertical gap and projecting
base make this an ideal machine for the eye -
letting of components in radio chassis even in
the closest corners and, of course, for spin-
nings, cylinders and plastic mouldings.
It can besupplied with built-in air compressor.

We manufacture a large range of hand and automatic
Eyeletting and Piercing Machines and also stock eyelets
which we can supply in small or large quantities.
For illustrated brochure of the "Phoenix " machines,
write for leaflet W.W.2.

HUNTON LTD.
PHOENIX WORKS, 114-116 EUSTON ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.1
Tel.: EUSton 1477 (3 lines) Grams.: Untonexh, Londoi
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Audio fair

Admission by Compli-
mentary tickets from
your Audio, Radio,
Music or Record Shop.
In case of difficulty send
stamped addressed en-
velope to Exhibition
Office, 42, Manchester
Street, London, W.1.

Do you love jazz-or symphony?
Are you so enthusiastic that you
insist on faithful reproduction . . .

or else?

If you are one of the growing public
which demands the finest in HIGH
FIDELITY, you will be looking
forward to the 3rd Great Northern
Audio Fair-the finest collection of
sound reproduction equipment ever
presented in the North of England.
Britain's leading manufacturers will
demonstrate their latest develop-
ments in sound reproduction. And
you will hear them in conditions
akin to those in your own home.

GRAND HOTEL,
HARROGATE.

Open to public: Sat.,
OCT. 17th -11 a.m.-
9 p.m. Sun., OCT.
18th -11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Open to trade only:
Mon. OCT. 19th -
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

where to get

CRYSTAL
TURNOVER

CARTRIDGES

L1 2 6 P us 7/3 '.3
Stereo C2 10 0 Plus lo -P.T

we have them !
There's a Ful-Fi for stereo, there's a Ful-Fi for hi-fi
equipment and a Ful-Fi for the average low gain
amplifier All give the fullest range and finest tone
obtainable from any player. Ful-Fi cartridges and
sapphire needles are standard fittings on every
MONARCH and that's high praise indeed.
FUL-FI CARTRI7GLS CAN BE FITTED INTO
ALL STANDARD PICK-UP ARMS.

N.B. Maintain the uandard of your Ful-Fi-always buy B.S.R.
Ful-Fi replacement needles Dftmona Type now .1vailable.

N. MIERS & CO. LTD.
I IS Gower Street, London, W.C.I
Tel: Euston 7515 & 5811

LONDON AND SOUTHERN ENGLAND AGENTS FOR BIRMINGHAM
SOUND REPRODUCERS LIMITED

PARKERS SHEET

METAL FOLDING

MACHINE

HEAVY VICE

MODELS
With Bevelled Former Bars
No. I. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 36in. wide E7 10 0
No. 2. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 24in. wide ES 5 0
No. 3. Capacity 16 gauge mid steel x 18in. w de E5 5 0
End folding att-s.chments for Radio Chassis, Tray and Box Making...for 36in.
model. 31 per ft. Other models 2i. The two smaller models will form
flanges. As supplied to Government Departments Universities, Hospitals.
One year's guarantee Money refunded not satisfied. Send for details.
A. B. PARKER, Wheatcroft Works Wellington Street, Batley,

Yorks. Tel. 426.

For use in miniaturised equipment,

Q.C.C. TYPE MG QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS
are available for the frequency ranges of 9 to 20
k:cs, and 65 to 130 k/cs.
The illustration above is full size. For full particulars, please
ask for leaflet MG.

When it's crystals, think of Q.C.C. first !

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Company Ltd.
Q.C.C. Works, Wellington Crescent, New Maiden, Surrey
Telephones : MALden 0334 & 2988 Grams & Cables . Quartzco, New Malden
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IMIA
MODEL LIO HIGH FIDELITY 10 WATT

AMPLIFIER
WITH SEPARATE PRE -AMPLIFIER

Supplied complete Retail
only (i.e. Main Price

Amplifier and Pre -amp.) GNS.
Size of main amplifier 91st. x Tin x Sin.,
Pre -amp. I lin. x 4fin. x 2lin. Front -
Plate I2in x 31in. Stoved Gold ham-
mered finished chassis. Front Plate
Polychromatic Gold. Weight of main
amplifier 10Ib. Pre -amp. 31b. For 50/60
c.p.s. A.0 mains 200-230-250 v. or to
order for export.
The Following Outstanding Test Figures
include Pre -amplifier.
Sensitivity (for 10 watts)
L.P. 25 m.v
78 r.p.m. 20 m.v.
Radio, 35 m.v.
Microphone. 2.5 m.v
Input Impedance
All inputs 500k. Plus lOpfd
Frequency Response
+ 2 d.b. 30-25,000 c.p.s
Power Consumption
90 watts
Max mum Power Output
In excess of 12 watts.
Negative Feedback
Total 32 d.b

HARMONIC
DISTORTION
(Inc Pre -amplifier)
0.09% measured a,
Damping Factor 35
Bass Control
+9 d.b. to -9 d.b

at 50 c.p.s.

Treble Control
+9 d.b. to -9 d.b
a, 12,000 c.p s
Hum Level
-70 d.b.
Filter
-7 d.b. at 9 Kc/s.
- 10 d.b. at 5 Kc/s

TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES TO.

For

10 watts.

HIGH SENSITIVITY!
HIGHEST FIDELITY!
MAXIMUM RELIABILITY!
REASONABLE COSP Also Available

MULLARD VALVES:
EF86(I); ECC83(2); EL84(/
EZE11(1)

OUTPUT MATCHING
For 3 ohm and 15 ohm L,Speag
ers from high grade sectionaili
wound output 'ransformer

RESERVE POWER SUP
PLY (for Radio Tuner) 300
30 m.a. smoothed and 6 "
1.5 a. at 4 -pin socket.

The L45. A compact High
Quality 4-5 watt amplifier
Size approx. 7-5-5Iin. high. Sensitivity
is 28 millivolts so that the input socket
ran be used for either mio-ophone or
gram. tape, radio tuner etc. B.V.A.
valves used are ECC83. EL84, EZ80
Controls are Vol. Treble and Bass with
mains switch The Tone controls
Provide full -ompensation tor iong
playing records Output matching for 3
ohm loudspeaker. Retail price £511916.
THE LT45 TAPE DECK AMPLI-
FIER A -omplete unit (power pick
and oscillator incorporated ready for
connection to A.0 mains. 3 ohm loud.
speaker and practically any make of
deck Negative feedback equalization
adjustment by multi -position switch
ior 3(, 71 and 15in per sec Retail
price 12 ens.
DIATONIC 10-I' WATT Higl-
Fidelity -mplifier with inr-gray pre
mplifier Retai 12 ens.

CO NCHORD 30 WATT Hi-:-.
amplifier with two separately con-
' rolled inputs Retail IS gns.
L50 U. WATT AMPLIFIER. Sizi
approx 13 x 9 x 7in. Sensitivi- y 25 m v
Outputs fo' 3 and 15 ohm speaker,
Retail vit. 19 gns.
L3/3 STEREOPHONIC AMPLi.
FIER. Sensitivity 155 m.v Output 3
watts nr teach channs.i R -tail gns.

ELECTRON WORKS,

LINEAR PRODUCTS LTD. ARMLEY, LEEDS
tin..L'eds 63-212:a

(3 lines)

RCA 15 KW TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER
Type ET- 4750 -X

Frequency range -2 to 22 megacycles.
Keying Speed-up to 250 words per minute.
Power Supply requirements -230 v. 3 phase
50/60 cycles.

Tube complement: Oscillator -807 (1), Doubler
(1st) Amplifier -807 (1), Intermediate Power (2nd)
Amplifier -813 (4), Power (3rd) Amplifier -889-R
(2), Plate Rectifier -872A (6), Auxiliary Rectifier -
872A (3), Bias Rectifier -872A (2), Keyer-807 (2).

Length Height
Enclosure lift. 7ft. bins.
Rectifier Unit 4ft. 2ins. 5ft. 3ins.
Plate Transformer 2ft. 6)ins. 3ft. 6R ins.

Weight (Nett)
Enclosure (including control, R.F. and

Output panels)
Rectifier Unit
Plate Transformer 7,000 volts

Depth
4ft. lin.
3ft. 2ins.
lft.

3,000 lbs.
1,675 lbs.
1,250 lbs.

r TY"

We have a full range of spares for this equipment.

If desired, we can modify this transmitter to work also on
the telephone with an output of approximately 5 kW.

P.C.A. RADIO
Offices ana Woks

BEAVOR LANE, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.6
Telephone: RIV 8006.7
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LASKY'S
RADIO

r
<

E
Lye- Leading make, new and unused.

Upper or lower traek RECORD/
PLAYBACK, high Impedance. Double
wound and will reproduce up to 12,000

C
c.p.s. at 71 i.p.s. Azimuth adjustments.
Output 5 millivolts at 1 Kc. at 71 i.p.s.
ERASE, low impedance.C LIST L4 PAIR.

LASKY'S PRICE
Per pair 39/6 Post free.

CPlease specify upper or lower track.
Is

pi. TAPE DECK OFFERS

TYVYYTY7T111/11111111111111111V1111111111111171111111111111111

Now0peof NEW ma -

SHOWROOMS
207 EDGWARE ROAD

* THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS FOR

ALL CONSTRUCTORS AND HIGH FIDELITY ENTHUSIASTS

ELECTRONIC, RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS, UNITS,

CONSTRUCTOR KITS, CABINETS, CASES, ETC.

SNIP ! THE
RECORDER

LOWEST - PRICED
EVER OFFERED !

FOR A.G. MAINS 200/250 v.
Limited number only, new in
maker's cartons. 2 -speed, 31

and 71, twin track. 60 minute
playing time at 31; 30 min. at 71.
Inputs for mike and tuner. 5in.
Speaker. Smart duotone blue/grey
ease, 121 x 91 x 71in. Weight
approx. 61 lb.

TODAY'S VALUE £35
LASKY'S PRICE, including
Sin, spool of tape, empty
spool. crystal hand mike and
radio jack. 21 GNS.
Carr. and Insur. 12/6.

 COLLARO TAPE TRANS-
CRIPTOR, Mk. IV, fitted with
digital counter. Limited quan-
tity. LIST £25.
LASKY'S PRICE 117.19.6

CTAPE RECORDER AMPLI-
FIER for use with Collaro Tape
Deck. Manufacturer's surplus
complete with 4 valves and

Post 3/6.

11"- Carr. & Ins. 21/-.

1-IIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDER

HEADS

power supplies. £7.19.6

PLASTIC TAPE SPOOLS
DO.
ow- 5in. 51 in . 7in. 81 in. 3/6 4/3 4/- 5/6
C 7in. Metal Spools. 1/9 each.

Post extra.

TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLES

COLLARO 4-spd, type 4T200/
PX, with Studio transcription
pick-up. LIST £191101-.
LASKY'S PRICEE16.19.6
Carr. paid.
In carrying case, 251- extra.
GARRARD 30L £22 7 3

GARRARD 301 (Strobe)
£23 18 4

GARRARD 4HF (Stereo)
£19 4 8

GARRARD 4HF (G.C.8)
£18 9 9

LENCO GL56, stereo, binofluid
diamond £23 17 0

PHILIPS £10 10 0

Also all other types.

SAVE POUNDS ON
TAPE DECKt III. New and unused
in

shaded pole B.T.H.

o
mot rs. Twin track, high
impedance heads. Push-
button controls. Takes
standard 7in. spools. Size:
14; x 121. Limited num-
berher only, fully guaranteed.

C LISTED AT 22 GNS.

" RigKejg" 614.19.6
Carr. and Insurance 12I8.

ills. Pull Instruction booklet with circuit Macrame for amplifiers with each ''e.;;,

THIS TRUVOX

ty as

MULLARD 510 MICROPHONE BARGAINS
AMPLIFIER KIT

All specified components and
your choice of transformers and
chokes by Partridge. Haddon.
W/B. Ellison or Gilson.
COMPLETE KIT and printed

Details on request. /9.9.0circuit as low as

Printed Circuit separately 22/6.
Also available built ready for
use. Price according to trans-
formers need.

3-3 AMPLIFIER
Built to Mullard's exact speci-
fication, with 3 Mallard valves
EL84, EF86, EZ81, a complete
with front panel.
Post free. £8.8.0

3 -WATT GRAM
AMPLIFIER

2 valve, ECL82 and EZSO
rectifier, double wound mains
transformer 100-250 A.C., tone
control, record equalisation
switch. Size 71 31in.. max.
height 411n. Controls mounted
separately. LASKY'S PRICE
complete with
knobs 55/ -

Post 3/6
MATCHED PAIR FOB
STEREO 5 GNS.
Post 5/-.

SPECIAL OFFER. Single
valve 2 -watt Gram. Amplifier,
45/-. Post 3/6.

"LINEAR" AMPLIFIERS
" DIATONIC " 10-14 watt

12 Gns.
" CONCHORD " 30 watt

15 Gns.
L45 4-5 watt Amplifier £5119/6
LT45 Tape Deck Amplifier

12 Gns.
L50 50 watt Amplifier 19 Gns.
LW 10-12 watt with pre -amplifier

15 Gns.
L3/3 Spetero Amplifier 7 Gns.

Details on request.

ACOS type 33/1.
Crystal hand or
table Microphone.

Incorporates spec-
ially designed
acoustic filter. Flat response
30-7,000 c.p.s. Omni/directional.
Suitable for tape recording,
public address, etc. Dark brown
plastic case. Brand new in
maker's cartons. LIST 50/-.
LASKY'S PRICE

Post 1/6. 29/6

ACOS CRYSTAL STICK
MIKE, type MIC.39/1, complete
with cable. Listed at £5151-.
LASKY'S PRICE

post free. 39/6
Desk stand 2/6 extra.

TRANSISTOR TURNTABLES
6 volt, 45 r.p.m., complete with
pick-up.
GARRARD BA/1 99/6
STAAR KINDER 79/6

Post 3/6.

SPECIAL OFFER
RECORDING TAPE

Famous make. P.V.C. base on
latest type plastic spools. Brand
new, perfect, boxed and guar-
anteed.
1,200ft. on 7in. Spool 21/-
850 ft. on 511n. Spool 16/6

GEVAERT L.P. PLASTIC
1,700ft. (7in.), 35/-: 850ft.
(5in.) 18/6; 210ft. (3in.) 6/6.
Post: 1 spool 1/6. Orders over
60/- post free.

"INSTANT"
BULK

TAPE ERASER
and Head Demagnet-
iser. Erases a com-
plete reel of magnetic
tape in a few seconds

27/6
freePQst

UNIVERSAL
SOUND MIXER
3 channels. For use
with all tape recorders
and audio amplifiers.
Size 41 x 31 x 31in.
LASKY'S PRICE

35,_ Post
/ 2/6.

LASKY'S RADIO FOR COURTEOUS SERVICE & TECHNICAL ADVICE
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Opposite Edgware SAVE OVER £8
Road Tube Station

and a few yards
from Praed Street

COMBINED AM!FM TUNER
CONTROL UNIT AND

PRE -AMPLIFIER
(Self Powered)

Mdl. 1111 Famous make. Note these star features:
* FM plus Long, Medium and Short.
* High Fidelity Pre -Amplifier.
* Independent Bass and Treble Controls.
* Pick-up Matching Device and Switch positions

for LP and 78.
* Tape Record and Replay facilities.
* For use with any HI -F1 Amplifier.
* Magic Eye Tuning Indicator.
For A.C. 200/250 v. 7 B.V.A. glass miniature valves.
ECC85, ECH81, EBFRD. two EF86, EZ81, EM81,
and two matched diodes. Glass dial lit x 5{Ino
fine readings and " LOG " ewe. Length 12in.,
depth from dial front, Pin. (10in. including knobs and
spindles), height 7in.

20 GNS.LASKY'S PRICK
MITI) AT 129/3/10.

Carr. and Incur. 12/6. Available on H.P. terms.

SELECT YOUR HI-FI
EQUIPMENT
AT LASKY'S

Listen to and compare a full range
of the leading makes and types at
either of our addresses, assisted by
specialist high fidelity staff. If
unable to call, write for literature
and information.

AMPLIFIERS

QUAD, ROGERS, LEAK, RCA,
JASON, LINEAR,

PAMPHONIC, DULCI,
W/B, AVANTIC,
ARMSTRONG, etc.

SPEAKERS

WHARFEDALE, GOODMANS,
LOWTHER, G.E.C., LORENZ,

priThIPS, TANNOY, etc.

PICKUPS
COLLARD, GARRARD,

CONNOISSEUR, LEAK,
B/J, ORTOFON,
GOLDRING, etc.

TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLES

COLLARO, GARRARD,
LENCO, CONNOISSEUR.

TAPE RECORDERS
GRUNDIG ELIZABETHAN

BRENELL, TRUVOX,
SOUND, VORTEXION,
FERROGRAPH, ELON,

HARTING, SIMON,
REFLECTOGRAPH,

STUZZI, TANDBERG,
TELEFUNKEN, STELLA,

WALTER.

F.M. TUNERS
DULCI QUAD, LEAK, JASON,

ROGERS, etc.

CABINETS
Wide choice including G -PLAN,
kTORDYK and CAPRIOL.

BARGAINS IN 4 -SPEED
MIXER AUTO -CHANGERS

Collaro RC.457. Incorporating
auto and manual control Com-
plete with Studio crystal p.u.and
sapphire stylus. LIST £13/171-.
LASKY'S

Post 3/6.
PRICE E7.18.8

B.S.R. 4-spd. mixer Auto -
Changer type UAS, manual and
auto. control, complete with
latest B.S.R. " ful- £6 19 6
ti." Carr. & Pkg. 5/-.

B.S.R.
Latest type
UA12

4-spd. Wired for STEREO
complete with stereo ,CQ i
cartridge. Post 5/-. odu.n

SPECIAL OFFER
P.M. SPEAKERS

ROUND
3}in. 4in. 5in. &tin.
17/6 19/6 14/6 16/-

ELLIPTICAL
7x4 9x6 10x2f 10x7
14/6 27/6 27/6 32/6

Poet extra.

COLLARO JUNIOR 4-spd.
motor and separate pick-up
complete with cartridge and
styli.
MOTOR only 55/-
PICK-UP only 27/6

SPECIAL OFFER
Motor and Pick-up 75/ Post
together free.

COLLARO 4/564 or GAR-
RARD 4SP 4-spd. single player,
auto. stop, T.O. crystal, E6/9/6.

Post 5/,

.og

4
4
4
4
44
4
4

4
EXPORT ORDERS

We *hip goods tax tree to all
parts of the world. We also
operate the " Personal Export =Plan"

(free of purchase tax)
for visitors to Grew Britain.1

ALL TYPES OF CHASSIS
We hold the largest selection
of leading makes, including
ARMSTRONG, DULCI, EM-
PRESS, etc.
A.M. chassis (l.,m.,s.)from 7 Gns.
A M./F.M. chassis from 14 Cies.
A.M./F.M.STEREO from 22 Gns.

4z
zz

STEREO
P.U. CARTRIDGES

All makes and types in stock. a
z

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
BELOW HALF PRICE t

B.S.R. " fui-ii " TC8, turnover -4A
crystal cartridge with L.P. and "
standard styli. Limited number. a
List 39/7.
LASKY'S PRICE 18/.. 4

4
Post free.

LASKY'S PICK-UP
STYLI SERVICE

Every type in stock. Return-
,f21-13ost sgianindsvicec;SapNomhires from

28/6, 4
post tree.

Write for our bargain list.

7 -VALVE AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Famous make. For 200-250 v. A.C.
Output 4 watts matched to 3 ohms
speaker. 7 valves:
ECC85, ECH81 EF89,
EABC80 EL84. EZ80,
E1181, magic eye tun-
ing indicator. Covers
medium, long and FM
bands. Length 12in.
height 7fin. front to
back 8tin. Limited
number only. Brochure
on request.
LISTED AT 22 GNS.
LASKY'S PRICE

£1619.6
Carr. and incur. 12,6

Available on H.P. term, Brochure on request

ALL GOODS AV; [ABLE AT 201 EDGWARE RD., W.2 & 42 TOTTENHAM COURT RD., W.1

SEE OVERLEAF FOR MORE NEWS FROM LASKY'S RADIO

4
4
A
4
A
4
4
A

4
4
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LAADIOSKYS

R
C.R. TUBE
BARGAINS

NEW, UNUSED AND TAX FREE

Metal Cone.
Famous make.
Type T901/B.

6.3v. .3 amp.
neater, ion trap,

12-14 Kv. E.H.T.
Wide angle, stan-

dard 38 mm. neck. GU A RAN -
TEED.
LASKY'S

LISTPRICE
su

£16. 4.6.9.6

Carr. and Insur.21/-.
Masks, Anti -Corona, Bases

and Ion Traps available.

FERRANTI Sin. type T9/3. 4 v. heater,
triode, octal base standard deflection.
LIST 9 ONS.

LASKY93 PRICE CO/.
Carr. & Insur., 12/6.

FERRANTI 12in., types T12/44 and
T12/54.
LIST 812. LAMY'S PRICE 84,/m

Carr. & Incur.. 1216.
Many others. List on request.

12in. round ... es 10
14in. rect. .... 66 10
15in. round .... el 19
17in. rect. .... 19
21/n. rect. .. 27 19 6 . 25/ -

RE -GUNNED C.R. TUBES
Guaranteed for 12 months.
Type Moe Carr.

&
0 .... 12/6
O 1216

21/ -

MINIATURE INSTRUMENT
SOLDERING IRONS

Famous make, 230 250 v., 25 watts with
pencil bit and 3 -core ffez Wanking light
in handle. LIST 22/6.

LASKY'S PRICE is/.
Post  /1

SPECIAL OFFER OF SOLDER
11b. reels of Ersin 5 -core " Sart& "
BOLDER. List 151, LASKY'S 10/w
Poet 1/6. PRICE

20,000 VALVES
IN STOCK

Mullard, Brimar, G.E.C., Mazda,
Cossor, E.M.I., Philips, Pinnacle,
Telefunken, etc.

Send for our New List of manu-
facturers' surplus, ex -Govt. and
imported Valves at lowest prices.
We save you money.

54olillamp METER RECTIFIERS. Specie
offer of limited number at only 8/6

Poet 9d.

SPEAKER COVERINGS
large stocks of " Tygan " and ''Some -

Any size piece cut. Sample,
AO prices post free.

VYYTYYTYITTYYTTITYYMYYTYYYTYYTYYTYYMYYMYYTYY1111111111111
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LUNY'S HIGHLY EFFICIENT

EASY -TO - BUILD
SETS : TUNERS : AMPLIFIERS

Circuit Ciagram and Building
Instructions, 116 each, post free.

COMPLETE
PARCEL

7 -TRANSISTOR PORTABLE, 200 milliwatts
p.p. output. Printed Circuit, 6fin. x 24in.

2.9.9.0
Post 3/6

TRANSISTOR SUPERHET TUNER, uses 3 R.F.
transistors, 1 germanium diode, etc. Printed Circuit
31in. x 341n.

£6 12 6
Post' 316

4 -TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIER, Mk. II,
200/250 milliwatts, with 2 0072 and 2 yellow/green.
Size: 5f x 2 x 1 fin.

83.19,6
Post 3/6

4 -VALVE SUPERHET- PORTABLE. Medium
and long wave. Mains/battery version, 9 gns.

Battery version

g7.7.0
Post 3/6

MIDGET T.R.F. for 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Uses
two latest double -purpose valves. Plastic case, 84 x
,if x 5in.

E4 19 6
poet 5/-

LASKY'S F.M. TUNER. Printed Circuit version
of the G.E.C. 912 " F.M. Plus." using 5 valves.

£7.19.6
Post Free

PORTABLE GRAM AMPLIFIER, 2 watts. Uses
EL84 output and 6X4 rect. Size 6fin. x 3lin. x
Sin. high.

49/6
Post 2/6

ALL JASON KITS IN STOCK. Send or Brochures

LASKY'S

CAR RADIO
CAN BE BUILT FOR

£12 . 19 . 6

Note these star features:
* 12 volt operation
* New hybrid circuit
* Transistor output
* New type Brimar valves
* No Vibrator,12volt H.T. L.T.
Send 1/6 for Instruction Booklet giving full details, illustrations,

dimensions circuit diagram ..and shopping list.

* T.C.C. Printed Circuit and
Condensers

* Tuned R.F. stage
* Medium and long waves
* Permeability tuning
* Small size. Will St any car

NOW READY ! ! !
THE FINEST

COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE

ever produced for the " ham " or
service man.
OVER 100 PAGES, SIZE 841n. x
541n. WITH HUNDREDS OF UP-
TO-DATE ILLUSTRATIONS.

Price 2/- Post 6d.

Send for your copy now'
Our ',flees will save you pounds'

MULTI
TEST

METER
BARGAIN

Limited
number

only.

SEND
TODAY

AN/20. Pocket size Microtester. An 4
accurate 18 -RANGE Teat Neter for all ..61
purposes. 5,000 ohms per volt A.C. and -WI
D.C. with accurate linear stmles for the
lower A.C. ranges. In black leather .41
ette-covered ease. 31 x 31 x fin deep. 4
LIST 9 GNS.

LASKY'S PRICE

2)

5.19.6 4
Post 3/6. Leads 30 extra

6 -TRANSISTOR 4
POCKET RADIO 4

CAN BE BUILT FOR
£9 .19 .6

1
4

Plus 3/6 Post.
Printed Circuit construction. FULL 4
medium and long wave ,uperhet using
latest components Including 6 transistors,
21in. moving coil speaker and Ferrite
aerial. Cream or coloured plastic case,
51 x 35 x lain., weight 12 oz. Full
assembly instructions supplied. 4

Ali composes:1r annSa4le ..eparniely 4
Available assembled ready for use.
MEDIUM wave only. 29/9/- plus 3(6 poet.

1
AUDIO P.N.P. Junction Types suitable for 4
high gain and low freq. amplifiers, and for
output stage. up to 250 milliwatts. 7/6
(Double spot -yellow and green). /

3 for 20/-; 6 for 3713, post free.
R.F. Junction Type suitable for
medium and low freq. oscillators. freq. -
changers and I.F. amplifier.
(1.5 to 8 Mc/s.).

TRANSISTORS

15/- 4
(Double spot -yellow and red.)

S for 40/..: 6 for 75/-.
Mpecia, prices for larger quantities. 41
0C44 and OC45, 211-; 0070 and 0071, muff
12/8; 0072. 17/- Matched Pair 30/-);
0073, 15/-: 0C16,

BREKAR TRANSISTORS. T51, T82, 4
TB3. 12;6; T64, 14,-: TPI and TP2, 20/-;
TJ1 TJ2. TJ3. 13/6. 4
KINSMAN MAZDA TRANSISTORS. The
very latest types. XB,102. RBI 3. rig
14/-; Ye/101 le,: XA/1011, 231-;
XA1102, 26/ -

SPECIAL OFFER. Set of 7 Ediewan
Transistors. XA/101, XA/102. 2 X11,109,
X13/103. 2 matched XC/101. Price 79/6.

CRYSTAL DIODES. General Purpose -el
GEX00, each V-. Per doz. 9/-. All min
other types in stock.

4

4
" GOLDTOP POWER 4

TRANSISTORS
All types in stock. Example:-
y15/10P. Ideal for output stage of ear 4
radio. will give approx. 3 watts operating 4
from 12 v Each 15/-. poet free.
Suitable Output Transformer for above, -a!
correct ratio. matched to 3 ohms, 9/6. 91

Driver Transformer. 0/6. Poet v. 4Post 1/-.

1
4

14
1

PLEASE NOTE 2 ADDRESSES FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS

42 TOTTENHAM COURT 207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2.
ROAD, W.I.

Nearest Station Goodge Street. MUSeum 2605

Please address Mail Order- and enquiries to Lasky'

Opposite dgware Roan Tubc 'tation

Few yards `rem Praed Street
PAM.gto 3271 ant CUNningham 1979

/Harrow Rd.1 Ltd., 207 Edgware Rood. London.

OPEN ALL DAY
SATURDAY

Early Closing
Thurs., I p.m.

(Both addresses)

-IPS SEE OVERLEAF FOR MORE NEWS FROM LASKY'S RADIO
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Now . in your own home, LEARN
NO PREVIOUS

TECHNICAL

EXPERIENCE
NEEDED 1

pRACTICAL
MENT

EINCLUIINGQUP TOOLS)
(

GIVES
YOU A REAL

LABORATORY
TRAINING

Practical Radio
Radio & Television

Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation
Basic Practical and Theo-
retic Courses for begin-
rers in Radio, T.V., Elec-
tronics, etc.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City & Guilds Radio
Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
" NO PASS-NO FEE"

RADigo i=3 vatenotak
i;z3inioc T RCA% Ve0"The trained electronics

engineer has a great
career ahead of him." Valuable FREE Book shows how E.M.I.

Institutes School of Electronics can train you for today's
wonderful opportunities

Radio, Television and Electronics provide a new and exciting field of opportunity for the trained
man-high pay, fascinating work, a prosperous future-ur if you prefer it-independence in your
own business. And, if you are trained at home by E.M.I. Institutes School of Electronics, you will
be in the hands of specialists who know just what is needed and the quickest way to get you ready for
one of the ever-growing number of fine jobs open to trained electronics -men. Whether you are a
complete beginner of an advanced student with an examination in mind, E.M.I. Institutes School
of Electronics has a Course exactly suited to your needs-with or without practical equipment-
from electricity and magnetism to automation techniques.

We delnitely Guarantee
NO PASS-NO FEE
Full details of the Courses, Practical
Equipment, convenient monthly pay-
ments, our Employment and Advisory
Depts. and much other helpful infor-
mation is given in our Guide to
Careers in Electronics. Write for
your copy today. There is no obliga-
tion and the book will be sent to you
quite free of charge.

FREE BOOK - POST NOW !
 Please send me a free copy of your " Guide to

Careers in Electronics"

NAME

 ADDRESS

Subject or Exam of interest

111111111101111MIIIIIIMINIMENIIIIIMINI

EMI INSTITUTES
SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

The Specialist Electronics Division of the British Institute of Engineering Technology.
(Dept. SE/22) COLLEGE HOUSE, 29-31 WRIGHT'S LANE, KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.S.

U

O

Quartz Crystals of any shape and size cut and
ground precisely to specification and coated, if
required, with Gold, Silver or Aluminium, etc.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD
Suppliers to Ministry of Supply, Home Office, B.B.G., etc.

LASSELL STREET GREENWICH, S.E.I0
Phone : Greenwich 1828 4482

Grams : Xtals, Green, London Cables Xtals, London

' A ./.74i-4In'''!41-""hig3igit*ii!f117P111:41.114!"1"1:1
!

1ZitaniFt417-,, 117;i fS)....;44:1,.:'i.pr:
4113 t..3 r.-...17..,ir.;'

141::::Al::::=.

I:4;4°4;311f

4.' .......44:,1.-

,..1,72F,....y.,,,.,.......

,i.....:-Iticit'
::::

sa.
..1!1,
.V.

(yikilb Itzumg, at,titiAlki of
frovi'l'i,4:::_4--F;:411

AC CONVERTERSPill

,?...
IA7.available for operating practically any -

H? -t - thing-from an electric shaver to a ,,, -,
iimirst4,,,V:1):4, television-from battery or DC Mains jp" 411
g -.1/4!-iti supply.

r-4-,-,, 111.i...4rilliZ
';,t4;131:
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Fr.

trIr

4 C
TRANSISTORISED, ELECTRONIC

rir4L
'7.17J AND VIBRATOR MODELS

Dept. WW/C . Browells Lane . Feltham 11/4/274
Middlesex Feltham 4242
London Office : A-1
57 Fortess ltd., N.W.5. G U Lliver 5165 41;141;;:X.11
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All parts including
cream or coloured
plastic case, printed
superhet circuit,
ferrite aerial. Trans-
istors, 21in. P.M.
speaker. Long and
medium wavebands.
Size of unit 5? x

x lfin. Detailed
construction book-
let supplied.

R.S.C. HI-FI TAPE RECORDER KIT 291/2GNS
Build a high quality recorder in the £70 class for only - (Carr. 17:,61

H.P. TERMS. DEPOSIT 3 Gns. and 12 monthly payments 53,'9.
INCORPORATING THE LATEST MK. IV COLLARO TAPE TRANSCRIPTOR. THE
LINEAR LT45 HIGH QUALITY TAPE AMPLIFIER. A HIGH FLUX 7 x 4in. LOUD-
SPEAKER, 850 ft. Reel of Best Quality L.P. TAPE. Spare Tape Spool, a Portable Cabi-
net, size approx. 18 x 13 x 9in., finished in Veneered walnut or Sapele, and connection
diagram for wiring amplifier to transcriptor.

FEATURES INCLUDE
* 3 SPEEDS. * FREQUENCY RESPONSE ± 3 d.b. 50-11,000 c.p.s. * SWITCHED
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK. * EQUALIZATION FOR EACH SPEED. * OUTPUT 4
WATTS. * MAGIC EYE RECORDING LEVEL INDICATOR. * TWIN TRACK
OPERATION. Both bottom and top tracks can be recorded or played back without
removing tape. * INSTANTANEOUS CHANGES can be made from one track to
another. Fast rewind in either direction. * TAPE MEASURING AND CALIBRATING
DEVICE. * TAKES FULL 7in. DIAMETER REELS OF TAPE. * NEGLIGIBLE
HUM.

Full descriptive leaflet supplied on receipt of S.A.E.

HI-FI 8 WATT AMPLIFIER
DUE TO CANCELLED
SPECIAL PURCHASE £419

EXPORT ORDER
For 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Carr. 7/6

6
A REMARKABLE OPPORTUNITY!

Push-pull output. Latest high efficiency B.V.A.
valves. Dual separately controlled inputs for
mike and gram. Separate bass and treble con-
trols. High sensitivity. Output for 15 ohm
loudspeaker. Guaranteed brand new, tested,
and in perfect working order.

VALVES! Full range at really competitive
prices. All guaranteed!

CONSTRUCTIONAL ENVELOPES! All
Repanco Designs in stock. Parts for Three Dee,
3 Transis'or Radio £316/6. Parts for Mini 7,
seven transistor miniature portable £9119/6.

GARRARD 4 -SPEED AUTO -CHANGERS
Type RC,12011. Limited number at 9 ans. (approx. half
Price). Carr. 5/6. Brand new.

THE SKY FOUR T.R.F. LECEiVER
A design of a 3
valve 200-250 r.

A.C. mains_ L and
M. wave T.R.F.
receiver with selen-
ium rectifier. For
Inclusion In cabinet
Illustrated or wal-
nut veneered type.
It employs valves
6K7, SP61, 6F6
and is specially

designed for simplicity in wiring. Sensitivity and quality
are well up to standard. Point -to -Point wiring diagram.
Instructions and parts list. 1/9. This receiver can be built
for a maximum of 24/19/6 including cabinet. Available
in brown or cream bakelite or veneered walnut.

R.S.C. BATTERY TO MAINS CONVERSION UNITS
Type BM1. An all dry battery eliminator. Size 51 x 4l x
2in. approx. Completely replaces batteries supply 1.4 v. and
90 v. where A.C. mains 200-250 v. 50 c/s is available. Suitable
for all battery portable receivers requiring 1.4 v. and
90 v. This includes latest low consumption types. Complete
kit with diagram 39/9 or ready for use 46(9.
Type BM2. Size 8 x 51 x 2iin. Supplies 120 v., 90 v. and 60 v.,
40 mA. and 2 v. 0.4 a. to 1 amp., fully smoothed. THEREBY
COMPLETELY REPLACING BOTH H.T. BATTERIES
AND H.T. 2 v. ACCUMULATORS when connected to
A.C. mains supply 200-250 v. 50 c/s. SUITABLE FOR ALL
BATTERY RECEIVERS normally using 2 v. accumulator.
Complete kit with diagrams and instructions. 49'9 or ready for use 59'6.

SIX TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO RECEIVER ,
ACOS HI - Fl

£9-19-6
Total cost of parts.

I A working unit can
be demonstrated at
any of our branches.
All items are avail-
able separately.

CRYSTAL 'MIKES'
33-I hand or Desk

type35/9 (LAt.t.d)

39-1 Stick type
39/6 I Lsted

k5 Gas.)
Limitea number.

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS

Limited number in hand-
some Walnut veneered cab-
inets. 2-3 ohms speach
coils, 61in. 29/9. 8in.
35/9. 10in. 56/9.

DRY SHAVERS. Brand new in carrying
case. Operation from 3 U2 batteries, fitted
in case. Just the thing for travel. Only 59/6
(approx. half price).
RECORDING TAPE. GEVASONOR Best
quality L.P. 5in. 850ft. reels 22/6, 7in. 1,700ft.
reels 35/-. Less than wholesale price.

BUPERHET RADIO FEEDER UNIT
Design of a high quality Radio Timer Unit (specially suitable
for use with any of our Amplifiers). A Triode Heptode
F/changer is used. Pentode I.F. and double Diode Second
Detector, delayed A.V.C. is arranged so that A.V.C. die
tortIon R avoided. The W. Oh. Sw. incorporates Gram.
position. Controls are Tuning W. Ch. and Vol. Output
will load most Amplifiers requiring 500 mV. input depending
on Ae location. Only 250 v. 15 mA. H.T. and L.T. of 6.3
v. 1 amp. required from amplifier. Size of unit approx.
9-6-71n. high. Send S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet. Total
building cost is 24,15/-. Point -to -Point wiring diagrams
and instructions 2.6.

LITTLE STAAR BATTERY OPERATED
RECORD PLAYING UNITS. Complete
with Pick-up to take 45 r.p.m. records. Used
by leading manufacturers in Transistorised
Record Players. Require 6 v. battery. Only
£3/19/6. Carr. 3/6.
COLLARO JUNIOR 4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYER
with separate pick -op having dual point sapphire stylus.
Brand new. cartoned. For 200-250 v. A.C. mains only.
Only 231151-. Post 3/6.

B.S.R. MONARCH AUTO -CHANGERS
Type CAR 4 speed. T/O Pick-up with sapphire stylii
26/19,6. Carr. 4/6.

Collar* AC4/564 4 -speed single players with hifi turnover
crystal pickup head 26/9/6. Carr. 4/6.

R.S.C. All STEREO
AMPLIFIER KIT

A complete kit of
parts to construct
a good quality 3+
3 watt (total 6 Carr. & packing 7/6
watt) stereo amplifier providing really life -like
reproduction. Suitable for use with all stereo,
pick-up heads at present available. Ganged
volume and tone controls. Preset balance con-
trol. Outputs for matched 2-3 ohm speakers.
For 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Astonishing value.

W.B. "STENTORIAN" HIGH FIDELITY P.M.
SPEAKERS

HF1012, 10 watts 15 ohms 'or 3 ohm) speech
coil. Where a really good quality speaker at a
low price is required, we highly recommend
this unit with an amazing performance. 4 Gns.
Please state whether 3 ohm or 15 ohm required.

-7--.-aisam7.-...E47sasiome7Trimr_=:-

.z.neramr,selor?s5::.nismuteloomv.-7.--

0
AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, HIGH
QUALITY. PUSH-PULL. 6-8 WATT
OUTPUT. Curren' manufacture. 12 months
guarantee. For 200-250 v. mains. Covers L.
and M. wavebands plus F.M. Includes 8 latest
type miniature B.V.A. valves. Only 22 gns.
plus 7,6 carr. Or deposit £2/12'- and 9 monthly
payments of £2/12/-.
GARRARD 4 -Speed Single Players with hi-fi
turnover crystal pick-up head. £6/19/6. Carr.
4/6.

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
FULLY GUARANTEED

INTERLEAVED AND IMPREGNATED
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-230.250 v. 50 cis.

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT MOUNTING
250-0-250 v. fill mA., 6.3 v. 2 a.. 5 v. 2 a. 17/6
250-0.250 v. 100 nut., 6.3 v. 4 a.. 5 v. 3 a. 23/9
300-0-300 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. 25/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. 25/9
300-0-300 v. 130 mA.. 6.3 v. 4 a., c.t., 6.3 v. 1 a

suitable for Milliard 510 Amplifier 33/9
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a.. 5 v. 3 a. 33/9
350-0-350 v. 150 mA.. 6.3 v. 2 a. 6.3 V. 2 a., 15 v.

3 a. 35/9
425-0-425 v. 200 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., e.t., 6.3 v. 4 a

oA. 5 v. 3 a. 4919
TOP SHROUDED DROP -THROUGH TYPE

260-0-260 v. 70 mA. 6.3 v. 2 a., b v. 2 a. 16/9
350.0-350 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a. 18/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. 22/9
300-0-300 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 4 v. 3 a. 23/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 0.3 v. 4 a.. 5 v. 3 a. 23/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. 29/9
ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 cis.
120 v. 40 mA. 5-0-5 v. 1 a. 14/9
00 v. 15 mA. 6-0-6 V. 250 mA. 9/11
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 60 c/a
6 3 v 1 5 a 5/9
6.3 v. 2 a. 7/6
0-4-6.3 v. 2 a. 719
12 v. 1 v. 2/9

6.3 v. 3 8/11
6.3 v. 6 a. 1716
12 v. 3 ,. or 24 v

1.5 a. 17/6
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Widget Battery Pentode 66 r 1 for 384, etc. 3/9
Small Pentode 5.0000 to 00 319
Standard Pentode 5,0000 to 30 5/13
Standard Pentode 5,0000 to sti 5/6
Push-pull 8 watts 6V6 to 3 ohms 8/9
Push-pull 9 watts EL84s to 15 ohms 8/9
Push-pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 30 or 150 16/9
Push-pull 10.12 watts to match 6V6 to 3.5-8 or

150 17/9
Push-pull ELM to 3 or 15 ohms 17/9
Push-pull 15-18 watts, sectionally wound, 6L6,

KT66, etc., or 3 or 15 ohms 23/9
Push-pull 20 watt high -quality sectionally wound,

6L6 KT66, etc. to 3 or 150 47/9
SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mA., 5 H., 100 AO mA., 10 Ha 350

ohms 11/9 ohms. 5/6
150 mA.. 7-10 H., 60 mA., 10 H., 400

260 ohms. 11/9 ohms. 4/11
100 mA., 17 11., 200 1 amp. ^.5 ohm L.T

ohms. 9/9 type 6/6

PHILCO F.M. RADI_ TUNERS
With self-contained power pack. A 6 -valve de
luxe unit housed in beautiful walnut veneered
cabinet. For 110-200-250 v. A.G. mains.
Magic eye tuning indicator 1 13 I Carr. 5/-.

1,61 GNS.
Or Deposit 22/6 and 12 monthly payments of
22/6.
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R.S.C. A.10 ULTRA LINEAR HIGH FIDELITY 12-14 WATT
30 WATT AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER TYPE All

HIGH FIDELITY
PUSH-PULL UNIT
EMPLOYING SIX
VALVES. EF86,
EF86, ECC,8S. 807.
807. 0234. Tone
Control Pre -amp.
stages are income,
ated. Sensitivity is
extremely high.
Only 12 millivolts
minimum Input Is
required for full
output. THIS EN-
SURES THE SUIT-
ABILITY OF ANY
TYPE OR MAKE
OF MICROPHONE
OR PICK-UP. Separate
Bass and Treble controls
give both " lift " and - cut "
with ample tone correction
for long playing records. An extra
Input with associated vol. control
is provided so that two separate
inputs such as " mike " and
gram. etc., etc.. can be simultaneously applied for mixing pnromes. AN OUTPUT SOCKET
WITH PLUG IS INCLUDED FOR SUPPLY OF 300 v. 20 mA. and 6.3 v. 1.5 A. FOR A
RADIO FEEDER UNIT. Price in kit form with easy -to -follow wiring diagram.

oni, 11 Gns.
Garr. 101-.
Cover as illustrated Type 807 output valves are used with High Quality Sectionally
18 9 extra. wound output transformer specially designed for Ultra Linear
operation. Negative feedback of 20 U.B. In main loop. CERTIFIED PERFORMANCE
FIGURES ARE EQUAL TO MOST EXPENSIVE UNITS AVAILABLE. Frequency response
± 3 D.B. 30-20.000 e/cs Tone Controls 12 D.B. at 50 cps. + 12 D.R. to - 0 D.B.
at 12.000 elm., hum and noise 70 D.B. down. Good quality reliable oomponento seed.
Chassis finish blue hammer. Overall size 12 ai 9 x 91n. approx. Power comtuamtion 1511
watts. For A.C. mains 200-250 v. 50 nee Putouts for 3 and 15 ohm speakers. EQUALLY
SUITABLE FOR THE CONNOISSEUR OR FOR LARGE HALLS. CLUBS OR OUTSIDE
FUNCTIONS. IDEAL FOR USE WITH MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS STRING BA15,
ELECTRONIC ORGAN, GUITAR. etc. FOR DANCE BANDS, GARRISON THEATRES.
etc.. etc. We can supple Microphones, Speakers, etc., at keen cash prices or on terms with
amplifiers. EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Or Factory built with 12 months' guarantee £13,19:8. TERMS
ON ASSEMBLED UNITS. DEPOSIT 24/9 and 12 monthly
P0YMCIlte of 2419.

LINEAR "DIATONIC " 10 WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER. A compact attrac-
tively finished unit, 12 gus. Cash. Send S.A.E. for /cadet. H.P. Terms. Dep. 2213 and
twelve monthly payments of 22/3.

LINEAR 1.5'5 HIGH QUALITY SPREE) AMPLInEl. Total output 10 watts.
Handsome Perspex Facia Plate All controls gauged. Only 11 Etna

LINEAR L45 MINIATURE 415 W. QUALITY AMPLIFIER, Suitable for one with any
record playing unit and most microphones. Negative feedback 12 D.B. Bass and Treble
controls. For A.C. maim input of 200.250 v. 50 c.p.a. Output for 2/3 ohm speaker Three
miniature Milliard valves. Size cob' 6 x 5 x 51in. high. Chassis fully isolated from mains.
Guaranteed 12 months. Only c n/6 .Or Deposit 22/- and 5 monthly par -mein*
of 22/-, Send S.A.E. for leaflet.

LG3 MINIATURE 3 WATT GRAM AMPLIFIER
For 200-250 v. 50 c.o.s. A.C. mains. overall size only 65 x 41 x 211n. Fitted vol. and Tone
Control with mains switch. Designed for use with any kind of single player or record chang-
ing malt. Output for 2-3 ohm sneaker Guaranteed l2 months. Only 559.

R.S.C. A7 3-4 WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER. Spec. exactly as A5 below with exception
of output wattage. Complete kit of parts. diagrams and instructions 83/15/-, car, 3/6.

R.S.C. AS 4-5 WATT HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER
A highly sensitive 4 -valve quality amplifier for the home. small club. etc. Only 50 milli-
volts input is required for full output so that it is suitable for use with the latest high
fidelity pick-up heads In addition to all other types of pick-ups and practically all mikes.
Separate Bass and Treble controls are provided. Them give full long playing record
equalisation. Hum level lo negligible being 71 D.B.
down. 15 D.B. of negative feedback ie need. H.T.
of 300 v. 26 rnA_ and L.T. or 6.3 v. 1.5 a. is available
for the supply of a Radio Feeder Unit or Tape Deck
pre -amplifier. Nor A.C. mains Input of 200.230-250 v.
50 cite. Output for 2-3 ohm speaker. Chaaele le not
alive. Kit is complete in every detail and includes
fully punched chassis (with baseplatel with the blue
hammer finish, and point-to-point wiring diagrams
and instructions. Exceptional value at only FAI151-
or assembled ready for use 25/- extra, plus 3/0 car-
riage. Or Deposit 221- and five monthly payments of
22/- for assembled unit.

TWEETERS. Sin. Plerwev, 3 (duns 16/8. Rola/Oelestion IF ohms, 21/9.

P.M. SPEAKERS. 2-3 ohm 21in. Perdio 21/9. 5in. Goodman 1719. 7 x 4in. R.A. Ellip-
tical 19/9. 611n. Rola 1919. Sin Rola 19/9. Sin. Goodmans 2119. 10in. R.A. 28/9.
10 x Gin. Elliptical Goodman 29/9. 12in. R.A. 29/11. 12in. R.A. 3 or 15 ohms, 10 watts,
12.000 lines. 59/6.

COLLARO CONQUEST 4 -SPEED AUTO -
CHANGERS. With studio pick-up with
turnover head. BRAND NEW. Cartoned
latest model. For 200-250 v. A.C. maim.
2711943. Garr 4/6

GRAM MOTOR with Turntable and pick-
up, standard 78 r.p.m. Brand new.
Only 254.

ACOS Crysta Microphone Inserts. Brand
new. Only 5/11 ea. lix. Equip. 4/11 ea.
ACOS HGP59 Hi-Fi Crystal Cartridges.
(Turnover type with sapphire stylus.)
Standard replacement for Garrard and
Collaro. Only 1719. B.S.R.Ful-fi 17/9.
Garrard CC2 1919.

PUSH PULL
ULTRA LINEAR

OUTPUT
"BUILT IN"

TONE CONTROL
PREAMP
STAGES

Two input sockets with asso-
ciated controls allow mixing
of " mike " and gram. as In
A10. High sensitivity Includes

valvea, ECCS3. ECC83,
ELM. EL64, 523. High Quality sectionally wound output transformer specially designed
for Ultra Linear operation and reliable small condensers of current manufacture. IN-
DIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BASS AND TREBLE " Lift " and "Cut." Frequency
remoras, .A b.B 30-30.000 c/m. Six negative feedback loops. Hum level 60 D.B. down
nrcts 22 millivolts INPUT required for FULL OUTPUT. Suitable for use with all
makes and types of pick-ups and microphones. Comparable with the very best designs.
For STANDARD or LONG PLAYING RECORDS. For MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS such ao
STRLNG BASS, GUITARS. etc. OUTPUT SOCEET with plug provides 300 v. 30 mi-. and
6.3 v 1.5 a. For manly of a RADIO FEEDER UNIT. Size approx. 12-9.7in. For A.C.
maim 200-200 y 60 cos Output for 3 and 15 ohms speakers. Kit is complete to last nut.
eh:costs is fulls- punched. Full instructions and point-to-point wiring
diagrams supplied (Or factor.- built 451- extra., Only 8 Gns, Carr. 10/-
1' required louvred metal cover with 0 carrying handles can be supplied for 18/9. TERMS
ON ASSEMBLED UNITS. DEPOSIT 19/9. and 12 monthly payments of 18/9. Send
S.A.E. for illostrated leaflet detailing Ready -to -assemble Cabinets, Speakers. Microphone,
etc.. with cash and credit terms

R.C.S. PORTABLE GUITAR AMPLIFIERS
`UNION 5 WATT. High Quality Output. Separate
!lass and Treble " cut " and ' boost " controls.
Sensitivity 15 m.v High Flux 81n. 1/speaker Input
sockets for Ractio/Tape and Mikelnotrument
Pick-up Randsome strongly made cabinet (Size
Approx. 14 x 14 x 7im.). Finished in satin walnut
end sand carrying handle.

E8.1Q Carr. 7/6. Or Deposit £1 and ninesov monthly payments £1.

ENIOR 10 WATTS. High Fidelity Push Pull
output. Separate Ram and Treble " cut " and
" boast " controls. Twin separately controlled
high gain inputs m that two instruments mob as
Guitar and String Base can be used at the same
time. Two Loudspeakers are incorporated, a 12in.
P.M. for Bass notes and a 7 x 410 elliptical for
Treble. Cabinet is well made and finished satin

walnut. Size approx.. 18 x18 x Sin 13 gnu, Plus 10/. car, H.P. TERMS. DEPOSIT
231; and 12 monthly payments 23/8. Both models for 000.250 v. A.C. maim

STAAR GALAXY 4 -SPEED MIXER AUTO -CHANGERS, Brand New. cartoned. Turnover
sapphire styli. Many exclusive features. Unique design motor virtually free from rumble.
For 200-230 v. A.C. mains. Limited number tested and guaranteed 25494 Carr. 4/6,

PORTABLE CABINETS
For Record Players or Tape Rwnoriers. Itexine
covered. Wide selection of Attractive designs
and colour combinations igial

PRICES FROM  `,/ 

12in. 10 WATT HIGH QUALITY
LOUDSPEAKER IN

POLISHED WALNUT FINISHED
CABINET

Gauss 12,000 lines. Speech coil 3 ohms or 15
oThmserm., DOenplvositf.,41/1192.6;d SCamre...t5h/-ly

payments Ill-.
12in. 20 WATT 15,000 line hspeakers 15 ohms, In Cabinet finished as1ab.ove. Size 18 x
18 x 8in. 27119/6 or Deposit 13,111 and 12 monthly payments

PORTABLE CABINETS. Attractive design.
Two-tone resine covered. Will take Collars,
BOB.. Garrard or Staar Auto -changer,
amplifier and Tin. x 4in. or 51n. speaker.
Slightly soiled. Only 49/6.

ACOS HIGH FIDELITY PICK-UPS.
GP54 with HGP59152 Cartridge. Turn-
over sapphire Styli, cream finish. Limited
number at approx. half price. Only 35/9.

SPECIAL OFFER
Above cabinet Staar Changer,
Gram amplifier, and 5in. or
bin. x 4in. speaker 29/19/6.
Carr. 101, Or with B.S.R.
changer in lieu of Staar 11
Gus. Carr. 10,.

R.S.C. MANCHESTER, LEEDS & BRADFORD
(LEEDS) LTD.

Open to callers at following branches: -

5 -7 County Arcade, Leeds, I.
54-56 Morley Street, Bradford, I.
8-10 Brown Street, (Market St.) Manchester, 2.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.')
under CI. Postage 119 extra on all orders
under E2, 2/9 extra under 45 unless carri-
age stated Trade supplied. Post orders to

Mail Order Dept.,
29-31 Moorfield Road. Leeds, 12.

PLESSEY
DUAL

CONCENTRIC
12in. P.M.
SPEAKERS

15 Mune, consisting of a
high quality 121n. speaker
Yf orthodox design support-
ng a mall elliptical speak-
er reads wired with choke
and condensers to act as
,weeter. This high fidelity
"nit Is highly recommended
or use with our All or any

similar amplifier. Rating is
10 watts. Gauss 12 000
lines. Price only 25/1718.
Or Deposit 19/6 and 12
monthly payments of 19/H.
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R.S.C. MANCHESTER
(LEEDS) LTD., BRADFORD and LEEDS

For addresses and terms see page 139

ELECTRIC BELLS. 3 m. diameter. 4.5 v. to 12 v. Battery
or Mains operation. Only 4/9.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. 50 watts 0-110/120-230/
250 v. 741
We can quote special prices for quantities of 12 to 10,000
of most types. Special types made to order.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. L.T. Types: 2/6 v. I a.h.w. 1/9:
6/12 v. I a.h.w. 2/9. F.W. Bridge: 6/12 v. 1 a. 3/11:
6/12 v. 2 a. 6/11; 6/12 v. 3 a. 9/9; 6/12 v. 4 a. 12/3; 6/12 v.
5 a. 14/6; 6/12 v. 6 a. 15'6; 6/12 v. 10 a. 25/9; 6/12 v.
15 a. 35/9. H.T. Type H.W.: 120 v. 40 mA. 319; 250 v.
50 mA. 3/11; 250 v. 80 PIA- 719: 250 v. 250 mA. 199.
Contact cooled 250 v. 76 mA. F.W. (Bridge) 8111; 250 v.
80 mA. H.W. 6/11.
2 v. 16 A.H. EX. GOVT. ACCUMULATORS. New boxed.
Only 516 each. 3 for 15/-. plus 216 carr.
D.C. SUPPLY KITS. Suitable for electric trains. Consists
of mains trans. 200.250 r 50 c.p.s.; 12 v lamp selenium
rect. (F.W. Bridge); 2 fuseholders, 2 fuses, change direction
switch, variable speed regulator, partially drilled steel case,
and circuit. Very limited number, 2919.
VIBRATORS. Oak and Wearite, synchronous 7 oln. 2 v.
7:9. 6 v. 819. 12 v. 4 pip non-svnchronous 7 9.

TANNOY RE-ENTRANT
LOUDSPEAKERS. 8 watt
7.5 ohms 19'6

HIGH FIDELITY 10 watt PUSH PULL AMPLIFIERS.
Separate Bass and Treble controls. Inputs for Gram.
and Mike. Mu!lard latest type valves. Brand New
Guaranteed in perfect order but slightly store
soiled. Very limited number. £61151-. Carr. 7/6.

JUNCTION TRANSISTORS. R.F. type, 12/6. Audio type SPECIAL OFFER.99 Power type GoRoo v15/10P 2 watts 16/9. 0071,
10/, 0s772. 17/, X13102, 10:-. X13104, 10/-.
JACK PLUGS. Standard type complete with Oft. screened
lead. 1111 each. New Jack Sockets (moulded type).
Igranlc 2/9 each.

EX GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Al 200-250 v. 50 Me input.
Pr. 0.110-200-230-250 v., 275-0-275 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.

7 a., 5 v. 3 a. 22/9
300.0-300 v. 60 mA. 6.3 v. 2 a 11/9
265.0-265 v 150 mA. 6.3 v. 11 a.. 5 v. 3 a., 5. v. 3 a 29/11
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a.. 5. v. 2 a. 18/9
350-0-320 v 160 mA., 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a. 27/9
400.0.400 v. 250 mA., 5. v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a. 18/9
450-0.450 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 1 a., 5 v. 6 a. 49/9
0-24-26-28 v. 15 amps. A.C. conservative Govt. rating (mark-
ed with D.C. rating after rectification) 699. Carr. 15/
0-10.20-25 v. 24 a. (Govt. rating) 79 6. Can IN-.
AUTO 500 watts, 0-215-220-225-230.235.290 v. 2919
Carr. 7/6.

ARDENTE DEAF AID EARPIECES with lead and plug.
Brand New Only 15 6

Brand
New Ex. Govt. 24 v. 15 amp.
F.W. Bridge Selenium Recti-
fiers. Only 27/9 ea.

EX. GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES
2011 mA., 3-5 H., 50 ohms, Parmeko

100 mA., 5 H., 100 ohms 311
150 mA., 10 H., 50 ohms 9/9: 80 mA., 20 H., 900 ohms 5/9;
120 mA., 12 H., 100 ohms 809; 50 mA., 50 H.. 1000 ohms 6/9:
100 mA., 10 H., 100 ohms 62; 60 mA., 5-10 H.,2511 whale 2'11

EX. GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated, black crackle
finished, undrilled cover. Size 19 x 10 x 8iim high
IDEAL FOR BATTERY CHARGER OR INSTRU-
MENT CASE, COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9'9, pine 21 poet

BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT
HEAVY DUTY
CHARGER KIT.

6/12 v. variable up
to 6 amps. Consist-
ing of Mains Trans.,
F.W. (Bridge) Selen-
ium Rectifier,0-7 amp.
meter, multi -position
switch with knob,
fuses, fuseholders,
panels, plugs and
circuit. Only 59/9.
Post 4/6.

Trade supplied. Discounts according to quantity.
ASSEMBLED CHARGERS BATTERY CHARGER KITS ASSEMBLED
6 v. 1 a. 19/9 Consisting of Mains Trans -
6 v. 2 a. 29/9 former F. W. Bridge. Metal
6/12 v. 1 a. 27/9 Rectifier, well ventilated steel
6/12 v. 2 a 38/9 case. Fuses, fuse -holders,
6/12 v. 4 a 56/9 grommets, panels and circuit.
Above ready for use with Carr. 2/9 extra.
mains and output leads. 6 v. or 12 v. 1 amp. . 22/9
Cases well ventilated and As above, with ammeter 32/9
finished in stoved blue 6 v. 2 amps. . ... 25/9
hammer. Carr. & pkg. 3/6 6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps... 31/6

CHARGER 6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps. . 42/9
TRANSFORMERS (inclusive of ammeter)

200-230-250 v. 50 c!s. 6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps. 53/9
0-9-15 v. 11- a. 11/9; 6 v. or 12 v. 4 amp. Only 49'90-9-15 V. 21 a. 14/9; with variable charge rate Carr. 3/9. 1

0-9-15 v. 3 a. . .16/9; selector and ammeter 59/9 As above but for
0-9-15 v. 5 a. 19/9; CHARGER AMMETERS. 3 amp. charging.
0-9-15 v. 6 a. . .23/9. 0-1.5 amp., 0-3 amp., 0-4 amp., Only 59/6. Carr.

0.7 amp, 0-25 amp, 0-60 amp 8.9 3/9.

CHARGER
6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps.
Fitted Ammeter
and selector plug
for 6 v. or 12 v.
Louvred metal
case, finished at-
tractive hammer
blue. Ready for
me with mains
and output leads.
Double Fused.

All for A.C. Mains 200-250 v. 50 cis
Guaranteed 12 months

ASSEMBLED 6 v. or 12 v.
4 amps.

Fitted Ammeter and
variable charge selector.
Also selector plus for 6
v. or 12 v. chargina.
Double fused. Well
ventilated steel case
with blue hammer finish.

with mains ani
Ready for use a1/9
output leads. Carr. 5/-.
Or Deposit 13 11 and

five monthly payments of 13/11.
As above but for 6 amp. charging.
4 GNS. Carr. 5/-. Or Deposit 16/ -
and 5 monthly payments of 16/-.

BARGAINS IN COMPONENTS

FR E POST and P,C.ING
TRANSFORMER. 24 v. 3 Amp. C.T.
Fri. 0-110-000-220-240. Other recs. 95 v. 0.1 .cop.
3 times and 200 v. 60 mA. Well rated. double erreenerl
and potted, ex new equipment. Size 410 41 a4114.
Only 12/6.
I.F.F. UNITS B.C. 966A.
Contains 18 Volt dynamotor output 480 volt 60 mA.
Fitted with tan and gear box. Ai!. has 4 relays (1
12,000 ohm 2 P.C.0.1 6 R.F. Pentodee 68117, 3 of
7193, 3 of 6116 valves and many useful components.
Only 2816.
RANGECALIBRATORS B.C. 949A.
Smart louvred black crackle case 94 ie 6 ',Min., lea-
ther handle. Valves I ea. 68L7, 0116 Several useful
components including water switch 1p 3w. and 3
amp henol coax sockets 1216. Brand new. Coax
plugs to match 1/- ea. extra.
CONDENSERS.
Sprague 3MF 4kV Wkg, Brand New 62 ea. or 11/6
for two. Size 44 x 31 x 7110. Compact fiN1F 450 V.
wkg. Ex. New equipt. 3/. ea. or 51- for two. Size 41 x
24 x 2in.
POTENTIOMETERS.
50 ohm 5 watt W/W and 100K 1i watt log carbon.
Both brand new 1/3 ea. 3 for al-.
RESISTORS. Miniature 1 w. 471C, 18K, 2/6 doz.
METAL RECTIFIERS
250 v. 40 mA. 5 x lin. dla.. Rt. 100 v. 60 mA. bridge
5 x lin. diam. 3/... Germanium diode 11,192, P.I.V.
200. Max.output 100 mA. else 0.3 x 0.251n. diem. (0.4in.
skirt). RI-.
SCPI. O.R.T. Brand new oseilloseope blase with P.D.A.
Fraction of original cost El. Basr with tube only
2/- extra.
Test equipment es I. previous iturthm Sete tent on
application.
Terms, C.W.O. Testis enquiries Invit.M.

PORTLAND ELECTRONICS

20 PORTLAND PLACE,
STALYBRIDGE

Nr. MANCHESTER. STA. 2148

THIS MONTH'S OFFERS

TEST GEAR. BRITISH and AMERICAN, re-
built, laboratory tested and guaranteed.
" X " BAND. Signal Generator Type TS.13/AP.
frequency range 8,400/9,600 Mc/s. incorporating
resonant cavity wavemeter, piston attenuator and
thermistor bridge, mains operated.
POWER METER. Type TS36/AP accurately
measures 3 cm. power with thermister bridge.
TEST KIT type 25, comprising 3 cm. Direc-
tional Couplers, English/American waveguide
adapters, etc.
SIGNAL SOURCE. Type TS.45/AP generator
10 mw. or 3 cw. power, mains operated.
ATTENUATORS. T" type ladder network
overall attenuation 80 db., arranged to give steps
of 20 db., 20 db., 20 db., 10 db., 5 db., 2 db., 2 db..

1 db. 600 ohms impedance input and output,
in metal case with lid. E9/10/..

" Q ' METER. Type TF 329A by Marconi
Instruments.
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. Type
TF.I95L/4 by Marconi Instruments. Frequency
range 10 cycles to 150 Kc/s. dual output, low level
1 µV to 100 mV. High Level 2 -watts into 50 ohms.
" K " BAND. Transmitter/Receiver complete
with 2K33 Klystron and Magnetron.
" X " BAND. Transmitter/Receiver complete
Type TR.3699.
WAVEMETERS. Type TS-509-UR Absorption
type, 90/400 Mc/s., no battery or mains required.
Fitted sealed micro -ammeter reading 0-50
crystal and built-in telescopic aerial, E6/10/-,
Carr. 3/6. General Radio type 724 B, 16 Kc/s. to
50 Mc/s. Type TE 149 by R.C.A. 200 Kc/s. to 30
Mc/s. Type 69/AP 300/1,000 Mc/s.

Leslie Dixon & Co.
Dept. A, 214 Queenstown koad London. S.W.8

Telephone: MACaulay 2159

THE NEW TUTOR DE LUXE TAPE RE-
CORDER RLNS AT INSTEAD OF 15" P.S.

The new " TUTOR " Amplifier
with superimposing and mixing
facilities and Power Pack completely
assembled and mounted on grey
rexine covered wooden frame, to be

used with Collard Mk.
4 Deck. Complete
with instructions and
diagrams £20,10:-.
Learn Languages with
a Tape Recorder.

Elementary Course,
£3,3/-.

Advanced Course,
£6 6'-.

Russian recordings available.
Enquiries invited.

TUTOR TAPE COMPANY
10, LYONS PLACE. LONDON, N.W.8.

Telephone: Paddington 8555
Cables: Tutape LONDON

%as

MOW
New
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SIEMENS H.S.
RELAY. Very latest
type, sealed. H96E.
1,700 ohms plus
1,700 ohms, single
C.O. contacts. Brand
new with fixing clip.
In maker's cartons.
Price 16/6 each, plus
1/- P. & P.

MINIATURE
U N 'SELECTOR
SWITCH. two
banks of ten plus
home contacts, one
bank continuous of
normal. 30 ohms
coil for 24 volt
operation. Brand
new, manufac-
turer's packing.
Price 22/6 each.
P. & P. 2/6. Illus-
trations above and
below.

NEW CAR-
PENTER'S
TYPE POLAR-
ISED RELAYS.
2 x 9 500 turns
at 1,685 ohms.
Price 22/6 each.
P. & P. 1/-.

MINIATURE MOVING COIL DIFFER-
ENTIAL RELAY. Two coils 350 ohms each.

Operating current
minimum 140 micro -
amp, nominal 400
microam p. maxi-
mum 8 milliamp.
One pole two way,
or, centre stable.

Two way contact current 100 mA at 50 V. A.0
or D.C. Size 1/ x x /in. Price: 22/6 each.

VENNER 8 -day
clockwork Ti me
Switch. Contacts

I amp. 230 volt.
24 hour phase, -1

hour divisions,
allows setting for
one make and one
break to be made
every 24 hours,
complete with key.
Used but guaran-
teed perfect. Price
27/6 each. P. & P.
1/6.

MINIATURE
P.M. MOTOR.
12/24 volt. re-
versible. !fin.
dia. New, price
9/6 each. P. &
P. 1/-.

AIRCRAFT CINE CAMERA G45B Mk. III.
Fully modified, fitted
with f/3.5 triple an-
astigmatic lens, takes
25ft. of 16 mm. film,
fitted with 24 v.
motor. 16 exposures

original packing, £4/10/ -per sec. Brand ne
each. P. & P paid.

DIALRDO4.9
1000-75o
.50o -50
SPP - 2.50
004-i.5)

SOO
itC/S

(timaeaMolts artssurrio.
etZA 3117 Pt P.P.181

5E2,, PP

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10. A
crystal controlled 4 -valve high-grade instru-
ment in the same category as the famous
B.C.221. Directly calibrated. does not require
cross reference or charts -functions as follows:
(I) A crystal controlled oscillator which pro-
vides fixed frequency signals of 500 KC and
all harmonics of 500 KC to beyond 10 Meg. and
up to 30 Meg.
(2) A variable oscillator from 250 KC to 500
KC, this enables all intermediate frequencies
between 250 Kc/s. and 30 Meg. to be produced
and modulated.
The instrument is supplied complete with 3
spare valves, all leads and maker's instruction
book in carrying haversack. The complete
outfit is brand new -repeat NEW. Price:
E4/1916. Carr. 31-.

MUIRHEAD PRECI-
SION, 4 bank. I pole. 24
position Stud Switch. Heavy
duty contacts, brand new,
original boxes. Price 17/6
each. P. & P. 1/,

CERAMIC PRECISION
SWITCH. 2 pole, 6 way, 4
banks. New in manufac-
turer's boxes. Price 10/6
each. P. & P 1/6.

tie Id aztahlealnlinialalkLakrila %AA

20 /JAY STRIP containing standard Post
Office telephone Jack Sockets. overall size 11 x
3/ x fin. New. Price 15/- each. P. & P. 1/6.
10 WAY STRIP standard Post Office tele-
phone lack Sockets spacing allowing Igranic
lack Plugs. New. Price 10/-. P. & P 1/6.

LATEST MOST MODERN TYPE OF EX
W.D MINIATURE
HEADPHONES

As illustrated. Brand
new, low impedance.
Price: 10/6 plus P. &
P. 1/6

NEW MOVING
COIL HEAD-
SETS. Complete
with Tannoy carbon
hand microphone. with plug suitable for No. 19
set. Price: 12/6 each, plus P. & P. 2/-.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up, step
down, 110-200-220-240 v. Fully shrouded. New
300 watt type 62/2/- each. P. & P. 2/6. 500
watt type E3/3/- each. P. & P. 3/9. 1,000 watt
type E4/4/- each. P. & P 6/6. Also 60 watts,
19/6 each. Plus P & P 2/,
MARCHING COMPASS Mk. I. Brand new,
ex W .D . Price 14/6. P. & P 1/..

NEW GALVA-
NOMETERS
Solid brass, 3in.
dial, in polished
wood.m case. 70
degree scale, 35
mA either side.
100 ohm coil. Price
12/6 each. P. & P.
1/6.

PLATE TRANS-
FORMER o' very
best U.S.A. make,
brand new, orig-
inal manufacturer'
cases. Input tapped
at 190/210/230/250
V. Output 2250-0-
2250, centre tap-
ped 400 mA. Nett
weight 761b., size
I 3in. x 9in. x
Price 66/10/- each,
plus carr. 10/-.

s -
. er?t,erig, ft?

TWELVE
PLATE F.W.

BRIDGE CON-
NECTED RECTI-
FIER mounted on
200/250 volt A.G.
inpu- transformer.
Output 36/40 volt
D.C. at 1.2 amps.
New, perfect. Price
16/6. P. & P. 3/6.

METERS
500 microamp., 2in.
round, with clip,
correctly calibrated.
16/6 each. P. & P.
1/-.
200 microamp. F.S.D.
2iin. proj., calibrated
0 to .5 (50 divisions).
Internal resistance
470 ohm. New. Price
29/6 plus If- P. & P.

L.T. TRANS-
FORMER. Input
230 V. Output
50 V. 50 amp.
Adjustable by reg-
ulator switch on
primary steel case
with mains switch.
Will take 100%
overload. Weight
15016. Wound at
800 amps per sq.
inch. Brand new.
Price: E15. Carr.
E I .

BRAND NEW
SELENIUM FULL
WAVE BRIDGE
TYPE RECTIFI-
ERS. in manufac-
turer's original pack-
ing. D.C. output 36
v. 10 amp., made up
of 12 x 110 mm. dia.
plates. These fitted
in cooling funnel
(removable). Size
I liin. x 8in. x
Price 45/-. P. & P.
3/3.

WE ARE EXPERTS AT OVERSEAS PACKING & SHIPPING !

SERVICE TRADING Co.

PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY : 9 Little Newport
Street, London, W.C.2. Tel : GER 0576

ALL MAIL ORDERS : (Early Closing Thursday)

47-49 High Street, Kingston -on -Thames.
Telephone : KINgston 4585
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PARM EKO
TABLE TOP

TRANSFORMERS
Input 230 v. 50 c/s.
Output 620/550/375!
0/375/550/620 volts
250 mA. Also 2-5 v.
3 amp. windings
Size 64 x 61 x 5iin.
Brand new only,
45/- each. PIP

BENDIX BC -453 COMMAND
RECEIVERS
"Q" FIVER
Coverage 190
to 550 kc/s.
Complete with
6 valves, 3-
12SK7, 12K8,
I 2SR7, 12A6.
85 kc/s I.F.T.
Supplied brandnew and
boxed, 89/6
each. P/P 3/6.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS No. 10

An extremely use-
ful instrument pro-
viding the follow-
ing facilities: I,
Xtal controlled
osc. giving fixed
frequency signals
of 500 Ws and
harmonics to 30
Mc/s; 2, An addi-
tional switched
oscillator (250-
500 kc/s) enabling all intermediate frequencies
from 500 kcis to 10 Mc/s to be produced.
Compact size, 7 x 74 x 4in. Utilises 2-IT4.
IRS and CV286 valves and 500 kc/s Xcal.
Supplied with instructional hand 6 ook. 59/6
each. P/P 3/6.

PORTABLE PRECISION VOLTMETERS
Brand new instru-
ments by famous
manufacturer. In
polished teak case.
Moving iron instru-
ment reading
A.C. or D.C.
volts on 2 ranges
0-160 v. or 0-
320 v., 8in. mir-
ror scale. Ac-
curacy within

45/19/6 ca.
P/P 3/6.

TINSLEY 141-10TO VOLTAGE
AMPLIFIERS

These special instruments incorporate a I

microamp mirror galvonometer and a double
selenium photo -electric cell. Housed in
aluminium case complete with 12 v. lamp
and housing. Brand new 415 each. P/P 7/6.

(RADIO) LIMITED
Phone. GERRARD 8204/9155
Cables. SMITHEX LESQUARE

LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

AMERICAN 1,000 O.P.V. MULTI -
RANGE TESTMETERS

400 microamp basic mov. Seven A.C./D.C.
volt ranges 0 to 5,000v. D.C. current 1 mA.
10 mA, 100 mA, I amp. Res. It.,0 ohms,
100 K ohms and I meg. Decibels. Supplied
brand new with test prods, batteries and
instructions. £3/19/6 each. P/P 2/6.

MINE DETECTORS No. 'A
Complete equipment comprises search head,
amplifier, headset, control box, telescopic
rods for search head, test unit, test measure
and haversack. Operation from Std. 674/1.5 v.
battery. Will detect ferrous or non-ferrous
metal:. Very portable and sensitive. Supplied
brand new in original transit cases with
circuit and instructions. 99/6 each. Carr. 10/6.

BRAND NEW R.C.A. EXTENSION LOUD-
SPEAKERS. 8in 3 ohm Quality speaker mounted
in attractive black crackel case to match AR88
Receivers, etc. 45,- each. P/P 3/6.

DON Mk. S FIELD TELEPHONES
Ideal for all
inter -com-
munication.
Buzzer calling.
Supplied fully
tested, com-
plete with
batteries and
instructions.
39/6 each. P/P
3/6 ea., 5/- pr.

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS
230 v. input, 230 v. output, 5 amp capacity.
Housed in ventilated metal case, a each P/P 10/-

750 watt AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Tapped
from 110 .o 230 v. Fine heavy duty type, 69/6 ea.
P/P 5/-.
A.0 MAINS VOLTAGE REGULATOR
TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v. Output var.
185 to 250 v. 24 amps or 185 to 250 v. .nput,
230 v. output 24 amps, E12/10/-. P/P 10/-.

WESTON 772 TESTMETERS. Supplied
in perfect working order, with leads mid
batteries, £7/19/6 es-ch. Few less wooden
carrying case, £7/10/- each. P/P 4/6.

A.C. volts: 2.5 v.,
10 v., 50 v., 250 v.,
1,000 v. D.C. vol:-s:
2.5 v., 10 v., 50 v.,
250 v., 1,000 v. D.C.
current:100 micro/A,
I mA, 10 mA, 50 mA
100 mA, 500 mA.
Output Meter A.G.
Current: 500 mA,
I amp, 5 amp. Re-
sistance: 100 ohms,
1,000 ohms, 100 k.
ohms, 10 megohm.

COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM
OSCIL LO -

SCOPES

Type 339. 10 -

position time
base, 6 cps. to
250,000 cps.
Amplifier 10
cps. to 2 mill.
cps. Recondi-
tioned, perfect
working order.
Complete with
handbook.
0.27/10/- each.
Carriage £1.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
12 v. D.C. input.
230 volt A.C. 150
watts 50 cycles output.
Housed in wooden
case and fitted with
voltage control slider
resistance switch, plugs
and A.C. mains volt-
age output check
meter. Supplied in

perfect condition, individually tested .9/19/6
etch. P/P 10/,

VORTEXION PORTABLE AMPLIFIERS
Operation from 200/
250 volts A.C. or 12
volts D.C. Separate
inputs for micro-
phone or gram. Out-
put matched to 7.5,
15, 250 or 500 ohms.
incorporates volume
control and full
switched cone con-
trol. Valve line-up:
6Q7 6J5, 6V6, 6V6, 5Z4. !"ize 84 x 64 x
not brand new but supplied in perfect work-
ing order, fully tested. f.10/10/- each. P/P 6/-.

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR TESTMETER
A.C./D.C. volt
ranges to 500 v.
Current 0 to 500
mA. Resistance
0 to 20K ohms.
Supplied in per-
fect working or-
der complete
with batteries,
leads and eather
carrying case.
0/19/6 each.
P/P 2/6.

8 -RANGE SUB -STANDARD D.C.
AMMETERS

Ranges 1.5, 3, 7.5,
15, 30, 60, 300 and
450 amps. 'in. mir-
ror scale. Meer
housed in polished
teak case. Supplied
complete with all

shunts and leather
carrying case. CI5
each. P/P 7/6.
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RCA PADDED
PHONES.
Brand new

boxed. Finest

tonal quality,
low imped-

ance. Fitted

with std. jack
plug. 19/6 per

pr. P/P 1/6.

MOVING COIL HEAD -

RCA PLATE

Input 200/250
volts. Output
2,000/ 0 / 2,000
volts 500 mA.
tapped 1,500/0/
1,500 volts.
Supplied brand
new boxed,
£45/10/- each.

carriage 10/-.

TRANSFORMERS.

24 VOLT ROTARY CONVERTORS.

Input 24 volts D.C.
Output 230 volts
A.C. 50 cycles, 100
watts. Housed in
metal carrying
case with inlet/
outlet plugs.

Brand new, 92/6

each. P/P 7/6.

kin. shafts

AMERICAN
GEARED
MOTORS

24 volt D.C. motor fitted
with precision ,:earbox
giving twin outputs of
20 and 6 r.p.m. Also
operates on 12 volts.

Brand new. 19/6 each. P/P 1/6.

FERRANTI TESTMETERS
D.C. A.C. D.C. Obms.

VOLTS VOLTS Current
3 v. 15 v. 7.5 ma. 25.000
30 v. 30 v. 30 ma.
150 v. 150 v. 150 ma.
600 v. 060 v. 750 ma.
500 ohms per volt on all
ranges B.S.S. first -grade
accuracy on all self con-
tained ranges. Supplied
in perfect workin- order
complete with leads,
battery, instrucsions and
rexine covered carrying
case. Price 52/6 each.
P/P 2/6.

TYPE Q

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9 A.M. TO 6 P M.

ADMIRALTY POWER UNITS 234A.
200/250 volt A.C. Input. Output 250 volts
15 mA. and 6.3 volts 6 amps. Fully smoothed
double choke and paper condensers, fused and
fitted with input and output plugs. Sockets
are provided on the front panel for meter
check. Housed in grey metal case for standard
19in. rack mounting. Supplied brand new.

59/6 each. P/P 7/6.

CR.100 SPARES KITS. 15 valves, resistors,
pots, o/p trans. condensers, all new boxed, 59/6
per set. P/P 3/6.

ADVANCE CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS. 190 to 260 volt input.
Constant 230 volts output. 150 watts. Brand
new, E8/10/- each. P/P

UNIVERSAL AVOMETERS. Reconditioned,
perfect order. Model Z E8 10'-. Model 40E10/10/..
Model 7 E12/19/6.

FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE L. Gen-
erator bellringing.
Light and
very port-
able. Ideal
for all in-
stallations.
Supplied
complete
with bat-
teries, fully
tested. As
new, 59/6
each. P/P
3/-. 5/- pr.

NIFE ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS. 12
volt 45 ampere. E4/19/6 each. P/P 7/6.

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATORS TF-517.
10-18 me/s. 33-58 me/s. 150-300 me/s. Operation
200/250 volts A.G. yupplied in good working
order, E12/10/- each. P/P Of..

MUIRHEADPRECISIONSTUDSWITCHES
2 pole, 2 bank, 24 position, 10/6 each, P/P 1/..
4 pole, 4 bank, 24 position, 17/6 each. P/P 1/3.

MARCONI TF.428 B/I VALVE VOLT-
METERS. 5 ranges A.C. and D.C. 1.5, 15,
50 and 150 volts. Operation 200/250 volts
A.C. Supplied in perfect working order
complete with ncernal H.F. probe. Brand
new with Handbook. £171101- each. PIP 101 -

THURSDAY I P.M.

R.I 155 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
MODELS L &
N. Both
models incor-
porating the
trawler and
top band. Sup-
plied in per-
ect condition
realigned, fully
tested.
E12/19/6 each. STANDARD MODEL B. Fitted
with mproved N type drive, perfect order
re -aligned, etc., E7/19/6 each. Carriage 7/6
both types. COMBINED POWER PACK AND
OUTPUT STAGE, to suit either models, 85/ -
extra. Illustrated instruction book with all
receivers.

EDDYSTONE MAINS POWER PACKS
2001250 volts in-
put. Output
175 volts 60 mA.
and 12 volts
2.5 amps. Double-hoke and
-on denser
smoothed, 5Z4
rectifier. Sup-
plied as new and
unused, 32/6
each. P/P

FURZEHILL BEAT FREQUENCY
AUDIO OSCILLATORS. Frequency
range 0 to 10,000 cycles. Output 10 o 600
ohms. Separate 50 cycles check. Se, tern
control. 200/250 volt A.G. operation. Supplied
in perfect working order, fully tested, E9/19/6
each. P/P 10/-.

HALLICRAFTER S.27 COM-
MUNICAT1011 RECEIVERS. F.M. or
A.M.coverage 27 to 143 me/s. on 3 bands.
Incorporates S meter, variable sel. b.f.°. a.n.r.
etc. Output for phone or speaker. Operation
110 or 230 volts A.C. Supplied in good work-
ing order, E27/10/- each. P/P

FIELD TELEPHONE.- TYPE c Generator
bell ringing. Sup-
plied complete
with batteries
ully tested end

complete wit:
wooden carrying
case II9/6 each.

PIP 3/6. 5/- or,

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY SEND S.A E FOR LISTS.

Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155
Cables: SMITHEX LESQUARE

-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER B28
(MARCONI CRI00)

PRICE - ONLY £21
Later Model with Noise Suppressor £25

Carriage England and Wales 301- Send S.A.E. for further details.

CR100 SPARES KITS
Contents: IS valves, 2 of U50, DH63, KT63, X66, and seven KTW6I
Output transformer, Resistors, Condensers, Potentiometers, PK
screws, pilot lamps, drive cord, etc., etc. ALL BRAND NEW 59/6.
Post 3/6

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS R -1155B
A first class 10 valve Communication and D/F receiver, covering 75 Kc/s. to
18 Mc/s. (16.2-4,000 m.) in 5 bands. The large scale and superior dual
ratio slow-motion drive make tuning easy, and the R.F. stage and 2I.F
stages ensure world-wide reception ALL the receivers we sell have been
thoroughly overhauled and completely re -aligned, and are in first class
order. ONLY E7/19/6.
ALSO available, R-11 55-N as above, but has 1.5 to 3 Mcis (100-203 m.) in
place of the 75-200 Kc/s. band. ONLY 112/19/6.

A.C. MAINS POWER PACK OUTPUT STAGE
In handsome black -crackled steel cabinet co match the R-1155 Fitted with
8in. speaker. Just PLUG IN and switch on! Only the finest quality corn
ponents are used, and we guarantee OUR power packs for 6 months.
ONLY E6/10/.. Deduct 101- when purchasing receiver and power unit
together Send S.A.E. for further details, or 1/3 for 14 page illustrated
booklet giving technical data and circuits etc. (FREE with each receiver).
Add 10/6 carriage for receiver. 5/- for power unit.

HALLICRAFTER SX-24 RECEIVERS
Covers from 540 Kc/s. to 44 Mc/s. in 5 bands. With separate bandspread
tuning, variable selectivity crystal filter, B.F 0., " S " meter noise limiter
etc. For 117-230 v. A.C. mains. In perfect working order and first class
condition. 125. Carr 10/-.

Q5'er
(BC -453)

This Command Receiver
covers 190-550 Kc/s.-(I.F.
85 Kc/s.) and is ideal

* for double superhet con-
version etc Supplied
BRAND NEW in orig-
inal cartons, with all 6
valves and CIRCUIT.
89/6. Post 3/6.

MARCIE!

VALVE

VOLTMETERS
Ranges: 0 to 1.5, 5, 15,
50, and 150 volts. Fitted
with probe unit for RF
measurements. A.C.
mains operation. In good
condition and working
order. A laboratory
instrument for ONLY
18/19/6. Carr. 7/6.

Best Buy at Britain's
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR

No. 10. Consists of 500 Kc/s.
crystal oscillator and a variable
250-500 Kc/s heterodyne oscil-
lator. This enables all inter-
mediate frequencies between
500 Kc/s. and 10 Mc/s. to be
produced. These frequencies are
indicated on the calibrated scale.
The calibrator may actually be
used up to 30 Mc/s. The unit
uses a CV -286 neon modulator.
IT4 crystal osc., 1T4 het. osc.,
and IRS mixer. Operates from
300 v. 15 m/a.. and 12 Y. 0.3 A.
but can be easily modified /or
120 v. and 1.4 v working.
Size 7 x 7) x 4in. In first class
condition, complete with valves,
crystal, instruction manual and
circuit. One of our '' best
buys " at ONLY 59/6. Post 3/6.
FERRANTI TESTMETER TYPE Q. An extremely compact self-con-
tained multimeter. Volts 0 to 30, 150, 600 A.C./D.C., with additional 0-3 v.
D C. and 0-15 v A.G. ranges: Milliamps 0 to 7.5, 30, 150 and 750 D.C.
ohms 0-25 K. Accuracy BSS first grade. 500 ohms per volt. Knife-edge
pointer and clearly calibrated 21 in. scale. Complete with leads, prods,
battery, and instructions in fitted velvet -lined 4 x 7 x Sin. case. Brand new
condition, perfect working order. Bargain price. ONLY 59/6. Post 2/6

ADMIRALTY G 73 SIGNAL

GENERATCR/IWAVEMETERS

Combines the facilities of a
well made signal generator
with those of a crystal
checked heterodyne wave -
meter. Generates 100 Kc/s.
to 25 Mc/s. in 6 ranges (CW
or 400 c/s. mod.). or operates
as wavemeter over same
ranges. Carrier or modula-
tion level may be monitored
on 500 microamp plug-in

meter (no supplied). Has built-in I Mc/s. crystal oscillator for sell checking
calibration coarse and fine attenuators. 400 c/s. output available separately.
Operates rom 100-230 v. A.C. mains Size 15 x 10 x 8in. Supplied com-
plete with valves, crystal and list of crystal check points and instructions
for drawing 01 individual graphs Condition used bur 0.K 79/6. Carr 10/6

RCP 20 RANGE TESTMETERS
1,000 ohms per volt, 400 micro -
amp basic movement
D.0 VOLTS A.G. VOLTS
2.5 v. 2.5 v
10 v. 10 v.
50 v. 50 v.
250 v. 250 v.
1,000 v. 1,000 Y.
S 000 v. 5,000 v.
D.C. CURRENT RESIST'CE

I ma. 500 ohms
10 ma. 100k ohms
100 ma. I megohm
I amp. DECIBELS

-10 to +69
In light oak case 64 x 6 x
including lid. Complete with
test leads and prods. internal
battery, and instructions manual.
ALL BRAND NEW and rested.
Post 2/6.
LIMITED NUMBER 7916.
VOLTAGE REGULATOR TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v A.C.
output variable from 187-250 v., OR inpur 187-250 v., output 230 v at 24
amps. Raring 5.5 KVA. Wt. 42 lb. Brand new condition. E9119/6. Carr. 10/6.

MINIATURE RELAYS (ALL BRAND NEW AND BOXED).
G.E.C. sealed, wire ends. 670 ohms. 2 H/D makes, M1099 ..... 15/-
G.E.C. sealed. wire ends 670 ohms. 4 C/overs, platinum, M 1092 19/6
G.E.C. sealed, wire ends. 5000 ohms 2 Clovers, platinum M1052... 17/6
S.T.C. size If xi x fin. 250 ohms 2 C/overs, double contacts ... 7/6
Siemens High Speed, 1K -L 1K ohms. I Clover 10/6

FURZEHILL BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR No 5.
Push-pull output 0-10,000 cis. --

of 0-5 v. at 10 ohms, or 0-50 v.
at 600 ohms monitored by
21 in. M/C meter Incorporates
set -zero control and 50 c/s.
check Operates from 100-
250 v 50 cis mains. in hand-
some instrument case. 17f se

9x I lin. Despatched in transit
case. in perfect condition,
tested, complete with 7 valves,
circuit and instructions A
laboratory instrument for
ONLY E12/10/... Carr. 10/-.
SEE ADVERTISEMENT OPPOSI T
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SELENIUM BRIDGE RECTIFIERS.
Funnel cooled. A.G. input 45 v. RMS.
D.C. output 30 v. 10 amps. BRAND
NEW. Boxed. 45/-. Post 3/6.

HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFOR-
MERS. (Gresham.) Latest type potted,
oil filled, Pri. 230 v. 50 cis. Sec. 0-70-75-
80 v. 4 amps. Size 54 x 44 x 64in. high.
Wt. 19 lb. BRAND NEW 42/6, carr. 5/-.

DUAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMERS
(Gresham). Pri. 230/250 x Secs 240
0-240 v. 1.5 amps., 5 v. 12.5 amps. 5 v.
1.75 amps. Ideal for ISOLATING TRANS-
FORMER, to obtain TWO 240 v. 360
watt lines. Potted, oil -filled, 7 x 74 x
104in. high. Wt. 50 lb. BRAND NEW.
63/10/.. Carr. 10/-.
MAINS ISOLATING TRANSFOR-
MERS (Vortexion). Fully -shrouded. For
testing A.C./D.C. sets in safety. 230 v. in-
put. Output 230 v. 100 watts, 22/6. Post 2/6.
ADMIRALTY HT TRANSFORMERS
Pri. 230 v. 50 c/s. Secs. 620-550-375-0-
375-550-620 v. (620 and 550 v 200
m/amps., 375 v. 250 miamps.), plus
two 5 v. 3 Amp. rectifier windings.
Total rating 278 VA. Upright mtg.
Wt. 25 lb. Made 1953. BRAND NEW.
Original boxes. 45/, Carr. 5/-.
INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
230 v. A.C. input. Outputs 0-65-130-195 v
85 miamps., 6.3 v. 5 amps., 6.3 v 0.3 amps.
Shrouded. Size 34 x x 31 -in high 15/
post FREE.

AR88D MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
Input 110-240 v. Output 345-0-345 v.
125 miamps., 6.4 v , 4.5 amps., 5 v 2 amps.
4/ x 44 x 54in. high. Wt. 12 lb. Potted.
Tag ends. RCA BRAND NEW. Boxed.
29/6, post 3/6.

TRANSFORMER BARGAIN. Inpu
0-200/250 tapped. Outputs 250-0-250 v
80 miamps., 5 v. 2 amps.; 6.3 v. 4.5 amps.
Upright mtg. BRAND NEW Boxed
Ex -Admiralty made 1952 A fine 50 c/s.
mains cranny for ONLY 16/6 post FREE.

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS.
Collins type 20 watts 807 to 807 8/6 each.
Post 1/6.
FERRANTI TYPE, for T x 36 etc., push-
pull 807's to plate and screen modulate
push-pull 807's, ratio 2:1 Fully shrouded.
Wt. 64 lb 1716. Post 2/6

ADVANCE CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS. Input 190-260 v

50 c/s. A.G. mains. Output 230 v
150 watts. E8 '10 /-. Carr 5/-.
STANDARD TRANSFORMERS.
Vacuum impregnated, interleaved, E.S.
screen, universal mounting. Size 4 x 34 X
23in. ALL BRAND NEW. 18/6 each.
Post 1/6.
Type I. 250-0-250 v 80 mia., 6.3 v. 3 A ,
tapped at 4 v. 4 A. 6.3 v I A tapped ,t
4v and 5 v. 2 A.
Type 2 As above, but 350-0-350 v.
80 m/a.
Type 3. 30 v. 2 A., tapped at 12, 15,
20 and 24 v., to give 3-4-5-6-8-9-10 v., etc.
Type 5. 0-5-11-17 v. 4 A Ideal for
chargers.

MORE METER BARGAINS
RANGE TYPE SIZE PRICE

25 Microamp ILC. MIC 21in. Flush Circ. Scale " Rontgens " 69/6
25 Microamp. D.C. MX 2fin. Proj Circ. Scale " Rnntgens " 89/6
50 Microamp. D.C. ADC Siln. Flush Circ. Scale " Tolerance " 79/8
50 Microamp.

100 Miernamp.
D.C. 51/C
D.0 MIC

241u.
nin.

Flush Circ. scaled 0-100 59/6
Flush Circ. Scale 0-50/0-1,000 v. 652//66

100 Microamp. D.C. M/C nin. Flush Circular scaled " Mega " 42/6
1 Milliamp. D.C. M/C 3iin. Flush Circular 50/-
1 Milliamp. D.C. / n. Flush Squ. Scaled 0-250 v. 89/6

200 Milliamp. D.C. M/C 2.1in. Flush Circular 1016
1 Amp. Thermocouple 2}i0. Projecting Circular 6/9
300 Volts A.C. Plo Flush Circular. Made 1955 79/6
300 Volta A.C. MIT 2-lin. Flush Circular 25/-
500 Volts A.C. M/I 211n. Flush Circular 25'
40 Amperes D.C. WC 2in. Flush Circular 7/6
METAL RECTTFTERS. Full wave bridge. BRAND NEW. Salford
1 nut. 8.6, 5 mA 8,6. PTO 2 mA. 5,6.

MINIATURE 373 IF STRIPS. For PM tuner described to " Practice,
Wireless." Complete with 3 of EF91. 2 of EF92 and I of EB91. A fret
release enables us to offer there once again. BRAND NEW Complet,
reprint of conversion Instructions and circuit supplied free. 35/- 01
less valves. 12 6. Past. either 2/6.

RCA HF SWEEP GENERATORS

Laboratory type equipment designed for alignment of wide hand RP and
IF amplifiers. Comprises generator and regulated power supply unit
each housed In grey crackled steel case 17 x 10 x 12in
Centre Frequency 5-65 Mc/e. Sweep width 0.2.20 Meis.
Marker oscillator frequency 5-70 More. Operates from 105-125/210-230 v
A.C. Maine. Complete with 13 valves and Technical handbook BRANI
NEW condition £119,10,-. Carr 10/-

MEGGERS
E. & V. Series 2 Meggers. 500 volts, 0-100 Megohms, In leather ease
First-class condition. ONLY g12101-.
E. & V. BONDING TESTERS. 7-5 ohms et 12 miamps max Rand
generator type For earth testing. In leather ease. £7/19/6.
INSULATION TESTERS. " Record " hand generator type 1-50 Me -
ohms at 500 volts pressure Complete in leather case. E7'19/6.
Post 4,-.

HRO SENIOR RECEIVERS

Complete with ALL NINE general coverage plug -In collsets for 00 [Cc.
to 30 hide Imetructinn booklet, and circuit but lees esteroal power puma',
unit. Table models. as new condition. 21 ONS. Each mounting. 18 ON'.
Packing and carriage 221. extra. Send S.A.E. for further details.
HRO POWER PACKS. 115/230 v. A.C. mains Input Tested. and in good
condition, 69/6. Poet 41-.
AR -88. D AND LF. SUPER^ CONDITION NOW DI STOCK.

R.F. UNITS
RF24. 20-30 Me/s. 5 switched pOsitione 12/r
RF26. 50-65 Male Super slow-motion drive 17/P
RF27. 65-80 Mee. Super slow-motion drive 22/6
Cnboxed. but ae new condition. Postage 3/6 each

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) LTD.

11 UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE
LONDON, W.C.2 TEMple Bar 0545

One Minute u-om Leicester Sq. Station (Up Cranbourne
Shop Hours 9-6 p.m. (9-1 p.m. Thursday.) Oben all lay Saturday

SANGAMO-
WESTON

VOLTMETERS
S6I. Dual range
0-5 and 0-100 v.
D.C. FSD I m/A.
Sin. scale. Recent
manufacture. Ideal
for schools. Com-
plete in super qual-
ity canvas carrying
case, with test
prods and leads.

BRAND NEW. Boxed 27/6. Post 2/6.

SANGAMO-WESTON ANALYSER
E772. A useful multi -range meter in
rexine covered carrying case. Thoroughly
overhauled and in perfect working order.
For full details see previous adverts.
E71 I 9/6. Carr 4/6.

AVO LC & R BRIDGES. Capacity
5 pFd to 50 inFd. Resistance S ohms to
50 megohms. Inductance can be measured
against external standard. Balance is
indicated on a meter which can be used as
a valve voltmeter from 0.1 to 15 v Leakage
test and Power Factor scale. For use on
A.G. mains. Tested and guaranteed
68/10/-. Post 3/6

HICKOCK 1.177 VALVE TESTERS.
Checks dynamic mutual conductance,
shorts, emission, gas, and noise For UX4,
UX5, UX6 UX7 Octal, Loctal, B7G.
and Acorn types. Portable in wooden
carrying case 154 x Etx 54in Wt 133 'b.
BRAND NEW. Complete with instruc-
tion book and valve testing charts. For
117 v. A C 10 gns. Carr 7/6 Marching
auto. transformer tor 230 v A.0 12/6.

MARCONI TF987/1 NOISE GENE
RATORS. Range 100 Kcls to 200 Mc/s.
Determines noise lactor of AM and OM
receivers Fully stabilised H.T supply
A.0 mains operation Brand new and in
original boxes E25.

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATORS.
85 Kc/s. to 25 Mt/s A.0 mains operation.
In fair condi non and working order
TF144F 640. TF I 44G E50.

MARCONI TF.340 OUTPUT METERS
Perfect working order 619/10/-.
SCR522 TRANSMITTERIRECEIVERS.
100-I50 Mc/s Comprises BC624A rec.. and
BC625 trans with valves and in good
condition BC624A.less relay 19/6. BC625.
22'6. With relay 25 -. These two on
rack 47'6. Carr. 7/6

MOVING COIL PHONES. Finest
quality Canadian with thamots ear -muffs
and leather -covered headband With
lead and tack plug Noise excluding and
supremely com,ort-able 19/6. Post 1/6.

VICTA LOUDSPEAKERS Good
quality 10in. unit (impedance 3 ohms.).
In wooden cabinet 17x 17 x 6in Complete
with 50tt. lead and tack plug BRAND
NEW. 39/6 Carr 5/6

VITAVOX PRESSURE UNITS TYPE
N. 20 watts P.M Heavy duty.
BRAND NEW boxed 89/6 Carr 5/6.

RESISTORS
Morgan T (4 watt) and R (I watt).
Latest types all BRAND NEW 100
assorted, 10/- Post I/ -
HEAVY DUTY SLIDER RESISTORS.
1.25 ohm 20 amp., 12/6 post 3/6 I ohm
12 amp. 8/6 nost 2/-.
PRECISION RESISTORS. I legohm
I% I watt wire wound Ex-U.S.A..
BRAND NEW 10/6 per dozen

DC. AC CONVERTERS.,nput 12 v
D.C. Output 230 v. 50 c/s. A.C. at
135 watts. Fitted with 0-300 v. A.C.
23in. meter and slider resistor for voltage
adjustment. In stout wooden carrying
case with lid. Perfect working order,
E9/19/6. Carr. 10/6.
24 v. Input 230 v. A C 50 c/s. 100 watts
output In grey metal _ase BRAND
NEW 92/6. Carr 7/6.

RADIATION METERS, Portable dose
rote meter, -ontain,n ' modern type
rectantular 50 microAmp meter. CVX494
electrometer valve, etc. BRAND NEW.
In canvas carrying case. 63/19/6. Post 2/6.
For details of other equipment, see our previous
adverts
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE ! HERE'S

EASY, NO DEPOSIT, INTEREST FREE DEFERRED UNREPEATABLE
TERMS ON ALL GOODS -Send for details.

* THE WORLD'S FINEST
AUTOCHANGER

U.A.8

B.S.R.

MONARCH
4 - SPEED AUTOCHANGER

£619°6
Collaro Conquest 4 -speed Autochanger,

E6119/6.

U.A.I2. Latest B.S.R. Monarch 4 -speed
Mixer, E81916.

T.U.9. B.S.R. 4 -speed Single Player, 89/6.
B.S.R. Monarch 4 -speed Stereo Auto -

changer, E9/19/6.
Collaro Conquest Stereo Autochanger,

II Gns.
P. & P. on the above, 5/6.

* AMPLIFIERS *
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

PORTABLE
AMPLIFIER
MK. D.1. 59/6

Brand new. Latest design with printed circuit.
Dimensions 7 x 24 x 5in. A.C. only. Mains
isolated. 2-3 watts output. Incorporating EL84
as high gain output valve. Volume and tone
controls. P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MK. D.2. 79:6
Printed circuit. Latest design. Dimensions:
7 x 21 x 5in. A.C. only. Mains isolated 3-4
watts output. Incorporating the latest ECL82
iTiode pentode output valve giving higher un-
distorted output. Volume and tone controls.
Knobs 2/6 extra. P. &. P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MK. D.3. 89/6
De luxe model. Printed circuit. Latest design.
Dimensions: 7 x 23 x 5in. A.C. only. Mains
isolated 3-4 watts output. Incorporating the
latest ECL82 triode pentode output valve giving
higher undistorted output. Volume, treble
and bass control. Knobs 3/6 extra. P. &. P. 3/6.

PORTABLE
AMPLIFIER
MK. D.4. 49'6
Brand new. By famous manufacturer. Espec-
ially built for portable record players. Dimen-
sions 41 x 31 x 4in. A.C. only. 2 valves
EL84 as high gain output valve, EZ80 as rectifier.
Volume and tone controls. Knobs 2/6 extra.
P. & P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MK. D.5. 39
Simple circuit employing ECLBO troide pentode
output valve giving 2-3 watts output. A.C.
only. Mains isolated. Single control for volume
and on/off switch with knob. P. & P. 3/6.

* IDEAL FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND *
8in. P.M. Speaker 8i9. 61in. P.M. Speakers
12/6, with O.P. Trans. fitted 10/-. 8 x 5
and 4 x 7in. Elliptical Speakers 19/6. Post 2/9.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS 19'9
Polished oak cabinet o.
attractive appearance.
Fitted with Sin. P.M.
Speaker, W.B. or Good -
mans of the highest quality.
Standard matching to any
receiver (2-5 ohms). Switch and flex included.
Ins., carr. 3/6.

VALUE!

Elegant cab-
inet, c oth
covered in
grey or red
with sunken

control pane and
speaker fret. Size:
13 x 17 x 8in.
deep. Takes
B.S.R. Monarch 4
speed Auto -
changer; 7 x 4in.

elliptical speaker and most of the modern
portable amplifiers. Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

R.P.7.

SINGLE
PLAYER
CABINET

19/6
Smart cabinet.
Size: 14+ x 121
x deep.

Various 2 -tone colour
schemes with white

handle and piping. Takes T.U.9 B.S.R. single
player unit, 4 x 7in. elliptical speaker and
amplifier D.1 or D.2. Carr. & Ins. 4,6.

STEREOPHONIC CABINET
99'6

Continental style cabinet including extra clip
on speaker cabinet, 154 x 104 ir 241in. deep.
Takes B.S.R. 4 -speed stereo autochanger.
Printed circuit amplifier. 8in. speaker. Carr.
& Ins. 12/6.

STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER
£7'19'6

12 Months' Guarantee
Beautifully made for portable stereophonic
record players. Latest design with printed
circuit. Dimensions: 3 x x 94. A.C. only.
Mains isolated. Twin amplifiers each side giving
3-4 watts output. Incorporating ECL82 triode
pentode valve. Full tone, volume and balance
controls. Complete and ready to fit. Knobs
3/6 per set extra. P.P. & Ins. 4/6.

B.S.R. FUL-FI CRYSTAL TURNOVER
CARTRIDGES 19/6
Brand new. Including sapphire needles for L.P.
and Standard giving fullest range and finest
tone obtainable for any player. Can be fitted
to all standard pick-up arms. P. & P. 9d.

MOTORBOARDS, 2/6
For 4 -speed Autochangers. P. & P. 1/3.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SLIDE CASE 17/6
(List price £2 10 0)
Rexine covered. Size
8 x 124 x 24in.
deep. Will hold 150
of those expensive
coloured transparen-
cies in numbered
partitions. This is
the answer to that aggravating search for that
particular photograph and will, of course, keep
them safe from dam-
age. P. & P. 2/6.

RECORD PLAYER
CABINETS

A beautifully
R. P.2.

autochanger and

clipped lid and carrying .L.,....t.41./licr:.,

handle. Size:

in. deep. W11
take B.S.R. Mon-
arch 4 -speed

4 x 7in ellipti-
cal16

x 141 x 81

styled
Made by a z p. , ,
amous manu-

facturer.
0 II" 0

facturer.
polka dot cloth with

speaker and
most o' the mod-
ern portable amplifiers.
Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

Stylish
R. P.4. cabinet b y

manulac-turer.
Cloth covered in
contrasting colours
red and grey. Gril-
led front control
panel. Size: 15 x
19 x 84in. deep.
Beautifully made -a

cabinet of wh.ch you can be really proud. Takes
4 -speed B.S R. Autochanger. 63m. round or
4 x 7in. elliptical speaker. Room for any
amplifier of your own choice. Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

A delightful R P.3.
looking cabinet
141 x 174- x

69'6
8Iin. in 2 -tone

leatherette. Will
take a B.S.R.

Monarch 4 -speed
autochanger and
61in. round
speaker. Carr.
and Ins. 4/6.

79'6

BAKELITE CABINETS
5/9 Brandbrown.new. ColourAttrac-

tive design. Size 12 x 7 x
51in. Ideal for small
receivers, converters etc.
P. & P. 3/9.

STURDY CASE 12'6
83 x 74 x 31in.
deep. Covered
in burgundy
and grey wash-
able rexine.
Strong clasp,
hinges and
handle. Ideal
for Portable
Radio chassis
or transistor
set. Can be

adapted as a Record carrying case to hold 18
seven-inch long-playing records. P. & P. 2/6.

A "must" for the build -your -own -tape -
recorder enthusiast :-
TAPE
RECORDER
CABiNETS

19,6
Suitable for
Truvox Tape
recording
deck. Less
front cast
speaker panel.
Size 134 x 15 x 81in. deep. Detachable lid with
compartment for spare tape. Covered in green
washable plastic material. P.P. & Ins. 4/6.

DUKE & CO. CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
FREE UPON REQUEST
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17" T.V
19 GNS.
While stocks last

* FEATURES *
*Beautiful latest
finish cabinet in con-
temporary style cov-
ered and washable.
* Polished legs lfi
optional extra for 25 I-
* I7in. British Rectangular tube. Guaran-
teed fully (or 12 months.
*13 channels " Turret Tuned "-ITV/BBC.

Extra coils at only 716 a pair (with order).
*Chassis. 14 B.V.A. valves -salvaged but
re -conditioned and guaranteed 3 months.

Carr. and Ins. 30/-.
ww-
POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER. 19/6
R.F. E.H.T. Not tested. Amplifier stage 6V6
with O.P. trans. 3 ohms. matching Smoothed
H.T. 350 v. at 250 ma., 6.3 v. at S amp., 22 v
at 3 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp. and 4 v. centre tapped
Drawings free. Size 141 x 8 x 7in. Ins., carr 5/6.

POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER. 12/6
Tested. Output stage 6V6 with O.P. trans
(3 ohms) choke. Smoothed H.T. 350 v. at 250
m.a., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 22 v. at 3 amp., 6 3 v. at 4
amp. and 4 v. centre tapped. Less valves. Ins.,
carr. 5/6.

T.V. AERIALS. 23/6
For all I.T.A. channels. Outdoor or loft. 3

elements. P. & P. 2/6
AERIALS. 15/6
B.B.C. indoor type. Folded dipole with 12 ft.
co -ax. cable fitted. Post 1/9.

T.V. AERIALS. 7/9
For all channels. Complete with co -ax. cable.
For use indoors or in the loft. Postage 1/3
CAR AERIALS. 6/9
Whip antennae Plated. 50in long collapsing
to 1 lie. One hole fixing. Post 1/-.
CO -AX. CABLE 6d. YARD
Cut to any length. Good quality 1/6 postage
on 20 yards.
FAMILY RADIO. 99'6
5 valve (octal) superhet. A.C. 3 waveband and
gram. position. 4 controls. Modern ...tractive
cabinet, size 15+ x 18 x 107in. in cream and
brown. Carr. & Ins. 8/6.

* TRANSFORMERS *
DROP THROUGH TYPE. 12/9
350-0-350 volts at 250 ma.
6.3 volts at 4 amps. 6.3 volts at 4 amps. 4 volts
at 3 amps. 22 volts at .3 amps. 4 volts centre
tapped at 1.5 amp. Primary 200-250 volts. 50
cycles. P. & P 3/9.

MAINS AUTO. 12/6
0-205.225-245 volts at 300 ma.
Isolated windings o' 6.3 volts at 2-6 amps.. 6.3
volt at 3-6 amps., 2 volts at 1-4 amps. P. & P. 3/9

MAINS 10/9
425 volts at 300 ma.
Single secondary 6.3 volts at 12 amps., 6.3 volts
at 0.6 amp. Screened primary 200-250 volts
P. & P. 3/9.

............. .....
COLVERN PRESET POTENTIOMETER. 2/9
Brand new 200 ohms. 10 k. and 20 k. P. & P.
6d.

FOCUS MAGNET. 9/9
Brand new 38 mm. Incorporating picture
shift control. P. & P 1/3

SCANNING COILS. 10/6
Low impedance. 38 mm Brand new. P. & P
1/3.

SCANNING COILS. 15/9
Wide angle 90/ 38 mm. Low impedance. P. & P.
I/3.

HOME RADIO 79'6
AC/DC. Universal
mains 5 valve octal
superhet. 3 wave-
band receiver can
be adapted to gram.
ci.u. In attractive
wooden cabinet 9+
x 18+ x I I lin. Ins.
carr 4/6.
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17" T.V. CHASSIS
TUBE & SPEAKER

14 GNS.
I7in. Rectangular Tube on modified chassis.
Supplied as single channel chassis covering
B.B.C. channels 1-5 or, incorporating Turret
Tuner 50/- extra (chassis purchasers only)
giving choice of any 2 channels (B.B C. and
I.T.A.). Extra channels can be supplied at 7/6
each. Chassis size 12 x 14+ x I lin. With Tube
and speaker (less valves) 16 gns. Complete
and working with valves and turret tuner 18
gns. 12 months' guarantee on the Tube. 3

months' guarantee on the valves and chassis.
Ins., taro (incl. tube) 25/-.

14" T.V. CHASSIS 11 GNS.
TUBE & SPEAKER
As above, with 14in. Rectangular Tube. 12
months' guarantee on Tube, 3 months' guarantee
on chassis and valves. Chassis with tube and
speaker (less valve), II gns Complete and
working with valves and Turret Tuner 17 gns.
Ins. carr. (incl. tube) 25/,

* T.V. CHASSIS AT CLEARANCE
PRICES

The Popu'ee I2in. PLESSEY
CHASSIS. 9/6

A bargain for anyone wanting to make up
their own T.V.at a very low cost. A chassis in
one unit. Less valves and rube. Chassis size
12 x 14+ x I lin I.F.'s 10.5-14 Mc's. Can be
adapted 'or a 12 channel Turret tuner and
modified to take a larger tube Carr. & Ins.
10/6.

-.-

iil
40061

5 v-Ive superhet chassis
inciuding 8in P M

speaker and valves. Four conrro: knobs (tone
volume, tuning. wlchange switch). Four
w'bands with position ior gram. p.u. and ex-
tension speaker A.C. Ins., carr. 5/6

SUPER
CHASSIS

79'6

CHASSIS. I/.
6 or R valve latest type midget valve design 'or
A.M. or F.M Brand new Cadmium placed.
Size 121 x 77 x 27in. P. & P 1/9

SOLO
SOLDERING
TOOL 12'6
(

110 v. 6 v. or 12
adaptor for

200/240 v. 10/- extra)
Automatic solder feed including a 20ft. reel of
Ersin 60/40 solder and spare parts. It is a tool
for electronic soldering or car wiring. Revolu-
tionary in design Instantly ready for use and
cannot burr. In light metal case with full instruc
tions for use. Post 3/6

REPLACEMENT

RE -BUILT T.V. TUBES
E8/101 -

CASH PRICE

12 MONTHS'
FULL

GUARANTEE

All sizes except 10in. Completely re -built
gun assembly, new cathode, heaters etc. giving
the high standard required for long picture
life, quality and value. Carr. and Ins. 15/6
OR Yours for 8/6 initial payment (plus carr. and
ins.) and 19 weekly payment: of 8/6.

* EXPRESS DESPATCH SERVICE*
Please 'phone to confirm Tube in stock
Send Telegraph Money Order. Tube des-
patched Passenger Train same day This
service only available with remittance by a
Telegraph Money Order and cash sales
not terms.

SOUND/VISION AND I.F. STRIP. 7/9
Plessey. I.F.'s 10.5 Mt/s. sound. 14 Mc/s.
vision. 8 valve holders. Less valves. Size

x 5 x 4+ in. Circuit incl. The tuner unit
plugs directly into this chassis. P. & P. 2/6.

SOUND/VISION AND I.F. STRIP. 2/9
Salvaged. Complete sound and vision strip
8 valve holders. Less valves. 1.F.'s 16-19.5
Mc,: Size 81 x 4+ x 4+in. Drawings free with
order P. & P 2/6.

SOUND/VISION AND I.F. STRIP. 2/9
Salvaged. Superhet. 8 valve holders. ...ess
valves '.F.'s 7.25 Mc/s. sound. 10.75 Mc.'s
vision. Vision complete from input up to
video output. Sound complete from input to
A.F Amplifier P. & P. 2'6.

TIMEBASE. 2/9
Containing scanning coils, line transformer etc
!ess valves. Drawings free with order. P. & P.
2/6.

RECTIFIERS. 2/9
250 volt 100 m.a. Full or half wave. Salvage
guaranteed P. & P. 1/3.

R.F. -E.H.T. COIL 7/9
7-10 KV. R.F. frequency approx. 22 Kc/s.
Uses 6V6 or P61 as osc. suitable for Ultra mode!
V600. N700 and many other sets or replacing
E.H.T mains transformers. Ideal when using a
larger tube Size 4( x 2 dia. Base 4 x 47;in
Circuit drawings available with order. P. & P
216

T.V. MASKS. 1/9
I2in Round Soiled. P. & P. 1/6.

T.V. MASKS. 7/9
I7in. Brand new. Grey plastic. P. & P. 2,-.

T.V. MASKS. 10/9
Brand new. Latest pastel shades. Pink and blue.
P & P. 2/-.

T.V. MASKS. 14/9
21in. as above. P. & P. 2/-.

INSULATING TAPE. 1/6
Finest quality. 75ft. x fin in sealed metal
container. Postage 9d.

GANG CONDENSERS. 119

Salvage guaranteed. Standard size two gang
0003 and .0005. All tested and guaranteed.

P. & P 1/3.

DUKE & CO.
(Dept. C.9.) 621/3, Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2.

Tel. ILF. 6001/3.
Deferred terms to suit -11 pockets.
Monthly credit terms or weekly easy payments -Details on request.
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DO-IT-YOURSELF! NO EXTRAS NEEDED ; FREE LISTS ON ANY MODEL :

All Components sold separately AFTER SALES SERVICE

PRICES DOWN !! "THE TRANSISTOR
* Tunable over medium and long wavebands
* 250mW output push-pull
*Internal Ferrite aerial
* Highly sensitive and selective
* 7in. x 4in. high flux speaker
* All components identified and carded
* EDISWAN transistors throughout
* Easy -to -follow layout diagrams
Car radio components 8/-; A.V.C. 4/3;
Size 9in. x 7in. x 31 -in. Weight 4 lb.

8"
Complete set of parts
including cabinet and
all components. Now

E10.19.6
P. & P. 2/6

All parts sold sepa-
rately

FREE BOOKLET

Combined Portable Car Radio
Push -Pull Portable Superhet

325mW version El 1/I1/6. P. & P. 2/6.

"THE MINOR"
The smallest transistor
radio offered on the
market. Case size only
3 x 2 x /in. Variable
tuning over medium
waves. Uses a three -
stage reflex circuit of
high efficiency. Total
cost including Personal

phone; transistor; long life miniature battery circuit and
complete layout diagrams and all components:
* Internal ferrite aerial 49/6 P.P. 1/6.

All components sold separately
Circuit, 'ayout diagram: and shopping list free.

\-4
RED -SPOT

TRANSISTORS

5,_ EACH

WHITE - SPOT

8'6

CAR RADIO 2 -watt Amplifier
*7 x 4in. high flux speaker.
*V15/10? power transistor.
* Overall size 6 x 4 x 3in.
* Works off car 12 -volt battery.

MAY BE USED WITH ANY BATTERY PORTABLE WITH
15 -OHM OR 3 -OHM OUTPUT TRANSFORMER.
Complete set of parts 65/-. P. & P. 2/6
Unit built-up and tested 77/6. P. & P. 2/6

IDEAL FOR TRANSISTOR -8
USE YOUR PORTABLE IN YOUR CAR!

AUDIO GENERATOR
*Ediswan XB 104 Transistor. * Size only nin. x I lin. x I in.
* Large output from special transformer.
* Special chassis. * Layout diagrams.
COMPLETE WITH ALL COMPONENTS, 25/-, p. & p. 1/-.

IDEAL POCKET TEST INSTRUMENT

S .NSATIONAL OFFER-LIMITED QUNNTITY ONLY
 Pensitivity-1 mV. for 50 mW. output.
 Power output -150 mW.
 Low consumption.  Printed circuit.
 Waveband coverage-MW and 1,W-550

lie* to 1500 kc(s.-150 kc's. to 270 kcis.  Internal hl -Q Ferrite aerial.

SUPER SIX TRANSISTOR PLUS DIODE SUPERHET
 Mullard Transistors -0C44, 0045(2), 0071.  15012 3M. loudspeaker.

0072 (matched pair), 0A70.
 Push-pull output.
 Completely detailed Instruction manual.

 Easy to build.

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS
INCLUDING ATTRACTIVE
CABINET SIZE 7x44 x2in.
CAN BE SUPPLIED FOR

Recommended by us as

being the easiest to build
6 -Transistor printed cir-
cuit superhet receiver ever
offered.
FREE LIST ON REQUEST

E9-10-0
Post and packing 2/6

(ALL ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY)

MAJOR -2
(Two -transistor Pocket
Radio)

69/6 COMPLETE
POST 1/6

NEW BOOKLET FREE: All components sold
separately.

GOOD RECEPTION ANYWHERE !

* 4 -stage reflex !
* Medium wave; tun-

able !

* Very sensitive !

* No aerial or earth !

* Complete !

* Over 6 months on
one battery.

*4+ x 3 x 1/in
*Weight only 4 oz.L.
* Persona: 'phone.

SIGNAL TRACER
RF, IF AND AUDIO TRACING

* 2-Ediswan Transistors
* New Chassis; Improved Design
* Easy to Use; Small Size

A must for the Amateur and the Professional
Complete set of parts including nin P.P.
headphones, transistors, etc. '10 1/6

FREE DIAGRAM ON REQUEST

MAJOR -3 * 5 -stage Reflex
Circuit.

* No Aerial or
Earth.

*Min. Vo ume
Control.

*3 Ediswan
Transistors.

* MediumWave
Tuning.

* Size 4/ x 3 x

(AS DESCRIBED IN * Personal
SEPT. '59) phone'.
COMPLETE 87/6 P.P. 1/6.

FANTASTIC OUTPUT. TERRIFIC RECE"-
TION GUARANTEED ANYWHERE.

MATNETER TYPE 660H: TRIPLET
1000 ohms per volt:
AC, DC 10/50/250,100015000 volts.
DC mA 10;100/500.
Resistance 300/250K.

79/6 P.P. 2/- with battery and leads.

NEW CONDITION: INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS

POCKET MULTIMETER
MODEL A10:
r00 Micro -amp
Movement.
* AC/DC vol-
tages, 2000 ohms
per volt; 10, 50,
250, 500 and
1000 volts. *Re-
sistance l0kohms
and I Me; ohm.
* D.C. current
0.5 mA; 25 mA;
250 mA. * Deci-
bel range. *DC
± 2% accuracy;
AC ± 3%.
INCLUSIVE OF
TEST PRODS,
ILLUSTRATION
BOOK AND BAT-
TERIES

Size 5+ x 37 x 1 sin.

£.4/17/6 P.PWeight 17 ozs.

BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED
Free Leaflet by Return.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD
5.

OPEN, MONDAY -SAT.

DRARY AWT

9-6,

R TAHD, APYA1DO,DCLIONCKGTON,

PAD

W. 2

1008/9
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V.H.F. TRANS/RECEIVER TYPE TRI920
* 9.72 MC/S IF * 4 -CHANNEL CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
* 40 KC/S BANDWIDTH * 100 to 120 MC/S COVERAGE
Unit complete with 21 valves; crystal; 24 volt rotary power unit, etc.. in
metal case. In new condition with full circuit diagram.
46/19/6. Carriage 10/6. Circuits separately, 1/9 post free.

V.H.F. TRANS/RECEIVER TYPE 1986
* 9.72 MC/S IF * 10 -CHANNEL CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
* 23 KC/S BANDWIDTH * 124.5 to 156 MC/S COVERAGE

With Less
Sub -units Type valves valves P.P.
TRANSMITTER 81 60/- 25/- 2/6
RECEIVER 114 25/- 7/6 2/6
IF Amplifier 476 32/6 12/6 2/6
Modulator 105 20/- - 2/6
24 v. Rotary unit 3 15/- - 2/6
10 -way Control unit 382 6/- - 9d.
All the above are in absolute new condition Full circuits available, 1/9 post free.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATZR No. 10
A superb Crysta Controlled
Wavemeter ust released by
the Ministry o Supply. Has

directly calibrated dial. for
nomina' coverage o 1.5-
10.0 Mc/s, bus may actually
be used from 500 Kc's up
to 30 Mc/s. Complet- with
500 Kc/s. Crystal, 2 valves
type IT4, I of IRS a.:c1 I of
CV286 (Neon Stabiliser), and
nstruction Book. Size 7 x

7f x 4in., weight 51b. Used
but in first-class condition.

ONLY 5916
(Carriage 316)

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
"ROM 5/- EACH

From 6 Kc.s-47 Mc/s. FT243,
FT24 I, 10X.1 and B7G
Send for list 500 types.

MARCONI No. i/j SET CRYSTAL
CALIBRATOR

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS: IC

Kc/s. 100 Kc;s and I Mc/s. ON/OFF MODULA-
TOR. With handbook Unused. ONLY 7916,

P.P 2/,;

1932 ,ECEIV...Ft CONTROL UNIT
BARGAIN OFFER 18 MINIATURE
VALVES ! ! ! ! P-EF91; 64E92. 2-EB9I; EL9I
IF's; RELAYS. ETC.. ETC. IN CASE.

65/.. .1, '16

PIRAN° CONTROL UNIT
Includes:
* 6'n. I mA. movement meter with mir-

rored scale.
* Fully set Wheatstone Br.dge.
* Complete in best quality case.
* Built-in galvo-shunt.

ONLY 85/- P P. SI-

'ncludint, diasmam

PIRANI DIFFERENTIAL LEAK
DETECTOR

'ncludes:
* 2 -arm Wheatstonr Br'clge
* Masses of high quality switches, controls
* Best quality wood case.
* Galvo-shunt.
* Circuit dia"ram

ONLY 46/6 P.P. SI-

500 microamp. 2in. M C. i DC) F.R. 12,6
0-1 -mp. 2in. TC (RF) F.S. 6/-
0-3 amp. 2in. TC (RF) F.S. 6/-
0-150 mA M.G. (DC) F.S. 7/6
0-30 mA 2in. M.C. (DC) P. 7,6
0-50 mA 2in. M.0 (DC) F.S 7,6
0-100 mA M.C. 'DC) 101-

0-30 amp. 2f -in. M.G. (DC) 10;-
5-0-5 amp. 2f in. M C. (DC) P. 10/-
0-500 mA 2in. M.0 (DC) P 15/-
0-1 mA 2fin. M.0 'DC) F.R. 22(6
0-400 mA 31 in M C. (DC) F.R. swe
500-0-500 mA 21in.M.C. 'DC) F.R. 25/-
0-.75 amp ?in. TC fRP P. 61-

"372" MINIATURE IF STRIP 9.72 Mc/s
The 'deal F.M. con-
version unit as des-
cribed in " P.W,'.
April/May, 1957.
Complete with 6
valves, three EF9 1 s,
two EF92s avid one

EB9 I, I.F.T.'s, etc., in absolutely new condition.
With circuit and conversion data.
12/6 (less valves) 37/6 (with valves)

Postage and Packing 2/6 (either type)

BC 906D VAVEMETER
Complete with vernier dial in black crackle case:
500 UA 21in. meter; 150 to 7.35 Mc/s Battery
operated Includes circuit. IS5 valve.

45/- P.P. 5/6

SMITHS P -DAY CLOCKS
BARGAIN OFFER ! ! !

BRAND NEW SEALM IN SMITHS CARTONS
6in. dial 8 -day clock with detachable adjustable
time switch

ONLY 65/. P.P. 5/-

AIPCRAFT r.ADAR TYPE AN/APA-
Complete scope indicator unis with amplifier:
aerial -witching mit; .up scope controls In-
dludes 3P81 Tube. 6SN7GT. 6K6GT; 6G6GT
2X7; 6X5GT

BRAND NEW
rULL HANDBOOK 97/6 -1P1:

'TROBE UNIT
Complete with. 6-8E50. 5-EA50; SP6I, Relays.
etc.

35 6-

Rr UNITS TYPE 25. 'witched
Tuning 30 to 40 Mc/s. ncludes '
4PWs.

Carriage 2'6 1'
TYPE 26' Variable uning. 50 to
65 Mc/s. Inc,uding 2 EFS4'. and I

EC52.
Carriage 2/8 25 1/`'

(Cir-uitt in stock or both types 9c1.1

IlYNAMOTORE AND CONVERTORS
24 volt D.0 to 230 v A.C. 50 c/s., 100 watt,

£5/10/0 7,6

28 "colts D.C. to 250 volt 60 mA, 12/6. P.P 2/6
12 volts D.C. to 220 volts 165 mA., 02/6 post
'ree

MODULATOR TYPE 20C
Contains our Post Office type relays; CV188
stabilizer; 4-EF35; 3-SF50. etc., etc.

ONLY 22/6 p.p.3/

U.S.A. 90 -VOLT -ATTERY
T-pped at 671; 45; and 221 volts.

ONLY 5/. P.P. 2/ -

Guaranteed 10"%

R.0 A 8in. P.M. SPEAKER
Black crackle case. Brand new.

45/- P.P. 3/6

2AP1
VCR 139A
3BPI
3FP7
3AP I
Mullard DG7/5
5F.7
VCRS I 7C
VCR97
Screens for VCR97

C/R TUBES
lin
21in.
Sin.
Sin.
21in.
21in.
Sin.
6in.
6in.

25/-
35!-
30/-
12/6
30/-
45/-
20,-
30/-
40/-

7/6

182A INDICATOR UNIT
COMPLETE INCLUDES VCR97 with Mu -metal
screen; 3-EF50; 4-SP61; 5U4G; POTS; TRANS-
`ORMERS etc. 67/6 -I' 5/-

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
Army Type 17 Mk. II

Complete with Valves. High Resistance Head-
phones, Handmike and Instritc-'s, -nd
circuit. Frequency Range
44.0 to 61 Mcfs. Range
approximately 3 to F

miles. Power require-
ments: Standard 120 v,
H.T. and 2 v L.T. Idea'
'or Civi Defence and
communications.

BRAND NEW
45/- P.P 5/-

44-61 Mes. Calibrated
Wavcmeter or some
IT- extra. P.P. 7'-

APH9 UHF UNIT
RADAR .AMMING UNIT Includes 2-807;
'-6AC7: 2-8012 teas drives; blower
motor. 15/10/- P.P.7/6

SYNCHRONIZER UNIT
VALVES: 3-6C6M. 12-6AC7; 6Q7; 5-717A;
6-6SM7GT; 6H6.

BRAND NEW f4/19/6 P P 5,-

TS/F7/AP RF WATTMETER
RF power output meter; 0110,15/30 watts; with
photo -cell- lamps; dials; and calibration chart;
eads, etc. 200 UA 21in. Meter.

BRAND NEW £8/19/6 Post free

RADAR JAMMING UNIT TYPE 168 3
Valves: 2-6C4; 832A- 8298; 2-5R4G; 3-6AC7 ;
6V6GT: 93IA photo-multip'ier with networks.

BRAND NEW £6/110/- P.P. 5f-

AN,ARN-5D GLIDE PATH
RECEIVER

3 -channel U.H.F. Receiver; uses plug-in crystals
(not supplied): operating on 332.6; 333 8; cd
335 Mes. Unit contains 7-6A.15; 28D7; 2-
I 2SN7: 12SR7, R,lays etc BRAND NEW
and boxed; a bargain at 59/6 P.P. 5/.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.2
AT JUNCTION OF EDGWARE ROAD

AND HARROW ROAD) PAD 1008/9
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NOW UNDER ENTIRELY NEW MANAGEMENT

TH E

PORTABLE
MAY BE

BUILT FOR £7-7-0
plus 3/- post & pkg.

Batteries extra.
H.T. 10)- (Type 8126) or
equivalent.
LT 1/6 (Type AD 35) or
equivalent.

* High Q frame aerials.
* High sensitivity on both wave-

bands.
* Size only 8in. x 8in. x * Medium and long wave superhet
* Weight including batteries 511b. circuit.
* 4 valves of the economy type. * Instruction book 1/6.
RECORD CHANGERS
B.S.R. Monarch U.A.8. 4 -speed auto changer ... a 19 6
Collaro Conquest 4 -speed auto changer E7 19 6
Garrard R.C. 120 M.K.2. 4 -speed auto changer ... E8 19 6

Postage and packing on above units 5/- each.

Assemb'e it yourself and
SAVE ,E,E£'s

COMPACT GRAM.
AMPLIFIER 2 -valve printed -
circuit type for use on A.C. or
D.C. 200/250 V. mains incor-
porating modern miniature
valves. Output 2 watts,
overall dimensions 61 x 2 x
3f. Price 59/6, plus p. & p.
2/6.

Amplifier Cabinet. L2/1916, plus 5/- p. & o
7 x 4in. Elliptical Speaker, EI/I/6, plus

1/6 p. & p.
Latest -type Collaro
Conquest 4-spd. Changer, E7/19/6, plus

5/- P. & p.

If all the above
Items are pur-

chased at the same time they
can be supplied at E13/15/-,
plus 10/- p. & p.

MUSIC IN YOUR POCKET with the pocket -sized transistor
Superhet Receiver. Yours for an unrepeatable
price of E8/19/6, p. & p. 2/6. Battery 2/- or 7.51-.
Deposit and 8 monthly repayments of f1/1/10.
This Receiver incorporates 6 Selected Tran-
sistors and the latest -type printed circuit, it is
extremely sensitive on medium waveband
only, incorporating an internal Ferrite Aerial
and operates on a 9 -volt -type P.P.4 Battery.

The Receiver is fully constructed and housed in an attractive plastic
Cabinet, in Red Cream o rtliie. Size 51 14in. weighs 12 oz.

PREMIER BATTERY ELIMINATOR
Housed in two con-\ tainers which are to
replace AD 35 and
r`125 Batteries..e. MAY BE

DER

Is BUILT FOR °J
has p. &

3")
Only suitable ic,

use with DK96
Series valves.

THE "MID-Fl"
A NEW DESIGN 4}
WATT AMPLIFIER
KIT
MAY BE
BUILT FOR 95/-
Plus 3/- p. & p.

A new circuit for the home constructor requiring
a good -quality medium -powered Amplifier for
reproduction of Records or F.M Broadcasts.
Technical Specifications: separate bass and treble
controls. Valve line-up EF86, EL84, EZ80. Voltage
adjustment for A.G. mains from 203150 volt,
3 or 15 ohms 'mpedance. Negative feedback.
Size 7 x 5 x 2in., overall height 5in. Silver -ham-
mered finished Chassis.

euality at low cost
STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER

A weli-designed Amplifier incorporating printed
circuit of the latest type using two ECM triode/
pentode Valves and Metal Rectifier, ganged
volume and tone controls and separate balancin3
control, output 3 watts per channel and suitab e
(or Speakers of 3 ohms impedance. The Amplifier
is housed in an attractive black metal Cabinet
with Engraved Front Panel, overall dimensions
101 x 7} x 4*in.
Price 68/19/6, plus p & p. 5/- or 25/- Deposit and
8 monthly repayments of 21/10.

PREMIER RADIO - 23 TOTTENcIA

AI I THFSE GCODS CAN BE DES
PATCHED FROM STCCK WITHIN

24 HOURS

H.P. TERMS ARRANGED TO SUIT
YOUR POCKET

THE" CLARION"
,tsrisg, I m trAt ,r' 4-0:era-operate

TAPE RECORDER
* Completely -ransistorised circuit.
* Constant governed speed or I.P.S.
* Recordings interchangeable with other recor-

ders.
* Remarkable reproduction on both speech

and music.
Price complete with 25 GNS. Plusn & p.
111-F1 SPEAKER A I2in. Loudspeaker o
high-fidelity quality, made by a famous manufac-
turer 15 ohms impedance, 15,000 !ines, with
cloth suspended cone. Price 59 in plus 2/6

n

rseplacement components ior ,he MA YfA
Televisor Availab'e rrom `cock

COLD U ROAD LONDON,

th..KLT
Model U-1
A truly efficient meter for
the enthusiast.
Sensitivity 1,000 ohms per
volt.
Ranges A.C. 10-1000 volts.

D.C. 2-1000 volts.
Resistance 1--1 megohms.

illiamperes
omplete with test prods

nd leads. Price 99/6plus 2/6 p. & p.

NO ELECTRICITY ?

Here's your answer

THE
BEREC

BATTERY RECEIVER
For 93/6 plus or £1/0/0 Deposit and

5 monthly repayments
o. 19/-.

This receiver is ideally suitable for use in the
home or where normal electricity supply 's not
available, remarkabl: reception on both medium
and short wavebands, incorporating the 'ollowing
latest -type miniature Battery Valves; DK92,
DF96, DAF96 DL96 and operates on an external
8.103 Battery or equivalent. The receiver is

housed in an attractive two-tone metal case.
Size I I+ x 7} x 5iin.
This receiver can also be supplied with 2 short
wavebands instead of medium and short, covering
2.5-7 Mc/s. and 6.5-17 Mc/s.

Price 79/6.

W.1 TEL : MUSEUM 3451/2
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BENEFIT FROM WHOLESALE BUYING ! GET EQUIPMENT THAT'S IN TIP-TOP
CONDITION. GET IT FROM IRONGATE-ENGLAND'S LEADING EQUIPMENT WHOLESALERS

HEAVY DUTY
L.T. SUPPLY UNIT by S.T.C.

Normal cost over 6100
Essential equipment for Electronic Engineer-
ing, research laboratories, schools, etc.
Guaranteed for 20 amps.
Output: D.C. Variable up to 20 amps. and

24 V or trickle charge 12513501
700 ampere hours.

Input: A.C. 100/260 volts 45/65 cycles.
Size: 16 x 24 x 32in. High.
Available in Grey Cabinet,

ex -Warehouse £22-10-0
(inelude8 rim dials. and in.e/rusion.. AAir aii,
nutted separateln for 10/- deponfl)

VAR1AC TRANSFORMERS
Brand New

OUTPUT (2KVA) Completely Variable 0 to
270 volts. 9 amps.

INPUT 230 Volts, 50/60-
A SHROUDED FULLY VARIABLE TRANSFORMER

FOR BENCH OR PANEL MOUNTING.
SIZE:- APPROXIMATELY N CUBE.
WEIGHT: -APPROXIMATELY ke LB.
PRICE: -RIDICULOUS ONLY -E15.0.0
PLUS 12/0 CARR. SUPPLIED NEW AND BOX ED

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

FERRANTI 71-KVA MOVING COL.
Stabilized output voltage in the range 200-250 v.
Plug -board tappings. The selected output voltage Is
constant with ±6%, at all loads 0 to 301373 amps.
when the supply voltage is varying over the range
+6% to -12%.
 Frequency compensated 45-55 and 54.66 ale.
 Excellent output wave -form.
 Can be used as a variable transformer.
 Unused. Complete with spares and instriction

book at a fraction of the normal roof.. 055,

ROTARY CONVERTORS. 12 v. D.C.
input, 230 volt A.C. 150 watts, 50 cycles
output. Housed in wooden case and fitted
with voltage control slider resistance,
switch, plugs and A.G. mains voltage output
check meter Supplied in perfect condition,
individually tested, 69/19/6 each. P/P I0/-.

WIRELESS WORLD

WORLD FAMOUS

TELEPHONES"F"Type
IN ATTRACTIVE

CASE

The best portable
telephone ever
made. Wi:h a range
of up to
5 miles is
ideal for

FACTORIES, ISUILDI NG SITES,
FARMS, CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROJECTS, OUTSIDE BROAD-
CAST UNITS AND OFFICES.
2 perfect sets in individual carrying
cases, complete with long life
batteries, bells, magneto and
100`t. wilvohone cable.
£7.10.0 per pair Carr. 9/6.
Tele "F" High Power as above but com-
plete with amplifier £6/10/- each Carr. 12/6
DON Mk. V TELEPHONES. Few re-
maining, complete with 100it telephone
cable 65/111- per pr Carr (G.B.) 9/6.
D3 STRANDED TELEPHONE CABLE,
NEW. Moe drum 85/-. Carr 17/6.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
SPECIAL

WHOLESALE
OFFERS!!

MINIATURE RELAYS
SIEMEN'S

High Bleed Sea.ed one Natinum change -over
H96A. 2.20 +2.°0 15/6 Each
H96B, 500 +500 1716 Each
H96C. 1450 +1450 1916 Each
H960, 5000 + 5000 22/6 Inch
1196E. 1,7000 + 1.7000 15/- Earl

Doz. min Quau
Vibrators 12 v. Malloy (new and boxed 481- Each
Headphones DLRI (pairs) 54/ -
Earpieces. Balanced armature ITS/5

and powered
rennet -es. Low resistance 50/17466 30/-
Microphones-IP/I2570 with switch SIN-
G.P.O. Telephones. Lamp 1 -mailing

ideal for intercom. Asp 651- -.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, I/T 12/24 v. -0/P
,115 too m,A or 500 v. 26 01/A (made by Delco) 2716

GUARANTEED METERS
(New & Boxed)

5 were trop. M/C 2ln, flush clrei
Scale Rotagens 49/6 Each

000 Micro amp. M/C. 2lin. flush
square. scale 0-15/0.600 y 22/0
Milliamp. ICC. 2in. flush cite. Scale
t" -r'^ 'AMA. 12(6

MICRO SWITCHES
BURGESS
BRAND NEW

MINISTRY RELEASE
'ME. 4 BR. METAL

UNIVERSAL CONTACT
A.M. KM. 50.4098

ompore this entsankoln, nisnos
ho4f-pri .

min. quantity, £25 :se, 100

DYNAMO EXPLODER Mk. II
For detonating
explosive
charges. A
must lor
mining,
demolition,
road build-
ing and
construc-
tion opera
tions.May also
be adapted as
photo -flash gen-
erator giving 1,800 volts 83 GNS.
D.C. across o/p. terminals. each

In hide eather case
(Usual price 17 gns.) P. & p 5/ -

Ex - Ministry of Supply

P. A. SYSTEM
Complete with
amplifier unit, 4
speakers, micro-
phones, head-
phones and all
spares packed in
wooden cases. 6
or 12 volt D.C.,
handling capacity
El watts, ideal for
cars, boats, fac-
tories, etc.

£7.10.0 30j r.
TRUVO X NEW LOUD HAILERS.
impedance 710. Handling capacity 8 watts,
18 /6 . P. & P. 3/6 Or 35/- per pair. P & P.7/

v

AERIAL
MASTS

IMPROVED 1 YPE 50 MK. 11

361t. HIGH
Kits cos, .!fir. dia.
Tubular Steel Sections of Eft.
'ength, top-sectior and base,

eketS, Guys and Fittings.
YOU can purchase this
normal', expensive MAST
for a fraction of Its cost.
Please add £1 for lrettlr0-
tble) wooden carrying ease.
The MAST IF particu-
larly suitable to take
aerials for Tx., Rx.,
F.M. and T.V. (expeci.
ally COLIMERC [AL)

and has many other uses.
Extra eft. sections can be

implied as 171 per sectici..

£8 10 0 only
U.S.A. Typ 4Sft. TELECOM. AERIAL
MAST- (7 sections. 6ft Bin, x 2 -,'in., guys,
etc.) This entirely complete set in carrying
case 121 Gns. Carr. 17/6 Or 2 sets for 625.
Carr extra. British Manufacture only.

ARMY TYPE 32ft. MASTS similar to above
bur 10 lin. screw -sections, suitable for
permanent lightweight installation. Kit in
canvas bag, £51101-. Carriage 12;6.

TELEPRINTER EQUIPMENT

CREED -TELEPRINTER 7B Reperf.Type 7TRI3

COMPUTERS
ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCKS OF

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

U.S.A. ..:,-4113 A21 -
Radio ROSSI vers
First class for
version, orurinall7
designed for R.D./
Valve line-up: 1-'1
N7GT 1.6SK707
1-6E1A7GT,1-VR10
-30.1-5U4G, I -6B
GT 1-613L7GT.3-0B41.

06/
,-^7912.2 .-861J7GT k P. 12

Chanel- x 9 x llin. Weight 26lb. Brand new.
rOstASSAISZA flint Is-reAftmner, stailehona.,

P2Cre.a.k JO. nonmrlernt, Bun nom, nil, 150
AO, 1,o,11, la

THE IRONGATE (M.O.) CO.,
p 2/4 IRONGATE WHARF ROAD, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2.

IM= MN= NINO a =MO SEM

PAD. I
2231,2/3 a
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Visit the City's popular accoustically designed

HI-FI Centre
COME AND HEAR THE LEADING MAKES IN AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS AND SPEAKER SYSTEMS

AMPLIFIERS, STEREO AND
MONAURAL, BY :

VERDIK QUAD
ARMSTRONG LEAK
ROGERS W.B.
DULCI etc.

V.H.F. TUNERS BY:
ARMSTRONG
LEAK
QUAD

T.S.L.
DULCI
ROGERS, etc.

HI-FI SPEAKERS BY:
GOODMAN W.B.
PLESSEY T.S.L.
WHARFEDALE G.E.C.
LORENZ etc.

LOOK AT THIS AMAZING OFFER
6 Transistor Plus Diode Pocket Superhet Radio
Easy to build, using 6 Mallard transistors: 0C44, 0C45(2).
0071, matched pair 0072, 0A70. Medium and long wave
bands. Printed circuit. Built-in HiQ Ferrite Aerial. Push -pull -
output. 150 ohms 3in. loudspeaker. Circuit and layout
diagram. Low consumption. Power Output 150 M.W. Sensi-
tivity-IMV for 50 MW output. Circuit line up: mixer stage,
2 I.F. stages, Germanium detector, AF driver stage and push-
pull output.

ALL COMPONENTS COMPLETE LESS
CABINET AND BATTERIES AT THE
SPECIAL PRICE OF

- 19 - 6
Post and packing 2/6 All parts available I
separately. Cabinet available in parts to be I
assembled. With tuning knob and scale.
18/6 plus 1/6 post and packing.

A GIFT FOR THE SERVICE MAN
BRAND
NEW IN

WOODEN
CASE

The Weston Model
772 Type 6 super
sensitive analyser.
This precision de-
signed multi -range
test instrumenthas
a large visible fine-
ly divided scale
giving some of the
range shown.
Ranee: D.C. volts
20,000 ohms per
volt o- 1.000 per
volt. 2.5 volt

range 50,000 ohms. 10 volt range 200.000 ohms.
50 volt range I megohm. 250 volt range 5 meg-
ohms. 1,000 volt range 20 megohms. Ohms:
0-3,000 ohms, 0-30,000 ohms. 0-3 meg. 0-30
meg. D.C. milhamps: 10, 50, 250 IM/A or 50
microamps. A.C. volts: 1,000 ohms per volt.
ONLY E12/10,- plus cost and pkg. 7/6.

THE ALPA MULTI -RANGE
POCKET METER

IDEAL FOR ROVING
SERVICE MAN.
Resistance ranges:
0-20K ohms, 0-2 Meg ohms
Voltage ranges:
0-6 v. D.C., 0-12 v. D.C..
0-60 v. D.0 , 0-300 v D C.
0-1,200v. D.C.,0-6v A.C.,
0-12 v. A.C. (23 DB),
0-60 v. A.C. (37 DB)
0-300 v. A.C., 0-1,200 v.
A.C.
Current ranges:
0-300 v.A.-D.C., 0-30MA.-
D.C., 0-300 MA.-D.C.
complete with test leads
(6/19/6 and butts. Post and Packinc 3'6.

SOMETHING NEW FOR THE CCNSTRUCTOR
Etcl your own printed circuits; complete kit
with instructions comprising 3 laminate sheet-.
copper faced etching bath, 4 bottles, etchant,
resist solvent and cleanser and brush. 19/6
complete. P. & Pkg. 1/6.

FOUR ASTOUNDING TV TUBE OFFERS
AI: brand new n 'amens maker' eartnns,
(I) 17in rectangular aluminized
6.3 HTRS. .3A current; max
anode voltage 16 kV
Usual price i17/5/ -
OUR PRICE E9/19/6. Crating
and carr 15/,
(2) I4in. rectangular Tube, 6.3 heaters; .3 amp
current; max. anode I4KV; ion trap; external
conducting coating; BI2A base. £8/17/6.
Crating and carriage 12/6.
(3) Ferranti 112/44 and TI2/549 I2in. mag-
netic white fluorescence: 4 v hearer: max.
anode 10 kV. As used in many TV receivers.
Original price L17/51-. OUR PRICE (41194.
Crating and carr 12/6.
(41 Ferranti 9in. Tube round white flores-
cence. 4 v heater. max. anode voltage 7 kV.
OUR PRICE (211916. Crating and carr. 1116

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED

The Famous COLLARO Mk. 3 Trans-
scriptor Tape Deck. Twin track. 2 record
playback, 2 erase heads on 2 levels, pause
control, digital counter, 3 speeds, 2 bal-
anced motors of low wattage inpui. IS ens.
WHILE STOCKS LAST. Crating and
carr. 17/6.
Build yot:rself a HI-FI TAPE RECORDER
The Collaro pre -amp and bias oscillator com-
plete with power pack for the above deck,
with instructions Price 012/19/6. Post and
pkg. 7'6.
The above two items at a special price of E213/10, -
Cam and pkg. 22/6 the two units
The Linear Tape Deck Amplifier with
power pack and oscillator incorporated
Switched tor 34, 74 and 15in per sec. Suitable
or the Mk. 3 Deck. 12 gns. only. Post and
pkg 3'6.

Brand new Acos featherweight p/up with
Dover crystal H.G cartridge Few only 29/6.
1/6 P. & Pkg. with LP and Std, stylus.

STOP PRESS FEW ONLY
BRAND NEV. by famous manufacturer. 9 x 5
elliptical speaker. ohm impedance. Only
18/6. P & Pkg. 116.

Deg
0

01110 S (FLEET ST.)'

I
A REPEAT OFFER!

ASTOUNDING VALUE

10 WATT

PUSH-

PULL

ULTRA

LINEAR
FEEDBACK

Reduced from
makers price of 20
gns. Now only

£14.19.6
corn plete

'ally guaranteed
or valves and

service.
4 Post & Pkg. 7/6.

'Lilly guaranteed

AMPLIFIER AND
PRE -AMPLIFIER

Beautaully finished ,n Grey -Green Stove Enamel.
Provision for tuner bass and treble, 5 -position
-elector 'or radio mic. tape. LP and ad. records.

HI - FIDELITY TAPE HEADS
Made by iamoui manufacturer Brand new
Upper or lower track record/play-back high
impedance giving up to 12,000 c.p.s. at 74 I.P.S.
output 5 mivolts at I KC at 74 I.P.S. Erase heads
low impedance
Only 39,'6 per pair. Post 11-. State upper or lower
track.

ANOTHER SNIP OFFER
Acos 3911 Crystal Pencil Mic. List price 5 gns.
-our price 39/6. Post and packing 1/6.

DEPT. B
152/3 FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telephone FLE 2833

Business hours: weekdays 9-6. Saturdays 9-1.
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Wilk/7/7SOIPS
METERS GUARANTEED
F.S.D. Size Type Price

50 Microamps 2in. MC/FR 70/-
100 Microamps 3in. MC/FR 70/-
500 Microamps 2.m. MC/FR 25/-
500 Microamps MC/FR 37/6

1 Milliamp 2in. MC/FS 27/6
1 Milliamp MC/FR 36/-

30 Milliamps 231n. MC/FR 12/6
100 Milliamps 21in. MC/FR 12/6
200 Milliamps 21in. MC/FR 12/6
500 Milliamps 31in. MI/FR 30/-

5 Amperes 2in. MC/FS 27/6
15 Amperes 2in. MC/FR 10/6
25 Amperes D.C. 21in. MI/FR 7/6

50-0-50 Amp. 2in. MC/FS 12/6
30-0-30 Amp. 2in. MC/FR 15/6
20 Volts 2in. MC/FS 10/6
40 Volts 2in. MC/FS 10/6

300 Volts 2fin. MI/FR 25/ -
CROSS POINTER METERS. 2 separate 100 microamp movements, 22/6.
MICROAMMETER& 50 F.S.D. 21in. proj. round. Sealed 10 Milli-
rontgens, 45/-.
MICROAMMETER. 250 F.S.D. 31in. F.R. Sangamo Mod. S.37. Scaled
for valve voltmeter. Circuit available free. 65/-.

Postage 1/6 extra for above meters.
CATHODE RAY TUBES. 2AP1, 25/-. 139A 36/-, 5BP1 55/-. Post 3/-.
TRANSMITTER TUBE. 212E. 70/-. Post 3/6.
TEST PRODS. Rectracting points, fused, flex and terminals, 5/6. Post 6d.
ONE POLE PLUG AND SOCKET. Fully shrouded, one hole fixing,
6 pr. 18/-. Post 1/-.

RELAYS P.O. TYPE 3000.
Built to your own
specification

Keen Prices

Quick Delivery

Contacts up to
8 -Changeover

MINIATURE RELAYS:
Siemens High Speed. S.T.C. and G.E.C. Sealed.

2.2 II+ 2.2 0 H98A 15/6 20 2 C 0 4184GA 18/6
1450+1450 H96C 19/6 MOO 2 C 0 418GD 19/6
500 0+ 5000 H96D 22/6 25000 I make HD 4186EE 22/6

270002 C 0 4184GE 21/617000+ 1700 11 H96E 25/- 6700 2 m 2 b M1087 19/6100 0+ 100 fl H85N 15/- 6700 4OC M1092 21/6
1000 0+ 10000 H95A 17/6 25000 1 C 0 M1022 22/6
17000+17000 H85L 17/6 50000 2 CO M1052 26/ -

Comprehensive range available from stock.
SWITCH ES. 1 hole fixing, 3 amp 250 volt.
1/8 each, 12/- doz.
RACKS -POST OFFICE STANDARD. eft. high
with U -channel sides drilled for 19in. panels,
heavy angle base, 4ft. 10in. in stock.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. Input 12 DC Output 230 A.C. 50 cy. 131
watts. In fitted case with variable resistance, 0/300 voltmeter. The ideal
job for television where A.C. mains are not available. 910, carr. 15/-.
Special connectors, one fitted with 6ft. heavy duty flex and clips for
D.C. side. 10/- set, post CONVERTORS ONLY. 12 volt or 24 volt.
58/10/-. Cge. 7/6.
SOLENOIDS. 12 volt D.C. with 31in. lever. Ideal for remote control,
model railways. 5/- ea., post 1/6. 26in. unit 84/6/8.
NIFE BATTERY. Nickel cadmium. 6 volts 75 amp., crated and con-
nected. Alkaline filled. Brand new, 87/10/-. Carr. 15/-.
LOUDSPEAKERS. Elac 5in. round 15/8, post 1/6. Axiom 150 dual
cone 12in. 15 watts 15 ohms, fully dustproof, 87/19/6, post 7/6. Pye
10in. portable 3 ohms 50/-, carr. 7/6.
JACK PLUGS. Cylindrical bakelite screw -on
cover, 2 contact 2/6, post 6d
SOCKETS. One hole fixing for above, 3/6. Post 6d.
TELEPHONE PLUGS TYPE 201 with headphone cord. Brand new
available in quantity cheap.
VARIAC TRANSFORMER. Input 230 volts. Output infinitely vari-
able 0-230 volts and 0-270 volts. 9 amp., bench or panel mounting.

115, cge. 12/6.
TERMINAL BLOCKS. 2 -way 4/- doz. or box of
50 for 15/-, 3 -way 6/- doz. 50 for 22/8. Post 1/6.
AIR BLOWER. 230 volt A.C. 15in. fan. Volume
of free air at max. r.p.m. is 1,250 cu. ft. per min.
At maximum efficiency 900 cu. ft. per min. Brand
new 125. Carr. 20/-.

XPELAIR EXTRACTION FANS. 71 in. blades, Baffie outlet 190/-. Cge. 5/ -
HEADPHONES. Balanced armature type DLR5. 10/6 pr., post 1/6.
HEADPHONES. High resistance 4000 type CHR, 12/6 pr., post 1/6.
HEADPHONES. Balanced armature type DHR, 17/8 pr., post 1/6.
LOUDHAILERS RE-ENTRANT TYPE all -metal 15in. diameter with
mounting bracket 16/1010, carr. 10/-. Easco 15 ohms 8in. diameter with
mounting bracket, 115/10/-, carr. 10/-., 18in. long by 12in. dia. with
mounting bracket 55/10/-, carr. 10/-.

EST.
1921

A LARGE AND COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF

WIRELESS AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

TELEPHONES
Easy to Fix

Wiring diagram Free
Telephone Set Type " A " Ringing and speaking both ways
on a 4 -core cable. Very loud and clear over any distance. The
handsets are as illus. and the set is complete except wire.

4 -core at 8d. per yard or 2 -core at 3d. per yard extra. Price 75/- set, post 3/6.
Set B. Two headphones connected to breast microphones, with leads, plugs
and fitted carrying cases. Join instruments together with two wires and
1.1. volt battery for a super Intercom., 25/-, post 3/6.
Set No. 9. Modern Design Desk Telephone with press -button on front for
ringing other instruments. Two complete units ready for use. Ideal for the
office, 28/1716, post 7/-.

1281 10 AMP BATTERY CHARGER
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO PURCHASE A BRAND
NEW UNIT WORTH 340! FOR OUR SPECIAL
PRICE
Carriage 20/- 117.10.0
Input 200/250 v. A.C. 50 cy. Output 10 amps., 22
volts D.C. Controlled by two 4 -position switches
for fine and coarse control which enables 8 to 24
volt batts. to be charged. Brand new with 0/12
ammeter. Fused A.C./D.C.

BATTERIES. Portable Lead Acid type, 6 volts 125 ampere hours. In
metal case 16in. x 8in. x llin. Two will make an ideal power supply for
our 12 volt Rotary Converters. Brand New. Uncharged, 56/10/.., carriage
15/-.

TINY TIM " PETROL ELECTRIC Battery Charger. Brand New in
maker's original packing. 12 volts 300 watts. Push button start and 30-0-30
ammeter etc., 526/0/0 each, carr. 20/,
UNI-PIVOT GALVANOMETER by Cambridge Instruments, 50-0-50 micro -
amps., dia. 4in. Knife pointer, mirror scale. Complete with leather
carrying case. Ideal for laboratory use. 1110, carriage 3/-.
FLIGHT TO GROUND SWITCHES. 5C/2828 as used on aircraft. Very
robust, will carry a very heavy current 25/- each; or in pairs with auxiliary
switch 50/-, post 3/-.
ONE POLE PLUG & SOCKET shrouded. One hole fixing, ideal for test
equipment etc., 3/- per pair, post 6d.
CREED TELEPRINTER RECEIVING RE -PERFORATOR. No. 7TR/3,
24 volts brand new. Three only available. 1150 each.
OSCILLOSCOPE. Type 43. With 31in. C.R.T. 138A, 4-6J7,
3-VR54, 5Z4, VU120. Brand New with usual controls., Power-paok and
leads. Suitable for 230 volts, 910/10/-, carr. 12/6.
MOTORS 12/24 volts D.C. 0.3 Amps. 3500 r.p.m. Size 21 -in. x 1.1in. 14AA/
2142, 15/8, post 1/6.
MOTORS 12 volts D.C. approx. 3,000 r.p.m. Size only 2in. x Ilin. with
speed govemor fitted in end cap. OS/2195a, 12/6, post 1/6.
MOTORS. 12 volts D.C. Reversible. 2in. x Ilin. Spindle Ion. x fin.,
10/6 each, post 1/6.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR. 200/250 volts A.C. 60 r.p.m., suitable for electric
clocks, etc., 25/-, post 2/6
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR. 200/250 volts A.C. 50 cycles with gear train
driving 5 dials 1/10th hr. -10,000 hrs., 36/-, post 2/6.
MAINS MOTORS. Capacitor 230 volts A.C. 1/40th h.p. 1,400 r.p.m., 66/-,
post 3/-.
SMALL MOTORS. 12 volts D.C. 3,000 r.p.m. with speed governor in end
cap, 2in. x Ifin., 12/6, post 2/-.
GEARED MOTORS for the model maker, small but powerful, 12/24 volts
A.C./D.C. 4/8 r.p.m., 35/- post. 2/6.
GEARED MOTORS. 220/240 volts A.C. 175 r.p.m. Tocque, 151b. in Klaxon,
SIC, carriage 15/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER WITH RECTIFIER mounted on top. Giving a
D.C. output of approx. 30 to 40 volts 1 amp. Price 27/6 each, post 2/6.
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS.
Charging Rectifiers Full Ware Bridge
12 Volts 1 Amp 8/8 each 24 Volts 1 Amp 13/- each
12 Volts 2 Amps 13/6 each 24 Volts 2 Amps 24/- each
12 Volts 3 Amps 16/6 each 24 Volts 3 Amps 28/- each
12 Volts 4 Amps 20/- each 24 Volts 4 Amps 36/- each
Discounts for quantities of above charging rectifiers.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS to suit above rectifiers
12 Volts 1 Amp 12/6 each 12 Volts 4 amps MT5 25/- each
12 Volts 2 Amps 24/- each CT109 12 Volts 4 Amps crur 29/8 each
12 Volts 2.5 Amps 22/- each MT5B 24 Volts 3 Amps 25/- each

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
COUNTERS

COUNTING UP TO 9999
Type 16A

2300 ohms 75/230 v. D.C.,
15/- each. Post 1/8.

Type 17A
3 ohms 2/6 v. D.C., 15/- each.
Post 1/6.

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE RD. CROYDON SURREY
Phone: CRO 0839 Grams WILCO CROYDON
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D. C. OSCILLOSCOPE

Size
Height 10"
Width 61"
Depth 9"
Weight Il/lbs.

£15.15.0
%NW

Plus TRADE ENQUIRIESP. & P. INVITED7/6
Or 30/ deposit, plus 7,6 post & packing and 12 monthly

payments of 26/6.

A.C. MAINS
200-250 Volts

AS SIMPLE AS 7T
HERE'S THE ANSWER

SIMPLIFIED SERVICING PROBLEMS
WHEN USING THE

'TESTGEAR' SCOPE
3" D. C. OSCILLOSCOPE

Engineered to precision standards, this high-grade Instrument
is made available at THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE,
incorporating the essential features usually associated with
luxury instruments.
This "SCOPE" will appeal particularly to Service Engineers
and Amateurs. A HIGH GAIN, EXTREMELY STABLE
DIFFERENTIAL Y AMPLIFIER (30 mV/C.M.). Provides
ample sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable
for MEASUREMENT of TRANSISTOR OPERATING
CONDITIONS where maintenance of D.C. LEVELS is of
paramount importance. Push-pull X Amplifier; Fly -back
suppression; Internal Time -base Scan Waveform available
for external use; PULSE OUTPUT available for checking
T.V. LINE 0/P TRANSFORMERS, etc.; Provision for
external X I/P and CRT. Brightness Modulation.

FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE INCLUDING
VALVES and TUBE.

Full Technical Information on receipt of S.A.E.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
23 HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.3

Goods not despatched outside U.K.

NEw PRIMAX 60 watts
PRIMAXA 100 watts

Soldering guns with Spotlights
Ready for use in 6 secs., and you see
what you solder

PRIMAX 60w. PRIMAXA100w.

The
Primax 60

and
Primaxa 100
is supplied in
all voltages.

84'8
Post Free

One Year's Guarantee except on bits and
lamps.

Sole Distributors:

104'8
Post Free

S. KEMPNER LTD.
29, Paddington Street, W.I.
Telephone HUNter 0755

EDDYSTONE COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

Model 840A illustrated

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
Model Cash Deposit 12 Monthly

No. Price Payments
870
840A.
888A
680X

£33
£55

£110
£120

£3
£5

£10
£10

£2/13/9
£4/9/7
£8119/2
£9/17/1

24 Monthly
Payments

£1/9/6
£2/9/2
£4/18/4
25/8/1

Carriage paid per passenger train.
These sets are the choice of the discerning professional and amateur

users. Descriptive literature gladly forwarded.

The

Eddystone

Specialists

aimRADIO SERVICES LTD.
55 COUNTY ROAD, LIVERPOOL 4
Telephone: AINTREE 1445 ESTAB. 1935
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SIGNAL GENERATOR

£6119/6

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 Kc/s-230 Ke s., 300 K
000 Ke/a., 900 Kc/s.-2.75 KO., 2.75 Mc/s.
-8.5 Me/s., 8 Mols.-28 MO., 16 Mc/s.-66
Mc/s., 24 Mc/s.-84 Mc/s. Metal case 10in. x
61in. x Olin. Size of scale 64in. x 3}in. 2
valves and rectifier A.C. mains 230-250 v.
Internal modulation of 400 c.o.s. to a depth of
30 per cent., modulated or uumodulated R.F.,
Output continuously variable 100 millivolts
C.W. and mod -switch variable A.F. output
and moving coil output meter. Grey hammer
finish case and white panel. 24/19/6
Accuracy plus or minus 2%.

SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR
£6/19/6 F

Or 25/- deposit. P. & P. 5/- and 6 monthly
payments of 21/8.
Coverage 7.6 Mc/s.-210 Mc/s. in five weeks,
all on fundamentals, slow motion tuning audio
output. 8 vertical and horizontal bars, log-
ging scale. In grey hammer finished ease with
carrying handle. Accuracy ±1% A.C. mains
200-250 v.

Coverage 100 Ke/s.-100 Mc/s. on fundamen-
tals and 100 Haig. to 200 Mc/s. on harmonies.
Metal case 101n. x 13/ in. x 54 in. grey ham-
mer finish. Incorporating three miniature
valves and Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains 200/
250 v. Internal Modulation of 400 c.o.s.
to a depth of 30%. Modulated or warned -
Mated R.F., output continuously variable
100 millivolts C.W. and mod. switch, vari-
able A.F. output. Incorporating magic -eye
as output Indicator. Accuracy plus or minus
2%.

Or 25/- deposit and 6 monthly payments of 21/6.
Poet S Packing 5/- extra.

Or 25/. deposit and 4 monthly
payments 21/6. P. & P. 5/- extra.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
Size 611n. long, 51st high, 21in. deep. Will
suit any type of crystal pick-up. Output
approx. 2 watts. Incorporated ECC 88 double
triode. Cossor 142BT output pentode and
contact -cooled rectifier. Fully isolated mains
transformer for 260-250 A.C. mains. Base,

treble and volume controls

49/6 P'"", r6: ".

5" SPEAKER WITH
O.P. TRANSFORMER

purchased with the above 18/6. Plus P. gr P. 1/6.

F.M. TUNER UNIT
Permeability tuned, by famous German Manufacturer. Coverage 88-100 Mc/s.
Complete with ECC85. Size 41n. a 21n. x Sin. Circuit diagram 1/. (free with unit).

2 5 /_Pins P. & P. 1/6.

8 WATT PUSH- AMPLIFIERPULL
COMPLETE WITH CRYSTAL MIKE AND Sin.

LOUDSPEAKER
A.C. mains 110/250 v. Size 1011n. x x
21in. Incorporating 6 valves, H.F. pen., 2 triodes
2 output pens., and rectifier. For use with all
makes and types of pick-up and mike. Negative
feed back. Two inputs, mike and gram., and
controls for same. Separate controls for Raw
and Treble lift. For use with Std. or L.P. records..
muscle' instruments such as Guitars, etc.
Response flat from 40 cycles to 15 KO., ±
2 Db; 4 Db down at 20 Kc/s. Output 8 watts
at 5% total distortion. Noise level 40 Db. down
all hum. Output transformer tapper for 3 and 17
ohm. speech coils.

£4.19.6 Pi- P. P 7/6
Or gi deposit, Plus P. & P. 7/6 and 4 monthly payments of 23/-.

PLAYER CABINET
Finished in 2 -tone leatherette, will take B.S.R. 1TA8,

with room for amplifier and 71n. X 4In. speaker.

Overall size 151in. x 1311n. X 941n.

£2.19.6 Plus hi- P. S P.

COLLARO
MIXER
4 -SPEED

AUTOMATIC
Model 457. Type " 0 " Pick-up, size 12.in.
1311n. Minimum clearance above baseboard
5in., below 21 in., 10 records. A.C. mains 200.250
v. Turnover crystal bead. BRAND NEW.
Fully guaranteed. £8/19/6

Plus P. & P. 5/..
Cash

CHANGER

13 CHANNEL TUNER
INCREMENTAL TYPE

34 to 38 Mc/s. complete with PC1,80 and PCC84. Tested and guaranteed.
Complete with fitting instructions and knobs.

39/6 Plus 3/6 P. & P.

AC/DC POCKET MULTI -METER KIT
Comprising Sin. moving coil meter, scale ,,,II-
brated in A.C./D.C. volts, ohms and millimup..
Voltage range A.C./D.C. 0-50, 0.100, 0-250, 0-500.
Milliamps. 0-10, 0-100. Ohms range, 0-10,000.
Front panel, range switch, wire -wound pot
(for ohms zero setting), toggle switch. resistors
and rectifier. Basic movement, 2 mA. In grey
hammer finish case.

Built and tested
7/8 extra.

Point-to-point wiring diagram j/- free with kit.
19/6 P. &Pr. ve.

6 watt PUSH-PULL
AMPLIFIER

A.C. mains 220/250 v. incorporating 4 valves and metal rectifier, 2 inputs, high and low,
and controls for same. Separate controls for Bass and Treble lift. Size of chassis llin
x x 21in.

57,6 P.
Plus
&1'. 5/..

4 WAVE BAND COIL UNIT
Complete with tuning condenser. Separate sec
bons for short wave. Coverage 10.21 m., 21-45 m.
44-100 m., and 190-545 m. I.F. 470 Kc., BRAND
NEW by famous manufacturer. Completely
assembled on sub -chassis. 19 la Plus
With circuit diagram. / P. & P. 3/6.

CONSTRUCTORS'

PORTABLE PARCEL
Comprising case, chassis, top plate, scale, lin. P.M.
speaker with O.P. trans., twin gang, 2 470 Kc/s.
I.P'.s, trimmers, four valve holders, wavechange
switch and volume control with switch.

39/6 Plus 3/6 Postage and packing.

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS
By famous manufacturer. 14 Kv. Complete with built-in line and width controls.
Winding for EY51 Rectifier. 19/6 PT, 2/6.

MAIN TRANSFORMER
All with tapped primaries 200-250 volts. -

0-160, 180, 200 v., 60 ma., 6.3 v. 2 amps. 10/6. 320-0-320 v. 75 ma., 6.3 v., 2.5 amp.
5 v., 2 amps., 10/6. 350-0.350 250 ma., 6.3 v. 7 amp., 6 v. 2 amp., 10/6. Postage and
packing on the above 3/-.

RADIO AND T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
23, ACTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.3
GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K ALL ENQUIRIES S.A.E.

TERMS OF BUSINESS C.W.O.
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4/ VALVES
Fully Guaranteed

AC/P 7/6
AC/P4 7/6
AC6PEN 6/6
ATP4 3/6
AZI 10/-
AZ31 12./6
B36 15/-
CBL3 I 23/3
CCH35 23/3
CL4 12/6
CL33 19/3
CY3I 16,7
C36A 6/6
DAF96 8/9
DF96 8/9
DH63 9/-
DK96 8/9
DL96 8/9
DM70 8/6
EA50
EABC80 9/-
EAF42 10/6
E834
EB4 I
EBC33
EISC4 I
EBF80
EBF89
EBL2 I
EBL3 I

2/-
8/6
6/9

101-
9/9
9/6

23/3
23/3

All Tested Before
Despatch

Return Post Service

ECC8I 8/-
ECC82 7/6
ECC83 9/-
ECC84 I0/-
ECC85 9/6
ECF80 13/-
ECF82 131-
ECH2 1 23/3
ECH42 9/6
ECH8I 9/-
ECL80 10/-
ECL82 131-
EF22 8/6
EF36 5/-
EF37A 15/-
EF39 5/9
EF40 14/6
EF41 9/9
EF42 1 1/-
EF50 /-
EFSOSYL 7/-
EF54 6./-
EF55 10/-

EF85 76
EF8680 14//6
EF89 I0/-
EF9 I 5/9
EF91 (BVA) 9/-
EL32 5/6

EL33 14/-
EL38 26/6
EL4I 1 1-
EL42 11/6
EL8I 7/-
EL84 I0/-
EM34 9/6
EM80 10/-
EM81 10/6
EY51 10/-
EY86 10/-
EZ40 8/-
EZ41 8/-
EZ80 7/6
EZ8 I 7/6
EZ90 8/-
E1148 2/-
FC 13 6/6
FW4/500 10/-
GZ32 12/-
HL23DD 8/6
HL22 6/6
HL4 I 3/6
HN309 24/7
K4ON 9/-
KF35 8/6
KK32 21/11
KLL32 8/6
KT2 5/-
KT24 5/-

WIRELESS WORLD SEPTEMBER, 1959

KT33C 8/6 PE N220A 4/- UCC84 14/7 W729 10/6 6AK5 6/6 6K7GT 5/9 9D2 3/6
KT36 29/10 PEN45DD UCC85 10/6 X78 16/- 6AL5 6/6 6K8GT I0/- OCI 17/3
KT55 11/6 26/6 UCF80 16/7 Y63 9/- 6AM5 12/6 6K25 19/11 0C2 26/6
KT6 I 13/6 PENA4 I5/ - UCH42 10/6 Z309 9/6 6AM6 6/9 6L6G 8/- OF1 20/-
KT63 7/6 PM I 2M IP- UCH8I 11/6 2359 9/6 6AQ5 7/6 6L6M 9/6 OF9 15/3
KT66 17/6 QP21 7/6 UCL82 16/7 A3 3/6 6AT6 8/6 6L7G 7/6 OF I 3 23/3
KT88 22/6 R16 26/6 UCL83 17/- ASGT 6/- 6AU6 10/6 6L18 11/6 2.A6 6/6
KTW6 I 6/6 SP4I 3/- UF41 9/- A7GT 12/6 6B8G 4/- 6N7GT 7/6 2AH8 10/-
KTW63 7/6 SP6I 3/- UF85 10/6 C2 11/6 6BA6 7/6 6P28 26/6 2AT6 10/6
KTZ4 I 5/6 SP4/5 10/6 U F89 10/6 C5GT 12/6 6BE6 8/- 6Q7G 7/6 2AT7 7/6
MH4I 7/9 SP4/7 10/6 UL41 10/- DS 12/6 6BG6G 23/3 6Q7GT 9/6 2AU6 8/-
ML4 8/6 T4I 23/3 U L44 26/6 D6 12/6 6BH6 9/- 6SA7GT 8/- 2AU7 8/-
MSP4/5 10/6 TP25 26/6 UL46 26/6 H5GT 10/6 6816 9/- 6SG7 7/6 2AX7 8/-
MSP4/7 10/6 U10 10/6 U L84 11/6 L4 6/6 6BR7 12/6 6SH7 6/- 2BA6 W-
MVS/PEN 10/- U14 8/6 UU6 19/11 ILDS 3/6 6BW6 9/- 6517 8/6 Z2BE6 9/-
N37 19/11 U16 12/6 UU8 26/6 N5 10/6 6BW7 8/6 6SK7 6/- 2C8 9/-
N78 19/11 U22 si- UYIN 12/6 R5 8/- 6C4 6/- 6S L7GT 8/- 2H6 3/6
OZ4 5/6 U25 I4/ - UY4I 7/6 S4 10/6 6C5GT 6/6 6SN7GT 7/6 2.15GT 3/-
P6I 3/6 U37 26/6 UY85 8/ - S5 7/6 6C6 5/- 6SQ7 9/3 217GT 10/6
PCC84 9/- T4 6/6 6C31 7/6 6U4GT 12/- 2K7GT 7/6

Our 1959 60 FullyPCF80 9/6 2X2 4/6 6CD6G 29/10 6U5/6G5 17/3 2K8GT 13/6
PCF82 12/6 Illustrated Catalogue 3A4 7/- 6D6 5/- 6U5G 8/6 2Q7GT 7/6
PCL82 13/6 of components and ac- 3A8GT 6/- 6CH6 10/6 6U7G 8/6 2SG7 7/6
PCL83 15/- cessories - invaluable for 3D6 S/- 6F6G 7/6 6V6G 6/6 2SH7 6/-
PL38 17/6 enthusiasts and engineers 3Q4 8/- 6F6M 7/6 6V6GT 7/9 2.517 6/-
PL36 15/- -is now available. Send I/ - 3Q5GT 9/6 6F1 I4/- 6X4 7/6 2SK7 6/-
PL8I 12/6 in stamps for your copy. 354 7/6 6FI3 14/- 6X5G 7/- 25L7 8/-
PL82 8/6 3V4 8/6 6FI5 14/- 6X5GT 7/- 2SN7GTI Si -

U45 I5/- VP I3C 3/6PL83 11/6 4D I 3/- 6F33 17/6 6/30L2 12/6 2SQ7 8/6
PX25 12/6 U50 8/- VP23 6/6 5R4GY 9/6 6H6 2/6 7B6 10/6 4S7 17/-
PY80 7/6 U76 - VP4I 8/6 5U4G 7/- 6H6GT 2/6 7B7 8/6 502 7/9
PY8I 8/6 U 191 181//6 VR105/30 8/- 5V4 11/6 6.15GT 5/- 7B8 6/- 20D1 15/3
PY82 7/6 U339 12/- VRII6 41- SY3G 8/- 615M 6/6 7C5 8/- 20F2 26/6
PY83 8/6 11403 16/7 VR 150/30 9/- 5Y3GT 8/- 616 6/- 7C6 8/- 20L1 26/6
PZ30 19/11 U404 11/4 VU120A 3/6 5Z4G 9/- 6.17G 6/6 7D6 13/6 2011 26/6
PEN4DD 26,6 U801 29/10 VU39 5Z4M 10/- 6.17M 9/- 7H7 9/- 2013 23/3
PEN4VA I5/- UABC80 10/6 MUI2/14) 8/9 6A7 12/- 6K7G 4/- 7Q7 9/- 20P4 26/6
PEN25 6/- UAF42 9/6 VU I I I 2/6 6A8G 91- 6K7M 6/9 7S7 9/6 20P5 23/3
PEN46 71- UBC41 101- W76 7/6 6AC7 6/6 6K8G 7/6 7Y4 8'6 25A6G 10/6
PEN383 23/3 UBF80 9/6 W77 8/6 6AG5 5/6 6K6GT 7/- 8D2 2/9 25L6GT I0/-

,YA(Se

/7 103, LEEDS TERRACE,

WINTOUN STREET,

\ LEEDS, 7

STEREO £7.7.0
Independent twin channel amplifier with excess of 3 watts per

channel.
Concentric volume control (optimum balance arranged immediately

without additional knobs).
Choice of volume and tone controls separately fixed or integral

with chassis and having continental styled knobs (brown and
gold).

Stoned grey or blue hammer chassis 9f in. x 51 in. x 6in.
Input suiting most modern crystals; output matching 3 ohm speaker

each channel.
For operation on AC mains 200/250 v.

E.K.E.
BROTHERTON, KNOTTINGLEY, YORKS.
If your local dealer has not one in stock we will gladly loan him one for
you to hear.

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D. Post-
age and Packing charges extra, as follows:
Orders value 10/- add 1/-; 20/ add 1/6; 40/ -
add 2/-; L5 add 3/. unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 31-.
All single valves postage 6d. Personal
Shoppers Monday -Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to I p.m.

RECO KITS
" RECO " MIDDY ONE TRANSISTOR KIT
(M/L or M/S Waves.) Sloe 3/in. x fin. Variable
sensitivity control Vari Q ferrite rod aerial. " Sonotone
min. dynamic earpiece with insert. Months of listening
pleasure from pencell battery. Complete kit with Ediswan
transistor and easy build diagrams 39/8. P.P. 2/..

" RECO " PUSH-PULL FIVE KIT
M/L. Waves .te Trawler Band. (sloe: 61in x 4 lin x If in)

As the Transigen Three but with Push -Pull output stage. Uses five transistors.
including MULLARD 0045 and EDISWAN Transistors. New improved 3in.
speaker. Complete kit 28119/6. P.P. 2/6. Easy bond practicid wiring diagrams
free with kit.

" RECO " TRANSIGEN THREE KIT
(M/L. Waves and Trawler Band.)

Entirely self contained (no external aerial required),
R.F. stage with MULLARD 0045 and two EDISWAN
transistors. Combined volume and sensitivity control.

On test (50 miles from London) tuned in the Home, Light, Third and in the evening
Radio Luxembourg. A.F.N. and many others. Attractive pale blue polystyrene
case with red grille. This receiver will operate a speaker in good reception areas.
Complete kit with easy build diagrams and battery, 79/6. P.P. 2/6.

" RECO " TRANSIGEN TWO KIT
(MIL waves)

Oscillating detector stage for sensitivity. Fine for good reception areas. Has
combined volumeaiensitivity control. Complete kit with 3 -volt pencell, easy build
diagrams and EDISWAN TRANSISTORS, 59/6. P.P. 2/6.

I i% .

"RECD" PUSH-PULL FOUR KIT
(M/L or 51/8 Waves)

Four EDISWAN transistors. Volume control. 3M.
weaker (now mounted at end of case and not as
shown). Gleaming pale blue polystyrene case with
red speaker grille. Complete kit with easy build
diagrams and battery, 55/5/.. P.P. 2/6.
Parts price list and circuits for the above kits 2/6

set of tour.
AFTER SALES SERVICE

RADIO EXCHANGE COMPANY
(Dept. W.W.)

27 Harpur Street, BEDFORD.
Closed I o c Saturdays Telephone Bedford 2367
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CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10
A superb Crystal Controlled
Wavemeter just released by
the Ministry oc Supply. Has

directly calibrated dial for
nominal coverage of 1.5-
10.0 Mc/s. but may actually
be used from 500 Kc/s. up
to 30 Mc/s. Complete with
500 Kc/s. Crystal, 2 valves
type 1T4, I of IRS and I of
CV286 (Neon Stabiliser),
and Instruction Book. Size

7ins. x 71ins. x 4ins., weight
5lbs. Used but in first class
condition.

ONLY E2.19.6 (Carriage 3/6)
RCA AR 88 RECEIVERS. Re-con-

itioned and in perfect working order.
'LF" Model, covers 75-140 Kc/s. and
1.2-30 Mc/s., ONLY LSO. "D" Model,
overs 500 Kc/s-31 Mc/s, ONLY E55

(Carriage etc., 25/-).

POWER UNITS TYPE 234: Primer
200/250 v. 50 cycles. Outputs of 250 v.
100 mA., and 6.3 v. 4 amps. Fitted double
smoothing. For normal rack mounting
(or bcr.c.O use) having grey front panel
size 17n. x 7in. BRAND NEW.
ONLY 59/6 (carriage, etc., 7/6).

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATOR
TF-517-FJ. Cover 10-18 Mitts., 33-58
Mc/s. and 150-300 Mc/s. In good, used
condition, with charts. Checked before
despatch. Complete with power pack
for normal A.G. mains. ONLY E12/10/ -
(carriage etc., 20/-).

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Normal
Primaries 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 6.3 v.
3 a., 4 v. 4 a. 0-4-5 v. 2 a., 20/-;
350 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a., 4 v 1a ,
0-4-5 v. 2 a., 20/-; 0-30 v. 2 a., tapped
to give 13 different voltages, 20/-.

EHT TRANSFORMERS. 5.5 kV.
(Rect.) with 2 v. I a., 79/6. 7 kV.
(Rect.) with 2 v. I a. 89/6. 2.5 kV.
(Rect.) with .2-0-2 1.1 a., 2-0-2 v.
2 a. (for VCR 91' tube etc.), 47/6
(postage 2/- per tenses.)

HIGH FREQUENCY A.C. VOLTMETER
A First Grade Moving Iron
Instrument with bins. Mirror
Scale, reading up to 150

Volts A.C. at 400 and 1,200-
2,400 Cycles. In substantial
Oak case with removable
lid, overall size 8fins. x
x 51ins. Recently made for
the Air Ministry by Everett
Edgcumbe, and in perfect
order. Brand New and

Unused. ONLY E7/I0/..
Can be supplied modified
for 50 cycles, use either
0-150 or 0-300 volts, 20/ -

extra.

TCS TRANSMITTERS
These magnificent American unite cover 1.5-12.0 Mcis in 3 switched bands.
Complete with 7 valves; 3 of 12A6 O..; 1625 Buffer; 2 of 1625 PA; 1625
VFO. Provision for Crystal Control, C.W. or R.T. Has Plate and Aerial
Current Meters. New Condition internally, but externally store soiled.
ONLY £711916 (earn. etc. 15/.1.

OSCILLOSCOPE UNIT
This Ministry of Supply Monitor 61 is a First Grade Synchroscope, readily
covertible to a General Purpose Oscilloscope. Employs 3fins. CRT type
VCR 138A and built in Mains Power Unit for 115/230 volts nominal.
Very modern design. Full modification data supplied. Size 101ins. x
12fine. x 19in. Condition as new. ONLY 67/19/6 (carr. etc. 15/-).

0-1 mA. DESK METER. A 2fins. Flush circular 0.1 mA. Meter mounted In
bench stand with eloping panel far easy reading. Fitted with terminals. Brand
New and Unused. ONLY 30/- (host etc. 2/6).

F.S.D.
25 microamps D.C.
25 microamps D.C.
50 microamps D.C.
50 miernamps D.C.
1 mA. D.C.
1 mA. D.C.
1 mA. D.C.
150 mA. D.C.
200 mA. D.C.
20 amps. D.C.
10 amps. D.C.
15-0-15 amps. D.C.
300 volts A.C.
500 volts A.0

METERS
SIZE AND TYPE PRICE

2 1 in. Flush circular
21in. Proj. circular
21in. Flush circular
akin. Plinth circular
2in Flush square
21in. Flush d --filar
3fin. Flush circular
2in. Flush squa
2fin. Flush
2in. Proj. cir,urr
2in. Proj. circular
39in. Flu h square
2fin. Flush circular
211n. Flush circular

69/6
59/6
59/6
80/-
22/6
251-.
50/-

716
12/6

7/6
716

251-
25/-
25/ -

HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METERS
TYPE LMI4

Designed and built to United States
Navy specification, these Crystal
Controlled instruments combine all
the advantages of the well known
BC.22 I Frequency Meter, plus many
additional features which increase
their usefulness.
* Frequency range 125-20,000 KO.

in 2 bands.
* Accuracy better than .02% in

125-2,000 Kc/s. band, and better
than in 2,000-20,000 KO.
band.

* Voltage stabilisation circuit en-
sures accuracy not affected by
power supply fluctuation.

* Separate power switches allow standby filament operation without
HT supple.

* Modulation switch enables instrument to be used as a Signal
Generator.

* Has corrector for WWV.
* Supplied with removable shock protection mounting.
* Size only Elfin. x 8in. x 81in. Weight 141b.
* Brand new and Unused. Further details on application.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R.1155. The
famous Bomber Command Receiver known
the world over to be supreme is Is class.
Covers 5 wave ranges: 18.5-7.5 Mc/s,
Mc/s, 1,500-600 Kcis, 500-200 Kc/s, 200-75
Kcis, and is easily and simply adapted for
normal mains use, full details being supplied.
All sets thoroughly tested and in perfect work-
ing order before despatch. and on demonstra-
tion to callers Fitted with latest type Super
Slow Motion tuning assembly. Have had
some use, but are In excellent condition.
ONLY 67/19/6.

A.C. MAINS POWER PACK OUTPUT STAGE,
in black metal case to match receiver, enabling
it to be operated immediately by just plugging
in, without any modification. With built-in
6fin. P.M. Speaker £51101-, or De Luxe
version with Sin. speaker 16/10/-.

DEDUCT 10/- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER
AND POWER PACK TOGETHER. Send
S.A.E. for ilustrated leaflet, or 1/3 for 14 -rage
booklet which gives technical Information,
circuits, etc., and is supplied free with each
receiver. Add carriage 10/6 for Receiver, 5/.
f or Power Pack.

AIRBORNE TRANSMITTER RECEIVER TYPS
1988. A Mobile 10 -Channel Crystal Controlled
V.H.F. TIC/RX covering 124.4/156 Mcis I.F.
Bandwidth 23 Reis. Complete (less external
attachments) in metal case, with an valves
and 24 volts Rotary Power Unit. Used, bet
in first clam condition, with circuit. ONLY
£811918 (carriage etc. 10/6).

AMPLIFIER N24

Manufactured for the Admiralty in 1952 by Burndept, this utilises 4 valves leach
5Z40, 6V6G, 6J7G, 6J5G, and high quality components such as " C " Core Trans-
formers and Block Paper Smoothing Condensers. Has A.C. Maine Pack for nominal
110/230 volts. Provision for 600 ohms or High Impcd .nce Input, and has Output
to 600 ohms Line. For ni.rinal use only requires changing Output Transformer. Can
be used for Speech or Music, giving High Quality Reproduction. Output approxi-
mately 4 watts. Enclosed in metal ease and designed for Standard 19in. Rack
Mounting, laming grey front panel else I9in. x 7in. with Chromium Handles. All
connections to rear panel, front having " On/Off " Switch, Gain Control, Indicator
Light, Fuses and Valves Inspection Panel. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S PACK-
ING. ONLY 64/9/6 (carriage 10/6).

Cash with order please, and print name and address clearly
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE COSTS ON ALL ITEMS

HARRIS ELECTRONICS
(LONDON) LTD.

Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1 Phone: TERMINUS 7937
Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) and 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross
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Manufacturer's Surplus Bargain
7 VALVE AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Valve Line-up : ECC85,
ECH81, EF89, EABC80
EL84, EM8I, EZ80
Three Waveband and Switched
Gram positions. Med. 200-
500 ru., Long 1,000-2,000
VHF/FM 88-95 Me/s. Philip's
Continental Tuning insert
with permeability tuning on
FM and combined AM/FM
IF transformers, 460 Reis
and 10.7 Mole Duet core
tuning all coils. latest
circuitry Including AVC and
Neg. Feedback. Three watt output.
Sensitivity and reproduction of every high
standard. Chassis size 13+ x 69n. Height 79n. Edge
Illuminated glass dial 111 x 3/in. Vertical pointer.
Horizontal station names. Gold on brown backgronul. .1.0. 200/250 v. operation.

Aligned and tested ready for use £13.10.0 Carr. & Ins. 5/ -
Complete with 4 Knobs -walnut or ivory to choice.
Three ohm P.M. speaker only required. Recommended quality speakers.

Post & Pkg. 1/6

81n. Goodman special cone 21/6
10in. Rola (Heavy Duty)

2 WAVEBAND CAR RADIO KIT
12 v. operation Med & Long Waves
Modern development of
the famous Brimar Hybrid
vibratorless car radio cir-
cuit. Five latest type
Brimar low voltage valves
and power tranalstor. R.F.
stage and permeability
pre -aligned Cyldon Toner
Unit provide extremely
good sensitivity and signal/noise rat's. Printed circuit for easy construction and
7 x 4in. elliptical speaker for fidelity output. Self-contained in neat metal cabinet
8 x 7 x 29n. with attractive calibrated dial. Speaker and power transistor stage
mounted separately, approx. 8 x 5 x Sin.

Recommended £12.19.6Buy Complete Kit. Bargain Price
Instniction booklet and parts list available 3/6 post free. P. & P. 3/6.

80 01-11.4 COAX. CABLE
NOW ONLY 8d. YARD

Highest Quality Cable low -loss Poly-
thene Aeraxial semi -air spaced feeder
losses cut 50%. Standard fin. die.
Stranded core. 20 yds. 12,6, car, 1/6.
40 yds. 2216, cart. 2/-. 60 yds. 32'6,
care. 3!.. Coax. Pings 1/-. Coax. Sockets
1/-. Couplem 1/3. Outlet Boxes 416.
BI -B3 Never Unit 7/6.
Electrolytics All Types New Stock

TUBULAR CAN TYPES
25,25 v. 50/12 v. 1/9 8+8,450 v. 416
50/50v.100/25v. 2/- 32+32/275 v. 416
0/450 v 2'3 50+50;350 v 6'6
18 +18 450 v. 516 80+250'275 v.1216
32 + 32 950 v. 6/6 100+200/275,12 6

Comprehensive ante in stook.

' VALVES LYPRIGES GUARANTEED
IR5,1T47/6 DE06 9/- EZ81 7/6
185 '7/6 DE86 9/- PCC84 10/6
354, 3V4 8/- Eemo 10/6 PCF80 10/8
5E4 916 Elm 9/6

PL81 12/6
PCL83 12/6

6E8 8/6 EF86 1316 PL82 9/6
Q67 8/6 EL41 10/6 R1.83 11/6
6V6 7/6 ELM 916 PY80 716

91- EY51 10/- PY82 7/6
DF96 9/- HY86 10/- 11.25 12/6

Etc., Etc , Comprehensive Stocks

CONDENSERS -Silver Mien. All pref.
values, 2 pf. to 1,000 pf., 6d. each. Ditto.
ceramics 9d. each. Tubulars 450 v. T.C.C.
etc., .001 mid. -.01 and .1 350 v., 9d. each,
.02-.1/500 v., 1/- each. .25 Hunts 1/6. .5
T.C.O. 1/9, .001 8 kv., 5/6..001 20 kv., 9/6.

RESISTORS -PULL RANGE 10 ohms. -
10 megohms 20% w. and w., 84., t w., 5O.,
(Midget type modern rating), 1 w., Oil., 2 w.,
9d., 10% HI -Stab, + w., 5d., w., 7d., 5%

w., fld., 1% III -STAB, w., 1/8 (10-100
ohms 2/-).

PRE-SET W/W POTS. T/V Type. 25 ohms -
50 K ohms, 3/-. 50E-2 Meg. (Carbon, 3/-).

SPEAKER FRET -Expanded Bronze ano-
dised metal 8 x 81n.. 213; 12 x 81n., 31-;
12 x 121n., 4,6; 12 x 1610-, 6/-; 24 x 121n..
9/-; 36 x 12in., 1316, etc., etc.

TYGAN FRET (Contemporary pat.), 12 x
121n., 2/-; 12 x 18in., 31-; 12 x 2410., 4/-, etc.

LOUDSPEAKERS -P.M. 3 ohms, 211n.
Elac, 1716. 351n. Goodman% 18/6: Sin.
Rola, 17/8. bin. Elea 18,6; 7x4in. Good -
mans Elliptical, 18/6; Sin. Rohs, 20/-; 10in.
R. and A., 25/-; 10In. WB-1111012,
12in. Plessey 15 ohms with 6/4in. Tweeter
and Cross Over Filter, 97/6.

As Featured In Radio Constructor

THE TOURIST PORTABLE
Lightweight Battery Radio. Size only
8 x 51 x 4in., weight 311b. Uses B.114
battery 61- extra.
2 WAVEBAND, 4 LOW CONSUMPTION
VALVES, "96" SERIES, FERRITE
ROD AERIAL.
Receiver Components KR 5716 P.p. 1/8
51n. Speaker and olp Trans. 21/- p -p. 1/8
Set of 4 Miniature Valves 35/- p.p. Dd.
Cabinet, Dial and Knobs, ete.22/6 p.p. 2/ -

Terrific Remarkable
Performance SizeMAINS

UNIT KIT
45 p. & p. 1/6.

Staggering
Value

Complete Kit only Latest circuitry, A.V.C. and neg.

E6.10.0 Post free
fie,e6db(afcrk.e. 1.1;tisttrutito)n. booklet

ONLY A FEW ITEMS ARE LISTED FROM OUR COMPREHEN
SIVE STOCK. WRITE NOW FOR FULL BARGAIN LISTS, 3d

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. post and packing up to 1 lb. 7d.
tI/1; 31b. 1/6; 51b. 2/-; 1015. 2/9.

r R S RADIO COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS

70 BRIGSTOCK RD., THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Established 1946 Tel: THO 2188 Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.as. I p.m. Wednesday.

BENSON'S BETTER BARGAINS
INDICATORS, type 277 with lin. C.R.T., 4/VR91, 2/VR92, 37/6
(p.p. 3/6). Type 101, with VCR530 (tItin. Blue, magnetic. Octal
base). and 2/EB91, 2/EF-91, 2/R10; new cond. 30/, (Post 3/6).
Type 1, with VCRX263, 2/EF52, 5/6J6, 1/6V6, 1/EY51, 2/EB91,
3/EMU.; combines RF EHT Generator with 28 kc/s. xtal, 45/-.
(Rail 7/6). Type 97 with VCR517, 10 valves, 30/-. (Rail 7/6).
VALVE KIT, with 6/CV18, 2/6V6, 2/5U4, 4/6N7G, res. and conds.,
40/-. HEADPHONES, CLR, with carbon breast-mic., 10/6. CR100
Noise limiter assemblies, with valve, 3/6; BC434A Control boxes,
7/6. NEW M.C. METERS, 3iin. round flush, 504A., 70/-; 100 µA.,
65/-; 1 mA., 55/-; 2 mA. (rectified), 45/-. 2iin. 500 4,1, 17/6; 1 mA.,
22/6; 5 mA., 7/6. 2in. 100 mA., 200 mA., 300 mA., each, 8/6.
2iin. 20 v. A.C., 8/6; 2in. 40 v. 8/6; 300 v. A.C. 2iin., 15/-. Cross-
over needle type 2x 1 mA., 8/6. 2in. square, 150 A.-0-150 A (less
shunt), 5 mA., 7/6. COMMAND RECEIVERS, brand new, 6 valves,
med. wave (0.52-1.5 Mc/s.), 97/6; used 82/6 (post 3/6). Conversion
data and circ. to CAR RADIO, 1/6. VIBRATORS, Mallory G634C
12 v. 4 -pin. 7/6. R1155B, good condition, tested, with handbook,
27/101- (Rail 10/-). SCR522 Modulation or Driver Trans., either
7/6. CONVERTERS (ROTARY), 24 v. D.C. to 50 v. A.0 4 A., 40/ -
(rail 7/8). MORSE TRAINER SET with buzzer and key wired for
4i v. battery, 8/6. DRIVES: slow-motion Admiralty 200:1.ratio,
scaled 0-100, 5/6. R1155 S.M. " N " type, new, 10/6. VIBRAPAK
6 v. D.C. to 250 v. 60 mA., smoothed cased, 22/6. 12 v. to 250 v.
60 mA., 18/6 (p.p. 7/6). DYNAMOTORS (post 3/6); 12 v. to 250 v.
60 mA. and 6.3 v. 2.5 A., 11/6; 6 v. to 250 v. 60 mA., 11/6. Type
2 A. Input 12 v Outputs 300 v. 240 mA., 150 v. 10 mA., 6 v. 5 A.
filtered, cased, 25/-. F.M. Discriminator Unit, with valve 185,
new, 9/6. TRANSFORMERS, vibrator, input 11 v. output 265 v.
(19 set type), 7/6. Morse Key, covered with plug, 5/6. CONDEN-
SERS, variable, 55-55-35 pfs. (3 gang) 4/6. Potentiometers, minia-
ture wirewound, 611, 1k or 2k, each, 1/, USA RELAYS (Collins
type) 12 v. DPDT & SPST, ceramic, 7/6. VALVES:-CV2160
(ESU77) 50 kV. 150w. Rectifier; GES base, 25/-. CHOKES, LF 10H
200 mA. 8/6; Potted 10H 100 mA., 7/6, " C " 9H 50 mA., 6/6.
RELAYS. 12/24 v. coil; 4 make, 4 break contacts (10 amp. rated)
by Magnetic Devices, 7/6. U.S.A. Semi -rotary action, DPDT heavy
silver contacts; SPDT & SPST lesser contacts 6/12 volt, 7/6.

LIST AND ENQUIRIES: S.A.E. please. Terms, C.W.O. Postage
extra. Immediate despatch.

Callers and Post W. A. BENSON (WW), 136, Rathbone Road,
Liverpool, 15. SEF 6853
Callers SU PE RADIO (Whitechape1) LTD. 116 Whitechapel
Liverpool. 2. ROY 1130

A050 AUDIO OS-
CILLATOR gives a

sine wave output of
I millivolt to 10 volts
over the range 20-
200,000 c.p.s. This is
covered in four ranges,
each directly cali-
brated. Complete with
all valves and ready
for use from 200/250
volts A.C. mains. 610
plus 4/6 carr./packing.

CR50 BRIDGE measures 10 pF to 100 mFand I ohm to 10 Megohms
in fourteen ranges. Leakage test for condensers. Designed for
bench use, measurements are quickly and accurately made. Price
complete 0/2/6, plus 4/6 carr./pack.

VV60 AUDIO VOLTMETER for checking and designing Hi-Fi
equipment, etc. Measures I millivolt to 100 volts. Mains operated.
£14 plus 4/6 carr./pack.

Details of these instruments sent on receipt of stamped addressed
envelope.

Trade supplied direct.

GRAYSHAW INSTRUMENTS
126 Sandgate High Street, Folkestone, Kent

'Phone : Folkestone 78618
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Quality ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Avo
AVO model 7 E14 10

model 40 E12 10
AVO model, A.0 ID.C. minor E6 10

Electronic Test Meter £27 10
Wide range Signal Generator, 100 Kc/s.-80 Mc/s. E20 0

AVO roller panel valve tester, complete in wooden case £10 10
AVO valve characteristic meter £55 0

Cossor
COSSOR Double Beam oscilloscope, Type 339, Irom E30 0

Ganging oscillator, Type 343 E9 10
COSSOR oscilloscope, Type 1035 E75 0

Type 1052 E70 0
COSSOR Telecheck 1322 E21 10

Other Equipment
Dumont Oscilloscope, Type 224A, 34 tube E25
Mullard High Speed Valve Tester, with cards £65
Murphy TPGI I pattern Generator, complete with power

supply. Listed £140. AS NEW E45
With band 3 converter E65

Taylor 45C Valve Tester E24
Taylor T.V. waveform alignment generator £55
G.E.C. Miniscope 05
Hunts RC Bridge £8 I

BSR L050A, 0-15 kc/s. sudio oscillator EACH £30

Special Offers
Elliot Single Pen Recording milliameters, 0-1
Tinsley, Thomas-Varley Pot -Divider NEW
General Radio 2KVA, Variacs, input 230 V., output 0-270 V.

NEW
Tavoie Model TS127 Frequency Meter, range 375-725 Mc/s.

EACH

£35
£30

£15 0 0

£10 0 0

0 0
0 0

* Wearite record and playback heads, Type FR7, Listed
E3 NEW EACH El 15 0

* Marriot R/RP/3 medium impedance tape heads for tran-
sistor recorders record/playback. List £2/6/-.

OUR PRICE EACH LI 5 0

SIGNAL GENERATOR CI, D051
Frequency range: 30 kc/s.-100 Mc/s. in 8 ranges. Internal mod. 30% at
400 c/s. Audio output: 3 v. Provision for external mod., or external
pattern mod. Force output of I v. or attenuator for 0-100 millivolts.
Double screened throughout. Carrier level meter. Calibration accuracy
±I%. Weight: 281b. Size: 141 x 81 x 61in. A laboratory instrument
at serviceman's price. £22 mains model. Battery model L17/101-, plus
I0/- carriage.

V.H.F. SIGNAL STRENGTH METER GI/D151
This instrument consists of a sensitive Sup -Het Receiver 40-70 Mc/s.
Signal Generator, 40-70 Mc/s. 0.0 I v. output. A.C. mains and output
power supply. A most useful instrument for VHF and TV aerial measure-
ments. Price E25 each.

Marconi Test Equipment
Signal Generator Type TFI44G 05
Marconi TF329 Circuit Magnification Meter E80
Marconi Valve Voltmeter TF428 05
Marconi TF340 output meter 05
Marconi Deviation Meter TF934 AS NEW £85

Bendix
FREQUENCY METERS

BC221Range 125 kc,s-20
In perfect condition

TS174 40-250 M/cs.

TS175/U 85-1000 M/cs.

Prices upon written request

Receivers
EDDYSTONE 640, 1.2-30 Mc/s. E25

740, 550 kc/s.-30 Mc/s. E32
840, Marine E35
670, Marine E30
504, Marine E35
750, Marine f45
680, Marine £60
680X, Marine £85

HRO Receivers, complete with power supply and coils
FROM £20

MARCONI CR100, complete FROM EACH 425
HALLICRAFTERS

S20, 550 kc/s.-32 Mc/s. E25
SX24 £30
SX28 445
SX71 E75
SX42
527 AM/FM, 30 Mc/s.-145 Mc/s. £35

HAMMALUND, Super pro. 140
HQI20X E45
HQ129X 480

G.E.C. BRT 400, 550 kc/s.-32 Mc/s. £85
COLLINS 5112, complete and in good condition £200

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Manuals
For the following receivers:-
AR88LD-D, AR77E, R107, Hallicrafters, SX24, SX28, S2OR, S20, B2 Trans-
mitter -Receiver. HQI20, HRO, Junior and Senior, f1/7/6 each. Others
supplied to order from our library.

British & U.S.A. VHF/UHF
10cm 3cm 1.5cm Test Equipment

TS-3/AP, Power and frequency meter S -band. TS-14/AP, Signal Genera-
tor frequency meter S -band. TS-15/AP, Fluxmeter, 1.2-4.5K Gauss.
TS-33/AP, Frequency meter X -band. TS-34/AP, Portable oscilloscope,
fast sweep. TS-35/AP, Sig. gen. power and freq. meter, X -band. RS-
36/AP, Power meter, X -band. TS-45/APM-3, Power and freq. meter,
X -band. TS-47/APR, Signal generator, 40-500 Mc/s. TS-56/AP, Standing
wave ind., L -band. TS-6I/AP, Echo box, S -band. TS-62/AP, Echo box,
X -band. TS-89/AP, Voltage divider, X and 5 -bands. TS-120/UI, Sign.
gen. power meter, X -band. TS -127/U, Frequency meter, 375-725 Mc/s.
TS -174/U, Frequency calibrator, 20-280 Mc/s. TS -175/U, Frequency
Calibrator, 85-1,000 Mc/s. TS-226/AP, Wattmeter to K KW, 400-425
Mc/s.

Laboratories please Note
Catalogue NOW available.
Please write for copy.

ADVANCE E.I signal generator, 100 kc/s.-60 Mc/s 05 0 0

E.2 signal generator, 100 kc/s.-100 Mc/s E27 0 0

UNIVERSAL` ELECTRONICS
22.27, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE LONDON, W.C.2. Tel: GERrard 8410 8 4447

Shop Hours: 9.30 a.m. to 6.0 p.m. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY Thursday 9.30 a.m. to 1.0 p.m.
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LABORATORIES, RESEARCH,
DEVELOPMENT & QUALITY
CONTROL DEPARTMENTS

PLEASE NOTE!

WAYMOUTH GAUGE
AMPLIFIER UNITS

ELECTRIC ALARM BELLS. Ex U.S. Government warning
bells with twin solenoids driving a fast acting piston which
strikes the rim of a chromium plated gong. The 12 v.
solenoids are series wired for 24 v. d.c. operation, but 6 v.
will ring bell if wiring is re -arranged to give parallel feed.
Solid cast baseplate for three screw fixing torear of door,
etc. BRAND NEW, 5/-, plus 1/- postage.
S INCH MAGNETIC TUBE. Suitable for monitoring
amateur television. Anode 7,000 v. Grid 250 v. Cut-off 25-
75 v. 6.3 v. at 0.6 A. BRAND NEW, 15/- post free.

Aircraft electronic unit of special quality originally designed for sensitive,
accurate measurement of very small changes of capacity of simple sensing unit
such as that caused by diminishing fluid contents of fuel tanks.

The capacity of the sensing unit is fed by co -axial cable to the input socket
of the amplifier where any change en capacity alters the frequency of a 25L6
oscillator which, in turn, effects the 25L6 output valve circuit and produces an
appropriate deflection on the milliameter indicating unit. A special moving coil
mechanism in the anode circuit of the output valve correspondingly changes its
inductance and so provides feedback to the oscillator grid, proportionally raising
its frequency to the cut-off value of the filter circuits intercoupling the two valves
and thereby maintaining the output current in a state of equilibrium for a constant
reading.

The capacity of the sensing device, together with that of the co -axial and input
circuit is tuned by an input trimmer to either 750 or 1500 gF (depending on the
type number of the amplifier) and a change of 500 or 1000 pF respectively then
produces a proportional d.c. indicating current variation from 2 to 7 mA.

Operated entirely from a single 24 volt supply, and capable of being adapted
by the addition of a transistor output amplifier to provide a quite extraordinarily
sensitive response to capacitance changes of as little as one hundredth of one
micro -micro -Farad, the possibilities of using this unit to measure any small
changes in a material that effect, or can be made to effect, its capacitance (or that
of a suitably designed detecting capacitor) are enormous, and satisfactory units
have already been evolved for hardness and thickness testing, fluid and salinity
control, proximity switches, comparators, etc.

Supplied sealed, complete with twin specially selected valves, full technical
information, for the truly remarkable price of E2 . 10 0 Carriage 5/,

WAYMOUTH GAUGE BALANCER RELAY
Highly sensitive, twin channel differential moving coil mechanism that responds

to current unbalance and at a predetermined level operates one of two double
pole slave relays; one 5A pole for effecting the circuit, while the other provides
holding current to avoid hunting until the two circuit currents are fully balanced.

30/- post free.

ROTARY RELAY. Superb, fast acting, brand new precision unit made by Price
for RCA. Nominally 12 volt, but mighty lively on 6 -volt supply. Two heavy
duty single pole changeover contacts and one low current for external circuits,
plus one break set that extends coil winding to reduce initial energising current
to 50 mA. (at 6 v.) for holding. Solid milled armature, laminated steel frame,
21 x 2iin., fin. thick, moulded insert dielectric block.
A highly recommended spares box buy at 7/6 each, post free.

PROOPS BROTHERS LTD. 52 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
LA Ngham 0141. Shop hours 9-6. Thurs. 9-I. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

=WARE AVOliD

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT
DISTRIBUTORS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

BLANK CHASSIS
Precision made in our own works from commercial quality half -
hard aluminium of 16 s.w.g. (1/16in.) thickness, these chassis go all
over the world (and off it -in rockets!).
Same day service for ANY SIZE, to nearest 1/16in. and up to 17in.
of straightforward two, three or four-sided chassis. Specials dealt
with promptly.

SOLDERED CORNERS
While these chassis, owing to their thickness, hardness and efficient
folding, will carry components of considerable weight and normally
require no corner strengthening, we can do this by a special soldering
technique at 6d. extra for each corner.

FLANGES
tin., iin. or /in. flanges (inside or outside) 6d. extra for each bend

PRICE GUIDE (normal chassis only)
Work out total area of material required, including waste, and
refer to table below:
48 sq. in. 4/- 176 sq. in. 8/- 304 sq. in. 12/-
80 sq. in. 5/- 208 sq. in. 9/- 336 sq. in. 13/-

112 sq. in. 6/- 240 sq. in. 10/- 368 sq. in. 14/-
114 sq. in. 7/- 272 sq. in. II/- and pro rata

Post 1/3 Post 1/6 Post 1/9
Discount for quantities. Trade enquiries invited. Spray finished
arranged for quantities of 25 or over.

PANELS
The same material can be supplied for panels, screens, etc. Any
size up to 3ft. at 4/6 sq. ft. (sq. in. x i) Post, up to 72 sq in. 9d., 108 sq
in. 1/3, 144 sq. in. 1/6, 432 sq. in 1/9, 576 sq. in. 2/,

287/289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
Telephone: PAD 5891/7595

CONDENSERS
AEU FILTER PACE. 3 x 4 mid., 500 v. (new) 25/- each. P.P. 2/6.
BLOCK PAPER CONDENSERS
0.25 mfd., 2 kv. wkg.. 2/6 each. 1
mfd., 400 v. wkg., 2/6 each. 1 mid.
2 Irv. wkg., 3/6 each, 2 mid., 600 v.
wkg., 4/- each. 3

each,
400 v. wkg.,

4/- each. 4 mfd.. 400 V. wkg., 416
each. 4 mfd., 1 kv. wkg., 5/6 each.
6 mfd., 400 v. wkg., 5/8 each. 8
mid., 1,200 v. wkg., 11/6 each. 0.1
mfd. 4 kv. wkg_ 4/6 each. 0.5 mfd.,
5 lay. wkg., 7/6 each. 0.5 mid., 2 kv.
wkg., 2/6 each. 1 mfd.. 750 V. wkg.
3/- each, 2 mid., 400 v. wkg., 3/6

each 2 mfd., 1.5 kv. wkg., 418 each
3 mfd., 400 v. A.C. wkg., 5/- each. 4
mid., 600 v. wkg., 5/- each, 4 mfd.,
2 kv. wkg., 6/6 each. 8 mfd., 500 v.
wkg., 419 each 10 mid., 440 v. A.C.
wkg., 12/6 each. 60 mfd., 300 volts
A.C., 22/6 each. P.P. 3/6.
VISCONOL TYPES, 10 mfd., 3 kv. wkg.,
25/- each. 10 mid., 1.5 kv., 15/- each.
6 mid., 1 kv., 12/8 each. 8 mid., 2.5 kv.
wkg., 22/8 each, 2 mfd., 1 kv. wkg., 8: -
each.

GRAHAM GEARED MOTORS. 115 volts A.C. 50 cys., 1/6th H.P.. variable speed
gearbox 0.166 R.P.M. (as new). £6111211- each. Transformers to operate this unit
35/- each. Carr. 10/-.
AMERICAN L.T. TRANSFORMERS. Potted type, finished In black crackle and very
conservatively rated. (0 230 v. input, 3 x 5 volts CT., at 3 amps. each and 4 volts
at 2 amps. output. 18/6 each. (2) 230 v., input 2 x 6.3 volts CT., at 3 amps. and 6.3
volts at 3 amps. output. 18/6 each. (3) 230 volts input, 2 x 6.3 volts at 3 amps., and
6.3 volt,olCja.,t

1
at amps. 1.278tput, 17/6 each. (4) 230 volts input, 28 volts at 2 amps.

each. (5) 230 volts input, 3 x 6.3 volts at 3 amps. CT.,
1, 6.3 volts 3 amp., 22/6 each. (All them transformers are new and boxed, please
Include postage 3/6 each.)
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS as used in the BC 640, 40 watts, modulate two
811's, 39/6 each, brand new, boxed, 3/- post.
AMERICAN COMPUTERS AN -II -70A. Single parallax. C,ontains 8 relays 10 k.,
2 change -over plat. contacts, 8 relays 300 ohms, 2 change -over silver contacts (all
relays are small type), 9 x 61/8 small GT., 3 x 6X5 13T., and 2 68N7. Seven small
D.C. motors 27 v. 6 seleyn motors, 10 small micro switches. Plus gears, conden
sere, ball bmrings and eots.,'eto. This unrepeatable bargain £10 each.
FUSE HOLDERS. U.S.A. type, panel mounting. 2/6 each. post 6d.
SCR. 522 TRANS./REC. 100/156 Mc/s., as new, 25 each. P. & P. 12/6.
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE. In a beautiful oak cam, centre zero galvanometer, 2.5 ma.,
P.S.D.. 4 stud switches 0-10, 0.100, ohms 0-Inf., size 16 x 7k x gin., 301- each. Post 3/,
RE-ENTRANT SPEAKERS. 15 ohms 20 watts, good cond., £4 each, postage 12/6
each. Quotations for six or mom.
TRANSFORMERS. 200/250 v. (double wound) 115 v., output 60 amp. In steel case
with switch etc., £15 each, postage £1. Weight 3 cwt.
METERS, scaled 0-600 v. and 0-15 v., 500 microamp movement, new, boxed,
each (2in. flush).
MICROPHONE (Canadian C3). New boxed complete wills lead and standard jack
plug 8/-, poet 1/..

PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE ON GOODS

TERMS C.W.O. All goods offered are ex-W.D. S.A.E. for enquiries

W. MILLS
3-B TRULOCK ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

Phone : Tottenham 9213 & 9330
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Factory revacuumed, all guaranteed 6 months.
Carriage and insurance 12/6d. Due to the
exceptional demand and high quality of our
tubes. we are able to maintain the following
unusually low prices.

6501, 8504, 8505, CR5191, CRM92, MW22-7
MW22-14, MW22-14C £2/1 5/-MW22-17 MW22-18

C12FM, CRM121, CRM121A, CRM122, MW31-7
MW31-14C, MW31-17
51W31-18, T12/54 E3/-/-

3/16, 3/31, 19KP4, 14KP4A, 108K, 121K, 141K
7201A, 7202A, 7203A, AW36-21. C14FM, CIUM191
CRM142, MW31 16, MW
ME36-24 51W36-94, T12-35491-74 £3/10/-

17ARP4, 17ASP4, 8706A, C17FM, CRM171
CRM172, MW43-43
MW43-69, 7401A £4/5/-

3/6A, 4'15, 69014, C14BM, C17BM, CR51151
NEW CRM152A, CRM152B, CRM153, MW41-1
MW43430, TA15
TR14-2, MW43-69 £5/5/-
MW53-20,
C21HM, C21NM

MW53-80
CRM211, CRM212 26/15/_

R EGON NED : 12 months' guarantee.
Excellent workmanship, carriage and insurance 12/13.
MW31 /16, MW31/74
121K, 12KP4 £5110/-
MW36-24, AW36-21, 141K
14KP4, CRMI41, CRM142 £5/1 5/-

gglTm7,111,562,,!%7111111,151'37AS £6/15/-
MW53-20,
CRM211, CRM212MW53-80 £9/10/ -

NEW : 12 months' guarantee.
Frustrated export, carriage and insurance 128.
51W31-74, 51W313-24 £7/19/-
MW43-64 £8/1 9/
Enquiries welcomed for any tubes not listed.
Any new tube can be supplied at standard list price,
plus carriage.

SPECIAL
THIS MONTH'S BARGAINS

4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYERS
Latest B.S.R. TU9 Turntable. together with
lightweight Staar Galaxy dual sapphire crystal
turnover pick-up head.
Truly amazing value at £3/10/- Carr.3/.

STEREO: sEtaemrersouev,rpeedsingle player,

Unrepeatable ut
this price. E6/19/- Can

3/

100 CONDENSERS 10s.
A must for your spares box. A well-balanced
assortment of miniature silver mica and ceramic
condensers. 3-10,000 PF. List value over £5.

RADIO. Thebe" buy of the season.
Receivers, complete with valves,

speaker and 6 -volt vibrator pack. 6K7. 6K8,
6Q7, 6V6. Suitable for adaptation as car radio.
Ideal for workshop 29/_
Carr. 5/-.

P.M. SPEAKERS Standard 3 ohm.
 Tested top makes

-performance guaranteed.

CO-AXIAL
,-.loss.

51.3,a.751/..drums 22/6. care. 2/, 6 drums
71/4:,17:41.4:111."Eft7/&

125

1 WATT TRANSISTOR: my,
OUTPUT STAGE KIT
Can transform your existing transistor receiver
or amplifier into a really high volume set. Com-
prising 1 pair snatched GET15 power transistors,
correct push pull input and 3 ohm output trans-
formers. with instructions. 49/- set.
IRON -SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 250 v. 80 ma.,
53-; 250 v. 250 a., 9/6; 500 v. 50 ma., 616; 500 v.
150 ma.. 843; 1,000 v. 40 ma., 8/6; Contact
cooled, 250 v. 50 ma.. 7/-; 250 v. 250 ma.. 19/6:
250 V. 300 ma., 23/6.

AVO 1.:rt:Invdea.ATtewrin Unit 19/./. Cr.

Gr. Signal generator and wavemeter; 100 ke/s.-
'0 I meg. crystal calibrator, precision

Attenuator. Top make niin/"
6/

Carr.
-

SIGNAL GENERATORS: Cr
B.S.R. L0504. L.F. 30 c/s.-18 kc/s 29/10/,
POWER PACKS . In put 230 v. A.C.

 2 separate double
smoothed outputs of 375, 550 or 620 v. at 200/
230 mA. and 6.3 v. 5 a. 4 51746 valves. Complete
in transit case. 27/10/-. Leas valves £6/10/-.
MIRROR GALVANOMETERS
By Evershed and Vignoles. Sensitivity 1.475
MMS per micro amp. at 100 CM scale distance.
45 second period. Brand new, boxed with spares.
A school laboratory-must order now.
TBS9 : ITreaorrelitte re

s
120.8.. 1101-6...e.

29110/- pair. Carr. paid.
5085 modulating 808e, 100-150 Mice. Ideal for
eonverelon to '2 metres.

SCR522 Transmitter. receivers. U.S.A.
standard aircraft type. 100-140

Mc/s., less valves. 25/, Can. 5/-.
RECTIFIER UNITS Sainitable f0orv. char-gg. 3 in.
24 v. 1.2 A. bridge. W.. Can. 4/,
CMVOTransmitter/receiver,12 volt D.C. or 230 volt A.C. 3 wavebands.
Cost originally over £200. 212/10/, Carr. 6/'.
I.T.V. CONVERTORS WITH INTERNAL POWER
PACK. Well-known make, at a very competitive
mice. completely enclosed. Finished in ham-
mered gold. Very compact. Can be put inside
practically all T.V.s. Gain and Trimming controls.
Listed at £7171-.
Carr. 3/6.

CRYSTAL PICKUPS:
£3/10/-

STAAR GALAXY. Single hole mounting light-
weight adjustable needle pressure. For any 3 -
or 4 -speed turntable. Amazing value.
1. With latest Steig and Reuter or Bono -

tone cartridge. Interchangeable with
and similar to the Acne GP65. Excel-
lent reproduction 17/8
Cartridge only 15/-

2. As above, with Acos GP65 cartridge 22/..
Cartridge only 19/6

ACOS HGP37 Cartridges 25( -

RECTIFIERS: bl rnPring selen12iumcol,e,11"21,ummi i 3i !ii I awmT ..

9 8. Carr. 1/, £5 per doz.

AND DIODES

L.F. Red Spot 6/-; 59/- dos.
R.F. White Spot 8/6; 90/- doz.

X4103 12/6; X4104 15/-; XB104 9/-.
V15/10P " Goltop " Power Transistor 19/-.

GET15 Power 19/-; Matched pair 38,-.
Diodes, General Purpose 9d.; 8,- doz.

Equivalent to GEX44 3,3.

0Z4
1A5GT
1A7GT
1C5GT
1D5
1H5GT
11.4
1N5GT
IRS
184
185
1T4
2D21
344
345
3Q5GT
384
3V4
5R40
51740
5V40
5Y30
5Y3GT
5240
524GT
8117
648G
6AB8
6AC7
6AK5
8AL5
8/1915
64M6
641'6
6AU6
6B7
6)380
GBA6
613E6
6BG6G

5/6
/-

162/6
10/6
16/6
9/9

9/93/9

7/-
9/-
6/6
5/3
4/6
81-
9/6
8/9
7/-
7/9
9/6
6/3

10/6
6/-
71-
9/-

19/6
8/6
8/6
4/6
6/6
4/-
4/9
4/-
7/6
9/6
5/9

6/63/6

12/6
6/6

613116
6BJ6
6BR7
6BW6
6BW7
88X8
6C4
60.5
6C6
6C9
6C10
6CD6G
6CH6
8D2
6D3
6D6
6F1
6866
6F6M
(12`12
81,13
6F14
6E15
6F16
6FI9
6E33
OHS
6J5
8750
6J5GT
8.18
8JYM
8770
6J7GT
61(fiGT
8E70
6K7GT
61(811
6K8GT
8%25

7/9

108/6/9
7/9
7/-
5/9
3/6
5/6
4/3

69/
8/9

17/-
11/-
4/-
916
4/6
5/9
8/6
7/-
4/-
5/9
9/6
8/8
8/9
7/6
6/-
2/-
4/3
2/9
3/6
316
7/6
51-
7/
6/9
2/3
5/3
6/6
9/6
7/6

VALVES
PRICES REDUCED

GUARANTEED 3 /20101112. 51 HOUR SERVICE.
FREE TRANSIT INSURANCE. All valves are new
or of fully guaranteed ex -Government or ex -
equipment origin. Satisfaction or Money Back
Guarantee on goods if returned unused within
14 days. 4d. FOR LIST OF 800 TYPES.

100A DISCOUNT TO PURCHASERS
of any SIX VALVES marked in black type (15%
in dosentd. Post: 1 valve, 61.; 2-11,

6L1 13/6 10c1 9/.
61.03 7/8 10C2 12/6
6L7M 6/- 10C14 913
6L18 9/6 10F1 10/-
61.19 11/6 10F9 '7/6
6LD3 8/9 10L14 9/.
62,1)12 7/9 101.143 9/3
6LD20 8/6 19LD11 12/6
6P15 8/3 I0LD12
8P25 9/- 10P13 12/-
028 9/6 10P14 12/-
8(1711 7/6 10P18 8/3
6Q7GT 9/3 1246 5/6
65A7 6/- 12AT6 8/6
68 D7 9/- 124T7 6/-
8807 5/- 124177 6/9
88117 4/6 12417 7/6
621J7 5/6 12BA0 8/-
68147 5/- 128E6 9/-
681.7GT 6/9 12B117 9/6
68N70T 4/9 12C8 6/6
8887 6/6 12E1 12/8
61140T 10/8 12J5GT 3/6
6V60 5/9 12K7GT 8/-
6V60T 6/6 12K8GT 12/-
8X4 8/. 12Q7GT 6/.
811161 5/- 12807 6/-
6X5GT 6/6 128,17 5/6
747 11/6 128E7 6/-
7B5 12/6 123N70T 8/6
786 8/- 1487 13/6
7B7 7/6 194Q5 7/6
7B8 12/- 1911060 16/-
705 7/6 20D1 9/6
7C6 7/6 2082 9/6
7117 7/6 201.1 12/6
7K7 8/- 20P1 11/8
767 9/6 20P3 12/6
7Y4 7/6 20P4 15/-
7Z4 7/6 20P5 16/.

25460 8/7,
25280 6/
25L6GT 9/.
25Y50 9/-
25240 7/9
278U 18/-
30C1 7/9
30E5 7/6
30EL1 9/6
30L1 7/9
301'4 13/6
301'13 11/6
30PI6

13/6/9
7

30PL1
35L6GT 9/6
35W4 6/9
35Z40T 6/-
3525GT 8/8
42 7/6
5006 10/6
50CD6G 16/-
50L6GT 9/6
53KU 10/6
54KU 8/6
6111T 11/-
618PT 11/-
77 4/6
78 6/ -
SO 8/-
83 9/6
90AV 4/6
1S5BT 16/-
323A 15/-

8074
355//-

-
808 15/-
813 55/-
2050 3/6
5769
7193

10/-
2/-

AZ31 9/.
236 8/8
805 4/9
CBL31 24/4
CCH35 7/.
CL33

9
19/3

CY31 /6
D63 1/6
D77 4/-
D152 616
DA30 12/6
DA100 22/.
D4C32 9/9
DAF91 6/6
DAF96 8/3
DF33 9/9um 5/3
DF96 8/3
DH83 7/6
DH77 7/6
DK91 7/.
DK92 8,43
DK 96 8/6
DI,35 10/6
DL82 17/6
DL92 7/-
D1.94 7/9
DL96 8/3
EABC80 7/9
EAC91 5/3
EAF42 8/6
EB34 116
EB41 7/-
21191 4/-
EBC3 9/-
01033 5/-
EB(141 8/9
EBC81 11/-
EBF80 8/6

EBES9 8/6
EBL31 23/3
EC52 3/9
EC90 3/6
EC91 4/6
ECC3I 9/6
ECC32 3/9
Etic33 7/6
ECC34 9/-
ECC35 6/9
ECC81 6/9
ECC82 6/9
ECC83 7/6
ECC84 9/-
ECC85 8/6
ECC91 3/6
ECF80 10/6
ECF82 10/6
ECH35 8/-
ECF142 8/9
ECHS1 8/3
ECL80 8/6
ECL82 11/.

4/-
EF37 6/6
EF39 4/6
EF40 13/6
EF41 8/9
EF42 8/6
EF50-BR 1/6
EF50 RED 2/-
EF50 USA 2/6
EF54 3/6
EF80 5/6
EF85 7/6
EE86 11/-
EF89 8/6
Ern 4/-
2P92 4/9
EE95 6/6

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED

SPECIAL TERMS AVAILABLE ON ALL
VALVES IN HEAVY TYPE

25, 50, 100 PER TYPE OR MIXED
PARCELS.

hIS- 4/-
EL83 9/-
EL38 12/8
EIAI 9/3
EL42 9/6
EL84 8/3
EL85 1 1/-
EL91 4/9
EL96 9/6
EM34 9/3
EM80 9/3
EM81 9/3
Ew84 10/6
E5/85 10/8
EN31 16/-
EYS1

SMALL 9/6
EY86 9/6
E Z35 6/6
E740 7/.
EZ41 8/-
E Z80 6/9
EZ81 7i6
GT1C 12/6
0z33

Z34 12/6
GZ37 10/6
HABC80 9/8
H2AIDD 9/8
EVES 6/6
KT32 8/-
KT33C 6/8
KT36 9/-
KT44 9i6
1045 8/8
K T61 9/.
KT66 12/6
KTW61 5/6
KTW83 5/6
liTZ83 5/-

L83 2/9
LN152 8/6
LZ319 7/9
M1714 8/-

N78 16/-
N108 11/-
N14:2 10/8
P41 4/5
1431 2/3
PABC80 9/6
PC(484 7/9
PCC85 9/6
PCC,89 18/-
PCF80 7/9
PCF82 9/9
PCL82 10/-
PCL83 11/6
PC1.84 12/6
PEN25 5/ -
PEN* 7/6
PERU 5/-
PEN38.3 9/-
P1.33 9/-
PL36 1316
EL28 14/6
PL81 10/6
PL82 709
PL83 8/9
PX25 9/6
PY31 8/6
PY32 12/6
PY80 7/-
PY81 7/-
PY82 7/6
EY83 8/6
P230 8/6
EIS 12/6
RIO 12/6
R52 11/-

SP6 4/-
SP41 2/6sill 2/6
91725 12/6
SU21504 4/6
T41 7/6
TH30C 12/6
U14 8/-
G18 9/-
022 6/6
1724 7/6
U25 12/-

12/-U26
031 7/9
1733 11/-
U35 8/6
1737 26/6
U43 9/6
U6 /

2 /
0

66-053
1776 6/-
1.1781

/6 9/-17196
U281 8/6
U282 22/7
U301 9/6
U329 12/8
0403 9/6
17404 9/6
U801 pp_
UABC80 9/-
UAF42 9/-
DB91 81-
UBC41 9/3
uBc81 12/-
UBF80 8/6
UBE89 9/3
UCC85 8/9
ucF80 161-
UCH42 8/.

UCH81 9,3
UCL82 16/.
UCL83 13/6
17741 8/9
UFO 8/6
UF80 9/6
171,85 9/6
UE86 16/-
TJF89 8/6
171.41 7/8

IIL48 /6
UL44

9
12/6

UM80 9/6
U1.84 8/3

UU6 9/6

17E007 169/6/68
17119 7/-
UY41 6/8
UY85 7/3
VR150/30 7/-
W17 5/3
W61 9/9
W76 6/6
W77 4/9
W81 5/6
X61M 12/6
X63 ,6
X65 118/-
X66 11/-
X76M 9/8
X78 14,6
X79 14/6
Y63 6/-
214 9/9
Z83 51-
Z88 8/6
277 4/-
Z152 5/6
Z719 5/6

Post 2 lbs. 1/6, 4 lbs. 2l-, 7 lbs. 2 9, 15 lbs. 3/6. No C.O.D. Callers always welcomed. (E.C. Weds.)
ALL ITEMS LESS S'" AND POST FREE IN DOZENS.'

TECHNICAL TRADING CO. 350-352, FRATITOID.
R02)(A

(PORTSMOUTH.
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TRADE
ENQUIRIES

INVITED

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
27, TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
The oldest Component Specialists in the trade

Telephone :
MUSEUM 9188

EST. 30 YRS.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS AVAILABLE AS ADVERTISED LAST MONTH

SENSATIONAL OFFER -LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY
SIX TRANSISTOR PLUS DIODE POCKET SUPERHET 0/1916 plus 316 Regd. p.p.

12 Special Features:
 Sensitivity -1 mV. for 50 mW. output  Waveband coverage -MW and LW -550
 Power output -150 mW. kels. to 1500 kc/s-150 ko/s. to 270 keit,
 Low consumption -9 ma. (no signal) 18 ma.  Mallard Transistors-OC44, 0C4512), 0071

mean average signal. 0072 (matched pair), 0A70.
 AP response -25 to 5000 cycles.  Printed circuit Size tin. x 31111.

This receiver is very sensitive and Its performance compares moat favourably
with anything obtainable. It embodies the latest design developments together
with the utmost simplicity of construction thereby producing the most amazing
results.

0 Internal hi -0 Ferrite aerial
 1500 31n. loudspeaker.
 Push-pull output.
 Completely detailed Instruction manual
 Easy to build.

CIRCUIT LINE-UP
Mixer stage -two I.F. stages -Germanium detector-A.F. driver stage and
Push -Pull output.
AU components, excluding cabinet and batteries, supplied at (pedal inclusive
price of 27I19,6. Phis 3/6 P.P. All_parts sold separately.

MINIATURE BIAS CONDENSERS
25 RFD. 25 v. 50 RFD. 12 v., 50 BUD., 25 v. lin. x lin.
1/6 each.
25 MFD. 50 v. fin. x llin., 1/9.

DISC CERAMIC CONDENSERS 500 r. Wkg.
500 PF., .001 RFD., .0025 MFD .002 MFD., .003 MED.,
.005 MFD. 6d. each. .01 MED. 9d.

VARIABLE GANG CONDENSERS
Twin Gang 20 pF. Ideal for F.M. 210. x lfin. x lin. 2/-.
Twin Gang. .0005 MED. '21 x 2in. x 1110. Spindle

411- in. 41-.
Min. Twin Gang. .0005 MED, 2fin. x 111n. x lila.

Spindle fin., 5/6.
Min. Twin Gang. .0005 BUD. Silo. x llin. x llin.

Spindle Ha. with trimmers, 6/6.
Twin Gang. .0005 MED. Geared with SM.. 3/6.
MILER 2 -Gang Condensers, 000 + 20 pf., 3/6.

SWITCHES ROTARY
Size lAin. dia.-2in. spindles. Price 2/11 each
1 pole 10 way. 1 pole 12 way. 2 pole 2 way. 2 pose 3 way.
2 pole 4 way. 2 pole 5 way. 2 pole 6 way 3 pole 3 way.
3 pole 4 way. 4 pole 3 way.

POTMETERS CARBON
Moulded Tracks. Nam., lin.,-20n. spindles, 5K, 10K,
25K. Linear only. 50K, 100K, 250K, 500K, 1M, 251 Log

TV PRESET CONTROLS
Knurled knob and 6BA fixing holes. Diem. 1M. 5K, 25K,
50K, 100K, 250K, 500K, 2M, 1/3 each. '215K, wire wound,
1/6.

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS
SUB MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS -
SLEEVED -All at 2/3 each.
.1 mid. 12 v...25 add. 15 v., 2-6-8-10 mfda. 8 v., 2-6-8-10-
12-16-30-50 mfds. 6 v., 1 mfd. 10 v., 30 mfds. 12 v., 2 mfds.,
8 adds., 15 v., 8 mfds, 16 snide., 30 v., 2 mfds. 70 s.

SUB MINIATURE TRANSISTOR COILS
Set of 3 I.F. Transformers 470 Ke/s plus Oscillator coil.

As specified for Mallard Circuits 23/6 complete.
As specified for Mazda Circuits 23/6 complete.

TRANSISTOR GANG CONDENEIRS
with intermediate screen as specified for MILLARD
Transistor circuits, 9/6.
As above with switch for L.W. pre -selection, 111-.

SUB MINIATURE CARBON POTS
1K, 2K, 5K, 50K, 220K, 330K, 111, 2/- each. 5M, with
switch, 4/6. 5K. 1/6.500K preset 1/-. 1M Transistor Pots,
2' 5K Transistor Pots, 1;6.
SUB MINIATURE METALLISED PAPER CONDENSERS

Pin. x }in. 100v. working.
.005 MFD., .0022 MED., .002 RFD., .001 MED., 8d each,

or Linear, less switch, 2/6 each. With switch, 4/6. .01 MFD., .02 MED. Price 9d. each. .04 MOD. 10d.
Please allow full postage and packing charges. Stamped and addressed envelope with any enquiry please

TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. ON ORDERS OVER I0-

WIMA TROPIDUR PAPER CONDENSERS
Small, non -inductive, insulated, high-grade eapacitors.
500 v. working, 680 pf., 1,000 pf., 1,500 pf., 2,200 pf., 7d
each. 3,300 p1., 8d. 5,000 pf., 6,800 p1., .01 mfd., .012 ni
9d. each. .022 mid., 10d. .05 mfd., 11d. 1 mid. 1/2.
.1 mfd. 250 v. Pl. 25 sold. 1/6. .5 mid 119.

VALVE HOLDERS
4 pin Brit. Pax. 2d. 4 pin UX. Atop. 7d. 5 pin Brit. Pax.
2d. 7 pin Brit. Pax. 3d. 7 pin Brit. Amp. 4d. Int. Octal
Pax. 3d. Mazda Octal Pax 3d. Lootals Amp. 6d. B7G
Pax. 6d. B7G P.T.F.E. 80. B70 Cer with saddle and
valve retaining spring 1/-. BSA Pax. 4d. B8A Alm). 6d.
BOA Cer. 8d., BOA Pax. 6d. BOA Amp. 8d. BOA Amp.
with skirt 10d. BSA Cer. 10d. BOA Cer. with saddle
and valve retaining spring 1/-. BOA ceramic with skirt 1/-.
BOA printed circuit 1?-. BOA Valve Cans 6d.

TRANSFORMERS
Types. 4,5000 to 30, 5,0000 to 30. 2/6

each, 6,0000 to 30, 3/6, 10,0000 to 30, 319, 13.0000

Universal CRT Boosters with tapped primaries 2 v.-6.3 v.-
13 v., 25% Dowd all taps 10/6. Filament transformers,
centre tapped, 6.3 v output, 1.5 amp., 6/6; 3 amps
9/6.

AVO
19MRualntgime imnoortor

291.0/- or 10/- down and 16 weekly
payments of 10/-. Like all AVO meters
it is a very tine instrument It has a
sensitivity of 10,000 ohms per volt and 19
most useful ranges as follows: D.C. volts
0-1,000 (seven ranges). A.C. volts 0-1,000
(live ranges). D.C. Current 0-1 amp.
(five ranges), resistance 0-2 mega. (two
ranges) (complete with test leads). Im-
mediate delivery.

Just right for your Pocket

PIFCO
All -in -one Radiometer
A.C./D.C.
* CIRCUIT TEST.
* L.T. and H.T.

TESTS.
* mA. TEST.
* VALVE TEST.
Continuity and Resist-
ance Tests. Complete
with Test Leads.
Post 1/-. /2/6
Guaranteed. -

Chassis
Cutters

(with key)
7-7 The easiest and

quickest way of
cutting holes in
sheet metal. The
cutter consists of

e-Rtlt three parts: a die,
!a punch and an

Allen screw. The operation Is quite simple.
Prices incl. key: fin., lin.. 13/9: lin.,
lin., 14/9; 9a., 19n.. Ulm, 17/6;ion., 111n.. 19/6; liin., 22/-; 2in.
32/3; 2 3/32in., 35/9; 28in., 40/9;lin. square, 30/6. Post If-.

All prices are with keys.

DEMOBBED VALVES 2/6
MANUAL

Giving equivalent of British and American
Service and Cross Reference of Commercial
Types with an Appendix of B.V.A. Equiva-
lents and Comprehensive Price List. We
have still some Valves left at very old
Budget Rates (331%) which are actually
sold at the old price (1951). Also ready our

NEW COMPREHENSIVE LIST
Colour code indicators. Price 1/9.

PIFCO Illuminating

-.1111111111111mit
Soldering Iron

Designed and constructed with a complete under-
standing of the technical need for snaking a perfect

soldering job in the qmciost time. The Plies Soldering Iron Incorporates in its red
plastic handle a 6.3 volt lamp directing a beam of light directly on to the soldering point,
enabling easy manipulation in the darkest and most difficult places. The lamp also
acts as a safety eye ensuring the iron is not left on unintentionally. The bit is 3116in.
diameter and of the pencil type, acknowledged as the most valuable for all general pur-
poses. Chrome plated trivet allows the but iron to stand on the table or may be used
as a hanger. Element 35 watts. Six feet grey 3 -core flex fitted.
Length 10 Mahe'. For 200/200 'mite A.O./D.O. co,,,,t. 22/6

TECHNICALLY TRAINED BY

ICS
IN RAD 10, TELEVISION AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
Opportunities in Radio Engineering and allied pro-
fessions await the I C s trained man. I C s Courses open
a new world to the keen student.. . .

RADIO TELEVISION ENGINEERING; RADIO AND TV
SERVICING; RADIO SERVICE AND SALES; VHF AND
FM ENGINEERING; ELECTRONICS, etc.

c s Courses give very real help to the man setting up
his own business or facing a technical career in the
radio industry.
Examination Courses for: -British Institution of Radio
Engineers, City & Guilds Telecom. Tech. Radio Servicing
(R.T.E.B.) & Radio Amateurs, (c.&G.).
LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE
Build your own 4 -valve TRF and 5 -valve superhet radio
receiver, Signal Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.
FILL IN AND POST THIS I C S COUPON TODAY
It brings the FREE I C S Prospectus containing full parti-
culars of I c s courses in Radio, Television and Electronics.

INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

... A WHOLE WORLD
OF KNOWLEDGE for I OCCUPATION
Um KEEN STUDENT II_ - - - - 9.59i

MIMI =MB

International Correspondence Schools,
Dept. 222P, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2

NAME AGE

ADDRESS
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C.V. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS
For Cathode Ray Tubes having Heater/Cathode short-
circuit and for C.R. Tubes with falling emission. Full
instructions supplied.
Type A. Low Leakage windings. Optional Boost 25%
and 50%. Tapped mains primaries.

2 volt 12/8 each
4 volt 12/6 each
6.3 volt 12/6 each
10.8 volt 12/6 each
13.3 volt 12/6 each

OUR LATEST SUPERIOR PRODUCT. Type A2.
High Quality. Low capacity, 10/15 pf. 16/6 eachOptional boost 25%, 50%, 75%.
Type B. Mains input. Low capacity. Multi Output
2, 4, 6.3, 7.3, 10 and 13 volts. Optional boost 25% and
50%. Suitable for all Cathode Ray Tubes, 211-.

RESISTORS. All preferred values. 20% 10 ohms to 10
meg., t w. 4d.; I w.. 4d.; 1 w., 6d.; 11 w., 8d.; 2 w , 1/-.
HIGH STABILITY. 1 w., 1%, 21-. Preferred values 10011
to 10 meg. Ditto 5%, 9d. to 5 meg., 10%, 6d. to 10 meg.

5 1/3
10 watt
15 watt

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS {1/6
25 ohms -10,000 ohms 2/-

15,000 ohms -50,000 ohms 5 w., L 9; 10 w. 2)3
WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 w. WIRE WOUND POTS, 4 w.
Pre-set Mm. T.V. type Standard size Pots. 22m.
Knurled Slotted knob. Spindle High Grade. All
All values 25 ohms to 25K. Values 100 ohms to 50 K.,

ea., 30 K., 50 K., 4/... 66; 100 K., 7/6.
Ditto, 4 w. Carbon Track 19/W EXT. SPEAKER
30 K. to 2 Meg., 3/-. CONTROL 100 31-.
0.P TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 50 mA., 4,6. Multi -
r do push-pull, 76. Miniature 394, etc., 4/6. Hygrade
Push-pull 10 watts, 15;6. HOLLAND "510" 6k or 8k 30/-.
L.F. CHOKES 1510H 60/65 ma., 5j-. 1013 85 ma. 10/6.
10H 150 ma. 14/,

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200;250 v. A.C.
STANDARD 250-0-250, 80 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a.

tapped 4 v. 4 a. Rectifier 6.3 v. 1 a., tapped, 5.v.
or 4 v. 2 a. Ditto 350-0-350 22 8

MINIATURE 220 v. 20 mA., 6.3 v. 1 a. 10 6
MIDGET, 250 v. 45 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a. 15 6
SMALL. 250-0-250 100 mA., 6.8 v. 3.5 a 19.6
STANDARD, 250-0-250, 65 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 17,0
HEATER TRANS., 6.3 v. 1 5 a. 716. 3 amp 10,6
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE. Outputs 3, 4, 1,
1, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 18, 24 and 30 v. at 2 A. 22:8.

ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, lin. 8d.; 4in. 104.
63in. FORMERS 5937 or 8 and Cana TV1 or 2, Sin. sq. x
21in. or tin. sq.. X 111w 21- with cores.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES. Epicyclie ratio 6:1, 2/3.
TYANA. Midget Soldering Iron, 230 v. 40 w., 16/9.
REMPLOY INSTRUMENT IRON, 230 v. 25 w., 17/-.
MAINS DROPPERS. 3 x 15in. Three Adi. Sliders. .3 amp.
750 ohms, 13. .2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 13.
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp., 100 ohms
Per foot, 2 way. 6d. per foot, 3 way, 7d. per foot.

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos 6/6
Precision engineered. Size only 5 x

ACOS CRYSTAL DESK MIKE, Bargain. 35/-.

MIKE TRANSF. 50:1, 3/9 eo.; 100:1 Putted, 10/6.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. 5in., Rola 17/6.
bin. x 4in. Rola, 18/-. 71n. x 4in. R.A. 211-
10111. x Bin. Rola, 27/6 8i0. Plessey, 1916.
Olin. Rola, 18/6. 101n. RA., 301,
HI-FI TWEETERS, 4in. 25/-. 12in. Plessey, 30/-.
12in. Baker 15 wt. 3 ohm and 15 ohm models 1051-.
12in. Baker foam suspension 15 w. 15 ohm, £8.
12in. 15 ohm Plessey 10 wt.. 45-.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
465 kg/a. slug tuning miniature can 21 x 1 x 1M. High
0 and good bandwidth. By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied.

Wearite M800 I.F. Miniature 465 lie's., 12/6 pair.
Wearite 550 I.F. Standard 465 lie a., 12,6 pate.

CRYSTAL DIODE G.E.C. 21-. GEX34, 4;-. 40 Circuits, 3/-.
H.R. HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms, brand new, 1616 pair.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 4 3 tin.
TWIN GANG CONDENSERS. 365 pf. Miniature, 11 in.

ljin. x llin. 10/-. .0005 Standard with trimmers,
g-; less trimmers. 8/-. Midget, 7/6; Single 50 PL. 2/6;
100 PI., 150 p1., 71-. Solid dielectric 100, 300, 500 If.. 3/6.
VALVE HOLDERS. Pa. mt. Oct., 4d. EF50, EA50, 6d.
B12A, CRT, LB. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7 pin, 1,-.
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct. 6d., B7G, BOA, BOG, BOA,
9d. B7G with can, 1/6; B12A, 1/3. BOA with can, 119.
CERAMIC. EF504B7G, BOA. Oct.. 11. B7G, B9A Cans 9d.
SPEAKER FRET. Gold Cloth 17in. x 25in., 51-, 25in. x
35in., 101-. Tygan 54in. wide. 101- It. 27M. wide, 51- It.
Samples. S.A.E.
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 -way, shoe/Whittle 2/6
5 p. 4 -way, 2 wafer, long spindle 616
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2 -way, 4 P. 3 -way, long spindle 316
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long srinell4 3/6
Wave change " MAKITS " 1 wafer, 8/6; 2 wafer, 1216;
3 wafer 3.6/-; 4 wafer 19/6; 5 wafer 23/-; 6 wafer 26/6.
TOGGLE SWITCHES S.P., 2/-; D.P. 3/6; D.P.D.T.. 41-
MORSE KEYS, good quality, 2/6.
SUB -MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS (15 V.), 1, 2, 4, 5, 8,
25. 50 mfd. 3.- each.

EDISWAN TRANSISTORS
JUNCTION TYPE P.N.P.

AUDIO X11102, for ampli- R.F. XA104 frequency
Sera, and output stages up changer up to 4 Mc/o.
to 250 mllawatta In push -

L XA
2
103 IF . up 8/-pill- 1 /)/ to Mots.

amp

Goltop Power V15/10P, up to lOW with heat sink 201,

1959 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FINEST VALUE

i.'

,

THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
S.W. 16 m.-50 m. LATEST DITILLARD
M.W. 200m.-550 m. ECH81, EF89. EBCS1,
L.W. 800 m.-2,000 m. ELM, EZ80,
12 month Guarantee. A.C. 200/250 v., 4 -way switch.
Short -Medium -Long -Gram. A.V.C. end Negative
Feedback, 4.2 watts. Chassis Min. x 51m. x 21in.
Glass Dial Size 10 x 41in. horizontal or vertical. 2 Pilot
Lamps. Four Knobs. Wainu: or Ivory, aligned and
calibrated. Chassis iso:ated trom mains.

BRAND NEW £9. 10. 0 Carr. 4/6

TERMS: Deposit 2515/ and 5 monthly payments of £1
MATCHED SPEAKERS 8in., 17/6; 10in.. 25/-; 12M. 30,-.

,J.,, GARRARD 4 -SPEED RECORD
Pi CHANGERS RC121/D MKII MODELS

Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months.

AUDIO PERFECTION
Designed to play 16, 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records 7in, 10in.,
12in. With plug-in NORMAL HEAD.

OUR PRICE £10.10.0 each. Post Free.
Optional Plug-in STEREO HEAD £2 extra.

* LATEST COLLARO *
HIGH FIDELITY AUTOCHANGER

£7 - 19 - 6

46 STUDIO '0'

4 Pick-up

4 Speeds -
10 Records

Or With Cabinet, Amplifier and Speaker

£11 - 19 - 6 Carr. 5/6.

B.S.R. MONARCH UA8 4 -SPEED
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS

Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months. k

OUR PRICE £6.19.6 post free
STEREO MODELS OAS, 28,19/6, 1JA12, £101101-.

AUTOCHANGER ACCESSORIES
Suitable player cabinets (uncut boards) .' . 49/6
Amplifier player cabinets with cut boards 63/-
2 valve amplifier and 64in. speaker for above 79/6
3 valve amplifier and 6+in. speaker for above 95/ -

Wired and tested ready for use.

GARRARD 4 -SPEED SINGLE
RECORD PLAYER 4SP

£7.10s. AUDIO PERFECTION 1 pin
MODEL TA MK 11E8 -10 f Stereo Heads
MODEL 4 HF f18 .1. E2 extra.

Teletron Transistor Pocket Radios
Designer's Specified Kits

COMPANION PRINTED CIRCUIT 3

Local station receiver kit, 41x3xIlin. £4.19.6
3 Mallard or Ediswan transistors: Details 6d.

Transidyne Superhet Six 6 x 4 x Ilin.
T.C.C. Printed Circuit, internal Ferrite aerial,
Rola loudspeaker, push-pull output. All parts,
cabinet and 6 Mullard or Ediswan transistors.

£11.19.6 Details 9d.
No surplus reject transistors supplied

THE HI -GAIN BAND 3 PRE -AMP
Cascode circuit using Valve ECC84. I7db
gain. Kit 29/6 less power; or 49/6 with
power pack kit. Plans only 6d.
Also Band I version same Prices.

Volume Controls
Midget size:

Long spindle. Guaran-
teed 1 year. All values
5 K. ohms up to 2 Meg.,

No Switch. D.P. Sw.
3/ -

Linear or Log Tracks.

80 CABLE Coaxial
Semi -air spaced Polythene
insulated lin. dia. Stranded
core. Ideal Band III ad.
Losses cut 50% .yd.
FRINGE QUALITY
AIRSPACED .... 1/6 yd.

COAXIAL PLUGS 1/- LEAD SOCKETS . 2 -
PANEL SOCKETS 13- OUTLET BOXES . . 4'6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d. 13011 or 30011.
TWIN SCREENED BALANCED FEEDER 1 6 yd.. 80 ohm.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g. Plain, undrilled
with 4 sides, riveted corners and lattice fixing holes,
with 2jin. sides, 7 x 4in., 4/6; 9 x 7in., 519; 11 0 7ni
a619d ;1103 ox 196ino., 83/i.6.1184/g. llin., 1016; 15 x 14in., 12/6;

BLACK CRACKLE PAINT. Air drying, 3/- tin.
P.V.C. CONN. WIRE, 8 colours, single or stranded, 24. yd.
NEON MAINS TESTER SCREWDRIVERS, 51,
CORED SOLDER RADIOGRADE 3 yds. 94., Db. 2/6.
PAXOLIN SHEET, Bin. x 10in., 1/6. ION TRAPS 51-

" GEVAERT GEVASONOR "
50% Extra Long Play Plastic Tape,

1,700ft. 7in. Reel 35!-, 850ft. 5in. Reel 21/ -
SUPERIOR 1,200ft. 7in. Plastic Tape 24/-
600ft. sin. 15/, Spare Reels 3/- each.
" INSTANT " Bulk Tape Eraser and Head
Demagnetiser: 200/250 v. A.G. 27/6.
ENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY BACK

VOLTAGES. E3 25 2 kV., 5!-; K3/40 3.2 kV., 7,-; K3/45
.6 kV., 7/6; K3/50 v. 4 kV., 8/-: K3/100 8 kV., 3.4/6.

"0 c.o.s. Voltage 30% of above.
MAINS TYPE. 111411, 125 v., 00 mA., 5/-; 11112, 100 mA.
6/-; EMS, 120 mil., 8/-; R314, 250 v. 275 mA. 18/-.
MINIATURE CONTACT COOLED RECTIFIERS. 250 v.
50 mil., 7/6; 60 mA.. 8/6; 85 mA., 9/6; 200 mA., 21/-;
300 mA.. 27/6; Full Wave 120 mA., 15/-.
COILS. Wearite P " type, 3/- each. Osmor Midget
" Q " type adl. dust core from 4/- each. All ranges.
TELETRON. L. and M. T.R.F. with reaction, 316.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W, 8/9; M. & L., 12/6.
T.R.F. COILS AD1F, 7/- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2/6.

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET, 26/-. H.F. coil, aerial
coil, Oscillator coil, two I.F. transformers 10.7 Me/s.,
Detector transformer and heater, choke. Circuit and
component hook using four 6AM6 2/6. Complete kit
with Jason Calibrated dial and 4 valves .... 86/15i-.
With new Jason Cabinet 20/- extra.
Milliard 3-3 quality Amplifier. Ready built, £7117/6.

CONDENSERS. New Stock. .001 mfd. 7 kV. T.C.C. 5/6.
.20 kV., 9/6. 7 kV. 9.6. 100 pf. to 500 pf. Micas, 64,
Tubular 500 v. .001 to .01 mfd., 94.; .95 .1 1/-; .25 116;

.1,3596 v., 9d.; 0.1 mid., 2,000 v., 3.6; .001 mid.,
2.5,0100/9v'.

CERAMIC COEDS. 500 v., .3 pf. to .01 mid., 9d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10% 6 pf. to 500 pf., 1/-;
600 p1. to 3,000 pf., 1/3.
CLOSE TOLERANCE (±1 pf.) 1.5 pf. to 47 pf., 1/6. DITTO
1's 50 pf. to 815 pf. 1/9; 1.000 pf. to 5,000 pi.. 2!-.

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES

1/350 v. 2/- 64/350 v. 5/6 8/500 v. 3/-
2/450 v. 2/3 100/25 v. 2/- 16/500 v. 4/-
4/450 v. 2/3 250/25 v. 11- 32/350 v. 41-
8/450 V. 500/12 v. 3/- 100/270 v. 516
8/500 v. 2/9 8+8/450 v. 4/6 2,500/3 v.
16/450 v. 3/6 8+8/500 v. 51- 6,000/6 v. 51-
16/500 v. 41- 8+16/450 v. 5/- 8+1.6/500v. 7-
81/420 v. 5/8 8+16/500 v. 5/6 32+32/350 v. 4/6
25/25 v. 119 16+16/450 v. 5/6 50 +50/350 v. 71-
50/25 v. 2/- 16 +16/500v. 51- 64 +120/350 v.11/6
50/50 v. 2/- 32 + 32/350 v.4/6 100 + 200 /275v.12/6
FULL WAVE BRIDGE/SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 2, 6 or
12 v. 11 amp., 8/9 2 a. 11/3; 4 a. 1716; 6 a. 2216.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped Input
for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v. 1j. a., 15'6; 2 a., 17/6: 4 a., 22 6
Charger circuit fr e. AMPMETERS, 4 a. and 5 a.,

NEW and boxed VALVES 98 -day guarantee
1R5 8/6 6L6(1 10/6 EA50 1/6 EY51 12/6
185 8/6 6N7M 7/8 EABC80 10i6 EZ81 8/6
1T4 8/6 6Q70 10/6 EB91 6/6 HABC80 12/6
2X2
394

2/6 6SA7M106
68.7731

EBC33
EBC41

8/6
10/6

HVR2A 7/6

3V4
5U4

8/6
8/6
8/6

65217
6V6G

10/8
8/6
7/6

EBF80 10/6 616

5Y3 8/6 6X4 7/6
EEcCCF8840 1.12/166

5Z4 10/6 6X5 716 ECH42 10/6 PeF8
6AM6 8/6 12A6 8/8 ECM° 12/6 PCLS2 11/6
6BE6 7/6 12AT7 1016 ECL82 12/6 PEN25 6/6
6BH6 10/8 12AU7 9/8 EF39 7/6 l'1.131 10/6
613W6 10/8 12AX7 94 EF4I 10/6 PY80 016
608 7/6 12BA6 9/6 EF50 5/ PY81 1016
6F60 7/6 12BE6 9/6 EF50 1 o,. P982 818
6116GT 3/6 12K7 8/6 8 I - I ''" SF61 5/13
635M 6/6 12Q7 8/6 EF80 10/61OBC41 10/6
6.15 716 351.6 9/8 EF92 5/6110142 1016
617G 8/6 3524 9/6 106
6K6GT 6/6 EELL3824 1053uut441 10 6
6K7C1 516 807 1316kEZ40 81 1.1941 9 6
615.8G 13i6 954 1/6 EZ50 8/ U22 10 6

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
OUR ONLY ADDRESS

337 WHITEHORSE RD.,
WEST CROYDON

POSTAL SERVICE 51-, OVER E2 FREE. C.O.D. 116 (EXPORT C.W.O. POST EXTRA.) Wed. I p.m. Catalogue 1/6. THO. 1665. Buses 133 or 68
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THE NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC
Holloway Road, London, N.7.

Principal :
T. J. Drakeley, C.B.E., D.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.I.C., F.I.R.I.

Department of Telecommunications
Full-time Day, Part-time Day and Evening Courses in Tele-
communications Engineering in preparation for the Northern
Polytechnic Diploma in Telecommunications, the Graduate -
ship of the British Institution of Radio Engineers and the
City and Guilds of London Institute Telecommunication
Technicians Course and Supplementary Studies for the Full
Technological Certificate.
Full-time 1 year Course in Radio Servicing and full-time 1

year course in Television Servicing, also part-time day release
and evening classes are held in these subjects in preparation
for the City and Guilds of London Institute and the Radio
Trades Examination Boards' Certificates.
The Supplementary Studies covered are: -

Advanced Telecommunication and Electronic Principles
Communication Radio
Basic Microwave Techniques
Microwave Radio -Relay systems
Radar and Radio -Navigational Aids
Sound Broadcasting
Television Broadcasting
Digital Computers
Analogue Computers
Audio Engineering
Pulse Circuit Analysis

Special evening course in the principles and practice of Colour
Television Engineering. All the above courses include practical
laboratory and workshop experience.
London fees: £30 per year, or £11 per term, plus £2 registra-
tion fee, for full-time courses. (No fee for students under
18 years of age.)
Evening class fees range from 40/- to 55/-.
Enrolment for day classes by appointment.
Enrolment for evening classes, 5.30-7.30 p.m., 22nd and 23rd
September, 1959.
New term commences 28th September, 1959.
Prospectus free on application to Secretary.

SOUTHERN TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL MULLARD AMPLIFIERS

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (Secondaries for 3.75 and 15 ohms)
T.44 5.10 amp. ultra linear, 8,000 011111. 43% tappings 30/-. Per. 2/-.
T.162. 5.10 amp. and Osram 912. 6,600 ohm 20% tappings 301-. P/P.
T.100. 5.10 amp. LOW loading. 6,000 ohm, 28/-. P/P. 21..
T.142. 7 watt stereo amp. 9,000 ohm. 20% tappings. 261-. P/P. 2/..
T.140. 3 watt amp., type A tape amp., 2 watt stereo, 5,000 ohm. IV-. P/P. 21 -

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Primaries 240-220-200; 0-10 v. 50 els.)
T.55. 5-10 wan. and tuner, 300-0.300 v., 120 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 a., 6T. 6.3 v. 2.5 a.,
6,3 v. 1 a., 32/-. P/P. 2/6.
T.56. 5-10 amp. 300.0.300 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. cT. 6.3 v. 1 a., 27/-. P/P 2/6.
T.101. Two 5.10 amp. Low loading, 300-0-300 v., 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a. cT., 6.3 v.

1 a., 34/-. P/P. 2/9.
T.143. 7 watt stereo, 250-0-250 v., 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a. cT., 6.3 v. 1 a., 33/, P/P 2/9.
T.141. 3 watt, 300.0-300 v., 60 mA. 6.3 v., 1 a., eT., 6.3 v., 1 a., 22/-. P/P. 2/..
T.163. 2 watt stereo 250-0-250v .80 mA. 6.3v. 2a. cT., 6.3v. la., 25/-. P/P. 2/6.
All transformers fully. guaranteed, all shrouded fully except T.140 and T.B.
SPECIAL OFFER. T.44 and T.55 521-. P/P. 3/6. Used on "Bribond P.C."

" POWER-PAKS"
T.A. Trans. and Siemens contact cooled metal bridge rectifier delivers 270 volts D.C.
100 mA. and 6.3 v. cT. 3 a., 32/-. Plus 2/.. PIP.
T.B. Trans. and Siemens contact cooled metal bridge rectifier delivers 270 volts D.C.
60 mA. and 6.3 v. cT. 2 a., 25/, plus 2/. P.P.
SOUTHERN TECHNICAL SUPPLIES, 83 Station Road, Portslada, Sussex

RADIO TRADERS LTD.
23 WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.I. (Coventry Street end)

Phone No.: GERrard 3977/8 Grams: "Rodiotrade.'
STOCKISTS OF CARR FASTENER COMPONENTS

ALL POPULAR
TYPES

OF COMPONENTS
SUPPLIED FROM

STOCK

TRANSISTORS: A.F. 7/6 each. R.F. 15/. each.
TRANSISTOR CONDENSERS. Miniature Electrolytic Capacitor,
32 mfd. 3 v. 25 mfd. 25 v. 25 v. 25 mfd. 6 v., 16 mid. 12 v. 8 mfd. 6 v., 5
mfd. 12 v., 2.5 mfd. 25 v., 1.6 mfd. 6 v. I mfd. 12 v. All these types of con-
densers are 2/6 each. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES.

THREE ASTOUNDING TV TUBE OFFERS
All brand new in famous maker's cartons.

(1) I7in. rectangular aluminised 6.3 HTRS .3A current; max. anode voltage
16 kV. Usual price L17.5.0. OUR PRICE 0.19.6. Crating and carr. 15/-.
(2) Ferranti T12/44 and T12/54G I2in. magnetic white fluorescence; 4 v.
heater: max. anode 10 kV. As used in many TV receivers. Original price
L17.5.0. Our price £4.19.6. Crating and carr. 12/6.
(3) Ferranti 9in. Tube round white fluorescence, 5 v. heater, max. anode
voltage 7 kV. Our price E2.19.6. Crating and carr. 11/6.
JONES PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 4 pin 2/6 pair; 6 pin 3/6 pair; 8
pin 4/6 per pair; 12 pin 6/6 per pair. If cover required send 1/6 extra per
cover.
WANDER PLUGS. Red and black doz. 2/ -
PHILIPS TRIMMER TOOLS 1/- each doz. 10/6

4 -WAY PUSH-BUTTON UNITS 2/6 each. Knobs for same, 3d. each.
POINTER KNOBS. Small black with white line, 7/6 per doz. Small
white with black line 8/. per doz. Both types tin. spindle. Large price
reductions for 1,000 lots and over.
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. ALL ORDERS DEPT. W.I .

ALL ORDERS FOR LESS THAN E2 ADD POSTAGE
We invite your enquiries for items not listed.
Trade Counter open 9 to 6 Monday to Friday

Also 9 to I Saturday. Callers welcomed.
Large stocks of all types of resistors, condensers, valveholders always
available ex stock. Manufacturers' enquiries welcome.

PULLER ELECTRONICS
FREQUENCY STANDARD ACCURACY
1 PART IN 10U WAVEMETER STANDARD No.2

The Wavemeter Standard No. 2 is a crystal controlled fre-
quency standard having an accuracy of I part in 10. incorporat-
ing its own power supply for operation from 50 cycles mains
of 200-250 volts. It is capable of standardizing frequencies
over the range 500 cycles to 10 megacycles direct and by har-
monic extension to 300 megacycles. It is also arranged to
provide an output of at least point I volt across 80 ohm load
at any kc/s interval from 2 kc/s to 10 me/s, with an accuracy
of I part in 100±10 c/s. Mixing and filter arrangements are
provided in such a manner that the Wavemeter is direct reading
and the procedure for obtaining any frequency is reduced to
turning switches and tuning filters. The Wavemeter consists
of seven units incorporated in one framework and is trans-
portable.

The units are as follows:

A. Power unit.

B. 100 kc/s crystal unit.

C. 10 kcIs and 100 kc/s
unit.

D. I kc/s unit.

E. 1,000 kc/s unit.

F. H.F. oscillator unit.

G. L.F. oscillator unit.

Service Facilities for Most Types of Electronic Equipment

PULLER ELECTRONICS
1A, Whitehall Park, London, N.19

ARChway 1678
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SAMSON'S SURPLUS STORES LTD.

LONDON'S GREATEST DEALERS IN RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

WESTINGHOUSE L.T. SUPPLY UNITS.
Type No. 139. A.C. input, 200-250 volts.
D.C. output, 36 volts, 18 amps. Continuous
Rating at 50 deg. C. Fitted with Input and
Output Fuses and Mains On/Off Switch. Size
of cabinet: 26 x 19 x 14 inches. E17/10/- Ex
Warehouse.

HEAVY DUTY SLIDING RESISTORS.
2612 6a., Double Tube Slider Control, 45/-.
7312 I -3a. Completely enclosed. Single Tube
Slider, 35/-. 1200 1.75-0.9a. Completely
Enclosed. Single Tube Slider Control, 30/-.
700 2.9-0,65a. Double Tube Geared Drive
Control, 32/6. 1.250, 25a. Geared Drive
Control, 27/6. 0.40 25a. Geared Drive Con-
trol, 17/6. 110 4.5a., 12/6. 30 10a., 12/6.
1.20 I5a., 10/6. 10 12a., 8/6. All Single Tube
Slider Control. 120 4a. Horizontal Sweep
Control, 12/6. 0.40 24a. Tapped, 8/6. 5.30
8a. Fixed 10/-. 6050 2.8-0.45a. Fixed, I0/-.
Carr. on all Resistors, 31-.

AMERICAN OHMITE RHEOSTATS. 250
2a., 15/-. 150 2.25a., 15/-. 500 I.4a., 12/6.
150 I.3a., 12/6. 100 3.1a., 12/6. Twin Gang,
250 0.75a., each 7/6. 35052 25 watt, 3/6. All
Types Panel Mounting, 1 inch dia. Spindles.
Supplied Brand New. P.P. on all types 2/-.

AMERICAN CAPACITORS. 4 mfd.,
2,500v. wkg., 12/6. 8 Mfd. 1,500v. wkg., 12/6.
10 Mfd. 1,000v. wkg., 10/6. 2 Mfd. 1,500 v.
wkg., 6/6. 1 Mfd. 2,000v wkg., 5/6. 0.1 Mfd.
7,500v. wkg., 8/6. 6 Mfd. 330v. wkg. A.C., 10/6.
All Capacitors Supplied Brand New.

BRITISH TYPES. 8 Mfd. 400v. wkg. at 71
deg. C., 5/6. Nitrogol, 8 Mfd., 750v. wkg. at
71 deg. C., 8/6. 8 Mfd. 250v. wkg. at 71 deg. C..
4/6. 4 Mfd. 800v. wkg. at 160 deg. F., 3/6.
0.5 Mfd. 2,000v. wkg. at 60 deg. C., 3/-. P.P. on
all condensers, 2/-.

AMERICAN MINIATURE PANEL
MOUNTING 5 OR IS AMP. OVERLOAD
SWITCHES. Size 21 x 2kins., 4/6. P.P. 1/6.
18 amp., 2 Pole, Size 5 x 3 x tins., 10/6. P.P. 2/6.
American Heavy Duty Double Pole, 250v.
60 Amp. Safety Switches. Completely enclosed,
29/6. P.P. 3/6.

ADMIRALTY INTER-
GRATORS. Type AS9I.
A very fine galvanometer
movement. Coil 40 ohms.

Centre zero to FSD I

microamp. Every instru-
ment guaranteed, 59/6.

Carr. 4/-.

We now have London's largest and
most comprehensive walk -round dept.
This enables you to see our enormous
stocks of electronic and radio equip-
ment too numerous to advertise. We
invite you to browse without any obliga-
tion. Open all day Saturday. Official
monthly account orders accepted.

BRAND NEW AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
LANDING LIGHTS. 250 watts. 8M. dia.
Retractable reflector. Operated by fitted
geared motor. 12 volt 45/-. 24 volt, 37/6
Carr. 5/-.

FERRANTI MOVING COIL VOLTAGE
REGULATOR TRANSFORMERS. 7.5 kva.
Stabilized output between 200-250 volts can
be selected. Output voltage is automatically
maintained constant within plus or minus
at all loads when the supply voltage varies plus
8% to minus Freq. compensated 45-55
and 54-66 cycles, E45, Ex Warehouse.

A.M. METERS. New and guaranteed, 0-
250 microamps., 24in. M.C. Flush mounting,
32/6. 0-100 milliamps., 21in. M.C. F.M., 12/6.
0-30 milliamps., 21in. M.C. F.M., 12/6. 30-0-30,
24in. D.C. ammeters M.C. F.M., 17/6. 0-200
milliamps., 2in. sq. M.C., F.M., 8/6. 0-15 D.C.
volts, 11in. M.C. F.M., 10/6. 0-150 volts A.C.
25-100 cycles, 21in. American Sin. C.R. Tubes,
Type 3BPI, complete with Screen, I5,-. P'P' 3/6.

AMERICAN AIR-
CRAFT 24 -volt
ACTUATOR
UNITS. Type
ML -PM. Plunger
opens and closes

41ins., with limited
switch. Will operate
on 12 volts. Motor
spec. : H.P. I/6th.
R. P . M . 7 , 5 0 0 .
Approx. overall size:
15 x 6 x 6in,

169-171 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2.

METRO -VICKERS MASTER VOLT
METERS. 0-20 volts A.C., M.I. 6 -inch round
mirrored scale, 15/-. P.P. 3/6. Brand new in
maker's carton.

HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS.
All Ratings Tropical and in perfect condition.
No. I: Pri. 220-240v., Sec. tapped 42-45volts,
50 amps., E9/151-. Carr. 10/-. No. 2: Pri. 230 v.
Sec. tapped 4-6-11 volts, 200 amps., E8/10/-.
Carr. 7/6. No. 3: Pri. 200-250v. Sec. 50v. 30 amps,
E6/10/-. Carr. 7/6. No. 4: Pri. 200-240v. Sec. 50
volts, 20 amps., E4/10/-. Carr. 7/6. No. 5: Pri.
200-250v. Sec. tapped 28-29-30-31 volts, 21
amps., E4/17/6. Carr. 7/6. No. 6: Pri. 100-250v.
Sec. Two Separate Windings, tapped 15-16-17
volts, 4 amps., 35/-. Carr. 4/-. No. 7: Pri. 220-
240v. Sec. Three Separate Windings 6-15 volts,
50 amps, 6 V.C.T. 15 amps., 6 V.C.T., 2.5 amps.,
E4/19/6. Carr. 7/6. No. 8: Pri. 220-240v. Sec.
6.3 volts, 15 amps., 25/-. P.P. 3/6. No. 9: Pri.
220-240v. Sec. Four Separate Windings.
5v. C.T. 4 amps., 5v. C.T., 4 amps., 5v. V.T.,
4 amps., 4v. 4 amps., Potted Type, 32/6. P.P. 3/6.
No. 10: Pri. 220-240v., Sec. Three Separate
Windings, 6.3v. C.T., 4 amps, 6.3v. C.T., 4 amps,
6.3v. 4 amps. Potted Type, 29/6. P.P. 3/6.
No. I 1 Pri. 115-230v. Sec. 5 volts, 15 amps.,
15 kv. Insulation, 37/6. Carr. 5/-. No. 12: Pri.
220-240v. Sec. 45 volts, 2 amps., 16/7. P.P. 3/6.
No. 13: Pri. 220-240v. Sec. 6 volts, 7.7 amps.,
15/-. P.P. 2/6. No. 14; Pri. 220-240. Sec.
tapped 10-17-18 volts, 10 amps., 52/6. Carr. 4/-.

TRUVOX LOUD HAILERS. 7/ ohm. 8
watts. Built in strong wood case with trans-
former. Brand new, 18/6. Carr. 3/6.

A.M. RECORDING WIRE. Type No.
ZA3I961. 11b. spools. Supplied Brand new
in sealed metal containers, 6/-. P.P. 1/6.

VALVES- Brand new ex -Govt. R.C.A. REL7
(CV97), 8/6. 1616, 3/6. Six for 17,6. P.P. 3/6.
7A7, 3/6. RK28A, 10/6. British types VU120A,
2/6. VU133, 2/6. ARP36, 3/6. PM24A, 5/-.
PEN25, 4/6. 50L6, 5/-. SP42, 3/6. CV9, 3/6.
HL4 I, 3/6. HLI 320, 3/6. 5U4G, 7/6. 807, 7/6.
12SH7, 3/6. 12H7, 3/6. 12517, 5/-. 6K8, 7/6.
12AU7, 7/6. VT90, 8/6. ARPI2, six for 10/-.
P.P. 2/6. APT4, 6/-. U14, 7/6. DK92, 6/-.
DL93, 6/-. CV284, 5/-. 955, 3/6. 9004, 3/6.
VRI 50/30, 7/6. EF50, 4/-. 6SK7, 5/-. P.P. on
all Valves, 1/-.

S.T.C. FIELD TELEPHONES. Type No
YA.7783. Buzzer calling, operates from 41v.
battery. A self-contained unit which can be
easily held in one hand. Ideal for Aerial Riggers,
Building Sites, Farms, Workshops, etc. Size:
91 x x 21in. Supplied Brand new. Complete
with 41v. battery, E5/19/6 perpair. P.P. 3/6.

Telephone PAD 7851, AMB 5125

E
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
40 ma. to 10 amp., 6 v. to 100 v.
Bridge, H. Wave or P.P.
WITH OR WITHOUT HIGH-
GRADE TRANSFORMER TO
SUIT. These are new goods, best
makes, not reconstructed Government
surplus. Popular types, 6 v. 1 a.,
4/-, 2 a., 7/6, 12 v. 2 a., 8/6, 12 v.
1 a., 7/6, 12 v. 3 a., 15/-, 6 a. alloy -
finned type, 27/6, 24 v. 0.3 a., 9/-,
0.6 a., 12/6, 24 v. 1 a., 13/6, 2 a.,
15;6, 24 v. 3 a., 21/-, 50 v. 1 a., 24/-,
50 v. 2 a., 42/-, 130 v. 300 ma. h
wave, 38/-, 250 v. 300 ma. do., 65/-
110 v. 1 a. bdge., 48/-, 130 v. 80 ma.
bdge., 21;-. Postage 9d. extra each

CHARGER KITS
No. 1, a kit for
2 v., 6 v., 12 v.,
3 amp. trans-
former, rectifier,
ammeter, all
high-grade new
parts, not rub-
bish, 52/6,
unique convec-
tor housing for

same, as illust., 12/6, p.p. 3/-, ditto,
but 2 amp., 43/-, case 12/6, p.p. 3/-.
Economy 12 v. 3 amp. kit, no am-
meter needed, 34/6, pp. 2/6, all with
12 months' guarantee.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43 UPLANDS WAY, LONDON, N.21

Telephone LAB 4457

Fidelia

Eleven years iiiso the Fidelia range of hand
built real high fidelity equipment was introduced.
Based on over twenty years' experience of high
quality sound reproduction its soundness of
design and construction has both outlived many
passing fade and permitted original models to be
rebuilt at modest cost to provide VHF reception
and other facilities.
Our present range includes:
Fidelia Major AM/FM tuner unit with pre -amp.,
tone controls, etc., R.F. stage on all wavebands,
variable selsetivity, etc. Price E27141-, or with
the Major amplifier, £421141-.
Fidelia Imperial, VHF tuner. Price £15151-,
or with pre -amp. and tone controls, £19.
Fidelia Preoiton, switched VHF tuner. Price
214/61, or with pre -amp. and tone controls. £19.
Fidelia Preeiton built as a VHF Radiogram
chassis, 3 watts output, bass and treble controls,
an ideal small quality unit, £21.
Fidelia Major amplifier, £18.
Fidelia Mk. I. Stereo amplifier with control unit,
£25.

Full details willingly on request.
(64. for postage is appreciatedt.)

2 AMHURST ROAD

EL RO
TELSCOMBE CLIFFS
Nr. Brighton,
SUSSEX.

efitii-K-S. Tel.: Peeleehaven 3156

EASCO flICTP.ICAL
11101.0INCS 115

ZS"e49
INTER-COM &
SOUND adie4-02s

BRIGHTON TERRACE . LONDON.S.V19

'Phone: BRIxton 4961

' BARGAINS WITH PERSONAL SERVICE."
ROTARY CONVERTORS. '24 v. d.c. input, 230 v. a.c.
50 c. 100 watts output, brand new, 24110/-. Ditto,
125 watts, £4/1718. A few of these models, store
soiled, at a redaction of 10/.. Ditto, 160 watts, new
E5:101-, with sliding resistor for same £6. Carriage
on all the above 7/6, outside mainland extra.
ROTARY CONVERTOR. By Lancashire -Crypt°,
24 v. d.c. Input, 230 v. a.c. 50 e. 135;watts output In
wood carrying case, with 3 -pin flush output socket,
absolutely brand new and ,mused In original packing
case, 27119/6, carriage 10/'. A small number left,
24 v. do. Input, 50 v. c. 4 amps. output, in steel
case, 22/101-. Auto transformer 50/230 v. to suit
smne, MAW-. carriage on each 5/,
AUTOMATIC STARTERS. 24 v. Type 24, 10F/679,
heavy silver contacts, brand new in original packing,
4/6 each. P.P. It-. Large quantity available, with
special price for quantities.
COMMUNICATION nECEIVER R107. 9 valve,
3 waveband, 1.2-17.0 Mcis. (18-250 metres). Mains
100/23 ex., also 12 v. d.c. Used but in very good
condition, only 27/19/6. carriage £1 mainland.
CR100 RECEIVER. Very good condition, £19;
CR 100/2 and 8 Mod, 222/10/, Carriage 11 mainland.
BATTERY CHARGERS. 230 v. a.c. input. 24 v. d.c.
output al. 10 amps. with meter, fine and coarse controls
enables 6, 12, or 24 v. batteries to be charged, fused
with on/off switch, £9/10/-. Carriage SL mainland.
RECTIFIER SETS. 230 v.' 1ph. Input, 24 v. d.c. at
26 amps. output, 212/10/-; 230 v. ditto, 36 v. at
50 amps. output, 217/10/-: 230 v. ditto 3 ph., 36 v. at
50 amps., £20. 380/440 v. 3 ph. input, 36 v. d.c. at
50 snaps. output 227/10/-.
RIFE ALKALINE BATTERIES. 25 a.h.. 1.2 v. per
cell. 10/- ea. P.P. 1/6.
CONDENSERS. " Pyranol " oil filled 10 µF 2 kv. wkg.
(part of the Transmitter ET4336) 22/6 ea.:1 dozen
lots at 1.9/- ea.; 50 to 100. 16/- ea. Packing and
carriage at cost.
HEADPHONES. Ericson high resistance 4,000 ohms,
15/6. P.P. 1/.. D.L.R.Olow resistance. 7/- ea., with
breast microphone 9/6. P.P. on each 1/-.
ROTARY TRANSFORMER. 6 v. do. input, 255 v. d.c.
output 175 mA., type 07 by Hoovers, brand new, 17/61
12 v. ditto midget type 310 v. d.c. output 30 mA.,
10/6. P.P. 11,
TELEGRAPH LINEMEN'S SAFETY BELTS. Leather
2in. x tin.. double buckles, with safety catch, a must
for all climbing purposes. Brand new, 17/6. P.P. 2/-.
HAND MICROPHONE, Moving coil No. 13, round,
2fin. diameter, with thumb press switch, brand new,
only 12/6. P.P. 1/-. Inserts for same, 4/6. P.P. 6d.
ANTENNA CURRENT INDICATOR. U.S.A. New
2110. flush, 82. P.P. fid.
AERIAL VARIOMETERS. Part of 19 set Mk. II.
New. 3.1/6. P.P. 1/6.
373 MINIATURE I.F. STRIP. F.M. conversion,
9.72 Mc/s, complete with 6 valves. Conversion details
" P.W.," April 1957. Now only 29/6. PT. 1/6.
CONTROL UNIT, U.S.A. Case 12 x 6 x 3in., hinged lid,
with 1 mA 2fin. meter flush fitted, 5 micro and 2 toggle
switches, relays, condensers and other components,
wonderful bargain, 22/6. P.P. 2/6.
CONTROL BOX, U.S.A. Fitted 21n. 1 mA. flush meter,
2 toggle switches and other components. 12/6. P.P. 1/-.
RE-ENTRANT LOUD HAILERS. Heavy duty
20 watts, 15 ohms. £5. Carriage 12/6.
CABLE AND WIRE. Heniy's new, Unirubber 2.5,
14/0076, 10/6. 100 yds., P.P. 2/-; 420 yd. coils 38/6
P.P. 5/6. Uniflex single screened 2.5, 17/19, P.P. 3/6,
per 100 yards. Dumet Twin screened 23/0076, 35/-
100 yds., P.P. 5/.. Equipment Wire, 14/0048 p.v.c.
100 yds."0/.. P.P. 1/-: Ditto, 70/0076 340ft. coils,
11/8. P.P. 2/-.
RADAR EQUIPMENT. 3 Centimetre U.S.A., RTIO/
APS with Scanner. Powered by Douglas Generating
plant with 24 v. 500 w. 2,000 c. alternator, the whole
folds away in a light two -wheeled trailer, £75. Trans-
port by arrangement. Photograph.
Terms. C.W.O. or approved monthly accounts.
S.A.E. inquiries.

A. J. THOMPSON
" EILING LODGE," CODICOTE, HERTS.

Phone: Codicote 242

VORTEXION
TAPE
RECORDERS

V.A. Equipment. Pev.onal Recordings etc.
Tope to Tape/Disc. Service

SALE OR HIRE
Griffiths Hansen (Recordings) Ltd.
24/25, Foley Street. London, W.I. MUSeum 2771

DQ DOD E DO LiLLILLILl
D

F COVENTRY RADIO LTD.
 10111DOCEIDEMODELIMOODE

0

0

0

189/191, Dunstable Road, LUTON.

Audio & Component Specialists Est. 1925

If you are unable to visit us at
Luton, send for a copy of our

HI-FI CATALOGUE
of 300 items 70 pages.
Price 1/- plus 6d. postage.

Also available now

"THE GRUNDIG BOOK"
I2/6d. plus 1/- postage.
If you own a tape recorder of any
make you will find this book an essentialn for successful recording.

0

 LUTON'S HI-FI CENTRE
Telephone Luton 7388/9.

0

TELEPRINTERS: New condition ex stock.
Also Perforators, Reperforators, Tape Readers
Recorders and Teleprinter Switchboards,
Power Supply Units for Teleprinters and V.F.
Telegraphy. Teleprinter spare parts.
SWITCHBOARDS: Manual and Portable,
40 -line and 10 -line.
FIELD TELEPHONES: Types EE8 (Ameri-
can), D, F and L (British).
CARRIER TELEPHONY TERMINALS
AND REPEATERS: 4 -Channel and I +I.
V.F. TELEGRAPHY APPARATUS:
Speech ± Duplex and 6 -Channel Duplex,
Line Equalizers, Transformers, Frequency
Filters.
COLLINS 18Q (TCS): R/T Stations If to
12 Mc/s., Power Supply Units for D.C. 12 v.
and 24 v. also 115 v. and 220/250 v. A.C.
supply.
WIRELESS SET 19: Complete equipment
in unused condition as new.
WIRELESS SET 31: Walkie-Talkie 40/48
Mc/s.
WIRELESS SET 62: Lightweight Communi-
cations Sets 11/10 MO.
WIRELESS SET 88: Walkie/Talkie 40/42
Mc/s.

H.F. TRANSMITTERS T1509 300 WATTS
OUTPUT: CW, MCW and R/T High Speed
Keying and Remote Control If to 20 MO.-
Power Supply 200/250 v. 50 c/s.
AIRBORNE V.H.F. STATIONS: 10 -
Channel 100-125 Mc/s. or 124.5 to 156 Mc/s.
or 115 to 145 Mc/s.
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIP-
MENT: Rebecca Mark VIII.
RADIO COMPASS SCR -269G: Stations
and spare parts.
RADAR: Marine Equipments complete with
scanners, P.S.U., etc.

R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD.
National Provincial Bank Chambers,
29 South Street, Worthing, Sussex

Tel.: Worthing 8719 & 30181
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DEPENDABLE RADIO SUPPLIES LTD.
12a TOTTENHAM STREET, LONDON, W.I. (2 minutes Goodge Street Station. Opp. Heals in Tottenham Court Road)

Phone: LANgham 7391/2. Hours of Business 9-6. Callers welcome. Terms: Cash with order or C.O.D.

POST OFFICE
RELAYS

TYPE 3,000
BUILT UP TO YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

COMPONENT PARTS ALL PLATED
Yokes, 3/ -each.

Armatures, 9d. each.
Adjustable, 1/3 each.
Spindles, each.

Top Plates, 3d. each.
Bottom Plates, 3d.

each.
Armatures Screws

adjustable, 4d.each.

Fixing Screws, (with
insulator), 2d.each

Buffer Blocks 6d.
each.

BUILD UPS CONTACTS COIL VALUES
Silver Platinum Single Twin

I. C/O 1/3 4/- Up to 100 Ohms 3/- 5/-
2. C/O 2/6 8/- 500 4/- 6/-
3. C/O 3/6 12/- 1,000 5/- 7/-
4. C/O. 4/6 16/- ,. 5,000 6/6 8/6
6. C/O 6/6 24/-  10,000 9/- 14/6
8. C/0 8/6 32/-  20,000 I4/- 17/6
Other build ups to order all  40,000 16/- 20/ -
types of relays built to your  80,000 20/- -
specification. *Slugged coils extra.

Type 600 also available
SIEMEN'S HIGH SPEED C/O RELAYS

250+250 ohm Twin Coils 6/6 1,000+1,000 Ohm Twin Coils 10/6
850+850 8/6 1,700+1,700 17/6

Postage and packing 1/6 on all items.

MINIATURE SEALED RELAYS
Many values in stock. Send for detailed list. S.T.C. 4184 G.D. 700 f2
2 c/o, 17/6. Plus 1/6 P. & P.

No. 19. SUPPLY UNITS
No. I Mark III. Ref. ZA. 15208.
Input: 12 volts.
Output Dual: 250 volts at 125 mA.

490 volts at 65 mA.
Non Tropicalised.

No. 2 Ref. ZA. 10572.
Input: 12 volts or switched to 24

volts.
Output Dual: 265 volts at 120 1,A.

500 volts at 26 mA
Also 12 volt vibra Pack Rectified

OZ4 Valve.
Mallory Type G634C Vibrator.
All these units are smoothed.
Type ZA 3018.
No 19. Mark
Input: 12 volts.
Output Dual: 275 volts at 110 mA.

500 volts at 50 mA.
All these units are smoothed and
fused on both H.T. supplies.
All at 57/6. Plus 7/6 carriage.

RCA. TRANSMITTER
TRANSFORMERS

TYPE 900763-501
CLASS MODIFICATION
Primary 10,400 ohms.
Secondary 4,300 ohms.
NEW, BOXED, E3/101-, carriage
extra.

SUPPLY UNIT VIBRATORY
No. 2 ZB 0300. Input 6v. Output
230v. 100 mA. BRAND NEW.
Completely encased. 25/- each plus
316 carr.

ULTRA SHORT WAVE
TRANSMITTER TYPE 7 A.D.
BRAND NEW. Complete with
push-pull, valves, etc., etc.

25/ -
Plus P. & P. 7/6.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS
61in. P.M. 3 ohm impedance,
heavy duty "ROLA" Speakers.
In metal case with output trans-
former, wire wound V/C and
terminal block. Sprayed in grey
hammer finish. BRAND NEW.

27/6. Plus 3/6 carr.

D.C. input 27 v.
D.C. input 12 v.

Postage &

DYNAMOTOR

ROTARY
TRANS-

FORMER

NEW &
BOXED

Output 285 v. at 75 mA. 37/6.
Output 250 v. at 50 mA. 47/6.
Packing on each 3/6

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Delivery ex stock. Quotations on application.

AS SUPPLIED TO GOVT. DEPTS.
AND LEADING MANUFACTURERS

NEW & BOXED

H.T. 31.
Input 11.5 v.
Output 250
v. at 125 mA.

H.T. 32
Input 1.5 v.
Output 490
v.2: 65 mA.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Made by DELCO

TYPE I
27/6

P. & P.
3/6

TYPE 2
37/6

P. & P.
3/6

Type I. Dual voltage 12 or 24 v. input 265 v.,
120 mA. output; 500 v., 26 mA. output
Type 2. 12 v. input, 275 v., 110 mA. output;
500 v., 50 mA output.

Both types dual output.

UNREPEATABLE OFFER LESS THAN
HALF MANUFACTURER'S COST

Brand new single
phase motors
suitable for tape
recorders, radio-
grams, work-
shops, etc., etc.
Has many uses.
Reversible, 200-
230 v., 5in. oz.
torque. 1,400
r.p.m. Capacitor
start. Weight
411b. Length
overall 5in.,

spindle both ends. lin. x fin. x tin. Price,
incl. P. & P. and capacitor, 55/-.

BLOWER
MOTOR

Operation figures:
27v. at 7,000 r.p.m.
I2v. at 2,800 r.p.m.
6v. at 380 r.p.m.

17/6
Complete with
blower 22/6.

P. & P. 2/6.

HEAVY DUTY SLIDING
RESISTORS
Supplied in two types
250 watts to carry 25 amps. Resistance 0.4
ohms, worm drive, also 125 watts, 12 amps.
Resistance I ohm. slider. Suitable for charging
board, etc. Size 9 x 4 x 6in. high. Brand new.
Boxed. Price 12/6. Post 3,/-.

ULTRA SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTER
TYPE 7 A.D. BRAND NEW. Complete
with push-pull valves, etr. . etc, To clear,
30/-. Plus P. & P. 51...

LOUDHAILER SPEAKER UNIT
Impedance 710. 6-8
watts output. Weight
10Ib. Size: depth 71in.,
diam. 10in. Easy fixing.
Weatherproof spun
solid steel. Hammered
finish.

PRICE 57/6

Carriage & Packing 7/6.
IDEAL FOR SPORTS
EVENTS, ELECTIONEERING
AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS.

TANNOY
Ex Govt.

RE-ENTRANT
SPEAKERS

Impedance 7152
Handling cap. 8
watts. At a

special price of
I5/-. Post 3/6.

Complete Portable
Vehicle Loud Hailer
operates on 12 v. or
24 v. supply, out-
put 6 watts. Can be
fixed easily.
Comprising Power
Pack, Loud Hailer,
Hand Powered Mic-
rophone. Weather-
proof. Very heavy
metal case.
PRICE EACH 01101 -
Carr. & Packing 10/-.

HEADPHONES
D.L.R.2 and D.L.R.5. BRAND NEW. Low
resistance. Balanced armatures. 6/6 pair.

P. & P. 1/6.
Single earpieces 3/6

NO. 3A & NO. 4A HAND MICRO-
PHONES. Complete with plugs. BRAND
NEW. 3/6 each. P. & P. 1/6.
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5,000v. INSULATION TESTERS

-I Output voltage 0-
: 5,000 v. A.G. or D.C.,

continuously variable
from zero.
Output current 5
amp max. for D.C. 10
milliamp max. for A.C.
Voltageindicatormeter
for both A.C. and D.C.
Voltage reading drops
to zero and Magic Eye

5,000v Insulation Testers closes.
Voltage indication by Magic Eye.
Power supply 200-250 A.G.
Dimensions 18 x 18 x I3in. Weight 301b.
Made for flash testing and (or the measurement
of the breakdown voltage of electrical com-
ponents and insulation. A spring -loaded switch
is fitted in the test prod which keeps the 200/
250 v. supply switched off. Original cost £75
Our price brand new in fitted transit case E24

LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY
Tape Recorder or Gram Unit cases size Ift. 2in.
x Ift. 6in. x 2ft. Walnut 35/- each, carriage 5/-.
G.45 16 mm. Cine Cameras with magazine,
ex Govt., f/3.5 lens, L4 each, polished.
Rectifier Units. 240 v. A.G. in, 100/120 v.
D.C. out. at 2.5 amps. L12/101-. Carriage 20/-.
Transformers. 210/250 v. in 275 v./0/275 v.
50 mA 6.3 v. at 3a CT 17/6. 0/240 v. in, out 150 v./
0/150 v. 215 mA 500 v./0/500 v. 200 mA 6.3 v. at
3 amps 6.3 v. at 2 amps 5 v. at 3 amps 32/6. 0/240 v.
(350/0/350 v. 450/0/450 v. 550/0/550 v.) 250 mA
40/4 v./6.3 v. at 4 amps 0/4 v./6.3 v. at 4 amps 0/4
v.16.3 v. at 3 amps 0/4/5 v. at 3.5 amps 37/6. 0/240
v. in, 550 v. out 290 v. 0/20 v./450 v./640 v./820 v.
out 6.3 v. at 3 amps 6.3 v. at 4 amps 6.3 v. at 3
amps 6.4 v. at 2 amps 42/6.
Pots. 1K, 2.5K, 10K, 40K, 2HEG 4/- each. Post 9d.
Tygan fret 2/- sq. ft.
Transformers Step Down
200 250 v. in 30 v. out 100 watts 17/6, post 2/-.
200 250 v. in 110 v. out 100 watts 17/6, post 2/-.
Voltage Regulators 230 v. 150 w. by Selec I5/ -
Earphones and Mics 6/- set.
CARBON HAND MIKES 2/6.
Meters 0.35 mA 10/-; 0.5 mA 10/-.
RARRINGAY SUPPLIES

345 HORNSEY ROAD, N.I9 ARC 4107

STEREOSOUND 5W. AMPLIFIERS. In
polished cabinet 141 x 6 x Sins. Weight
151b. 12 months' guarantee. 15 Gns. P.P.
12v. DC MAGNETIC SWITCH. Cuts out on 2
amp. overload or dead short. 13/6. P.P.
U.S. ARMY SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE
222-A. 8-15 and 150-230 me/s. £21. And
Type 72-J. 100Kc. 32mc/s. 215/10. P.P.
These are precision instruments.
FAMOUS MAKE LIGHTWEIGHT PENCIL
BIT SOLDERING IRON, 220/240 v. 25 w.
Indicator light in handle (list price 24/6).
Price 16/6. P.P.
SCOOTER BATTERIES. 6 v. 10 A.M. Hard
rubber case. Size 5 x 5 x liin. Weight 31b.
15/-. P.P. Also ideal for model use.
NEW AND BOXED COLLARO CONQUEST
4 -SPEED RECORD AUTO CHANGERS.
200/250 v. A.C. £6/19/6. Carriage 5/-.
OUR FAMOUS TRANSFORMERS. Input
200/250. Output tapped 3 to 30 v. 2 a. or
tapped 5, 11, 17 v. 5 a. Each 24/6. P.P.
F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12/6 volt,
1 a., 7/6; 3 a., 131-; 4 a., 17/6; 6 a., 27/6; P.P.
STUDIO "0" P/U CARTRIDGES 21/- P.P.
FLAT TYPE H.W. RECTIFIERS. 250v. 25m/a
7/6. 60m/a, 7/6. 300m/a. 24/-. All P.P. Most
other types stocked.

All items new and guaranteed
RELAYS. We hold large stocks. Any contact
combination and operating coil voltage
supplied from 3/,
KEY SWITCHES from 3/-.
TOGGLE SWITCHES DPDT 3/6.
MICRO SWITCHES Make and Break 5/6.
6SH7 VALVES ex equipment. All tested.
8 for 10/-. P.P.
NICKEL NIFE BATTERIES. 1.2 volt. 2.5
amp. 8/-. P.P.
ARMY MORSE KEYS. 3/-. P.P.

LISTS SENT ON REQUEST
Post orders only to

THE

RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
29 STATION APPROACH, SUDBURY TOWN,

WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

you can build a quality
TAPE RECORDER

with the

'ASPDEN'
Tape Recorder Kits

TAPE DECK KITS
Two models, 5in. or 7in. spools, two speeds,
twin track, ferroxcube heads, finest motor,
and complete assembly instructions.
Compact model 582 kit E8 5 0
Standard model 782 kit £9 5 0
Assembled and tested 30/- extra.

And the
RECORD/REPLAY AMPLIFIER KIT,
21 watt, neon indicator, without valves, L5/18.
POWER PACK KIT for above, less valve,

£2/18/6. Carr. extra.
Mr. T. R. S. of Beverly writes:

' I have recently acquired one of your mar-
vellous tape decks, and I feel that I must con-
gratulate you on its excellent construction.'
Send STAMP for full particulars to: -

W. S. ASPDEN
Stanley Works, Clevedon Road,

Blackpool, Lancs.

PARALEX
ADJUSTABLE

HOLE CUTTER
Morse Taper Shanks
No. 4, 3, 2, I.

Par. Shanks from r to I"
Up to 121" dia. Hole capacity.

TEN MODELS
Sold throughout the world

Send for illustrated
catalogue to

LUDFRY LTD.
5 Hanway Place, London, W.I.

Telephone : MUSeum 7472

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL: Mr. 1. SYKES, M.I.E.E.,
M.Brit.I.R.E.

Britain's only Privately Owned
and Conducted Radio Corres-

pondence School
(Est. 1940)

Not the BIGGEST -
simply the BEST

for
City & Guilds, Brit.I.R.E.

and P.M.G. (Part 1)

Also Morse Code on Records
B.N.R.S., 66 ADDISCOMBE RD.,

CROYDON
Phone ADDiscombe 3341

STEREO -
HOW IT WORKS
Theory and operation of stereo sound.
Recording and playback techniques,
broadcasting, simplexing. simulcasting
multiplexing. Covers stereo disks and
tapes with fascinating historical and
practical approach. Systems, amplifiers
and speakers. 224 pages.

23/-. By H. Burstein. Postage 1/-.

RAPID RADIO REPAIR by G. Warren
Heath. 23/-. Postage

SEMI-CONDUCTORSI/- AND
TRANSISTORS by D. M. Warschauer.
50;6. Postage II-.
FROM MICROPHONE TO EAR
by G. Slot. 11/, Postage 1/-.

MAGNETIC SOUND RECORDING
by D. A. Snel. 25/-. Postage

THE AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA by
H. M. Tremaine. 150/-. Postage free.

BRIMAR No. 8 Valve and Tele-tube
Manual. 6/.. Postage 9d.

RADIO VALVE DATA, 6th Ed.
Compiled by "W.W." 5/-. Postage 9d.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE 6d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
19-23 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF

BRITISH AND AMERICAN TECHNICAL
BOOKS

PADdington 4185. Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

CLEAN AND SILENT

D.C. to A.C.
UP TO 100 WATTS

WITH THE NEW

FELGATE ELECTRONIC

INVERTER

NO MOVING PARTS

FREQUENCY CONTROL
Manufactured by

RADIO MAILING LIMITED
STUDLAND HALL, STUDLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.6.
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STEREOPHONIC
SOUND
A visit to our demonstra.
tion room will convince
you that STEREO can and
does enhance reproduc-
tion. Do call and hear for
yourself the enthralling
experience of good quality
plus stereo. But we warn
you, the best monophonic
reproduction will sound
dull and uninspiring :n
comparison I

. you'll always find

Meres nothing so good as heold,Og it
with a

Jason offer a number of
test -equipment designs in
Kit form or ready built in-
cluding Audio-Attenuator,
Wobbulator, Oscilloscope,
Crystal Calibrator, Stabi-
lised Power Pack.

All are designed to high
standards of efficiency. De-
tails gladly sent on request.

Jason1k<f

AUDIO -GENERATOR AG.10

Capacity -tuned Wien Bridge gives excellent stability
with low distortion. Output held constant over entire
band. Model AG.I0 covers from 10 to 100,000 c/s in
four ranges. A maximum of 10V is available from cathode
follower output stage. The attenuator gives a minimum
calibrated output of 100 microvolts. Square wave output
with an excellent rise -time makes the instriiment valuable
for checking all audio equipment. Output, level within
1dB over whole range, available as sine or square wave
as required. Square wave rise -time less than 2 micro-
seconds at all frequencies.
This instrument is designed in conformity with other test
instruments in the Jasonkit range, and is complete with case.

Kit complete with building
and operating manual

£12 - 10 - 0
Kit built and ready for use

L1S.2.6

 ALSO AVAILABLE-AUDIO AND TUNER KIT DESIGNS

BRITISH DESIGNED TO HIGH TECHNICAL STANDARDS
THE JASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO., 3-4 (D) GT. CHAPEL ST.. OXFORD ST. LONDON, W.1 GER 027314

Don't be
behearted or downwildered!

, S 0110
HPMC

OP

the best at

Make your choice-at ease and in comfort-in
our demonstration room. Instant comparison
of . . .

AMPLIFIERS by
ACOUSTICAL
ARMSTRONG

1 B.T.H.
LEAK
ROGERS

PICKUPS & MOTORS by
CONNOISSEUR
DECCA
ELAC
EXPERT
GARRARD
LEAK
TAN NOY

SPEAKERS by
B.T.H.
GOODMANS
TAN NOY
W.B.
WESTREX
WHARFEDALE

You'll find everybody at Webb's to be
cheerful and helpful, whatever your
problem. Our experience and technical
knowledge will make your selection
easier and save your money.

Ira 3
14 Soho Street, Oxford Street, London, W.I.

Telephone  GER 2089

9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. (7 p.m. Thursdays) 9 a.m. to I p.m. Saturdays.
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A MAST PROBLEM?
BEADON GARAGE BEADON ROAD

sIty_ WRITE TO

Us]
LONDON W6 Telephone RIVerside 1124 or,1 /878

LOUDSPEAKER

ENCLOSURES

AVI ES FOR

GOODMANS WESTREX WHARFEDALE
JENSEN G.E.C. W.B. B.T.H. B.B.C.

AMPLIFIER CONSOLE CABINETS
QUALITY AMPLIFIERS CHASSIS
LOUDSPEAKERS LP RECORDS

YOU CAN SEE YOUR CABINET BEING MADE N
OUR WORKSHOPS

Demonstrations Without Open till 5.30
Appointment Saturdays

A. DAVIES & CO. (Cabinet Makers)
3 PARKHILL PLACE (off Parkhill Road),
LONDON, N.W.3. GULLIVER 5775
Few minutes walk Belsize Park Underground

The finest method

for cleaning records
Already over 200,000 enthusiastic users

THE CSIEit

AUTOMATIC GRAMOPHONE RECORD CLEANER

PATENT APPLIED FOR

Price reduced to 17/6 (plus 5/10 purc:)ase tax)
from your local dealer or

CECIL E. WATTS LTD.
Conerultant and Engineer (Sound Recording and Reproduction,

Darby House, SUNBURY-on-THAMES, MIDDX

ODDIE FASTENERS
Pat. 507249

THE FASTENER WITH ENDLESS
APPLICATIONS-SIMPLE--POSITIVE
SELF-LOCKING. MADE IN A
VARIETY OF TYPES AND SIZES.
SPECIAL FASTENERS TO SUIT
CUSTOMERS' REQUIREMENTS.
WIDELY USED IN THE RADIO
INDUSTRY

Illustrated brochure and other information
will gladly be sent on request.

DEPT. " W.W."

Oddie, Bradbury &Cull ltd., Southampton
Tel. 55883 Cables : Fasteners, Southampton

New edition just
published

EXPERIMENTAL
RADIO
ENGINEERING
By E. T. A. Rapson, M.Sc., A.C.G. I .
etc. New and up-to-date 4th
Edition. This book sets out a
number of experiments and
methods of measurement suitable
for a three or four year course in
radio engineering at a technical
college. In this new edition
thirteen new experiments on
transistors, discriminators, oscilla-
tors, and other topics are included
and the chapter on radio receiver
tests has been rewritten.

From booksellers, 12/6 net.

PITMAN
Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

METER
REPAIRS
All makes of Single and
Multi -range instruments repaired and
recalibrated.
* Prompt Service
* All work guaranteed
* Priority for urgent orders.
Competitive prices for repairs to all types of
instruments. Contracts a speciality.
Also new meters supplied from stock (2" to 6")
and complete equipment manufactured to
specification.
Call, write or phone for details to :
E.I.R INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
329 Kilburn Lane, London W.9. Tel: LAD 4168

144 PAGEStree

TELETRON
TAPEJAK

The first Transis-
torized Radio Tuner,
specially designed for
use with Tape Re-
corders.
* High Sensitivity.
* Twin tuned cir-

cu its.
* Pre-setting for

MW. Programmes
* Fixed tuned for

I 500.M.
Price ES 9 0

THE TELETRON
CO., LTD.

I I 2B, Station Rd.,
London, E.4.

SIL. 0836.

ENGINEERS!
Whatever our age or experience, you must read

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." Full details
of the easiest way to pass A.M.I.Mech.E.,
C. & G. (Electrical. etc.), General Cert., etc., on

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
terms and details of
Courses in all branches

OP of Engineering-. Mechanical, Electrical.
Cord, Auto, Ares,
Radio, eta., Building,
etc. If you're earning
less than £20 a week,
tell us what interests
you and write for you,
copy of "ENGINEER-
ING OPPORTUNI-
TIES" today-FREE

B.I.E.T.
387 College House, 29-
31, Wright's Lane
London. W.S.

54 GNS.-"17"

A full specification I7in. Tele-

vision Receiver to Spencer -

West standards now available

at your Dealers. Remarkable
performance and priced at 54
Gns. only, complete.

For Leaflet apply to :-

SPENCER -WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
'Phone : 4908
Grams : Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

are required for

BLUE STREAK
at

SPADEADAM ROCKET ESTABLISHMENT

To work on an extensive site instrumentation system and a wide range of problems involving
the transmission and recording of measurement data via a radio link or land line.

Qualifications:- Minimum H.N.C. together with two years practical experience or minimum five years on
development work connected with electronics.

There are also Junior positions for:-
(a) Ex -servicemen with technical experience.
(b) Junior Engineers interested in handling and assessing data produced as a result of tests.

Applications should be made in writing giving details of qualifications, experience,
etc., and quoting reference number, SPR/28 to :- The Office Manager,

`:Jar7 DE HAVILLAND PROPELLERS LIMITED,
PR7-11LEIS SPADEADAM ROCKET ESTABLISHMENT, GILSLAND, CUMBERLAND.

r
We specialise in manufacturing of
Chassis in all metals, large or small
quantities to your own specifications

V. W. BEAMISH
Shardeloes Garage, Shardeloes Rd., New Cross

London, S.E.14.
Telephone: TIDeway 4795

PRECISION SHEET METALWORK-

MALYYN ENGINEERING WORKS
-Engineers to the Studio and Electronic Industries -

Manufacturers of : Chassis, Small
Pressings, Machined Components,
Wiring and Mechanical Assemblies,

to specification.
Single and Production Quantities.

7, CURRIE STREET. HERTFORD, HERTS
Telephone : Hertford 2264

REPAIRS
Don't wait. Take advantage of our quick service,
competitive prices and guaranteed repairs.

We specialise in the repair and conversion of the
following types of instruments, to B.8.8. or customer's
requirement.-

Voltmeters Oscilloscopes
Ammeters Signal Generators
Wattmeters Recorders
Single dr Multi-rango Galvanometers
Meggera Bridges
Test Sets and --
Potentiometers Allied Equipment.

Write or phone

LEDON INSTRUMENTS LTD., 98, Deptford High St.,
London, S.E.8. TIDEWAY 2689.

TRADE MARK

FOR 25 YEARS
THE BEST ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRON

65 watt round pencil bit (Illustrated)

RELIABLE
SPEEDY

CrTELEGRAPHLOND-LASTING

Leaflets on request from:
W. T. HENLEY'S

WORKS CO. LTD
Engineering Sales
Department,
59-62 High Holborn,
London, W.C.1
Tel: CHAncery 436!

NEST OF DRAWERS
Overall size: 7in. wide x Sin deep
x 11 in. high. 12 drawers, each mea-

suring 3in. wide u 4{in. deep x
high. 'Useful storage for radio com-
ponents, nuts, bolts and small parts.
Sheet steel, green enamelled. 20/,

1'. a P. 31,

RIVETING SYSTEMS LTD.,
2 JORDAN STREET,

MANCHESTER 15

RADIO Sc
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
We operate a prompt and efficient

MAIL ORDER Service.
3d. stamp (only) for catalogue.

James H. Martin & Co. Finsthwaite,
Newby -Bridge, Ulverston, Lancashire.

TWICKENHAM TECHNICAL COLLEGE
I:gerton Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

(Tel.: POPesgrove 7676)

DIPLOMA COURSE IN CONTROL
ENGINEERING

(Sandwich Course, 4 years duration).
I.E.E. PART III COURSES

(Part-time day or evening, 2 years dura-
tion).

SPECIAL LECTURE COURSES (Evenings)
Pulse Circuit Design 22 Lectures
Computer Programming 18 Lectures
Printed Circuit Techniques 10 Lectures
Automatic Control of Machine Tools

13 Lectures

A Brochure giving full details of the above
courses is available from the Principal.
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UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

INSTRUMENT MECHANICS
The Dounreay Experimental Reactor Establishment requires

experienced men with knowledge of electronic equipment and/or
industrial instrumentation for fault diagnosis and repair and calibration
of a wide range of instruments used in nuclear reactors, radiation
laboratories and chemical plant. This interesting work involves the
maintenance of instruments using pulse techniques, wide band low noise
amplifiers, pulse amplitude analysers, counting circuits, television, and
industrial instruments used for measurement of pressure, temperature
and flow.

Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial background of radar,
radio, television, industrial or aircraft instruments are invited to write
for further information Training in our Instrument School will be
given to successful applicants.

Married men living beyond daily travelling distances will be eligible
for housing. A lodging allowance is payable whilst waiting for housing.
Working conditions and promotion prospects are good.

Applications to:

Deputy Works Labour Manager,
Dounreay Experimental Reactors Establishment,

Thurso, Caithness, Scotland.

CHALLENGING
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
in the field of Industrial Automatic
Control are waiting to be solved by
Electronic and Mechanical Engineers of
initiative and originality.

A variety of posts are being created to
fulfil the needs of this rapidly expanding
Company with world-wide markets.
These provide progressive careers in which
hard work, initiative, marked design
ability and original thought on revolu-
tionary projects will be rewarded by
generous salaries. All posts are permanent
and pensionable; some involve field work
and offer opportunities for extensive
foreign travel, others are concerned with
laboratory development work.

The requirements cover a wide range
of qualifications in engineering or physics.
In all cases suitable industrial experience
is essential and experience or knowledge
in any of the following fields will be an
advantage.

Pulse and digital techniques.

Transistor circuit techniques.

Industrial automatic control and servo
systems.

Printing techniques.

The design of light mechanisms.

Mechanical paper handling.

Applications in strict confidence, quoting
full details of past record, should be
addressed to the Chief Engineer, Special
Products Division, J. F. Crosfield Limited,
2, Elthome Road, London, N.19.

AVELEY ELECTRIC LTD.
SOUTH OCKENDON, ESSEX.

INSPECTOR/TESTER for ELEC-
TRONIC MEASURING INSTRU-
MENTS, WAVE FILTERS AND
TOROIDALLY WOUND COMPON-
ENTS.

A.I.D. and A.R.B. experience essential.

INSTRUMENT SERVICE ENGIN-
EERS for ROHDE & SCHWARZ and
other top-flight measuring instruments.
Good prospects include advanced train-
ing in Munich for right men. Dial
SOO 3444, or write :
Aveley Electric Ltd., South Ockendon, Essex.

SOLARTRON
The Solartron Group is one of the

foremost growth Companies in the
country specialising in the design,
development and manufacture of a
range of precision electronic and electro
mechanical equipment recognised as
outstanding by world standards. Our
continued expansion offers new oppor-
tunities and above average career pros-
pects for those qualified for the follow-
ing vacancies.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER with
experience of transistor circuits for
design work in the field of Electronics
related to physical measurements,
electro mechanical servo mechanisms
and digital data handling. (REF. 133)
PROJECT ENGINEER preferably
with analogue computor experience and
HNC or equivalent. Projects will
include the design of special equipment
for Radar Simulator Systems and the
integration of standard units.

(REF. 116)

TEST ENGINEERS
(1) for detailed testing of Analogue

Computer and Data processing
systems. A sound knowledge of
computer circuit techniques is re-
quired and previous systems test
experience. (REF. 135)

(2) for the testing of Radar Simulator
Systems. Previous experience of
testing electronic systems, pre-
ferably Radar is necessary, and
ONC or Inter. C. & G. standard

(REF. 117)

ASSISTANT TEST ENGINEERS
(1) for batch production testing of

computer modules. Ex -Service men
with maintenance of Cornmimica-
tion/Radar equipment or experi-
enced Radio/T.V. Servicing per-
sonnel would be considered.

(REF. 136)
(2) to assist in the Systems Test of

Radar Simulators. A good oppor-
tunity for a young man with some
electronic test experience and pre-
ferably ONC or equivalent.

(REF. 118)
These are permanent staff appoint-

ments with non-contributory Pension
and Life Assurance Benefits.

Please write to Eric Bull, Personnel
Officer, The Solartron Electronic
Group Ltd., Farnborough, Hamp-
shire.

PHILIPS BRIXTON WORKS
122 Brixton Hill, S.W.2

SENIOR DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
required for the High Frequency Heating Dept. Graduate or Higher National
Diploma. Experience in the H.F. field not essential. Successful applicant
will ultimately be required to control a small development group and allied
drawing office. Knowledge of production techniques essential. Duties will
include liaison with the technical commercial group and direct contact with
customers. Minimum age 27.

The department also has a vacancy for a
JUNIOR ENGINEER

Graduate or Higher National Certificate. Previous H.F. experience is not
required.

Applications for these vacancies should be sent to the Personnel Officer,
at the above address.
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RADIO & ALLIED INDUSTRIES
LIMITED

(Sobell & McMichael)

have vacancies for a number of Senior Deve-
lopment Engineers for home and export
television receiver development and transistor
circuitry work, willing to travel abroad
occasionally. Applicants should have a few
years of successful design experience, pre-
ferably also professional qualifications or
University degree. These appointments
provide an excellent opportunity for pro-
gressive engineers of exceptional ability to
join a successful and rapidly expanding
organisation. There is a pension scheme and
other amenities. Applications should be
addressed to Chief Engineer, Radio and
Allied Industries Ltd., Wexham Road, Slough.

Regentone
The Regentone Group of Companies offer opportunities to
senior and junior engineers and draughtsmen in the labora-
tories of the manufacturing division.

Applicants should have experience in the fields listed
below and be fully acquainted with modern techniques,
including printed circuits.

TELEVISION R.F./I.F. development, general
circuit development, T.V. tuners,
wide angle scanning, synchro-
nising circuits, etc.

RADIO General radio design; produc-
tion engineering of radio re-
ceivers.

DRAWING OFFICE Mechanical development of radio
and television apparatus; detail
drawing circuit diagrams, printed
circuit masters and layouts.

TEST EQUIPMENT Test equipment design and test
gear maintenance.

These are permanent and progressive posts and offer
excellent opportunities for interesting work and good
remuneration in a modern and expanding concern.
APPLY IN WRITING, stating age, experience and salary
required to TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, Regentone,
Eastern Avenue West, Romford, Essex.

ULSTER TELEVISION LIMITED
invites applications for the following posts in their
Belfast Studios:

Engineer!

Thorough knowledge of operation and main-
tenance of telecine, master control, sound and
studio Vidicon equipment is essential.

Salary-fl ,260 per annum

Assistant Engineers

Operational experience of television equipment,
particularly Vidicon telecine equipment and
ability to undertake maintenance.

Salary --f997/10/- per annum

Technical Assistants
Good technical background and sufficient
operational experience to be able to work
under supervision.

Salary -840 per annum

Applications, marked 'TECHNICAL ULSTER'
giving full details of age, qualifications and
previous experience, should be addressed to:-

The Technical Supervisor,
Ulster Television Limited,
Ulster Television Centre,

Havelock House,
Ormeau Road.

BELFAST,
N. Ireland.

TRANSMISSION DIVISION
requires

SENIOR TEST ENGINEERS

for the setting up and proving of a wide range of
equipment, including:

1. UHF Tropospheric Scatter transmitters.
2. High, medium and low power T/V broad-

cast transmitters for Bands I, III, IV and V
and FM transmitters for Band II.

3. High and low power MF and SW broad-
cast transmitters.

4. T/V studio and control equipment (camera
chains, telecine, signal generating and
monitoring equipment, audio systems, etc.)

5. T/V Outside Broadcast equipment.
6. Industrial T/V Chains.
These positions are most suitable for ex -

regular warrant officers and senior N.C.O.s,
with a sound basic electronics knowledge.
Previous experience of any of the above equip-
ment would be an advantage though not essential.
These are staff appointments with salaries up to
£1,000 p.a. according to qualifications and
experience.

Applications, quoting " TTE " should be
addressed to the

CHIEF ENGINEER
PYE LIMITED, CAMBRIDGE
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ASSISTANT

ACOUSTICS

ENGINEER
A major organisation in the

Electrical Engineering field has
an opening for a young man
preferably between the ages of
25-30. A good education with
possession of a Degree or
Higher National Certificate in
Physics and/or Radio and
Mathematics are essential quali-
fications, and preferred candi-
dates should have had R.A.F.
Radio or Radar experience. It
is also desirable, but not essen-
tial, that candidates should
have pursued an advanced
course in Acoustics.

The initial location of the
post will be in London but in
due course the Unit will move
to the West Country. Full
transfer allowances would be
payable on change of location,
and housing may be made
available in approved cases.

A generous salary is envis-
aged together with Pension and
Life Assurance Benefits.

Applications, stating age,
qualifications and experience
to Box No. 4616 c/o " Wireless
World."

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
LABORATORY STAFF

Senior qualified Electronics Engi-
neers of Degree or Higher National
Certificate standard are required for
interesting work in connection with
a number of projects in the field
of Electronics, including the applica-
tion of transistors to television and
similar equipment. Applicants
must have suitable academic qualifi-
cations and experience in laboratory
procedure. They will normally be
expected to be able to handle a
project from its inception to its
final conclusion. Box No. 1952,
c/o " Wireless World."

UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

PRODUCTION GROUP

INSTRUMENT MECHANICS

Windscale and Calder Works, and Chapelcross Works require experi-
enced men with knowledge of electronic equipment and/or industrial
instrumentation for fault diagnosis, repair and calibration of a wide
range of instruments used in nuclear reactors, radiation laboratories and
chemical plant. This interesting work involves the maintenance of
instruments using pulse techniques, wide band low noise amplifiers,
pulse amplitude analysers, counting circuits, television, and industrial
instruments used for the measurement of pressure, temperature and flow.

Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial background of radar,
radio, television, industrial or aircraft instruments are invited to write
for further information. Training in our Instrument School will be
given to successful applicants.

Married men living beyond daily travelling distance will be eligible
for housing. A lodging allowance is payable whilst waiting for housing.
Working conditions and promotion prospects are good.

Applications to:

Works Labour Manager, Windscale and Calder Works, Sellafield,
Seascale, Cumberland.

Or

Labour Manager, Chapelcross Works, Annan, Dumfriesshire,
Scotland.

VACANCIES IN
GOVERNMENT SERVICE

A number of male vacancies offering good
career prospects, exist for:-

RADIO OPERATORS
Write, giving details of Education, Qualifica-
tions and Experience to :-

Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q. (3/R)
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham

TEST ENGINEERS. Applications are
invited from Senior Test Engineers with
previous industrial experience of testing
radio communications receivers and trans-
mitters. Successful applicants will be offered
positions on the Company's permanent
staff. Starting salaries commensurate with
qualifications and experience. Apply in writ-
ing, giving full details, to Personnel Officer,
REDIFON LTD., Broomhill Road, S.W.18

NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC

Holloway, N.7. North1686

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

SESSION 1959-60

ADVANCED PART-TIME COURSES
IN

ELECTRONICS AND MICROWAVE
PHYSICS

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES IN
GAS ES

SOLID STATE PHYSICS
Selected students, with suitable degrees
in Physics, following one of these courses,
accompanied by practical work, may be
allowed to proceed to the M.Sc. degree of
the University of London.
The lectures are not confined to such
students, but are open to any working in
appropriate fields.
Enquiries should be addressed to The
Head of the Department of Physics.

NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC
Holloway, N.7. NORTH 1686

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
SESSION 1959-60

COURSES IN APPLIED PHYSICS
DIPLOMA COURSE
in the PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY
OF ELECTRONICS
SANDWICH COURSE leading to the
Diploma injTechnology (Dip. Tech.)

and
Graduateships of the Institute of Physics
(Grad. Inst. P.)
PART-TIME COURSE leading to
Graduateship of the Institute of Physics.
NATIONAL CERTIFICATES IN
APPLIED PHYSICS
Ordinary National Certificate.

Course available to students of 16 and
over.

Higher National Certificate.
Course available to students with
O.N.C., or with suitable passes in
G.C.E.
Students taking the H.N.C. course at
the Northern Polytechnic can proceed
to complete the College Diploma
course and qualify in this way for
Grad. Inst. P.
Enquiries should be addressed to

The Head of the Department of Physics.
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L.C.C. SOUTH EAST LONDON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
LEWISHAM WAY, 8.E.4 (TID. 1421/3)

Principal: Hugh A. Warren, M.Sc4Eng.), M.I,C,E., M.I.Struct.E.
6 MONTHS' FULL-TIME COURSE for Part III Institution of Electrical Engin.
ears). (Classes October to March.)
ENGINEERING SANDWICH COURSE In Electrical, Mechanical or Communica-
tion Engineering.
Duration: 4 years, alternate weeks college and works. Classes re -open on 14th
September, 1959.
Entry qualification: G.C.E. at Ordinary level In Mathematics, Science, English and
one other subject; or First Year National Certificate.
TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICLANS SANDWICH COURSE -2 years-
alternate 6 months-C.O.L.I. Final Exams.
PART-TIME DAY or EVENING classes for the Ordinary and Higher Nations
Certificates in Electrical Engineering-Power, Light current or communications-
and Applied Physics (Industrial Electronics and Instrumentation); City & Guilds
examinations in Telecommunications, Electrical Installation, Electrical Technician..
Instrument Making, Radio Service Work, etc.
Enrolment in the week 21-25 September, 1959.
Classes commence Monday, 28th September, 1959.
Prospectus from the Secretary of the College: W. F. Houghton. Education Officer:.

TEST ROOM
PERSONNEL REQUIRED

Duties: Testing and calibrating of a wide range of
telecommunication and industrial electronic instru-
ments.

Qualifications: We shall be pleased to receive
applications from any men with, or without,
academic qualifications, who are able to demon-
strate suitable experience and training.

HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS MADE CAN BE
MAINTAINED.
Apply any day, including Saturday mornings.
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED,
LONGACRES, HATFIELD ROAD, ST. ALBANS

HERTS.

CANADA
SEMICONDUCTOR ENGINEERS

Semiconductor Production Engineers with at least
three years experience in diffusion and alloying
techniques including use of transistors and device
fabrication.

Applicants must have minimum
ship in appropriate engineering

Position located in Montreal.
Canada. Personal interviews in U.

Apply in first instance to: Dept
Dept. of Labour, 61, Green

graduate member -
institution.

Passage paid to
K. will be arranged.

. N.E.C., Canadian
Street, W.1.

D. NAPIER AND SON LIMITED
FLIGHT DEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHMENT

LUTON AIRPORT, BEDS.
SENIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS are required to deal
with an expanding programme of design, development testing,
and the servicing of electronic apparatus. Applications are
invited from suitably qualified Engineers who fulfil the following
requirements:-
Of degree, H.N.C. or equivalent standard with a background
covering design and development experience of electronic work
over a wide field using vacuum tubes and particularly semi-
conductors and preferably including work on amplifiers using
D.C., A.C., pulse techniques and servo systems.
Applications in writing in the first instance giving details of
qualifications and experience should be directed to Dept. C.P.S.,
Marconi House, 336/7, Strand, London, W.C.2, quoting reference
WW806E.

EARN what you're
really worth!

You've got ability-everyone has. But are you making the most
use of it-to earn what you're really worth? If not, let ICS train-
ing develop your ability and help you to a better job, with more
security!
START TODAY! Choose your subject from the list below and
fill in the coupon. Fees are moderate and there are no books to buy.

TAKE THE RIGHT COURSE NOW .
Advertising and Electronic Engineering.
Salesmanship Electronic Equipment.
Radio and T.V. Advertising Farming and Horticulture.
Exams.: Joint Inter., A.A. Pig and Poultry Keeping.
and I.P.A. Finals, I.S.M.A.. Flower and Vegetable

Crowing.
Architecture and Building Smallholding.
Exams: R.I.B.A., R.I.C.S., Eaarn.: R.H.S. General.
I.Q.S., L.I.O.B., Inst. Clk. Fire EngineEngineering.eeng,

of wk,, Exams.: I.F.E. Fire Service
Art Promotion.
Commercial Illustrating' General Education.
Oils and Water Colours. Good

Exams.: O.C.R. Subjects.Commercial Training ManagementOffice Training. Work Study.Secretaryship. Exams.: B.I.M., Inter. Final.
Exams.: I.C.W.A., CJ.S., and Cert. in Foremanship.
C.C.S., A.C.C.S., Inst. Bk.- Mechanical Engineering.

keepers. Workshop Practice, Diesels
Civil Engineering, Ilefrign., Welding, Eng.
Exams.: LOX., I.Struot.E. Maths., Prods. Engrg.
Draughtsmanship Exams.: I.Mech.E. Soc. of
(state Branch). Engrg., Cert. in Foreman-

ship, C. & G. Cert. Mach.
Shop Eng.

Motor Engineering.
Motor Mechanics.
Running and Maintenance.
Photography.
The Amateur Photographer
Exam.: P.D.A.
Radio, T.V. and Electrical
Radio Engineering.
Radio Servicing.
T.V. Servicing and Eng.
Practical Radio (with kits).
Electrician.
Exams.: B.I.R.E. Soo. of
Engrs., C. & G. Carts. for
Telecom. Technicians.
Radio Amateurs, Radio
Servicing (RTEB), Elec.
Engrg. Practice. Electrical
Installations, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs.
Writing for Profit.

. . AND FILL IN THIS COUPON
Examination Students are Coached Until Successful

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Intertext House
(Dept. 222Q), Parkgate Rd.. London, S.W.11.

Please send FREE book on
Name Age

Address

Occupation 9.59
=se imsiem

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL REQUIRED

SENIOR AND JUNIOR ELECTRICAL DESIGN
ENGINEERS

SENIOR AND JUNIOR MECHANICAL DESIGN
ENGINEERS.

DUTIES: To undertake the design of Test
Equipment covering practically the
whole electronic field, including
Telecommunication, Guided Wea-
pons and Nucleonics. Considerable
personal responsibility and freedom
is given, and there are no set rules
regarding the number of people
engaged on a project, the allocation
of project leaders, etc.

QUALIFICATIONS: The ability to design equipment and
aggressively progress a project
through to the stage where a model
is made and the information is
available for a production drawing
office. Senior engineers are usually
of B.Sc. standard with practical
experience in measuring techniques.
while Junior engineers are often
Graduate Members of one of the
Professional Institutions, or have
similar qualifications, but this is in
no way mandatory. The ability
to progress the project through to a
satisfactory conclusion is the prime
requirement. Due to expanding
activities, men with drive and
initiative can be sure of progressive
advancement.

Comprehensive pension and assurance schemes are in opera-
tion, and Canteen and Social Club facilities are provided.
Call any day including Saturday mornings at,

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
LONGACRES, HATFIELD ROAD,

ST. ALBANS, HERTS.
or write giving full details to Dept. C.P.S., Marconi House,
336/7 Strand, London, W.C.2, quoting reference WW2970F.
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Z. & I. AERO SERVICES LTD.,
14, South Wharf Road, London, W.2

Telephone: AMBassador 0151/2 Cables: ZAERO, LONDON
A.R.B. Approved Stockists

RETAIL BRANCH : 85, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.

V.H.F. TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS
SCR -522 COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS
for Airborne, Ground Stationary, Ground
Mobile or Marine use. 4 Crystal Controlled
Channel in the range 100-156 Mc/s. Output
8 watts. All spare parts as well as separate
component parts of the installation in stock.
AN/ARC-1 (10 Crystal Channels) and AN/
ARC -3 (8 Crystal Channels) in the range 100-
156 MO. Output 8 watts. Both these installa-
tions are available in 50 -crystal channel versions.
TR-1520, TR-I936, TR-I936/44 V.H.F. In-
stallations 4, 10 or 44 channel in the range
115-145 Mc/s. Output 4 watts. Available in
civilian versions, i.e. with Mk. 4 connectors.
100 kc/s. channel spacing if required. All these
can also be supplied with frequency ranges of
100-125 Mc/s. or 124.5 -156 Mc/s.

TRANSMITTERS
BC -375 Transmitters, 200-500 kc/s. and
1.5-12 Mc/s, output 50-80 watts, for Airborne,
Ground Stationary, Ground Mobile or Marine
uses. Can be supplied for 28v. D.C., I ISv. or
230v. A.G. Also BC -I91 Transmitters, as
above but for 12v. supplies. Large assortment
of spare parts and accessories. Both BC -375
and BC -I91 Transmitters can be supplied con-
verted to 12 crystal channel operation.

AN/ART-13 Transmitter Equipment, 200-18
100 !cc's., available in V.F.O. or crystal controlled
versions.

COLLINS T.C.S. TRANSMITTING AND
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT for Marine,
Ground Mobile or Stationary uses. Frequency
range 1.5-18 Mc/s.; Output 25 watts. 4 -crystal
controlled channels or V.F.O. operation.
Installations available for I2v., 24v., 32v., I I 5v.
D.C., or I ISv. or 230v. A.G. Comprehensive
assortment of spares.

AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT.
RADIO COMPASS INSTALLATIONS
SCR -269G. 200-1750 kc/s. Complete installa-
tions or separate component parts supplied.
Large assortment of spares.

RADIO COMPASS INSTALLATIONS
AN/ARN-7. 100-1750 kc/s. Complete installa-
tions or separate component parts supplied.
Large assortment of spares.

RADIO COMPASS INSTALLATIONS
ANIARN-6. 100-1750 kc/s. This is a lightweight
a compact version of ARN-7 equipment.

AIRCRAFT INVERTERS MG-I49H and
MG -149F S.C.S.51 I.L.S. INSTALLATIONS and
all component parts. Available also converted
to M.C.A. requirements (Flag Alarm etc.) in
6 or 12 channel versions. Large assortment of
spares.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
RCA AR-88LF and AR88D. MARCONI CR-I00
and CR-ISO; HALLICRAFTER S-27; BC -312,
BC -342 and BC -348.

KLYSTRONS 723A/13; MAGNETRONS
2J5IA (8500-9600 Mc/s., RF output 40kW);
CRYSTALS I N2 I B, 1N27, I N34A, I N56A,
I N82. THERMISTORS GA51385, D168391
DI68392.

MAGNETS
"U" Shaped Magnets 1500 Gauss, Pole Faces
tin. x lin. Gap lin. 10/6; p.p. 1/6.

PRICES AND DETAILS OF ALL THE
ABOVE EQUIPMENT WILL BE
SUPPLIED ON REQUEST.

AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTERS BC -950A
(VHF version of Command Transmitters).
4 Crystal Controlled Channels in the range
of 100-124 Mc/s. or 100-146 Mc/s. Output
approx. 10 watts. Circuit: Crystal Harmonic
Oscillator 1625, First Harmonic Generator
1625, 2nd Harmonic Generator 832, Push-pull
Modulator 815, R.F. Amplifier 832. Power
supplied from a DM33 Dynamotor in BC -456
Modulator. The latter acts also as Speech
Amplifier.

Details and prices on request.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
American 6 -line Field Telephone Switch-
boards. Type BD -71.
American Type EE8 Field Telephone and
large assortment of spares. GN38B Generators.
British Field Switchboards Type UC 10 -line
and comprehensive assortment of spares.
Civil Line Units fitted if required.

Prices and details on request.

VARIABLE AUTO -TRANSFORMERS
General Electric " Variac " or Superior Electric
Co. " Powerstat." Input 230v.; Output 0 to
270v. max. Current 9 amps. Rating 2kVA. New
and guaranteed £15 0 0

Packing and carriage 1216

INSULATION TESTERS
EVERSHED SERIES 2 "Megger" Insulation
Testers, 1,000v., 200 megohms, brand new and
guaranteed, in leather cases £45 0 0; p.p. 10/-.
EVERSHED SERIES 2 "Megger" Insulation
Testers, 500v., 100 megohms, overhauled and
guaranteed, in leather cases E13/0/0; p.p. 10/-.
EVERSHED SERIES I "Megger" Insulation
Testers, 500v., 50 megohms, with provision for
resistance measurements by means of an external
decade Box (not supplied), Overhauled and
guaranteed C27/10/0; p.p. 10/-.
EVERSHED SERIES 3 "Wee" Megger Insula-
tion Testers, 250v., in leather cases, fully
guaranteed, £11/10/0; p.p. 7/6.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS, ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS, etc.
POWER UNITS Type 234A; A.C. Mains,
Output I80 -270v. H.T. at 80mA and 6.3v. A.C.
at 4 amps. Brand new L2 19 6
Ditto, modified to include 6V6 Output stage,
suitable for R -I 155 etc. L4 0 0
As above, but with built-in loudspeaker

E5/10/0; Packing and carriage 10/-.
I4V. DYNAMOTORS (to operate from
I2v.), output 250v. 50mA, for Command Re-
ceivers. Ideal for running a shaver from Car
Battery, EI/15/0; p.p. 2/6.
28V. DYNAMOTOR DM -32 (to operate
from 24v.); output 250v. 60mA. L1/2/6; pp. 2/6.
POWER UNIT TYPE 826, containing
Dynamotor DM -32 mounted on an aluminium
chassis 8in. x 5in., with smoothing condenser,
on -off relay and 5 Amps fuses £2/15/0; p.p. 3/6.
TYPE 76 ROTARY TRANSFORMERS;
Input 24v.; Output 250v. at 150mA. Fully
smoothed. Easily converted into an A.C.
Motor giving approx. 514watts. EI/5/0; p.p. 3/6.
DA-I9A ROTARY TRANSFORMERS; In-
put 24v.; Output 400v. at 400mA. Dimensions
4fin. dia. x 7in. LI/15/0; p.p. 3/6.

WE HAVE IN STOCK LARGER -THAN -
EVER ASSORTMENT OF HIGH CLASS
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TEST
EQUIPMENT, ALL FULLY RECONDI-
TIONED AND GUARANTEED, includ-
ing: SIGNAL GENERATORS, OSCILLA-
TORS, WAVEMETERS, WATTMETERS,
OSCILLOSCOPES, BRIDGES, E.H.F. RE-
CEIVERS, PEN RECORDERS, etc.
Illustrated Catalogues available free of
charge to trade users, laboratories,
colleges etc.

V.H.F. RECEIVER UNITS BC -625 (part of
SCR -522 Transmitter -Receiver).

4 Crystal controlled
channel, 100- I 5 6
Mc/s., (3.0-1.93
metres). Valves: 9003
R.F. stage; 9003
Mixer; Three I.F.
stages 12SG7; Dec!
AVC/Audio 12C8;
Second Audio

12.15GT; Oscillator I2AH7GT, Harmonic Gen-
erator 9002; Harmonic Amplifier 9003; Audio
Squelch-other section of I2AH7GT. High
and Low Impedance output.
PRICE, complete with valves, with description
and circuit diagram, but without squelch
relay P.P. 5/- 25/ -
PRICE, chassis only, less valves...p.p. 3/6 7/6
ALSO LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY:
TRANSMITTER UNITS BC -624 (part of
SCR -522 Radio Set). Valves: Speech Amplifier
6SS7; Push Pull Modulator (two I2A6); Oscil-
lator 6G6G; 1st Harmonic Ampl. 12A6; 2nd
Harmonic Amp. 832; Power Ampl. 832. Output
8 watts.
PRICE, complete with valves, description and
circuit diagram p.p. 5/- 22/6
PRICE, chassis only, less valves p.p. 3/6 7/6
Descriptions and circuits available at 8d. each.

METERS
10-0-10µA D.C. M.C. Galvanometers, 2fin.

Rd. Fl. 45/-
0-200µA. D.C. M.C. 2in. Rd. Fl 32/6
0-500 ,.A. D.C. M.C. 2in. Rd. Plug-in 10/-
500-0-500itA. D.C. M.C. 3fin. Rd.FI. calibrated

50-0-50 22/-
600-0-600,A. D.C. M.C. 2fin. Rd. Plug-in 12/6
0-I mA. D.C. M.C. 2in. Rd. Fl. in 2fin

steel box, fully screened, with
lead 20/-

0-1 mA. D.C. M.G. Sin. Rd. Fl. Cirscale
type, calibrated 0-10 35/-

0-ImA. D.C. N.C. 4in. square Fl. 45/-
0-5mA. D.C. M.C. 2fin. Sq.F. Grade I,

calibrated 50mA./500v. 27/6
0-100mA. D.C. M.C. 2fin. Rd. Fl. 10/6
100-0-100mA. D.C. M.C. 2fin. Rd. FL 12/6
500-0-500mA. D.C. M.G. 2fin. Rd. Fl. 12/6
0-20 Amps. or 0-40Amps 2in. Rd. Panel

Mtd., D.C. N.C., with shunt fitted 6/6
0-120v. D.C. N.C. 3fin. Rd. Fl., 200 o.p.v 25/-
0-300v. A.C. M.I. 2fin. Rd. Fl. 20/ -
Also few only 6in. Rd. Fl. Meters for 500µA.,

1mA. and 5mA. F.S.D. at 75/ -
Please add 2/- in £ for packing and postage,

subject to a minimum of 1/6.
Please send s.a.e. for price list of meters.

VALVES AND TUBES
1/- VR92; 1/6 2C26, 6H6, 12.15GT, VR54,
VR9I; 2/6 6C4, 6G6G, 12SG7; 3/- 9006;
4/- 2X2A, 6AL5, 559, 955, VR65; 4/6 9001,
VR53, VR56; Si- 6SN7GT, 717A; 5/6 OD3/
VRI50, 6V6GT&G, 9002; 6/-6N7, 6557, 6X5GT,
I2AU7, KT33C; 6/6 OC3W, SU4G, 6SL7GT;
7/- 5Y3GT, I2AT7, 5Z3, I 2AX7; 25Z6, 9003,
KT66, 6AM5; 7/6 SR4GY; 9/- 2021, 5T4, 5Z4;
I0/ -6A7; GL446A; 15/-832, QV04-7. Cathode
Ray Tubes 3ACP21 IS/-; 3API 17/6; 3BPI
12/6; SCPI 40/-; 5FP7 50/-.

Many more valves in stock. Please send
s.a.e. for price list.

BUZZERS Model T Mk. I. Will operate off
3v. Battery, 4/6; p.p. 1/6.

RECEIVERS R -I155, second hand, untested
but complete £5 0 0
Ditto, air tested 0 10 0
RECEIVERS Ft -1155L covering trawler band,
good working order E12/19/6; p.p. 15/-.
See above for Power Units with output stage.

TR-1520 VHF TRANSMITTER STRIPS.
Consists of I.F. Crystal Oscillator 4.86 Mc/s.
CVI 36; Push -Pull Modulator (two CVI38);
Doubler (CV136); Amplifier (CV309) and
Output Amplifier (CV222). Frequency 115-
145 Mc/s. Strip less valves 7/6; p.p. 1/6.
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Wireless World Classified Advertisements
Rate 71- for 2 lines or less and 316 for every additional

one or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Numbers
2 words plus 1;-. (Address replies: Boa 0000 c)o "Wireless
World" Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1.) Trade
discount details available on application. Press Day October
1959 issue, Wednesday, September Bird. November 1959
issue, Wednesday, October, 14th. ,1959. No responsibility
accepted for errors.

WARNING
Readers are warned that Government surplus

components and valves which may be offered
for sale through our displayed or classified
columns carry no manufacturers' guarantee:
Many of these items will have been designed
for special purposes making them unsuitable
for civilian use, or many have deteriorated as a
result of the conditions under which they have
been stored. We cannot undertake to deal with
any complaints regarding any such items pur-
chased.

NEW RECEIVERS & AMPLIFIERS

9.

M/FM stereo chassis, 6w output, only £20.A
-Be! Sound Products. Marlborough Yard,

N.1 [0182
RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

CARIGO Rx, new condition, 60 kc/s to 30
mc/s 2Rf's 31F's Bfo. For AC mains. £16

o.n.o.-Weston, 10, Paradise Walk. London,
S.W.3.
HRO Rx's, etc., AR88, CR100, BRT400,

0209, 6640, etc., etc., in stock. -R. T. & I.
Service, Ashville Old Hall, Ashvllle Rd., Lon-
don, E 11. Ley. 4986. [0053

M.I. rediffusion equipment. PA163
fier (100w off), 6 -valve am/fm chassis,

Px438A mix/unit. PA171 power pack.
PR.M250 mic/std. Extras. Cost £200. Ex/
cond. Offers. -Box 4730. [8678

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS WANTED
II/ANTED wireless sets 31 (AFV type)
V V ZA.39058; power supply and L.P. amplifier

units No. 3 (ZA.39057); aerials vertical 4ft. No.
1 (ZA.26826); aerials vertical 14ft. (ZA.27098).
Box 4710. [8674

TV RECEIVERS -
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

TV bargains, new low prices; BBC from £5,
BBC/ITA from £7. fully guaranteed; others

from 25/-; h.p. available. -Write. 'phone or
call, T.C.S., 28, Brockley Cross, S.E.4. Tide-
way 5394. [8545

NEW DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
RUSSIAN thermo-electric generator includ-

ing paraffin lamp, provides 90V at 10MA+
1.2V at 0.5A+bias; suitable operating any dry
battery wireless sets; contains 100 thermo-
couples for semi -conductor research; useful
camping, boating and expeditions; post paid
U.K.. £18. -International Technical Develop-
ments, Ltd., Colnbrook, Bucks. [8655

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

SIGNAL
generators, oscilloscopes, output

meters, valve voltmeters, frequency meters,
multi -range meters, etc., etc., in stock. -R. T.
& I. Service, Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Rd.,
London, E.11. Ley. 4986. [0056

MERICAN panoramic adaptor, B.C.1031A,
£20; American Reiner 5in model 556

laboratory scope incorporating X, Y and Z
axis amplifiers and calibration meter, manual
and circuit, £45; Cossor model 1430DC pre-
amplifier. manual, as new, £10: Cossor double -
beam scope 339A. with manual, beautiful condi-
tion, £20; Mullard general purpose scope, type
E800, £20; another with long persistence tube,
immaculate, £20; Bridge Ohmmeter by Record,
£12/10; Evershed & Vignoles direct reading
resistance box, E3/10; Furzhill L.P. oscillator,
type 0425, 1.4 c.o.s. to 30 Kc/s, with manual,
£25; two Grundig Stenorette dictating mach-
ines with accessories, one in portable case, both
as new, £55 the pair; inspection, and offers for
bulk purchase, of the above. -Box 4693. [8669

NEW COMPONENTS

EARPHONES,
4000 ohms, 12/9 pair; 1/2w 10%

resistors 4/6 dozen; 1/2w 5% 9/3 dozen;
Your choice; post free. -A.1 Radio Components.
14 The Borough, Canterbury. Kent. f8671
A MAZING value; Philco Shortwave Car Radio

Cl convertors, originally £10; fit to any
existing car radio and add six extra wavebands.
16-19-25-31-49 metre bands, also standard
broadcast, 6/12volts, compact under dash
mounting, chromium control panel with six
press buttons, complete all fittings and in-
structions, easily fitted; 45/- post free: each
instrument brand new with Mullard valves.-
Tomlins, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

[8584
COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND

SECONDHAND
BRAND-NEW TV tubes 12 to 21 inch 12/-

per inch with manufacturers unconditional
guarantee; carriage and insurance 12/6 per
tube; terms c.w.o. or c.o.d.; please state type of
tube and model of set.-Archelite, Ltd., 165,
Smithdown Rd.. Liverpool. 15. 18601
MAGSLIPS at low prices, fully guaranteed,

3 in Receiver No. 5 (AP 10861), 50v,
50c/s, unused, each in tin, 35/-, Post 2/i;
large stocks of these and other types. -P. B.
Crawshey, 94, Pixmore Way. Letchworth
Herta. el. 151.. [000

UNDOUBTEDLY

THE BEST

... but cost no more!

High Fidelity
Output Transformers

5-100 Watts

P5203
Mullard
20 watt Amplifier.
Price 95/,

Just
released

P4I36
Mains

Transformer
Price 85/-

P4076
Baxandall
5 watt Amplifier.
Price 36/-.

P4131
Mullard
10 watt Amplifier.
Price 60/-.

TD5874
" AFN "
Stereo Amplifier.
Price 52/6.

Transformers specified
for Bri mar 2/8P2 8 watt
Stereo Amplifier.

P4I37
Output
Transformer
Price 52/6

Available for immediate delivery. If

any difficulty please fill in coupon for
name of nearest stockist.

=1. EMI =NM iM= =1

Partridge Transformers Ltd.

Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey
I Please send to address below name and ad- I

dress of my nearest Partridge stockist. Also
1 literature on standard range of transformers I

Name I
1

I Address

I I

LMO OM ,1111= =MI MN BEM MEN MEV I, .1

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECOND-HANDVALVES. new and used, from 1/6 each; all

guaranteed, all types components cheap.
radio, television books' 1,sts free. -Hamilton
Radio, 237, Sedlescombe Rd. N., Hastings. [0212
WE havelarge stocks of pretty well all TV
Y Y components, valves and tubes, at much

lower than standard prices, especially for old
type receivers.-Cuttriss. Ltd., Birmingham, 1.

18532
BREAKING hundreds of TVs for spares;

L.O.P.T from £1; scanning coils from
15/-; valves from 2/6, etc.; complete chassis
from 25/-; no lists; send requirements for
immediate attention.-T.C.S., Ltd., 28. Brock -
ley Cross. S.E.4. Money -back guarantee. [8546

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

TAPE recorders. Ferrograph, Vortexion,
Brenell, Teletunken. Truvox, Reflecto-

graph, and M.S.S.
TAPE decks: Wearite Brenell, Truvox. Brad-
matic, Dulci-Ha.,_ig, Amplifiers and tuners:
Leak, Quad, R.C.A., Dynatron. and Dulci.
Microphones: Snob°, Lustraphone, Philips,
Acos, Grampian, etc. All tapes and accessories.
Audio service department and recording studio.
HIRE purchase facilities available.
LAMBDA Record Company Ltd., 95. Liven -
pool Rd Liverpool. 23. Great Crosby 4012.
OUR Sept. recommendation, a Unimixer18404 3-

way mixing unit, to go with the tape re-
corder you buy from us. -Sound News, 10,
Clifford St., W.1. [0131
GLASGOW -Recorders bought, sold, ex-

changed, cameras, etc., exchanged for
recorders, or vice versa. -Victor Morris, 406,

eyle St., Glasgow, C.2. [0201
INE-VOX disc recording mechanisms for
L.P. or standard Operation from 30gns.-

56gns.; also complete tape/disc or direct chan-
nels from 5Ogns -112gns.
DEMONSTRATIONS can be arranged In Lon-
don -For full details write to K.T.S., Ltd.,
" Coplow," Park Rd., Braunton, N. Devon.
Callers by appointment only 10210

EROICA ' RECORDING STUDIOS (Est.
1949). -Recorders (stereo as required)

by Ferrograph, series IV, etc., Brenell (Mk. V
and the marvellous lightweight Three -Star);
pocket 3 -way mixer, £3 posted; installations
for industry and the home; tape/disc, etc. -
Recorder House, Peel St., Eccles. M/c. Eccles
1624. Director, Thurlow Smith. A.R.M.C.M.

[0122

GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT -
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

RECORDING amplifier for Grampian -type
feedback head, in Imhof case, as new, £50;

2 G.E.C. ribbon microphones, £10 each: G.E.C.
boom microphone stand, £15. -Box 4627.

[8660
ALSO from us! Post free, insured Gevaert,

1,700ft new L.P. tape, 31/-; 850ft, 22/6;
EMI -std., 1,200ft on strong Ferrospools, boxed,
25/-; Ferrograph SAN and All dem. models
occas. also available -Sound News, 10, Clifford
St., W.1. [0194
THE Tape King scoops again with a new low

priced tape bargain! 7in Gevaert L.P.,
35/-; 5in Gevaert L.P., 19/6; P. & 1/6
each; also 7in L.P. by various leading British
and Continental makers at up to 30% cheaper
than list; 7in 1,200ft Ferrotape (X.M.O.S.)
(list 45/-), 25/-; P. & P.. 1/6; special offer!
1,200ft 7in P.V.C., £1, P. & P. 1/6; we have
a specialised repair service for Tape Recorders,
P.M. Tuners and other Hi Fi equipment. Large
selection of second-hand Recorders. All makes
of new Recorders and Hi Fi equipment avail-
able on no interest, low deposit terms. -E. C.
G. Kingsley & Co.. " Always First for Tape,"
132, Tottenham Court Rd. (corner of Warren
St.). London, W.1. Euston 6500. [0320

TAPE RECORDING. ETC.
RENDEZVOUS RECORDS offer comprehen-

sive 78/LP tape to disc recording facilities.
Leaflet from 19. Blackfriars St., Man-

chester, 3. 18168
APE to disc recording: Microgroove LP fromT 27/6, 78 r.p.m. from 11/-, also 45 r.p.m.;

48 -hour service; s.a.e. for comprehensive leaflet
to. -A. D. Marsh, " Deroy " Sound Service,
Little Place, Moss Deiph Lane. Aughton, Orms-
kirk. Lancs. Aughton Green 3102. [8651
TAPE/DISC/TAPE transfer, editing, copying

if quality and durability matter (especially
with LP's from your own tapes); consult Bri-
tain's oldest (not cheapest!) full-time transfer
service; delivery 2-4 days: at long last we can
insure your tape recorder, TV set, gramophone
to cover replacement of all components (in-
cluding valves, tubes): unlimited service calls,
free annual check in every part of Britain;
state certified date of purchase for quotation. -
Sound News, 10. Clifford St.. London, W.I.
Reg. 2745. [0192

AERIALS
MAKE your own aerials, save £££E's, T.V.

aerial manufacturer offers do it yourself
kits, 50 components include castings, pressings,mouldings, tubes, brackets, can be utilised to
make 100 different models, T.V., V.H.F., ama-
teur; brochure gives full illustrations, element
dimensions and prices.
THE Richard Maurice Equipment Co., Ports-
mouth Rd., Cobham, Surrey, Cobham 3239.

[8683
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SOLDERING
EQUIPMENT
R17

last was Knit

PRECISION
SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
for the
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY
 Comprehensive range
 Robust and Reliable
 Light weight
 Rapid heating
 Bit sizes 3/32m. to 3/Bin
 'PERMABIT' or Copper

bits
 All voltage ranges 6/7v.

to 230/250v.
 Prices from 19/6
Illustrated is the 25w
3/l6in replaceable bit
model with safety
shield.

British and Foreign
Patents. Registered
designs. Suppliers to
H.M. and Foreign
Governments. Agents
throughout the world.
Brochure No. S.5 sent
free on request.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey
Phone: CROydon 8589 Grams: Litesold Croydon

AMERICAN 5 -FT. DE LUXE MAST SECTIONS,
super smooth finish, 2fin. dia., lightweight steel
telescopic locking louts to build up any length, 12/6
each. (Cost according to quantity).
AMERICAN 25 -FT. HIGH SELF-SUPPORTING
TRIPOD BASE AERIAL MASTS. 3 -hollow plywood
sections 2in. to 4in. dia., complete SW- (20/-).
AMERICAN liin. dia. 35 -foot high TUBULAR STEEL
MASTS wth hinged base and ground pins. in portable
canvas hold -all. Ideal for mobile use. 130/-. (15/-).
30 -ft ONE PIECE WOOD POLES, 4in. dia. throughout,
hollow, light, perfectly round and smooth, self sup
porting. 35/- (special rate).
40 -FT. AMERICAN 2in. dia., TUBULAR STEEL
SECTIONAL MASTS. With all fittings. Finest quality.
212/101- (20/-).
AMERICAN PLYWOOD MASTS Sin. dia. 75 -ft. High.
in 9 sections with all fittings. £3510/0 (cost).
85 -ft high Suin. dia. LIGHTWEIGHT STEEL TUBU-
LAR AERIAL MASTS with all fittings, £50/0/0 (cost).
150 -ft. high Bin dia. TUBULAR STEEL SECTIONAL
MASTS with all fittings, for commercial stations,
£95/0/0 (oost).
R.C.A. 5 -element YAGI ARRAYS. 420 m/cs. on
mounting, 35/- (5/-).
V.H.F. 200 Wm. Parrot Cage H DIPOLE ARRAYS
on mounts with 45ft. co -ax lead-in. 27/6 (7/6).
MICROWAVE PARABOLOIDS. 48in. dia. on mounts.
£12/0/0 (20/-).
ELLIPTICAL REFLECTORS. 16 -ft. x 4ft. with horn
antennae, 220/0/0 (cost).
AMERICAN POLICE CAR WHIPS as on films. oft.
long, one piece with mounts, 25/- (5/-).
MILLIAMMETERS ,2}In. dia., flush round 0/1 moving
coil, 201- (2/6)
Finest Potted American FREED CHOKES, 115 300 m/a,
5in.x Sin. x 4in., 15/- (3/6).
KENYON POTTED TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 v. to
6.3 V. 4a. C.T. 3 times. Finest quality, din. x 4in. a 3in.,
20/- (3/6)
AMERICAN 230v. RELAYS. D.P. 5 amps. 12/6 (2/6).
6n. Mirror Seale Wood Case Portable D.C. VOLT-
METERS. 01150 moving coil, 20/- (3/6).
HEAVY MORSE KEYS Type D. Enclosed In bakelite
cases. 12/6 12/6).
4t. AMERICAN CAR WHIPS one piece with matching
transformer in base precision job. &X- (5/-).
BENDIX 8R. x 19in. Totally Enclosed TRANSMITTER
CABINETS. £6/0/0 (20/-)

Amounts in brackets are carriage -England and
Wales. 40 -page list of over 1000 different items
availabe. We have lots of " bits and pieces "-
send your requirements. All enquiries answered.

P. HARRIS
ORGAN1FORD, DORSET

VALVES
VALVE cartons by return at keen prices; send

I./- for all samples and list. -J. & A. Box -
makers, 75a, Godwin St., Bradford, 1. [0172
VALVES for radio, TV, etc., etc., large stocks

of all types, government and other sur-
plus types at very low prices, send s.a.e. nowfor our latest list.-Waltons Wireless Stores,
46, 47, 48 & 49, Stafford St., Wolverhampton.

VALVES WANTED
[0146

NEW television or battery midgets, used
ones, large quantities each type only', Lon-

don parcels viewed and collected. -Box 4486.
[8646

NEW valves wanted any quantity; best cash
price by return. -Stan Willetts, 43, Soon

Lane, West Bromwich. Staffs. Tel. Wes. 2392.
[8547

ALL types of valves British or American,
transmitting and receiving; keenest cashprices paid. What have you to offer? -Writeor call Lowe Bros., 9a, Diana Place, Euston

Rd., N.W.1. Tel. Euston 1636-7. [8494
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.

APROMPT cash offer for your surplus brand
new valve's, speakers, components, testInstruments, etc.-R.H.S., 155, Swan Arcade,Bradford, 1. [0190WANTED, all types of communications re-
ceivers and test equipment. -Details to

R. T. & I. Service, Ashville Old Hall, Ashville
Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986. [0163
WANTED, porcelain or bakelite fuse units

(bridge and base), 5, 15 and 30 amp,
250 volt preferred; also 60 amp rotary switches,
must be new. -British Distributing, 591, Green
Lanes, London, /4.8. [8556

TRGENTLY wanted, manuals or instructionV books, data, etc., on American or British
Army, Navy or Air Force radio and electricalequipment. -Harris, 93, Wardour St., W.1.Gerrard 2504. [8550
WANTED, BC610 Hallicrafters, ET.4336

transmitters, BC312 receivers, BC221
frequency meters and spare parts for all above;
best cash prices.-P.C.A. Radio, Beavor Lane,
Hammersmith, W.6. [0079
WANTED,good quality communication RYS

tape recorders, test equipment, domestic
radios, record players, amplifiers, valves, com-
ponents, etc., estb. 18 years. -Call, send or
phone Ger. 4638, Miller's Radio, 38a, Newport
Court. Leicester Square. W.C.2. [8563
PROMPT cash for the purchase of surplus

stocks of televisions, tape recorders, radios,
amplifiers and domestic electrical appliances
of every description, substantial funds avail-
able. -Spears, 14, Watling St.,Shudehill, Man-
chester. Blackfriars 1916. ankers: MidlandBank, Ltd. 10216

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
MAINS transformers rewound, new trans-

formers specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; first-
class workmanship; fully guaranottteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bldgs.,Warner Gate, Nottingham, Est. 1917. Tel.
54898.
LOUDSPEAKERS, electric clocks and shavers

repaired promptly. -Model Loudspeaker Ser-
vice, Sonic House, Shipton-on-Cherwell, Oxford.

[0230
TRANSFORMERS to any specification.

Singles, rewinds, small or large batches:
quick and efficient service, competitive prices,
estimates by return of post from:
MESSRS. Newman & Son, 1, Grove Crescent.
South Woodford, E.18. [0330WE undertake the manufacture of trans-

formers singly or in quantities to any
specification; all work guaranteed for 12
months.
LADBROKE Rewind Service, Ltd., 820a,
Harrow Rd., London, N.W.10. Tel. Ladbroke
0914. 10222RENEW to stock your faulty speakers of all

sizes, pressure units, microphones, coils,
fields and cone assemblies in cartons. -D. C.
Boulton, 134, Thornton Rd.. Bradford, 1.
Telephone 22838. [0171
TRANSFORMERS. -Suppliers to B.B.C.,

I.T.A., and leading radio manufacturers.
single or long runs, prompt delivery, home and
export, rewinds to all makes.
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS), Ltd., Shirley,
Solihull, Warwicks. Tel. Shi. 2483. [0128

MISCELLANEOUS
METALWORK, all types cabinets, chassis,

racks, etc., to your own specification,
capacity available for small milling and cap-
stan work up to lin bar.
PHILPOTT'S METAL WORKS, Ltd., Chapman
St., Loughborough. [020825nn hard -drawn aluminium television

lit, aerial tubes, for disposal at 1/9 each,
or per lb, sizes 7/81n o/d Xgauges .032in, .036in,
.064in, varying lengths 4ft bin-2ft 8in.-
A. 13. Keeling & Co., Ltd. 538, Moseley Rd.,
Birmingham, 12. Tel. Calthorpe 3537-8-9.

PAINTS, CELLULOSE, ETC.
[8659

Ds ANL, recognised for many years as the
unique one -coat black crackle finish,

brush applied, no baking; available by post in
1/8 pint cans at 3/9 from: G. A. Miller,
255, Nether St., London, N.3. [0260

AGENCIES WANTED
AGENCY for Sweden.
FOR more than 30 years we have been
specialising in selling components to the
Swedish electrical industry, the wholesalers
and the Forces, and would now be interested
in extending our connections with agencies for
semi -conductors and transformers, etc. -Please
reply to Forslld & CO.. AB. Radmansgatan 56
Stockholm Va. tes64

L

ONDON CENTRA
RADIO STORES

/mA. METER. Centre zero 1-0-1. Suitable for tuniniN
Indicator or galvo. Resistance 75 ohm. Panel mounting
overall dimension 3in. 25/- new and boxed.
FLUXMETERS MODEL WY0023. Calibrated in three
ranges, 500-1,000, 1,000-2,000 and 2,000-4.000 gauss.
Direct reading. Complete with polarity Indicator
and probe for minimum gap of 111n. Brand new In
portable wood cane with carrying handle. 12 x
9 x 5tin., less battery. E3/10/- inclusive.
AVO UNIVERSAL TEST METERS. Reconditioned
as new. In perfect working order. Model 40 £101101-.
Model Z £9191-.
Slin. P.M. SPEAKER se in grey metal cabinet com-
plete with volume control. Very sensitive. Approx.
measurements 55 x 50 x 2ifn. Approx. weight 2111).
HIGH-SPEED ELECTRO-MAGNETIC COUNTERS.

Single coil 2,300 0 or single coil 5000.
Ex Govt. 0.9,999, 25/50 v. D.C. Sise184/60.1 lim

VENEER TIME SWITCHES, for switching on/off
lighting and power. Reconditioned as new. In iron-
clad cases, 10 amp., 75/-; 15 amp., 55/-; 20 amp.,

2515TELEPHONE DIALS. 0-9. Suitable for inter-ollice
and factory Installations. With fixing mount, fitted
with connecting tags. 21/-.
SYNCHRONOUS A.C. MOTORS (geared meter move-
ments), 200/250 v. For models, etc. Approx. size
3 x 3 x 3in., weight Ilb., 8/6.
3 -OHM P.M. SPEAKERS. In good working order.
10in. 27/8; Bin. 916; sin. 9/6; Sin. 11/8.
ELECTRICITY SLOT METERS (1/- In slot) for A.C.
mains. Fixed tariff to your requirements. Suitable
for hotels, etc. 10 A., 84/-. 15 A. 94/-. 20 A. 104/-.
Other amperages available. Reconditioned as new.
QUARTERLY ELECTRIC CHECK METERS. Re-
conditioned A. 42/6, 15 A. 52/6, 20 A.
5716. Other amperages available.
BALANCED ARMATURE HEADPHONES. Suitable
for crystal
LIGHT WEIGHT HEADPHONES. Low resistance
400 ohm each earpiece.
VERNER 8 -DAY CLOCKWORK TIME SWITCHES.

con-
necting socitsI k, 27

amp., 3/88x. 21 x 21in" with key and con -

MOVING COIL HAND MIKE. Type 7. 7/6.
All prices include carriage

23 LISLE ST. (GE6.29.59) LONDON, W.C.2
Closed Thursday 1 p.m. Open all day Saturday

CREED

TELEPRINTERS
Post-war model 8B

BRAND NEW Receiving Tape
Printers for 100 to 250 volts*
in makers original cases.

Price £35, carr. paid U.K.
*For A.C. supplies a rectifier is

supplied at E3 extra.

P. HARRIS
ORGANFORD, DORSET
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AMPLIFIERS
Quad II d Pre -amp.
Leak TL/12
RD Cadet
Armstrong
Dulci DPA 10
Grampian 584..
STEREO
Audiomaster 33 15
Avantic SPA 11 29 8
Pilot SHIP 15 33 12
Quad 22 Control 25 0
Leak 20 and Control 51 9
TUNERS
Quad FM 28 17
Armstrong ST 3 27
Chapman PM85 2817
Leak Trough Line 33 15
Rogers Powered 24 10
CHASSIS
Armstrong Jubilee 29 8
Armstong Stereo 44 28 7
Dulci II4T2 AM/FM 24 19
SPEAKERS
Axiette 612
Axiom 300 11 5
Super 8in. PS/AL .. 6 19
Golden 10in. FSB 8 7
Co Axial 12Ln. 245 0
WB /11111.01.2 15
MOTORS
Collard 4T/200 18 12
Connoisseur Type B 27 16
Garrard 4 ELF 18 9
Garrard TA Mk. II 8 10
Garrard 301 22 7
Lenco GL 58/580 25 8

ENCLOSURES, EQUIPMENT d CABINETS
by STAMFORD

S.27. Cohimn enclosure de-
ifIgned to house the Sin. and 10in.
Wharfedale range. Laggea
with lin. felt and embodying the
Wharfedale acoustic filter.
121n. x 121n. x 431n. high.
Price 813/15/-. or 41./- deposit
and 9 payments of 27/11.

S.38. Corner enclosure to Goodman Specification for the
NEW 8^ TRIAXIETTE speaker, bs,e or splay lea Also
modified for other makes of sp,ikers. Price 211/17/6 or
38/- deposit and 9 payments of 24/,

EQUIPMENT
Cash Price

s
42 0
31 10
17 10
32 0
19 19
20 0

8
0
0

9
0

8

Hire Purchase
Deposit 18 Min,.
126/- 45S
94/6 34/2
52/6 19/1
96/- 34'9
60/- 20/8
60, 20 8

100/-
88/6

100/-

154/6

87/-
82/6
871-

100/-
72/6

881-
851-
75,
19/-
83/6
21/

751-
25/-

-
14/3

55/6
82/6
55/6
25/6
67/-
76/-

36/9
31/11
36'6

55/827/2

31/4

Ski
38/6
26 8

3031/10/10

27/2

7/2

17/8
9/-

25/27/3

20/2
30/3
20/1

9/3
2413
27/8

WE SPECIALISE IN supplying and fitting any
equipment currently available. NO FITTING
CHARGE. DEMONSTRATIONS AT OUR WEY-
MOUTH SHOWROOMS.

THE LOWBOY G.P.55. Size 4511n. Ir 171n. x 18in. high.
Motor board 1511n. x 18/n. wide. Control panel 151in. x
131in. Amplifier compartment 15/ x 91in. Well ventilated
Price £16/16/- or 51/- deposit and 9 payments of 34/
monthly.

Cabinets veneered in oak, walnut and mahogany,
finished In shade required. Delivery England and
Wales 12/6. Scotland and Northern Ireland 25/-.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

Write for our illustrated catalogue or visit our Hi -Fidelity
Showrooms at:

84186/98 Weymouth Terrace, off Hackney Road.
LONDON, E.B. Telephone: SHO 5003

Showroom hours, Monday -Saturday, 9.30 to 5.30.
Late night Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Direction& No. 6 bus from Liverpool Street Station to the
Odeon, Hackney Road, Walk back two turnings.

A. L STAMFORD LTD. (DEPT. P.4)

BUSINESS & PROPERTY
MEDSUM size private company, situated in

the West of England, is desirous of nego-
tiations with large Public or Private Company
with a view to being a subsidiary of same, or
suggestions; present factory space, 18,000 sq
ft, Owned by the company, freehold, modern
building
FACILITIES for plastic injection moulding,
aluminium alloy die casting, tool room facili-
ties. large storage space, room for further ex-
pansion.
PRESENT turnover. £75,000 per annum. En -
q4uiries welcomed from principals only. -Box

368. [8627
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ENGLISH/GERMAN firm in W. Germany
specialising in electronic equipment pleased

to accept business propositions for agencies, etc.
-P.M.H. (Transonic), Hainbuchen Strasse 40,
Schwanheim, Frankfurt/Main, Germany. [8647

CAPACITY AVAILABLE
ALUMINIUM chassis. brackets, accessories,

component potting and circuit printing. -
Write for catalogue, 25. Leach St.. Prestwich,
Manchester. [8588
ELECTRONIC assembly, coil winding and

machining. A.I.D. approved. -.Bel Sound
Products, Marlborough Yard, London, 14.19.
Tel. Arc. 5078. [0185
ASSEMBLY and wiring capacity available,

electronic equipment for the radio, tele-
vision or aircraft industries. Encapsulation,
sheet metal work, engraving.-R.E.E. Telecom-
munications, Ltd., 15a, Market Sq., Crewkerne,
Somerset. [8517

SITUATIONS VACANT
WIRELESS Technician (male).
APPLICATIONS invited for pensionable post in
Ministry of Home Affairs; candidates must be
British subjects ordinarily resident in United
Kingdom; qualifications -good general educa-
tion, sound theoretical and practical know-
ledge of Radio Engineering and some years'
experience in maintenance of radio equipment;
preference for ex -servicemen. Salary scale -
2505 (age 21)-8615 (age 25)-2745; success-
ful candidate With special qualifications or
experience may enter at salary above minimum.
-Application forms, obtainable from Secretary,
Civil Service Commission, Stormont, Belfast,
must be returned by 1 Oct., 1959. [8667
MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL.
LABORATORY Assistant (Misc. IV 2620-680
if over 26) to Work in physics and electrical
laboratories in Dept. of Science & Engineering
at, Isleworth Polytechnic, London Rd., Isle -
worth. Middx.-Application forms (s.a.e.) from
Principal, returnable immediately. (Quote
B.32 W.W.) 18662
pYE television transmission division.
THE above division manufactures a complete
range of the television camera film studio and
sound broadcasting equipment for use in this
country and overseas.
TECHNICAL assistants and prototype wiremen
are required to work with teams engaged in the
design and development of this equipment in the
Cambridge laboratories; they should be capable
of building prototypes from sketches and cir-
cuit diagrams with the minimum of supervision;
whilst television experience is not essential, it
is necessary for applicants to have worked on
similar electronic equipment.
APPLICATIONS quoting P.W. should be

Caddrerisseddge. 1865 5A
to the Chief Engineer. Pye. Ltd..

amb
SENIOR/Junior Development Engineers and

LABORATORY Assistants.
ENGINEERS with experience of AM FM and
SSB techniques are required for new develop-
ment teams. Very good prospects and condi-
tions. Pension scheme. -Please write with de-
tails of qualifications, experience and salary re-
quired to Personnel Officer. British Communica-
tions Corporation, Ltd. Exhibition Grounds,
Wembley, Middlesex. Wembley 1212. [0244
RADIO testers wanted for testing and re-

pairing transistor equipment; good wages;
5 -day week; modern factory. -Apply J. & A.
Margolin, Ltd.. 112-6, Old St., London, E.C.1.

[8595
RADIO engineer wanted for laboratory assist -

ante and technical production control;
write or telephone for interview. -J. & A.
Margolin, Ltd.. 112-6, Old St.. London, E.C.1.
Clerkenwell 2133. [8596
T9 engineers required for Bridgend Bristol

and Southamillan.-Apply in writing to
G. Q. Gore -Rowe, service director, c/o W. T.
Baker. 35, Market St., Bridgend, stating ex-
perience and wages required. 18670

ELEVISION bench and field engineers re-
quired at all times for vacancies in most

parts of the British Isles; permanent positions
with highest salaries plus bonus for suitable
applicants, 51/2 -day week. -Box 1757. [0251
SMART man required as radio and television

engineer for branch shop; able to drive:
good wageS and prospects; state age and details
of experience to Fells, Ltd., Head Offices, Raven-
shaw Buildings, Chapel St., King's Lynn. [8668

SOUND
recording studio, London area,

vacancy for recordist, must have thorough
electronic knowledge and maintenance experi.
ence, 5 -day week. -Write Box 4679, stating
age, experience, qualifications and salary re-
quired. [8664
ELECTRONIC research assistant required by

Oxford University Department developing
latest physical and physical -chemical tech-
niques. Salary 2500-2600 according to expert-
ence.-Apply Director, Research Laboratory for
ArchteolW and the History of Art, 6, Kelpie
Rd.. OxfOrd. (8655

ardoes449n9
PCU27 STEREO

PRE -AMPLIFIER E26.10.0

Original in appearance, original in design, the
new PCU27 provides every possible facility for
all sources of sound reproduction both now and
in the future. Recommended for use with one
or two A to type amplifiers but designed for
use with any high -quality amplifiers. CON-
TROLS: (1) Selector Switch, controlling eight
separate inputs, all for either stereo or mon-
aural sound sources. (2) Bass Control. (3)
Treble Control. (4) Balance Control. (5) Fil-
ter Switch. (6) Variable Slope Switch. (7)
Rumble Filter Switch. (8) Volume Control.
(9) Phase Switch. (10) Function Switch.
VALVES: 4 x EF86 pentodes, 3 x ECC83
double triodes.

ST3 AM/FM TUNER 26 GNS.

A self -powered high fidelity tuner covering the
full VHF, medium and long wavebands designed
to match any amplifier input. On AM bands
the ferrite aerial, two I.F. stages and the very
efficient A.V.C. action ensure Continental
reception of real programme value. The FM
circuit is completely stable with no trace of
drift and automatic frequency control provides
broad, easy tuning.

FM61 VHF TUNER 20 GNS.

A sensitive high fidelity tuner covering the full
VHF band (87-108 me/s) and incorporating
switched automatic frequency control. Designed
to match the A.10 Mk. II Amplifier in size,
style and performance, it can also be used
with virtually any amplifier, radio receiver or
tape recorder. The A.10 Mk. II provides
power supplies for the FM61, but a separate
power pack (82/19/6) is available if required.

Post this coupon or write for descriptive literature
and details of Home Trial facilities, Hire Purchase

Terms and Guarantee.

NAME

ADDRESS

WSAT

ARMSTRONG W12ELV:ION' CO. LTD.
Warlters Road, London, N.7

Telephone: NORth 3213
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EDOUD
Whichever way you look at it, DUODE

SOUND is the best value for anyone's
money-a square deal for the ears and the
pocket.

DUODE'S dual drive with built-in
crossover and feedback gives widest
frequency range with no undamped har-
monics-hence its crystal clarity, cleanness,
smoothness and astonishing naturalness.
Duode pleasure lasts.

1 hen, after five or even ten years o this
pleasure DUODE owners can, at less than
half the cost of a new Unit, have the ...itest
DUODE frame cone and drive system
fitted to his old magnet, and again enjoy
the finest up-to-date sound quality.
Write now for details of the unique new

DUO DES

DUODE LTD.
24 Dingwall Road, Croydon, Surrey

Instrumentation at its best . . .

1111111111111.0,01111.0111111111111 11111,0111

SIFAN ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
LEIGH COURT - TORQUAY - Telephone 454718

NEW BOOKS ON
RADIO & TELEVISION

The A.R.R.L. Radio Amateur's
Handbook 1959. Postage 1/9 32/6
Model Radio Control by Safford

Postage 1/- 2I/ -
HI -Fl Year Book 1959. Postage 1/- 10/6
Rapid Radio Repairs by Warren
Heath. Postage 1/- 23/-
Brimar Valve and T.V. Tube
Manual. New edition No. 8. Post-
age 8d. 6/ -
Principles of Transistor Circuits by
Amos. Postage If- 2I/ -
Oscilloscope Techniques by Haas
Postage 1/- 23/ -
Transistor Circuits by Catermole
Postage 1/6 70/ -
Radio Valve Data by " Wireless
World." Postage 8d. 5/-
T.V. Fault Finding by Radio Con-
structor. Postage 6d. 5/ -
How to Get the Best Out of Your
Tape Recorder by Guy. Postage 6d 8/6
Radio Servicing Pocket Book by
Molloy. Postage 9d. 10;6

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET

LONDON, W.C.2 (adjoining Lisle Street)

SITUATIONS VACANT
ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENTAL STATION,

Harpenden, Herts.
ENGINEER for Statistics Department to assist
with maintenance of electronic digital computer
and associated punched paper tape equipment;
there will be opportunities to join in develop-
ment work on a magnetic tape system; appli-
cants who are not graduates should preferably
hold H.N.C. Appointment in grade of Assistant
Experimental Officer (£472-£830) or Experi-
mental Officer (£954-£1,166) depending on age,
qualifications and experience; superannuation.
APPLY to Secretary giving full particulars and
names of two referees. [8654A
FIRST-CLASS service engineer, Kent, accom-

modation provided.-Box 4497. [8648
VACANCIES exist in a Government Estab-

lishment in North Buckinghamshire for
Scientific and Experimental staff as follows.-
PRINCIPAL Scientific Officer with experience
in sonic and ultrasonic work.
PRINCIPAL Scientific Officer with experience
in radar system designs and engineering.
SENIOR Scientific Officer with general know-
ledge of H.V.F.H.F. and U.H.F. communica-
tions and general electronic experience.
APPLICANTS should possess an Honours
Degree in Physics or Engineering, or show
evidence of equivalent qualifications.
GRADING according to qualification and ex-
perience.
SALARY: Principal Scientific Officer, £1,420,
rising to £2,020. SENIOR Scientific Officer.
£1,166. rising to £1,380.
EXPERIMENTAL Officers with some experi-
ence of radio and electronic engineering.
APPLICANTS should Possess a pass Degree,
Higher National Certificate or C. & G. Final
Certificate or show equivalent qualifications.
ASSISTANT Experimental Officers.
APPLICANTS should possess Higher School
Cettiflcate or G.C.E. Advanced level in 5 sub-
jects or equivalent.
SALARY: Experimental Officer, £954, rising to
£1,166. Assistant Experimental Officer, £382
at age 18, rising to £830. Candidates must be
British subjects or citizens of the Irish Re-
public born within the Commonwealth, or in
the Irish Republic of parents born within
those territories.
WRITE, giving age, qualifications and experi-
ence, to: Box 4762. 18679

XPERIENCED salesmen, service engineersE and aerial fitters required.-R.H. Television
Development Co., Ltd. Ray, 9603. [8649

ELECTROMECHANICAL
and electronic

development engineers urgently required
for interesting work on new aircraft instru-
mentation systems which include transistor
amplifiers, data computors, instrument servo
systems and gyroscopic devices.
MINI MU have

some
qualifications are that applicants

shall practical experience in one
or two of the above fields and should be up
to H.N.C. standard.-Apply in writing, stating
age and experience, to S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Shakespeare St., Watford, Herts. [8587
IULECTRONICS: circuit development and
1-i design engineers required for work on
audio frequency amplifiers and associated equip-
ment; qualifications, H.N.C. plus recent ex-
perience in Hi-Fi, P.A. or vibration field pro-
gressive posts in pleasant working conditions.
Pamphonic Reproducers, Ltd., Dalston Gardens,
Stanmore. Middlesex. Wordsworth 0226. [8593
TELEVISION engineers, intermediate grade,

required, with experience of studio equip-
ment, for planning studio installations; corn-
mencing salary (pensionable) £750-£1.000
according to experience-Apply Head of Tele-
vision Broadcasting Department, Central Re -
diffusion Services, Ltd., Television House,
London, W.C.2. 10245
A VACANCY exists for a trainee cyclotron

ZR operator. Age under 40. Salary £565-
£685. Machine is producing radioisotopes for
new medical applications. Applicants should
have some maintenance experience in electronics
or relay circuits or high vacuum. Full details
to Senior Cyclotron Engineer. Medical Research
Council, Hammersmith Hospital. DuCane Road.
London, W.12. [8675
E LECTRONICS engineer aged about 30 re-

quired for construction and maintenance of
equipment; a sound knowledge is needed of
electronic theory and practical experience of
the construction of equipment use in produc-
tion and research.-Write, giving full details
of experience, to the Staff Manager. The Mor-
gan Crucible Co.. Ltd., Battersea Church Rd.,
S.W.11, 18673
FOREMAN Cabinet Maker required by Beaver

& Tapley, Ltd., Scotts Rd., Southall,Middx, the makers of " Multiwidth " furni-
ture; a fully responsible progressive job is
offered to a young man having real knowledge
of modern assembly methods and proved ability
in handlinig men.-Reply fully, stating age,
salary required and experience, to the Man-
aging Director. L8665
E LECTRONIC engineering assistant required

for work on the prototype constructionand the development of industrial electronic
instruments; candidates, who should be under
30 years of age, should preferably be able to
work from circuit diagrams and have some ex-
perience in workshop practice associated with
the maintenance of electronic and other equip-
ment; the position is progressive and there is
a pension scheme in operation.-Please write,
giving full details, to the Staff Manager. High
Duty Alloys, Ltd., Research Division. Slough,
Bucks 8615

LYONS RADIO LTD.
SIMIANS HIGH SPEED RELAYS. Twin 145 ohm
coils, single change -over platinum contacts. PRICE
7/6, postage 9d.
(Enquiries invited for any type of Post Ofiloe pattern
relays.)

HEAVY WTI SLIDER. RESISTANCES. 12 amps,
ohm. 8}in. long x 4} x tin. BRAND NEW.

PRICE 7/6, postage 1/9.
AERIAL VARIOMETERS. As used for the Army
No. 19 Set. Get peak performance from your short
wave set. Supplied complete with special coaxial
plug. Fitted high grade tuning control. PRICE
12/8. Postage 2/6.
DC/AC ROTARY CONVERTERS. 12 volt Input,
230 volt 50 cps. Output (130 watts). Fitted output
voltmeter and voltage adjustor. Housed in strong
wood carrying ease with lid. New condition. All
plugs supplied. Fully tested. PRICE 22/10/-,
carriage 10/,
COMBINED AUDIO AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKER.
Housed in attractive case with finely polished veneer
front with decorative grill. Fitted with combined
volume control,onroff switch and tone control, 2 watts
output For 220/240 v. A.C. mains. Beady to switch
on. PRICE £.3110/-, postage 3/6.
IN STOCK: RECEIVERS R1155A, 1111.55N, R208 (new).
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS. 0/10 Kehl.
(Furzehill Labs.) Details on request (S.A.E.).

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD (Dept. M.W.),
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12

Telephone: Shepherd's Bush 1729

JEFFERY TRANSFORMER Co.
SOLENOIDS RELAY COILS

METAL RECTIFIERS

199 Edward Street, New Cross
LONDON, S.E.14

TIDeway 4458

LOCKWOOD
ENCLOSURES

Used by every Broadcasting &
Television Authority in theBritish Isles and Eire
for High Quality Monitoring.

LOCKWOOD & CO. (Woodworkers) LTD.
LOWLANDS ROAD HARROW, MIDDX.

COPPER WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,
COTTON AND SILK COVERED

RESISTANCE WIRES
EUREKA - CONSTANTAN

Most Gauges Available

NICKEL -CHROME - MANGANIN

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets,
EBONITE and BAKELITE PANELS.

TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications
SEND STAMP FOR LIST. TRADE SUPPLIED.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

Phone: CLIssold 4688
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CABINETS
FOR ANY EQUIPMENT

CABINETS TO YOUR
SPECIFICATION

THE BUREAU
This popular
bureau cabinet is
veneered with the
finest selected
Walnut andbeautifully
polished as a
Died um shade.
Designed to
accommodate al-
most any of the
many units we
have available
and to give
generous storage
compartments.

WALNUT 516.16.0
NATURAL OAK 518.18.0

THE
SERENADE

Veneered with
finest selected
walnut, beauti-
fully polished to
a medium shade:
this attractivecabinet has
generous storage
space, with board
eliding out
smoothly on
metal rolers.
This cabinet can
be fitted with
any of the latest Hi-Fi Units.
213.19.6

THE
CONTINENTAL'
This elegant Cab-!
Met is the latest
in our range de-
signed in the
continental style.
Solidly construc-
ted and finished
in oak, walnut or
mahogany ven-
eers. (Dark,
medium or light,
sigh gloss or satin
latch available).

529.10.0

THE REGENT

THE
CONTEMPORARY

This beautifully designed
Contemporary Cabinet
can be supplied in Oak,
Walnut or Mahogany
Veneer and has a waxed
semi -matt finish.
This cabinet can be
fitted with any of the
latest Hi-Fi Units.

511.15.0

This cabin can accom-
modate almost any earn-
bination of Radio -Feeder
Amplifier Control. Motor
Unite and Loudspeaker
System. There is ample
storage space. Available
in finest walnut or maho-
gany veneer and polished.
Has pneumatic lid stay
and castors.

WritesorourNEW
24 page fully illus-
trated catalogue
of cabinets and
details of our com-
plete range of
chassis, auto -
changers, tape
decks, speakers,
etc., all available
on easy terms.

LEWIS RADIO
120 GREEN LANES (Dept. WW 9)

PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N.13
(Near the Cock Tavern)

Telephone: BOWes Park 1155/6

SITUATIONS VACANT
VLECTRONIC technicians required by a major

-1.-;4 steel company to work upon the installa-
tion and maintenance of varied electronic equip-
ment, and the construction of special purpose
plant. The work will include the servicing of
a modern digital computer and in this Connec-
tion, sound mathematical ability will be ad-
vantageous.
CERTAIN special training will be given, but
practical experience in the construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of electronic and electro-
mechanical equipment is required together with
good knowledge of working principles.
THE work will be on a shift system, although
opportunities to transfer to dal, work will arise.
THIS is a staff appointment and applications
should be made in writing to the Labour Man-
ager, Samuel Fox and Co., Ltd., Stocksbridce
Works. Nr. Sheffield. 18617

TUNIOR engineer; A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd.,
Chertsey, have a vacancy for a junior, .en-

gineer, having O.N.C. or equivalent, required
in the computer laboratory to assist in the
development of novel computing devices; ex-
perience of computers and transistors would be
an advantage.-The reference number to be
quoted is C/PRW/R.114/W, and replies should
be addressed to A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd.. Han -
worth Lane. Chertsey, Surrey. [0023

',EST engineers; applications are invited from
senior test engineers with previous indus-

trial experience of testing radio communica-
tions, receivers and transmitters; successful
applicants will he offered positions on the
company's permanent staff; starting salaries
commensurate with qualifications and expert-
ence.-Apply in writing, giving full details. to
Personnel Officer. Redif on, Ltd., Broomhill Rd.,
S. W.18. 1.0024

ENGINEER required with electronic experi-
ence to install and service electron micro-

scopes; training given to those without
specialised experience; minimum qualification
0.N.C.. but H.N.C. standard preferred; good
working conditions; 5 -day week, pension scheme.
-Apply, giving details of education and ex-
perience to Aeon Laboratories. Beech Hill.
Ridgmead Rd., Englefield Green, Egham,
Surrey.

r86ULECTRONICS Engineer required in connec-
tion1.% with new developments applying light

current techniques to industrial control prob-
lems; a knowledge of telephone circuitry an
advantage; permanent progressive position in
Midlands with substantial salary for first-class
man.-Write in confidence, giving full details
of previous experience, qualifications, age and
salary expected to Technical Director, The
Donovan Electrical Co., Ltd. , Stechford, Bir-
mingham, 33. [8658

MEDICAL Research Council invite applica-
tions for the appointment of electronics

technician at their Environmental Radiation
Research Group, Leeds. Salary within the
range E535-£655 or L645-.2790 depending on
qualifications, age and experience. Applications,
giving details of previous experience and the
names of two referees, should be sent to Dr.
P. R. 3. Burch, Department of Medical Physics,
University of Leeds. The General Infirmary,
Leeds, 1.
OVERSEAS Oil Exploration Company,

1w86i5th4

../ world-wide seismic parties, offers perma-
nent career to electronic technicians; maintain-
ing and operating field equipment; men
prepared to accept responsibility and to live in
camp conditions; academic qualifications to
H.N.C. or equivalent essential, and genuine
practical experience to the standard; National
Service completed and an advantage if in rele-
vant work; home leave every two years.-Box
4229.

DIGITAL computers; A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd.,[868

Chertsey, have a vacancy for an elec-
tronics engineer in a rapidly expanding com-
puter group which is concerned with the
development of novel computing devices; quali-
fications required are H.N.C. or equivalent, to-
gether with experience in the design of pulse
circuitry, preferably using transistors.-The
reference number to be quored is C/PRW/
R.113/W, and replies should be addressed to
A. V. Roe & Co.. Ltd., Hanworth Lane, Chert-
sey, Surrey. [0022

BE.A. require radio maintenance engineers
based in Line Pool at London Airport, to

undertake relief duties at U.K. and overseas
stations; applicants should have considerable
experience of aircraft and radio servicing and
maintenance; a knowledge of modern airborne,
civil radio communication and aircraft electri-
cal systems; landing and navigation aids; and
possess a current Aircraft Radio Maintenance
Engineers licence to at least ' A ' category with
A' rating; medical fitness for overseas service

is essential in all cases; salary £937/10 to
£1,067/10 plus allowances on posting.-Write to
Senior Personnel Officer, Area and Outstations,
British European Airways. 'Keyline House,
Ruislip, Middlesex. [8680

MINISTRY of Supply requires technician in
Directorate of Electronics Production

(Telecommunications), London, for procure-
ment and production planning of major tele-
communication and cipher stores for Fight-
ing Services and other Government bodies;
quals., recognised engineering apprenticeShip
or equiv. training in an appropriate trade;
good knowledge of telecommunications indus-
try and line equipment; H.N.C. or equiv. de-
sirable; salary £1,065-0,300 p.a.-Forms from
M.L. & N.S., Technical and Scientific Register
(K), 26, King St., S.W.1, quoting D402/9A.0666
Closing date, 11 October, 1959.

THRILLING
PERFORMANCE

Certain conductors can extract
from an orchestra the most thrill-
ing and exciting performances,
making others seem lifeless and
uninteresting. The same can be
said for a Massicore output trans-
former. With a good amplifier
and other equipment it can bring
to life such performances that
will thrill in a way you may not
have experienced before.

SAVAGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD.

NURSTEED ROAD

DEVIZES, WILTSHIRE
Telephone: Devizes 932
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RADIO&ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS . .
The MORSE CODE is still, and
always will be, the basic Code for
individual Signalling, whether on
visual or telecommunication circuits.
So add this simple and interesting sub.
ject to your qualifications. Apart from
the pleasure derived from this extra
knowledge, it counts for much when a
step up the ladder is under consideration.
Write for the CANDLER BOOK OF
FACTS and see for yourself how fascin-
ating the Candler method of reaching
the Morse Code will prove.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(66W) 52b ABINGDON ROAD, LONDON, W.8
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

REPANCO MINI -3
A new local station pocket transistor

Radio.
 Size 5in. x 3*in. x
 Long and Medium Wave.
 Dual Ferrite Aerials.
 Loudspeaker reception.
 Regenerative RF Reflex Circuit.
Send Now! 116d. (post free) for
easy wiring plans, instructions and
price list.
Mail Order and Trade:

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS LTD.,

33 Much Park St., COVENTRY
Tel.: 62572

Wholesale Enquiries and Export:
REPANCO, LTD.,

O'Brien's Buildings, 203-269,
Foleshill Rd., COVENTRY.

Tel.: 40594

THE "ZEPHYR" (W) 200'250 volts.
SHADED POLE MOTOR

Precision built, 2,600 R.P.M.
26 watts. 2}in. wide (over
Axing lugs). 9.5n. long. Shaft
extension tin. Die -east rotor.
Sturdy and SILENT. Ground
and polished spindle (6132in.
diem.).
Suitable for Fans, Extractors,
Fan Heaters, Projector cool-
ing, cupboard airing and all
purposes where reliability,
silence and freedom from
radio and T.V. interference
is essential.

Price 37/6 (L'otr free
only)

ACCESSORIES
Bakelite fan, 8in. diam. 7/6. Metal fan, 4m. diem. 5,_

THE BESTFREND ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
BANSTEAD, SURREY

F.H.P. motor manorsoturers for 80 years
Quantity minarom matted

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO testers, men with experience of fault-

finding on telecommunication and allied
equipment are invited to apply for this inter-
esting and progressive position-Write with de-
tails of experience and qualifications to Person-
nel Officer, British Communications Corpora-
tion, Ltd., Exhibition Grounds, Wembley,
Middx. Wembley 1212. [0243
RADIO Technicians required by International

Aeradio, Ltd., for overseas service. Perma-
nent and pensionable posts. Normally tax-free,
inclusive salary in local currency varying with
location, and additional marriage and child
differentials. U.K. leave, free air passages and
insurance. Kit allowance. Qualified candidates
to whom replies will be sent write to Personnel
Officer, 40, Park St., W.1. [0262
RADIO operators.-Air Ministry have vacan-

cies for temporary radio operators (male);
good prospects of permanent, pensionable ap-
pointments and promotion; initial appoint-
ments in U.K. but subsequent tour of duty
in Far East likely; trainees £422/10 to £605;
qualified operators £507/10 to £975 (these
rates are subject to a small deduction at
provincial stations and a small increase in
London and overseas); special allowances pay-
able for overseas service.-Apply Air Ministry
C.E.4m., Cornwall House, Stamford St.. S.E.1.

[0231
THE Air Ministry have vacancies for civilian

radio technicians at Royal Air Force Sea -land and at other selected R.A.F. stations
throughout the United Kingdom for the ser-
vicing, repair, modification and testing of air
and ground radio and radar equipment. Com-
mencing salary (national) (according to age)
is £525-£635 p.a. Max. salary £745 p.a. These
rates are subject to a small deduction at cer-
tain provincial stations and a small increase
in London. Annual leave 3 weeks 3 days in-
creasing to 4 weeks after 3 years' service. A
limited number of houses may be available for
renting at Sealand. These houses are at West
Kirby, some 15 miles distant.-Apply, giving
details of quals. and exp., direct to the Com-
manding Officer No. 30 Maintenance Unit,
Royal Air Force, Sealand, or to Air Ministry
C.E. 4m Cornwall House, Waterloo Rd., Lon-
don. S.E.1, for other vacancies. [0242

SITUATIONS WANTED
DAGIO engineer, 24, Swiss, desires position
IA. radar, radio and T.V. experience.-Write
to P. Pfund, 116a, Rosenbergstrasse St. Gallen,
Switzerland. (80556A

TECHNICAL TRAINING
LEARN Radio and Electronics the New Prac-

tical Way! Very latest system of experi-
menting with and building radio apparatus-
" as you learn."-Free brochure from Dept.
W.W.10 Radiostructor, 46, Market Place,
Reading, Berks. [0241
CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on " No

Pass-No Fee " terms; over 95% successes.
-For details of modern courses in all branches
of electrical engineering, applied electronics,
automation, etc., send for our 148 -page Hand-
book-free and post free.-B.I.E.T. (Dept.
388A), 29, Wright's Lane, London, W.8. [0017

TUITION
FULL-TIME courses for P.M.G. Certificates,

C.G.L.I., Telecommunications and Radar
Maintenance Certificates.-Information from
College of Technology, Hull. [0111
WIRELESS.-See the world as a radio officer

in the Merchant Navy; short training
period, low fees, scholarships, etc., available,
boarding and day students' stamp for prospec-
tus.-Wireless College, Colwyn Bay. [0018
A .M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City &
 l Guilds, G.C.E., etc., bring high pay and
security; " No Pass-No Fee " terms; over 95%
successes.-For details of exams and courses
in all branches of engineering, building, elec-
tronics, etc., write for 148 -page Handbook-
free.-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 29, Wright's
Lane, London,W.8. [0118
" L.TOW and Why " of Radio and Electronics

1.1.made easy by a new, no -maths, Practical
Way. Postal instruction based on hosts of ex-
periments and equipment building carried eut
at home. New Courses bring enjoyment as well
as knowledge of this fascinating subject.-Free
brochure from Dept. W.W.12 Radiostructor, 46,
Market Place, Reading, Berks. [0240

TT.V.
and Radio-A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and

Guilds, R.T.E.B., Cert., etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms; over 95% successes.-For
details of exams. and home training courses
(includin g practical apparatus) in all branches
of radio, T/V and electronics, write for 148 -
page Handbook-free-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 397A),
29, Wright's Lane, London, W.8. [0016
ALL examinations easier to pass by I.C.S.

home study methods, A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
C. & G. Telecoms., P.M.G. Cert in Wireless
Telegraphy, Radio and T.V. Servicing, etc.-
Write for free prospectus, International Cor-
respondence Schools, Ltd., Intertext House, 40,
Park Gate Rd. (Dept. 442A), London, S.W.11.

 EARN -AS -YOU -BUILD course In
[0033bas1

cc
radio, electronic and electrical theory with

practical training building a 4 -valve TRF and
5 -valve superhet radio receiver; signal genera-
tor and high -quality multi-tester.-Write for
free book. International Correspondence
Schools, tpfertext House, 40, Park Gate Rd
(Dept. 442), London, S.W.11. [0358

TELEPRINTERS,
PERFORATORS,

REPERFORATORS,
TAPE READERS

Terminals and V.F. Telegraph
multi -channel units; Testing Equip -
ment: Telephone Carriers and Re-
peaters: Signalling Rectifiers and
Relays, Transformers Transmit and
Receive, Filters; Repeating and Re-
tardation Coils: Racks, Relay Bases,
Remote Control Transmitters,
British, American, Italian and
German Equipment.

Batey & Co., Gaiety Works,
Akeman Street, Tring, Herts.

Tel: TRING 2183 and 2310.

MINIATURE
TRANSISTOR RADIOS

Quotation required for the manufacture of
50,000 transistor type radios size 4" x 2".
Cases available. Chassis and working parts
only required in quotation.

Apply box No. 4815 c/o "Wireless World"

FERROGRAPH RECORDERS
Tandberg Stereo, Harting, etc.

Personal Recordings,
Tape to Tape/Disc Service

CRIFFITHS HANSEN (Recordings) LTD.
24/ 2 5 Foley Street, London, W.I

MUSeum 2771

A. K. & L. G. SMITH LTD.
Manufacturers of :-

Electrical & Electronic Apparatus
Sub Assemblies, etc.

38 Nunhead Lane, Peckham, London, S.E.15
Telephone: NEW Cross 7325

TRANSFORMERS
Built to specificat;on. Any quantity 3 phase up
to 15 KVA. Single phase, 10 KVA. Also
phase conversion types. Amplifier trans-

formers, etc. Early delivery.
NOTTINGHAM TRANSFORMER SERVICE

179 Wollaton Street, Nottingham.
Tel. 41992

DAMAGED METER?
Have it repaired by Glasers

Reduce overheads by having your damaged
Electrical Measuring Instruments repaired
by L. Glaser & Co. Ltd.

We specialise in the
repair of all types and
makes of Voltmeters,
Ammeters, Microamme-
ters, Multirange Test
Meters, Electrical There
mometers. Recording
Instrument* etc.
As contmototy to various

Governmen Departments, we are the leading
Electrical Instrument Repairers in the Industry.
For prompt estimate and speedy delivery send
defective instrument by registered post, or write to
Dept. W.W.

L. GLASER & CO. LTD.
06-100, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.L.

Tel.: Monarch 6822
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New

SIM-TECH BOOKS
STEREO. . . How It Works by Burstein.
No. W.G.80. An up-to-the-minute book
covering all phases of stereo sound and latest
techniques. Highly recommended. 218
pages. Price 23/, Postage 10d.

RAPID RADIO REPAIR by Heath. No.
W.G.78. How to fix radios quickly, deals
with receiver types, servicing techniques,
including many valuable charts. Time saved
will soon pay for this book. 220 pages. 23/-.
Postage 10d.

SERVICING TRANSISTOR RADIOS
by D'Airo. No. WG.76. An excellent book
covering types of construction, testing, stage
by stage, servicing procedures, etc. 224
pages. 23/, Postage 10d.

ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS' HAND-
BOOK by Turner. No. WG.69. Scores o
practical circuits for the hobbyist. Parts
lists of construction projects. 160 pages.
20/-. Postage ed.

MODEL RADIO CONTROL by Safford.
192 pages. 21/-. Postage 9d.

GUIDE TO MOBILE RADIO by Sands.
160 pages. 22/... Postage 8d.

TRANSISTORS -THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE by Turner. 23/-. Postage 9d.

SIM-TECH BOOK CO.
3, Hurst Close, Totton, Hants.

Complete stock of Gernsback publications.

-G.P.O. TELEPHONES REF. 326 CB --
Unique purchase of modern Slim Desk Type complete
with Internal Bella. Also provision for Party line
Working. Dozens of uses as Intercoms, Extension
Phones. etc. A genuine 612/101- Instrument. LIMITED
QUANTITY at Vie each, Plus 3i- Carriage. BRAND
NEW.

Money Back Guarantee. Prompt Postal Despatch.

K.E.P. PRODUCTS LTD.
Ashmead Works, Ashmead Rd., London, 8.E.8
"Family Engineers for over half a Century."

30,000 VOLT
RECTIFIERS

BRAND NEW American E.H.T.
Rectifiers in enclosed cabinets,
self contained with full protection
for apparatus and personnel.
Made by General Electric.

Input 115 v. 3 phase 50 cycles.
Output 2,000 v. to 30,000 v.

infinitely variable at 100 milli -
amps smoothed D.C.

Price E75.

P. HARRIS
ORGANFORD DORSET.

TUITION
INCORPORATED Practical Radio Engineers

home study courses of radio and TV en-
gineering are recognised by the trade as out-
standing and authoritative; moderate fees to
a limited number of students only; syllabus of
instructional text is free; the Practical Radio
Engineer, journal, sample only 2/-; 6,000 align-
ment peaks for superhets, 5/9, membership
and entry conditions booklet 1/- all post free,
from the Secretary. I.P.R.E., 20, Fairteld
Rd., London, N.8. [01088

BOOKS. INSTRUCTIONS. ETC.

" WIRELESS WORLD," Vols. 34 to 58.
olfers.-Lamb, 152, Dormers Wells Lane,

Southall, Middx. [8650

" WIRELESS World " 1950-1958, " High
Fidelity " 1955-1955, " Audio " 1951-

1958, all have few copies missing; offers. -Box
4628. [8661

rAATALOGIIE No. 14 Government surplus and
model radio control, over 500 illustrated

items; price 1/8, postage 4d. -Arthur Sallis
Radio Control, Ltd., 93C, North Rd., Brighton.

[0193

QEPTEMBER 1959 to February 1960 inclusive,
,3 books for C and G exams.: telecom. princi-
ples, A and B. 9/6; telecoms (Principles), 1and 2, 10/6: maths. for tels 1. 7/-; maths.for tels. 2, 5/-; all post free.-Riddiford, 384,
Tilehurst Rd., Reacting, Berks. [8652

BOOKS WANTED
WANTED. -Overhead -line Charts, by J. S.Forrest (1946)' copies required by thepublishers. -Electrical Review Publications,Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London,
S.E.1. Published price will be paid. 18628

NYLON ' P.T.F.E.
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, W IRE

No Quantity too Small. Lai on Application.
BRASS  COPPER  BRONZE

ALUMINIUM  LIGHT ALLOYS
H. ROLLET & Co. Ltd.

6 Chesbam Place, S.W.1. SLOone 3463
ALSO AT LIVERPOOL, BIRMINGHAM.

MANCHESTER, LEEDS.

V.Z. Electrical Service

ANNOUNCE
111-FI

and

TAPE ItECORDER
Service facilities to the Trade and general
public. Quick service -estimates free.

METERS
WE CAN SUPPLY

WITHIN 7-14 DAYS
a complete range of moving coil -
moving iron -electrostatic -thermo-
couple -also multirange meters-
meggers-pyrometers and laboratory
test instruments, etc.

All to B.S.89

Instruments tested and standardised on our
premises and replacements supplied from our

stock.

REPAIRS
Delivered 7-14 days

Our skilled craftsmen carry out re-
pairs or convert any types and makes
of single and multirange meters.

Where desired repairs are accepted on contract.

THE V.Z. ELECTRICAL SERVICE
9, NEWPORT PLACE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: GERrard 4861 (Retail 2613)

EDDY'S (NOTTM.) LTD
(DEPT. W.W.

112 ALFRETON RD., NOTTINGHAM

GUITAR PICK-UP. " THE PLECTRO."
Super Hi-Fi Non Acoustical Universal Fitting.
3x High output. Complete with lead
and plug. Full and easy instructions. 39/11.
Post 1/-.
ACOS CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. Turnover (2
sapphire styli). 29/11. Post 2/6.
NIFE ACCUMULATORS. Midget Single
Unit. Size 3 x 21 x iin. I/II. each. Post 1/6.
VIBRATORS. 12 v. 4 pin. 4/11 each. Post 1/-.
DIMMER SWITCHES. Ideal for train speed
regulators. I/11. Post 9d.
ACOS CRYSTAL MIKES. TYPE MIC 35/1.
25/11. Post 2/6.
RECTIFIERS. Contact cooled. 250 v. 60 ma.
8/6. RM I 4/9. RM2 6/6. RM3 7/6. RM4 15/6.
RM5 19/6. Post 1/-.
JACK PLUGS. Standard type. I/II. Post 4d.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS. Wire end (not
ex Govt.). 8mfd. 450 v. 1/9. 8-8 450 v. 2/9. 16
mfd. 450 v. 2/9. 16 x 8 450 v. 4/-. 16 x 16 450 v.
3/9. 32 mfd. 450 v. 3/9. 32-32 350 v. 4/-. Post 9d.
NEON MAINSTESTER/SCREWORIVERS.
4/6 each. Post 6d.
MORSE TAPPERS. Plated contacts. Adjust-
able gaps. Heavy duty. 3/6. Post 9d.
CONDENSERS. Standard Can 50-50 mfd.
400 v. 5/6. 100-200 275 v. 9/-. Post 1/-.
DYNAMOTORS. 200 v. D.C. to 12 v. D.C.
Ideal for train sets, etc. 19/11. Post 2/-.
GERMANIUM DIODES. 1/- each. 10/ -
dozen. Post 4d.
TRANSISTORS. Yellow/green spot 6/11.
R.F. Yellow/Red Spot 13/11, Post 4d.
SUB MINIATURE CONDENSERS. 1.6
mfd., 5 mfd., 8 mfd., 10 mfd., 16 mfd., 25 mfd.,
32 mfd. 2/6. each. Post 4d.
MIN !MOTORS. For model makers, high speed,

to 6 v. 8/6. Post 1/-.
PLASTIC CASES. Suitable for transistor por-
tables. Size 6 x 3} x I tin. Attractive black and
white. 3/11. Post I/-.
ALL ABOVE ARE NEW AND GUARANTEED

A7GT
CSGT
D5
H5GT
NSGT
L4
R5
S5
T4

3Q4
3V4
3Q5GT
5U4G
5Z4G
5Z4GT
6AG5
6AL5
6AM6
6B8G
6BA6
68.16
6C4
6CH6
6D2
6D6
6F I
6F6M
6FI3
6F15
6F33
6H6M
6.15G
&MGT
615M
6K7G
6K8G
6Q7G
6P28
6SA7M
6SG7M

6V6GT 6/-
6X5GT 5/11
757 9/6
7Y4 7
10FI 9/-

/6

12AT6 9/-
12AH7 5/6
I2AH8 9/6
25L6GT 9/6
25Z4G 9/-
35L6GT 9/9
35W4 7/6
35A5 10/6
90AV 4/6
807(B) 3/9
807(USA) 5/6
954 1/6

956 2/11
9001 4/6
9003 4/-
9006 4/-
AZ31 9/-
836 9/6
DAF96 8/3
DF96 8/6
DH77 7/6
DK92 9/6
DK96 8/6
DH63 8/6
DL96 8/6
DM70 7/6
EB4I 7/6
E B91 4/6
EBC41 9/-
EBF80 9/-
ECC81 6/-
ECCB2 7/-
ECC83 8/-
ECC84 9/-

6517M 7/- ECC85 8/6 Z63 5/-
6SN7GT 4/9 ECF80 11/- Z66 8/-
6V6G 5/11 EC H42 9/- Z77 4/ -
SURPLUS NEW AND GUARANTEED

VALVES BY RETURN.

14/6
11/6
9/6

10/6
103//6

9
7/-
6/6
5/3
7/6
7/9
9/-
6/6
9/-

11/6
5/-
4/6
4f-
2/11
6/6
7/6
4/-

10/6
4/6
4/-
9/-
7/6
9/-
9/-
6/3
2/-
2/9
3/6
4/6
2/6
6/6
8/3
9/6
7/-
5/6

ECH8I
ECL80
EF36
EF37
EF40
EF41
EF42
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF91
EL4I
EL84
EL85
EY86
EZ80
GTIC
KTW6I
M U14
P61
PCC84
PCF80
PEN46
PL33
PL82 8/-
PL83 9/-
PY31 8/6
PY80 8/-
PY8I 8/6
PY82 8/6
PZ30 9/6
PEN36C 9/6
UF4I 9/-
UF42 8/-
U L41

UY41
U35
U31

9/-
9/6
2/6
4/6

183/6

/9
9/6
7/6
7/-

13/6
4/-
8/6
9/6

10/6
10/6
7/6
7/6
6/6
8/6
2/6
8/6
8/6
5/6
9/6

8/6
7/11
9/6
8/ -

Any parcel insured against damage in transit
for only 6d. extra per order. All uninsured par-
cels at customer's risk. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
only. Postage and packing 6d. per valve extra.
Over E3 free. S.A.E. with all enquiries.
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UB-MINIATURE
TUBUL

We have now been producing these Sub -miniature Electro-
lytic condensers for a considerable time, and the range has
been increased to keep pace with the demand for miniaturised
components. These condensers-shown here actual size-
fit into the smallest assemblies; no longer is it necessary for
designers to be governed by the size of the condensers.

As this range was originally developed for use with tran-
sistors, they have been the subject of considerable interest to
manufacturers of hearing aids and similar assemblies where
every component is scaled down to minimum size.

The condenser element is hermetically sealed in an
aluminium tube with rubber bungs (T.C.C. Patents 578487,
587072 and 578409) and an attractive feature of our design
is that the wire terminations may be flexed right up to the
body of the condenser.

These condensers are available when required with a
thin P.V.C. insulating sleeve.

74-2acity Peak Wkg.
in Volts

Dimensions in ins. T.C.C. List
Type No PriceLength Diam.

2 8 CES8A 5/-
4

1

4
12 sff

CE58AA 5/-
CE58B 5/-

6 1 5 CE58 5/-
025 25 CE58C 5/-

10 3 18 CE68AA 4/-
8

4
2

6
12

25

,ss
-18 CE68AE 41-
18 CE68BE 4/-
18 CE68CE 4/-

0.1
0.5

50
50

,
73-

31'
18 CE68D 4/-
18 CE68D 4/-

1 50 18 CE68DE 4/-
20 6 .2 CE69AE 4/-
10 12 .2 CE69BE 4/-
4 25 .2 CE69CE 4/-
2 50 .2 CE69DE 4/-

50 6 2r" CE67AE 4/-
25 12 2" i" CE67BE 4/-
12 25 CE67CE 4/-

CONDENSER
SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1906
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Ersin
MULTICORE

SAVBIT

SOLDER
re c ass Jo n

Ersin. Multicore Savbit Solder extends the life of copper
soldering -iron bits by up to ten times. percentage
of copper incorporated in the alloy p erption o3
copper from the bit.
In all other respects the characteristics of lticore
solder remain the same. Soldering speed is nor ed an
efficiency is increased because the bits are kept d con-
dition. Savbit solder has been tested and proved on man
production lines and leading manufacturers all over the wort

it.

It's the copper in SAVBIT solder
alligiues up to 10 times it li

SAVBIT FOR INDUSTRY
Ersin Multicore. Savbit Solder con-
taining 5 -cores of non -corrosive flux
is supplied to factories at bulk
prices on 7 lb. reels. The popular
16 and 18 s.w.g.
diameters are suit- 45RIPI
able for most solder-
ing processes.
Supplies are also
available in 1 Ib

tens.

SAVBIT FOR THE ENGINEER

Approximately 170 ft. of 18 s.w.g.
Savbit solder is

supplied on a con-
venient 1 lb. reel
picked in a carton.
Price: 15/- per reel
(subject).

SAVBIT FOR THE HOME
The Size 1 Carton contains approxi-
mately 53 ft. of 18 s.w.g. Savbit
solder. Also supplied in 14 and 16
s.w.g. sizes. Price
5/- per carton (sub-
ject). There is also
a home construc-
tor's pack of 60/40
Alloy at 2,'6 per reel
(subject).

Ersin Aft;Itl.core 5 -core solder is still a

MULTICORE SOLDERS LIMIT
Telephone: BOXMOOR 3636

HERT


